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OM

$0 $he Hon'ble $ir fpamea $eorgie $eaton,

K.C.S.I., LL.D., V.D.,

LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF THE UNITED PROVINCES OF

AGRA AND OUDH.

IS RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED THIS TRANSLATION OF THE SACRED MATSYA PURANAM
WITH HIS HONOUR'S KIND PERMISSION

AS A TOKEN OF THE TRANSLATOR'S SINCERE ADMIRATION OF HIS HONOUR
WHO BY HIS UNRIVALLED SYMPATHY

FOR THE PEOPLE OF THESE PROVINCES

WHOM PROVIDENCE HAS CALLED HIM TO RULE

HAS ACQUIRED THEIR EVERLASTING GRATITUDE AND AFFECTION

AND WHOSE BENEFICIAL ADMINISTRATION

THEY WILL ALWAYS COMMEMORATE
BY THE FOLLOWING SONG—

^ sun sRwnwi^R^:,

if&Sl dwRi «Rft«i q^ft foqft ii
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FOREWORD.

Modern Sanskrit scholars have not bestowed that amount of

attention on the study of the Pur&gas which they have done on that of

the Vedas. This neglect of the study of the Pur&nas proceeds from

more causes than one. Every one of the Pur&nas is a real Encyclopedia

Indica and so a very comprehensive knowledge of the whole range of

Sanskrit literature is necessary to understand them. There are very

few scholars who possess such a knowledge.

The present translation of the Matsya Pur&na has been done by an

esteemed Talukdar of Oudh— well known for his scholarly attainments in

Sanskrit and English.

The introduction has been written by Pandit Lalit Mohan Kar, who
obtained the diploma of Kdvyatirtha from the Sanskrit College, the

degree of M. A. in Sanskrit and Pali from the University of Calcutta and

is professor of Sanskrit in the Ripon College.

Most of the appendices are from the pen of my brother, Rai Baha-

dur f$rida Chandra Vidy&rnava, whose profound knowledge of Sanskrit has

enabled him to rightly interpret many difficult passages in this Pur&na.

It is hoped that the notes and appendices may be of use to scholars

interested in the study of the Pur&nas.

The greater part of the present volume is taken up with a descrip-

tion of Vratas or fasts, followed by feasts and gifts to the Br&hmanas.

They are of interest only to the Hindu public. To the non-Hindus they

are of very slight importance.

According to its own statement in Chapter 53, this Pur&oa is 16th,

in the order of precedence. This is according to the northern rescension,

where the Brahma Pur&na stands first. According to the southern rescen-

sion, the Matsya Pur&na heads the list, showing thereby that this is par

excellence the Pur&na of the southern people. It probably owes its origin

to the south.

To complete the dynastic records of the kings of the Kali age, the

matter has been somewhat anticipated, and Chapters 271, 272 and 273

have been inserted in this volume. This part is complete in itself, and its

second part, which will appear in future, will not break the continuity of

the book.
Editor.
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INTRODUCTION.

The present war between the European Powers, the royal represen-

tatives of which, in many cases, stand to each

Mah4bM»UW*r.
the

otner *n tne relation °* cousins, brings forth, in

the brightest colours to the Indian mind, the

long past glories of another great field where cousins had met to measure,

their swords. The date of that war is still an open question like

many other great events of the Indian tradition. Many, indeed, there

have been who deny it the name of an historical event and like to look

upon it, as merely a part of the fairy tales which the Sanskrit Puranas,

in their opinion, abound with. The details of that war are so familiar to

every one of us that we have never questioned its occurence, but as to

its probable date we are merely content with believing it to be very very

ancient. Many European scholars, in their over-eagerness to prove Indian

civilization to be of a late growth, have assigned to the war a date not

far beyond the birth of the Christian era. Leaving this tug of war

regarding Indian dates to take care of itself, let us try to find out what in-

ternal evidence the Pur&n&s can supply us to prove our case.

Custom, it is said, becomes law, when it is recognised by the state ;

and tradition, we may say on the same analogy, is accepted as history

when borne out by evidence recognisable by critical and scientific intellects.

Thanks to the indefatiguable labours of scholars like Mr. Pargiter, who
started on a study of the Puranas with some faith in the realities of their

accounts—with the requisite amount of t&raddhd which the Ved&ntin*

enjoin—we are in a position to take the Mahabharata War from a

realistic point of view.

Of late Babu R£mapr£n& Gupta, in the Asvin issue of the Pravasi of

the last year (Vol XV. Pt I, 6th issue, pp. 740 et seq\ has made an

attempt to fix the date of the Mahfibh&rata War, and has referred to

two different theories, viz. : (1) the 6th century B. C, founded on
astronomical observations and (2) 2450 B. C, based on the R&jatarngini.

He holds a third view, namely, that the War took place a thousand and a

half years before Christ, and says that many great scholars, Indian and

European, have accepted the same view.

Nom—Here I beg leave to point out an oversight of Babu JMinaprana Gupta. He says,

at p. 741 [first column, towards the bottom} (of which I give the translation) : It is written

in the 14th Sloka, Chap. 24, Part IV, of the Vis.nu that Pariksit was annointed King 120$
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X INTRODUCTION

years after the commencement of Kali, etc And he finds it difficult to reconcile this

passage with what follows in the Visnu.

But evidently this interpretation is faulty. The verse of the Visnu

in question is :-

Vi«nnIV,24. U.

The meaning of the second line is :

—

" At that time (the time of Pariksit) began the Kaliyuga, which

comprises of 1,200 (divine) years." Op. the lines following in the Visnu.

What Babu R&maprana says, appears like an alternative theory, and

may mislead readers. This arises, probably, out of the worthless vernacular

translations, published by Indian press, bristling with mistakes, although

purposed to have been done by the great Pandits.

Let us examine this view a little.

This theory has been built upon the interval of time that elapsed

between the birth of Pariksit and the inauguration of Mahapadraa Nanda.

The words of the different Puranas are quoted below :

—

(1) Brahmanda

—

III-LXZIV.-M7.
(2) Visnu— _

IV-XX1V.—81.
(3) Bhftgavata—

WWW*j TOT V*"J&WKH m

(4) Vayu—
xir, n.-i«.

HflwJ^ifiWflW iwnujwn ii

VoL II, Chap. XXXVH-409.

All the Puranfis have given the names of the Dynasties which ruled

in India during this period. They are the Barhadratha, the Pradyota

and the Sisunaga, which last was overthrown by Mahapadma Nanda.

The Matsya, the Vayu, and the Brahn* in4a mention the respective reigns

of each king, while the others give only the names and the sum total of

the different reigns.
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nJTBODVCTIOIt

According to the first set of PurAnUt the kings Mid the duration of

their rules (as suggested by a critical perusal of the different Purines and

their different versions) are as follows

I.—22 Barhadrathas
(1) Bomianl ••• •»• • •• ••• ••• n
(1) SratMMTMi »•» ••• • •• ••• »•• m

(8) Ayatlyua ••• ••• ••• ... • •• 90 ft

fit M» . 11
(4) NIrmmltrm •»• ••• • •• ••• •••

At)
ft

(8) Sakffttra »•» ••• •• • •• • •• KA n

(6) BfhfttkanMB ••• •»• • •• • •» ••• s# ft

(7) Senajit ••» ••• ••• •#• ••• A
40

ft

(8) Srutanjaya ... ••• • •• ... *•

(0) Yibhn ... ... ••* ••< ••• ••• ft

(10) Snohi ••» ••• •• • •• • »• •t

(11) Kfema ••% ••• ••• • •• ••• 18 it

(11) SuYrata« ••• ••• ••• ••• • •• 84 ft

(18) SnnMral ••• ••• • •• • •• ••• 88 ft

(14) KlfTftl >•• ••• • •• • •• • •• 88 ft

(IS) Soiramaaya ••• ••• • •• • •• ••• 88 »

(16) Drdhaaeaa ••• ••• ••• ••• ... 48

(17) MftMnfttra or (Somati) ••• • •• • •• 88 tt

(18) Sochala ••• ••• • •• — »•• 81 it

(10) Surttra U ••• ••• • •• ... • •• 48 ft

(SO) 8aftyajit ••• •M • •• • •• 88 tt

(21) Viavajit ••• • •• • •• ••• ••• 88 ft

(11) Rlpafijaya ••• ••• • •• • •• ••• 80 ft

Total ... UKH) yean.*

Regarding this list, it is to be noticed, that wherever a parallel

reading has been given by Mr. Pargiter, there has been no difference in

the name, except in the three following instances :

—

(1) SunStra I and DharmanStra, where the readings regarding the

latter are rather confused, and hence less deserving of acceptance.

(2) Mahinfttra and Sumati, where there would be no difference if the

king be regarded as having two names, their period of rule being the same.

(3) Trindtra and Sudramasya, where it appears as if both had an

equal claim to be accepted as the correct name. But if both were to be
accepted, the list would not be of 22 kings, but of 23 ; but this is impos-

sible as the list is confined to 22 and 22 only.f Now, which name to

reject?

Brahmanja—OXXIV, 111.

—Brahmtnda—
III, cxxiT—111
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zii INTRODUCTION.

The line devoted to TrinStra reads as follows :

—

which, compared with the line celebrating Sunetra (II).

nHnK^m WIT ^sit ?RB I

presents a striking similarity (excepting of course in the number of years).

This led me to suppose that it would be a repetition of the same thing

if we accepted both these lines, and so I preferred to adopt the line for

Susramasya. I find that I am, most fortunately, backed by other readings

of the Matsya which actually have Sunetra for TrinStra, and the line for

Susramasya can, therefore, be safely accepted for the one for TrinStra.

It may be here remarked that long reigns, and almost absurdly long

ones, are occasionally met with in Indian chronologies. But it is to be

remembered that the names are of memorable kings, and often the reigns

of predecessors and successors of minor importance and less worthy of a

separate remembrance, have been added on to those of these remarkable

ones. To give a familiar instance, can anybody, excepting a specialist, re-

member with correctness the two shorter periods of rule of George IV and

William IV, while the long and memorable reigns of George III and of

Victoria the Good, are remembered so exactly ? If people were to write

history after the lapse of a dozen centuries, these two shorter periods

would be engulfed in either of the longer ones in the traditions of this

long period.

II.—5 Pradyotas:

—

(1) Pradyota ... ... ... 28 yeans.
(2) Ponlaka .« ... ... 24 „
(3) Visakhayflpa ... ... 60 „
(4) Ajaka ... ... 21 „
<6) Nandivardhana (the Pradyota)... 20 „

Total ... 188 years.

As there are no two opinions regarding the names, the reigns or

the total period of these kings, the traditions regarding them seem to have

been very well preserved.

IIL—10 SisunSgas:—
Sisunsga ... ... ... 60 years.
Kskavarna ... ... 86 „
Kfemadharma ... ... 86 ««

Kfatraoja ... ... 40 „
Vimbisara ... ... 28 „
Ajfttasatru ... ... 27 „
Darsaka ... ... ... 26 „
Udayin ... ... ... 88 „
Nandivardhan* (the Saisn^aga) 42 „
Mahanandin ... ... 48 „

Total ... 880 „
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INTRODUCTION.

This is exactly the total number of years as given by Matsya Pur&nA

The Visnu gives 362 years as the total period of the Sisunagas, bat

does not give the reigns against each king. 80 it is not verifiable. The

above reigns have been taken from the maximum periods given in the

Puranas, and this must be the correct reckoning, as it tallies exactly with

the total periods given even by those Puranas which do not give the

details. How to account for these 2 years of the Vi§nu ?

Bat a very strange resolt is obtained by adding together these

different totals. They give the grand total of (1,0004-1384-360=) 1,498

years, or, according to the Visnu (1,0004-1384-362=) 1,600 years, while

they declare, as already observed, that the period between Pariksit's

birth and Mahapadmu Nanda's inauguration covered 1015, 1050 or 1115

years.

This discrepancy was observed when working at the Matsya Purina.

The totalised interval thus coming far above the three different

totals, as given by the different Puranas, the only possible explanation

lay in this.—When there are three divergent readings in the Puranas,

depending, no doubt, on slight variations in the texts, could not there be

a fourth and certainly more reasonable reading to say that the period

was 1500 years ?

Very happily this reading has been actually found, as given by Mr.

Pargiter, at p. 58 of his Dynasties of the Kali Age.

This clears up all doubts regarding the interval between Pariksit

and Mah&padma Nanda. It was a period of 1500 years.

If a comparative estimate be desired between the totals, as given by
the different Pur&nas (viz., 1,015, 1050 and 1115 years), and the sum total

found out by calculation of the details, the scale must turn in favour of

the latter, as a corruption, or at least a variation, depends on the mutation

of two or three letters of the alphabet, as is evident from there being those

different versions of the total period, while the details are more definite.

It is worthy of note here that this contradiction had struck ^ridhara

Sv&mt, the worthy commentator of the Bh&gavata, whose critical spirit

is noticeable in another portion of his_ commentary, viz., where he dis-

cusses the length of the Jambudvipa. In his commentary on the 26th

verse of the 2nd chapter of the 12th skandha, he remarks :

—

" In fact, the interval between Pariksit and Nanda is less than

one and a half thousand years by two years. 41

* "w§?n53 i^Rj^rtrwrt grot ^rfart tsraMn^r *wftr i"
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xiv INTRODUCTION.

The 2 years added to 360 by the Vnjnu seems to have proceeded

from the desire of making the sum total of the durations of the three

dynasties (vis., 1,000+138+360) come exactly to 1,500 years.

Now, Parikpit was a posthumous son of Abhimanyu, who died in

the War, so that many months did not elapse between the War and his

birth, which preceded Mab&padma Nanda's inauguration by 1,500

years.

Mah&padma Nanda ascended the throne in 422 B. 0., as we come

to know from Indian History. So from a retrospective calculation we

arrive at 1922 B. C. as the date of the Great War fought on the field of

the Eurus.

The astronomical data supplied by some of the Pur&nas seem to go

against this date. The Visnu and the Bb&gavata state that the Great Bear

was in the Magh& in Parik§it's time When it will go to Purv&9&<Jh&,

it will be the time of Nanda, and the Kali age will begin to attain

maturity. (There is no mention of the speed of the seven $i?is).

The V&yu adds the seven ftisis dwell in a Naksatra for a century.

So, as Purv&s&<}h& is the 10th from MaghS the interval between the

days of Pariksit and Nanda comes to ten centuries.

The Bramh&ntfa corroborates this. But the Matsya says: 'The

seven $i?is were then (on a line) with the towering, blazing Agni'*; and

that being the presiding deity of the Kpttik&, we conclude that in

ParikeU's time the seven (tips (the Ursa Major or the Great Bear) were in

the constellation Kpttik&. From Kjittik& to Purv&s&4ha are 19 Naksatras

;

and so, from Pariksit to Mab&padma Nanda, there elapsed a period

of 1900 years.

The statement in the other Pur&nas may be easily explained. In

their anxiety to be consistent with the statement of 1015, 1050, or 1115

years—(and regardless of the totalised number of years)—they fixed on the

tenth star from Purv&s&dh& (about which there are no two opinions), by
backward calculation.

As the Matsya claims a superior place among the Pur&nas, the data

it gives, verified by calculations which the other Pur&nas supply as well,

and corroborated by backward and forward references, are throughout

consistent, and hence the date arrived at from them are well worth

accepting.

Mateya-OCLIH XX—Sloka.
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INTRODUCTION. XT

We are thus in a position to say that the Kuruksetra War took

place as many years on that side of the birth of the Giver of Peace as the

present war has occurred on this side of it

Allahabad :

13th June, 1916.

Lalit Mohan Kar.
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THE MATSYA PURANAM

SALUTATION TO gftf GANESA.

inn wwx ii

SALUTATION TO THE ADORABLE V3SUDEVA.

Note.—The sacred word 41Om " is formed by the letters a, u, m. Of these, a represents

Visnu, 11, Siva, tn, Brahma. Pranava is, therefore, the symbol of the sacred Trinity.

CHAPTER I.

May the lotus feet of Bhava, who shook the diggajas at the time

of His dance, disperse all obstacles.—1.

Note.—Bhava is a name of the God feiva. Tandava is a particular kind of dance

of which Siva is very fond. Diggajas : It is laid down in the paurauio allegory that the

universe lies balanced on the tusks of ten elephants- each elephant supporting a quarter.

May the words of Lord Visnu, embodied in the Vedas and

uttered by His Matsya-avatft.ru, in which incarnation, at the time of His

sallying forth from the region of the pAtala, the blow of His tail caused

the seven seas to intermingle with the high heavens and then to fall

down, spattering the sphere of the earth, steal away all your evil !
.— 2.

Note.—Brahman da, literally, means the Egg of the Creator, and the word, as it stands,

applies to all the regions—both upper and lower. In the above 61oka Brahmanda is coupled

with the word Urddha, which means npper. Here the complete word is Urddha Brahmanda

which means the npper regions. Matsyavatfira is the incarnation of Lord Visnu, in the form

of a fish. The Merciful mainfests Himself in different forms, whenever He finds it neces-

sary— (1) To educate the world in the performance of its manifold duties which, in spite of

their being incorporated in the works of Divine revelation, very often remain incompre-

hensible ; (2) To save the world from wilful neglect of duty.

Compare.—

wgwR rota aqkUH ^Jrerot H
"

(8) " Old order changeth yielding place to new,

Qod fulfils Himself in many ways,

l^eat one good custom should corrupt the world,"
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2 TEE MAT87A PURANAM.

To deal with the doubts that are very often raised on the theory of incarnation, it

would be necessary to make copious references to Vedftnta, Upanisads, and Nyftya, and to

add exhaustive commentaries on those dogmatical aphorisms which wonld swell the bulk
of the Purftna. I will therefore confine myself to yery brief notes on most important
items. The necessity of Matsyftvatftra will later on become clear by going through this

Purftna. 8ruti means the Vedas, that are regarded by the Hindus to be the words of

Divine revelation.

Matsyapur&na which is the diepeller of all ignorance, should be

read after saluting NarSyana, Nara, Narottama, Devi Sarasvati.— 3.

Note.—Narftyana, Narottama, etc., are all analogous expressions, and apply to the

Supreme Being, who is omnifio, omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient. Words cannot

describe Him or His glory.

Im&bisbJ^^bV ^Baa^^^^^^a^a^^M ^^S^Lm^^^^h^m ^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^mm^^^m sa^tJW^C^ MBMSjfiC

T salute Lord Brahma who, though unborn, manifests Himself

for the sake of creation, and is known under different epithets, viz.—
Narftyana, Triguna — 4.

Note.—Trigunas are Satva, Rajas and Tamas. May ft is the resultant of Trigunas. When
Mftyft combines with aoy particle of Omnipresent Parabrahma, that particle is known as

Brahma. Triveda means the three Vedas, viz,—Rig, Yajus and Sftman. The metre which is

prosodioal, but cannot be chanted, is called Rik, and Rig-Veda is fall of such metres. The
metre which is neither prosodioal nor can be chanted, is called Yajus and, Yajnrveda

is fall of sach metres. The metres that can be chanted are known as 8A ma, and there-

fore the Veda containing such metres is called Sftma-Veda. Strictly speaking, therefore,

there are only three Vedas. The sage Vasiatba collected several metres of the above-

mentioned three Vedas dealing with Ayurveda and Santikarma, etc., and compiled the

Atharva-Veda, which now forms the fourth Veda. The Vedas are the works of Divine

revelation, and are held very sacred by the Hindus. Lord Brahmft is the chief revealer of

the sacred Vedas. Now, with the above verse ends the introductory verses, after

which the subject matter of the Purftna commences. Before proceeding further, some-

thing must be said about mangalacharana. Mangala is of three kinds, viM— (1) Namaskftrftt-

mak—mangala is that in which there is salutation to some Deity as in " &ree Gane&ftyna-

mfth," and " Om Namo Bhagavate Vftsudevftya, which occur in the very beginning of the

Parana (2) Vastunirdesfttmakamangala is that in which there is some clue to the subject

matter of the work, following it. (8) As'irvftdfttamkamangala is that in which some Deity

is invoked to shower Its blessings on somebody.

The couplet "Prachand Taorlavft$ope, etc., contains a prayer to Lord b'iva which shows
that later on there will be something about the annihilation of the universe. fe'iva is

Sanhftrkartft. The " stanza P&t&lidyutpattishwo, Ac., contains a prayer to Lord Visnu which
shows that there will also be a description of the Sthiti., Visnu is bftntikartft. The above

two stanzas are both Vastunirdes&tmaka and A*irvadfttmaka. The couplet, "ajopl" Ac.,

contains salutations to Lord Svayambha, i.e., Brahmft which shows that the Purftna contains

a history of creation also. Brambft is Sri§tikartfl. This couplet is Namaskftrfttmaka as

well as Vastu Nirdesatmaka.

Ganeaa. The Lord of Siva's attendants. It is laid down in Siva Purftna that

God 8iva was in the habit of going into His abode, even when His consort, the Goddess

Compare.—
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CHAPTER 1. ft

Parvatt, would be haying her bath. The Goddess did not like this, and in order to keep

Siva oat at the time of Her bath she onoe upon a time made a figure of sand clay and

pat life into it. Afterwards, the goddess located Him at the door of the house, directing

Him not to let an/ one enter. A little while after, Lord Siva turned up, but the figure

at the door drove Him away. Siva got very angry and sent His attendants to subdue

Him, but they were repulsed. Then the Lord sent a large army under the Devas to

subdue Him. They were also on the point of being routed. When Siva Himself appeared

on the scene and overpowering Him by His large army, out His head with His trident.

The head was carried away by the nymphs. Afterwards, the sage Narad* appeared

and related all this to Ptrvati, who got very much vexed and determined to destroy

everyone ; which caused a great consternation, and all the Devas began to pray. The

Goddess was pleased with their prayer and devotion, and said that she would not

give effect to Her determination, provided Her son was recalled to life and allowed the

first place in all the ceremonies; which they all promised to do. But when a search

for the head was made it was not found. They found the head of an elephant with

only one tusk lying somewhere at a distance which they put on the body and then

infused life into it Gaoesa thus came to have the head of an elephant on His shoulders.

Afterwards, He was given the first place in all ceremonies and was made the Lord of

Siva's attendants. Owing to His having the first place in all ceremonies, He is

always saluted at the beginning of Mangalacharana in each work.

We understand from the Mangalacharana that Matsya Purina mainly deals with

the history of—
(1) The creation of the Universe by Brahma, the Creator !

(1) The annihilation of the Universe by Siva, the destroyor

!

(8) The preservation of the Universe from total annihilation by Visnu the saviour.

Brahma, Visnu and Siva are the different manifestations of the one and the same
Supreme Being.

Once upon a time, the inhabitants of Naimis£ranya, at the close

of a long sacrifice, began to relate to one another pious, charming

stories from different Puranas. The great sage, Suta, was present in that

assembly. $aunaka and other sages who were also there on that occa-

sion, after complimenting Suta on his deep lore, said :

—

" 0 sinless one, we wish to hear again the very same nectar-like

stories of the Purdnas which have been recited to us by you."—5-6.

Note.—Namissranya is modern Nfmkhtr-Misrikh in the 8!tapur district, OucUX

" Tell us please, how Brahma created the Universe, and for what

reason Visnu adopted the form of a fish. We are also anxious to know

why diva took the goblet of human skull, why He is called Pur&ri, and

how Bhava, the cause of our prosperity, came to be known as Bhairava ?

0, Suta ! be gracious enough to relate all this exhaustively, for we never

feel satiated with listening to your sweet narrations, as one is not with

nectar."— 7-8.

Hote,—' Bhava' means the giver of prosperity, this is a synonym of God Siva.

1 Bhairava ' means terrific or one who causes fear. This term applies to a form of

God Siva.
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4 THE MATSYA PURAttAti.

KapAli literally means one who carries a human skull. This expression Also

<Vrisabhadhvaja' means one who has a ball for his conveyance. Siva rides the

ball ; therefore, this term denotes Siva.

Suta said :—" Hear, now, 0, Brahmanas, the sacred Matsyapurana

which was revealed by Lord Vi§nu in the form of a fish."— 9.

Aote.-*Now follows the narration of the Parana.

Id ancient times (Vaivasvata) Manu, the Merciful, the first king

of the Solar dynasty, after making over his kingdom to his son, devoted

himself to rigid asceticism. On a summit of the Malaya mountain,

the devout austerities of that resolute hero, who was adorned with

spiritual knowledge, and whose equilibrium of mind was just the same in

adversity as in prosperity, were crowned with the attainment of transcen-

dent yoga (that is, union with the Deity.)— 10-11.

Note.—'Ravinandan' means the Son of the 6an.

Vaivasvata Mann was the offspring of the God Sun from Sajnt the daughter of Lord

Kuvera. He was the founder of the Solar race of Ksatriyas.

Note.—Malaya is a range of mountains in Southern India abounding in sandal trees.

It is to the west of Malabar.

Samaduhkhasukhavira means the hero who is neither overwhelmed by misfortunes

nor is carried -away by prosperity, but remains firm under all circumstances. Such a

bent of mind is not common. Only those few who resign themselves to His will and

concentrate their minds on the sacred object of their devotion, cat) remain so firm-minded.

Devotion to God alone leads to such a bliss.

It points out to the soul the pitfalls of life and tho mundane unrealities. It takes

away the shroud of illusion and places the soul on the pinnacle of celestial glory where

eternal peace and contentment reign. Bhakti or Yoga begets such knowledge.

The King Vaivasvata Manu, inspite of his worldly glories, was, not negligent of

the life after death. Like many ancient kings, the first item of his duty was to acquire

this jfiana, and he became Rftja-Risi. It is therefore no wonder that a Raja-Risl, like

the King Vaivasvata Manu should have been so firm.

After a period of a million of years of continued asceticism, Lord

Brahma became pleased towards him, and told him to ask for a boon.—12
A'ofcc-Kamalasana is another name of God Brahma. It literally means, one who

has a lotus to sit upon. It is laid down in the pauranic allegory that at the time of

creation, a lotus with Brahma sitting on it, springs from the navel of Visnu.

Having been thus addressed (by BrahmsO, the king, after saluting

Him, said :

14
Lord ! 1 have only one boon to beg of you, which is above

all other boons. May 1 have power sufficient for the protection of the

whole creation, moveable and immoveable, when the hour of Pralaya will

come."— 13-14.

Note,—* Pittmaha ' means paternal grand-father.

Brahma is the Creator of the Universe ; He is therefore called Pitamaha.

Note.- Pralaya is chiefly of two kinds, trf*.—(1) Khauda pralaya, in which there

is a partial dissolution, and (2) ManA pralaya in which there is a total dissolution.

applies to Siva.
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CHAPTER I. 5

In this Pnrana, there is a mention of Khandapralaya. Mark the boon sought by the

illustrious sovereign of the Solar rsoe. This shows how selfless, highly virtuous end

righteous the kings in ancient times were.

Lord BrahinA, the Soul of the Universe, after granting the prayer

of the king (in the following words, " Be it so "), disappeared then and

there, and the Devas profusely showered a rain of flowers from the

ethereal regions.— 15.

Note.—Puspavrifti. The Devas showered flowers on the king to eipress Their

unbounded pleasure and appreciation of his highest righteousness.

One day, in his hermitage, when the king was making a libation of

water to the manes of his deceased ancestors, a carp (a small fish) fell

into his hands along with the water.— 16.

Note.—Tarpana is a libation of water to the manes of the deceased ancestors which

a Hindu is in duty bound to perform regularly.

[Consult • The Daily Practice of the Hindus 'by Rai Bahadur 8ris Chandra Vidyarnave.]

Papftta, i.e., fell from the king's vessel out of which he was pouring out water for

libation.

Saphari is a very small variety of flsh called carp. It is very tiny and always

restless. Eastern poets very often employ it in their similes, in their description of the

movements of beautiful eyes.

On seeing that tiny fish, the merciful king, out of compassion,

wanted to preserve it and put it into his water jar. That tiny fish, in

course of a day and night, grew into the form of a large fish, measuring

sixteen fingers in length, and (feeling uncomfortable inside the water jar

where it was placed by the king), cried for deliverance.— J 7-18.

The king took it out of the water jar and put it in a large pitcher

but there also, in course of a night, it grew three hands in length. " I

am at your mercy, come to my succour." The king, again hearing these

cries of the fish took it out of the pitcher and deposited it in a well. Later

on, the well also proved insufficient. The king then accommodated it in a

tank.—19-20.
Note.— Sahasrakiranatmaja, the 8on of the Sun, 4e., king Vaivasvata Mann, flehasra-

kirana means the 8un.

In the tank, again, the fish grew a yojana (eight miles) in length,

and again appealed to the king, in a plaintive tone, to help it out of the

tank. Then the king put the fish in the Ganges and, finding that it

increased there too, he placed it in the ocean. The fish went on increas-

ing and increasing in bulk, until it very nearly filled the vast expanse of

the great ocean. The king, seeing this, was awe-stricken and said,

" Are you the chief of the Asuras? Or are you Vasudeva ; who eke has

such an extraordinary power * to assume such a tremendously big far?)

extending to sixteen hundred miles ? "—22*25.

Jlote*—' Asure ' mens a demon. 4 Iswara ' literally means master.
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6 THE MAtSYA PUBANAM.

I have come to know you, 0, Keiava ! You are puzzling me in

the form of a fish. I bow down to You, 0, Hrisiketfa, Jagann&tha,

Jagaddh&ma." [These are all different names of God.]—26.
Being thus addressed, Bhagavana Jan&rdana, in the form of a fish,

complimented him, and said :
" 0 Spotless One, I have been truly known

by you. In a few days time, 0 King, the Universe shall be deluged

with water, along with the mountains and forests. The Devas have made
this boat to rescue the creation from such a calamity, placing in it

svedajas, arnfajas, udbhijas and jar&yujas. 0, King ! you take charge

of this boat and help the distressed at the time of the impending danger.

When 'you find the boat in danger of being blown away by the strong

gusts of wind, tie it to ray horn. By rescuing the afflicted from such

an awful misfortune, you will be rendering a great paternal service

to the creation. And, 0, blessed sovereign ! You shall reign for one

Manoantara, from the beginning of the Kritayuga, and shall be venerated

by the Devas."--27-33.

Note.—* Svedaja,* * literally ' means, born of sweat ; therefore insects clinging to one's

person, such as bags, lice, &c.; 'andaja,' animals born of an egg; Udbhija, things that

sprout ;
1
Jarftyuja,' born of womb, i.e., Mammals.

A'ote.— Kritayuga is the same as Satyayuga, the age of truth. Manrantara is a period

of 6,48,00,000 years.

Here ends the first OJiapter dealing vrith the conversation between

Manurand Visnu.

CHAPTER II.

Suta, continuing his narration, said, that, on hearing such words

of the Lord, the king begged Him to reveal to him in how many years the

time of destruction was likely to come. The king also entreated the Lord

to point out to him the means of saving the creation from such a distress,

and to let him know when he would again be fortunate enough to meet

Him face to face.— 1-2.

The fish replied that from that day there would ~be no rain for a

hundred years, and the universe would be overtaken by a dire famine.

After that, all the inferior beings of the universe would be scorched to

death by the seven ordinary rays of the sun which shall become seven times

more powerful.—* 3*4.

Note.—The seven rays of the sun, are :—

(*) (*) (h) ftara*r, ft) wwj,
(\) (*)

In addition to all that, the subteraoean fire would shoot out, Seea,

hit abode in the lower regions, would send forth venomous flame*
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CHAPTER II. 7

from his thousand mouths, and a furiou9 fire would emerge from the third

.eye of Siva.—5.

Note.—It is said in the paurtoio allegory that the universe rests on the head of a

thousand-hooded serpent which is more popularly known as 8e?a.

The flre emitting from the third eye of Siva. He has a third eye in the forehead

which always remains shot The Lord opens that third eye only on occasions of anger, and

necessarily at the time of destruction. As soon as the third eye is opened, all

objects falling within its range are reduced to ashes, as it sends forth a big flash of Are.

Thus the three worlds would be crumbled to ashes by the combined

fury of all those various fires. The sky, with all the stars and planets,

would also be destroyed by the heat thus originated.— 6-7.

Then the seven destructive clouds viz.—Samvarta, Bhtmanada,

Drona, Chanda, Balahaka, Vidyut pataka and S6n£, would spring up from

the vapours arising out of such a heat, and would rain in torrents till all

the seas become united into one great mass. In fact the whole earth

would be covered with one vast expanse of water, then get hold of that

yonder boat and put the seed of creation and the sacred Vedas in it.

After that, fasten the boat to my horn by means of this rope that I

give you, and then the contents of the barge will be saved by my glory."

0, Pious One ! when everything will be destroyed, your good-self, the

moon, the sun, myself, BrahmS, the sacred river Narmadft, the great

sage Markandeya, the sacred Vedas, the Purfinas, the God &va, the

various sciences, will alone be saved, and the reign of king Chaksusa

Manu shall terminate with the coming partial dissolution.—8-14.

At the beginning of the re-creation of the Universe which would

follow the period of destruction, 1 shall propagate the Vedic knowledge."

So saying, He suddenly vanished away.— 15.

The king, till the time of dissolution, of which intimation was given

to him by Lord Vasudeva, engaged himself in the practice of Yoga.—16.

At the commencement of dissolution, the Lord appeared again in

the form of horned fish. At the same time, Sesa, the Serpent King,

appeared before the King Vaivasvata Manu in the shape of a rope, and the

king, through his Yogic power, collected together all living beings and put

them in the boat. And, after fastening the boat to the horn of the fish,

by means of the rope, the king saluted the Lord and got into it.—17-19.

SQta said, " 0 sages ! hear the history of creation, Ac, which you

have asked me to narrate. I shall now proceed to relate it in the words

of the Lord which were addressed to the King Vaivasvata Manu."—20-21.

Manu entreated the Lord to relate to him, how the dissolu-

tion and the creation of the universe took place, how the generations of

mankind came into being,, the meaning of Manvantara, the biographies
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of eminent men, the expanse of the universe, the ways of charity, the path

of duty, the precepts of £$raddha, the divisions of Varna and Atframa, the

ways of sacrificial rites, the greatness of the Devas, etc.—22-24.

Note.--Sraddha is an act of devotion to the pitris and manes which every Hindn
has to perform by means of certain prescribed rites, after which food, etc., is distributed

to the Br&hmanas.

'Varna' means tribe, caste, 'Asrama' the fonr kinds of religious order, viz., (I) Bramha-
charyya or the student life, (2) Grahasta or the householder's life, (8) Vanaprastha or the

anchorite's life, (4) Sanyasa or hermit's life.

Matsya said that during the period of Great Dissolution the universe

was enveloped in darkness and was in a state of trance, as it were, incon-

ceivable, still, and undefinable. In that state of unimaginable and

indescribable trance, appeared Lord Svayaipbhu, who is also known as

N&rayana, owing to His omnipresence in Sthfila-iarira, made His

appearance to create the universe.—25-27.

Note.—* Sthftla Sarira, is corporeal body, i.e., what is visible to the naked eye,

Svayambhu, with the desire of creating the universe, first created

water and planted the seed of creation in it. The seed of creation, i.e.,

chaitanya (consciousness) by coming into contact with water, produced

a vast egg (i.e., the egg of BrahmS), of golden hue, which, after one

thousand years, became ten thousand times more luminous than the sun.

After that, Svayambhu merged Himself into that tremendous Brahm&ncja,

and owing, to His omnipresence in it He came to be known as Visnu.

—28-30.

He (Svayambhu) then created the Sun by His glory, which owing

to its first place in the creation, is known as Aditya.—31.

After dividing the huge Brahmfinda into two parts, He (Svayambhu)

made the Heaven and Earth, Ak&tfa and the quarters. The upper

portion of the divided Brahmanda formed the heaven, the lower one

the earth. The direction in which the Sun was located was termed,

purva i.e., East, the direction on the right handside of Brahmft was named
daksina, i.e., South, the direction to His left hand side was styled

uttara, £«., North, and the one falling at His back came to be known

as paschima, i.e., West.—32.

Note.— Parva means first, and the direction was so named, because proditya the first

object of creation happened to be located that side.

Paschima means behind. This direction was named so, because it fell to the back of

the Creator, who was standing faced to the Bast.

Jtokhtina means right. This direction feU to the right of Brahma.

Uttara means subsequent.

Afterwards, the principal mountains, like the Meru, clouds,
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CHAPl'BB Ul. 9

lightning, embryo, rivers, pitris, Manu and the seven oceans, full of various

gems, were created.— 33-34.

A'otc—' Pitarah' means manes of the dead, Forethera. The seren oeeana are

tfd^, *3*in^:, WIV> *^*<\'9 *&W> V5&>
The above is the ancient division of ooeana.

BrahmA created the BrAhmanas and, owing to His desire of calling

the Universe into being, He is also known as PrajApati. M£rtap<Ja

came into being by the glory of the Creator.—35.

iVote.—BhQdera means the mundane Gods, i.e., the Brahmans. They were so named
because they were inspired with Divine knowledge.

PrajApati means the father of progeny, i.e t the Creator.

The San, owing to its flashing out of the Brahrafincja at the

time of its breaking, i.e., being divided into two parts, is known by the

name of Martancja, and the image of the Creator, Brahma*, the four-headed

Deity, who is full of the element of Rajoguna came to be called as Mahfit-

man.— 36.
Note.—Rajoguna is the constituent quality of all the material substances.

The Creator Brahms has four mouths that are risible, and that is why He is caUed so.

Mah&tman in the phraseology of SAnkbya, means Mah&tsatva, I.e., the attribute of

bnddhi and when this attribute has more of rajogaaa then it is called BrahmA.

The same Common Cause of the Universe who created all the

Devas, Demons, and mankind is known by' the name of BrahmA, who is

full of Rajoguna and who is also styled Mahat-satva (or Brahmfi).—37.

Here ends the second Chapter dealing with the destruction

of Brahmanfa.

CHAPTER III.

The king asked the Lord, how Brahma created the universe and

the reason of His having four heads.—1.

The Lord Fish replied that first of all Brahms' practised devout

austerities, whereby were revealed the sacred Vedas, together with their

complements and supplements and the metres. The oldest of all fkstras

was first recollected by Brahma—the eternal Brahman—in words, with

its ten million elaborations. After that, BrahmA revealed the sacred Vedas

And the sciences of MimAnsa, Nyaya, Ac., together with the eightfold proof*

Inspired with the Vedic knowledge, BrahmA became conscious of His

supreme potentiality and through His desire created the ten sages,

who are known as the MAnasa sons of the Creator, viz., Marichi, Atri,

Angira, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Pracheta, Bbrigu, Vasietha and NArada.

In addition to the fore-mentioned ten sages, the following came

into existence from the various limbs of His body, without having

any mother : from His right thumb appeared PrajApati Daksa, from
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His breast Dharma, from His heart Cupid, from His brows Anger, from

His lips Greed, from His intellect Delusion, from His egoism Arrogance,

from His throat Glee, from His eyes Death, from His hands the sage

Bharata. These are the nine sons 0 King and the tenth was a girl, called

Angaja.—2-12.
Note—'Angaja' means originating from the body.

At this, the king Vaivasvata Manu said :

—

" Lord ! I have understood that intellect begot Delusion and egoism

begot arrogance, but what is intellect?"—13.

The Lord replied that the presence of the three attributes, viz.—
Satva, Rajas, Tain as, in equipoise, form the Prakriti. The same Prakriti

is also known as Pradh&na, Avyakta and MftyA. The Creation springs

from this very Prakriti and ultimately disappears into it. By a distur-

bance in these attributes, the same one form manifested itself into three,

as BrahmA, Visnu and Mahes'wara. Similarly, the presence of the three

attributes in unequal parts begets Mahatatva, which is also known as

intellect. Egoism sprang from the Mahatatva, and the five organs of

perception aud other five organs of action, originated from Egoism.

-14-18.
These are :—The ears, the skin, the eyes, the tongue, the nose, the

anus, the male and the female organs of generation, the hands, the

feet, the speech.— 19.

Note—The first five are the organs of perception, and the last five are the organs

of aetioD.

The five organs of perception produced words, touch, form, flavour,

and smell ; and the five organs of action brought forth emission, happiness,

taking, walking and speech.—20.

The mind is reckoned to be the eleventh organ, as it helps

the faculties of intellect and action in their respective operations. The

minute molecules of all the organs form the substratum for the individual

soul that lies enshrined in it, and it is for this reason that the frame

within which lies the asylum of the individual soul is known by the

name of subtle body. The individual soul by coming in contact with

•this atomic body is called corporeal The mind, propelled by desire

to create, starts the work of creation. The subtle element of sound

brought ether into being. Sound is the only attribute of ether.—21-23.

Note.—Lord Brahma first of all wished to create and then He threw His mind in the

achievement of the work of His desire. Helped by His mind, He proceeded with the work

of creation.

By a concussion in ether, came forth wind, possessing the

qualities of sound and tangibility, and the. subtle element of tangibility
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produced brilliancy, which caused water attributed with sound,

tangibility and form.—24-25.

The earth was produced by the potency of the subtle element

of liquidity inherent in water, and it has the attributes akin to water

and also of the subtle element of fragrance. The MahAtatva, which

is formed by the five subtle and primary elements, is called the

Vijn&nmaya*ko$a by the Vedantins ; huAdki* i.e. intellect, is another name

for the same. The man possessed of this twenty-fifth element enjoys

and suffers.—26-27.

tfote.—Twenty-fifth (element), i.e. (consciousness). God has laid down oertsin laws

for mankind to follow. Any action against the established laws leads to wrong which

always causes pain. We hare been given the faculty to distinguish between right and

wrong, and it is our own fault if we choose the latter. A man always reaps the fruits

of his actions. He suiters if he deviates from the right path and does wrong, and enjoys

as long as he continues to follow the right track and does good.

The body therefore comprises the twenty-six elements, and the

individual soul, winch is subordinate to the wishes of the Lord, closes

the list of the elements that make up the human body.—28.

Lord Brahmd created the Universe by the help of the above

enumerated elements ; and S&nkhya, which is one of the six systems of

Hindu philosophy, is so called by Kapila, etc., because it enumerates

these elements.—29.

Lord Brahma, after creating His m&nasa putras, was not quite

satisfied with the work of His creation. He set about devising some

plan which would carry on the work of creation and would relieve Him
of the task. With this view, He began to invoke G&yatri. After some

time the goddess Gayatri, known under different names, viz.—Satarfipa,

S&vitrf, Sarasvati, Brahm&ni, Ac,—appeared in the form of a girl from

the half portion of Brahinas body who at the first sight mistakenly

took Her for His daughter. Afterwards, the Creator, seeing that form

of exquisite beauty, was fired with love and repeatedly uttered, " What
an enchanting form !"—30-33.

At this, the MAnasa putras of BrahraS, i.e., Vasirtha, Ac., taking

S&vitfi for their sister, began to express their feelings of seething indigna-

tion and contempt at the attitude of Their Father (Lord BrahmA), but He
was so much absorbed in love that He did not heed anything in the least.

—34.
Brahm& continued uttering, " Oh ! what an enchanting form

!

oh ! what an enchanting form !" in His love for the goddess S&vitri, and

the latter, after saluting Him, began to circumambulate Him in reverence.

Brahma fixed his gaze on S&vitri and could not distract Himself
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from Her. As she was circumambulating Him, He felt shy of turning

His head each time to Her direction, as His Mftnasa putras were standing

close by. He therefore created four heads, each pointed to a direction,

in order that He may see Savitri undisturbed, without having to turn His

head each time in course of Her circumambulations. Seeing Brahma* in

such a condition, Satarupa went to heaven with the Manas sons of the

Creator, and as she was travelling towards heaven, Brahma put on a fifth

head right on top which afterwards He covered with His long matted hair.

This is how Brahma came to have five heads. After this, Brahm& lost his

powers that He had acquired by practising acesticism, owing to His

not controlling His mind and falling into the snares of Cupid. Then

Brahma dispersed His sons, after directing them to carry on the work

of Creation.—35-41.

The sons of Brahma, in obedience to His instructions, set them-

selves to complete the work of creation, and afterwards they took leave

Of Brahm& with salutations.—42.

Brahma, fired with passion in Her company, married Satarupa" and

began to pass His days in enjoyment inside a lotus. He enjoyed the

company of Savitri for hundred years, and after a long time Manu was

born to them.—43-44.

Manu, thus born, was Svayambhu Manu, who, owing to his close

affinity to Brahma, is also called Adipurusa (the first man). The progeny

of Svayambhu Manu multiplied considerably and the Vaira jas are among

them.—45-46.

Sv&rochisa, &c. t the seven Manus, and another set of seven

Manus, Auttami, <&c, altogether the fourteen Manus, belong to the family

of Svayambhu Manu. " 0, King Vaivasvata Manu," said the Lord, " Tou
are the seventh of the last set of Manus." -—47.

Here ends the third Chapter dealing with primary creation.

CHAPTER IV.

The king said, " 0, Merciful! I feel awfully grieved to hear

that Lord Brahms' married Angajs. "Pray, tell me why be was not regard-

ed as having committed a fearful sin by having done so. Remove my
doubts, 0, Master of the Universe ! by graciously explaining to me why
the offspring of Brahma were allowed 'to intermarry in their paternal

circle without any regard for close-knit kinship." The Lord JTish replied :

" 0 King ! such doubts only arise in the^ase of mankind, for men htm
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atomic bodies and beget children in a different way, while the primeval

creation is celestial in which Rajoguna predominates. The Devas not

have supersensuous bodies and they beget progeny in quite different ways.

The celestial forms come into being in other ways, and it is very difficult

for men having sensuous bodies to understand this great secret. Only

supernatural intellect causes celestial creation ; therefore those alone can

understand its great secret who themselves are possessed with such an intel-

lect ; just as a serpent alone can trace the footprints of auother serpent,

and aerial tracks can only be discerned by birds and other beings that

fly in the air. 0, King ! the question of any prescribed order on prohibi-

tion does not arise in the deeds of the Devas. Only Their desire is taken

into consideration in whatever they do. Other beings reap the- fruits

of their karma (doings) which the Devas do not. No doubts should

therefore be raised regarding tbe doings of the Devas, nor should the

beings having sensuous bodies think of doing the same deed."—1-6.

Besides this, as Lord, Brahmi is the governor of the Vedas, so is

the goddess Gayatri of the Brahmans (the sacred text, i.e., the

Vedas). She is the better-half of the Lord, and that is why she appeared

from His body. Brahin& and Gayatri are inseparables. Sometimes only

one of the two puts on appearance and sometimes both do the same, but

all the same both are always together. They never remain apart. As

sunshine or light never lives devoid of its shadow, similarly BrahmS

never lives apart from Gayatri. Brahma is the master of the Vedas and

Savitrl (another name for G&yatri;, is the governess of the same i Brahma

is therefore also the master of the latter, and consequently He committed

no sin by marrying Her*.—7-10.

" In spite of all this, Lord Brahma felt ashamed for not being able

to suppress His passion in presence of His manasa sons. He therefore got

much vexed with the God of love and cursed Him after the departure of

His (mfinasa) sons."—11.

" The object with which you made me the target of your arrows

will ere long lead you to be reduced to ashes by $iva, when you similarly

behave with Him/ was the curse that Brahma pronounced on Cupid."—12.

" Hearing this curse of Brahm&, the God of love shuddered

with fear and cried out in great dismay, ' 0, Lord ! Tou created me with

* Professor Wilson writes :—
M The Matsya Parana has a little allegory of its own, on the subject of Brahma's

intercourse with Satarnpa ; for it explains the former to mean the Vedas, and the latter,
the 8avitri or holy prayer, which is their chief text ; an* in their co-habitation there is.
therefore, no evil';

VHnu Parana, tnd Edition Vol. hp. 148.]
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14 TBS MAtBYA PV&ANAM.

the object of captivating the minds of men and women and kindling

amorous feelings within them. You never instructed me to make any

exception in Your case. I only carried out Your mandate and have com-

mitted no sin for which I may be subjected to such a dreadful curse.

--13.

Therefore, be pleased with me and by Your clemency save me from the

effects of Your curse and grant me the boon of assuming form again.
1 '

—13-16.

"Hearing such entreaties of Cupid, Lord BrahmS melted with

compassion, and said :
' In the reign of King Vaivasvata, Rama the

destroyer of many Rakeasas and my compeer in power and prowess, will

be born in the family of King Yadu. When Rama, the valiant prince, will

fix DwarikS as His headquarters, You will be born as a son of His

brother, the God Krisna."—17-18.
Kote—Rsma here means Balarsma, the brother of Krifaa, and not the king of Ayodhya.

" * In that body (as the son of Kri*na\ you will have a series of

enjoyments and afterwards you will be born as a son of Vatsa in the

family of King Bharata. After this, you will live till the time of dissolu-

tion that will close the reign of Vidyadharas, and then you will again

come back to me.' "— 19-20.

Note—Vidy&dhara is a class of demi-gods.

"The God of love took leave of Brahma and departed with

mingled feelings of joy and sadness—joy on account of the hope given

by the Lord and sadness for fear of sufferings, as the effect of His curse."

-21. •

After hearing this, the King Vaivasvata Manu again addressed

the Lord thus :
" Lord ! Be gracious enough to satisfy my curiosity

by telling me who was King Yadu, in whose family the God of Love

took His birth, how Lord Siva reduced Cupid to ashes, who was King

Bharata and how the work of creation continued onwards."—22-23.

The Fish-god replied :
" King ! Gayatri that appeared from the

body of Brahma possessed of infinite forms and organs begot the

following seven children :—Svayambhu Manu, Rati (the wife of Cupid.

It also means desire of something). Tapas, Manas (mind), Dik Sambhrama

(delusion), and Mahattatva."—24-25.

" The Mfinasa sons of Brahma—Martchi, Ac.—who were born first,

.began to pass their days in the terrestrial globe in the practice of

asceticism. The Creator, marking the indifference of His M&nasa sons

with regard to the work of creation, produced V&madeva, the wielder of

the trident and also Sanatkumar, the first even of the first borns."—26-27.
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" From the mouth of Lord V&madeva came forth the Br&hmaoas,

from His arms the Ksatrjyas, from His thighs the Vaisyas, and from His

feet the 3fidras."-28.

" Afterwards came forth lightning, thunderbolt, clouds, rainbow,

metres of various kinds, several varieties of medicines, eightyfour crores

of Dev&s, known as Sfcdhya, and who have three eyes and are immortals,

without any fear of getting old."—29-30.
" Lord Brahm&, finding &va creating such a race of Immortals,

said that it was advisable to create only such beings as would reap the

fruit of their own karmas. &vn, on hearing this, instantly stopped His

propaganda."—31-32.
Note.—8thsnn, literally, the trunk of a tree. It means that Siva instantly stopped

the work of creation and became fixed like the trunk of a tree. In other words, He did

not carry on the work of creation after Brahma offered Him His suggestions. From that

day He is also known as SthAnu.

"Afterwards, Svayambhu Manu became the husband of Ananti,

whom he obtained after great penances. " By this alliance, Svayambhu

Manu was blessed with two sons, viz.—Priyavrata and Uttanapada, and of

these, the latter was married to S&nrita the daughter of Dharma."—33-34.

" Utt&napada became the father of the following four children,

viz :—Apasyati, Apasyanta, Kirtim&na, and Dhruva (Pole Star)."—35.

" In the bygone ages, Dhruva practised severe penances for a period

of three thousand years and obtained from BrahmS an abode in the

eternal celestial regions. The Saptarisis, acknowledging him as their

chief clustered themselves round him."—36-37.

Note—The seven Ri^is (sages), i.e., the Msnasa sons of Brahma. It means the cons-

tellation known as Ursa Major (the seven stars of which are said to be the seven sages,

ie., the Msnasa sons of Brahma).

"Dhruva begot a son, &sta, from DhanyS, the daughter of

Svayambhu Manu, and $ista had five children, viz.—Kripa, Ripunjaya,

Vrita, Vrika, and Vrikatejasa, from Suchchh&y&, the daughter of Agni.

Ripunjaya became the father of Chaksu from Virini, the grand-daughter of

Brahma*. Chaksu became the father of ChAkeusa Manu from the

daughter of Virini, and Chlk§usa Manu begot on the princess Nadval& ten

valiant and enterprising sons, viz.— Urfi, Purfi, fJatadyumna, SatyavAka,

Havi, Agnistut, AtirHtra, Sudyurana, Apar&jita, and Abhimanyu,."—38-42.

" Orfi had the following six sons, viz.—Agni, Suman, Khyati,

ftitu, Angirft, and Gay&, from his consort, Agneyl.—43.

" Amgirft became the father of Vena, from SunithS, the daughter

of Pitri. The sages rubbed VSna to death, owing to his tyranny, and, as
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16 THE MATSYA PURA&AM.

they were rubbing him* King Prithu appeared from his hand. The great

King Ppithu was the father of Antardhana and Havirdhana."—44.
" Maricha was the son of Antardhana from Sikhandint, and

Havirdh&na liad six sons, viz.— Prachinvarhi§a, Sauga, Yama, rfukra, Vala

and &ibha, from Dhigua, the daughter of Agni."—45.

" Prachinvarhi§a begot many children belonging to the ftavirdhan

clan. He had ten stalwart sons, well versed in archery, who are known

as Prachetas, from Savarna, the daughter of Samudra. They all devoted

themselves to asceticism, and the trees that they grew to form a small

jungle where they could practise their austerities, in process of time

developed into a thick forest of vast latitudes which was ultimately burnt

down by the fire at the commands of Indra (the God of Rain)."—46-48.

" The ten Prachetas had Maris, the daughter of ChandramS, for

their wife, from whom they begot the Prajapati Daksa."—49.

" After giving birth to Prajapati Dak?a the daughter of the moon

brought forth the trees, the herbs, and the river Chandravati."—50.

" Now hear the tale of the multiplication of the eighty crores of

Daksa's sons."—51.

"Daksa became the progenitor of a most queer race. Among his

childreu some were bipeds, some had more feet, some had long ears

and some broad ones, some had features resembling those of the horse, the

bear, the lion, the dog, the boar, or the camel. On seing such a vast

multitude of his progeny, Dak$a created a large number of women."

-52-53.

" Out of the girls he created, he gave ten to Dharma, thirteen

to Karfyapa, and twentyseven to the moon that form a certain galaxy of

stars. These very same daughters of Daksa produced the further race of

Devas, Raksasas, mankind and the other beings inhabiting the extensive

universe.*'—54-55.

CHAPTER V.

The sages, after hearing this, requested the Sage Sfita to relate to

them how Devas, Danavas, Gandharvas, serpents and R&ksasas were born.

-1.

Suta said that in the days gone by, the work of creation was
originated by desire, perception and touch. Later on, Daksa started the

work of creation by the conjunction of men and women. —2.

"Hear, 0 sages! I shall now relate to you how Daksa introduced

* new system of creation at the injunction of Brahm4."— 3.
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Daksa begot thousands of issues from his wife, P&nchajani, when

he saw that the Devas, the Risis, and the serpents, etc., created from

the mind of the Creator, bad not the same faculty to help the growth of

creation.—4.

Narada, on seeing the progress of Daksa in the field of creation,

said :—5.

" 0, ye Risis, who are sons of Dak$a ! first reconnoitre the extent of

the universe and then set yourselves to the work of creation." - 6.

" On hearing the above words of the Sage Narada, the sons of

Daksa started to survey the length and breadth of the universe, and

ultimately lost themselves, as the rivers do when they fall into the ocean.

They have not returned unto this day."—7.

The lost sons of Daksa were known by the name of HaryaaVa,

and the former giving them up for lost, created one thousand Brah-

manas known as Saval.—8.
•

On finding the $avals carrying on the work of creation, the

Sage N&rada went to them and said :
—

" First examine the extent of the

universe aud try to reclaim your lost brothers, then carry on the work

of creation."—9-10.

"Taking to the words of the sage, they started to reclaim their

lost brothers, but met with the same fate ; and it is for this reason that

no one dares to repeat the same experiment unto this day."—11.

On losing the latter batch of his sons, Daksa begot sixty daughters

from Panchajanl, the daughter of Virani. Out of those girls, he gave ten

to Dharma, thirteen to Kasyapa, twentyseven to Chandrama and four to

Ari§tanemi. He also gave two to the son of Bbrigu, another two to

Kris*asVa, and two to Angira. Their names will be related hereafter.— 12-14.

Marutvatl, Vasu, Yarn!, Lamba, Bh£nu, Arundhati, Sankalpfi,

Muhflrt&, SadhyS, VisVa, who were given to Dharma, were the mothers of

the Devas.—15-16.

Visvadeva was born of Visva, Sadhyaguna from SfidhyA, Marutvanta-

gan from Marutvatl, Vfisava from NVasu, Bhanava from Bbanu, Muhurtaka

from Muhfirta, Gho§a from Lamba, Nagrtthi from Yaml, the dweller in

pntfila from Arundhati, Sankalpa from Sankalpa.— 17-19.

The most powerful of the Devas that pervade the universe are

known by the name of Vasus, who are eight in number, viz. :—Apa,

Dbruva, Soma, Dhara, Anila, Anala, Pratyfisa and Prabh&sa.—20-21.

The four sons of Apa are Santa, Danda, Samva, and Manivakra.

They became the protectors of sacrifical rites.—22.
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Dhruva became the father of K&la, Sdui of Varch&, Dhara of

Dravina and Havyavaha. Dravina and Havyavaha were born of Kaly&ni,

and Manohara, the daughter of Hari, was the mother of Prana, Ramana,

Sisra.—23-24.

Anila became the father of the two powerful sons, viz. :—Manojava

and Avijnatgati from Siva.—25.

Anala perchance cast his seed in a heap of reeds, whence sprang up

Kumara, Sakha, Virfakha and Naigameya. They were fostered by the

Pleiades, and that is why they are known as K&rtikeya, aud the great

Risi Devala was begotten by Pratyusa.—26-27.

Note. -Krittika, the third of the 27 lunar mansions or asterisms, consisting of six stars.

The six stars are represented as nymphs acting as nurses to Eartikeya, the God of war.

Prabhasa begot the renowned architect and builder—the great

Visvakarma - to make mansions, pleasure gardens, statues, ornaments,

tanks, wells, etc.— 28.

V&madevas, i.e., Rudras, the creators of the Immortals, are eleven

in number ; viz. : Ajaikapada, Ahirbudhnya, Virupak§a, Raivata, Hara,

Bahurupa, Tryamvaka, S&vitra, Jayanta, Pinaki, Aparajita. The eleven

Rudras were created by the mind of Brahma* each holding a trident in his

hand. An account of their having created a race of Immortals, numbering

84 crores, has been given before. The Rudras pervade and protect the uni-

verse and have begotten many children from the womb of Surabht.—29-32.

Here ends the fifth Chaptei\ dealing with the progenies of Vasiis

and Rudras.

CHARTER VI.

Silta, addressing the sages who were listening to his narrations

with wrapt attention at Naimiiaranya, said :
—

" 0, sages ! I shall now

enumerate to you the names of Kasyapa's sons that he had from his

13 wives. Aditi, Diti, Danu, AristS, Surs&, Surabhi, Vinatfi, Tamra,

Krodhavarfa, Ir&, Kadru, VisVa and Muni were the thirteen wives of

Kasyapa.—1-2.

Devas called Tusita who flourished in the reign of ChAksusa Manu,

came to be known as Adityaa (Suns), owing to their having been born as

the sonsof Devas called glorious Kasyapa from his wife, Aditi, during the

reign of King Vaivasvata Manu. They were twelve in number, viz., Indra,

DhfttS, Bliaga, Tvasta
4

,
Mitra, Varuna, Yama, Vivasvana, SaviU, Pu§A, An-

rfumana, and Visnu. These were the 12 Adityas—tbe centre of rays.—- 3-5.

The Devapraharanaa the sons of Krisasva Risi, and the twelve Adityas

appear at the beginning of every Manvantara and Kalpa and vanish at

their termination. Diti, the second wife of Kasyapa, gave birth to two sons,
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viz., Hiranyakaaipu and Hiranyaksa. Hiranyakarfipu had four sons, viz..

Prahlada, Anuhlada, Samhlada and tllada. PrahlAda had the following

sons :—Ayushm&na, Shivi, Baskala, and Virochana. Bali was the son of

Birochana, and the former had one hundred sons, the oldest of whom was

Bana.—6-10.

The notable brothers of Bana were :—Dhritarastra, Surya, Chandra,

Chandramsutapana, NikumbbanSbha, Gurbaksa, Kuksibhima, and Vibhi-

sana.—11.

These were the most notable of Bana's brothers. Bana had one

thousand arms, and each arm was bedecked with a different kind of weapon.

Vana was an ardent devotee of Lord Siva, and had won over the latter

by his deep devotions. In fact, he was such an earnest devotee that he

had almost unified himself with the Lord. His realm was guarded by

Siva Himself, the wielder of the trident.—12-13.

Uluka, fJakuni, Bhuta-samtapana, and Mah&nabha were the sons

of Hiranyaksa. The four sons of Hiranyaksa begot an invincible band of

demons, numbering 77 crores, who had mighty limbs, various kinds of

faces, and were most hardy.—14-15.

Danu, the third wife of Kasyapa, brought forth one hundred mighty

demons, the principal one of whom was Viprachitti.—16.

Dvimfirdha, (3akuni, Sankurfirodhara, Ayomukha, (Wibara, Kapirfa,

Vamana, Marichi, Meghavana, Ira, Garbhaslra, Vidrabana, Ketu, Ketuvirya,

SSathrida, lndrajit, Saptajlt, Vajranabha, Ekachakra, Mahabahu, Vajrak^a,

Taraka, Asiloma, Puloma, Vindu, Bana, Svarbh&nu, Vri$aparv& were

chiefly the noteworthy brothers of Viprachit.—17-20.

SvarbhSnu gave birth to a daughter, named Prabha, Puloma gave

birth to dacbf, Maya to Updanavi, Mandodari and- Kuhu, Vrisaparvan

to l^armis(ha, Sundari and Chandra, and Vaisvanara to Puloma and

Kalika.-~21-22.

Puloma and Kalika were married to the demon King, Marichi,

who begot another formidable batch of Raksasas, numbering 60 thousand

from them.—23.

The Paulomas and the K&likeyas, i.e., the demon progeny of Puloma

and Kalika, after being made invulnerable even against the Devas,

began to live in Hiranyapura. Lord Vi§nu killed the Paulomas and

Kalikeyas, who had become most haughty after they were made invul-

nerable by Brahma. Only Viprachit survived, and he produced another

race of thirteen demons, known as Saibiipkeya from the womb of Simhika

the sister of Hiraoyakatfipu.—24-25.
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Note.—The Pauloraas and the K&likeyas were only made invulnerable by Brahma,
and only the minor Gods could not kill them, bat Lord Visnu is the 8opreme God.

Vyamsa, Kalpa, Nala, Vat&pi, Ilvala, Namuchi, Svasripa, Ajana,

Naraka, Kalanablia, Sanuana, Kalavirya, Potarana were among the

Saihimkdya class of demons. Samhlada, the son of Hiranyakasipu, produced

the race of Nivatkavacha demons.—26-28.

Note.—Potarana, the thirteenth demon of the Saihimkafya class, is not mentioned
in the text, bat the namber thirteen is laid down in the text. To complete the list,

therefore, I have included the name of Potarana, on the authority of Hari Vamsapnrgna.

This class of Nivata-kavacha demons that was made invulnerable

to the Devas, demons and serpents, was ultimately destroyed by Arjuna—

a

hero of Mahabharata—by the grace of Siva.—29.

Kasyapa had the following six daughters, from his wife, Tamra :

—

dukl, Ami, Bhasi, Sugrivl, Gridhrika, Suchi.—30.

$ukl became the mother of Suka and Uluka, ^eni of Siyena,

Bhasi of Kurara, Gridhf of Gridhra and Kapota, $uchi of Hamsa, Saraea.

and Vaka, &c. —32.

Note.— 6oka=Parrot. UlokaaOwI. Syena=Hawk. Knrara=Osprey. Gridhra=
Vulture. Kap6ta=Pigeon. Hamsa=Swan. 84rasa=Crane. Vaka=Duck.

Sugrlvt gave birth to goat, horse, ram, camel, mule, &c.

From his wife Vlnit&, Kasyapa begot Garuda, the lord of birds, the

Aruna, and a daughter, named Saudamini (Lightning).—33-34.

SampSti and Jatayuh were the sons of Aruna, and Vabhru and
&ghragha were the sons of Sampati.—35.

Jatayuh was the father of Karnikara, fJatagaini, Saras&, Rajjuvala

aud Bherun(Ja —36.

The above-mentioned sons of Jatayuh became 4 the ancestors of

different species of birds, and Surasa, one of the wives of Kasyapa,

became the mother of serpents.—37.

Kadru—a wife of Kasyapa—gave birth to several thousand-hooded

serpents, the principal ones of whom are :—$esa, Vasuki, Karko(a, ^ankha,

Airavata, Kanibala, Dhananjaya, Mabanila, Padma, Asvatara (mule),

Tak§aka, Elapattra, Mahapadma, Dhritarastra, Balahaka, £$ankhapaia,

Mahasankha, Puspadanstra, £Subhanan&, ^ankuroma, Bahula, Vamana

PAnina, Kapila. Durmukha, and Patanjali.—38-41.

The above-named sons of Kadru and Kasyapa were the fore-fathers

of different classes of serpents, most of whom were consumed in the

great sacrifice of Jafimejaya.—42.

Note.—Jafimejaya was the son of King Pariksfta. The latter was bitten by a serpent

and died in consequence. Jafimejaya, therefore, to avenge his father's death, performed a

great sacrifice to consume all the serpents in which a large number of them was destroyed.
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From bis wife, Krodhvarfd, Kasyapa had a race of Krodhava&

demons, numbering a million who were ultimately killed by Bhimasena—

a

hero of Mahabharata.— 43.

Snrabbt, one of the wives of Kasyapa, gave birth to the attend-

an la of Rudras, cows, buffaloes, Ac.—44.

Note,—Rndras are a group of Gods, eleven in number, supposed to be the manifesta-

tions of s'iya, who is said to be the head of the group.

Muni and Aris(&, other two wives of Karfyapa, gave birth to the

class of Munis and Apsarfis and the race x>t Kinnaras and Gandbarvas,

respectively.—45.

From Ira, Kasyapa begot reeds, trees, creepers, 6c., and fiom his

wife Virfva, he produced a race of numerous Yaksas and demons. —46.

Diti—a wife of Kaeyapa—gave birth to 49 roaruts fGods of wind),

who were the beloved of the Devas.

Here end* the sixth Chapter dealing with the progeny of Kaeyapa.

The Risis said :—How did Diti again beget the Maruts and

how did the latter become the friends of the Devas ?— 1.

Sfita said :— In the days gone by, when Lord Visuu des-

troyed the offspring of Diti in the great war between the Devas and

Asuras, Diti repaired to Syamantapanchaka—a holy place—on the banks

of the Sarasvati, and devoted herself to the worship of her husband

and practised severe penances for a considerable length of time.—2-3.

A'ote.—A true Hindu wife always regards her husband as her supreme Lord. She

has the same devotion for her as one has for Qed. Her salvation lies through her

husband.

After a little more than a century, Diti, the mother of demons,

who had practised hard penances like a Ri§i and had become emaciated

and aged owing to her living on phalahara and regularly keeping

up Chandrayana and other fasts, asked Vasi$vha and other sages.— 4-5.

Note.—Phalahlra. The Hindus in course of their fasts do not take cooked food.

They only take light things and particularly fruits. PhaUSMra literally means a repast

of fruits.

Chandrayana is a particular fast, the chief feature of which is that one has to regu-

late his morsels of phaUihdra to the phases of the moon, te., on the new-moon-day he has

to take only one morsel which he goes on increasing one by one each day, for a fortnight,

when the fast terminates.

" Sages ! Tell me some such vrata that would free me from the

crushing grief of my son's destruction and make me feel happy in this

world as well as in the next"—6.

CHAPTER VII.
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A'ote.—Vrata means fast. Any self-imposed religions observance, Restriction,

Vow, Precept, Penance.

In this world at well as in the next : The Hindus believe in the transmigration

of sonl. According to this idea, there is a life after death until the soul becomes

totally unified with Brahma, which is Nirvana or final rest. The next world here,

therefore, refers to the re-birth after transmigration of soul.

The sage Vasistha advised Diti to observe the Madana-Dv£daeft

fast, by keeping which Diti became the mother of the Marute and

was liberated from her pangs of grief.—-7.

The Risw said :
—

" 0, Pious Sage, Silta ! we are very anxious

to know something of the Madana-Dv&dasl fast, by the observance of

which Diti begot forty-nine sons again (after her progeny was destroyed

by Visnu}."—8.

Sfite said :—" Hear, 0 Risis ! what the Sage Vasistha said to Diti

about the fast in question. I shall repeat to you the same in detail."

"The fast begins in- the month of Chaitra, on the 12th day of

the bright fortnight. One who observes this fast should place a jar

of gold, silver, copper, brass or earth— according to his means—on an

earthen platform, after filling it with different fruits, pieces of sugar-

cane, and white rice. Before placing the jar on the platform, it should also

be painted with white sandal and covered with two pieces of white cloth.

After this, a small plate of copper containing some fruits, gold and raw

sugar should be placed on the top of the jar. Above it should be placed

a plantain leaf, bearing an image of Cupid, and to the left of it should be

placed the image of Rati made of sugar. After this, the worship of

Cupid and Rati should be performed, in the following manner:

—

The images should first be bathed with incense and water, then white

flowers, rice, and sesamum should be offered. Afterwards, the Angap&ja

(body worship) should follow, as indicated below :—After pronouncing

Orjfi K&maya, worship the feet. After pronouncing O171 Saubhdgyad&ya
,

worship the legs. After pronouncing Orji Smar&ya, worship the thighs.

After pronouncing Oifi Manmath&ya, worship the waist. After pronouncing

Oth Svaachodardya, worship the stomach. After pronouncing Otp Anahg&ya,

worship the breast. After pronouncing Oyi Padmamukhaya, worship the

mouth. After pronouncing Orri Pandiahar&ya, worship the hands. After

pronouncing Oip Sarvatmane, worship the head. On the completion of

this worship, sandal and incense should be offered, and then prayers

should be sung accompained by music. In case there be no one to sing

prayers and play on the music, then the glories of Kama and Kesava

—9.
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should be narrated and listened to. On the following morning, the jar

should be given to a Brahmana.— 10-18.

A'otc—In the text, only Kdmriya, Saubhdgyadtya, Ac, are given. Bat all those

expressions should be prefixed by (Om) and suffixed by (Namah), before being pronounced

at the time of worship. Kamaya, thus prefixed and suffixed, becomes, Om Kamdya namah,

which means " I salute Kama, the God of love. Similarly all the expressions are simply

meant to convey the salutations of the worshipper to the Lord of love—expressive of the

former's devotion and reverence to the latter. All the expressions are only adjectival

that ultimately apply to Cupid, v<#.—Kama-God of Love, Cupid.

Ananga, literally, means without a body. Cupid was destroyed by 8iva and became
bodiless. He is therefore known as ananga also.

8aubhagyada, literally, means the giver of good luck, and here applies to the God
of Love who brings good lnck.

Smara literally, means remembrance. Because Copid appears and begins to exercise

His influence merely by thinking of Him, the term itself has become a name of Cupid.

Padmamukba literally, means the mouth of a lotus or (ii) one who has a face as beauti-

ful as a lotus. This expression is often employed by Indian poets to describe a beautiful

face. As the face of Cupid is as aromatic, as delicate, as soft and as healthy*looking as a

lotus, He is known by this name also.

Pafichasara literally, means one who holds five arrows. Cupid is armed with the

following five arrows :—^^^^ta^^lH^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^— a^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^k ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

He is therefore known as Panchaaara also.

Sarvatman means the whole soul and applies to Cupid.

After making over the jar to a deserving Brahmana, the

worshipper should feast a number of Brahmanas with devotion, and

afterwards he should have his own meal devoid of salt. Then, the

invited Brahmanas should be dismissed with presents, and the following

prayer should be uttered before giving them presents :—19.

" 0, Lord Jan&rdana, in the form of Cupid ! Who bring bliss

to every soul, be pleased with thy devotee."—20.

The same, routine of worship should be observed each month,

on the twelvth day of the bright fortnight, and continued on

for a whole year. The worshipper should observe a fast on the 1 3th

day of the bright fortnight and worship Visnu. On the 12th day of

every bright fortnight, lie should live only on fruits and sleep on the floor.

At the beginning of the 13th month, he is to finally complete his cycle

of fasts by performing worship as mentioned before, and on its completion

he should worship the golden image of Cupid Afterwards, white

sesamum, mixed with clarified butter, should be poured into fire and at

the time of each sacrificial offering the various names of Cupid, already

The same five arrows are also differently named as :—
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mentioned, prefixed with orji and suffixed with Svdhd, should be pro-

nounced. At the close of the sacrifice, the worshipper should also worship

the officiating priest and his consort, and then dismiss all his Br&hroaoa

guests after feasting, garlanding, and giving them presents of clarified

butter, cows, decently-arranged beds, clothes, ornaments, sugarcane.

The golden image of Cupid should be given to the officiating priest

along with other presents mentioned above, according to the means of

the worshipper.—21-26.

One who observes the Madana Dv&datfi fast in this way, becomes

liberated from evils and begets worthy children and, finally, passes

away in peace, for Vi§nu and Smara are the same.—27-28.

Note.—Liberated from all evils or sins, or vices. In other words Madan-dvadasi fast,

by exercising its influence on the body and mind, improves the man both physically

and morally. Later on, by being blessed with children, he passes away in peace and

attains rest ; for he feels that his worthy children would discharge their duties unto

God, their deceased ancestors, and mankind. It is for the fulfilment of these duties that

a Hindu is always so anxious to beget worthy sons.

The worship of Knma fulfils the desires of the worshipper.

Hearing the advantages of the Madana Dvadatfi fast, Diti observed it

devoutly.—29.

Kasyapa chanced to meet his wife Diti, and through his powers

(of asceticism) made her young again. On being questioned by Kasyapa,

Diti said that she wanted to be mother of such a progeny as would

kill Lord Indra and conquer all the Devas. Kasyapa promised to beget

such a child from her womb when the sage Apastamba performed a

putre8(i sacrifice. The sage Apstamba eventually began to perform the

sacrifice.—30-34.

Note.—Patre$ti is a special sacrifice which is performed to beget an offspring.

At the time of performing the sacrifice, the sage Apastamba began

to recite Indra fSatrurbhavasva Svdha, at which the Devas became pleased

and the demons were overpowerd with grief.—35.

Note.— Indra tiatrurvardha sou and Bvdhd Indra Batrurvardha sva Hvalid mean the

same thing, but, strictly speaking, the latter expression was applied by the sage

Apastamba. It has been put in a modified form to suit the metre. It is a compound
word, and can be expounded in two ways, viz., (the enemy of Indra) and (Indra is

whose enemy). Apastamba, through a coincidence, began to pronounce the expression

with such accent and emphasis as would admit the latter way of expounding the

compound word which entirely reversed the object of Diti and, consequently, the

Devas were pleased and the demons were overtaken with grief. It is therefore said

At the conclusion of the sacrifice, Kasyapa performed the purifica-

tory ceremonies to facilitate conception, and began to counsel his wife

how a pregnant woman should live,—36.
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He advised Diti to remain in that hermitage for a century and

not to take any meals in the morning and evening. Continuing his advice

he said that a pregnant woman should not often go and sit nt the root of

a tree, nor should she sit on a broom-stick or a pestle. She should not

enter or plunge herself in deep waters, and should also avoid living in

a solitary house, sitting upon an ant-hill, and also depression of mind.

She should not write by her nails, charcoal or ashes, on the floor, and

should avoid much sleeping and labour. She should also abstain from

sitting in a place covered with coal, chaff, and bones, as well as from

quarreling and yawning. She should not keep her hair unkempt, nor her

person unclean, nor should she sleep
#
with her head towards the north.

She should never doff her garments, and should not allow her mind to

be afflicted or her feet to remain wet. She should avoid much laughing

and the use of inauspicious words. She should serve her preceptor, do

pious deeds, and bathe in lukewarm medicated water. She should take

great care of herself in every way, should wear fine ornaments, worship

Vastu (household deity), keep herself pleased, and devotedly serve her

husband. She should give alms to the poor and worship Gauri (the

wife of &va) on the 3rd day of a bright fortnight. A woman and, particu-

larly one who is in the family way, if she follow such a course, begets ami-

able, valiant, and long-lived children ; otherwise there is always a danger

of miscarriage. " Therefore 0 beloved ! follow the directions just

explained to you. May you be blessed. I am now going to practise

penances 37-48.

After this, Kasyapa vanished then and there, and Diti followed

the instructions of her lord to the letter.—40.

Tndra came to know all this, and became fearfully alarmed.

In his consternation, he left His kingdom of Heaven and going to Diti

began to serve her. He, putting on a bright appearance, patiently and

craftily began to pry into the daily life of Diti, in the hope that she might

give Him an opportunity of causing an abortion, by some way neglecting

or omiting to follow closely the precautions suggested by her husband.

—50-51.

Diti, not knowing the foul intentions of Tndra, did not entertain

any suspicion, and she went on following the injunctions of her husband

very closely, till there remained only three days to complete the century.

She was so much surcharged with joy that she failed to observe the

precautions, and one day she did not wash her feet, kept her hair

unkempt and went to sleep like that—52-53.

4
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Id her recklessness, she slept in course of the day, with her
head towards the north. All those irregularities afforded a good opportu-

nity to Indra to enter into her womb in His subtle body ; and by His
weapon divided the child in the womb into seven parts. To His great

surprise and dismay each part developed into a child. They all began
to cry in the womb, then Indra divided each one into seven parts.

Indra thus divided the child in the womb into fortynine parts, but each

part became a child, and they all began to cry. On seeing this, He was
awfully astonished, and asked them not to cry.—54—58.

Note,—Marodist*— " do not weep or cry," said Indra to the crying children in the
womb ; and that is why they were named " Marat " afterwards.

Indra came to know, through His Yogic powers, that it was on

account of Diti's observance of the Dvadarfi fast and worship of K&ma that

His weapon could not destroy her child in the womb. His own thoughts

began to oppress Him. He said to Himself that, instead of one, they

multiplied into forty-nine. Devas could not destroy them. It would

be safer to make them Devas.—59-61.

After this, Indra appeared before Diti and besought her

to forgive Him for His base action. He said that He did that, because

statesmanship dictates that a wise man should always endeavour to put an

end to his enemies. They would, from that day forward, be known as the

"Marut" and would rank among the Devas and would be entitled to a

share in the sacrificial offerings, like other Devas.— 62-63.

In this way, India, after making the *' Maruts " into Devas and,

taking Diti with Him in His vimana, returned to Heaven.—64.

JVote.—Vimana : the conveyance of the Devas, something like the flying machine of

the present times.

Since then, the Maruts are classed among the Devas. They receive

their share of sacrificial offerings, and after leaving the demons their

kith and kin, they have closely identified themselves with the Devas.—65.

Here ends the seventh Gfuipter dealing with Madana Dv&dasi Vrata.

CHAPTER VIII.

The Risis said :—0 Suta ! We have heard with concentrated

attention what you have been pleased to eelate to us ; now we feel desirous

to know the lives of the kings that nourished at each order of creation.—1.

The Sage Sfita said :—At the time when King Prithu was anointed

and made lord of the world, Chandrama* was made the king of medi-

cinal herbs, sacrifices, fasts, penances, stars, planets, Brfihmanas, trees,

thickets, creepers ; Varuna of waters ; Kuvera of wealth and (other)

kings ; the Sun of the twelve Adityas
;
Agni of Vasus ; Daksa of Prajfipatis;
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Indra of gods ; Prahltda of demons ; Yama of pitris ; $iva of demons

and Yakeas ; the Himalayas of the mountains ; the Ocean of the waters

;

Chitraratha of Gandharvas and Kumaras ; V&suki of powerful serpents;

Tak$aka of other snakes ; Airavata of the Diggajas and other elephants

;

the peacock of birds, UchaisVava of horses ; the lion of the animals living

in jungles ; the bull of the cows ; the trees of the herbs.—2-8.

Similarly, Lord Brahma made the Devas Sudharma, Sankhapada,

KetumSna, Hiranyaroma, the kings of East, South, West and North

respectively : and They protect the universe by destroying its enemies,

onto this day.—9-10.

The various kings named above, collected together and took part

in the coronation of king Pfithu, and recognised him as the sovereign of

the world. King Pfithu reigned till the end of Chak§usa Manvantara, when

he was succeeded by King Vaivasvata Manu of the solar dynasty.—11-12.

Here ends the eighth Chapter dealing with the coronation of Kings.

CHAPTER IX.

The Sage Stita said :
" After hearing that, King Manu again

requested the Fish God to narrate to him the career of the Manus who
flourished in bygone ages".— 1.

The Fish God said :
" 0 King ! listen. I shall relate to you briefly

the lives of the Manus of yore, and shall give you a short history of

Manvantaras and their times.— 2.

" O Son of Martanda, hear attentively. In the bygone ages, at the

close of the reign of Svayambhuva Manu there was a group of Devas,

known as Yamas. In all Manvantaras, classes, such as Marichi, &c, are

recorded to have appeared. Svayambhuva Manu had ten sons, viz. :

—

Agnighra, Agnivahu, Riphpha, Savala, Jyotiimana, Dyutimana, Havya,

MedhS, Medhatithi, Vasu. They having established a code of law and

morality departed to felicity. This has been narrated as the Svayam-

bhuva Manvantara.—3-6.

The Svarochisa-manvantara followed it. There were of Svarochiaa

Manu four sons, viz., Nabha, N&bhasya, Prasriti, Bhavana. Of this Man-

vantara, the following are recorded as seven Risis : viz., Datta, Nischaya,

Vanastamba, Prana, Katfyapa, Aurva, and Brihaspati." The seven Devas

of this Manvantara were sons of Yasis(ha, known as Tusita, Haetlndra,

Sukrita, Murti, Apa, Jyoti, and Ayasmaya.— 7-10.

In the third or Auttamiya Manvantara, Manu named Auttami had ten

sons, viz., " Ida, t)rja, Tarja, Suchi, $ukra, Madhu, Madhava, Nabhasya,

NabhS, and Saha " (who was most illustrious). The group of Devas in this
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Manvantara was known by the name of havana. The following were the

seven ftisis in this Manvantara who were also known by the name of Orja :

—

Kaukurundi, Dalbhya, £$ankha, Pravahana, Siva, Sita, Sasmita.—11-14.

In the fourth Manvantara, which was called Tamasa, the seven Ri$is

were:—Kavi, Prithu, Agni, Akapi, Kapi, Jalpa, and Dhimftna ; and the

group of Devas were known by the name of Sadhya —15-16.

The King Tamasa Manu had ten sons, viz. :—Akalmasa, Dhanvi,

Tapomula, Tapodhana, Taporati, Tapasya, Tapodyuti, Parantapa, Tapo-

bhogi and Tapoyogi.—17-18.

In the [fifth] Raivat Manvantara, DevabShu, SubShu, Parjanya,

Somapa, Hiranya-Roma, SaptasVa were the seven Risis ; and Abhfitarajas

was the group of Dev&s. Aruna, Tatvadartfi, VittavSn, Havyapa, Kapi,

Yukta, Nirut8uka, Satva, Nirmoha and Prak&saka were the ten pious and

illustrious sons of Kaivataka Manu.— 19—22.

In the sixth or Chaksusa Manvantara, Bhrigu, Sudhama, VirajS,

Sahisnu, Nad a, Vivasv&na and Atinama were the seven Ri§is. The group

of five Devas was, Lekhas, Riblids, Ribhas, Barimulas and Divaukasas

in th is Manvantara. Chaksusa Manu had ten sons, such as Uru, &c, as

has been already mentioned by me in the genealogy of " {Sv&yambhuva

Maim in chapter IV".—23-25.

After the Chaksusa Manvantara, as narrated by me, 6hall occur the

seventh Manvantara, which is called Vaivasvata.—26

In the Vaivasvata Manvantara, Atri, Vasi^ha, Gautama, Kasyapa,

Bharadwaja, the powerful Yogi, VisVamitra, Jamdagni, are the seven

Pisia. The seven Risis, after establishing a code of law and morality

depart to felicity. Sadhyas, Viias, Rudras, Ma ruts, Vasus, AsVanikumarfis,

Adityas are the classes of Devas in Vaivasvata Manvantara. The King
Vaivasvata Manu had ten renowned sons, viz.—lksvaku, Ac. In every

Manvantara there are seven Risis who, after establishing a code of law

and morality, depart to felicity.—27-31.

Now I shall explain to you something about the Savarnya Man-
vantara. AsVathama, ^aradvana, Kautfika, Galava, Satananda, Kasyapa,

Rama, are the seven Risis in this Manvantara. Dhriti, Varlyana, Yavasa,

Suvarna, Vri^i, Charisnn, Idya, Suraati, Vasu, Sukra are the ten valiant

sons of the Manu 34varni".~32-33

Rauchaya. &c., shall be auother six Manus after Savarni.

From Prajapati Ruchi there shall be Rauchya Manu, from Prajfipati

Bh&tya there shall be Bhautya Manu and from Brahma there shall be
MerusAvarnya, Rita, Ritadhama, Visvakesna Manus.
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" I have explained to you something about the past and future

Manus, 0, King! Similarly, commencing from the age of Devns, in the

994th age, the afore-mentioned fourteen Manus rule in succession. In

their time, they play their part in the creation of the moveable and

immoveable objects, and afterwards attain final rest with Brahma, at the

end of the age. They (the Manus\ after 1,000 ages, shall be absorbed in

Brahma and be joined to Visgu ".—34.

Here ends the ninth Chapter dealing with Manvantaras.

CHAPTER X.

The sages said that in ancient times the kings came to be called

Parthiva, on account of their sway all over the land ; but how did the earth

come to be known as Prithvi ? 0 Suta ! tell us also why the earth came to

be called " Gau ? ".- 1-2.

Suta said that PrajApati Anga, in the family of Svayambhuva Manu,

was born who was married to the vile daughter of Mrityu, named Sanitba

the shrew, who gave birth to Vena. King V£na was valiant, but oppressive

and sinful. The sages, seeing the sinful deeds of the king, who used to

forcibly seize the wealth and the women of others, approached him with the

object of bringing about law and order by giving him good advice.— 3-5.

But when the king did not listen to the good advice of the sages, they

killed him by their curse. After that being afraid of anarcny, the sinless

Brahmanas began to churn the dead body of the king from which first

came out the races of Mlecbhos.—6-7.

Note.—Mlechhas has been defined by BaudhAyana as meaning *' Non-Aryan, a foreig-

ner, sinner, outcast, barbarian.*'

Black as soot the barbarian race that came out of Vdnu was the

outcome of the evil qualities of his mother ; and from the portion of the

good qualities of his pious father, appeared from the right hand of the

dead king, a most brilliant figure, wearing an armour, studded with preci-

ous stones, and armed with bow and arrow in one hand and holding a club

in the other. The illustrious figure thus produced, after so much difficulty,

was named Prithu. King Prithu was anointed by the Brahmanas, but

even then he practised severe austerities.—8-10.

Lord Vi§nu, greatly moved by the profound devotion of the King
Prithu, showered His blessings upon him. The king, after being thus blessed

by the Lord, became most powerful and illustrious. On seeing the earth

devoid of Vedic rites, he was filled with righteous indignation, and pre-

pared himself to destroy it with his never-failing arrow. The earth, trem-

bling with fear, assumed the form of a cow and took to flight—1142.
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Note—This expresses a beautiful allegory. The righteous king saw that the people

had given up the practice of the Vedic rites and were drifting towards sin by leaps and

bounds. Yatba Rsja~tath& Praja—no wonder, therefore, that the people should nave

become so much demoralised during the sway of his predecessor—the wicked Vena.

Pritbu, the pious, could not possibly tolerate such a chaos, and in his rage he made up

his mind to destroy the sinners, when suddenly a thought flashed through his mind that law

and order could be evolved even without resorting to such an extreme measure. The

land appeared to him like a cow that could give sweet milk, if properly milked. He
therefore applied himself to uplift the degenerated and to take good care of the new

generation.

Of.-

Besides this, the cow is the most important of all animals in India. She plays a

great part in the agricultural prosperity of the country by bringing forth oxen. 8he

nourishes the nation with her sweet milk and ghee. She is a very docile and harmless crea-

ture. Her hide supplies shoes to the people. She takes motherly care of the nation, and

that Is why she is held so sacred by the Aryans who are the original inhabitants of Bharota-

varsa. Even now a man, to seek forgiveness or shelter, puts in a blade of grass in his

mouth and addresses a real Aryan, " I am your cow, forgive me or save me." The moment

-such a man approaches a true Aryan, he is rendered all possible- assistance at every risk

and stake by the Aryan.

Similarly, when that thought crossed, the mind of Prithu, he compared the land to

the cow, and then he could not destroy it.

Thirdly, it is the poetic way of saying that, when the earth became so terribly afraid

of the power of the king, it appealed for mercy by appearing before him and telling him

that it was his cow.

Fourthly, the sinners, trembling with fear, craved the forgiveness of the sovereign by

calling themselves his cow and promising to turn over a new leaf—which will be clear

further on.

The earth went on running, and the king continued the chase.

After getting overpowered, she stopped and craved forgiveness and asked

what to do.—13.

A'ot*.—The allegory is continued. The king is portrayed as chasing the race of

sinners who, to save their lives, are depicted to be running away and calling

themselves cows, so that the king may not shoot his arrow at them. The sinners

in their consternation have no courage to face their righteous sovereign, until

they are deadbeat and can proceed no further. The sovereign would not let them

run away, for he is anxious to reclaim and uplift' them. He would therefore simply

put hi* arrow on his bow to guard them from evils and also to stop them from running

away to any out-of-the-way place.

A cow, when she runs away like this from her master, is similarly chased by the latter

with a stick in hand. The master does not mean to kill the cow with his stick. He car*

Hes H with h|m for his own safety as well as for hers. He also uses his stick in directing
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the footsteps of the animal. The bow and the arrow were similarly carried by the kiof in

his pursuit of the earth that was running away from him in the form of a cow.

At this, the king addressed the earth and asked her to quickly minis-

ter to the needs of all beings, whether moving or fixed. The land pro-

mised to obey the behests of the king. Then the king, after making

Sv&yambhuva Mann as the calf, milked the earth in the form of the cow

with his own hands. The earth then produced the different kinds of grain,

which support mankind ; after which the sages, using the moon as the

calf and Brihaspati as the milk-man, milked the (earth) cow and extracted

the milk of virtue in the pot of the Vedas. Then the Devfis, after making

the God lndra the calf and the God Mitra as the milkman, milked the

(earth) cow. They drew out the milk of elixir-vitas in the pot of gold.

The Pitris also milked the same thing in the pot of silver.— 14-18.—14-18.

Note.—The allegory goes on. The quality and richness of the milk depend on the

care and feeding of the cow. The earth is a cow that will give any kind of milk, provided

due care is taken of it, and people milking it know how to do it.

Then Antaka, after making the God of death the calf, milked the

(earth) cow and took out Svadha* from it. Similarly, the N&gas, after

making Taksaka the calf and Dhritarn&tra as the milkman, got out poison

in a gourd, and the Asur&s, making Virochana the calf and PvimtirdhS

as milkman, pressed out May& into a pot of iron. The Yaksas pressed out

in an earthen pot the knowledge of making themselves invisible after

making Kuvdra the calf.— 19-22.

Note.—Vais'rovana is same as Kavera, the God of wealth.

The Pretfis and Raksasas, making Sumaii the calf and Raupya the

milkman, drew out the stream of blood. The Gandharvas and Apsaras made

Chaitrarath the calf and Vararuchi the milkman and got out on a lotus-

leaf various kinds of fragrance, and the mountains obtained several kinds

of precious gems and medicinal herbs which they extracted in the foot of hill

ranges, after making the Mount Himalaya the calf and the Mount Sumeru

the milkman. The trees also in their turn took out the power of regermi-

nating even after being lopped, in a leaf of Pattsa (Butea frondosa), after

making Shaia (Shorea robusta) the milkman and the figtree the calf. In the

same way, every one who milked the earth got the " fruit " he wished for.

In the reign of King Prithu, people were long lived, wealthy,

bad peacful relations with their neighbours. None was wicked, poor or

sick. In the glorious reign of Prithu, there was no phenomenon fore-

boding evil that would have caused consternation to his subjects. Every

one passed his days in perfect peace and contentment, without getting

overcome by grief or pain. Prithu, the Great, by the power of bis bow,
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made many a part of his extensive Empire habitable and culturable.

During the lime of that valiant monarch, there was no need of

a fortress, it was not necessary for the people to arm themselves, the

science of political economy was not in vogue. It was simply lying

unhonoured. All the peopje performed their duties and prescribed rites.

" I have explained to you, 0 King ! how they milked the earth and got out

of it what they wished, from which it must be understood that, at the time

of performing sacrificial rites, the thing that each got out of the earth

should be offered to him. " The learned also call the land Prithvi because

it was milked by the old King Prithu, the righteous.—23-35.

Note—It is called G6, because it appeared in the form of a cow when Prithu took up
his bow and arrow to destroy it

Here ends the tenth Chapter dealing with the stpry of Vend.

CHAPTER XI.

The sages said, " 0 Suta ! be pleased to relate to us the history

of the solar and the lunar races."

Suta said that in the dnys gone by Kasyapa begot from his wife,

Aditi, a progeny named the Sun, and the latter had three wives, viz:—
Samjnd, R&jni and Prabha. Rajni, the daughter of Raivata, brought forth

Revata, Prabha gave birth to Prabh&ta and Samjna, the daughter of

Vidvakarma, became the mother of King (Vaivasvata) Manu.—2-3*

Samjna also gave birth to Yamaand a girl called, Yamuna\ who were

twins. When Samjmt could not bear the power of the Sun, she produced

from her body a lady known as ChhayA (shadow). Seeing Chliaya standing

face to face, Samjn& directed her to serve her master and also to take

motherly care of her progeny. On Chhay&'s agreeing to carry out her

injunctions, Saipjna went away somewhere.—4-7.

The Sun mistaking ChMya for Simjna begot from her Savarpi Manu

bo called because he is of the same Varna as Vaivasvata Manu and Sani,

and also the two girls, named Tapati and Vi§ti. When Chb&yA herself

became the mother of these children, she began to devote more attention

to her own offspring than to the progeny of Samjn&. Manu did not mind

this, but Yajna took it seriously, and one day he lifted his right leg to kick

Chhaya. Chhaya also, getting in a (it of rage, cursed Yama, and said that

his leg would be eaten by worms and would always discharge pus and blood.

-8-12.

Hearing such a dreadful curse, Yama went to his father and told

him that he had been cursed for no fault of his by his mother. In a

childish freak, he lifted up his foot at her, at which in «pit* of the
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entreaties of Manu, she pronounced that curse upon him. Tama, continu-

ing, said that such an attitude of Chh&ya showed that she was not

their mother. The Sun said, what could he do. Who does not get into

trouble by committing an act of folly ? What to say of others, even

the omnipotent Lord &va had to reap the fruits of His actions. But, in

spite of all that, he would give him a cock that would destroy all the

worms of his foot and would also remove the blood and pus flowing

from it.—13-17.

On getting no redress from his father, Yama went to Gokarna

tirtha, and began to practise severe penances by merely living on fruits,

leaves and air. After practising penances for one hundred thousand

years, Lord &va appeared and asked him to seek a boon.—18-19.

Yama asked the Lord for the power of protecting the world,

the Kingdom of Pitris, and the faculty of distinguishing virtue

from vice. The Lord granted him the boon he asked for, and then

disappeared.—2021.

The Sun, causing fear to Ghhayfi, discovered that Samjn&, after

leaving her behind, had gone to live with her father. At this, he got

very angry and went to Kuvera, and asked him to send SamjM back

along with him. Hearing the above words of the Sun, Visvakarma* said

that Samjn&, not being able to bear his power, ran away in the form of

a mare after leaving Chhayd behind. On reaching home, she was very

severely taken to task for running away like that, and was denied

admittance into the house.—22-25.

Note.—Vadavftrupa means in the form of a mare—which implies that she ran at a
great speed from the house of her Lord, the Sun, so that she might not be overtaken

hj him in the way.

Consequently, she repaired to Maru desa, where she was roaming

about hi the form of a mare.—26.

Note.— This implies that even in Maru desa, Samjfia was running about here and there

at a tremendous paee, in order to And out for herself a good shelter where she could

hide herself.

Visvakarma, continuing his speech, said that, under the cir-

cumstances, he would like to diminish his power, provided the Sun would

willingly accord him permission to do so. He suggested that he would

reduce his power by means of a special instrument, after which he would

become agreeably strong to every one ; to which the Sun agreed, and

VisVakarm6 by his instrument, Bhrami, sliced away some portions of the

Sun's unbearable power. VisVakarma* then made a quoit (Chakra) for Visnu,

a trident for $iva and a Vajra (thunderbolt) for Indra to destroy the

Daityas and Danavas out of the particles of power that be took away from
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the Sun. The Sun after that, hecame fairly agreeable ; but as he did not

allow any power to be reduced from his feet, jbhey continued to be very

dazzling.— 27-30.

Note— The feet of the 8on mean the rays.

Nobody could stand the dazzle of his feet, and consequently let no
one ever make the feet of the Sun in his image, for the purpose of

worship even. One who makes the feet of the Sun in his image, goes to

hell and suffers from leprosy. Let, therefore, no one, who is anxions

for his own welfare, make the feet of the Sun, even in pictures or

temples.— 31-33.

The sun, after thus getting his power modified by VisVakarma,

went out in the form of a horse and enjoyed himself in the company

of Samjnd, who, not recognising him and taking him for another person,

became terrified, but was helpless ; she consequently ejected the semen

virile through her nostrils, out of which A4vin!kumdras, called otherwise

N&satyas and Dasras, were born. They are called Nasatyas, because they

were born from the nose (n&sa), and Dasras, because they were born as

Sons. Afterwards, Samjna recognised her Lord and became pleased, and

went with her Lord in a vimSna to heaven.—34-37.

Note,— * Asvarupena ' means in the form of a horse—which implies that the Sun being

overpowered with passion ran with the speed of a horse to enjoy himself in the company
of SamjRA.

* Manasftksobbam '=was agitated in mind, because she could not recognise her Lord

atihe first sight. She met the San after a long time, and quite unexpectedly, and then

there was a great difference in his features, as his power was moderated by Vis'vakarmA.

The San of course recognised Samjfla, and mixed with her in the osual way. Samjfla,

being overpowered, became helpless, but was very much agitated in mind.

Savarnya Manu is still living and practising penances unto this day

on Mount Meru, and £$ani, by means of his asceticism, brought about

domestic concord (between the sons of Chh&ya and Samjna). YamunA and

Tapati became rivers, and Visti obtained dark blue colour and was located

in time (Hell).- 38-39.

Vaivasvata Manu had ten powerful sons, the eldest of whom was 11a,

who was born by the performance of putresfci sacrifice. His brothers were :

—

Iksw&ku, Kurfan&bha, Arista, Dhrista, Narisyanta, Karnsa, ^aryfiti,

Pri§adhra and Nabb&ga, who were all very valiant and illustrious.

Manu, after anointing his son 11a and putting the reins of the Govern-

ment into his hands, went to practise asceticism in the forest called

Mahendravana. —40-42.

After sometime, Ila started on an expedition of conquest and visited

several cpuntries. Following the horse, he happened to enter ^aravana,
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the pleasure-garden of &va which was blooming with various kinds of

trees, creepers and perenial foliage.—43-44

Note,—' Digjaya ' means conquest.

«Aswlkris^ah * means led by the horse. The ancient practice of conquest was that the

sovereign wishing to conquer the world used to let loose a horse and follow it with his

army. The monarchs through whose dominions the horse passed would either let it pass

on without resistance, which implied their accepting the master of it as their sovereign

lord, or would capture and tie it up. In the latter case there used to be a fight between

the master of the horse and the monarch tying the animal. If the sovereign led by his

horse returned to his kingdom after thus subduing the monarchs offering resistance or

being acknowledged as their sovereign lord, then he used to perform the Rtjasuya

sacrifice, in which all the monarchs were invited to take part ; at the conclusion of

which the sovereign performing the sacrifice used to be declared and accepted as the

sovereign lord of all the kings present.

At that time, &va and Parvatl were enjoying themselves in their

£$aravapa, and they had willed it that any male heing, coming within a

radius of ten yojanas of their forest, would he transformed into a female

being.— 45-46.

The King 11a entering the Saravana, without knowing the will

of &va and Parvatf, was instantly transformed into a woman, and his

horse was also transformed into a mare. The king, thus deprived of

manhood, was very much amazed to find himself in the* form of a woman.

He was named 11a and had breasts like women. His thighs became

stouter and his face became like the moon—which made him look more

enchanting in that female form. Who would not be enamoured by the

glances of such a beautiful form? His arms were long, his black tresses

of hair were kissing bis feet, there were no hair on his body, his teeth

were well-shaped, and his voice was exquisitely sonorous.—47-50.

His complexion was a happy admixture of dark and white, his

strut was graceful like that of hamsa (crane) and elephant, his brows were

like the bow and his nails were fine and red.— 51.

HA, of such unsurpassing beauty, began to roam about in that

forest, and was thinking as to who and where were her father, brother

and mother. She also thought as to *vlio and where was her lord and how

long would she have to remain in the world. As she was lost in that

reverie, the son of tlie moon appeared before her. On seeing Ila, of

matchless beauty, Budha—-the son of the moon—was fired with passion

and began to devise plans for marrying her.—52-54.

One day Budha, with a mace, a water-pot and a book in his hand,

and accompanied by a train of Brahmacharis, each holding a bamboo

mace and wearing ear-rings, set out in quest of kusa and sacrificial
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fuel. He passed close to that forest where Ila was roaming. Seeing Ha,

Budha stopped behind a tree, at a distance from the forest, and from

there beckoned Ila to come to him.—55-57.

Note—Brahmachari means a student. In olden days, students were made to lead

the life of perfect celebacy. They carried a bamboo mace and wore ear-rings.

Budha was careful enough not to get within the forbidden limits of the pleasure-

garden, for fear of being transformed into a woman.

When Ila approached Budha, the latter said, " Dear ! This is not

the proper time for you to roam about in the forest. Why did you

come away leaving me at home and neglecting the arrangements of

agnihotra ? Come, come, why are you looking perplexed ? This is the

time when you should have put the house in order by washing the floor

and decorating it with flowers. It is now dusk, and not the time for you

to be sauntering about here."—58-60.

Hearing those words of Budha, Ila said, " Lord ! I know not

why I forgot to do what you have just said. I am really in a peculiar

fit of forgetfulness at present, so much so that 1 am not able to recognise

either myself or yourself. Tell me where you live, 0 Pious one !"—61.

Budha replied that her name was 11a and that he was K&muka,

who, owing to his versatile genius and deep lore, was known as Budha

(a learned scholar). He was born in an illustrious family. His father was

the lord of Brahmanas. Hearing those words of Budha, lift accompanied

him to his residence. She was overjoyed to see the house of Budha, with

its golden pillars studded with precious stones and erected through divine

magic ; and greatly admired the character, the appearance, the riches and

the family of her husband. Ila, for a long time, thus enjoyed herself in

the house of Budha that looked to her like the house of Indra. - 62-66.

Here ends the eleventh Chapter called meeting with Budha.

CHAPTER XII.

Suta said that sometime after Ikswaku, Ac, the brothers of Ila,

set out in quest of him. In their wanderings they chanced to pass by the

Saravana, where they came across the mare, on which was the saddle,

glittering with jewels. On seeing the mare with that jewelled saddle,

they all recognised it to be Chandraprabha, the famous charger of the

Monarch Ila. They were highly astonished to find the charger transformed

into a mare, and questioned the priest Maitr£-Varuna (Vasi^ha) about it.

The sage began to explain to them the mystery, through his powers of

Yoga. The sage Vasistha said that &va and Parvati had determined that
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any one entering the limits of their pleasure-garden would instantly be

transformed into a female figure. Unfortunately, both the king and the

horse happened to, do so and they were transformed accordingly. The
brothers of the transformed monarch then besought the great sage to

devise some means by which Ila could be restored to manhood.—1-7.

Vasistha said that, by devoutly worshipping JSiva, the monarch

could be restored to manhood. Hearing that, the brothers of Ila (Sons of

Mann) repaired to the abode of diva ; where they pleased Him by their

devotion. The God then said that He could not go against His determina-

tion, but that if Iksw&ku performed the aefvamedha sacrifice, then lift

would become a Kimpurusa (Mongolian type ?), though it would be im-

possible for him to assume his previous (Aryan ?) form. After that, the

brothers of Ila performed the asVamedha sacrifice, and the latter became a

Kimpurusa.—8-11.

On becoming a Kimpurusa, Ila used to remain in the form of a man
for one month and the next month he used to become a woman again.

Ila, in the form of IIS, conceived in the house of Budha, and gave birth to

a notable son. Budha, after the birth of that son, went to heaven.—12-13.

That region where this happened, came to be known as Ilavritavarsa

(Mongolia ?), and Ila in that way appeared at the inception of the Solar

and the Lunar races, in other words, Purfiravft, the son of Budha, from Ha\,

was the founder oLthe lunar race, and Iksvaku of the solar clan.—14-15.

Ila, after becoming Kimpurusa, came to be known as Sudyumna.

Sudyumna became the father of Utkal, Gaya, HaritasVa. Utkal became the

king of Utkala, Gaya of Gay&, Harit&sVa of Purvakuru country. Pururava*

became the monarch of Pratisthana and Iksvaku of Madhyadesa.-- 16-19.

Note.—Utkala is modern Orissa. Pratisthana, the country situated opposite to

Allahabad, the modern Jhusi. Madhyadesa, the country lying between the Himalaya and

Vindhya mountains. Kuru, about the site of modern Delhi.

Narieyanta was the father of £$ucba, Nabhaga of Ambarisa,* Dhrisfa

of 3 sons, named Dhritaketu, Chitranatha and Ranadhristra, $ary&ti

of Anarta and of a good girl, named Darik& —20-21.

Rochamana was the son of Anarta. He was very valiant, and was

the sovereign of Anarta country which had Kusasthali for its capital.—22.

Note.—Anartadesa is the same as Dwariks ; Kashasthai i is the country situated in

the denies of the Vindhya.

Rochamana was the father of Reva, who became the father of

a hundred children, the eldest of whom was Raivata, also named

* Professor H. H. Wilson considered it " not improbably, a gratuitous perrersion " of

a passage in the Harrramaa (See his translation of Visnu Pursra Vol. Ill p. fetf
;

Second Edition.)
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Kakndmt. He bad also a daughter, named Revati, who was the wife of

Balarama. Karu§a begot innumerable progeny, who were known by tbe

name of Karusa. Pri^adhra became rfudra by the curse of his preceptor

for killing a cow.—23-24.

Ijtisis ! now listen, I am going to relate to you the family of

Iksv&ku :

—

Of the hundred sons of Iksv&ku, Vikuksi was the eldest whose

fifteen sons reigned in the country to the north of Mount Meru, and one

hundred and fourteen to the south of it. The eldest of the Kings who
reigned south of of Meru was Kakuteu, whose son was Suyodhana, the

father of Prithu. The latter was the father of VisVaga, Virfvaga of Indu

and Indu of YuvanasVa.

Sr&vasta, the son of Yuvanaefva was the founder of the town of

£$r&vasti, in the country of Gauda.—25-30.

A'ote.—SrAvastl, a town in northern Kosala, where Lava reigned. It is also called

firivatf in Raghnvamsa. It is identified with Sahet Mahet, north^ of Ayodhyl. Goada

=Gour in Northern Bengal.

Sravasta was tbe father of BrihadasVa, and the latter of Kuvalfitfva,

who was also called Dhundhum&ra, on account of his having killed

[a demon named] Dhundhu. The valiant Dhundhumara had three sons,

—Dricjliaefva, Dancja and Kapilaiva— 31-32.

DricJhfisVa was the father of Pram6da, the latter of Haryarfva,

Haryasva of Nikumbha and Nikumbha of Samhatarfva.—33.

Samhat&sVa had two sons, AkritfisVa and Ranfirfva. RanasVa was the

father of YuvanasVa, aud the latter of MandhatA.—34.

M&ndhata's sons were.—Purukutsa, Dharmasena, Muchakunda and

^atrujit.—35.

Purukutsa who had a son, named Vasuda, was the lord of NarmadA.

Vasucja became the father of Sanibhfiti, and the latter of TridbanvS.

Tridhanva was the father of Tray&runa, the latter .of Satyavrata

and Satyaratha was the son of Satyavrata. Satyaratha was the

father of Harischandra, the latter of R6hita ; Rohita of Vrika and Vrika of

B&hu. Sagara was the eon of Bahti, and Prabhd and Bhanumatl were

the two wives of Sagara the pious.—3d-39.

Both the queens of Sagara, desirous of [begetting] sons, pro-

pitiated the sage, Afirva Agni, who became pleased and said that he would

bless one to beget sixty thousand sons and the other he would bless to

beget only one son, who would continue the line of the Solar race. They

were welcome to make a choice for themselves. PrabhA wished to be the

mother of sixty thousand sons.—39-41.
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Bhftnumati begot a son, named Asamafijasa, and Prabbfi of tbe

family of Yadu, became tbe motber of sixty thousand sons.—42.

Once upon a time, tbe sixty tbousand sons of PrabhA were reduced

to asbes by tbe Sage Kapila— an incarnation of Vi$nu—wbile tbey were

digging tbe eartb in search of tbe AsVamedha horse. The wife of

Asamafijasa gave birth to Armta. Dillpa was the son of Amtfa, and

Bbagtratha, who brought the mother Ganges to tbe eartb after practising

great penances, was the son of Dilipa.—43-44.

The queen of Bhagiratha gave birth to Nabhaga. and tbe latter

was the father of Ambarisa. Ambarisa became the father of Sindhudvipa.

Sindhudvipa was the father of Ayutayu, the latter of Rituparna.

Kalmas&p£da was the son of Rituparna and the father of Sarvakarma.

Sarvakarm& was the father of Anaranya, and the latter of Nigbna.

Nighna became the father of Anamitra and Raghu.—45-47.

Anamitra went to the forest to practise penances, and Raghu

became tbe father of Dilipa, and the latter of Aja.—48.

Dirghabahu was the son of Aja, Ajapala of Dirghabahu and Darfa*

ratba of Ajapala. Daiaratha became the father of four sons, who were

the incarnations of N&r&yana, and Rama, who killed R&vana, was the eldest,

and whose bioghraphy was written by the great poet Valniiki. Rama

was the father of Lava and Kusa.—49-51.

KutJa was tbe father of Atithi whose son was Nisadha, the latter

was father of Nala, and Nala was the father of NabhA. Punojarika was

tbe son of Nabh& and father of Ksernadlianva. Ks£inadhanv& was tbe

father of Devfinika. Devanika was the father Ahinagu, and the latter of

SahasrSrfva. Chandravaloka was tbe son of Sahasr&tJva and father of

Tar&pida. .
Chandragiri was the son of Tar&pida and father of Bhanuchan-

dra. The latter was the father of l^rutayu, who was killed in the gieat

war of Bharata. In tbe family of K&syapa there were two Nalas, t?i?.—

one, tbe son of Vlrasena and tbe other of Nisadha.

Sfita said :
" I have related to you the names of the chief kings of

in the dynasty of Vaivasvata and of Ik6v&ku race."—57.

Here ends the twelfth Chapter, describing the Solar race.

CHAPTER XIII.

Manu said :
" Lord ! I am very eager to hear something about

tbe important family of tbe Pitris of tbe Sun and the Moon."—(1).

The God Fish replied that, out of the seven groups of the Pitris

residing in Heaven, the Pitris belonging to three particular groups are
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without form, (that is composed of intellectual, not elemental, substance),

while the Pitris of the remaining four groups have form (i.e., corporeal).

The formless ones are the Pitris of Prajapati Vairaja.—(2-3).

The celebrated Vairaja devas, disturbed in their yoga practices

having attained to ancient regions, worship there.—(4).

These Brahmavadins are re-born at the end of Brahma's day,

and by their previous practice of yoga, they acquire the memory of

their past lives and the knowledge of Sankhya Yoga, which begets in them

supernatural faculties and enables them to attain to NirvSna. It is there-

fore very fruitful to feed the yogis at the time of performing a funeral

ceremony in honour of the departed spirits.—(5-6).

Mena, the queen of Himalayas was the manas a daughter of the Pitris.

She was the mother of Menaka and Krauncha of whom the latter

was the elder. The continent, surrounded by the ghrita ocean and adorned

with the range of Krauncha hills, came to be known as Krauncha continent.

Mena also became the mother of the following three daughters:

—

Uma, EkaparnS, and Aparna, who were devoted to the practices of yoga

and rigorous penances. Himalaya gave Uma to Siva, Ekaparna to Sita,

and Aparna to Jaiglsavya. All these were given to performances of great

penances.— (7-9).

The Risis said :
" 0 Sage Sfita ! toll us why Sati, the daughter

of Daksa, consumed herself, and how again she took birth as the

daughter of Himalaya. " Also tell us in detail, 0 Suta, what Daksa, the son

of Brahma, told her, the mother of Lokas, at the time of her consuming her

body."—(10-11).

Suta said that when Daksa invited all the Devas to take part

in the great sacrifice that he performed, Sati asked him the reason of his

having excluded her husband, Siva. Daksa answered that diva was not

invited, because he was not considered worthy, since he always remained

besmeared with the ashes of the funeral pyre and armed with his

trident. He, being the destroyer of the universe also, it would have been

utterly inauspicious to invite Siva on the occasion of that big sacrifice.

Hearing those words of Daksa, Sati was enraged, and said she would give

up the body begotten of him. Sati continuing, added that, in the course

of the performance of his sacrifice, Daksa would be killed by Her Lord

—

Mahadeva—and he would again have to take birth as the son of the ten

Pitris. After that, Sati produced a blazing fire by Her yogic power

in the sacrificial pool, and began to consume Herself into it, seeing

which all the Devas, Asuras, Kinnaras and Qandharvas present there.
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asked what waa it due to? Dakp became very sad and saluting,

aaid.-12.17.
" Devi ! Thon art the mother of the universe and the giver of

happiness to all. Only through sheer kindness thou tookeet birth as my
daughter. None of the moveables and immoveables can thrive in the

universe without thee, be pleased, do not forsake me, 0 pious one !"—

18-19.

Hearing the above words of Dakja, Satt said. " I shall accomplish

what I wish. Hear! you should practise penances after your sacrifice

is destroyed by &va, and then you will be born of the ten Praj&patis ; you

shall then have sixty daughters, and I shall give you yoga after becoming

pleased with your austerities."—20-22.

Dakfa then asked the Devt to tell him in which sacred places

he would find her abode and under what epithets he should worship her

in course of his penances.—23.

Sati replied that she was to be found at every time, in every

region, in every being. There was nothing in the universe in which she

was not to be found. She was ominpresent. Even then she would name

the particular places where penances should be practised to obtain his

desires early. —24-25.

She was known under the following different names, at the following

different places, where by practising penances one would attain the fruits

of his austerities early :

—

VidAlAk?t in K&fi; Lingadh&rint in Naimi^ra^ya; LalitA in PrayAga

;

K&m&kgi in the GandhamAdana hills ; KumudA at the MAnasa lake ; Virfva-

kfiyA in Ambara ; Gdmati in GOmanta
;
K&macharigt at the Mandar hills

;

Mad6tkat& in the Chaitraratha forest; Jayantt in Hastin&pura ; Gaurt in

KAnyakubja ; RambhA on the Mount Malaya ; Kirtiwatt in EkAmbhaka

;

VirfvA in Virfverfvara; PurfihutA in Pu?kara; MArgadAyini in KedAr;

NandA in the Himalayas; Bhadrakar?ikA in Gokar^a ; BhavAni in

SthAnerfvara
;
BilvapatrikA in Bilval ; M&dhavt in Srisaila ; BhadrA in

Bhadretfvara ; JayA in VarAhak$etra ; KamalA in KamalAlaya
; Rudrfi^l in

RudrAkdti ; KAli in Kalanjar hills
;

KapilA in MahAlifiga
; Mukuterfrari

inMarkdta; Mahddevt on the banks of the $&lagrfim! river; JalapriyA

in divalinga ; KumAri in MayApuri ; LalitA in Santftna
; Utpal&k^t

in 8ahasrAk$a
; MahdtpalA in KamalAk$a

;
MangalA in GangAtirtha

;

VimaU in Puru^dttama
;
Amdghdksi on the banks of the VipArfA river

;

PAtalA in Pundvardbana
;

Nfirayani in SupAnfva ; Bhadrasundari in

Vikfifa; VipulA in Vipula
;
Kalyfiiji in Malayfichala ; Kdtav! in Kdti

ttrtha ; SugandH in MAdhavavana
;
TrisandhyA in GddArframa

;
RatiprivA
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in Gangdtri ; &vananda in &vakun<Ja ; Nandini on the banks of the

Devika river ; Rukmini in Dwarika ; Radha in Vrindavana ; Devaki

in Mathura ; Parametfvari in Patala ; Sita in Chitrakfita ; Vinduv&eint

in Vindhyachala ; Ekavlra* in Sahyadri ; Chandrikd in Harischandra

;

Ramana in Rama tirtha
;
Mrig&vati on the banks of the river yamuna

;

Mahalaksmt in Karavira ; Umfidev! in Vinfiyaka
;
Aroga in Vaidyanatha

;

Maherfvart in Mahakala
;

Abhaya* in 0§natlrtha ; Amritfi in the caves of

Vindhyachala ; Mandavi in Mfipcjvaya ; Svahfi in Mahetfvara ; Prachanda

in Ch£gal£nda ; Chan<JikS in Amarakantaka ; Var&rdhS in Somerfvara

;

Puekarfivati in Prabhasa; Devamata on the banks of Paravara of the

Sarasvat! river; Mahfibhaga* in MahSlaya; PingaldaVari in Paydsnt;

Sinhika in Krita {Wcha ; Yasaskari in KfirtikSya ; Lola in Utpal&varta
;

Subbadr& at the confluence of the Ganges and the Sone ; Mata in Siddha-

pura
; Laksmtranganft in BharatasYama ; Visvamukhi in J&landhara

;

Tarfi in Kiskindha
;

Pu§ti in Devadaruvana ; MeVlha in Kashmir; Bhimfi

in Himalaya; Pu$$i in Visvesvar; $udhi in Kapalamtehana ; Mat& in

Kay&vardhana ; Dhvani in dankhodhar
;
Dhjiti in Pip<}araka ; Kala on the

banks of the river Chandrabhnga ; jJivakarini on the Achddaka tank

;

Amrit4 in Vena ; Urvadi in Badarinar&yana ; Ausadht in Uttarakuru

;

Kusodakain Kusadvfpa ; Manmatha in Hemkuja
;
Satyavfidini in Mukufa

;

VandanlyS in AsVatha ; Nidhi in the town of Kuvera
;

Gayatri in the

Vedas ; Parvati in Kailasa ; Indrani in Devaloka ; Sarasvati in the mouth

of Brahma* ; Prabha in the disc of the Sun ; Vaisnavi in the M&triksetra
;

Arundhatt among the Pativrat&s ; TildttainS among women ; and Brahma-

kal& in the mind ; and Sakti in all bodies.—-26-53.

Note.- Malayaohala, one of the seven principal chains of mountains in India. It is

most probably to be identified with the southern portion of the ghats running from the

south of Mysore, and forming the eastern boundary of Travanoore.

Hastinapura=Delhi. K4nyakabja=Kanauj. Puskara=Ajmer. SomesVarasIn Ka*

thiawar. Devad4ru-vana=Tn A 1mora near Yoges'vara. Uttara-kurusTibet. MAdhava-

Tana=In Muttra. Karavfra^Karur. Mfthakala=In Ujjaln. MAndavya=In MAodrL
KapAla-M6chan~In Gaya. Hemko^a=Between Meru and Himalaya. Ambara=Amber in

Jaipur. Gokarna^In Almora. Bilvabala=In Almora. Radrak6ti=In Kotei'var (Almora).

6algrami-nadf=Gandakl river.

" The above are the hundred and eight chief names, under which

I am usually known. I have also enumerated to you the names of the

principal holy places which I have for my abode. One who hears or

reads the names mentioned above or bathes in the tirthas and then

worships me there, is liberated from all sins and goes to &valoka, where

he remains for one Kalpa. One who resides in the sacred places men-

tioned above, attains Nirvana. One who recites the hundred and eight
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names before &va, on TrittyS and Asfami, is blessed with many children.

One who repeats these names at the time of giving away a cow in charity,

or on the occasion of performing a funeral ceremony in honour of the

departed spirits, or at the time of worship, goes to Brahma." After

uttering these words, the goddess Satl consumed herself. —54-59.

Again, after sometime, Daksa was born as the son of Prachetfi, and

P&rvati after being born as the daughter of Himalaya, became the better-

half of Siva. Arundhatt, after worshipping Parvati, the daughter of Men6,

obtained the highest yoga. By worshipping the same Parvati, Pururavft

became Rajarsi, Yayati begot progeny and Parasurama obtained wealth.

Similarly, many Devas, Daityas, Brahmanas, Ksutriyas, Vaisyas and

Siudras obtained supernatural faculties. Wherever there is a book con-

taining the names of Parvati which is worshipped along with the Gods,

no calamity befalls there.—60-64.

Here ends the thirteenth Chapter dealing with the genealogy of the

Pitris and the 108 names of Qauri.

CHAPTER XIV.

Suta said : The group of Marichinandana Pitris, whom the Devas,

constantly meditate upon, live in Somapatha regions. Those known as

Agnisv&tta pitris (because they performed great sacrifices to fire, i.e., Agni),

reside there where these sacrificera dwell, and the river Achchhoda* is their

M&nasa daughter. In days of yore, the stream Achchhoda was brought

into existence by Pitris. Achchhoda practised penance for one thousand

years.—1-3.

After which, the young and handsome Pitris, wearing beautiful

garlands and having sweet scents on their person, appeared before

Achchhoda to grant her a boon. She was overcome with passion and

expressed the desire of marrying Am&vasu Pitri, on account of which sinful

desire she lost the power she had obtained from practising asceticism.—-4-6.

She used to live in heaven, owing to her supernatural powers

;

but the moment she had such a base desire she fell to the earth. The date

on which she expressed such a desire and Amavasu Pitri did not give way

to passion, came to be known as Amavasyfi Tithi. Am&v&syft is, conse-

quently, very dear to the Pitris, and offerings made to them on that Tithi

are very heartily accepted by them.—7-8.

Non :—See H. H. Wilson's translation of the Vifon Pnrftna, Vol. 1L p. SO* for other

etymologies of Am&vdtyd.
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Achchhoda, after losing the powers acquired by penances, became

ashamed and crest-fallen. She cast her head down and besought the Pitris

for her sanation.—9.

The Pitris, seeing her weeping, pondered over the destiny and the

work of the future Devas, and addressed her very gently :—10
" In heaven, a celestial being has to reap the fruit of his deeds, in

the same celestial form. Celestial beings instantly reap the harvest of their

actions, only the beings residing on the earth reap the fruits of some of

their actions in other forms after death. Daughter ! on account of your

ignoble wish, you will be born from the womb of a fish in the 28th Dwa-

para, and will become the daughter of Vasu. After that, you will return

to your region. In an island covered with a number of jujube trees

(BadarikiaramaJ you will beget, through ParaAara, a son, named Badarft-

yana, who will be a particle of Visnu and will divide the Veda into several

parts. You will beget two sons, Chitrangada and Vichltravirya, by be-

coming the queen of king ^antanu a portion of sea, and having begotten

these two Ksetraja sons to that wise one, you will again return to the region

of the Pitris, in the form of Praus(ha as^aka. You will be known as

Satyavati on earth, and as Astaka in Pitrildka. You will be the giver of

longevity, of health and fruits of all desires. After some time, you will

become the holy and celebrated Achchhoda* river in the world ".—11-20.

Non—Dwipera is the third age of the world.

After addressing her thus, the Pitris vanished, and Achchhoda' also

began to reap the harvest of her actions, as told by the Pitris.—21.

Here ends the fourteenth Chapter describing the dynasty of Agni$vdtta

Pitrii and birth of the river Achchhodd.

Sftta said :
" In heaven, there are other illustrious regions called

Vibharajas where dwell the pious Barhisada pitris so named because their

Vimanas are carried by peacocks (barhi) and where people making offerings

to the manes of their deceased ancestors go and find happiness. These

Pitris are venerated by the Devas, Asuras, Apsar&s, Gandharvas, Rfik*asas

and Yakeas. The Barhisada Pitris, possessed of great Yogic powers, are

the sons of the sage Pulastya. They are the givers of safety and freedom

from fear to their devotees. These very Barhisada Pitris had a manaaa

daughter, named Pivari. She was well versed in, and mother of, Yoga and

practised severe penances for a long time, when Lord Visnu pleased with

her devotion appeared before her and directed her to ask for a boon ; she

CHAPTER XV.
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prayed for a husband who would be beautiful, possessed of Yogic powers

and able to curb his passions. The Lord, in granting her that boon, said :

" Thou shalt be the wife of $uka the teacher of Yoga, the son of Vyasa. And
thou shalt be blessed with a daughter, named Kritvi, who will be well versed

in Yoga and will be married to the manly Rajah of Panch&la. Kritvi,

after practising Yoga, will also be known as G6, and she will beget a son,

named Brahmadatta.—1-10.

" Thou shalt also become the mother of Krisna Gaura Prabhu, and

Sambhu, who will be great Afahatm&s and will ultimately depart to

felicity. Thou shalt also attain Mok§a, after giving birth to such illustrious

sons."—11.

tfote.—Mahatma-magnanimoua.

Suta said :
" The group of Manasa Pitris, who are most handsome

and virtuous and known as Sumurtimantas (Vasigtha's sons,) reside in the

region called Jyotirobh&sas where stars and planets light up their sur-

roundings by their rays. This region is a high one where people making

offerings to the manes of their deceased ancestors go and have various

enjoyments. Even the $udras performing tfr&ddha go to that region in a

vim&na ; what to say of a Brahmana who performs tfraddha devoutly. G6
was the manasa daughter of those Pitris, and was married to £$ukra and

who enhanced the reputation of S&dhy&s.—12-15.

" In the Solar world, there are regions called Marichigarbhas, where

Havifim&na Pitris, the sons of AmgirS, reside. Ksatriyas performing

Sr&ddha in a holy place go to the same region, and that is why Havi§m&na

Pitris are worshipped by Ksatriyas. Yadoda was the m&nasa daughter

of Havism&na Pitris. She was married to King AmiumAna and was the

daughter-in-law of PanchajanA, mother of Dilipa, and grandmother of

Bhagtratha.—16-19.

"There are other regions known as K&madughas, where reside the

pious Pitris, called Susvada as well as Ajyap& in the region of Prajftpati

Kardarma. They are the sons of Pulaha and are worshipped by the

Vaitfyas. The worshippers of these Pitris, by performing rfraddha, go to

the same region where they see the manes of their deceased ancestors,

mother, father, sister, friends, relations, etc." Viraja was the manasa

daughter of Ajyap4 Pitris and was the queen of King Nahufa and the

mother of Yayati. She was afterwards known as Eka$tak& in Brahma*

loka.—20-24.

Something has been said about the three groups of pitris who are

worshipped by men and have forms, now follows the description of the

fourth set of Pi.tris.--25.
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There is a m&nasa region in the upper Brahm&n(Ja which is the

abode of Sdmapa Pitfis. They are eternal, the very incarnation of Dharma,

and are as venerable as Brahma. They are born of Swadh&, and having

attained Brahmahood, by their power of yoga, they carried on the work

of past creations and now rest in Manama regions. Narmad&, which flows

in the southern part, is the m&nasa daughter of the Sdmapa Pitfis that

purifies the people by her sacred waters.—26-28.

The Manus have sprung from these Pitfis, and their progeny

perform rfr&ddha even when there is an absence of Dharma in the world.

It was they who at the beginning of the Creation started the system of

rfr&ddha, after acquiring yoga and begetting children.—29-30.

The Pitfis mentioned above, like vessels of silver or of any metal

having some admixture of silver. By performing tfr&ddha in such vessels

and by giving them away to a deserving priest one makes them feel very

happy.—31.

Offerings should be made to the Pitfis in the name of Agntsoma,

and Yama. Where fire is not available, then they should be made in

water or in the hand of a Brahmana.lt is excellent to make offerings in the

ear of a goat or a horse
;
and, similarly, it is very nice to perform sr&ddha

near the place where cows are kept or near a good stream of water. Pitfis

live in heaven, and offerings should also be made to them by facing

towards the south.—32-33.

At the time of making offerings, one should put his sacred thread on

his right shoulder and offer, water, sesamum, kusa grass, flesh, Pafhina, cow's

milk, sweet things, the flesh of rhinoceros, honey, rfyam&ka, rice, barley,

wild rice, kidney-bean, sugarcane, white flowers, clarified butter. 34-35.

Note.—P4(hina is » kind of fifth. Madhn-sweete, honey, nectar of flowers, wine, water,

somajuioe, milk, vernal season. &jamaka is a kind of oorn.

The things mentioned already are appreciable to the Pitfis and

should be offerred to them ; the things not liked by them and which

should be discarded at the time of sr&ddha are enumerated now, via.—
Masdr, hemp, ripe black mustard, m&sa, safflower, lotus, wood-apple,

sunflower, the white thorn-apple, the fruit of Nima tree, the fruit of

Adhatoda vasika, the milk of she-goat, kodrava, split chick pea, liquorice,

linseed, should never be offered in sr&ddha to the Pitfis by one who wishes

to win their favour. One who pleases the Pitfis by devotion, is blessed

by them in return.—36-39.

Pitfis, when they are pleased, give robust health, heaven, and

children to their devotees. The worship of Pitfis is more important than

that of the Gods. The Pitfis should be satisfied first. They are soon
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pleased and are devoid of anger. They are harmless and of steady affection.

They are of peaceful soul, lovers of purity, always soft speaking, and givers

of happiness and prosperity to their devotees. The Sun is their Lord. I

have narrated to you the family of Pitris by listening to which one gains

life and virtue; therefore everyone should read and listen to it—40-43.

Here ends the fifteenth Chapter describing the birth and dynasties

of the Pitris.

The following important note on Pitris is reproduced from Wilson's

Vi§nu Parana edited by Fitzedward Hall.

We may here take the opportunity of inquiring who are meant by the Pltris : and,

generally speaking, they may be called a race of divine beings, inhabiting celestial

regions of their own, add receiving into their society the spirits of those mortals

for whom the rite of fellowship in obsequial cakes with them, the Sapindikarana, has been

duly performed. The Pitris collectively, therefore, include a man's ancestors; but the

principal members of this order of beings are of a different origin. The Vayu, Matsya, and

Padma Purrfnas, and Hari Vamsa, profess to give an account of the original Pitris. The
account is much the same, and, for the most part, in the same words, in all. They agree in

distinguishing the Pitris into seven classes ; three of which are without form Amurtayah

or composed of intellectual, not elementary, substance, and assuming what forms they

please ; and four are corporeal Samurtayah. When they come to the enumeration of the

particular classes, they somewhat differ ; and the accounts, in all the works, are singularly

imperfect. According to a legend given by the Vayu and the Hari Vamsa, the first Pitris

were the sons of the gods. The gods* having offended Brahmi, by neglecting to worship

him, were cursed, by him, to become fools ; but, upon their repentance, he directed them

to apply to their sons, for instruction. Being taught, accordingly, the rites of expiation

sod penance, by their sons, they addressed them as fathers ; whence the sons of the gods

were the first Pitris.

So the Matsya has.

IWfrtj *W*fl Rail $m»W I

•The Pitris are born, in the Manwantaras, as the sons of the gods/ The Bar!

Tansa makes the sons assume the character of fathers; addressing them, * Depart,

children
:'

Again, the Vayu Purani declares the seven orders of Pitris to have been, originally,,

the first gods, the VairtLjas, whom Brahoui, with the eye of Yoga, beheld in the eternal

spheres, and who are the gods of the gods

:

d krti jfii *rrh ftfa trots |

mf^$Qi ffa *RWI WWII HARRIS I

99 MUKMIKII «Ww wE^plm* I
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48 THE MATSYA PUBANAM.

Again, in the same work, we have the incorporeal Pitris called Vairljas, from
being the sons of the Prajapati Virtfja

:

The Matsya agrees with this latter statement, and adds, that the gods worship
them

:

fUjfai fopi^T ftTWR I

The Hari Vamsa has the same statement, bat more precisely distinguishes the
Vairajas as one class only of the incorporeal Pitris. The commentator states the same,
calling the three incorporeal Pitris, Vairajas, Agnishwa'ttas, and Barhishads ; and the
four corporeal orders, Saktflas Angirasas, Suswadhas, and Somapas. The Vairajas are
described as the fathers of Menrf, the mother of Uma\ Their abode is variously termed
the Santanika, Sanalana, and Soma loka. As the posterity of Virija, they are the
fiomasads of Mann. The other classes of Pitris the three Purines agree with Mann in
representing as the sons of the patriarchs, and, in general, assign to them the same offices

and posterity. They are the following :—
Agnishwrfttas—sons of Marfohi, and Pitris of the gods (Mann, Matsya, Padma) :

living in Soma- loka, and parents of AohchhocU (Matsya, Padma, Hari Vamsa). The
Vayu makes them residents of Viraja-loka, sons of Pulastya, Pitris of the demigods and
demons, and parents of Pivarf; omitting the next order of Pitris, to whom these cir-

cumstances more accurately refer. The commentator on the Hari Vamsa derives the
name from Agnishu 1 in or by oblations to fire/ and Atta * obtained,' ' invoked.'

Barhishads—sods of Atri, and Pitris of the demons (Manu) : sons of Pulastya, Pitris
of the demons, residents in Vaibhraja fathers of Pivarf (Matsya, Padma, Hari Vamsa).

These three are the formless or incorporeal Pitris.

Somapas,-descendants of Bhrigu, or sons of Kavi by Swadhi, the daughter of Agni

;

and Pitris of the Brahmans (Manu and Vayu Purine). The Padma calls them Ushmapas!
The Hari Vamsa calls the Somapas—to whom it ascribes the same descent as the Viyu,—
the Pitris of the Sudras ; and the Sukilas, the Pitris of the Brahmanas.

Havishmats-in the solar sphere, sons of Angiras, and Pitris of the Kshattriyas.
Ajyapaa—sons of Kardama, Pitris of the Vaisyas, in the Kimaduha-loka (Manu, Ac.) •

but the lawgiver calls them the sons of Pulastya. The Pitris of the Vaisyas are called
Kavyas, in the NandiUpapurana; and, in the Hari Vamsa and its comment, they are
termed Soswadhas, sons of Kardama, descended from Pnlaba,

Sukillns-sons of Vasistha, and Pitris of the Sudra* (Manu and Vayu Purina)
They are not mentioned in the Padma. The Matsya inserts the name and descent, but
specifies them as amongst the Incorporeal Pitris :

It may be suspected that the passage is corrupt. The Hari Vamsa makes the
Sukalas sons of Vasi^ha, the Pitris of the Brahmans ; and gives the title of Somapas to
the Pitris of the Sudras. In general, this work follows the Vayu, but with omissionTand
transpositions, as if it had carelessly mutilated its orignal.

The Matsya-purdnd, by evident corruption, gives the Sukilins-as it calls them-
the synonym Minasas,
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Besides these Pitpis or progenitors, other heavenly beings are, sometimes, made to

adopt a similar character. Thus, Mann says :
" The wise call our fathers Vasus ; our pater-

nal grandfathers, Kudras ; our paternal great-grandfathers, Adityas
; agreeably to a text of

the Vedas :" that is, these divine beings are to be meditated upon, along with, and as nob

distinct from, progenitors; HenuCdri quotes the Nandi Upapurana for a different practice,

and directs Vishnu to be identified with thefathor; Brahma', with the grandfather ; and

Siva, with the great-grandfather. This, however, is Saiva innovation. The Vaishnavas

direct Aniruddha to be regarded as one's-self ; and Pradyumna, Sankarshana, and Vasudeva,

as the three ancestors. Again, they are identified with Yarnna, Pr£]apatya, and Agni ; or,

again, with months, seasons, and years. Nirnaya Sindhu, p. 284. It may be doubted how
far any of these correctly represent the original notions inculcated by the texts of the

Vedas, from which, in the most essential particulars, they are derived.

CHAPTER XVI.

Sfita said, after hearing that, King Manu again enquired from the Lord

Keifciva, about the periods for the performance of sYSddhas, the different

kinds of sYaddhas, the twice-born worthy of being fed on that occasion

and those who ought to be discarded from the feast, the time of the

day when sVaddha should be performed, the vessels that should be used in

performing the ceremony, the ways of performing the rite and the mode

of giving satisfaction to the Pitris.—1-3.

The Lord replied that tfrfiddha should be performed daily and the

Pitris should be satisfied by offering any of the following things :—Grain,

water, milk, rbots, fruits.—4.

The sraddhas are of three kinds, viz. :—Nitya (Daily), Naimittika

(Occasional), Karaya (Optional). In performing Nitya Sraddha, no oblation

(arghya), invocation or Viivadeva worship is necessary. Naimittika

rfr&ddha is that which is performed on the fourth, and- the eighth day

of each half-month and on the days of the full and the new moon

fparvana days). P&rvanas are of three different kinds, hear it 0 Lord

of the world. First, it should be noted what class of people ought to be

invited to the feast of Naimittika (Parvana) rfr&ddha. One who is acquaint-

ed with, the doctrine of the five mystic fires (Panchagni) a Snataka

Brahraacharl, one who is well versed in the Vedas with their six angas, the

^rotriya Brahmana, the son of such a Srotriya Brahmana, one highly profi-

cient in the rules of Vidhi (or Laws), one who is thoroughly acquainted with

tbe sacred hymns, the minister, one who belongs to a wellknown family,

one who has a sound knowledge of the Puranas, one who knows the

dbarma, a regular reader of the Vedas, and performer of japa, a devotee of

&va, Pitri, Sun, Visnu, and BrahmS, a Yogi, one who is peaceful, one who

can control his passions, one who is virtuous, especially a daughter's son, a

7
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friend, a preceptor, a typical sanyfoi, or the bead of the Vairfyas, a

maternal uncle, a member of the community (kinsman), a Ritvija priest, a

teacher, a Soma-sacrificer, a grammarian, a knower of the Mimansa doctrine

about Sacrifices, one who performs Vedic sacrifices, one who knows the

S&maveda and how to chant it, one who is so learned, respectable or

eminent that his very presence may be considered to elevate and purify

the people who sit to feast with him in the same row, the chanter of the

Samaveda, a Brahmachari, a professor of Ved as, one who knows Brahma, are

the sort of people worthy of being invited to the sraddha feast. Where

such people are feasted, the iriiddha is real and earnest.—5-13.

Ar'ote.—Dwija means twice-born. Everyone is born as a s'fldra and becomes twice-

born on being invested with tbe sacred thread.

Now it should be noted what class of people are to be discarded

from such a feast.

The fallen, the cursed, eunuchs, backbiters, those deformed by

disease, those having deformed nails, those having yellow teeth, bastards,

bastards of widows, horse-tamers, offspring of a younger brother married

before an elder brother, those who offer themselves for service, those

addicted to drunkenness, road men, the hard-hearted, cheats, swindlers,

the conceited, temple priests, the ungrateful, the atheist, inhabitants of a

Mlechha country (Non-aryans\ Triiankus, of Barbara, and of Dravavita,

Dravi(]a, of Konkana, and the Lingis (having prominent sectarian marks\

should, under no circumstances, be invited to sVaddha feast.—14-17.

The guests to the Sraddha feast should be courteously invited the

same day or a day previous to the feast. The Pitris accompany the invited

twice-born, in the form of air, and sit along with them at the time

of the feast. The host should go and invite his twice-born guest by

touching his right knee and address him thus " thou hast been invited by

me, accept my invitation." After thus addressing, he should remind the

guest as well as his paternal kinsmen in these words :
—

" You should be

without anger, observe purity and rules of continence the whole of this

day, and I the performer of Sraddha would also observe the same along

with you."—18-20.

One who maintains the sacrificial fire, should perform the Sraddha

after offering oblations of water called Tarpana to the Pitris, as well as after

offering of pindas to them, on every Amavasyfi.—r21.

Sraddha should be performed near a cow-pen ox by a pool of water,

after plastering the floor, which should be sloping towards the south,

with oowdung. One who consecrates and maintains the sacred fire, should
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cook rice (charu), and after offering with equal handfuls and saying (" I am

offering to the Pitris)," should place everything toward the south.—22-23.

Then he should sprinkle with ghee in front of the three nirvdpa

plates. They should be of the same size, that U four fingers broad, and

place on them balls of rice.—24.

Three silver-mounted, smooth ladles, of acacia catechu, measuring one

hand in length with closed fist, and having the form of the palm of hand

at the end, should be made. After putting the sacred thread over the

right shoulder, the person performing SrAddha should put a water goblet,

and a vessel of bell-metal, and mefc?a#a (name of a sacrificial vessel),

sacrificial wood, Kusa, sesamum, leaf plates, sandal, new cloth and scent,

incense, and sandal paste towards the south. After thus putting together

the articles for worship, the worshipper should draw a circle by the urine

of cow on the floor plastered with cowdung, and there he should worship

the circle with unhusked rice and flowers. The worshipper should then

wash the feet of his Brahmaua guests with great respect and courtesy, and

after offering them water for rinsing their mouth, should seat them on the

kusa mattings.—25-29.

Two Brahmanas should be fed at the time of offering oblations to Gods

and three at the time of Pitri worship, or one BMhmana may be fed on

eacji occasion.—30.

Even the rich man should not feast more than this number on this

occasion. Water should first be offered to the Brahmana invited to take

part in the rite of offering oblations to the Devas, and his feet should be

washed first.—31.

By the permission of the Brahmanas, the worshipper, according to

the rules of his Grihya Sutras, should take the boiled rice (Charu), in a

vessel of bell-metal and offer it to fire, the Moon, and Yama, in the

DaksinSgni, or Ekagni if he does not keep all the fires. He should

perform Paryuksana with the sacred thread on the left shoulder, and
one who knows all the rites should perform it with the sacred thread

thrown on the right shoulder. - 32—34.

Note.—Paryuk$ana=sprinkling round water silently and without uttering any ritual

formulae.

After that, six balls should be made of the remaining boiled rice

and water mixed with sesamum, and offered with the left hand. Then the

worshipper should sit on his left knee, with concentrated attention, and
draw a line on the sacrificial altar with kusa blade, and turning his face

towards the south he should sprinkle water on the darbha grass with a ladle.
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After that, he should offer the balls of rice by putting a kusa on the line

drawn on the altar and by uttering the name and clan of the ancestor.

Then he should wipe his hands with the kusa and thus satisfy the

Lepabkagfo. (A paternal ancestor in the 4th, 5th and 6th degree). —35—38.

Then water should again be sprinkled on the darbba grass and the

six Pitris should be saluted and worshipped with incense, &c—39.

After thus invoking them by Vedic hymns, one, who is Ek&gni,

should offer only one ball of rice with a ladle.—40.

tfote.—Ekagni=one who performs agnihotra.

After satisfying the male ancestors, offerings should be made

to the female ancestors by means of the kusa grass, who should also be

invoked and dismissed in the same way.— 41.

Then he should take a little out of the balls of rice and offer it to

the invited guests, according to precedence, making the first offer to the

Brahmanas.—42.

Because the twice-born eat the particles from the rice-balls on the

occasion of the Amavasya feast, it is called Anvaharya.—43.

First of all, the twice-born invited to the feast, should be given

rings of kusa grass to wear on their ring fingers, and then a portion of the

ball of rice should be presented to them, after putting a little water and

sesamnm in their hand by uttering Swadhai$amastu.—44.

Note.—SwadhaifAmsstu—Here is the food to the manes personified.

At the time of feasting the invited guests, the host should enquire

whether they relish the food. He should on no account be in angry mood.

He should concentrate his mind on Narayana Hari.— 45.

After the invited (Brahmana) guests are satisfied, the host should,

on unaanctified earth, place food with water and vice for the acceptance of

all classes. This is called Vikira (scattering).—46.

After the invited guests have washed their hands and months, the

host should place water, flowers and unhuskeed rice in their hands,

and ask them to sprinkle it on the balls of rice offered to the Pitris, pro-

nouncing SvoaBtu (Be comfortable).—47.

The Cods should also be satisfied on the occasion of the perform-

ance of Sraddba ; for otherwise ^raddha is not complete. The Brahmana

guests invited, should be circumambulated before being respectfully dis-

missed. 48.

Facing south, the following boon should be sought from the Pitris :
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"You may continue to be our donors. The Vedas'may exist, and our

progeny may prosper. Let our devotion not diminish, we may have ample

wealth lo give to the needy, we may have plenty of: grain, we may be

visited by many guests. People may ask for help from us, we may not

have to seek anything from others." This is the Anv&b&rya $r$ddha, which

is also called P&rvana.—49—51.

The Kamya or the third kind of Sr&ddha should be performed

also in the same manner as the PArvana Srfiddha described above. It

should be performed on Am&vasyA. The balls of rice should afterwards

be given to cows, goats, Brahmanas, or should be thrown into fire or

water, or they should be made over to birds.—52—53.

The ball of rice in the middle should be given to the wife of the

host (this is the peculiarity in this Sr&ddha). It begets progeny. She

should eat the ball of rice after pronouncing the following words:
" Adhatta pitaro garbhamatra santSna vardhanam " (Pitris grant to me
progeny that would continue the line of the house). The host should

remain standing till the Brahmanas depart. He should then perform the

remaining rites.—54.

After the Sr&ddha rites are over, the host should make an offering

to VaiaVadevas by presenting oblations to fire, and then he should enjoy

a hearty repast in company of his friends, concentrating his mind on

the Pitris.— 55.

That day one who performs ^raddha, as well as those who partake

in the $r&ddha feast, should not take their food twice. They should not

go out of the village when the &°&ddha is performed. They should

neither use any conveyance nor approach their wives.—56.
The Veda should not be read on that day ; the worshipper should

not quarrel with anyone, nor should he sleep in course of the day. This

is how ^raddha should be performed.—57.

In this way, an Aguihotri should perform fkaddha in the dark fort-

nights of the months when the sun is in the sign of Virgo, Aquarius, and

Taurus. Whenever the Sapindi karana Sraddha is to be performed,

there also the above ceremonial should be observed by one who keeps the

sacred fire.— 58.

Here ends the sixteenth Chapter dealing with the ritual of srdddhas

in the case of those who maintain the sacred fire.

NOTE.

The following note on Sraddhas is from Professor Wilson's Vi6nu

PurAna.
The offerings of the Hindus to the Pitris partake of the character of those of the
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Romans to the lares and manes, bat bear a more conspicuous part in their ritual. They
are said, indeed, by Mann (III., 208), in words repeated in the Yayu and Mateya Purines,

and Hari Vamsa, to be of more moment than the worship of the gods :

»

These ceremonies are not to be regarded as merely obsequial ; for, independently of

the rites addressed to a recently deceased relative,—and, in connexion with him, to

remote ancestors, and to the progenitors of all beings,— which are of a strictly obsequial

or funeral description, offerings to deceased ancestors, and the Pitris in general, form an

essential ceremony, on a great variety of festive and domestic occasions. The Nlrnaya
Sindhu, in a passage referred to by Mr. Colebrooke (Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII.),

specifics the following Sraddbas : 1. The Nitya, or perpetual
; daily offerings to ancestors

in general : 2. The Naimittika, or occasional ; as the Ekoddishta, or obsequial offerings

on account of a kinsman recently deceased : 8. The K£mya, voluntary
; performed for the

accomplishment of a special desire, such as for the birth of a son : 4. The Vriddhi ; performed

on occasions of rejoicing or prosperity: 5. The Sapindana; offerings to all individual

and to general ancestors : 6. The Parvaua Sriddha
; offerings to the manes, on certain

lunar days called Parvanas, or day of full moon and new moon, and the eighth and fourteenth

days of the lunar fortnight : 7. The Goshthi for the advantage of a number of learned

persons, or of an assembly of Brahmans, invited for the purpose: 8. The Suddhi ; one

performed to purify a person from some defilement,—an expiatory briddba : 9. The

Karmauga ; one forming part of the initiatory ceremonies, or Samskaras, observed at

conception, birth, tonsure, Ac. : I' . The Daivika ; to which the gods are invited : 11. The

Y£tr4 Srrfddha; held by a person going a journey: and, 12. The Pushti Sraddha;one

performed to promote health and wealth. Of these, the four which are considered the

most solemn are the rite performed for a parent, or near relative, lately deceased ; that

which is performed for kindred, collectively ; that observed on certain lunar days ; and

that celebrated on occasions of rejoicing. Nirnaya Sindhu, p. 172.

CHAPTER XVII.

Suta said : T shall now relate to you what Lord Visnu said about the

general ritual of $r£ddha (applicable to all whether they keep sacred fire

or not), that gives prosperity and emancipation.—1.

Summer solstice, winter solstice, the period when the sun is in the

equinoctial points, the period when the sun passes from one zodiacal sign

into another, the period when any planetary body passes from one zodiacal

sign into another, on the Amavasy& and the a§taka of the dark fortnight-

and on the fifteenth day of the moon, the period of the (Ardr&) sixth, the

(Magna) tenth and the (Rohini) fourth lunarmansions, the presence of

materials and Brahinanas, the time of a gajaehGhh&yd, the day of full moon

on a Monday, the days called Vietis and Vaidhritis, the third day of the

bright fortnight of the month Vaid&kha which is the anniversary day of

the Satya Yuga, the 9th day of the bright fortnight the month Kartika,

the anniversary day of the ' Treta Yuga*, the 15th day (full moon) of

Magha, the anniversary clay of the Kali Yuga, the thirteenth day of
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the dark fortnight of the month Bhadra, corresponding to August-Septenv

ber, which is the anniversary day of the Dvapara Yuga, are the periods and

occasions when, by performing firfiddha, one gets bliss and exhanstless

merits. So also on the anniversary days of the beginning of a Manvantara,

as detailed below.—2-5.

The ninth day of the bright fortnight of the month Atfvin, the twelvth

tithi of the month K&rtika, the third lunar day of the month Chaitra, the

third lunar tithi of Bh&dra, the Amavasya of the month Phalguna, the 11th

lunar tithi of the month Pausa, the 10th lunar tithi of the month Isfidha,

the 7th tithi of the month Magha, the 8th of dark fortnight in the month

Srfivana, the full moon days of the months Asadha, the full moon days of

of the months Kartika, Phalguna, Chaitra and Jye§tha, these fourteen days

are anniversary days of the beginning of fourteen Manvantaras respectively.

These are the periods in which, if the Sraddha is performed, it gives

unbounded satisfaction to the Pitris and brings exhaustless merit to the

worshipper.—6-8.

The seventh day of the month of M6gha is called Ratha-SaptamI day,

named after the Sun's ascending the chariot already mentioned above as

the anniversary day of the beginning of a Manvantara.— 9.

The Pitris say that one who offers them a libation of even water

and sesamum on the Ratha-Saptami day, gets the same benefit as he

would by performing ^raddha regularly for a thousand years.—10.

SrSddha should be performed on the full moon day, in the month

of Vairfakha, at the time of an eclipse, on the occasion of the sacred-thread

ceremony and Mahalaya festival, in a holy city (ttrtha), near a place where

cows are kept, in gardens illuminated with lamps and in villas after

plastering the floor with cowdung ; and the Brflhmana guests should be

invited to the feast the same day or a day previous in the manner men-

tioned before.— 11-12.

The Brabmanas invited to the feast should be well behaved, of good

deeds and habits, young and good-looking. Two Brabmanas should be

invited at Daiva-Sraddha and three at the Pitriya fSrSddhA feast, or only

one may be invited on each occasion.—13.

A large number need not be invited, even if the host has great

resources at his command. First, the Brahmana invited to Daiva-^rfiddha

should be attended. He should be seated and offered barley and flowers.

-14.

Two vessels should be placed with kurfa rings, and water should be

poured in one, after uttering,
44 Om 6antt6 Devi" etc., and barley should
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he put in the other, after uttering, " Om yavo'si." etc. Flower and sandal

should also he put in the vessels offered to the Vaiiva devas with the

mantra, " Om Viwedeca" etc., who should be thus invoked and barley

should bo thrown. After offering flowers and sandal, the host should

offer Arghya water to them with the mantra " Yfldivya" &c. When the

Vidvadeva worship is finished, the Pitri worship should be commenced.

-15-17.

First, three kusa should be placed for the Pitris to take their seats

on, and then kuda rings should be placed in three vessels in which water

should be poured, after reciting, " Om Sanno Devi" etc. Sesamum should

be offered by reciting,
" Om Tilo si" etc. after which sandal and flowers

should be offered. The vessels for the Pitris should be made of any of the

following materials, viz :—Lotus leaves, wood, conch-shell, gold and silver.

—13-20.

If a silver vessel may not be available, then the worshipper may give

away a little silver ; if he cannot afford that, then he may simply look at it

or merely mention its name. By devoutly offering even water, out of

silver or vessels made of alloyed silver, the worshipper gains everlasting

bliss. The silver vessels are the best to be used at the time of offering

libation and of pindas and of food to the pitris of water. Silver has come

out of the eyes of &va, and consequently it is so much appreciated by

the Pitris ; but it should not be employed at the time of Deva worship,

for it is inauspicious there.—21-23.

According to his means the worshipper should give away the vessels,

and perform Sankalpa by taking a kutfa in his hand and by reciting, " Om
Yd Divya" etc. and the name, etc. of his father and gotra.—24.

Then the worshipper should say, " Pitrin&vdhaisyami" [I shall now in-

voke the pi tris] when the assembled priests [Brahmanas] permit him by'

saying "Kuru" Afterwards, the worshipper should say, " Ukantastvd"

" Ayentuvah Pitaraji" and thus invoke the Pitris with these two $ig

Verses. —25.

After saying, " Vd divyd " etc., the worshipper should offer argya>

that is, some water in a pot, along with flowers and sandal, and should

put kuda rings in the dishes and pour on them the offered water out of

the pot, and, after saying
"
Pitfibhya sth&namasi" should place the pot

downwards, to the left of the Pitri's seat.—26-27.

Afterwards the homa " Agni Karana " rite should be performed, as

explained before, and then the worshipper should fetch the pot of food

with both hands and put it in the dishes. At the time of putting the
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food in the dishes, kusa should be held in the hand with serene mind.

Several kinds of pulses, vegetables, and other victuals should also be

arranged in the dishes. In offering food, curds, milk, clarified butter

of cow's milk and sugar should also be put in the dishes. Pitris are

exceedingly fond of flesh, so Lord Kerfava has said.—2&-30.

The Pitris say that the offering of fish keeps them satisfied for two

months, the flesh of deer for three months, mutton for four months, the

flesh of birds for five months, goat's flesh for six mouths, P&rsat's flesh

for seven months, ena's flesh for eight months, ham and buffaloe's flesh

for ten months, hare and turtle's flesh for eleven months, cow's (flesh?

and)* milk and rice cooked in cow's milk for a year, the flesh of Ruru
for 15 months, lion's flesh for twelve years, Kalaaaka (pot herb) and flesh

of the rhinoceros for a great number of years, the cow's milk mixed with

honey and rice cooked in cow's milk, clarified butter made of cow's milk

offered even, in a small measure satisfies the Pitfis —the P&rvadevatas to

an extreme degree.—31-36.

Note.—Parsat, Horn, Ena=species of deer.

The worshipper should read some of the following :—the Vedic

mantras relating to Pitfimedha, Puranas of all kinds, Brahma Sfikta,

Visnu Sukta, Surya S&kta, Rudra Sftkta, Indra Sftkta, Agni SQkta, Soma

Sfikta, P&vandni Sfikta, according to one's capacity, as well as Vrihadra-

thantar Sama, Jyestha Sania, Rauhina Saina, i&intikadhyaya, Madhu
Brahmana, Mandala Br&hmana atiy other thing that may appeal to the

worshipper and the Brahmanas.—37-39.

When the Brahmanas are about to finish their meal, then Vikira rite

should be performed for all the classes. The food should be put in . one

plate and scattered in front of the Brahmans along with some water.—40-4 1.

At the time of performing Vikira rite, the following mantras should

be read. These mean :— Those beings that have been burnt in the fire,

^^

^

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmnb^mmmm^mm^m^m^mm^ m^mmmmmm^^^i^m^^m^m^

• Professor H. H. Wilson writes :
-

* The expression gavya implies all that is derived from a cow ; but, in the text

it is associated with * flesh'; and, a* the commentator observes some consider the

flesh of the oow to be hero intended. Bnt this, he adds, relates to other ages. In the

Kali or present age, it implies milk and preparations of milk. The Sacrifice of a cow
or calf formed part of the ancient oraddha. It then became typical ; or, as a bnll was
turned loose, instead of being slaughtered, and this is still practised, on some occasions.

In Mann, the term Qavya is coupled with others, which limit its application

J M^i WW ita^i * I

•* A whole year with the milk of cows, and food made of that milk.'
"

(Vison Parana Vol. III. p. 198.)

8
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those beings that have not been cremated in my faimly, may feel satisfied

by the Vikira rite and attain emancipation. Those who have no father

or mother, no brother, no clansman to offer them food, may feel satisfied

with the food offered in the Vikira rite and attain peace. Those who

were not invested with the sacred thread, those women discarded by their

kinsmen, may feel satisfied with the food offered in Vikira.—42-44.

When the Brahmanas have finished their meal and are satisfied, then

water should be poured out on their hands and on the floor plastered

with cowdung. Kusa slvould be strewn towards the south, and on them

the balls of various eatables should be offered.—45-46.

The balls should be offered after sprinkling water and reciting the

name and the gotra of the worshipper as mentioned before in avanqana rite,

then incense, sandal, &c. t
should be offered, and then water should be

sprinkled again. This sprinkling is called pratyavanejana. By putting

the left knee down on the floor and by holding water along with kusa in the

left hand, the Pitris should be invoked and circumambulated.—47-48.

Similarly, sandal and dipa should also be offered. After the Brah-

manas have washed their hands and mouth, the worshipper should him-

self rinse his mouth with water and offer water to his guests. —49.

Note.—Dipa« waving a light before the object of worship.

Then flowers, rice (unhusked), sesamum, should be offered to the

Brahmatfas, after which they should be given some Dakema, according

to the means of the worshipper, who should offer it to each Br&hmana by

calling out his name and lineage.—50.

Note.—Dakflioa is money offered to Brahmanas.

The worshipper should give away cows, land, gold, clothes liked by

the Brahmanas, appreciated by the Pitris and appealing to the worship-

per's own fancy.—51.

There should be no niggardliness in the giving of Daksinfc, and to

please the Pitris the worshipper should ask the Brahmanas to do Swaclha-

Vachana. Water should be put in the hands of the Brahmanas after visVa

deva ceremony and the worshipper should receive the blessings of the

Brahmanas by facing himself towards the East. He should first say
" AghSrdh Pitarafy Santu" (" let the pitris be auspicious "), in reply to

which the Brahmanas should say " Santu " " (let it be so) ".—52-53.

The host should again say, " Qotram tatha Vardhatdmnafa " to

which the Brahmanas should reply, " Vardbatam (let similarly our clan

be increased) the worshipper should say, " DatAronobhwardhantAm (let
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the giver of presents increase in our family,") the Bralunanos should say,

,J Vardhantdm (may- they increase) " the worshipper
u Etdhsatydbisah santu

(let these blessings be true)," the Brahmanas " Santu (may it be so)." After

finishing svadhava'chaua like this, the worshipper should perform " uch-

chhaiaana" at. the time of dismissing his invited guests, and, after, that he

should perform " graha bali."—54-55.

Uohchefatia=is defined below.

GrahabaH=domestic oblation. Offering of the remnants of meal to all crea-

tures, such as animals, supernatural beings and particularly household

Deities.

" Ucbchhesana " is to leave some food scattered on the floor, for the

acceptance of the attendants of the Pitris known as Astika and Akutila.

The Pitris themselves started this rite for the satisfaction of their attend-

ants which should be performed by all—those who have children and those

who are childless.—56-58.

Afterwards, the worshipper should stand before the Brahmanas, made

of kusa, with a pot of water, and after reciting " Vdj&
t
V&jd" etc. should

dismiss them with the kusa end. The worshipper should then move

eight steps out of the house, and along with his wife, son and kinsmen

should complete the rite of sr&ddha.—59-60.

Then he should, after sprinkling water silently round the fire, with-

out uttering any ritual formulae, perform VaisVadeva and Nityabali.—61.

Note.—Vaisvadeva=an offering to all the Deities (made by presenting oblations to

fire before meals.) Nityabaii=daily offering.

After the VaisVa deva ceremony he may partake of the food with his

servants, sons, kith and kin and other guests.—62.

This form of Sadharana sraddha can be performed even by those,

who have not been invested with the sacred thread, those who are in

a foreign country and have not their wives with them. The Sildras may

also perform it without reciting any sacred- formulae.— 63-64.

The third sraddha is called Abhyudaikam, which is also known as

Vriddhi tlr&ddha. It is performed on auspicious occasions such as a big

sacrifice, marriage, &c.—65.

In Vriddhi draddha, offerings are made in the following order :

—

Mother, grandmother, great-grandmother, father, grandfather, great-grand-

father, maternal-grandfather, maternal great-grandfather, maternal-great-

great-grandfather, Vis*vadeva.—66

.

The worshipper should, after circumambulating, turn his- face to-

wards the East and should then remove the balls made of curds, uncooked

rice, fruits, water, and laden with kurfa and durva grass.—67.
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The Br&hmanas should be offered water (arghya) twice, with the

words,
1 Sampannam, (accomplished)' and should be worshipped and offered

clothes, gold, &c, by the twice-born.— 68.

Barley should be offered in lieu of sesamum ; this is also called

Nandimukha sr&ddha, and propitious mantras in performing it should be

uttered.—69.

A gudra can also perform the ordinary as well as the Vridhi

rfraddha with uncooked grain, by uttering the formula of naraah

iustead of Vedic mantras.- -70.

For thus said the Lord Bhagav&n :—Charity is the best thing for a

Sftdra, by performing which he gains all his ends.—71.

Here ends the seventeenth chapter describing the Sddhdrana and

Abhyudaya &raddhas.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Suta said : I shall now relate to you the Ekoddisfa 4r£ddha, as

eiplained by the Lord, and will also tell you for what period a 6on should

consider himself defiled after the death of his father. By the death of

a kinsman (Sapinda), a Brdhmana remains defiled for ten days, a Ksatrya for

12 days, a Vaisya for 15 days, a ^fidra for a month. By the demise of one

whose tonsure ceremony was not performed, one remains defiled for 3

nights. Similarly, people of all classes are defiled for a period when

there is a child-birth in the house. At the time of a death till the

corpse is burnt and the ashes are collected, the person in whose family

the death occurs should not be considered contaminated. Commencing

from the day of the demise of the person, a lump of food should be offered

to the departed spirit, for a period of twelve days. That offering is

Patheya (that is viaticum) and is consequently most agreeable.—1-5.

In case of offering Pinda to the deceased on the 12th day after his

death, the attendants of Yama do not carry the spirit to the city of the

God of Death, and during this period the departed spirit sees his sons,

wife or any other member of the family, and observes whether they

provide it with something for its comfort on its long journey or not. It i&

for this reason that a pitcher full of water is suspended from a tree, for

a period of ten days. Its water soothes the heat of cremation and also

refreshes the spirit when it gets weary on the great journey.—6-7.

A Brahmana on the 11th day after death should feast 11 Brahmanas

and Ksatriyas, &&, should feast an uneven number ol Brahmaoas. On the
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day following the completion of the period of defilement, one should

perform the Ekoddifcta Suaddha in which all the ceremonies previously

described, barring invocation and horna ceremony of VisVadeva, should be

performed. In this SrSddha, only one kuela ring should be put on, and

only one offering of water (arghya) and ball of food (pinc]a) should* be

made. After reciting " Upatiithatarp" sesamum and a handful of

water should be offered.- 8-10.

Note.—Upati§$hat&in=:It is offered to thee.

Svdhitarp, should be recited at the time of performing the Vikira

rite, aud Abhiramyatam should be uttered at the time of dismissing the

departed spirit. The rest of the rite should be performed, as explained

before. Similarly, £$raddha should be performed each month, and, on the

second day of the completion of the period of defilement, a well-bedecked

bed should be given away. At the same time, an image made of gold

and well dressed, should also be given away and the Brahmana as well

as his consort should be worshipped, after being well dressed and made

to wear good ornaments. A bull should be set free, and a really good

cow and a pitcher full of water, along with nice eatables, should also be

given away. The pitcher should be filled with sesamum along with water.

After a year, the Sapindi-karana draddha should be performed. After the

performance of Sapindi-karana sraddha the deceased fpreta) becomes

entitled to receive a share out of the Parvana sVaddha and become legible

for woi ship at Vriddhi tfniddha, and the householder also becomes entitled

to perform Nandimukha sraddha, &c. Visvadeva rite is performed in

sapindi-karana sraddha, and the ancestors and the fresh departed spirits

are offered separate seats. Water, mixed with sandal and sesamum, should

be put in four different vessels for offering. The vessels meant for the

Pitrfe and the departed spirit should be mixed together.—11-18.

Similarly, four balls of food should be offered, and, after reciting

y& 8amandh samamah, the balls meant for the departed spirit should be

divided into three parts and mixed with the balls of food meant for the

Pitris. Excepting in Sapindi-karana tfraddha, there is no separate rite for

the deceased in any other ceremony. The departed spirit becomes delight-

ed by the performance of sapindi-karana, for it then joins the Pitris

(and ceases to be a pretax The departed spirit joins the Agniqodtta group of

Pitris and drinks with them nectar ;> and it is for this reason that no Piruji-

dana is performed for the departed spirit after the sapindi-karana. The

ball of food (pin(Ja) should only be offered to those who join the group of

Pitris. After sapin<}i-karana, three balls are offered on the occasion of an
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eclipse or when the sun or any planetary body passes from one zodiacal

sign into another ; and on the date of demise only one ball is ottered. If

on the date of death one leaves the Ekoddista sraddha and performs the

Parvana, he commits a sin equal to that of murder of father, mothers and

brother, and goes to bell.—19-25.

The deceased, after living with the Pretas (spirits) for a long

time, begins to feel uncomfortable. It is therefore necessary that Ekoddista

should be performed every year. One who, being devoid of jealousy, gives

away a jar full of water along with grain for one full year, for the benefit

of the departed spirit, has the same reward as is obtained by performing

the AsVamedha sacrifice.— 25-26.

When a tfrfiddha is performed with uncooked grain, then Agni-

karana and Pin<}ad&na should also be performed with the same. By the

performance of sapin(}i-karana, -the deceased soul joins the first three

groups of Pitris, and then it finds emancipation in process of time. Even

after attaining emancipation they get their share of (lepa) rfrSddha by the

hands being wiped with a kusa. PVom the 4th to the 6th generation, the

forefathers get their share of irAddha from the Kuia wiping (lepa) and

not pintjas, and three generations, father, grandfather and great grand-

father, they are entitled to the ball of food (pinda), the seventh being the

giver of the Pin4a. These seven are known as sapincjas for the sapin(ja

hoo4 includes these seven counting the performer of the sacrifice.—27-29.

Here ends the eighteenth chapter dealing with the ceremony of sapindi-

karana.

CHAPTER XIX.

The Risis asked:—How the offerings to the ancestors and the Devas

are to be made here by men. They also requested him to explain to them

in what way the offerings made in this world reach the Pitris in the

Pitriloka and who is the medium between the Pitris and the man who

makes offerings. We see that men eat and offerings are made in the

fire, how do they then reach the deceased ?—1-2.

Suta said : —It is written in the Veda that the eight Vasns are the

Pitris, the eleven Rudras are the Pit&mahas, and the twelve Adityas are

the Prapitamahas. The recitation of name and clan of the Pitris by means

of the sacred formula with devotion, carries the offerings made to the

Pitris :—3-4.

Agni$vatta, &c, are appointed as rulers of deceased ancestors. They

transport the offerings made to the ancestors even though they have been
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reborn in the meanwhile under another name, clan, place and time.

The Pitris cany the ball of food offered in the form of nectar if the

deceased ancestor has become a Deva through his good karma, if he is

reborn as a Daitya, the offering reaches him in the form of worldly

enjoyment. If taking birth as a beast, he gets it in the form of grass
;

those in the body of serpents get it in the form of air ; those in

form of Yaksa get it as wine ; those in the body of the Rak§asa get

it in the form of flesh ; those in the body of danavas get it in the form

of maya (delusion or glamour), those in the form of ghosts get it as

blood and water ; and those who are born as human beings get it in the

form of grain and water and other multifarious objects of enjoyments.—5-9.

The faculty of sensuous enjoyment, beautiful women, delicious

victuals and the power of enjoying them, wealth, the power of charity,

handsome form, health are the flowers offered in ^raddha performed with

devotion. The attainment of Brahma, good age, sons, wealth, knowledge,

heaven, bliss of emancipation are the fruits offered in ^raddha.—10—11.

The Pitris confer kingdoms on their devotees when they are pleased

and it is also said that the sons of Kaurfika Risi attained Nirvana through

the glory of the Pitris, in their fifth cycle of birth.— 12.

Htsre ends the nineteenth chapter dealing with the'ritual of fardddha.

CHAPTER XX.

The Risis asked the sage Suta to relate to them how the sons of

Kaurfika in their fifth cycle of birth, putting an end to their desires,

attained emancipation by their power of Yoga.-— 1.

Suta said, once upon a time there lived in Kurukeetra a virtuous

Risi named Kauslka. He had seven sons. Every one of whom did the

deeds as connoted by their respective names. They were :—Svasripa,

Krodhana, Hinsra, Piauna, Kavi, Vagdusja, Pitrivartf. They were pupils of

Garga.—2-3.

Note.—Svasripa=Moving at pleasure or will. Krodhaua—Irasoible. Hinsra=Savage.

Pisuna—Backbiter. Kavi=Poet. Vagdusta=&currilous. Pitrivarti=Devotee of the

Pitris.

After the death of their father the land was visited with a terrible

famine when a large number of people were ruined owing to the cessation

of rain and many died of starvation. In those days the seven sons of

Kautftka used to look after the cow of Garga and were residing in a

forest. One day not getting anything to eat they felt fearfully oppressed

with the pangs of hunger. In those circumstances they resolved saying
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we shall eat the cow to appease, our hunger. At that stage the youngest of

them all, said to his brothers :— " If this cow must be killed, let us

sacrifice her to our pitris in ^raddha for the cow sacrificed with that view

would decidedly save us from all siiu" " Do so " said the other brothers

to Pitrivarti. The cow was sacrificed and Pitrivarti performed the

rfraddha with great devotion. Two brothers officiated for the Br&hmanas

invited to VisVedeva rite, the rest three similarly officiated for the

Brfthmanas, invited to take part in the Pitri-karma and the seventh one

represented the Atithi. In this way they all after performing the iraddha

with due Mantras and Meditating on Pitris feasted on the sacrificed

cow.— 4-9.

.Vote—Atithi=guest. According to Manu.

After that they repaired to their preceptor—(iarga and delivering

the calf to him said " Guru ! the cow has been devoured by the lion,

this calf was saved, which take back."— 10.

In that way the seven ascetics committed fearlessly a cruel act on

the strength of the Vedic injunction and ate the cow.—11.

In process of time they were all gathered to their fathers and were

re-born in the house of a hunter ; but as they performed the sr&ddha with

great devotion they had a recollection of their previous life through the

glory of the Pitris They were however born in the family of a hunter on

account of their having committed a cruel deed ; but as they had a

recollection of their previous life, they in a fit of asceticism spurned at

all mundane luxuries and put an end to their existence by fasting.-— 12-14.

Afterwards they were re-born as deer on the Ealanjara hill and

through the glory of the Pitris maintained their recollection of their pre-

vious lives. They then devoted themselves to the Pitris and the Qod
&va.—15.

They again gave up the ghost by carrying on the penance of fasting

;

and were re-born in the form of Chakrav&ka bird on the banks of the Mfina

Sarovara lake, under the following names:—Sumana, Kumuda, Sfodddba,

Chhidradartf ,
Sunetraka, Sunetra, and Amiuman. They were endowed

with the attributes connoted by their respective names and did similar

deeds.—16-18.

Note.—8umana=Pleasing to the mind. Beautiful. Knmuda=lotns. &'udddha=Pure.

Chhidra-darb1=Captioua, Critic. Sunetraka= Having good eyes. Sunetra-=Having beauti-

ful eyes. Am8um§n=Illttstriou*.

Out of those seven, the three fallen from yoga began to roam about

hither and thither. One day they came across Vibhraja the valiant king
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of Panchala who was enjoying himself in his pleasure garden and had a

large retinue of followers and conveyances,— 19-20.

Pitravartl the youngest of all the brothers and who had performed

the ^raddha, became desirous of becoming a king ; the other two brothers

wished to become the courtiers of a king ; the remaining four did not

cherish any wish and they were consequently born as Brahmanas. One

of them (Pitrivati) was born as Brahmadatta, the son of King Vibhrfija,

two brothers were born as Kandarika and Subalaka the sons of the king's

minister ; and sometime after that, Brahmadatta was anointed and pro-

claimed as king.—21-24.

Brahmadatta was the most illustrious sovereign of Panchala. He

ruled the country with great piety and even-handed justice. He was well-

versed in all the sastras, yoga and understood the languages of all

animals.—25.

The cow that was sacrificed and feasted upon by them as the sons

of Kautfika was born as Sannati the daughter of Devalaand was eventually

married to Brahmadatta. Because she had served as an offering of the

Pitpis, she became learned in the Brahma lore, and the king ruled the

country to the satisfaction and prosperity of his subjects in conjunction

with his noble consort Sanati.—26-27.

On one occasion the king in company of his queen in his pleasure

garden saw an ant attempting to please his better-half. Being over-

powered with the arrows of Cupid, the ant crawled behind it? help-mate

and said. " Ah ! my love ! 1 have not seen a prettier and sweeter form

than thine in any of the three regions. See how delicate thy waist

is? Both thy thighs resemble the plantain trunk, thy swelling breasts,

thy strut of an elephant, thy golden complexion, thy melodious voice

resembling that of the cuckoo, thy enchanting smile, thy eyes like

lotus, thy tongue that loves the taste of pure sugar, are indeed matchless.

Thou art an ardent devotee of thy husband so much so that thou wilt

never breakfast before me, thou wilt always bathe after me, thou art

always gloomy during my absence, thou always shiverest when I am in an

angry mood, what is the reason of thy turning your face away from

me in anger to-day "? Hearing such a speech of the ant his wife said

" Do not talk like that
;
you are false to me. I know all thy tricks,

yesterday thou feasted another with tho particles of sweet." 28-34.

The ant said " Dear ! I mistook her for you as she resembled you so

minutely and through this over sight I feasted her with sweets. This is

however my first fault which you should forget and forgive. I shall never

0
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repeat such a blunder, I promise this sincerely, be pleased, I fall at your

feet."-35-36.

Silta said that on hearing the flattering words of her lord, the ant

dismissed all her rage and offered herself to him.—37.

The King Brahmadatta who knew the language of all creatures by

the grace of Visnu, was highly astonished to hear what transpired between

the couple.—38.

Here ends the twentieth chapter dealing with the derision of the she-ant.

CHAPTER XXI.

The Ri§is asked :—How did the King Brahmadatta acquire the

faculty of understanding the language of all creatures and in what family

were the other four cranes born ?— 1.

Sflta replied:—They were born in the family of a poor and old

Brahmana in the kingdom of Brahmadatta and they had a recollection of

their previous lives. —2.

Dhritimana, Tattvadarii, Vidyachanda and Tapotsuka were the four

sons of the poor Brahmana—Sudaridra—and they all had the attributes

connoted by their respective names.—3.

Note.—Dhritiman=Steadfast. Tattvadarsi=Philosopher. Vidyaoh»nda=Very learned.

Tapotsuka=eager to practise asceticism.

They all determined to acquire emancipation by practising asceti-

cism. -4.

Sudaridra felt very miserable when he came to know of the resolution

of his sons and in a very plaintive tone asked them the reason of their

doing so. He tried his best to dissuade his sons from doing that and

said that to repair to forest leaving an aged father behind in a helpless

condition was no virtue, and what would be their fate for doing that act.

Hearing those words of their old and infirm father they said that he should

not stand in their way and that God had made ample provision for his

subsistence. By reading the following ttfoka before his king he would get

plenty of money and villages. —5-8.

" The seven sons of the Brahmanrfn in Kuruj&ngala were re-born as

the sons of a hunter in Dasapura, again they were re-born as deer on the

KSlinjar hills and then again as cranes on the banks of the Mfinasa lake
;

we are those very same who have now attained final beatitude."— 9.

Thus addressing • their father they departed from him to practise

penances in the forest. The father crawled towards the King's palace

in order to get some money from him.—10.
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Anaglia, the son of Vibhrfija the valiant sovereign of Panch&la adored

the God Visnu with the object of getting an heir. Sometime after, the

Lord being pleased with the king's devotion appeared before him and

a9kod him to seek a boon On hearing those words of the Lord, the

King sought the following boon.— 11-13.

" Sire, grant me a son who may be powerful, illustrious, dutiful,

very well versed in all the rfastrAs and yoga, and who may be conversant

with the lauguages of all the creatures." The Lord said "Be it so " and

vanished then and there. Consequently his son firahmadattu was so

illustrious. He was sympathetic, valiant, conversant in the languages of

all the creatures, the ruler of all the beings.—14-17.

Brahmadatta understanding what transpired between the ant and

his helpmate, laughed.— 18.

The Queen Sannati seeing his lord laughing apparently without any

rhyme or reason asked him the cause of his doing so. She said " Sire, why

are you laughing without any reason, will you please explain it to me ?
"

19-20.

Suta said that after hearing those words of his consort the king said

that the conversation between the ant and his better half made him laugh

so much and so suddenly. There was no other reason for his doing so.

The queen said that the explanation was not true, and that he laughed

at her. She would give up her life. How could a mortal understand the

language of lower beings without being a God ?—21-23.

" What more disgrace can there be than this." Hearing those

words of the queen the king became speechless. In order to please the

queen the king observed a penance and began to worship Lord Visnu

without tasting any food for a week. The God appeared to him in

a dream and said "you will come across an old fir&hmana to-morrow

in course of your rambles in the town and you must acquaint yourself

with everything from him." Saying that the Lord vanished.—24-26.

In the morning the king in the company of his queen and courtiers

came across the old Brahmana in the suburbs of the town. The Brahmana

recited the same sloka which his sons had taught him at tfee time of their

departure to the forest.—27-28.

The king along with two of his ministers instantly got the recollection

of their previous lives on hearing the sloka and the sovereign fainted and

fell on the ground. Subalaka the son of Vabhru and the author of the

erotic science and the scholar of all the sastras
; Kanojarlka the propagator
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of the vedas
;
getting a recollection of their previous lives fell on the

ground in a swoon.—29-31.

Recovering from their fainting fit, they all three repented of their

fate and said "Oh ! we have become devoid of Yoga by falling into the

snares of desires."—32.

Afterwards they extolled the blessings of sraddha and dismissed the

Brahmana with presents of money and villages.—33.

On the departure of the Brahmana, the king handed over the reins

of the Government to his son Visvaksena and afterwards left the empire

along with his two ministers. They all seven joined one another at

the Manasa lake.—34-35.

Brahmadatta and bis brothers the great devotee of the Pitris were

very pleased, but Sannati was very sad on the idea of her being the cause

of her husband's abdication and said " Dear ! Tt is owing to me that you

have abandoned your mundane empire."—36-37.

The king said
u Darling ! Indeed it is through thee that we all have

liberated ourselves from the bonds of the world." Thus praising the

queen they all after practising yoga attained final beatitude after letting

the Jiva-atma escape from their body through the Brahmarandhra.—38-39.

Note.—Brahmarandhra an aperture in the crown of the head through which the

soul is said to escape on its leaving the body. See the Sacred Books of the Hindus—Vol.
XV.-The Yoga s'astra.

The Pitfis on becoming pleased thus bestow on their devotees,

long life, knowledge, heaven, emancipation, comfort, and empire.—40.

One who relates, reads or listens to the history of the Pitris and king

Brahmadatta enjoys pleasures for ages and ages in the Brahmaloka.—41.

Here ends the twenty-first chapter narrating the story of Brahmadatta

and the power of Pritis.

CHAPTER XXII.

The Risis said.—" When does that rfrSddha give everlasting benefit ?

Tn what parts of the day and at what sacred places should it be per-

formed ?
M—1.

Suta said :—Charity performed a little after midday in the third part

of the day in Abhijit or Rohini gives everlasting benefit. I shall

enumerate to you in a nutshell the chief holy places that are dear to the

Pitris.- 2-3.

Note.—Abhijit is the name of asterism.

Gay& is the principal Pitritirtha. Lord Brahma Himself resides
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there and the Pitris anxious for a share in the offerings have sung this

story there.—4-5.

It is well to wish for a number of sons, but if even one son goes

and performs sraddha there at Gaya, or performs the Advamedha sacrifice

or sets free a black bull, it is more than ample for the satisfaction of the

Pitris. The sacred Vdranasi (Benares) which is the abode of VimalesVar

the giver of Prosperity and Emancipation, is also dear to the Pitris.— 6-7.

Prayaga is another Pitjitirtha that fulfils the desires of the worship-

per. It is the abode of VatesVar who was located there by Visnu and

Lord Kesava always is lost there in His reveries of yoga.—8-9.

DaSaivamedha, Gangadvara, Nanda, Lalita, Mayapuri, Mitrapada,

Kedara, Ganga-sagara, are also the sacred places where sY&ddha should be

performed.—10-11.

So is Brahmasara a pool in the Satadru river and Naimisa the trysting

place of all the tirthas, are also very dear to the Pitris.— 12.

Gangodbheda, in the Gomatl, Var&ha-ksetra which is the abode of

Mahadeva and the eighteen handed Siva, the place where the quoit

(chakra) of Visnu fell is Naimi§&ranya which is the most sacred of all

the tirthas and where Lord Var&ha is worshipped are all sacred places.

One who goes there is liberated from all his sins and attains emanci-

pation.—13-16.

Iksumati tirtha where resides the God Nrisinha is held very dear

to the Pitris ; it is on the confluence of the Ganges.—17.

Kuruksetra is another most sacred place where all the Pitris are

always present.— 18.

The river Sarayfi venerated by all the Devas is holy and so is the

sacred IrAwati, the rivers Yamunfi, DevikS, Kali, ChandrabhSgA, Drisadvati,

Venumati, Vetravat! are sacred and dear to the Pitfis, and srfiddba per-

formed on their banks confers great benefits on the worshipper.—19-20.

Jambfimarga whence the path of the Pitfis is visible is a Pitritlrtha

unto this day. The pitrittrtha Nilakunda, Rudrasarovara, M£nsarovara,

Mand&kint, Achchhoda, Vipaefa, Sarasvatl are also sacred tirthas.—21-23.

Pflrvamitrapada, Vaidyanatha, the river K§ipr&, Mah&kala, Kfilinjara-

hill are also very sacred places.—24.

Vansodbheda, Harodbheda, Gangodbheda, are among the sacred

places and so are BhadresVara, Visnupada, Narmad&dwara. Offering Pinda

there is equivalent to offering it in Gaya. These are the Pitritirthas that

wash off all the sins of man.—25-26,
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The mere recollection of these sacred places gives great benefit

;

what to say of those who perform tfrAddha there. O&kAra, KAveri,

Kapilodaka, the confluence of the river Chancjavega, Amarkantaka are

also sacred places where by bathing one gets hundred times more benefit

than by bathing at Kuruksetra. Sukratirtha, Pindara, SomesVar are

the sacred places that dispel all impediments and it is very piou9 to

perform sYaddha or give charity there. KAyAvarohana, Charmanvati river,

Gomatl, VaranA, ausanas, Bhairavakeetra, Bhrigutunga, Gauritirtha, are

also holy places. VainAyaka, BhadresVara are the holy places that release

one from sins and so also Tapti river is sacred. MulatApi, Payosni,

and her confluence MahAbodhi, PAtalA, Nagatirtha, Avanti, MahAdala,

river Vena, MahArudra, MahAlinga, river DatJArna, SatarudrA, SatahvA

river, VisVapada, the river NingArvahika, Sona river, Ghaghara river,

KAlika river, VitastA river, Droni river, VA^a river, DhArA, Ksira river,

are also the places where draddha being performed gives great satisfac-

tion to the Pitris. Gokarna, Gajakarna, Purusottama,' DwArikA, Arvuda,

Sarasvati river are among the holy places. The rivers Manimati,

GirikarnikA, DhutapApan>, the southern ocean, Meghakara tirtha

which is the abode of Janflrdana and Vienu, Mandodari tirtha, the river

ChampS, SAmalnAtha, MahAsal river, OhakravAka, Charmakota tirtha,

JanmesVara, Arjunaksetra, Tripurattrtha, SidhesVara, Srisaila, NArasinha,

are also the places fit for performing sraddha for the satisfaction of the

Pitps. Mahendra, fWanga are the places where srAddha should be per-

formed. Tliey are so sacred as to free one from sins merely by going

there. The rivers Tuncjabhadra and Bhimarathi, BhimeaVar, KrispA VenA,

the rivers KAverl, itudmalA and GodAvari, TrisandhyA tirtha, TraiyamvakA

the abode of &va and which is universally venerated, are very holy places.

A- mere recollection of these holy places dispels all sins and the

performance of srAddha there gives unbounded satisfaction to the Pitris.

27-48.

The rivers £$riparni and TAmraparnt, JayAtirtha, the sacred river

Matsya, &vadhAr tirtha, Bhadra, the river Pampd, RAmeivara, ElApura,

Alampura, Angabhfita, AnandAkamalA, BudhA, AinrAtAkeivarA, EkAm-

bhakA, GovardhanA, Hansenand ra, Kripuchandra, PrithudakA, SahasrAk§a,

HiranySksa, the river Kadali the abode of RAma, Saumitri Sangama,

Indrakila MahAnAda, Elakkeetra, are very sacred places owing to the

abode of gods and sraddha performed there highly satisfies the Pitris.

The sacred Bahu river, Siddhavana, Patfapata, the river ParvatikA,

are the places where the performance of srAddha is many times more

beneficial. Pitritirtha near the GodAvari river which teems with
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myriads of images of &va is an exceedingly sacred place. It is also

known as Jamadagni tirtba. It is there that the river Qodavari has

become ruptured through the fear of Pratika Risi. It is both Deva

as well as Pitri tirtba and is also known under the name of Apsaroyuga.

There the performance of thaddba, Agnihotra and charity is held

millions of times more sacred. Sahasralinga, Raghavesvara the river

Indrapbena where Indra had His downfall and where He after destroying

the demou Namuchi weut to Heaven by the practice of penances, are the

places where the performance of sraddha by men bears everlasting

fruit. Puskara, Saligrama, so also Somapana, the home of Vaitfwanara are

Sacred tirthas.—49-61.

Sarasvata, Swam!, the river Malandara, Jalandhara, Mount Lohadanda,

Kautfik! river, the river Chandrika, the river Vaidarbba, Vaira, the river

Payosni, Prangmukha river, the Kaveri, Chitrakfita, Vindbyachala,

Kubjabhra, the banks of the divas! river, Samsaramochana, Rinamochana,

Attahasa Gautamesvara, Vasistha, Harita, Brahmavarta, Kusavarta, Haya,

Pindaraka, ^ankhodhara, Ghaoteivara, VilvakesVara, NJlkesvara, Dharani-

dhara, Ramtirtha, Aiva, Vedasira, Aughavati river, Vasuprada, Chfigl£n(}a,

Badari, Gana, Jayant, Vijayadakra ttrtha, Sripati, Raivata, $arad£,

Bhadrakalesvara, Vaikuntha, BhimesVara, Mahftdeva, Matrigraha, Kara-

virapura, Kuierfaya, Gauridikhara, Nakulesa, Kardamala, Dindi, Pundarlka-

pura, Godavari the abode of TirthesVara, are the places where by performing

rfr&ddha one gives complete satisfaction to the Pifcris and paves the way

for the attainment of final beatitude.— 62-78.

I have enumerated to you the names of the Tirthas very briefly.

Even Brihaspati cannot adequately describe their glory what to say of

a man.—79.

Satya tlrtha (observance of truth), Daya ttrtha ^performance of

charity), Indriyanigraha (control of passions) should be considered as

tirthas even by those who cannot leave their homes for purposes of

pilgrimage— 80.

Sraddha performed at these place is millions of times more sacred.

One should therefore perform draddha with devotion and according to the

rules laid down, at these holy places. —81.

The three morning muhurtas are called sangava, the three muhtirtas

in the midday and afternoon are uttama, the evening muhfirta .which should

be avoided, or tfr&ddha is Rak§asi. There are fifteen muhfirtas in the day

and the 8th of them is called the kutnpn.—82-84.

JVote— Mulmrta —A period of 48 minutes.
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In the noon the movement of the sun becomes slow therefore it is

best to perform sraddha at that time. —85.

The hour of midday, a vessel of rhinoceros horn, a Nepal blanket,

silver, Darbha grass, sesamum, kine, and a daughter s son, are the eight

essentials of a druddha. Kutbit is another synonym of Papa (sin) and the

eight things enumuerated above consume (t&pa) all sin (ku), therefore they

are known as kutupas. —86-87.

The nine muhurtas after the kutupa rouhurta are known as

SvadhS.—88.

Kurfa and black sesamum were produced from the body of Visnu,

that is why they are necessarily employed in the performance of rfniddha.

The devas have also said that a handful of water mixed with sesamum

and offered by the residents of a sacred place by holding kusa in one

hand, is also a kind of sYaddha.—89-90.

Sraddha should be performed with one hand only but Tarpana with

both hands.—91.

Suta said that the performance of tfraddha in a holy place gives long

life, and washes off all sins, this has been said by the Lord Matsya—92.

One should recite it at the time of tfraddha one who reads it or hears

it becomes wealthy, consequently the residents of a holy place should

recite it to dispel all their sins.—93.

This «r&ddha mahatmya is the dispeller of all sins and it is venerated

by &va, Brahina* and the God sun.—94.

Here ends the twenty-second chapter enumerating the Sacred tirtfias for

Sraddhas.

CHAPTER XXIII.

The Risis said :—How did the moon 0 ! scholar of all the Sastras,

become the sovereign of the Pitris and how did the Rajas of the lunar

dynasty become so illustrious ?— 1.

Suta said :—At tbe time of the first creation, the sage Atri as desired

by Brahma- practised austerities for the purpose of creation.—2.

The Blissful Brahrad, the dispeller of all troubles of tbe world aud

who iej enshrined within Vi$nu, Siva, and the sun Rudra and who is

aupersensuous aud is the giver of all peace and who is enthroned in the

eyes of peaceful beings ; the same Brahma becoming pleased with the

austerities of Atri was the cause of his happiness, in other words, He
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caused the moon to be produced from the eyes of Atri. At that time

Lord &va with His Consort the goddess Parvati became highly pleased

lo see the moon and decorated His bead with It ; and the power produced

from the water and emitted from the eyes of Atri illumined the universe

with Its lustre. —3-6.

All the directions anxious to beget progeny absorbed that lustre in

the form of damsels and then it remained in their womb for three hundred

years. After that period the directions could not bear the power in their

womb and so they ejected it. Brahma collected it together and created

an illustrious Being bedecked with all the arms. He then gave him

vedic powers and seated Him on a chariot drawn by a thousand horses

and thus took Him to His region where seeing Him all the Brahma-Iiisis

acknowledged Him as their Sovereign Lord.— 7-10.

Afterwards the Pitris, Devas, Gandharvas, herbs along with the

God Indra began to adore Brahma by reciting the Somedeva mautras.— ll

Then by the Yogic glory of the Lord Brahmn, that, became still

more illustrious and merged into, the moon. By Its lustre the herbs in

the world profusely thrived and the moon became much more radiant in

the night and consequently it (the moon) came to be the sovereign of the

herbs and the Brahmanas.—12-13

This disc of the moon is the resort of the Vedas and the nectar. It

waxes in the bright fortnight and wanes in the dark fortnight.— 14.

In the days gone by Daksa Prajapati son of Prachetas gave his

twenty seven beautiful daughters lo the moon. The moon to please Lord

Visnu practised austerities for a considerable length of time. The Lord

became pleased with his devotion and directed Him to ask for a boon.

The moon wished, that he might conquer the realm of Indra, the

Devas might go to His region and officiate as Brahman as in His R&jasfiya

sacrifice, and Lord &va might protect it (sacrifice,) with his trident

standing at his door.—15-19.

On Visnu's granting this boon, the moon performed the Rajastiya

sacrifice in which the sage Atri became the Hota priest, Bhrigu officiated

as Adhvaryu, Brahma was the Udgata, Lord Hari officiated as Brahmana

priest, and the Sages ^aunaka, &c. were the Sadasyas in that Rajasuya

sacrifice.—20-21.

Note.—Adhvaryu -An officiating priest whose duty is to measure the ground, build

the altar, prepare sacrificial vessels, fetch wood and water, light the lire, bring the animal

and immolate it and while doing this to repeat the Tajurveda.

Udgata—one of the priests at the sacrifice who chants the Ssmaveda.

10
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Hota's function was to recite Rigveda and he was also the Chief priest, while Brahma

priest superintended the others and was in charge of the Atharvaveda.

The ten VisVadevas officiated as chaniasA-adhvaryu. In that sacrifice

the moon gave the three lokas as DaksinA to the sacrificial priests.— 22.

Note.—ChamasA—A vessel used at sacrifices for drinking the 8oma juice.

On the conclusion of that sacrificial bath, the nine goddesses fired

with love went to have a look at the moon.—23.

Laksmi went after leaving Narayana, SintvAli went after leaving

Kardama, Dyuti went after forsaking VibbAvasn, Tusti went after leaving

DhAtara, PrabhA went after leaving the Sun, Kuhti went after leaving

HavismAn, Klrti went after leaving Jayanti, Vasu went after leaving

Marichi Kasyapa, Dhriti went after leaving her husband Nandi. All

those goddesses went and adorned the Moon. The Moon also looked upon

them as His own wives. Their Lords even seeing them go astray like

that did not use their missile of curse against the Moon. The luminous

Moon shed its light on all directions and became the sole Monarch of

the seven worlds owing to His Yogic powers, even after attaining such a

store of happiness which is envied by sages.—24-28.

Once upon a time the Moon came across TArA, the wife of Brihaspati

whilst she was roaming in the garden. On seeing TArA adorned with

flowers, having projected breasts and too delicate to cull a flower even, the

Moon was fired with passion. He approached that figure of exquisite

beauty whose eyes were so lovely, and caught her by the hair. TAi A also

seeing the enchanting form of the moon was fired with passion and enjoyed

herself in his company. The Moon enjoyed in her company for

a very long time and then took her to his realm. The Moon became so

enamoured of her that he did not feel sufficiently satisfied even after

enjoying himself in her company for such a long time. Brihaspati was

pining away for Tara during her absence. He came to know all about

her through meditation, but could not overcome the Moon by curses,

incantations, arms, fire, poison. Then Brihaspati burning with passion

went to the Moon and very humbly besought him to restore him his wife.

The Moon who was much attached to TArA refused to do so.—-29-34.

Afterwards the moon refused the similar request even of £>iva,

BrahmA, Sadhya Devas, the Maruts, &c, which threw Lord £>iva in a

fearful rage and befriending Brihaspati, Vamadeva armed with His

Ajgava bow and followed by His attendants and the BhutesVar SiddhAs,

started to fight with the Moon. At that time &va emitting fire from His

third eye looked awfully fearful by the reflection of the dazzle cast

on Him by the Moon.—35-37.
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Seeing Siva going out on a fight, His other attendants Ganesa, Ac.,

armed with various weapons, and Kuvera also with His innumerable

army followed Him.—38.

Seeing his foe marching against him, the Moon, seething with wrath,

started along with his vast retinue of Vetalas, Yaksas, Serpents, and a train

of a million and a half of chariots, to measure swords with Him.— 39.

When the Moon in his martial array surrounded by his followers

—the demons, stars, planets Saturn, Mars, <fcc., appeared before &va to

meet Him in fight, the seven worlds became terrified and the Earth

with the ocean and mountains began to tremble.— 40.

Siva approached His adversary armed to the teeth, glittering like

fire. A dreadful battle ensued between the two armies. Various kinds

of weapons were used and the onslaught was so terrible that both the

armies were destroyed.—41-42.

Afterwards the mightiest of the glittering and barbed arms that

consume the heaven, the earth and the lower regions were employed which

made £?iva still more furious and fie hurled His formidable Brahtn&stra

at the Moon and the latter made use of his fearful Somastra,— 43.

By the clash and fall of those two mighty weapons the heaven and

the earth shivered with consternation. Finding the universe in peril

Lord Brahma realized the gravity of the situation. Somehow or other

He put Himself between the two dreadful missiles and saved the Moon
along with other Devas from that impending calamity. Afterwards

He thus addressed the Moon:—"You have indulged yourself in this

gory ouslanght fpr such an ignoble object on account of which even

after ceasing to carry on the warfare, yon. will become a planet of

malignant aspect at the end of the white fortnight. Give away the wife

of Brihaspati, there is no disgrace in retiring from war which is conducted

for the retention of illgotten booty."—44-46.

Suta said that on being thus reprimanded by Brahma, the Moon
retired from the battle and Brihaspati also returned home completely

satisfied in the company of his wife Tara\—47.

Not«.-^May it not mean that the terrestrial Moon went ont of its orbit and attracted

one of the Moons of the Jupiter and thus disturbed the Solar Equilibrium which was
brought to harmony again by the birth of Mercury (Badha)? Moon must have had a bigger

mass in those pre-terrestrial day.

Sere ends the twenty-third chapter of dealing with the war between

the Dtoas and Soma for the return of the wife of Brihaspati
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.Sftta said.—After a year a handsome cherub-boy shining like the

twelve suns, wearing yellow raiments and resembling the Moon, was born

from the womb of T£ra. He was a master of all the iastras and was the
«

author of a treatise on elephants. He was known as Rajputra, the doctor

of elephants, and was afterwards named Budha owing to his being the son

of the Moon.—-1-3.

He conquered all the powers since the time of his birth. BrahmS

and other deities in company with the sages assembled at the house of

Brihaspati to take part in the ceremony in connection with the birth of

the child Budha, and asked Tara* from whom the babe was born.—4-5.

Heariug that Tara at first held her peace out of shyness, but on being

questioned repeatedly she said bashfully after a long silence that the

child was born from the Moon, hearing which the latter accepted him

hs his son and naming him Budha (Mercury) gave him a region below

the Earth. -6-7.

Then Brahma along with the Brahmarisls anointed him as a

Planetary Lord and placed him on a par with other planets. Afterwards

He vanished from the sight of the Devas then and there, and Budha begot

his pious son from his wife lid.—8-9.

That progeny performed many as aivamedha sacrifice by his glory

and was universally venerated under the name of Pururava who afterwards

became the sovereign Lord of the seven worlds by practising asceticism

on the glorious snowclad peaks of the Himalayas.— 10.

It was he who annihilated the demons Ketft, Ac., and whose wife the

celestial nymph Urvatfi became on being enamoured of him. It was he

who ruled the seven worlds with even-handed justice and sympathy and

thus benefited his empire.— 11-13.

Above all that, he attained divine fame and through the grace of

Visuu, Indra used to offer him a seat by His side. He guarded Dharma,

Artha and Kama dutifully. All the three, viz., Dharma, Artha and Kama
^went to that King to see whether the latter viewed them with equality.

The king seeing them come accorded them greetings and offered them

argha and p£dya.-— 14-16.

Note. —Dharma, Duty. Artha, Riches. Kama, Desire, Argha respeotfal offering to

venerable men consisting of Dorva grass, &o., with or without water. Padya, water for

washing the feet of revered persons.

Then he seated them on three different golden seats and worshipped
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them devoutly, but maintained greater devotion for Dharma. At that K&ma
and Artba became displeased with the King and Artha cursed him to get

destroyed by avarice. Kama cursed him to the effect that he would turn

road from the separation of Urvasl, in the Kumaravana on the Gandha-

m&dana hill. On hearing the curses of the two, Dharma blessed him with

long life and said that he would have his lineage till the sun and the moon

exist. He would flourish thousands of years and his progeny would never

become extinct. Saying so, they all three disappeared instantly and the

king afterwards occupied himself with the affairs of the state.— 17-21.

That king used to go to see the god Indra every day. One day

seated in his Daksinambarachari chariot he was on his way to the realm of

Indra, when he accidentally saw the Daitya Kes*i carrying away Chitra-

rekha and Urvasl forcibly.—22-23.

Seeing that the king, anxious for his glory, made use of several wea-

pons, and then ultimately subdued him by Vayavyastra by which he had

overpowered Indra. After thus subjugating the demon, the king deli-

vered the rescued Urvaii to Indra and became his fast friend. Indra thus

becoming his friend and getting highly pleased with him, made him most

valiant, heroic, illustrious, wealthy, and famous in all the worlds; and that

nymph also becoming highly delighted sang the glories of the Pururava

family. -24-27.

The celestial dramatist Bharata had composed a drama, called the

svayamvara of Laksmi to which he had asked Menaka, Rambha and Urvarfi

to play several parts.—28.

Note.—8yayamvara—self election by the bride of her husband, self marriage.

Then Urvaii who was playing the part of Lak§mt and was dancing

and singing melodiously in unision with the music, Saw Pururava and

being fired with passion forgot the part which Bharata had taught her.

Bharata in a rage cursed Urvarfl saying that she would become a subtle

creeper on the earth for 55 years on account of the separation from

Purtirava and the latter would lapse into a Piaacha.—1 29-31.

After that Urvadi made Pururava her lord and on the conclusion of

the effects of curses she brought forth the following eight valiant sons :

—

Ayu, Dridhayu, AsVayu, Dhanayu, Dhritiman, Vasu, Sucbi Vtdyft, and
Satayu. Ayu the eldest of them all became the father of Nahusa, Vriddha-

sarraa, Raji, Dambha and Vipapina\ These five were all heroes.—32-34.

Raji became the father of one hundred children who came to be

known as Rajeya. He devoutly* practised penances and was granted a

boon by Visnu, on account of which he was powerful enough to conquer

the Devas, demons and men.- -35-36.
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Once upon a time a pitched battle ensued between the Devas and

the Asuras for three centuries, in which there was a tremendous fight

between Prahlada and India. The battle was indecisive. At that

both the Devas and the Asuras asked Brahma, as to who was likely to

bear away the palm of victory. Brahma said that the party headed by Raji

would be victorious. Hearing that- the Devas eager for their victory

requested the King Raji to take their part in the great war.— 37-39.

The Asuras also approached him with a similar request, but Raji

had accepted the invitation of the Devas so he refused the proposal of the

Asuras. The Devas then entreated him to lead their army and destroy

the Asuras. The king then killed those Asuras who could not be con-

quered even by Indra.—40-41.

Indra was highly delighted at that valourous feat of the king, so

much so that he took birth as his son. When Indra was born as his son,

the king making over the charge of his vast dominions to him went to

devote himself to contemplation and meditation.—42.

The other valiant sons of Raji forcibly dethroned Indra and usurped

all the kingdom and -share of sacrifices from him. Indra thus bereft of his

position went and laid himself at the mercy of Brihaspati. He 6aid to

Brihaspati tbat he had been deprived of his realm as well as of the right

of a share in sacrifices and appealed to him to advise him to get back his

kingdom.—43-44.

Brisbaspati then restored Indra to power by performing a rite called

Graha £$anti or pacifying the malignant influence of the planets.— 45-16.

Bphaspati then went and deluded the other sons of Raji with false

philosophy and established the Jina religion opposed to the vedas, though

himself a knower of the Vedas and Indra on finding the sons of Brihaspati

propagating a religion different from the Vedas based on a show of reason

only killed them with his mighty thunderbolt.—47-49.

Now hear something about the seven pious sons of Nahusa. They
were :—Yati, Yayati, Samyati, Udbhava, Pachi, Saryati, Meghayati.—50.

Yati turned an anchorite since his very early days and Yayati

began to rule his kingdom with piety.—51.

Yayati had two queens, viz., Devayani the daughter of £$ukra and

^armistha the daughter of Vrisaparvana.—52.

Yay&ti had five sons ; Yadu and Turvasu from Devayani ; and three

sons Drnhya, Anu and Puru from ^armi^tha. Of them Yadu and Puru were

the promoters of the dynasty. King Yayati was the protector of the realm
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with truth and heroism and was also the performer of many sacrifices.

He was a great lover of sacrifices and worshipped the Pifcris with great

devotion. He won over his subjects and protected them dutifully.—53-56.

Once upon a time the king grew aged and was deprived of the

vigour of youth. Finding himself infirm, he summoned his sons Yadu,

Anu, Turvasu, Druhya, and Puru and said to them, "Sons! I wish to

become young again and carry on amorous frolics with damsels, you

come to my succour."—57-59.

Hearing those words of the king, Yadu the eldest son from Devayfini

said M In what way can I help you with my youth ?"— 60.

Then Yayati asked his sons to exchange their youth with his old

age and thus make him fit for carnal enjoyments.— 61.

" Sons ! after performing great many sacrifices, I have become old by

the curse of £>ukra, but my thirst for enjoyments has not yet been

quenched. You, therefore, give me your vigour, and thus enable me to

fulfil my desires."—62-03.

Yadu and his three brothers did not agree to the proposal of his

father which enraged the latter and he cursed them saying that none

from their family would ever succeed to the throne.—64.

Then the younger Puru said " Sire ! &ive me your old age and take

my vigour and satisfy yourself. With your permission I will succeed you

a9 an old monarch."—65.

Then Yayati transferred his old age to him and taking his vigour

became young again.—66.

Puru began to rule the vast empire with the old age of the king.—67.

The king not satisfied with his mundane pleasures, even after a

period of a thousand years, addressed his son Puru thus :
—

" You are the

promoter of my dynasty, by your having a son, I am not heirless, in this

world my dynasty will be named Taurava, after you."—68-69.

Afterwards Yay&ti got Puru anointed and then sometime after-

wards died.—70.

Now something will be related about that dynasty of Puru in which

Kings Bharata, &c, the promoters of the Dharata dynasty were born. Hear,

0! Sages, this relation with attention.—71.

Here ends the twenty-fourth chapter dealing with the history of Yay&ti of

the solar race*
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The l$i$is asked :—Why Paurava dynasty became so illustrious and

why Yadu the eldest, of Yayati'd sons became the founder of an inferior

and poor dynasty. Besides this 0 ! Suta, relate to us at length other

things connected with the history of Yayati, because his virtue which is

the giver of long life is held in high esteem even by the Devas. ~-l-2.

Suta said :— Risis, the same question was put by Satanika who asked

Saunaka about the sacred history of Yayati.— 3.

Satanika asked :—" Saunaka, how my ancestor Yayati who was tenth

in descent from Praj&pati married the daughter of Sukra. 0, Sage ! I am

anxious to hear about it. I am still more anxious to hear the history of

the Paurava kings serially. Be gracious enough to relate all that in

detail "-4-5.

Saunaka answered :—King Yay&ti was as handsome as Indra and

was blessed both by Sukra and Vrisaparvana. I shall relate to you all

about that and will also explain to you how YaySti the son of Nahuaa

married Devayani."—6-7.

Once upon a time the Devas and the Asuras fell out with each

other for the kingdom of the three worlds. Then the Devas anxious to

have the best of the contest made Brihaspati their sacrificial priest and

similarly the Asuras made Sukra their priest. Both the sages—Brihaspati

and Sukra—were at daggers drawn with each other. Sukra by his lore

brought into life all the Asuras that were killed by the devas and they

again appeared to face them on the battle field. Brihaspati could not

simUary restore to life the Devas killed by the Asuras, because he did not

possess the same knowledge, at which the Devas were greatly dismayed.

The Devas getting fearfully alarmed went to the son of Bfihaspati named

Kacha. —8-14.

The Devas said :—" Kacha, we are at your mercy, do come to our

rescue. We beseech you to somehow acquire the sanjtvani (Resuscitation)

knowledge from Sukra, by doing that you will become entitled to receive

a share out of the offerings made to us. You should try to meet Sukra

in the court of Vrisaparvan. Who guards the Asuras and not the Devas.

You alone can propitiate him none else can do it. None excepting

you can also please Devayani the daughter of Sukra. By pleasing her

with tact, shrewdness, and sweetness you will be able to acquire that

wonderful sanjtvant knowledge."—15-19.

With those words the Devas after worshipping Kacha sent him to
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Vri^aparvan. K*cha, after being worshipped by the Devas went straight

to ^ukra and after saluting him said :—20-i?l.

" 0, Preceptor, accept me named Kacha, the grandson of Angira*a

and son of Brihaspati as your pupil. Preceptor, I shall lead a typical

disciple's life, keep me as your pupil for thousands of years."—22 23.

$ukra said :•— " Kacha, you are welcome and so also your words*

You are worthy of being adored and so also Brihaspati."—24.

^aunaka said that afterwards Kacha followed all the injunctions of

£$ukra and observed the fasts at the proper periods according to the

prescribed rites, and began to serve ^ukra and Devayani.—25-26.

He pleased Devayani who had attained puberty by singing, dancing

playing music and offering of flowers and other presents — 27-28.

Devayani also interested herself in that pious Brahmana and took

every care of him.—29.

In that way Kacha went on for a period of five hundred years. The

Asuras, knowing the piety of Kacha and out of their spite for Brihaspati,

took him to a secluded place in tlie forest where he was grazing the cows,

and slaughtered him for the sake of their own protection. After that they

divided his corpse into many parts and then feot it devoured by wolves

and jackals. Then the cows bereft of their keeper returned to their

abode.—30-32.

Devayani seeing the cows returning home without Kacha addressed

dukra thus :

—

"Sire, you have finished your Agnihotra, the sun has descended

below the horizon, these cows are without their keeper, and Kacha is no-

where visible to-day. Undoubtedly Kacha has been either killed or captur-

ed and if this be the case I say truly I cannot live without him."—33-35.

dukra said :
—

" I am just going to recall Kacha," so he called Kacha

back to life by means of his Sanjivani knowledge.—36.

Then the murdered Kacha came running to ^ukra and saluted him

from a distance and told him all about his being killed'by the Asuras.^-37.

Once again Kacha went reciting the Vedas to fetch flowers for Deva*

yani from the forest. The demons seeing, him gathering flowers in the

forest powdered him to death and mingling his remains in the wine gava

it to {Jukra to drink. 38-39.

Devayani on not seeing Kacha return again spoke to he; father "He
w*§ ffi&t by me togather flowers for me but he has not returned. Asauredfy

U
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he has been killed again and I tell you honestly that I cannot live

without hi.u".—40-41.

&ikra said i—" Devayant, that son of Brihaspati was restored to life

after being mu'dered, what can 1 do when he has been killed again. You

should not lament. It does not behove persons like you to mourn in this

world. You, who through my power of asceticism are being courted by

Brahma, Aivanikumars, Indra and othei Gods, and Asuras, aye, every one

in the universe, should by no means mourn like this. The Brahmana who

has been killed again after being restored to life once is beyond my power

to be recalled to life again."—42-44.

Devayant said " The grandson of Angirasa, the son of Brihaspati,

Kacha, who is a scion of such an illustrious family, who is so clever and

chaste is very dear to me. Why shall I not w*ep for him. I shall not take

my meals and will set out in quest of him."—46.

$auuaka said :—Hearing those words of Devayani, Kavya fJukra

said in his mind that " undoubtedly, the Asuras hate me, because they

constantly destroy my disciples. The Asuras perhaps wish to annihilate

the Brahmanas. I am worshipped by the Danavas as their preceptor in

vain, for the Brahmagui can destroy Indra even, who then can escape the

consequences of the foul deed perpetrated by them in killing the Brah-

mana Kacha." Sukra again revived Kacha by means of his sanjtvani

knowledge. At that Kacha began to speak slowly in the stomach of

jJukra. Then ^ukra asked him :—" By whom killed, thou art inside my

stomach, tell me that, 0 child." -47-49.

Kacha said :
—" Through your grace I remember everything. Fnder

these circumstances, I am not losing my power of asceticism ; but I feel

a great discomfort. The Asuras after powdering me to death mixed

my remains with the wine and made you drink it, but through the

glory of your Brahmanism I am not oppressed by the diabolical freaks

of the Asuras."—50-51.

Sukra said
:—" Devay&nt, how am I to satisfy you ? It seems difficult

to save Kacha whilst I am living, because how can he come out without

tearing ray stomach."—*>2.

Devay&ni said :—" The double pains that I am undergoing are con-

suming me like fire, the destruction of Kacha and the prospect of your

not living in the event of his escaping death. 1 can have no comfort on

the death of Kacha nor can I live if you are destroyed."—53,

Sukra said
,§
0, *on of Brihaspati ! who is prized- by DeVayinl.
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become a seer and acquire my sanjtvanf knowledge for I am assured

now that you are not Indra in the disguise of Kacha. Because none

excepting a Brahmana can live in my stomach, and Indra being a

K^atriya would have been digested by me. Therefore learn this science

from me. Come out of my stomach as my son, i.e., first acquire the

sanjivant knowledge and then come out of my stomach after ripping it

open and restore me to life and then satisfy the expectation of this dutiful

daughter of mine, after having mastered this science from me, thy guru."

54-56.

£$aunaka said that the Brfihmana then acquired that knowledge from

his preceptor, and, after opening the stomach of {5ukra, emerged from it

as does the full moon at the approach of night by bursting open through

the eastern horizon.— 57.

On finding his preceptor lying dead, Kacha by means of that

sanjivant knowledge recalled him to life, and then adressed him thus :

—

" Worthy one, you are bounteous like an ocean and the most generous

among the givers of boons. Those who do not show due regard to such

a preceptor, are sinners doomed to hell after being wrecked."—58*59.

daunaka said that Sukra (UsanV, who was deluded through drinking,

on getting back his lost disciple, and seeing his graceful form and powers

of asceticism, desirous of doing a good turn to the Brahmanas, taking the

wine, uttered the following words agaiust drinking and its evil conse-

quences 61.

" Henceforth the foolish Brnhmana who drinks wine shall become

devoid of Dharma and commit the sin of murdering a Brahmana and be

despised in this world as well as in the next. I have laid down this Law
for (he Brahmanas in the whole universe, and let the pious Brahmanas

know the injunctions of the preceptor and let the Devas and Daityas also

listen to these words."—62-63.

daunaka said that the illustrious seer Sukra, after saying that,

called all the Dinavas of clouded intellect and said Hear, you foolish

D&uavas ! My disciple, Kacha, after acquiring sanjivani knowledge from

me, has become equally powerful like myself; aud has become a true

Brahmana and one with Brahma. -64 65.

^aunaka said that Kacha, after residing with his preceptor for

another century, took leave of him to go to heaven.."—66.

Here ends the twenty-fifth chapter relating the story of Kacha
and Devay&ni.
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&iunakasRi<l :—On the fulfilment of his vow when Kacha, after taking

leave of &ikra, was about to start for heaven, Devayrinl addressed the

following words to him :— I.

DevayAn! said :
—

" 0, grandson of Angiras ! You shine on account

of your wealth, family status, learning, pious conduct, asceticism, and

sobriety. As the sage Angirfi, of great renown, is respected by my
father, so is Brihaspati respected and revered by me. Knowing this, O
seer ! consider what I say unto you. You know how I behaved towards

you, while you were observing the vow with its restrictions. Your learn-

ing is now accomplished. You should not forsake me, who am devoted

to you ; therefore accept my hand in marriage according to due rites and

Mantras."—2-5.

Kacha said :
—

" Your father, being my preceptor, is just like my
own father and commands my respect and honour. Similarly you, too,

being the daughter of my preceptor and the beloved of Bhargava Sukra),

are worthy of being venerated and adored by me. Your father, the sage

&ikra, is my venerable preceptor, consequently it does not behove you

to make any such proposal to me because you are to be honored as a

daughter of my guru and therefore should be honored as my guru." 6-8.

Devay&nl said :
—"You are the son of Brihaspati and not of my

father ; and consequently you are worthy of being respected and honored

by me. You must recall to your mind my unceasing warm love for you

ever since you were killed by the Asuras agaiu and again. Is not this

a sufficient proof of my unbounded love, attachment and devotion towards

you. I, therefore, 0 You, who know the law, your devotee, do not deserve

being discarded by you."—9-11.

Kacha said :
—

" 0, Pious one ! You ask me to enter into an engage-

ment which is so improper. You are greater even than the preceptor. Be

pleased, 0 moon-faced ! I have also lived in the stomach of £?ukra where

you had also lived ; in this way you are lawfully my sister. I pasted my
days in comfort here. I have committed no fault, am not angry with you

at your illegal proposal. Now I take leave of you ; wish me a happy

journey. You may think of me in connection with anything which

may be in conformity with Dharma. You should always adore uiy pre-

ceptor with constant attention."— 12-16.

Devayanl said :

—

14
1 rescued you, with the idea of making you my

husband, when you were killed by the Asuras. Now as you are abandoning
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me who makes a lawful request, you will not be able to successfully apply

this sanjlvani knowledge."— 17.

Kacha said :
—

" Wliy are you pronouncing such a curse on me ? I

am going away with the periiiisHion of my preceptor and have not accepted

you, on account of your being the daughter of iny preceptor, and not in

consideration of there being any fault in you. DevayAnt ! You ought

not to curse me who has only expounded the Law of the ftisis to you [for

according to that Law, our marriage would be illegal]. Because you have

cursed me, you will never be able to gain your desire. No son of a Rial

will ever accept you as his wife. My sanjlvani knowledge will, of course,

not be fruitful to me on account of your curse, but it will most decidedly

bear fruit to one to whom I shall impart it."—18-21.

fiaunaka said Kacha, after thus addressing Devay&ni, instantly

went to heaven, where Indra and other Devas finding him returned said

to him :

—

'* Kacha ! You have done a great deed for our sake ; consequently

your fame will never diminish ; it will diffuse all round."—22-24.

Here ends the twenty-sixth chapter describing the curses of Deoaydni

and Kacha.

CHAPTER XXVIf.

2i3aunaka said :—The Devas, on seeing Kacha back with sanjlvani

knowledge, accorded him a most cordial welcome, and after acquiring

that supreme knowledge from him, became highly satisfied ; and then

having approached Indra, said thus:—"To-day is the time to show valor,

kill thy enemies, 0 Purandara." Accepting the request of the Devas, the

Maghavan, along with them, set out on his mission and, in the way,

He came across a grotTp of women in the forest. He saw those damsels

bathing and enjoying themselves, as they do in the pleasure-garden of

Kuvera. Then Indra, in the form of a gust of wind, blew away and

mixed up their garments.— 1-4..

At that, all the maidens, hastily coming out of water, dressed them-

selves with the clothes as they found them. In that hurry-scurry,

&trraiftth&, the daughter of Vrisaparvan put on the clothes of DevayAni

through overnight, at which, there ensued a quarrel between the two

—

Sarniistha and IJevayani.— 5 6.

Devayant, in a fit of rage, said :
" 0 daughter of an Asura ! You

being my father's disciple, how dare you put on my garments. You will

never prosper on account of your ignorance of laws of good conduct."—7.
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Sarn.isthfi said : "Tour father sits and sleeps at the command of my
father ; be praises him and asks and answers questions put by my father

from his throne, while your father sits humbly on a lower seat. You are the

daughter of a father who always begs, sings panegyrics and receives gifts

from my father; whilst I am the daughter of one who is always praised,

is the giver of gifts, but accept no gifts from any one. You beggar ! 1

do not care a straw for you. How dare you unarmed, show your wrath

to me who is armed ?
"—8-11.

&$aunaka said :—Saying so, Sarmistha put on her garments. After-

wards she threw the astonished and bewildered Devayani into a well and

then returned to her palace.—12,

Thus Sarmi^ha, after committing such a sinful act and taking

DevaySni to be killed, and not waiting for her, returned home full of

wrath.— 13.

After that, Yayati, the son of Nahuea, getting tired and thirsty in

course of his shoot, went to drink water at the same well. As soon as

that thirsty monarch peeped into the well, he saw a beauty, gleaming

like the flame of fire, inside it. On seeing that girl of Divine form and

consoling her, that best of kings, said in words full of sweetness :

—

<% O
young beauty, adorned with ornaments, how and for what reason, have

you fallen into this well covered with grass? Whose daughter are you ?

Tell me all this."- 14-18.

Devayani replied :
" 1 am the daughter of that Sukra who,

through his ncience, restores the Daityas to life, when they are killed

by the Gods. You do not know me full well. King ! Catch hold of

my right hand with its fingers decked with copper-coloured nails and

pull me out of this well ; I know you are of noble birth. I know you to be

self-controlled, strong, and illustrious ; therefore 1 know you are capable of

delivering me from this well."—19-21.

Saunaka said.— King Yayati, knowing her to be of the Brahmana

caste and also a woman, caught hold of her right hand, and by his force

pulled her out of the well. After that, the king saluted and welcomed

Devayfnl and returned to his metropolis.— 22-23.

Devayani, thus abused and full of sorrow, commanded her maid,

Ghurnikfi, who had returned in search of her, thus :— " go quickly, O
Ghurnika, and acquint my father with all that has happened, and also ti?ll

him that I have made up my mind not to enter the King Vrisaparvan's

<5Hy."-M-25.
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Saunaka said.—Ghurnikft instantly repaired to the palace of the

Asura and seeing the high priest SJukra there, said to hitn trembling and

confusedly :

—

" Sage ! Sarrai§tha, the daughter of King Vrisaparvan, has injured

Devayfinl."- 26-27.

&ikra on getting the ill tidings of her daughter being injured at

the hands of Sarmis(h&, was overwhelmed with grief and immediately

started in quest of Devay&ni in the forest.— 28.

On meeting Devay&nl face to face in that forest, 3ukra embraced

her with open arms and sorrowfully said :
" Every being reaps the harvest

of pain and pleasuie in this world, according to his actions
;
consequ-

ently, I look upon this affair, as &armi$tha taking revenge upon you for

some evil deed of yours."—29-30.

Devay&ni said :
" There may or may not have been a revenge ; but

listen to what the daughter of Vrisaparvan said.— 31.

Is it true, that I am merely a singer in the palace of the Daityas, for

darmift(ha, the daughter of Vrisparvan tells me so. She, with harsh and

sharp words and eyes red with an&er, spoke :
—

* I am the daughter of a

king; who is praised by thy father and who gives gift* to him, but accepts

nothing from any body and whilst thou art the daughter of him who

sings the praises of my father and begs and accepts gifts from him.'

Thus said Sarin i*(h&, the daughter Vrisaparvan, with eyes red with anger

and face flushed with pride. Father, I then said to Sarmigthfi that if I

were the daughter of a panegyrist, and a beggar, I would also please her

similarly."—3 1-35.

Sukra said, " 0 child ! thou art not the daughter of a panegyrist

or of a beggar ; on the other hand, thou art the daughter of one who is

always praised by others, 0 Devayani. King Vrisaparvan knows that my
pure, matchlees and inconceivable spirituality is my power ; so also know

Indra and King Yayati.—36-37.

Here ends the twenty-seventh chapter describing the history of King Yay&ti.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

^ukra said.—" Devay&ni ! hear, one who calmly and patiently

endures the hard speech of others, conquers all. One, who curbs his

rising anger, like a fiery steed, is called the real driver by the wise, and not

he who merely holds the reins One who conquers another's arising anger
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by not getting angry himself, conquers the universe Know this, 0
IVvay/ini. One who throws aside the outbursting of his wrath by

forgiveness, as a serpent discards its worn out. akin, is said to be truly a

man. One who hankers after virtue, always shows forbearance to all,

and does not cause pain to others even after suffering great pain, is

the receptacle of high and sublime merits. Between the one who per-

forms many Asvamedha sacrifices each month for hundreds of years, and

the other who does not get angry with any one, the latter is decidedly

superior. As in childhood, boys and girls, through their folly become

enemies, not do so the sensible, and after considering their power and the

weakness of their foes, never entertain any feeling of enmity."—1-7.

Devay&ni said.
—" Father ! In spite of my girlhood, I know the

causes and consequences of actions in the matter of anger, reproof and

relative strength or weakness of acts. A sensible man should not tolerate

an unbecoming action of his disciple. 1 have therefore no desire to live

among people whose conscience is loaded with vice. A person desirous

of his welfare and prosperity should not live among those vicious men
who are not well spoken of, by men of character and position. People

who are considered high, by men of character and position, are worthy of

companv. Consequently, the harsh words of Vri^aparvan's daughter are

rubbing against my miud like Aran! (the two pieces of wood used in kind-

ling the sacred fire). Father ! 1 do not think there is anything baser in

the world than the adoration of an enemy, howsoever majestic he may be,

by one who is in the humbler walk of life and is devoid of riches." — 8-13.

Here ends the twentv-eighth chapter describing the history of the King

Yaydti and the dialogue of Devaydni and &ukra.

CHAPTER XXIX.

fWnaka said :—On hearing those words of Devayani, Sukra the best

of the Blirigus also got angry and going to the King Vri$aparvan who was

sitting on his throne spoke to him without caring for the consequences.

" King ! a sinful act does not instantly fructify, but is like a cow

which does not give birth at once after (conception). A sin is sure to

produce its fruit, just like a heavy meal to produce colic in the stomach,

not at once but after sometime. In process of time it entirely roots out

the sinner. He who overlooks his own faults or those of his sons, and

grandsons etc., loses his Trivarga, the three objects of wordly existence,

pis., Artba (riches or worldly prosperity), Dharina (religion), K&ma
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(enjoyments). You are sure to reap the fruit of your sin of killing

the grandson of Angirasa and son of Bphaspati, and then causing his

remains to be deposited in my stomach by mixing them with my wine.

King ! on account of your having killed my disciple, who was sinless,

chaste, submissive and unworthy of being slain, as well as for the

injury done to my daughter, I leave you along with your kinsmen. I do

not consider it proper to stay in your empire any more. As you do not

heed the actions of your vicious and proud daughter, I consider you from

today a Daitya who talks much but does not think of keeping his pro-

mises ; thou thinkest me, 0 Daitya ! censurable and a talker of false-

hoods."—1-6.

Vrisaparvan said :
—

" Bhfirgava ! I do not consider you as censur-

able or a talker of falsehood because I am so well aware of your truth and

asceticism ; therefore be pleased with me. Excepting you, none can protect

me ; and if you are going to leave me today, I will drown myself in the

ocean, for there is no other refuge for me."—7-9.

Sukra said :

—
" You may either drown yourself in the ocean or roam

about in the world, my daughter is very dear to me, and I cannot make

her feel hurt. You should please Devayani. I shall settle down with her

wherever she goes. If you will please, her, I shall guard you as Brihaspati

does Indra and other Devas."—10-11.

Vrisaparvan said :
—

" Bhargava ! you are the master of elephants,

chariots, horses and all the riches of the Asuras
;
and, similarly, you are

the master of all my wealth and belongings."—12.

dukra said :
—

" King of Asuras ! I will consider myself the master of

the Daityas then only when you please Devayani and not otherwise."— 13.

^aunaka said :—Hearing that, $ukra went to Devayani along with

Vrisaparvana and said to her :

—
" Now thy words are realized, for I am

considered as lord of all."—14.

Devayani said:—"If, 0 Father! thou art the lord of the king's

wealth then I will believe it if the king himself says so to me."—15.

Vrisaparvan said :

—"Devay&ni! I shall fulfil your desires, howso-

ever difficult they may be."- -16.

Devayani said :
—

" When you promise to fulfil my desires, I wish

Sanmina to be my maid, with a thousand damsels ; and she should go
with me wherever my father may please to marry me."—17.

Vrisaparvan said :

—
" 0 Nurse, get up, go and bring JJarmisthA at

once in my presence. I shall do exactly as Devay&ni desires."— ) 8.

13
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fWnaka said :—On being thus commanded by the king, the nurse

at once went to SarmisthA and told her 0 ^armistha ! get up and save your

kinsmen from impending calamity ; because incited by his daughter, Sukra

is forsaking his disciples and the fulfilment of Devayani's desires rests on

you. You have become the maid of DevayAni."—19-20.

^armis(ha said :
—

" 1 shall do what she wants, let Sukra not go away

in a fit of anger nor DevayAni get offended at what I have done."—21.

£5aunaka said :—Then at the behest of her father Sarmi^ha in a

palanquin went to DevayAni along with a thousand maids ; and said,

" Devayani ! I have come with a thousand maids to serve you and

shall accompany you wherever you go, after being married by your

father."—22-23.

Devayani said :

—
" I am the daughter of a panegyrist, one who begs

and receives, how then do you, who are the daughter of one praised, serve

me as my maid ?" — 24.

fJarmisthA said :
—

" It is my boundeu duty to do that which may

bring relief to my distressed kinsmen
; consequently I shall follow you as

your maid, and will also accompany you after your marriage wherever

your father may wed you."—25.

$aunaka said :
—

" After the daughter of Vrisaparvan made up her

mind to serve Devayani as her maid, the latter said to her father :

—

" Father ! I am satisfied. Indeed, the power of thy knowledge and

wisdom is infallible and fruitful. I shall now enter the city."—26-27.

Hearing those words of his daughter, Sukra, worshipped by the

Danavas, cheerfully entered the town.—28.

Here ends the twenty-ninth chapter in the history of Yay&ti dealing

with the pacification of Devay&ni.

CHAPTER XXX.

SJaunaka said :—0 king ! Long after that, DevayAni again went to

amuse herself in the same forest in the company of i3armi§tha and a

thousand maids. Whilst she, along with her companions was thus amusing

herself there by drinking wine and eating various victuals and fruits, King
Yay&ti, also chanced to visit the same forest with the object of enjoying a
shoot, and, feeling thirsty whilst he was in search of water, he saw
DevayAni and SarmisthA along with other women folk drinking. % Among
them he marked DevayAni, the beautiful, who, wearing lovely orna-

ments, was sitting, attended by SarmisthA and other maids. Then
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King Yayati said :
" Two of you are charming beauties liorizoned by two

thousand women. I request you to please tell me your names and

clan."—1-8.

Devayani replied " King ! Hear what I say. I am the daughter of

the Sage ^ukra who is preceptor of the Asuras and she is my maid-in-chief,

{Jannietha, the daughter of Vrisaparvan, the mighty king of the Danavas.

8he always accompanies me wherever I go."— 9-10.

Yayati, who was astonised to hear that, enquired how that daughter

of the king of the Asuras came to be her maid-in-chief.— 11.

Devayani said :
—

" Do not be astonished. . All this has been ordained

by Brahma. You look like a king from your bearing and sweet and dig-

nified speech. Tell me your name and parentage."—12-13.

Yayati said :
—

" I have studied all the Vedas after leading a student's

life, and I am King Yayati, the son of King Nahusa."— 14.

Devayfinl said :
—

" King ! What for have you come here—to drink

water or to enjoy a shoot ?
"—15.

Yayfitl said :
—

" In course of my shoot I have happened to come to

this spot to satisfy my thirst and am ready to obey your commands."—16.

Devay&nt said :
—"Friend ! I am at your disposal with jJarmistha*

and my retinue of maids, be my lord."—17.

Yayati said :
—

" Lady ! You are the daughter of Sukra, who is a

Brahmana, and consequently you cannot be wedded by a Ksatriya sove-

reign."—18.

Devayani said :
—

" King ! the race of the Ksatriyas has been created

by Brahma and is supported by him. 0, son of Nahusa ! you are a sage

;

and also the son of a sage
;
by all means marry me."—19.

Yayatt said :—" 0, Lady ! Though all the four castes have sprung

from one and the same body of Brahma, yet their duties and rules of life

are entirely different from one another, and a Brahmana is superior to

all."—20.

Devayani said :
—

" 0, son of Nahusa ! this hand of mine has not

been touched by any other, person and you have once grasped it I there-

fore choose you to be my partner in life. Who else can take my hand ? You
took me by the hand, because you are the son of a sage or because you

are a sage yourself."—21-22.

Yayati said :
—

" The sages of hoary lore have said that a Brahmana
is more formidable than the mouth of an angry venomous serpent and

the raging fire."—23 T
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Devayani said :
—" 0, Blessed one ! How do you describe a Brah-

mana to be more formidable than an angry venomous snake and the

raging fire ?"—24.

Yayati said :
—

" By the bite of a poisonous serpent and by the blow

of a weapon only one life is lost, but by the anger of a Brahmana the

whole realm and country is devastated ; this is my reason for having

described a Br&hmana as such, and I therefore cannot accept you in

marriage without your father's consent.—25-26.

Devayani said :
—

" King ! When my father gives me away to you

of his own accord, you will then accept me as yours. You cannot beg, 1

know ; and consequently I have accepted you as my lord ; now there is no

question of receiving on your part."—27.

daunaka said.—After that, the nurse, deputed by Devayfini, went

and explained all that to $ukra. $ukra on hearing that went to the king,

and both of them were pleased to meet each other.—28-29.

The king, seeing $ukra, saluted him with folded hands ; and the

latter also spoke to him mildly and sweetly.—30.

Devayani said to her father that-the King Yayati had once grasped

her hand, when she was in great difficulty and he should, therefore, dedicate

her to him, and that she would marry no one excepting him.—31.

$ukra then said to Yayati, that he had been chosen by her daughter

before, whom he should accept as his queen after being willingly made
over to him by her father.—32.

YayStl said :—" Bhargava ! By such deeds, I fear, I will commit a
sin ; I therefore beseach you to parry off the sin of creating a confusion

of castes by such intermarriage."—33.

f3ukra Said :
—

" I shall free you from all sins. Accept this gift

chosen by her. You will become laudable by this marriage ; I free you

from the future sin
;
marry this amiable Devayani, according to law and

have every enjoyment in her company ; this ^armisfcha, the daughter of

Vriaaparvan, will attend on you, and you should never invite her to your

bed."-34-36.

fcWnka said :—On hearing those words of the Seer $ukra that king

circumambulated the latter, and with his permission entered his city with

great rejoicings.—37.

Here ends the thirtieth chapter describing the marriage of Taydti

with Deoay&nt
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CHAPTER XXXI.

£$aunaka said :—Yayati entered his capital, which was as beautiful

as the city of Indra. He then ushered Devay&ni into his palace and,

according to the advice of the queen, located £$armis$ha, the daughter of

King Vrisaparvan, in a separate house in Asokavana. Thus l^armistha,

along with her retinue of a thousand maids, was separated after being

provided with clothes, provisions, and ornaments. Then that son of

King Nahusa enjoyed himself like the Devas, in the company of Devayani,

for a great number of years. In the fullness of time, Devay&nt conceived,

and after ten months gave birth to a child.— 1-5..

After a thousand years, ^armistha, the daughter of Vrisaparvan,

wben she was in her full bloom of youth, felt very sad on not having a

husband. She said in her mind :
" What will be meet for me to do ? How

am I to get happiness ? Devayan! has given birth to a son, but my youth

is declining for nothing. I will also make the king my husband, as she

has done. I will request the king to give me a similar fruit in the shape

of a son." With these thoughts, she longed to see the king privately.

Now, at that time the King, coming out at pleasure, was astonished to meet

^armistha, outside the Aiokavana. $armisjha
v

meeting the king in private,

addressed him with folded hands :
—

" King ! Even Soma, India, Varuna and the wind are incapable

of seeing the women in your palace. You know me to be a beauty,

full of modesty and coming of good parents ; I beseech you to enjoy my
company."—6-13.

Yayati replied :
—"I know all thy qualifications. I know thou art

the chaste daughter of the valiant king of the Daityas. Thou art modest,

but I cannot look at thee with any feeling of lust, because at the

time of Devayani's marriage SSukra enjoined on me not to invite thee to

my bed."—14-15.

Sarmistha said:
—"King! there is no sin in speaking untruth at

the time of indulging in sexual pleasures, on the occasion of marriage,

when life is in danger, wealth is at stake, and in joke. Lying on these

five occasions is venal. It is only a sin to speak an untruth at the time of

being summoned as a witness, or when one is entrusted to dispose of a

thing, or when one is asked his advice on any point."—16-17.

Yayfiti said :
—

" A king, being the authority for his people, should

abstain from untruth, even at the time of danger."— 18.

$armistb6 said :

—
" One's own husband and the husband of her corn-
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panion are equal ; and as you are the lord of my companion, you must also

take me as wedded to you."—19.

YayAti said :
—" One should give away according to one's means

to one's supplicants ; and it is also my vow not to have any matrimonial

connections with you ; now you yourself tell me what am I to do of

these two things."—20.

$armigth& said :
—

" King ! Save me from immorality by your

righteousness. 1 shall lead the life of highest virtue after getting a child

through you. King ! a woman, a servant and a son—all these three

have been said to be poor ; for the wealth acquired by them belongs to

their master. I also take my meals with Devay&ni and live as a maid,

dependant on her ; therefore receive me also. I am worthy of your

support."— 21-23.

^aunaka said :—Hearing those words of ^armit^hS, the king accepted

her and guarded her virtue. They then enjoyed themselves in each

other's company and were immensely pleased. Through that conjunction,

the daughter of Vrisaparvan, conceived and gave birth to illustrious sons

gleaming with the radiance of the sun.—24-27.

Here ends the Mrty-first chapter describing the secret marriage of

Yaydti toith fiarmistha.

CHAPTER XXXn.

^aunaka said :—On hearing the news of Sarmie(h& giving birth to a

child, Devay&ni became deeply afflicted and went and asked her, why she

committed that sin by being a slave to Cupid.— 1-2.

Sarmi$th& said :—"A seer, well-versed in the Vedas, came to me whom
I pleased, taking him as my lord ; and this son has been born of him. 0
blessed one ! I have not basefully been a slave to passions. This child

has been born of a Risi ; believe this without doubt."—3-4.

Devay&ni said :
—

"jJarmistha' ! If this is true, I am no more angry

with you, but how can it be made certain that you have got this

progeny from a high class Br&hmana ? I wish to know his clan and

lineage."—5-6.

darmisfha said :
—"Lady! I felt myself overpowered by his glory.

He was so valiant and illustrious, I could not therefore ask him any-

thing."-?.
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Saunaka said :— After that mutual conversation, Devayani believed

what Sarmistha told her, and then she returned to her mansion.—8.

Then King Yay&ti begot two sons—Yadu and Turvasu—as glorious

as Tndra and Visuu, from Devayani.—9.

Druhya, Anu and Puru, those three sons were born from 3armi?th&.

After that, Devayani went with King Yayati to the Harit forest.—10-11.

There she saw the three boys of divine elegance, as beautiful as

Sanat Kumaras, playing, at which she amazingly said :
—

" King ! whose

sons these boys of divine lusture, and bearing such a close affinity to you

are?"-12-13.

After putting that question to the king, she then approached the

boys and asked them to tell her frankly and sincerely whose sons they

were and what was their clan. The boys in reply to her query pointed

with their finger to Yayati as their father and $armi$(h& as their

mother. Saunaka said, that, on ascertaining that from the boys, she, along

with the boys, hurried back to the king. The king, afraid of the presence

of Devayani, did not fondle those boys, as usual, at which they went

weeping to $armis|ha.— 14-17.

Devayani, knowing them to be the sons of the king, went and spoke

to Sarmistha :
—

" You liar ! why do you incur my displeasure, in spite of

being my dependent ? Do you not fear me, and dare you continue to follow

your Asurik ways ?"—18-19.

Sarmistha
4

said " 0 Sweet smiling lady ! What I told you before

about the Eisi is truth and nothing but truth. 1 am leading a life, as

dictated by religion and morality. Why should then I be afraid of you. 0
Beautiful one ! the moment you made this king your husband, he became

my lord as well, on account of his being the husband of my companion.

You are honored by me on account of being a Brahmant and my elder in

age, and consequently this Rajarsi, who is your husband, is worthy of

being shown more honor and respect by me. Do you not know it ?"

—

20-22.

Saunaka said :—On hearing those words of Sarmistha, Devay&ni said

to the king that she would no longer stay with him, because he had done

what was extremely hateful to her. Saying that, she went to her father,

the sage Sukra, with her eyes full of tears.—23-24.

The king also followed her and did his best to pacify her, but

Devayani, whose eyes were red with anger, did not heed him ; and shedding

tears and mumbling something to the king, she hastened to her father.

The king also followed her there.—25-26.
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After taking a little pause, Devay&ni saluted her father and Yay&ti

also showed his reverence to the sage.— 27.

Then Devayani said :
—

" Father ! righteousness has been conquered

by unrighteousness, because this king has begotten three sons from Sar-

mistha, that discarded daughter of Vrisaparvan, whilst he has begotten

only two from my unfortunate self. Father ! this king is called righteous,

but he is the transgessor of the bounds of virtue."—28-30.

$ukra said :
—

" King ! as you have committed a sin, in spite of your

being virtuous, you will be visited soon with invincible old age."—31.

Yayftti said :

—
" 0 Brahman ! One who does not satisfy the desire of

a damsel, after the termination of her mensturation, commits the sin of

slaying a Brahmana ; and one who does not grant the desire of a damsel,

even on her making such a request, be is said to commit a sin equal to

the sin of slaughtering a great Brdhmana. 0 Preceptor ! for fear of

such sins, I tremblingly offered myself to Sarmietha."—32-34.

Sukra said :
—

" King ! you depend on me, you ought to have taken

my advice, therefore, your doing such an act without my permission, even

on the score of righteousness, is nothing short of theft."—35.

$aunaka said .-—Then the King Yayati, after being thus cursed by
the wrathful sage Sukra, instantly turned old.—36.

Yay&ti then said to the sage that he had not had enough of enjoyment

with the young Devayani therefore he might mercifully ward off his old

age from him.—37.

Sukra said:
—"King! My words cannot prove false. You are

therefore bound to be old, but you can exchange it with the youth of some
young man."—38.

Yay&ti said :

—
" Brahman ! Be pleased to grant this favour that

one who exchanges his youth with my old age will inherit my kingdom

and will get fame and honor."—39.

Sukra said :—" By my favour, 0 King! You will exchange your

old age with youth without committing any sin ; and any of your sons,

willingly giving you his youth in exchange for your old age, will certainly

be blessed with many children and will be illustrious and long-lived."

—

40-41.

Here ends the thirty-second chapter dealing with the curse of &uhra

on Yaydti.
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CHAPTER XXXin.

•Saunaka said.—On being visited with old age, King Yay6ti went to

his capital and said to his eldest son, Yadu, that owing to the curse of

£$ukra he had become old, though he had not had ample satisfaction of his

desires in his youth ; that he might therefore exchange his youth with

his old age and thus enable him to satisfy his cravings, and that after a

thousand years he would return his youth to him and take back his

old age.—1-4.

Yadu refused to exchange his youth with the old age of the king,

who, on account of it, looked lean, decrepit and furrowed and incapable

of indulging in enjoyments ; and said that the king had other sons dearer

than him to whom he might transfer his oldvage.— 5-7.

At that Yayati got vexed and cursed Yadu that, as he being his son,

refused to give him his youth, his sons would be wicked like his maternal

uncle ; and afterwards he made a similar request to his son Turvasu, mak-
ing the same promise to him of restoring back to him his youth after a
thousand years. Turvasu also refused to accept the proposal of the king,

saying that he would not accept the old age which ma^e one devoid of

potency, power, enjoyment, beauty, intellect and honour.—8-11.

YaySti cursed him for his refusing to accommodate his father with

his youth, and said that his clan would become extinct ; and that he
would be the king of the vilest of the Mlechchha races who would be
thieves, the doers of unnatural deeds, flesh-eaters, indulging in im-

moralities with the wife of their preceptor and lower animals.—12-14.

After cursing them thus, he asked his son, Druhya, from $armistha\

to accede to his wishes on the same condition of getting back his youth
after one thousand years. Druhya also refused to do that, and said that

he did not feel inclined to put himself in the old age in which he would be
incapable of enjoying his kingdom, chariot drive, riding, the company of

women and feeling love. Yay&ti cursed him, and said that in consequence

of his refusal to meet with his wishes, inspite of his being his son, he
would never enjoy the things he wished for. Thou and thy children

will go to that place where there will be no enjoyment of kingdom, nor
enjoyment of beauty and youth.—15-20.

The king then put the same proposition before his son, Anu, who
also, like his other brothers, discarded it, saying that he could not force

the old age upon him, in course, of which a man, like an infant, takes his

meals in spite of his remaining defiled all the time, and is not able to

U
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perform a sacrifice at any moment. The king pronounced a curse on him,

as well, Buying, t'uit being his son, he did not accede to his proposal and

that he would, also sooner or later, be visited with the old age, which he

decried and his progeny, born in his youth, would not survive.—21-24.

Yayati then put the same proposal to his son, Puru, and said that by

carrying it out he would be the dearest of all his sons. He had been visited

with that untimely and formidable old age, and bad not been able to

satisfy his desires. He would therefore restore him his bloom of youth

after ten centuries.—25-27.

Hearing that, Pr.ru said that he would do exactly what his father

wished and asked him to do. Let him satisfy all his cravings, and that

he would, most willingly, accept his old age and would do what appeared

to him best.—28-30.

Note.—This chapter has not been translated literally.

Here ends the thirty-third chapter dealing with the acceptance by

Puru of the old age of Yayati.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

fWnaka said :—On hearing those words of the prince Puru, king

Yayati, after mentally reciting the name of ^ukra, transferred his old age

to his son; and then king Yayati, the son of Nahu$a, cheerfully indulged

himself in the enjoyment of pleasures. He, however, did not do that at

the sacrifice of his royal duties
;

for, according to the times, with earnest-

ness, and in conjunction with the prescribed rules, he performed the

libations to the Deities, and the manes of the ancestors, was regular in

the performance of ^raddha and sacrifices, was merciful to the poor and

satisfied the wishes of the Brahmanas, entertained his guests by minis-

tering to their comforts and supported the Vaiflyas by protecting them ;

was not cruel to the Sudras and kept thieves down by inflicting proper

punishment on them. In that way, the king was alert in his duties and

was thus supplied all the wants of his subjects, like the Ood Indra.

That king, valiant like the lion, never deviating from the path of virtue

and continuing his pursuits of enjoyment, led a life of sublime comfort

and happiness.— 1-7.

On getting satisfied, after enjoying himself for a thousand years, he

recalled to his mind the bygone days ; and, finding that his cherished

days were complete, he spoke to his son, the prince Puru :

—

"Son! a man never feels satisfied with pleasures, the lust for
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pleasures waxes by daily indulgence, as the fire flames all tlie mure by

ghee being poured into it. 1 have become sober, on the consideration

that the mundane boons in the form of grain, gold, domestic animals,

(horses, cattle, etc.) women, are not meant for any single individual.

Son ! I have had enough of pleasures according to my potency by

acquiring your vigour of youth ; I am consequently very much pleased

with you, now you take back your bloom of youth from me and also

receive charge of this vast realm. You are my dearest son."—8-13.

Saunaka :—After that, king Yayati turned old, and Puru became

young again.—14.

Then the king appointed a day for Puru being anointed and
proclaimed king, when the Brahmanas and others assembled, said :

—
"King! how do you confer this vast kingdom on Puru, overlook-

ing prince Yadn, who is the grandson of l^ukra and the eldest son from

the qneen DevayAni! Yadn is your eldest son, next to him is Turvasu,

your third son is Druhya from the Queen Sarmistha, younger to him is

Ann, whilst Puru is the youngest of all. How then are you making Puru

a king, overlooking the claims of his elder brothers ? 0 kiug ! you should

not forsake justice."—15-18.

Yayati :
—

" Brahmanas and others ! Hearken. My eldest son did

not obey my commands'. 1 therefore do not give him the empire ; for a

disobedient son ought not to be recognised. This is what the great men
have said ; and Turvasu, Druhya and Anu also disobeyed me. Puru
stood firm and obeyed my behests

;
therefore, he alone is entitled to my

monarchy. It is he who exchanged his full flourish of youth with my
infirmity, and it is through him that I have fulfilled all my desires. The
sage Sukra had also blessed that one who would carry out my orders

would be the Emperor. For these reasons, you should all consider Puru
to be fit for the Empire."— 19-25.

Then the Commons (Prakriti) all assembled there cried out in a

chorus: "Indeed, the son, endowed with all the good qualities and who
obeys the mandates of his parents, deserves being proclaimed a sovereign,

in spite of his being the youngest. 0 king ! Puru, who has done you a

good turn, appropriately deserves the kingdom and the sage £ukra has

also said so: therefore nothing need now be said about this."—26-27.

Saunaka —When the assemblage pronounced that verdict, the king

seated the prince Puru on the throne, after which he quitted the metro-

polis and went to the forest in company of many Brahmanas and ascetics.

—

28-29.
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Yadu begot Yadavas, Turvasu begot Yavanas, Druhya begot Bhojas

and Anu became the father of the Mlechchhas.—30.

Puru became the founder of the Paurava dynasty in which you are

born a king, which afterwards came to be known as the Kuru clan and
in which the kingdom is to last for one-thousand years.—31.

Here ends the thirty-four chapter of the Pur&na dealing with the

coronation of Puru.

CHAPTER XXXV.

fiaunaka.—Thus King Yayati, making over his Empire to his son,

Puru, turned an anchorite ; and living on fruits, passed a number of days

in that forest and afterwards went to heaven, where be began to pass his

days in happiness. Sometime after, Indra hurled him to the earth, but he

managed to gain his footing on the celestial soil and again rose to heaven

owing to bis being in touch with the Kings, Astaka, &c. It is said that

Yayati returned lo heaven from the firmament in company of the Kings

Asfaka, $ibi Vasumat and Pratardana.—1-5.

^atanlka.
—"Sage !

%
tell us in detail how Yayati was hurled down to

the earth and how he again went to heaven. King Yayati was powerful

like Indra, radiant like the Sun, and was the promoter of the Kuru clan. 0
Sage ! I am eager to hear the story of his celestial and mundane glory."—

6-9.

fiaunaka.
—" Hear you all the sacred history of Yayati which is the

dispeller of all sins. Hear it with attention, I am going to relate it to

you."—10.

King Yayati, after putting his son on the throne, went to the forest

as an anchorite, in other words, he made over his vast dominions to Puru

and put his other sons, Yadu, Ac., to discharge the various- offices of the

state, after doing which he passed a great number of days in the forest,

living on fruits and herbs. By subduing his mind and conquering his

anger he regularly performed agnihotra and offered libations to the Deities

and the manes of ancestors, according to the rules prescribed for anchorites.

He entertained his guests by offering them the jungle fruits and ate what

he could get by picking up gleanings of harvest (Silonchha-yritti). Thus

he passed a thousand years. Then he lived only on water for three years

and kept up his vow of silence. Afterwards he wanned himself with the
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heat of fire around him, and for six months he practised penance by

standing on one leg only. The glory of the king's ascerticism went up

to heaven from the earth.—11-17.

Here ends the thirty-fifth chapter, dealing with the forest life of Yaydti.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

fWnaka.—That king, on reaching heaven, was venerated by Sadhyas,

Marutgan&s, Vasus and the Devas. Afterwards, on account of his virtue, he

went to Brahmaloka, where he resided for a long number of years. Once

upon a time that sacred Kin? Yayati chanced to go to the region of Indra,

when the latter asked him.—1-3.

Indra.
—

" King ! tell me plainly what you said to your son, Puru

(who taking your old age roamed about tbe world), at the time of his

coronation ?"—4.

Yayati.
—

" After making over charge of my realm, with tbe approval

and advice of ray ministers, and the people (Prakriti) to Puru, I told him :

1 You will be the sovereign of the country lying between the Ganges and

the YamunS. Your other brothers will be under you and ruling over the

lands bordering on your kingdom'." At the same time, the following piece

of advice was also given to him :
—

" Man devoid of anger is superior to

one full of it ; man with forbearance is superior to one who is bereft of it

;

as man is superior to non-human beings, so a learned man is superior to an

illiterate fool. One who shows forgiveness to another who abuses him in

anger, consumes that angry being, and gets all his virtue. One should

not utter such a harsh word as may cause pain to another. One should

not accept anything from a low caste man. One should not use a speech

that would grieve others. A harsh speaker, whose words pierce others

like nails, should be considered a low creature, who goes to hell. A man

should always win the admiration of high class people, and should always

be defended by them at his back, should bear their criticism, obey their

advice, and lead a good life. Harsh words penetrate a man like arrows

and cause grief
;
they should therefore be avoided by sensible men. In

the three worlds there is nothing superior to friendship, charity and sweet

speech ;
consequently one should always be gentle in his speech and

should show obedience to high class men and not curse any one."—5-13.

Here ends the thirty-sixth chapter, dealing with the advice given by

Yay&ti to his son Puru at the latter's coronation.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

Indra.
—

" King ! I ask you to please tell me, liow you practised aus-

terities after renouncing your kingdom and repairing to the forest as an

anchorite."— 1.

YayAti.
—

" I do not consider the austerities of the Devas, men,

Gandharvas and Maharsis as equal to my own. "—2.

Indra.
—

" King ! you do not know the glory of high souls and

you decry other beings who are as good, or, better, than you
;
consequent-

ly, you are not fit to reside in these regions, because by this sin, you have

lost your virtue and the privilege of living here. You must fall to-day,

0 King."—3.

Yayati.—Indra ! If I have lost my virtue and the privilege of

living here by running down the glory of the Devas, ftisis, Gandharvas,

and men, I wish to fall from this Heaven, among good people.— 4.

Indra.— "You will fall now among good people, where you will

regain your lost position. From this experience, you should no more

despise those who are your equal or better than you."—5.

Saunaka.— After that, Yayati was thrown from the heaven. A§taka,

residing in the central region and knower of the highest virtue, seeing

him fall, said :—

Afctaka.—" 0, young soul, beautiful like Indra, shining like fire, and

brilliant like the sun among the planets ! Who are you ? 0, being, shining

like the fire and the sun and falling from the path of the sun, on seeing

you going down, we are confused and are in doubt whether the time has

not come for all of us to fall. We have come to make enquiries about

you, but we are bewildered by your power. You do not seem to heed us

and make enquiries about us
;
consequently, we make ourselves bold to ask

you the reason of your fall from the heavens. 0 Soul, beautiful like Indra,

cast away your fears, grief and delusion. Nobody can view you with

disrespect when you are standing face to face with high souls. The good

ones are empowered to support the fallen. Here are the good, the lord

of the moveable and the immoveable creations, and you are now in this

holy company. Fire is lorJ in imparting heat, the Earth is lord with

regard to those things which fecundate, the Sun is lord of all objects that

shine; so a guest is lord to all good men."— 6-13.

Eere ends the thirty-seventh chapter, describing the fall of Yayhtx

and hie meeting with Atfaka.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

Yayati.
—

"I am King Yayati, son of Nabu$a and father of Puru.

Indra has hurled me down from the world of SurAs and Siddhas for des-

pising all creatures ;
and, now devoid of virtue, 1 am falling. I do not

salute you, for 1 am your senior in age, because among the twice-born,

one who is greater in learning, or, asceticism or senior in age, is a

respected."—1-2.

Asfaka.
—

" King ! You say you are senior in age which is also a

degree of superiority ; but among the twice-born, one, who is greater in

wisdom and asceticism, is alone reckoned superior, and not one who is

merely senior in age."—3.

YaySti.—" They say, it is a sin to act against the rule* of courtesy,

and the doer of such a thing goes to the region of sinners
; consequently,

the good never follow the example of the wicked, when the latter speak

against the rules of courtesy. I had vast riches which I had earned by

my exertions,—considering this, who devotes himself to the good of the

self, that man is truly wise. A wise man should take everything in the

world to be subordinate to Fate, but taking the dominance of his fate into

consideration, he should not give way to despair under adverse circum-

stances. One should always look upon prosperity and adversity to be

subordinate to the Supreme Being, and should never consider them to be

within his own power. Taking, therefore, fate to be predominant, one

should not be influenced by grief or happiness. A?taka, thus taking fate

to be all powerful, I am never overcome with delusion in fear, and never

keep my mind loaded with grief. 1 believe that I shall go wherever my

fate may take me. Andaja, Svedaja, JarAyuja, Udbhija, snakes, reptiles,

fish, stones, grass, wood, Ac, assume their forms through fate. As(aka !

Regarding prosperity and adversity to be frail, I do not worry myself

about them. In other words, what was I ? what I have become ? what 1

shall do?—I rfever bother myself with thoughts like these."—4-11.

^aunaka.—Then that Astaka, on hearing those words of his maternal

grandfather—Yayfiti—asked him again—12.

As(aka.
—"King! Tell me all about the chief regions where you

have been to, because you lecture on Dharma like a learned man. "—13.

YayAti.
—

" First, I became a king of an extensive Empire
;
afterwards,

through my virtue, I lived in the region of Mahat, for a thousand years

;

and from that place 1 passed to higher spheres where 1 lived for another

ten centuries in the enchanting realm of Indra, which is four hundred
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korfa in extent and has a thousand gateways ; whence I went to still higher

regions. Then I passed one thousand years in the divine and ageless

realm of Prajapati, which is inaccessible [even to the Devasand Lokapaias.]

Afterwards, according to the will of the God of Gods and conquering

several spheres, I lived there, according to my choice, venerated by the

handsome and illustrious Devas equal in glory and lustre to the gods ; after

which, I went and spent ten thousand years in the pleasure-garden called

Nandana the Kama-rQpi, where I enjoyed the bloom of the flowers along

with the captivating faces of the Gandharvas and the nymphs. Thus

I enjoyed there for a considerable length of time, until a ferocious atten-

dant of the God, came and said loudly,
1 Throw him down, throw him

down.' At that very instant, I fell from the heaven, but as I fell

from Nandana, T heard the voice of the Devas who said, 'This pious

king Yayati is falling with the loss of his virtue,' at which I requested

them to show their clemency by letting me fall amongst the good on a

sacred soil ; and in this way, 1 have come to this land of sacrifices of

yours, guided thereto by the smell of incense and of the offerings made to

the fire."—14-22.

Here ends the thirty-eighth chapter describing the dialogue between

Yay&ti and Astaka.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

Astaka.
—

" After spending ten thousand years in the pleasure

garden called Nandana Kamarfipa, how did you happen to come to this

Earth again ?"— 1.

Yayati.
—"Asa penniless man is forsaken by his companions and

relations, so the man deprived of virtues is deserted by the Devas

in heaven."— 2.

Astaka.
—

" In that region how do the people become bereft of virtue,

and then to which regions do they go ? Do remove my doubts."—3.

Yay&ti.
—

" King ! Most of them fall to the earth and many of them

fall so low that they are ultimately feasted upon by vultures and

jackals. Consequently, it is meet for kings to always keep themselves

aloof from forbidden things. I have explained all this to you ; what

more do you wish to enquire about?"—4-5.

Astaka.—"King ! I now wish you to please explain to me what

pain do they suffer when they are eaten by vultures and jackals, and what

is the way of saving themselves from that hell torture ? Also tell me all

about the hell on earth and the means to save one from it."— 6.
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YayAti.
—

" The people who are not conscious of their duty in course

of their existence on earth, and whose corporeal actions are not lofty, go to

the mundane hell. First, they hover about in the sky in the form of air,

for a period of sixty thousand and eighty terrible years, and then at the

time of their fall, they are devoured by terrestrial R&ksasas who have

formidable fangs."—7-8.

A§(aka.
—

" How do they escape the torture inflicted upon them by

ferocious, terrestrial R&ksasas with formidable fangs and how are they

born on the earth ?"—9.

Yayati.
—

" The menstrual flow of a woman suddenly developes con-

ception as soon as it mingles itself with the semen virile of man, through

the sap of the flowers of herbs.—10.

Note, -Pasprasannynktam.—lit, endowed with the juice of flowers. It means
semen virile, purified and made potent by the properties of the juice of medicinal herbs.

" Medicinal herbs, full of vigour, go to the human and animal embryo,

after getting into water, earth, air and the sky."—11.

Note*—Apovsynm prithvim chantriksam.— lit.,—water, air, earth and the sky. It is

said that the body is made of those elements. It therefore means that the vigour of

medicinal herbs gets into the womb through the semen-virile, after first getting into the

corporeal system.

A§taka.
—

" Does this soul present itself in the womb with the help

of other bodies, or of its own accord ? Pray remove this doubt. Also

explain, 0 king ! how the body is developed and how the organs like

the eyes, ears, etc., are formed. I regard you to be endowed with the

supreme wisdom, and I therefore venture to request you to remove all

these doubts."—12-13.

Yayati.
—

" At the time of menstruation, the air draws the semen

virile up, from the inside, after which it magnifies itself there ; and then

it developes into the embryo and assumes human or animal form (according

to the kind of the womb where such development occurs) ; it then hears

the sounds through the ears, sees things through the eyes, smells with

the nose, tastes with the tongue, feels perception with the skin, meditates

with the mind. Similarly, all the limbs are gradually formed."—14-16.

Asfcaka.
—

" The body which is consumed in fire, buried or eaten

away by the lower animals ; how does it again enshrine the soul within

it ?"—17.

Yay&ti.
—" Just as a sleeping animal maintains life, similarly the soul

after vacating the corpse, enters another body according to its virtue or sin.

A virtuous soul is reborn (as a sequence of its good actions), in the form

u
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of a pious being, and similarly a vicious soul takes its birth as a reptile

or insect. It is not, for me, to enumerate the sins, the commitment of

which leads the soul to be born as a reptile or an insect. At?taka ! I

have explained to you, briefly, the reasons of the soul becoming a

quadruped, lower animal and man. Now tell me what more do you wish

to ask me ?"— 18-20.

Agtaka.
—

" Sire ! Through what knowledge or which form of

asceticism, does a man attain high name, and through what deeds, does

he achieve high regions; please answer these questions."—21.

Yayati.—u For a man, the following seven things are the gates to

heaven, viz,:—asceticism, charity, self-control, restraint, modesty, honesty,

and kindness to all living creatures. Sages also say that even ascetics are

ruined by conceit and tamoguna. A student who, thinking too much of

his learning, employs his knowlege to belittle others, loses his privilege of

finding a place in. the higher regions, and that wisdom does not bear him

fruit. The following four things, viz., the performance of agnihotra, the

observance of the vow of silence, the acquirement of knowledge and the

performance of sacrifices, in spite of their being good deeds, are marred

by indulgence in drinks and conceit. It is worthy of a large-minded man
not to become elated on being praised by others and not to get angry at

their calumnies. High-minded men worship the good, and the wicked

never get supreme knowledge in the world. To give alms and to study

the Vedas, according to the ways prescribed, should be considered to be

the best of all, and the vices mentioned above, should always be discarded
;

which would enable the learned to go closer to Brahma, through constant

contemplation, and then attain final beatitude."—22-28.

Here ends the thirty-ninth chapter describing the dialogue between

Yaydti and Astaka.

CHAPTER XL.

Astaka.
—

" 0 King ! Be good enough, to tell me how does a house-

holder go to the Devas in the Heaven world, and how do a Sany&si and a

Brahmachari reach them ? Similarly how does a Vanaprastha attain the

heavens ?
"— 1.

Yayati.—" A student [Brahmachari] attains his end by diligently

studying when called by his teacher to do so, by showing reverence and

obedience to his preceptor, by getting up ahead of his preceptor, and by

going to bed after him, by being mild, by controlling his passions, by

keeping himself steady and not fickle, and by applying himself to his
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studies. A householder, [Grihastha], is said to be ideal when he earns an

honest living, performs sacrifices, entertains his guests, gives alms to the

poor, and does not beg from others, nor accepts anything unless given

unasked, and con9tanly studies Upanisads and Puranas. An anchorite,

[VAnaprastha], should live in the forest on his daily-earned subsistence,

is said to reach his goal when he earns his subsistence by self-perseve-

rance, keeps himself quite aloof from sins, is entertaining and of good

cheer to others, and does not cause injury to any one. Such a muni

attains perfection, being regular in his diet and activities. The Sannyfisi

should subsist on begging, and should not resort to any craft, should

have no house of his own to live in, who check his passions, keep himself

devoid of all company, sleep under a tree, having limited ambitions,

travelling in various countries, and having one suit of clothes. He

is said to be a true Bhik§uka. At night time, when the rest of the

world is indulging Jn sensual pleasures by being a slave to Cupid,

the learned hermit should, peacefully, pass his time in the forest, because

the man who fixes his abode in the forest after weaning himself from the

world, leads his twenty-one generations, including himself, ro.,-ten

ancestors and an equal number of his successors, including himself, to the

path of virtue."—2-7.

Afctaka.
—

" King ! I wish to hear who are to be classed among sages

who keep the vow of silence (munis), and among observers of the

vow of silence how many kinds of vows of silence (Mauna) are there?"—8.

YaySti.
—

" One who dwells in the woods and turns his back upon

habitations, and also one who lives in town having his back turned

upon the forest, are both high-minded munis."— 9.

Astaka.— " How one dwelling in the woods has his back turned

on habitation, and how one residing in town, has his back turned on

the forest."—10.

Yayati.
—

" The muni who, fixing his dwelling in the forest, spurns at

all the provisions of the town, and lives only on the produce of the woods,

is said to turn his back on habitation. The sage (muni; who has passed

the stage of performing agnihotra and has no house of his own, and has

transcended the limitations of gotras (clan), and Charanas (Vedic Schools),

puts on only a kaupina or wears cast off garments, eats only to keep his

body and soul together, is the ascetic (muniy living in the village with his

back turned towards the forest."— 11-13.

Note,—Kaupina—A strip of cloth worn as cover.

The seer (muni) who, after forsaking all, curbs his passions and

observes the vow of silence, accomplishes his object in the world.—14,
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A seer (muni), howsoever shabby he may be, ought to be adored by

even such a man, who keeps his teeth clean, pure, white, always trims his

finger nails, bathes every day, wears ornaments on his body, and leads a

chaste life.—15.

Wote.— It means that a seer (muni), howsoever dirty and shabby he may be, is worthy

of being venerated and adored without demur even by a good man whose person is com-

paratively most clean. The latter should, on no account, feel disgusted by the former's

ugly appearance.

One whose plethora of flesh and blood has disappeared by his

severe penances and who has thereby become reduced to a mere skeleton,

showing all his decayed bones, and devoid of the feeling of prosperity or

adversity, sticks to his meditation, is said to be firm in his vow of silence

(muni). When such a sage chews his morsel like a cow, and remains

silent like the latter, he wins both the worlds and paves his way for the

final bliss.—16-1 7.

Here ends the fortieth chapter describing the duties of the

four stages of life.

CHAPTER XL1.

Astaka.
—"King ! Who between the two (orders), viz, the Sany&si

or the V&naprastha attains to the region of the Devas first ? Both of them

are striving after Devahood in the heavenly path like the sun and the

moon."— 1.

Yay&ti.
—"A Sanyasi, though living in the village and amongst

grihastas, but having no house of his own and control over his desires,

goes first to Devahood and is better than one living in the forest. "—2.

" One who, getting the body of man obtained with difficulty, com-

mits sins, must repent sincerely for them and then practise rigid penances

in forest to wash them off. Whatever is cruel, is said by the wise to be

unwholesome ; the follower of the path of unrighteousness is foolish
;
and,

as an unrighteous man is aimless. Similarly, 0 King ! holy man is truly

simple, who is always in meditation, and is really noble."—2-4.

As(aka.
—

" How have you chanced to come here ? You are young,

adorned with a beautiful garland (of flowers), and full of lustre. In which

direction do you live, and where have you come from.
,,?—5.

YaySti.
—"Losing my virtue, and consequently falling from the

heaven, 1 have come here. 1 shall, after telling you all my experience of the

heaven, go to the hell on earth, whilst all of you and these Br&hmanas
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will go to heaven. It is through the clemency of Indra that I have had

the pleasure of meeting yon good men, the lofty and the learned folks of

this region."—6-7.

As(aka.
—"King ! I reckon you to be pious, and I therefore venture

to ask you, whilst you are falling, whether there are any regions for me
also in the heaven."—8.

Yayati.
—

" Take it for certain, that there are as many regions for

you in the heaven, as there are forests in your worldly realm, full of cows,

horses, birds, &c"— £K

Astaka. — "King ! I dedicate all those regions of mine in the heaven

(Deva plane), as well as in the astral plane, to you, on account of your fall.

May you reach there ere long."—10.

Yaydti.
—

" King ! A Non-Brahmana, versed in the Vedas like myself,

cannot accept any charity. I have also given away alms in my former

days, as is always given to Brahmanas daily. Excepting a Brahmana,

no one of any other caste, howsoever poor he may be, can accept the

offerings of charity. Even, the wife of a Br&hmana, having a valiant

husband, does not accept alms. On these considerations, how can I

persuade myself to do a thing which I never did before, and accept your

gift."—11-12.

Note.—Mark the magnanimity of Aftaka and the firm righteousness of Yayati. The

ideal of that high civilization is also remarkable.

King Pratardana.
—

" 0 beautiful one ! I am King Pratardana. Have

you also heard anything about there being any regions for me in the

Deva or the astral world ? I put this question to you, because I consider

you to be so holy."—13.

Yay&ti.
—

" King ! There are many regions for you, on account of your

having poured a stream of ghee and honey, into the fire for full seven

hundred days. All these of your regions are devoid of grief and every

day incessantly, leaks with honey for seven hundred days at a time. They

are, however, measurable."—14.

Pratardana.—" King ! I also dedicate my regions Whether in the

Devaloka or in the astral plane to you who are falling, and may you

instantly attain them in the heaven."—15.

Yay&ti.— " King! an equally valiant king does not accept help

and support from his compeer. A king, even getting into trouble through

accident, should never do anything undignified. The thinker of Dharma,

the knower Qf Dharma and fame, the learned like myself should never
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do such a thing as you wish me to do. What has not been done before,

I can never do now."—16-17.

Then King Vasum*n addressed Yayfiti who was talking like that.— 18.

Here ends the forty-first chapter describing the offers of A^taka

and Prntardana to Yaydt{.

CHAPTER XLU.

Vasuman.—" 0 ruler of men ! I, King Vasuman, known as

AusadasVi ask you about that world of mine, whether it is in Heaven or in

the middle region, for T consider thee to know the duties pertaining to that

world.—1.

Yayati.
—"King ! Like the lustre of your world wide fame, your

regions in the heaven glitter like the sun and are awaiting for you."

—

2.

Vasuman.—" I bestow all those regions on you who are falling, and

OKing! if you cannot accept them as a present, then be good enough

to buy them from me after making a nominal payment."—3.

Yayati.
—

" King ! I have never gone in for such a sham purchase

even in my boyhood. A conscientious man never resorts to such me-

thods."— 4.

Vasuman.—"King, if you are not willing to accept them on pay-

ment of something nominal, then take them as a gift from me. I will

not go there, may they be yours."— 5-.

jJibi.

—

" Sire ! 1 5$ibi, descendant of Udinara, and knowing you to

be pious, I also wish to enquire whether there are any quarters for me
in the heaven and the middle region."— 6.

Yayfiti.
—

" King ! You have never decried or defamed any one

either in your mind or by your words; consequently, you have many

regions in the heaven that shine like lightning and always resound with

music, and are wide stretching."— 7.

£$ibi.
—" King ! Be pleased to accept those regions after paying me

something for them if you do not feel disposed to accept them as a present.

I shall not go to those regions
;
you take them for yourself." —8.

Yayati.
—

" Your regions are as illustrious as yourself, who are as

glorious as Indra, but T do not feel inclined to go to the regions conferred

on me by others, nor do I approve those words of yours."—9.

A§taka.
—

" King ! Thou dost not accept individually any one of

our regions given separately nor do you approve our words, we will all
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therefore prefer collectively to go to hell, after conferring all our respective

worlds on you."— 10.

Yayati.
—

" You being the speaker of truth, and noble, should utter

proper words. I do not accept the fruit of the deeds not done by me in my
past life, not because you have expressed your wish like this to one who
does not hanker after anything, but the words with which you offered

them to me will give you manifold benefit for having done so."— 11-12.

At?(aka.
—

" To whom do these five chariots, visible at a distance and

shining like gold and luminous like the flame of blazing fire, belong ?"—13.

Yayati.
—

" These chariots, glittering like gold, are meant for you and

myself. You are worthy of going to heaven after getting yourself seated

in them along with me."—14.

Astaka.
—"King! You get yourself seated in the chariot and go

to heaven through the sky. We shall also go there when our turn

comes. "—15.

Yayati.—"All of you are even now worthy of going to heaven, because

you have won it. This seems to be your spotless road to heaven."— 16.

Saunaka.—At the time of their ascending to heaven, seated in those

chariots, they looked as majestic as Heaven and Earth covered by

Dharma.—17.

Asfcaka.
—" lndra is my companion ; and I had thought that I should

go the best way ; but how is this King &bi going now, seated in the

chariot, drawn by the swiftest of horses?— 18.

Yayati. King &bi has given away all in cWity for the sake of

going to heaven, consequently, &bi, the son of Udinara, is superior to all of

you. 0 King! &bi is charitable, pure, truthful, harmless, modest,

wealthy, enduring, gentle, and views every one with equality. It is foe

this reason that he is going in that finest chariot."—19-20.

$aunaka.—Astaka again asked his maternal grandfather, who was

like lndra, through curiosity, to tell him who he was, how and whence

be went there, because there was no other Br&hmana or Ksatriya who bad

pursued high actions like him.—-21.

Yayati.
—" 1 am King Yayati, the world Emperor, the son of Nahusa

and the father of Puru, and your maternal grandfather. I never speak

nntruth before any one. I conqueted all the world and dedicated it to

Br&hmanas, and also conferred on them many a beautiful steed. The

Devas seeing me doing such noble deeds acknowledged my virtue. After

giving away the land, flourishing with all kinds of produce, to the
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Bamanas, I also bestowed on them innumerable cows, horses, elephants,

and a vast quantity of gold. On account of truthfulness, my glory shines

before men and the Devas on Earth and in the Heaven respectively.

I have not said anything untrue, because it is only truth that is admired

by the high-minded. 0 A§(aka ! I am speaking the truth to you and
to Pratardhana, Vasuman and &bi. My conviction is that all the Devas,

sages and regions deserve being worshipped and venerated only on account

of truth. Any one who, after having conquered the Heaven, offers ungrudg-

ingly and without envy to the best of the twice-born, will attain the same

regions where we are going.' *—22-27.

Saunaka.—" King ! That high-souled Yayati in this way, through

his magnanimous daughter's sons, was saved from fall ; and after leaving

the earth, that doer of great charitable deeds rose to Heaven, filling the

Earth with his renown. This history of King Yayati I have narrated to you

in detail. It is in bis dynasty, which is famous by the name of Kauravayas,

that you have been born, 0, Son of Manu, illustrious like Indra."—28-29.

Here ends the forty-second chapter dealing with the story of Yaydti

born in the Lunar dynasty.

CHAPTER XLIII.

Suta.—King Satanlka was amazed to hear all that from Saunaka and

glowed, like the full moon, with delight. Afterwards, he presented jewels,

cows, gold and several kinds of clothes to Saunaka. Saunaka also dis-

appeared then and there, after distributing to the Brahmanas all that he

had obtained from the king.—1-3.

The Risis.
—

" Suta ! Now we are anxious to hear in detail about

the sons of King Yay&ti, and the dynasty which was established in the

world by the sons of Yadu and others.—4.

Suta.—" Hearken, 0 Risis ! I am now going to narrate to you at full

length about the family of Yadu, the eldest son of Yayati. Yadu had five

sons of mighty chariots and great bows who looked like the Devas. They

were named, Sahasraji, Krosfhu, Nlla, Antika, Laghu. The eldest

—

Sahasraji—was the father of £$ataji.—5-7.

Haihaya, Haya and Venu-haya were the three famous heirs of

gatajl.—8.

Dharraanetra was the son of Haihaya and the father of Kunti. Kunti

was the father of Samhata and Samhata was the father of Mahism&n.

Mahism£n begot an illustrious son, Rudrasrenya.—9-10.
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Rudrarfrenya was afterwards the famous king of K£s*i and became

the father of Durdama.— 11.

Kanaka, the intelligent and powerful, was the son of Durdama.

Of Kanaka, there were four famous sons, viz., Kritavtrya, Krit&gni, Krita-

varmfi, KritojA.—12.

Arjuna, who was the Lord of seven continents through his thousand

arms, and the son of Kritavirya, practised difficult penances for ten

centuries and worshipped Datta, the son of Atri, who, becoming pleased,

granted him four boons.—13-15.

Arjuna sought and got the boons of having a thousand arms, of

the power of protecting the virtuous against the doers of evil deeds,

the power of ruling the world righteously after conquering it, and

his destruction in war at the hands of an adversary more valiant than

himself. After thus getting those four boons by his valour, he conquered

this world of seven continents by righteous war, conducted, according to

the Ksatra rules, together with the oceans and mountains. At his mere

wish he got a thousand arms ; and it is also said that, similarly,

chariots and banners were also called into being. He performed ten

thousand sacrifices and had access to every nook and corner of the uni-

verse. He gave enormous presents to the Br&hmanas at those sacrifices.

On the occasion of those sacrifices, the pillars and the sacrificial altar were

made of gold, and the Devas, seated in their Vim&nas, the Gandharvas,

men and ApsarSs took part in them.—16-22.

Seeing the glory of that sovereign, the sage N&rada, the Gandharvas,

and the Apsaras began to sing the praises of his sacrifices. There was no

other Ksatriya king who could rival him in the performance of sacrifices,

in the giving of alms, in the practice of asceticism," in prowess and in the

learning of the Sastras. That monarch always toured about his extensive

state, and punished the thieves, and the wicked with his sword, quoit, and

arrows.—23-25.

He ruled the Earth for eightyfive thousand years. He was world

Emperor and had a treasury full of gems. He was the protector of cattle

of fields ; he was the giver of rain like thunder-cloud and the defender of

the faith, and through his asceticism became illustrious. He looked as

beautiful as the thousand-rayed autumnal sun, at the time of his twanging

his bow with his thousands arms. He founded the city of MAhismatt, after

conquering the Naga King, son of Karkotaka. That city was laved by

the waves of the ocean during the rains wherein the king played in

the waves, as it ebbed and flowed in the beach.—26-30.

1*
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When he agitated the waters of the river in his gambols, the Nar-

mad&, trembling with fear at his sight and becoming highly astonished,

surrendered herself to him. He alone, with his thousand arms, swelled

it by putting the water of the sea into it and increased it, as it increases

in the monsoon ; and the ocean being thus agitated by his thousand arms

became subdued by him, and be extended his sea power, so that the

residents in P&tala (antipodes) became inoffensive and quiet.—31-33.

When he would break the surges and powder the sharks and the

fish, Ac, by his thousand arms, and remove the foam arising out by

contact of the wind, he really looked as if he was annihilating the very

ocean. At that time, by the tremour of the Mandara Mount, the mighty

serpents clustering round it, trembled with fear, thinking that they might

again be employed in the churning of the ocean to get out nectar ; they

were quiet like the plantain leaf that does not shiver in the evening when

there is no wind to shake it.—34-36.

That king once tied up the valiant Ravana and stunned him with his

five arrows in his own kingdom, Lanka. After conquering him he brought

and confined Ravana in his capital—M&hi?matlpurl when Pulastya went

and solicited Arjuna to release his sou Ravana which he did.—37-39.

The sound of his thousand arms resembled the echo of clouds that

arise at the close of Yuga ; but it is very strange, that his thundering arms

were cut down by Parasurama, the descendant of Bhrigu.— 39-40.

Arjuna, who had a thousand arms, that looked like golden palm trees,

had burnt the forest of the sage Apava, at which the latter becoming

enraged cursed him that Parasurama would humble his pride and deprive

him of his thousand arms, and that the same powerful ascetic, after cutting

down his thousand arms, would also kill him.—41-43.

Sfita said :
— On account of that curse of Apava, that thousand-armed

king was killed by Parasurama. He had also himself sought the boon

of being killed in battle by some valiant adversary superior to him in

prowess.—44.

That thousand-armed monarch had one hundred sons, and out of

them, five were the most righteous, valiant and illustrious. The first

valiant son among them was ^urasena, next the powerful Sura, then Krosfu,

then Jayadhvaja of diverse deeds, and lastly Avanti.—45-46.

Talajangha was the powerful son of Jayadhvaja who bad one hunr

4red sons under the name of Talajanghas.—47.
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Afterwards, those sovereigns of the Haihaiya clan had these five

illustrious clans, Vitihotras, $ary&tas, Bhojas, Avantis and Kun<}i-

keras. Vitihotras begot the powerful Anarta, who became the father of

Durjeya, the conqueror of all enemies.—48-49.

That Kartavirya Arjuna, of thousand arms, was renowned for his

prowess, righteousness and protection of his subjects.—50.

He conquered the earth up to the sea with his bow and arrow. One

who recites the name of the thousand-armed king in the morning, never

loses his wealth ; on the other hand, he gets back his lost riches. One

who would relate the birth of K&ritavtrya with a clear conscience will go

to heaven.—51-52.

Here ends the forty-third chapter dealing with the history of Soma

dynasty in the family of Yaydti and of K&rtavirya Arjuna.

CHAPTER XLIV.

The Risis said :—Suta ! Why did the thousand-armed King Karta-

virya, burn the forest of the Sage Apava ? Please tell us fully the reason

of his having done so. We have been given to understand that that royal

sage was the protector of his subjects ; how then did he burn the forest

of that ascetic.—1-2.

Suta answered.—Once upon a time, the Sun went to the king in the

form of a Br&hmana, and said, ' 0 Lord of men, I am Aditya, grant me one

satisfaction/—3.

The King said 0 Lord, the Day-maker, what will satisfy you?

What shall 1 offer you for your repast ? Hearing which I shall make the

arrangement for the same.—4.

The Sun.

—

( 0 the best giver amongst all persons! give me all

stationary objects (trees, Ac.) to feast upon, and that would satisfy me.'—5.

The King.—0 God ! 1 have not the power with all my energy or

strength to cook the entire stable objects of the world as thy food, so 1

bow down to thee.—6.

The Sun.
—

" King ! I am pleased with you, and I present you with

the exhaustless quiver of arrows that would have their effect in all

directions. These arrows will be endowed with ray potency, and the

moment you discharge them on the trees they would be consumed. These

arrows endowed with my potency will dry up the trees and reduce them to

ashes afterwards, and thus I shall get satisfaction, 0 Lord of men."—7-8,
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Suta.—Afterwards, the Sun presented him with the arrows, and the

latter burnt all the trees with them. He burnt up the villages, hermitages,

the population of herdsmen, big cities, forests of ascetics and orchards.

In that way, when he consumed the eastern direction it became treeless,

grassless, and the land was destroyed along with the south, by that terri-

ble heat.—9-11.

The Sage Apava, who was practising penances standing in water

for ten thousand years, found on his return that his forest had been burnt

down by the king—at which he became enraged and cursed him, as stated

before. Now listen to the history of the glorious dynasty of King Krostu.

—12-14.

It was in the family of this very King Kro§tu that the God Vi6nu

incarnated Himself as Krisna, who afterwards promoted the Vrisni clan,

which I am going to relate to you in due order. Krostu begot Vrijinivana,

and the latter became the father of the powerful Svaha, and Iiusangu was

the son of Svaha.—15-16.

Sammya was the son of Rusangu and the father of Chitra and

Ohitraratha.-- 17.

Sarfavindu was the son of Ohitraratha, who was renowned for his

charity, and became World Emperor -18.

Afterwards, the family of Saaavindu became of worldwide fame. He
begot one hundred sons who also begot the same number of sons.— 19.

Out of the hundred grandsons of l^aiavindu, the following six were

the most illustrious, clever, handsome, wealthy, powerful, and all having

the title of Prithu, viz., :— PrfihnsVavn, PrithuyaiA, Prithudharmit, Pri-

thunjaya, Prithu kirti and Prithumana, Out of them, the learned in

Puranas speak very highly of PrithusVava, who performed many sacrifices.

He was the father of Suyajfia.— 20-22.

Suyajna became the father of Usana, who was the protector of the

world and the performer of one hundred asvamedha sacrifices.—23.

Titiksu, the destroyer of enemies, was the son of Usanfi and the

father of Marutta, best of all royal sages.—24

Marutta begot Kambalbarhisa, the father of the learned Rukma-
kavacha, who also conquered his enemies and performed asVamedha sacri-

fices and gave many presents to the Brahmanas, when out of the sacrificial

fire emerged five valiant sons, armed with bows and airotvs. They were:

—

Rukmeau, Prithurukma. Jyamagha, Parigha, Hari.—25-28.
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Parigha and Hari were given to rule the Videha country by their

father, while Rukmesu succeeded to the throne [of his father] and was a

ruler of a protectorate under him.— 29.

Jy&magha was tu ned out by his other brothers, and in disgust he

took to Sanny&sa, acid was taught by a Br&hmana, and so became of serene

mind and again entered the order of house-holders.—30.

After that, he armed himself with bow and arrows and seating

himself in a chariot with a streaming banner over it, started all by himself

to seek his -fortune in other lands. He went to some place on the banks

of the Narmada, whence he went to the Riksavanta hills and settled there

along with others. There he married a noble lady, named Chaitrft. He

did not marry any other lady, in spite of his not getting any children from

his wife Chaitrft. Sometime after, the King Jyamagha brought a beautiful

damsel as a booty ol his victory in a war ; and said to the queen, through

fear of her, that she was a daughter-in law ; whereupon the queen, amaz-

ingly enquired whose son's wife she was.—31-34.

The king replied, " She shall be the wife of the son born to thee in

the future/
1

Hearing which, through the virtue of great austerities of that

girl, Chaitra begot a son, named Vidarbha.

He, Vidarbha, begot out of that princess Kratha, Kaitfika and Loma-

pftda, who were heroes and well-versed in the art of war.—35-36.

Lompada's son was Manu, whose son was Jnati.—37.

Kaidika was the father of Chidi, who was the founder of Chaidya

dynasty of kings
;
Kratha, the third son of Vidarbha, was the father of Kunti

and the latter of Dhris$ra, who was renowned as most valiant and righteous.

Dhristra became the father of Nirvriti, the valiant and virtuous —38-39.

Nirvriti was the father of VidOratha, and the latter of Datf&ha, the

father of Vyoma The son of Vyoma was Jlmuta.—40.

Viraala was the son of Jimuta and the father of Bhtmaratha, who
begot Navaratha.— 41.

Navaratha begot Dridharatha, the father of $akun!, who begot

Karambha, the father of Devarata. Devarata was the father of the very famous

'Devaksatra, the father of Madhu, the rejoicer of Devanakshatra and born as

if a Deva. He was father of Puravasas, who begot Purudv&n, of Vidarbha

clan, the father of Jantu from bis wife Bhadrasent, daughter of Vidharva

clan. Jantu Ijprefrora his wife, the lady of the Iksvftku clan, Satvata who
diffused the name and fame of the Satvatas ' Yftdavas) through his sattvaguna

One who hears the narration of the lunar race of Jyamagha is blessed with,

children.—42-46.
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The lady, named Kautfilya, begot the progeny known by the epithet

of S&tvata, the righteous. The S&tvata kings were Bhajin, Bhajamana,

Dev&vridha, Andhaka, Mahabhoja, Vri§nl and Yadunandana, under four

different sub-divisions, which is going to be narrated in detail.—47-48.

King Srinjayi had two daughters, both of whom became the wives

of Bhajamana. They were Srinjayi and V&hyak&. Their progeny is

known under the epithet of Vahyakas. These two sisters, his wives, begot

many sons, viz., Nimi, Krimila, and Vrhmf, the conqueror of enemy's

town.—49-50.

Devavridha improved the relations with his kinsmen, but was

issueless, and with the intention of having a son he practised devout

austerities. With that view, he touched the holy waters of the Parn&& at

which that river brooded over the desires of Dev&vridha. She decided in

her mind that Devavridha should beget a handsome child like herself,

but could not hit upon any lady who would bear him such an offspring.

Therefore, she determined in her mind that she herself, having the power

of manifesting herself in thousands of ways, would give birth to a child

like that, for him. With that resolution, she appeared before the king in

the form of a young beauty and attracted the ascetic king towards her
;

after which they became enamoured of each other and enjoyed themselves.

Nine months after, she gave birth to Vabhru.—51-56.

The learned in the Puranas sing the praises of that virtuous king,

Dev&vridha, as follows :
—

" As we heard his praises from a distance, so we

find them true when seeing him from near. Vabhru is best amongst

men and equal to Devas and his father, Devavridha. By the glory of

Vabhru, the son of Dev&vfidha, 70,060 of his ancestors were liberated and

attained final bliss. That King Vabhru was the performer of great sacri-

fices, the giver of alms, valiant, steady observer of religious rites, hand-

some, most illustrious, ambitious and fond of listening to the fkstras."

—

57-60.

His queen, the daughter of the King Kanka, gave birth to four sons,

viz., Kukura, Bhajmana, Sarft, Kambal Varhi§a.—61«

Vrisnt was the son of Kukura and the father of Dhriti, who begot

Kapotroma, the father of Taittiri. Taittiri was the father of the learned

Nala, and is known as Nandanodaradundubhi of worldwide fame.

—

«2-63.

He performed asVamedha sacrifice with the desire of getting a son.

At the end of Atirattra ceremony, his son, named Punarvasu, arose in the
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midst of the assembly from the sacrificial pool. Therefore, he was learned,

renowned for his love of sacrifices, charities, Ac.—64-65.

Punarvasu begot a twin, named Ahuka and Ahukl. The following

^lokas are recited about Abuka. 66.

" He always lived equipped with an army of armoured chariots,

with banners flying over them. His army consisted of ten thousand

chariots thundering like the clouds. He was never untruthful, never

lustreless, never remained without performing sacrifices and never gave

less than a thousand in charity. He was never impure, never ignorant

of learning. Such vtas Ahuka, born in the Bhoja family, and after him

Ahuka and other clans came to lie known."—67-69.

He married his sister, Ahukl, to Avanti, and begot from his queen,

the daughter of K&sya, the two sonn, viz., Devaka and Ugrasena, who
were born like the Devas, Devaka also begot four sons and seven daughters,

0t*., Devavana, Upadeva, Sudeva and Devaraksits. Their seven sisters

were Devakt, drutadevt, Mitradevi, Yasodhar&, Srldevi, Satyadevt, and

Sutapi, the seventh, who were married \p Vasudeva.—70-73.

Ugrasena was father of nine sons. Amongst them, Kamsa was the

eldest. The others were Nyagrodha, Sunaiua, Kanka, Sanku, Ajabhfi,

R&strap£la, Yudhamusfi, Sumu§ti. Their sisters were five, viz., Kamsd,

Kamsavatl, Sutantu, Rastrap&li and Kanka. Ugrasena and his descendants

all belonged to the Kukura clan.—74-76.

Bhoja was the father of the famous VidQratha, who begot the

valiant RajSdhideva.—77.

Rajadbideva begot two deva-like, virtuous sons, named don&sVa and

Svetav&hana.—78.

Sonarfva had five sons, all heroic and well-versed in war. They

were :—Samt, Vedasarraa, Nikunta, Sukra and Satrujtta.—79.

Sam! was the father of Pratiksatra, who begot Pratiksetra, the father

of Bhoja, who became the father of Hridlka.—80.

Hridlka had ten valiant sons :—Kritavarma, was the eldest amongst

them. {Jatadhanva was the second. The others were Dev&rba, Nabha,

Bhlsana, Mah&bala, AjAta, Vanajata, Kaniyaka, and Karambhaka. Dev&rba

was the father of the learned Kambalavarhisa, who begot Asamanja, the

father of Ta-Moja,- 81-83.

Ajata begot the following three illustrious sons, who were known

under the name of Andhafcas :—Sudanstra, Sun&bha, Krisna.—84,
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One who daily recites the family of the Andhakas obtains a large

family.-—85.

Here ends the forty-fourth chapter describing the Soma dynasty.

CHAPTER XLV.

Suta.—G&ndharl and Madri were the wives of Vrisni, and Sumitra,

the rejoicer of his friends, was born from G&ndhari. Mftdri begot five

sons, named Yudh&jita, Devaroidhusa, Anamitra, Sibi, Kritalaknana.—1-2.

Anamitra became the father of Nighva, who begot two sons, viz., the

most powerful Prasena and l^aktisena, also known as Satrfijita.—3.

Prasena possessed Syamantaka, which was the best of all gems on

the earth, and was known as the king of all gems. Prasena used

always to wear his beautiful Syamantaka jewel on his breast and Krisna

more than once expressed a desire to have it, but was refused by Prasena

;

and even though Krisna was powerful to take it by force, he did not

like to do that.—4-5.

Once upon a time, Prasena. wearing his Syamantaka gem went out

for a hunt, when hearing the voices of some wild beasts in a cave he entered

it and found a bear inside, and they looked at each other. He fought

with the animal, but was killed by the latter. After that, the bear took

the matchless jewel from the person of the dead king and retired into the

deeper cavities of the cave. In the meantime the news of Prasena's death

became public— 6-8.

Knowing him to be dead, Srikrisna was dismayed. Some one gave

ourrency to the rumour that Prasena was murdered by Krisna for the sake of

the Syamantaka gem. It was insinuated that Prasena went out wearing

his priceless Syamantaka gem and was decidedly killed by Krisna, who

usurped the jewel from him. Satrajita, the brother of the deceased, also

thought tbe same.—9-11.

Sometime after Srikrisna, also went out to hunt in the forest and

approached the very cave of the bear, when the beast seeing him began to

groan and growl, at which he entered the cave with sword in hand. He

found the bear to be Jdmbavanta, the King of all bears. He then hastily,

with great valour, made J&mbavanta a captive and then turned his eyes

full of wrath towards him. The King of the bears then pleased Lord

Srtkrisua, the manifestation of Visnu, with his devotion-.—12-15.

Krisna becoming pleased wanted to grant him some boon. Jambav&nta

said :—I wish that I may be killed by Thee, 0 Lord, through the striking
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of Sudariana Ohakra, and this auspicious daughter of mine be accepted

by Thee as Thy wife. This gem which I had obtained, 0 Lord, by killing

Prasena, be accepted by Thee.—16-17.

After that, Kriena killed J&mbavanta by his Sudareana Chakra and
then returned with the Syamantaka and the daughter of the King of

bears, named J&rabavati.— 18.

Then Krisna presented Syamantaka to Satr&jita in the assemblage of

the S&tvatas, and told them how much aggrieved he was by the false

accusation levelled by them against him.—19-20.

Then all the Yadavas thus spoke to V&sudeva :
—" Our idea was

that Prasena was killed by Thee."—21.

King Kaikaya had ten daughters, who all were married to Satr&jita.

The son s born of them were one hundred and one, of worldwide fame and

the eldest of them was Bhangak&ra. Then Bhaftgak&ra begot from his wife

Vratavati three graceful and lotus-eyed daughters named, Satyabh&m&

the best amongst women, and Vratlni, of strong vows, and Padm&vatl.

All three of them were the most virtuous of all women, Satr&jita, to

please Krisna, gave them all in marriage to him.—22-24.

Anamitra, the youngest of the sons of Vrisni, was the father of

Sini, whose son was Satyaka, whose son was S&tyaka. Yuyudh&na, the

truthful, was the grandson of Sini and was powerful. Asanga wag the son

of Yuyudh&na and the father of Dyumna. Yugandhara was the son of

Dyumna. This is how the family of &ni has been described.—25-26.

The family of Animitra belonging to the Vrisni clan, has been thus

described ; Animitra was the father of Yudh&jita, the brave, whose brothers

were Vrisabha and Keatra, both great heroes. Vrisabha was married to the

daughter of the King of K&sl. His wife, Jayanti, bore him Jayanta who

performed many sacrifices and was renowned for his prowess and hospit-

ality.—27-29.

Jayanta was the father of Akrtira, who was also famous for the per*

formance of sacrifices and giving of many presents. He was married to

Ratni, the daughter of Saivya from whom he begot eleven sons, viz.—
Upalambha, Sad&lambha, Vrikala, VJrya, Sini (Savitara), Mah&paksg,

(Sadapaksa), Satrughna, V&rimojaya, Pharraabhrit, Dbarmavarm& and

Dhristam&na. Those sons of Batn& were all very pious.—-31-33.

Akrfira was also the father of two sons, named Devav&na and

Upadeva, from his other wife, Ugrasen&. Both of them were handsome

like the DevAs.—34.
li
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Besides them, Akrura had the followingsons from his wife, Asvin! :

—

Prithu, Viprithu, Aivathama, Subahu, Supariva, Gavesana, Vristinemi,

Sudharmas, Saryati, Abhumi, Vajrabhumi, Sramistha and Sravana.—35-36.

Srikrisna saved Himself from the calumny of stealing the Syamantaka

jewel, by killing Jainbavana. One who hears or recites to others this piece,

will never be liable to be falsely defamed a thief.—37.

Here ends the forty-fifth chapter describing the Vrieni

branch of the Lunar dynasty*

CHAPTER XLVI.

Suta said :—Aiksvaki, the daughter of King IksvAku bore Sura, a

heroic son, named and renowned as Adbhutamidhusam, to her lord,

Purusa. Sura, the son of Purusa, begot from Bhoja ten sons, named, the

famous and mighty-armed Vasudeva, known also as Anakadundubhi, Deva-

raarga, Devairava, Anadhristi, Sini, Nanda, Srinjaya, Syama, Samika,

Samyupa, and the following five daughters, viz.—Srutaktrti, PrithA,

Srutadevi, Srutatfrava, Rajadhidevi. All these five girls were mothers of

heroes.— 1-4.

Krita begot from Srutadevl his son, Sugrlva
;
Kaikaya begot Anu-

vrata from Srutakirti ; the King Chaidya became the father of Sunitha,

from his wife, SJrutasrava, who was the conqueror of his enemies and the

observer of all religious rites in the year.—5-6.

After that ^ura, out of friendship, gave his daughter, Pritha, for

being adopted by Kuntibhoja, who was very old, and for that reason she

also came to be known as Kunti, the sister of Vasudeva. Vasudeva gave

in marriage his sister, Kunti, to King Pan<Ju, for whom he bore several

brave sons, through Devas.—7-8.

Kunti gave birth to Yudhisfhira, through Dharma, Bhlmasena through

Vayu, Arjuna, as powerful as Sakra, through Inclra. MSdri gave birth to

Nakula and Sahadeva, through the glory of the AsVini Kumaras. Both of

the brothers were brave, modest and handsome.—9-10.

Rohini, of the Puru family, the wife of Vasudeva known as Anaka-

dundubhi, gave birth to the eldest son, Balarama, and to his brothers,

Sarana, Durduma, Damana, Subhru, Pincjaraka, and Mahahanu. She also

gave birth to two beautiful daughters, named Chitra and Aksi.—11-12.

Vasudeva begot from his other wife, Devak! Susena, Klrtimana,

Udasl, Bhadrasena, Risivasa, and Bhadravideha the sixth, who were all

kiUed by the King Kainsa, as soon as they were born.— 13.
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Lord Krisna was born on the first Amavasya of the year, in the

month of Vai&kha.—14.

(It is so stated in the Puranas, owing to the difference in Kalpa : other-

wise it is laid down in the Bhagavata that Krisna was born in the month of

BhAdra, on the 8th of the dark fortnight.) The sweet-speaking Subhadra,

the beautiful sister of Krisna, was born after him. Both Krisna and

Subhadra were born of Devakt.—15.

Vasudeva begot from his wife, Tamra, Sabadeva, after whom Upa-

sangadhara and his sister were born. She was also killed by Kamsa.— 16.

Vasudeva begot from Upadevl :—Rochmana, Vardhamana, Devala,

and from Vpkadevi he begot :—Mahatma, Avagaha, and Nandaka.—

17-19.

Afterwards, Vasudeva begot Madana, the seventh son of Devakt, and

from ^raddhadevl he begot Gavesana. Formerly, he had begotten Kau&ka
from his wife of the Vaisya clan.—20.

Note.—This is an instance of an intermarriage between a Ksatriya and a Vaisya.

Pandra and Kapila were born from the wives of Vasudeva, Sutanu

and RatharAjf, respectively.—21.

Of whom, the first came to be known as a great archer among the

Nisadha clan, known as Jora. After him, Saubhadra and Bhava were born

of his wife, of the Vaisya caste.—22.

Uddhava was the son of Devamarga, who is known to be a man of

great learning.—23.

Anadhristi became the father of fcWughna from Iksvaku, who also

begot Sraddha.—24.

King Karusa, who had no issue, was given in adoption a powerful

son, named Suchandra, by $ri Krisna.—25.

Krisna begot Charudesna and Samba from his wife, JAmbavatt.—26.

Tantipala and Tanti were the sons of Nandana. Samtka begot four

powerful sons, named Viraja, Dhanu, Jiyamya and (Srinjaya.—27.

Syamya had no issue, and ^amtka despising ail pleasures went to

the forest, where he attained to Rajarsihood.—28.

One who daily hears or recites the birth and family history of Lord

Sri Krisna, will become liberated from all his sins and go to heaven.—29.

Here ends the forty-sixth chapter dealing with the dynasty of the Vrisnis,
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CHAPTER XLVII.

Suta said :—The Lord of all, the Protector of the universe, mani-

fested Himself as Srikri§na for the purpose of His pastime. Through the

asceticism of Vasudeva, &rikri§na was born in the womb of Devaki. His

eyes were like lotus. He had four arms, and His Divine form was of

unsurpassing splendour. When He was born like that in His glory,

wearing the Srivatsa jewel, Vasudeva besought Him with folded hands,

saying " Hide that form. 0 Lord, I make this request to you, on account

of my fear of Kamsa, who has killed my powerful sons, thy elder

brothers."—1-4.

In compliance with those words of Vasudeva, Lord Krisna hid His

form of Divine glory and asked Him to send him to the house of Nanda.

Accordingly, Vasudeva took him to the house of Nanda, and requested the

latter to look after the Divine babe, like his own child, and added that the

celestial infant would bring prosperity to the Yadavas ; and this child,

born of the womb of Devaki, will kill Kamsa.—5-6.

The Sages said :—Suta ! Who were Vasudeva and Devaki, to whom
the manifestation of Lord Visnu was born as a son and called them His

parents ; and who were Nanda and Yasoda, who saw the childish freaks

of that Divine babe ?—7-8.

Suta said :—Ka&ypa became man and had Aditi for his wife. The
former was born by the glory of the Creator and the latter was created

from a particle of the Earth.—9.

Note.- It means that Kasyspa was a partial incarnation of the Creator, whilst his
wife, Aditi, was that of the goddess of earth.

Afterwards Devaki, in the form of Aditi, was granted all the fulfil-

ment of her desires by Visnu. —10.

Note.—It means that Aditi was afterwards born as Devaki, through the process of

transmigration of the sotll, in which life her desires were fulfilled by the pleasure of Vispu.

Lord Vi^u manifested Himself in the human form and deluded the

world by His Yogic powers. Its history is that, when the earth became
deprived of righteousness and the Asuras swelled the world, Lord Vi6gu,

in order to re-establish righteousness, incarnated Himself in the human
form in the Vrisni family.—11-12.

Sri Krisna had sixteen thousand wives, of whom Rukmini, Satya-

bhama, Satya, Nagnajtti, Subhama, Saivya, Gandhari, Laksmaaa,

Mitravinda, Kalindi, Jamba-Vatl, Sutfila, Madri, Kaurialya, VijayA were

the principal ones,— 13-14*
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Rukmini gave birth to the following sons, proficient in the art of

war, viz., Ch&rudesna, Pradyumna, Sucharu, Bhadracharu, Sudeena,

Bhadra, Parasu, Charugupta, Charubhadra, Sucharuka, Charuhasa, and

a girl named Charumati.—15-16.

Spi Krisna, the beautiful-eyed, begot from SatyabhSmS four sons,

named Rohita, Diptamana, Tamra Chakra, and Jalandharaa, who had four

younger sisters also —17-18.

Jambavati gave birth to Samba, who was an ornament to all assem-

blages. Mitravinda became the mother of Mitravana and Mitravinda.

Sunitha and Mitra Balm were born from Nagnajtti.—1819.

Beginning with these, there were thousands and, according to some,

hundreds of thousands, and according to others eighty thousand sons

born to Vasudeva. While others say that he had a hundred thousand

sons.—20-21.

Upasanga had two sons, named Vajra and Sanksipta, and Bhfirindra-

sena and BhQri were the two sons of Gavesana.—22.

Pradyumna begot from his wife, the daughter of the King of Vidarbha

(Modern Berar) named, Aniruddha, who was most brave and steady in battle.

That is why he came to be known as Aniruddha. He begot Mrigaketana.—

23.

Samba begot five valiant and truthful sons from his wife, K&sya, the

daughter of King SuparsVa.— 24.

The valiant Yadavas multiplied themselves into a race of three

crores, out of whom 60000 powerful ones were born as incarnations of

Devas on this earth. The incarnations of Asuras who were killed in the

war between Devas and Asuras, were born on earth as obstructors of all

human progress, and in order to destroy whom $rt Krisna was born in the

clan of the Yadavas.—15-27.

The Yadavas, among whom Lord Krisna was bora, had one hundred

different families, all of which were supported by Vienu ; and it was for

that reason that the Yadava clan went on prospering. All the Yadavas

were the companions of Lord Krisna.—28-29.

The Risis said— Suta! How did Visnu, the prime cause of the

universe, come to be born on this earth, along with the seven Risis,

Kuvera, Yaksa, the sages Manichara, Salaki and Narada, Siddha, Dhanvan-

tari ? How many manifestations have there been of Visnu, and how many
of them will be in future ? Why does the Lord Visnu incarnate Himself

exclusively among the tranquil Brahmane, and the Ksatryas ? OSdtft !
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pray tell us the object of Visnu's incarnating Himself in the family of

Vjisni, Andhaka, Ac, and also the cause of manifesting Himself again and

again in human form.—30-33.

Sflta said:—At the end of a Yuga, and when morals of the time

becomes lax, owing to the loss of righteousness in the universe, Lord

Visnu casts off His Divine form and assumes that of a man ; or, when

the Devas and the Asuras combine to oppress the world, then the Lord

Hari incarnates Himself. Thus he incarnated when, in the days gone by,

the Daitya Hiranya Kasyapu was ruling the three worlds. Similarly,

He incarnated when Bali of yore ruled the three worlds. In the reigns

of these two rulers there was great friendship between the Devas and the

Asuras.—34-36.

But all the same, the world was agitated by the presence of the Asuras

;

for it was an age of Asuras, the Devas being in minority. The Devas and

the demons residing under the sway of Hiranyakasyapu and Bali were

on equal footing. In other words, the Devas and the Asuras under their

sway enjoyed equal rights and privileges. At the same time, on account

of the curse of Bhrigu, there was a destructive warfare between the Devas

and the Asuras to cause pain to Bali, when Lord Visnu manifested Him-

self in the human form to re-establish righteousness, for the sake of the

Devas and the Asuras.—37-39.

The Risis said:— Suta! Why did Lord Visnu interest Himself

personally in the affairs of the Devas and the Asuras ? How did this con-

flict arise of itself between the Devas and the Asuras, who were living on

friendly terms before ? Pray tell us all that.—40.

Siita said : —There were twelve hard fought battles between the

Devas and the Asuras on account of getting their heritage, beginning

from the Var&ha (Boar) incarnation and ending with jW<j& and Marka

times ; and there were incarnations on the occasion of each war. The

first was that of Man-lion (Nrisimha), the second that of Vamana, third

that of Varaha, the fourth incarnation was on the occasion of the churn-

ing of the ocean for the nectar, the fifth took place at Tarakamaya

war, the sixth was called the Adivaka war, the seventh was the Traipura

war, the eighth was the Andhaka war ; the war for the destruc-

tion of Vritrasura was the ninth, the Dhatri war was the tenth, the

HaUhala war was the eleventh and the twelfth was the terrific war, named

Kolahala.—41-45.

Nrisimha killed the Daitya king, Hiranyakasyapu, Vamana made the

Daitya. king Bali a captive, by measuring the three regions, Varaha ki}le4
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the Daitya Hiranyaksa with His tusks and divided the ocean iDto two.

—

46-47.

At the time of churning the ocean for nectar, Indra conquered

Prahlada, and then He killed Virochana, the son of Prahalada, in the

Tarakamaya war ; for the latter was always after the life of Indra and

never was friendly to the deeds of the Devas.—48-49.

At the time of Acjivaka war, Lord Siva killed the Daitya Tripura,

along with other Danavas, besides those that He killed in the Andhaka
war.—50.

In the Vritra-nasaka war, Indra, by the help of Visnu, killed Vritrasura,

who was sided with by men, Pitris and Devas and then He also killed

most fearful Danavas in the Dhatri and Halahala wars. He killed the

Daitya Viprachit in the Kolahala war, which was an offshoot of the ^anda

Marka wars that ensued between the Devas and the Daityas over the

right of Avabhritha bath ; when Viprachit was hiding himself with the

army of Danavas under his banner. —51-53.

Note.—Avabhritha^Bathing at the end of a principal sacrifice, for purification.

In that way, there were a dozen battles between the Devas and the

Asuras in which the military classes of Devas and Asuras were killed
;

but it was good for the general populace.—54.

Hiranyakasyapu ruled the land with all the mundane glory at his

command, for a period of one hundred million seventy eight crores and

eighty thousand years, after whom Bali ruled for 20,080,000 years and

Prahlada also ruled for a similar period with other Asuras.—55-57.

All three of them were the most powerful Daitya Kings, and known

as Indras of Daityas. This world was under the sway of the .Daityas

for ten yugas. After which, Indra ruled over the three regions with mar-

vellous tact and statesmanship.- 58-59.

Indra ruled, since the close of the sway of Prahlada, when the

seer, ^ukra, deserted the Daityas and joned the Devas.—60.

Once the sage $ukra happened to go to the sacrifice of the Devas,

when the Daityas called him and asked him how he did that during their

loss of kingdom. The Daityas said that they could no longer stay in that

region and would repair to Ras&tala—which grieved the seer, who said that

they need not fear, he would sustain them by his power, for it was he alone

who had spells, medicines, nectar, and the best of things, in his possession

to the full. The Devas had only one-fourth of them. He would give every

thing to them, for he had preserved them with him for. their sake.—61-65.
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The Devas on seeing the Daityas clustering around the sage Sukra

(Kavya), held a council of their own to devise means to acquire all those

boons from the sage. They all discussed among themselves that the

sage was forcibly usurping their dues, and so before he conferred them

on the Daityas they would all go and manage to let the Daityas go to

Pat&la by their stubbornness. With that resolution, the Devas went and

caused trouble to the Danavas.—67-68.

At that, the Daityas, overpowered with affliction, went and sought

the succour of Sukra and were rescued by him instantly. Afterwards

they started their operations against the Devas who, defying the support

of Sukra, began to annihilate them.—-69-70.

Then the sage, thinking of the past, addressed the Daityas for

their well-being :
—

" Vamana has deprived you of all your realm by

measuring it with his three strides, and has made Bali a captive.

Besides, He has killed Jambh£sura and Virochana. In course of the

twelve battles, the Devas have killed most of your powerful members,

by their various stratagems. Very few of you are left now, therefore

follow my advice and cease fighting for sometime. I shall teach you

a useful contrivance. I will go to acquire the spell of victory from

diva, and, after acquiring those powerful charms from him, shall make you

victorious in your fight with the Devas."—-71-75.

Hearing those words of their Preceptor, the Asuras spoke to the

Devas, " 0 Devas ! We are without arms, our armours are broken, we
have no chariots ; consequently, we will now go and practise austerities in

the forest after covering ourselves with the bark of trees." Hearing those

words of the Asuras and believing the utterances of Prahalada to be true,

the Devas cast off their wrath and cheerfully stopped fighting with the

defenceless Asuras.—76-78.

Sometime afterwards, the seer Sukra said to his disciples :
—

" For

the accomplishment of your desires, keep yourselves engaged in your

penances, and, 0 Daityas ! go and reside in my father's house and await

my return there." Giving that piece of advice to the D&navas, ^ukra

went to Mahadeva.—79-80.

{Jukra said :~" 0, Mahadeva ! I wish to acquire the spells, that are

not possessed by Brihaspati even, for the defeat of the Devas and the

victory of the Asuras."—81.

Mahadeva said :— " Bh&rgava ! You shall acquire those spells after

practising austerities with your head suspended down and imbibing

the smoke of chaff for a thousand years. If thou succeedeat in this, thou

shalt obtain the mantras."—82.
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Then fiukra, accepting the injunctions of the Lord diva, touched His

feet and said, " Sire ! In obedience to your will, I start to observe the

penances dictated by you."—83.

Afterwards, the sage, to acquire the spells for the well-being of the

Asuras, went to practise asceticism by the side of the altar from which

smoke emitted fire.—84.

The Devas, understanding the treacherous policy of the Asuras, tried

to turn them out of the region where they were residing.—85.

The Asuras, on seeing the Devas unexpectedly advancing towards

them well-armed, in company of their Preceptor Brihaspati, became

grieved and said :—86-87.

" We have disarmed ourselves at your request on giving us the

assurance of safety, and our preceptor is engaged in the observance of

his vow. How have you come to fight us after giving us an assurance of

peace. 0 Devas, we have not our preceptor by us and are living peacefully

without weapons, and we are dressed in deer skin and tree barks and with-

out any occupation or possessions. 0 Devas ! We are not in a position to

fight with you. We will go and seek shelter from the mother of our

preceptor without offering you any resistance. We will live with her in

peace and safety till the return of the sage, after which we will fight with

you."—88-91.

All the terrified Asuras afterwards went and took shelter with the

mother of the sage who gave them assurance of safety.—92.

She said, " D&riavas, do not be afraid of anything ; drive away all

your fears from your mind. Nothing will happen to you in course of your

stay with me."—93.

Then the Devas, without any regard for their comparative strength,

went for the Asuras, who had placed themselves at the mercy of Sukra's

mother ;
seeing which the mother of their preceptor very angrily said

that she would make them Indraless. —94-95.

After saying that, she, mustering all her will-force, advanced towards

Indra and made him helpless and spell-bound by her great power of yoga

and austerities. The Devas, seeing Indra thus spell-bound and helpless

like a dumb person by the mother of $ukra, took to flight—96-97.

After the retreat of the Devas, Lord Visnu said :—" Indra ! You

enter yourself within me and I shall carry you away from* this place."—-98.

Hearing those words of Visnu, Indra Purandara instantly entered

himself within Him, when the mother of the sage seeing him thus protected

by Visnu said in anger :—99.

17
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" Indra ! 1 have such powers of asceticism that 1 shall reduce you

to ashes along with Visnu, in presence of all creatures."—100.

At that, both Indra and Vi$nu were overcome with fear and began

to contrive 6ome means of escape. Vi$nu said to Indra :
—"How shall we

escape from her ? " Iudra replied :
— 41 Lord ! kill her before she consumes

me. I am solely protected by you, destroy her soon without delay."

Visnu thought over the great sin of killing a woman, but, in spite of that,

he took up his Sudarsana Chakra to free Himself from that impending

calamity.—101-103.

Trembling with fear, on thinking over the consequences of her anger

and being afraid of the consequences of His own Wrath, He severed her

head with His Chakra.—104.

The sage Bhrigu then cursed Visnu for killing his wife.—105.

He said :

—

11
Vi§nu ! You will be born seven limes among men for

the sin of killing a woman, knowing that a woman under no circumstances

is to be killed."— 106.

Since then, owing to that curse of the sage, Visnu manifests Himself

among men for the good of mankind, whenever there is a decay in

righteousness.—107.

Afterwards, the seer Bhrigu at once picked up the severed head of

his wife and joined it to the trunk, saying :
—

" Devi ! You have been

killed by Lord Vi§nu, and now I recall you to life again." Saying that, he

joined the head and the trunk together, and said " Abhijiva ;" (" Be

revived") ; if I have fulfilled all the rules of law and acted righteously, and

if I have always spoken the truth, then through that truth you come back

to life. I say so truthfully.—108-110.

After that, he sprinkled cold water and again pronounced the

spell, "Abhijiva," and the lady at^once came back to life.—111.

On seeing her thus coming to life, as if rising from her slumber,

everyone present there repeatedly expressed his delight by saying, " Well

done," "Well done."— 112.

Thus that lady was revived by Bhrigu, in the presence of the asto^

nished Devatas, and the whole thing was considered a miracle—113.

Tndra seeing the sage Bhrigu quietly bringing l>ack his wife to life,

became terribly afraid and had no peace He said to his daughter, Jayantl

:

—" Daughter ! This seer Sukra is practising rigid and devout asceticism

for the sake of my foes, which is causing me deep pain ; so you should go

to him and please him by your service and conduct Do just what be
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wishes, and serve him with all diligence. Do exactly what would please

him. Go, I have dedicated you to him. Worship him and try all that

lies in you to serve my end."—114-117.

Hearing those words of her father, Jayanti went to the spot where

the sage was engaged in his rigid austerities.—118.

There she saw the sage suspended with his head downwards and

imbibing the smoke of the chaff ; while a Yaksa had just thrown him

down the side of the Kunda. She found him all absorbed in his

austerities, looking very lean and having all his body covered with ashes.

Seeing the sage like that, she set herself to serve him according to the

injunctions of her father. In other words, she began to serve the sage

by shampooing his legs and winning his pleasure by her sweet and flatter-

ing speech
;
and, adapting herself to suit his pleasure, she practised pen-

ances along with him for many a year. On the lapse of a thousand years of

practising this vow of smoke, the God Siva, becoming satisfied, appeared to

grant boons to Sukra, and said :
—

" Sukra ! You alone have undergone

this penance, none other has done so, consequently, you alone will have

the glory of conquering all the Devas by your asceticism, intellect, know-

ledge of the Sastras, splendour, and power ; and 0, Bhrigunandana

!

in addition to all these, you will achieve all the rest of your desires. Do
not say so before any oue, but you alone will accomplish everything."

—

1 19-125.

The Lord Siva, after granting all those boons to Sukra, also made
him master of mankind and riches as well as invulnerable. — 126.

On getting all those boons, Sukra (Kavya) had such an unbounded

pleasure that all the hair of his body were thrilled with joy. After that,

the sage pleased the Lord by standing curved and singing the hymn of

praises to the God of blue red color.—127.

Sukra said :—" I salute Thee, 0 Siva ! designated as Siti Kantha
(blue-necked), Kani&tha (short-statured), Suvarchas (full of splendour),

Lelih&na (eats much), Kavya (omniscient), Vateara and lord of Andhasa,

Kapardin (whose hair is matted), Karala (whose form is formidable), Har-

yaksa, Varadfi, (who is propitious), Samstuta (well praised), Sutirtha (most

sacred), the Lord of all the Deities, Raraas (full of impetus), whose eyes are

threatening, who wears a crown on His head, whose face is handsome, who

is the Creator, whose forms are infinite, who is the seed of the universe,

fountain-head of asceticism, whose size is short, hair is unkempt, is the

leader of forces, whose eyes are adorable, who is full of velocity, is

worthy of being worshipped, whose complexion is red, whoes body is like
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a sandal wood tree for the enjoyment of serpents, who has a thousand

heads and eyes, is bountiful, beautiful, ever omnipresent, white, the soul of

the universe, reposes on mountains, is worshipful, whose body is cover-

ed with wrinkles, the Supreme God, capable of being pleased easily, well-

dressed, armed with bow, who is known under the epithet Bhargava, wearer

of a quiver, full of radiance, known as svaksa and ksapana, a typical

ascetic, copper-complexioned, fearful, of mighty form, of peaceful disposi-

tion (&va), the gieatest of the Gods (Mahadeva), the annihilator of the

universe (l^arva), the soul of the universe, the great benefactor, known also

as Hiranya, (Hiranya literally, means gold), the pre-eminent, the highest, the

central, V&stospati, armed with a bow, the exclusive giver of the final

emancipation, the punisher of the wicked, the dexterous, the steady (Sth&nu),

the cause of speech, many-eyed, the foremost, the three-eyed, the master of

all (IsVara), the carrier of the goblet of human skull (Kapalin), the brave,

the destructor, the three-eyed (Tryambaka), having capacious body, of tawny

colour, red colour, armed with bow and arrow, of wonderful form, also

known under the name of Dundubhi (a kettle-drum), the only footpath

of a man leading to the gates of heaven, existing from all eternity, the

giver of intellect, the deweller in the forest, householder, the controller

of passions, the celibate (Brahmachari), the great discriminator (S&nkhya),

the giver of absolution to the soul by uniting it to the supreme self (Yoga),

omnipresent, the great Initiate, Ineffable, the great destructor, the lord of

the universe, the great restrainer, the high bank of final beatitude, one

who is known under the epithet of Chekitana, the pious, the greatest of the

seers, the revealer of the Vedas, the pure, the protector of all, the expedi-

tious in movements, having a tuft of hair on the head, mighty, having

large teeth, the creator of the universe, the resplendent, the well-known,

the illustrious, the sharp-witted, the terrible in form, the grim, the giver

of prosperity to all, the simple, the chief, the righteous, the propitious,

the invulnerable, the imperishable, the everlasting, the perpetual, the busy,

the most eminent, the supporter, the Supreme Being, the forgiver, the

forbearer, the truth, the imperishable, the Common Cause, the bearer of

the battle-axe, the'wielder of the trident, having the Divine Vision, the
quaffer of the Soma, the inhaler of the smoke, the sacred, the great director

of the universe, the prompt in making appearance whenever needed, the

annihilator, the master of flesh-eaters, the giver of rain in the form of

clouds, the lightning, the all-peneterating, the all-superior, the great
nourisher and the supporter of all, the destructor of the demon Tripura,

the sacred, having the curly hair and sharp-pointed weapons, the great

-source of communication, the giver of supernatural powers with ease, the
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one known under the epithet of Pulasti, the shining, the impetuous, the

giver of prosperity, the rider of the bull, the all and ever-abiding, the

uniter of the soul with the Supreme Spirit, the holy, the observer of

celibacy, the annihilator of demons, the conqueror of self and of death,

the worthy of being offered sacrifice, blazing like fire and known under

the epithet of Prachetas, the pure, the destructor of the evil spirits and

beasts, free from all impediments, the very sou), the intoxicated owing to

the quaffing of the poison, the annihilator of all, the most unfathomable,

whose neck is dark blue, owing to the drinking of the poison, (cf. W*i to
fonid ft TOT), who is kuown under the epithet of Aayanta, the Lord of

all the realms, the independent, the Creator, the regulator of equality,

whose hands are as white as silver, all-pervading, the omnipresent, the

holy, the forcible, the sovereign Lord, the far-seeing, the possessor of high

class arrows and horses, the benefactor, the giyer of emancipation, whose

complexion is reddish (Kapila), the Lord of Deities, the most learned and

intellectual, of the mighty form, the illustrious, known under the epithet

of Rodana, the patron of all, the renowned archer, the wearer of the

armour, the great charioteer (Rathin), the guardian of all, the Lord of

Bhrigu, the radiant, the dweller in the cavity of the heart, the creator,

the unfailing, the serene, the wise, the best, the glorious, the soul of the

universe, the wearer of the deer-skin, the Lord of animals and ghosts,

the Sacred Symbol (snip), the soul of the Rik, Yajus and SAma(Vedas),

as well as of the oblations made to the Gods and the Manes of ancestors,

and the Deities, the creative power, the chief agent, the great ocular

evidence, the Vedic knowledge, the Master of the past and the future of

the universe, the soul of actions, who manifests Himself as Vasu, Sadhya,

Rudra, Aditya, Sura, Visa, M&ruta, Dev&tmA, the knower of the ceremony

of bringing out Agni and Soma, the supreme soul, the sacred text, the

Lord of medicaments, who calls Himself into being at His will (Swayam-

bhu), who is not born (in the ordinary course), the magnificent, the

Prime, the father of creation, the soul of Brahmft, the Master of soul, the

Master of all, the infinite, the omnipresent among all the purified souls,

devoid of the properties belonging to all created things, the most excellent,

the manifest, the immortal, tho great nameless, the universal friend, the

deliverer of the soul from the fetters of the phenomenal creation by
conveying a correct knowledge of the other tattvas, the life of the seven

worlds, viz., the earth, the astral plane, the heaven-world, the space, the

sky, and of the regions Mah&, Jana, Tapa and Satya, the unmanifest

(Prakriti), the Mahattatva, the elements, the senses, the Atman, the subtle

element called Visesa, salutation to Thee, 0 Soul of all. Thou art the
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eternal, the subtle, the gross, the enlightened, the supreme, the giver of

final bliss, the omnipresent in the three regions and existing beyond these

three, the pervader in the four higher realms, viz :—Maha, Jana, Tapa and

Satya.— 128 167.

0 Lord Siva ! if in coarse of this hymn of devotion, 1 have failed to

describe Thee adequately, forgive me in consideration of my being

your staunch adherent, for Thou art always a friend to a Brahruana.-168.

Stita said :—The sage, after thus saluting Mahadeva, stood quietly,

with folded hands, before Him. Then the Lord became still more pleased

with Sukra
;
and, after placing His Divine hand on the seer, vanished

instantly. After that, the sage addressed Jayanti, who was standing close

by him. He said, " Who art Thou, and why art thou sorrowing for me,

on account of my penances ? Why art thou serving me with so much
devotion and austerity ? 0 Beautiful one ! I am very much pleased with

thy devotion and affection. What dost thou wish? Tell that to me. I shall

certainly do anything for thy sake, howsoever difficult it may be.—169-174.

Hearing those words of the sage, Jayanti said:
—

" Brahman

!

Ascertain my desires through the powers of your asceticism."—175.

At that expression of Jayanti, the sage realized everything through

his Divine sight, and said to her:
—"0 Enchanting one ! Thou hast

thought of living with me for ten years. This is your desire, which will be

fulfilled ; follow me to my abode. " Afterwards, Sukra took her home and

married her there.— 176-178.

Then the sage Bhargava, to enjoy himself in her company undis-

turbed, made himself invisible by means of his magical power.—179.

The Daityas, getting news of the return of their preceptor crowned

with success, went exhilarated to pay their homage to him ; but not being

able to see him owing to his being enveloped in illusion, they returned

as they had gone.—180-181

Unfortunately for the Daityas, Brihaspati came to know of the doing

of Sukra. He knew for certain that the preceptor of the Daityas would

not break his shell of magic for ten years, as he was enjoying himself

with Jayanti ; the Devas, on the other hand, also came to know of the weak

point of the Daityas, that the latter were ignorant of the distinctive

features of their preceptor. They consequently entreated Brihaspati to

do something for them. Brihaspati thus incited by his disciples, perso-

nating as Sukra, went and rallied the Daityas round him.—182-183.

He, in the form of Sukra, then addressed the Daityas that had flocked

to him. He said :—" 0, my disciples! You are welcome. I have also
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come here to do you good. I shall teach jou the knowledge that I have

acquired from Siva. " The Daityas were carried away by joy, and began

to take lessons from him.—184.

After the lapse of ten years, the sage Sukra was also free from- his

enjoyments with Jayantt, and it is heard that Devayant was born of her.

Then the Sage $ukra made up his mind to see his disciples—the Daityas

—

and said to Jayanti, " Lady, I am going out to see my disciples.—186-187.

Jayanti said :
—

" Lord ! go and look after your devotees. This is

the duty of high-minded folks and I will not keep you away from it."

—

188.

Sukra, on finding the Asuras deceived by Brihaspati, said to

them :
—

" Asuras ! I am Sukra, who has pleased Lord Siva. All of you

have been deceived by Brihaspati, who was personating me."—189-190.

The Danavas were bewildered to hear those words of the sage, and

began to look amazingly at both of them sitting there. At that time,

the bewildered Danavas could not say anything, nor could they distin-

guish their preceptor, at which the sage SSukra said :
—

" Asuras ! I am

your preceptor Sukra ; this is Brihaspati, the preceptor of the Devas. Leave

bira and follow me."—191-193.

Then the Asuras again looked at both of them, but did not perceive

any difference between Sukra and Brihaspati.— 194.

At that time, the sage Brihaspati instantly addressed the Asuras :—
" Asuras I I am your preceptor, Sukra. This is Brihaspati, who has come

here after assuming my form. Asuras! Brihaspati is trying to deceive

you by assuming my form." After that, all the Asuras held a council and

discussed among themselves that, that preceptor (Brihaspati) had been

giving them lessons since ten years who, according to their judgment, was

their real preceptor.— 195-197.

After that, all the Danavas paid obeisance to the sage Brihaspati, in

the guise of Sukra, and accepted what he said to them ; for they were

deluded by him during his stay with them for ten years.—-198.

Then all the Asuras, with their eyes burning with rage, most angrily

said to Sukra :
—

" He, Brihaspati, is our well-wisher and preceptor
;
depart

thou (Sukra), for the thou art not our guru. He might be Sukra or

Brihaspati, but he is our guru. We remain under his instruction."

—199-200.

Saying so, the Asuras acknowledged Brihaspati under the garb

of Sukra, as their preceptor. At that, the sage Sukra, in a fit of

anger, pronounced the following curse upon the Danavas :
—

" Danavas,
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in spite of my advice, you have refused to acknowledge me as your guru,

in consequence of which you will lose your intellect and will be routed

by the Devas." Afterwards, he departed from there.—201-203.

Brihaspati became immensely pleased to find his object gained

when the Daityas were cursed by $ukra. Then he assumed his own form,

and instantly disappeared, after which the D&navas were confused when

they saw him thus vanishing.—205.

They then said among themselves :
" Oh, we have been grossly

deluded on all sides by Brihaspati and got cursed by the sage fJukra."

—206.

They got very vexed ; and all the Asuras, under the leadership of

Prahl&da, immediately went to their preceptor ; and with their heads

cast down in shame, they stood before him in repentence. The sage,

finding his disciples come back, addressed them thus :
—" Though I tried

my best to enlighten you all as to the time state of affairs, you did not pay

heed to my warning. On account of this disregard of my advice, you

will surely be defeated in future."—207-209.

Hearing those words of SJukra, Prahl&da, with bis eyes full of tears,

falteringly said to the preceptor :
—

" O Bbargava, do not abandon us,

we all are your devotees and look to you for protection; shield us.

O perceptor of the Divine Vision ! You are capable of knowing, that not

having the good luck of seeing you, we were deluded by Brihaspati, the

preceptor of the Devas. And, O Bhrigunandana ! if you will not show

kindness to us, then all of us, discarded by you, shall go to Ras&tala."

—210-212.

The sage $ukra, on hearing these words, curbed his anger and,

moved by pity and compassion, said :
" You need not entertain any fear, nor

need you go to the Ras&tala. Certainly, you will obtain prosperity in future,

so long as I am away, but your destiny must be fulfilled. I cannot

make it otherwise, for fate is stronger. You must lose your intelligence

from to-day, though you will regain it hereafter. You will conquer the

Devas only once, and after that you had better go to Pat&la. Now the ten

ages of your prosperity have come to an end ; for that was the period

predicted by BrahmS in which you had world-dominion. You will again

regain your kingdom in the S&varnika Manvantara, after which, O Prahl&da,

your grandson, King Bali, will reign with all glory, in different realms
;

for, even, Lord Vi§nu will promise this secretly to 'your grandson, when

He will deprive him of his kingdom in His Dwarf incarnation. Because

you were devoted to Visnu and your mind was regulated according
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to His will ; therefore Brahma being pleased with you, gave you this

world-sovereignty. &va, the most supreme Lord of the entire universe,

has spoken to me, as a secret, that Bali will be the future king of

the Devas; and therefore He, invisible to all, is awaiting that time.

0 Prahlada ! Brahma, on being pleased with you, has granted another

boon to you which I am not in a position to reveal to you, because Brahma,

the knower of the future, has not authorised me to do so. He has also

said that both these my disciples ($an(}a and Marka) are equal in wisdom

to Brihaspati. These two will protect you against all the machinations of

the Devas in my absence."—213-224.

On hearing these words of $ukra, the rigid follower of ritualistic

rites, all the Asuras retired pleased, along with the high-souled Prahlada,

and being assured by their preceptor, £$ukra, that they would gain at least

one victory over the Devas, the Asuras, acting on these words, put on

their armours and challenged the Devas to fight them. The Devas, seeing

the Asuras standing in the battle-field well-equipped to fight, camo out to

give battle.—225-227.

The great war between the Asuras and the Devas lasted for a century

in which the Devas were repulsed and the Asuras were victorious. The

Devas held a conference and decided to invite $an<Ja and Marka (as guests

of the Devas), on the occasion of their sacrifice, after which they would get

victory in the next war. After coming to that conclusion, the Devas invited

both of them to their sacrifice, and said : — " 0, twice-born ones ! You
forsake' these Asuras, we will be yours always, after conquering them
through your support."—228-230.

The Devas, thus made friends with $an(}a and Marka, and then

fought with the Danavas, when they were victorious. As the Danavas
became powerless by being deserted by Sanda and Marka, so they were

defeated easily, and thus the curse of $ukra took effect.—231-232.

The Asuras, thus cursed by their preceptor, and without any spiritual

support from any side, and repulsed by the Devas, found themselves in a

most helpless condition and eventually entered Rasatala (infernal regions).

The Danavas, being thus dispirited by the victory of the Devas and through

the instrumentality of Bhrigu, went to Patala.—233-234.

Again, whenever there is decay in righteousness, Vi§nu takes birth,

in order to establish righteousness by destroying the Asuras.—235.

Brahma had also ordained this, that those Asuras who go against

the righteous injunctions of Prahl&da would also be killed by men.- 236.

In accordance with that ordinance of BrahmA, there was a partial
18
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incarnation of Narayana as Dharma, at the end of the Ch&ksusa Manvantara,

when the Devas performed a sacrifice at the beginning of the Vaivasvata

Manvantara. At this incarnation, Brahma was the officiating priest. This

was the first incarnation. There was another incarnation of the Supreme

Soul. When the Devas were in distress, then, on the fourth day of the

Moon, which was the anniversary of the beginning of a Yuga, Lord Visnu

manifested Himself on the sea-coast. He incarnated Himself as Nrisimha

for the destruction of Hiranyaka&pu. Rudra officiated as the sacrificial

priest. This was His second incarnation.—237-239.

In the seventh Treta* Yuga, when King Bali was in power, Dharma

was the sacrificial priest at the time of the Lord manifesting Himself as

Vfimana.—240.

0 Sages ! these three are the celestial incarnations of Visnu ; and

there are seven more human incarnations which the Lord underwent

owing to the curse of Bhrigu.—241.

In the first Treta Yuga, when the fourth part of righteousness was

lost, the Lord incarnated as Dattatreya, and the sage Markandeya was

the officiating priest. This was His fourth incarnation —242.

The fifth incarnation was that of the world-Emperor, Mandhatri,

which took place in the fifteenth Treta, when Uttanga was the officiating

priest.—243.

In the 19th TreU, there was the sixth incarnation, as Parasurama,

to root out the Ksatriyas, when VisV£mitra officiated as the sacrificial

priest.—244.

In the 24th TreU Yuga, the seventh manifestation was that of $rt

Ramchandra, as the son of Daiaratha, and with Vasistha as the priest, to

kill Ravana. —245.

In the 28th Dvapara, Vi§nu incarnated Himself as Vedavyasa, the son

of Paraiara, when J&tfikarnya sage was the officiating priest. This was the

eighth incarnation of Visnu.—246.

For the establishment of righteousness and the destruction of

Asuras, through asceticism, there was the 9th incarnation, in the form of

Buddha of Divine splendour, with His Eyes as beautiful as lotus, and

with the sage Dvaipayana Vyasa as the officiating priest.—247.

At the close of Kaliyuga (the present iron age), there will be the

Kalki mainfestation, in the house of Vi§nuyasa, and the sage, Par&sarya

Vy&sa will be the officiating priest. This will be the tenth incarnation,

and Yajnyavaikya will make his appearance before this coming mainfesta-

tion.~248.
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This incarnation will destroy all the wicked ones and the hypocrites

;

and, with a large army of the Brihmanas, He will kill Sudra Kings and

drive away all hypocrisy. After killing the enemies of BrAhmanas and

other enemies, He will march on with His army in the 28th of the Kaliyuga,

and then, after purifying the $udras, will cross the ocean, where He will

destroy the sinful mixed castes and, thus fulfilling His mission, He will

educate his peoples.—249-253.

Afterwards, the people, by becoming enraged and deluded with each

other, will kill each other to fulfil the future destiny.—254.

When, in process of time, the incarnation of Kalki will vanish, then

the future kings will be destroyed, through the rebellion of their

subjects.—255.

The people, not finding anyone as their protector, will fight amongst

themselves, and will then land themselves in great troubles after killing

one another.—256.

All cities and villages will be devastated, and the duties of castes

and the stages of life will disappear.—257.

At that juncture—the end of the Iron Age—men will open markets

to sell boiled rice, the Br&hmanas will sell the Vedas and the women will

earn their living by selling their hair.-258.

People will be very short of stature, and they will be short-lived.

They will make forest, as their place of dwelling, or they will reside by

rivers and hills, subsisting on roots, fruits and leaves.—259.

They will clothe themsevles with tattered clothes, the deer-skin, Ac.

All the castes will mingle into one mass, and the people will be reduced

to penury and will find themselves in great distress and subjected to

many troubles.—260.

Being thus tormented with myriads of troubles and difficulties, all

the population will become annihilated along with the end of the Kali-

yuga.—261.

Satyayuga (the Age of Truth) will follow on the heels of the dis-

appearing Kaliyuga. " This is the narration of the doing of the Devas

and the Asuras that I have related at some length to you, 0 sages ; now

hear an account of Yaduvainsa, Turvasu, Puru, Druhya, Anu, along with

the glory of Visnu."—262-263.

Here ends the Forty-seventh chaptei* dealing with the curse

of &ukra on Asuras and the ten Incarnations*

Note,—A summary of this chapter is given by Dr. John Muir, in Volume JV of his

Original Sanskrit Text$, pp. 151-160.
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CHAPTER XLVffl.

Sfita said :—Turvasu was the father of Garbha, who begot Gobhanu,

the father of the heroic Trisari. Trisari was the father of Karandhama,

and Bharata'was his son. This Bharata should not be confounded with

Bharata, the son of Du?yanta. Dusyanta the father of Bharata, who was

sinleas belonged to the family of Puru.— 1-2.

Because Turvasu did not exharige his youth with the infirmity of

Yayati, through the curse of the latter, therefore, the family of Turvasu

did not become prominent, but it lapsed into the house of Puru.—3.

Dusyanta was the father of Varutha, who begot Jncjlra, who was the

father of Sandhana. He also begot Pandya, Kerala, Chola, Karna, and

their respective countries were named after them.—4-5.

Druhya was the father of two heroic sons, named Setu and Ketu.

Setu begot Saradvana, the father of Gandhara, after whose name the vast

Gandhara country is known. He had choice horses of the Arratta coun-

try*—6-7.

Gandhara was the father of Dharma, who begot Dhrita, the father

of Vidusa, whose son was Pracheta. Pracheta was the father of a hundred

sons, all of whom ruled as sovereigns in the Mlechha country lying in the

north.—8-9,

Anu was the father of the following three pious sons, viz,, Sabh&nara,

Ohaksu§a, Paramesu.—10.

Sabbanara was the father of the learned Kolahala who became a

king. Kolahala became the father of the holy Sanjaya, of worldwide

reputation.—11.

Sanjaya ,
was the father of Puranjaya, who begot Janamejaya, the

father of Maharfala. Mahfltfala was the father of the renowned and pious

king Mahamana, who was the lord of seven continents and a universal

monarch. He was the father of two famous sons, called Ueinara and

Titiksu. -12-15.

Uttf/iara had Bhritfa, Krirfa, Nava, Dartfa and Drisadvati as his five

queens, all daughters of a Rajarsi.—16.

The old king Usinara, through his piety and righteousness, begot

from his queens, the following pious and worthy sons, viz., Nrigu from

Bhrisa, Nava from Nava, Krisa from Krit&, Suvrata from Dartfa, Sibi

Ausinara from Dridadvati.— 17-18.

* Name of the P&fioha-n*da or Paoj&b (Mahabhftrata).
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£$ibi begot four famous sons, viz., Prithudarbha, Sutisa, Kekaya, and

Bhadraka ; and their countries were named after them, viz., Kekayfi,

Bha4raka, SanvirA, and Paura, and the country of king Nfign was also

known as Kekayl—19.

Ambastha was the name of the capital town of Suvrata's country,

and VrisalA was the capital of Krisa, and Navarastra was the capital of

Nava. Now listen to the family of Titiksu.—20-21.

Titiksu became a renowned king and ruled in the East. He was

the father of Vrisadratha, who begot Sena. —22.

Sena begot Sutapa, whose son was Bali. Bali, the Daitya King, was

without an issue ; for he was bound by the Mah&tma [in bonds of

captivity.] But, as he was a great Yogi, he took birth in human body as

Bali, the son of Sutapa, and procured five Ksetraja sons for himself. These

were Anga, Vanga, Suhma, Pun(Jra and Kalihga, and their country is called

Baleya. The Baleyas and the Brlahmanas0 were the sons of that lord

Bali."—23-25.

Lord BrahmS, satisfied with Bali, gave him a boon, namely, that Bali

would be a great Yogi, would live for a Kalpa, would be invincible in war,

superior in wisdom, and his mind would always be inclined towards

religion. He would be endowed with knowledge of the past, present and

future, the chief in his community, victorious in wars, a philosopher, and

the establisher of the prescribed orders.

It was through the glory of Brahma that Bali was favoured with

children {even though made a captive by Visnu).—26-28.

The family of Anga will now be described.—29.

The sages said :—" Sfita ! How was Bali blessed with five children ?

What was the name of the mother of those children ? Which ftisi begot

them ? How did he do so ? Be good enough to relate to us all this, and

also explain to us the glory of that sage (who begot those children for

Bali)—30-31.

Suta said :—In the days gone by, there was a great sage, named

Uiija, and Mamata was his wife. Brihaspati, the younger brother of Udija,

entertained a desire to enjoy in the company of the latter's wife. MamatS,

understanding the intentions of Brihaspati, told him not to think of

anything of the kind, as she was bearing a child to his brother; and

added :
" 0 ! Brihaspati, the child in my womb will get angry, for being

* Brahmanas here does not refer evidently to the Brahmana caste, bat to those

desoendents of Bali from whom the modern Burma yot Its name,
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of the seed of Utfija, thy brother, he knows all the Vedas [and will not

allow thy seed to fecundate in my womb]. Thou, 0 Brihaspati, art also

one, whose seed never goes in vain. So do not approach me now.

After I am delivered of this seed of IMja, do as thou thinkest proper, 0
Lord."—32-36.

In spite of her remonstrance, Brihaspati, even though he was such

a mighty sage, could not check his passion, and forcibly carried out his

intention. When he was about to emit his seed, the child in the womb
cried out 37-38.

" Sire ! There is no room for two souls in the embryo ; and I have

come here before "—39.

Hearing those words, Brihaspati became enraged, and thus cursed

his brother's son in the womb :
—

" You, who are present in the embryo and

are putting an obstruction in my way of enjoyment, will suffer from

blindness."—40-41.

Afterwards, on account of the curse of Brihaspati, the child was born

blind and named Dirghatamd. [Deep darkness]. He was illustrious and

persevering like Brihaspati.—42.

Dirghatama settled himself in the house of his brother, leading a life

of total celibacy. Whilst so dwelling, he learnt from a bull, the dharma of

the cattle, that of promiscuous intercourse without regard to relationship.

He was supported by his brother and uncle Sometime after, an ox

happened to go there of his own accord, and began to feast himself on the

Kusa grass, planted there for sacrificial purposes, when Dirghatama

caught him by the horns.—43-45.

The ox, thus taken hold of by him, could not extricate himself from

his grip, and, finding himself in a helpless condition said :
—
"0, bravest

of the brave ! Let me go. I have never come across a valiant man like

you, nor was there any one as powerful as myself. Now leave me. I am
pleased with you, and you can ask for any boon from me.—46-47.

Dirghatama replied :—" Where will you go, so long as I am alive ?

I shall not let you—the encroacher on other's rights—go.' —48.

The ox said :
—

" Sire ! I have committed neither any sin nor theft.

There is no hard and fast rule laid down to dictate to us, animals, what

to eat and what not to eat, what to drink and what not to drink. Many

of these duties are imposed on bipeds, and not on us, the quadrupeds.

We are pot guided by any such restrictions as to what should be done

and what should not be done ; and whom we should approach for sexual

intercourse and whom not."—49-50,
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Suta said :—Hearing from tbe ox the natural laws of cattle, he releas-

ed him from his grasp. Afterwards, he fed him with corn, etc.—51.

On the ox going away satisfied with the repast, Dirghatama began

to meditate on the natural laws of cattle, and being convinced of its

being the true law, he became a devoted follower of it.—52.

On one occasion he met the wife of his younger brother's son,

Gautama, and, in spite of her being with child, he taking the laws

relating to cattle to be of superior importance, did not desist from her,

and caught hold of her with a violent jerk and enjoyed himself in her

company, though she was like his daughter-in-law in relation. Knowing

about futurity, he began to dilate upon the cattle law, when that lady

said :
—"You going against nature are behaving like an ox, and without

having regard for the rules of prohibited relationships in sexual intercourse

;

but following the natural law of the beast, you have committed an incest

on your daughter. Consequently, I forsake you base and mean, and now
go away on account of your doings."—53-56.

With those words, she packed him in a wooden case and threw him

into the Ganges, saying, " I abandon you (and do not kill you, pitying)

your blindness and old age."—57.

That case, after a long run, was drifted ashore and was taken posses*

sion of by Bali, the son of Virochana. Bali made over the contents of

the case to his queen, where he was taken out of the case and nourished

with various kinds of dainties. After that, he told Bali that he would

grant him any boon he would ask for.—58-59.

Bali, the king of the D&navas, besought him to beget progeny from

his wife.—60.

In reply to the request of the king, that sage said, " This will be so ;
"

hearing which, Bali sent his queen, Sudesnft, to him ; but she, thinking him

to be old and blind, did not approach him. She, however, sent the daughter

of her nurse who, through her contact with that sage, gave birth to Kaksl-

vana and others.— 61-62.

King Bali, seeing the $udra sons, Kakstvana, etc., so well up in saint*

ly precepts, so illustrious, so sacred and so versed in saintly lore, said to

Dtrghatama that they were his sons, The sage said they were not the

sons of Bali and claimed them to be his own, on account of their having

been born of the $udra nurse sent by the queen, who herself had discarded

him on account of his age and blindness.—63-66.

After that, Sing Bali appeased that sage and was furious with his
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wife ; and sent her again well-dressed, after her toilet, to the sage, when
the seer said.—67-68.

" 0, Devi ! Cast off your bashfulness and then lick the whole of

my body with your tongue, after rubbing it with salt, curds and honey
;

you will then attain your wish and get sons."—69.

The queen followed the directions of the seer, but omitted to lick

the hind private parts.—70.

When the sage said :
" 0, blessed one ! Your eldest son will be

without that part of the body which you have omitted to lick."—71.

The queen said :—" Sire ! It is not worthy of you to bless me with

such an offspring. Be pleased at my devotion and show your mercy

to me."- 72.

Dirghatam£ said :
—

" 0, Blessed one, through your fault this will

happen exactly as I have told you and this son of yours will not delight

you in any way, but your grandson will ; he will, however, not feel the

necessity of the missing part of his body." Then the sage, touching her

abdomen, said, " 0, queen because you have licked all parts of my body

except the privates, your sons will be like the full moon, and, in all you

will be blessed with five sons of Divine beauty who will be most illustri-

ous, renowned, righteous and performers of sacrifices."—73-76.

Sfita said :—0 Ri§is, l^udesna begot, through the favour of Dirgha-

tama, Anga, the eldest, along with his brothers, Kalinga, Pundra, Suhuma,

and Vangaraja. Thus the sage begot the above-named five sons' to the

king Bali.—77-78.

Afterwards, the sage took all the five sons through a course of

ceremony, enjoined on ail the twice-born. Thus that posterity was

begotten.—79.

Then the divine cow Surabhi said to Diraghatama;—"As you

followed the cattle law deliberately and took it to be superior to all,

0, sinless ! I am very much pleased with you and hereby remove your

blindness by smelling you. The sin of Brihaspati is inherent in you.

I however relieve you of your old age, death and loss of vision, by merely

smelling you."—80-82.

That sage was instantly restored to his vision after being smelled

by Surabhi, and got a long lease of life, along with beautiful eyes and

form. He came to be known as Gautama, on account of his being relieved

of his blindness by (the smelling of) the cow. Afterwards, K&ksiv&na, the

son of that £$udra nurse, went with his father, Dirghatama, to Girivraja,
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and after seeing and touching him practised penances for a long time, and

in the fulness of time, through his asceticism, he purified the body obtained

from a dudra mother and became a Brahmana, at which his father told

him :
" I consider myself to-day blessed with a son through you, and 0

pious one ! I feel blessed on getting a righteous and renowned son like you,

who after casting off his previous sheath, has became a Brahmana."—84-87.

Kakaiv&na, on becoming a Br&hmana begot a thousand sons, who

came to be known as Kausam&nq)* and Gautamas.—88.

Thus the circumstances bringing Bali, the son of Virrochana, into

contact with the sage, Dirghataraa*, as well as the family of Bali, have been

explained.—89.

Bali said to his five pious sons that he considered himself highly

blessed on having them as his sons ; and then encasing himself in his

Yoga M&ya, he became invisible to all, and began to wait for the predict-

ed period, in the Pat&lapuri.—90.

The son of Anga was the King Dadhivahana. Dadhivahana's son

was King Diviratha, who begot the learned Dharmoratha.—91-92.

That Dharmoratha the great, drank the draught of nectar with the

seer l^ukra, on the Visnupada mount ; after which he became the father of

Chitraratha, who begot Satyaratha, the father of Dasaratha, who is also

known as Lomap&da. He was the father of a girl, named £&nt& and a

renowned son, named Chaturanga—93-95.

Ghaturanga, through the blessings of the sage ^ringi, was the

promoter of his clan. He was the father of Prithul&ksa, who begot

Ohampa, after whose name the country CbampSpuri is known. It first

belonged to Mali.—97.

Champaka, through the favour of Purnabhadra, begot Haryanga, the

father of Vibnan4a, who begot Varana, the resister of his foes, who made

the celestial conveyances descend on earth through his supernatural

powers. Haryanga was the father of Bhadraratba, who begot the King

BrihatkarmS, the father of Brihatbhfinu.—98-100.

Brihatbhanu was the father of Jayadratha, whose son was Brihadratha.

Janamejaya, the great conqueror, was the son of Brihadratha, who became

the father of the King Anga, the father of Karna.—101-102.

Karna became the father of Vri$asena who begot Prithusena.

" (lisis ! I have enumerated to you the family of Anga ; now I shall

relate to you the family of Puru."—103.

The ftisis said :
—

" Suta ! How is it that Karna is said to be the son

19
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of Sfita, when you say that he was the son of Anga ? We wish to know

about it, for you are an expert in these matters.—10±.

Sata said :—Brihadbh&nu begot a son, called Brihanman&, who had

two queens, viz. :—Yasodevl and Satytt, the daughters of the king Saivya.

-105.

Jayadratha was born of Yasodevi, and Vijaya was born of Satyfc.—106.

Brihat was the son of Vijaya and the father of Brihadratha, who

begot SatyakarmA, the father of Adhiratha, who was the [Suta] chariot-

driver of Satyakarm&. He had nurtured Karna, the son of Anga, and so

Karna is known as the son of Suta also.—108.

Here ends the forty-eighth chapter dealing with the family

of Soma and the founding of the Eastern dominions.

CHAPTER XLIX.

Puru was the father of the most illustrious Janamejaya who begot

PrAchitvata and ruled in the East, and gave his name to the Eastern

quarter (Prachi means East).— 1.

Prachitvata became the father of Manasyu, who begot PitAyudha,

whose heir was Dhundhu, whose son was Bahuvidha, the father of Sampati.

—2-3.

Saropftti begot RahamvarcM, the father of BhadrasVa, who begot from

the Apsara, named, Dhrit&, ten sons, viz., Aucheyu, Hriseyu, Kakseyu,

Saneyu, Dhriteyu, Vineyu, Sthaleyu, Dharmeyu, Sanateyu and Puneyu.

Jvalana, the daughter of Tak$aka, became the wife of Aucheyu, from
»

whom he begot the King Antin&ra (another reading is RantinSra), who
became the father of many good sons, through his queen, Manasvini. The
heroic Amurtarayas, the pious Trivana, and, third, a daughter, named

Gauri, who afterwards became the mother of MandhStS, (were born to

him).—4-8.

Ilina\ the daughter of Yama, who was an auspicious lady (and was

another queen of Anting ra), begot sons who were gifted with Divine

knowledge.—9.

The son of Ilin§ begot four sons through his wife Upadfinayi, viz.,

Qi§yanta, Du§yanta, Pravira and Anagba.—10.

Dusyanta became the father of a world-conquering and Universal

Emperor, Bharata, from his wife fJakuntala, whose descendants are called

Bhlratas.—11.
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To the King Dusyanta, an incorporeal Voice thus addressed :

—

"Mother is like a pair of bellows to the father, from whom the son is

horn. The son is thus identical with the father. Therefore, 0 Dusyanta!

foster your son and do not discard $akuntala\ The son raises his deceased

father back from the hell of Yama to heaven. . Thou art the generator of

this child. What £akuntal*t said is true.—12-13.

Thus Bharata was born of ^akuntaU and Dusyanta. In ancient

times, when all the sons of Bharata perished, through a widespread and

virulent epidemic,' brought on by the wrath of the Goddess M&trik&

[? smallpox], then the Marut Devas brought Bharadv&ja, the son of

Brihaspati, and gave him to Bharata.—14-15.

The sages said
i

Silta ! Please explain to us fully how the Marut

Devas gave the most illustrious Bharadvaja to Bharata."— 16.

Suta said :—Brihaspati, whilst staying on Earth, one day saw the wife

of his brother, Uitfja, who was big with child, and addressed her thus:

—

"Dress thyself well and let us enjoy." She, being thus addressed, replied

to Brihaspati thus :
—

" The embryo in my womb is mature and is already

reciting the Vedas. Thy seed will also not be fruitless and thy proposal is

sinful." Hearing which, Brihaspati said :
—

" I need not be taught morality

by thee, 0 sweet one." After saying that, he carried out his desire by

force ; when on the verge of his final enjoyment, the child from her womb
cried out to Brihaspati :

—
" I have entered the womb first, 0 Brihaspati,

thy seed will also not go in vain. There is no room for a second body in

this womb." Brihaspati being thus addressed by the child in the womb,

replied in anger :
—

" Because on such an occasion, dear to every creature,

thou preventest me from enjoyment, thou shouldst see lasting darkness

[Dirghatamas] " -17-28.

Afterwards, Brihaspati cast his seed on the floor which at once

became a child
; seeing whom, Mamat& said to Brihaspati, " I am going

home, you should support [Bhara] this child [born of us two (dvfija)], 0
Brihaspati."—24-25.

Afterwards, she went away, and the child was also given up by

Brihaspati. Seeing the child thus forsaken by both his father and

mother, the Maruts, through pity, carried that child, Bharadvaja, to

Bharata.— 26.

At the same time, King Bharata performed a big sacrifice to beget a

progeny, but his object was not gained. Then he performed the Marut*

soma sacrifice, when the Marut Devas becoming pleased with the devotion

of the king, gave him the child Bharadvaja. In that way, the Marut Devaa
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presented this son of Bribaspati, the son of Angiras, to the king Bharata.

—27-30.

Bharata on getting Bharadvfija said:—"I consider myself blessed

on getting you."—31.

Bharadvaja was named Vitatha [futile], owing to his being futile

as a son, for he never entered the mother's womb. The Br&hmanas and

Ksatriyas born on this Earth of Bharadvaja, came to be known as Dvy&-

musy&yana Xaulinas. When Vitatha was thus brought to Bharata, then

Bharata went to heaven, and the sage Bharadv&ja also went there, after

anointing his son.- -33-34.

Vitatha begot the renowned Bhuvamanyana, who had four famous

sons, viz., Brihatksatra, Mah£virya, Nara and Garga. Nara became the father

of Sankriti, who begot Mah&yas*&, who, through Satkriti, had two sons,

named Gurudh! and Rantideva. Garg&'s heir was the learned jJibi, whose

sons, known as l&nbyas and Garg£s, were tw ice-born Ksatriyas as well

as Br&hmanas. Urdksvata was the worthy son of Ah&rya (Mah&virya) who
begot, through Virf&lS, three sons, named Triyusna, Puskari and Kavi,

and they became Br&hmanas and were called Urftksavas, and these three

were the highest Risis amongst K&vyas. —35-40.

The GargSs, the Sankritayas and the K&vyas are twice-born

Br&hmanas with Ksatriya strain in them. They were all very learned.

Ksiti, the son of Brihatksatra, is known as HaRti. He was the founder of

yore, of the city, called Gajas&hvaya (Hastinfipura). Hasti had three sons

of great glory, named, Ajamidha, Dwimidha, and Purumi(}ha. Ajamidha

had three wives, born of Kuru clan, Nilini, Dhumini and Keefini.—41-44.

From his wives, Ajamidha begot sons of Divine lustre ; because

they were born to him in his old age, on the completion of his asceticism;

therefore, they were very pious and powerful. They were all born through

the blessings of Bharadv&ja. Hear now their names in detail. —45-46.

Ajmlcjha begot from Keiini, Kanva, who became the father of

MSdh&tithi, the progenitor of the K&nvaya clan of Br&hmanas ; from his

wife Dhumini, Ajmtdha begot the King Bribadanu, who was the father of

Brihamta, who begot Brihanmana the father of Brihadhanu, who begot

Brihadisu, the father of Jayadratha, who begot AsVajlt, the father of

Senajit, who had four world-famous sons, viz., RnchirAdva, K&vya, King

Dhridaratha and Vatsar&ja.—47-50.

Vatsarfija was the founder of the dynasty of Parivatsaka, and

Ruchir&sVa became the father of Prithusena, who begot Paura the father

of Nipa, who begot one hundred valiant sons, who all were known as

Nip&a. Among them $rim£na was the most renowned.— 51-53,
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K&vya begot Samara, who was only fond of wars ; and he begot three

sons, namely, Para, Sampara, and SadasVa. They were renowned as great

men in the world, and of them Para begot Prithu, the father of Sukrita,

who begot Vibhraja of versatile genius, who became the father of Anuba,

who was the son-in-law of dukra and the husband of Kritvi. Anuba begot

Brahraadatta, the father of Yugadatta, who begot Visvakasena who, again,

came back to this Earth on account of his good deeds.—54-58.

Visvaksena begot Udakasena, the father of Bhallata who begot Jana-#

mejaya. Ugrayudha, for the sake of Janamejaya, then put an end to the

family of Nipa kings.—59.

The Risis said :
—

"Silta! Whose son was Ugrayudha, and in what

family was he born, and why did he annihilate the Ntpa Kings? Pray tell

as all that fully."—60.

Sfita said :—Ugrayudha was born in the Solar dynasty and practised

penances for eighteen thousand years, when he was dried up like a pillar.

King Janamejaya adored him for getting kingdom ; and he, after promis-

ing kingdom to him, killed the Ntpas. Once, the Ntpas attacked the

Ri§i Ugrayudha and Janamejaya, who was serving him in his Atrama.

Ugrayudha addressed the Ntpas with many conciliatory speeches, but

they, heedless of them, injured them. Then Ugr&yudha, when being

thus injured, addressed them:—"Since you have not paid heed to my
words asking protection and safety from you, therefore, I curse you

thus : May you all be taken away by Yama, if there is any force in my
asceticism." After that, they were all taken before the God of Death.

Seeing which, Ugrayudha, overcome with pity, said :
" Janamejaya, you

are worthy of rescuing these misguided, but brave men ;" hearing which

Janamejaya began to fight Yama, after crying out to his victims, "
0,

sinners ! become the slaves of Ugr&yudha."—62-66.

Strange to say, Janamejaya vanquished his foe and captured Yama,

along with hells and their tortures.— 67.

The God of Death, becoming pleased at the end, gave the knowledge

of emancipation to Janamejaya, after which all the Nipas went to Lord

Krisna.—68.

One who hears their history does not die an unnatural death, but

attains bliss in both the worlds.—69.*

Now the family from Dhfim ini—another queen of Ajamldha.

The translation of verses 02-89 is tentative only. The passage is very obscure,

and not found in many Mas,
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Ajaraidha begot from his wife, Dhumini, the learned Yuvinara, who

became the father of Dhritiman, who begot Satyadbriti, the father of

the valiant Dridhanemi.— 70.

Dri()hanemi became the father of Sudharmn, who begot the illustrious

S&rvabhauma, who became the world-emperor, and Mah&paurava was

born in his famous family. Mahapaurava begot the King Rukmaratha,

the father of Sup&rsVa, who begot the righteous Sumati, the father of

Sannatimfina, who begot Krita, who became the disciple of Hiranyan6bhi

Kausalya.- -71-75.

This Krita was the promulgator of twentyfour kinds of Sama Vedic

SamhitS, and the chanter of these Samas came to be known as Eastern

KfirtisamagAs.— 76.

Ugrayudha was the son of Krita, and was known as K&rti. He was

the promoter of his family, and it was he who killed the father of Prithu

by his valour.—77.

That father of Prithu was Nila, the king of the Ponchala, and Ksema

the renowned, was the son of Ugrayudha.- 78.

K§ema was the father of Sunitha, who begot Nripaijaya, the father

of Viratha. This completes the line of the Paurava Kings.— 79.

Here ends the forty-ninth chapter describing the Paurava dynasty.

CHAPTER L.

Sfita said :—Ajamtdha begot from Nilini, Nila, who was the father of

Sut&nti, through his severe austerities. Surfanti begot Purujnnu, the father

of Prithu, who begot BhadrAsVa. Now listen to the progeny of BhadrasVa.

He had five sons, namely, Mudgala, Jaya, Brihadis'u, Javihara and Kapila.

They all five, it is heard, were the kings in different parts of the Panch4la

and ruled with righteousness. Hence their country was called Panch&la,

or ruled by the five. Thus we have heard.— 1-4.

The sons of Mudgala became Brahmanas from Ksatriyas and were

founders of the family of Maudgalyas. Maudgalas and Kfinvas, mentioned

before, were the followers of the school of Angira.—5.

Mudgala begot the renowned Brahmi§tha, the father of Indrasena,

who begot Vindhy&sVa, the father of a pair of twins, called Divod&sa and

the daughter Ahily&, from his wife Menakd.—6-7.

Ahilya* begot the famous Risi, fJat&nanda, who was the son of Sarad-

vfin*.— 8.
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^atananda begot Satyadhriti, who was a famous archer. He was the

father of Amoghavirya.-— 9.

At the si glit of a nymph, Satyadhriti cast his seed in a pool of water,

out of which, one son and a daughter were born.— 10.

At the same time, King Sfintanu chanced to go for a hunt and, seeing

the babies, took pity on them and brought them with him.— 11.

All those sons of ^aradvana came to be known as Gautamas. Now
the family of Divod&sa will be narrated.— 12.

Mitrayu was the son of Divodasa, and he begot Maitreya, the founder

of the family of Maitr&yanas. They were all K^atriyas, but became Bh&r-

gava Brahmauas, belonging to the gotra Yati. King Chaidyavara was the

son of Maitreya.— 13-14.

Chaidyavara became the father of the learned Sudasa, who begot

Ajamlcjha the second, the father of Somaka, who begot Janta. From him,

a hundred sons were born in the line of Ajamicjha and Somaka. When
Somaka was killed, then Dhuminl, the wife of Ajamidha, practised most

trying and rigid penances on the loss of her promising son. She went to

sleep, after duly performing Agnihotra and finishing her meals.—15-18.

Ajamidha then enjoyed himself with DhQmini, when she begot smoke

colored Rik$a, the valiant, Riksa begot Samvarana, the father of Kuru, who

forsaking Prayaga, built up Kuruksetra. He practised long asceticism to

call India, who at last appeared before him out of fear and granted him

a boon.—15-21.

It is for this reason that Kureksetra is so sacred. The faimly of

Kuru multiplied ; the members of which came to be known as the Kaura-

vae. The five favourite sons of Kuru, viz.,— Sudbanva, Jahnu, Parlksita,

Prajana and Arimardana were all very pious and illustrious.— 22-23.

Sudhanva begot Chyavana, who was very learned, and he became

the father of ftiksa, who begot Krimi, the great ascetic, who was the

father of Chaidyoparichara, also known as Vasu. He ' was a remarkable

warrior like Indra, and had the power of traversing the sky. He begot

from Girika the following seven issues, named Mah&ratha, known also as

Brihadratha, King of Magadha (Bihar) ; Pratiadrava ; Kutfa ; Harivahana

;

was the fourth ;
Yaju was the fifth

;
Matsya and a daughter, named KaJi

who was the seventh. Brihadratha was the father of Kusagra, who hegot

Vrisabha, the father of King PunyavAna, who begot the King Punya, the

father of Satyadhrita, who begot Dhanusa, the father of Sarva, who begot

Sambhava, the father of the King Brihadratha. Brihadratha*s son was

born in two parts, which Jara joined together (Sandhita), who, on account
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of being joined by Jarft, came to be known as Jarasandha. He was the

conqueror of all the K§atriyas.—24-32.

Jarasandha begot the illustrious Sahadeva, the father of the

illustrious Somavi, who was a great ascetic. Sutairava was the son of

Somavi. Thus the Kings of Magadha have been described.—33.

King Jahnu was the father of the King Suratha, who begot Vidu-

ratha, the father of Sarvabhauma, who begot Jayatsena, the father of

Ruchira, who begot Bhauma, the father of Tvaritayu, who begot Akrodhana,

the father of Devatithi, who begot Daksa, the father of Bhimasena, who

begot Dilipa, the father of Pratipa, who was the father of three sons, viz.,

Devapi, Santanu, Bahllka. Bahlika was the father of the seven sons,

known as BahlisVaras. Devapi, forsaken by his subjects turned a muni.

—34-39.

The Risis asked :—Suta ! Why was the King Devapi forsaken by his

subjects. For what fault of his did the subjects not accept him ?"—40.

Suta said :—That prince Devapi became a leper, and that is why he

was forsaken by everybody. Now I will narrate the future family of

Santanu (as given in the Bhavi§ya Parana).—41.

King gantanu was a very learned physician, and was highly

accomplished. It is laid down in the books on medicine that by his

mere touch even the patient suffering from a most dreadful disease would

be instantly cured and become young. He was for that reason known as

dantan u. He married the sacred Ganges. —42-44.

Note.—Sintanu means the healer of the body.

dantanu begot, from JShnavi, the famous Devavrata ; and from

his second wife, Satyavati, the daughter of a fisherman, he begot Kali and

Vichitravlrya.* The favourite and sinless son of fckntanu, namely, Vichit-

ravirya, had died childless, and, consequently, Krisna Dvaipayana was

appointed to produce a son on the widow of Vichitravirya. He thus

begot three sons, named Dhritarastra, P&ndu, and Vidura. Dhritarastra

begot one hundred sons, from Gandhari.— 45-47.

Of his hundred sons Duryodhana was the most remarkable. Pancju

had Kunti and Madri as his wives.—48.

Then Panqlu became the father of the five sons, given to him by the

Devas, viz., Yudhis(hira, from Dharma
;
Bhima, from Vayu, Arjuna, from

Indra. From his second wife, Madrl, Pan(Ju got Nakula and Sahadeva,

through the two gods Adwini.—49-50.

* This Satyavati, while still a maiden, had given birth to Vedavyssa, through Ris

i

Par&aara.
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The five sons of Paocju had Draupadt, as their common wife, from

whom Yudhi§(hira begot Prativindbya, Bhtma begot ^rutasena, Arjuna

begot fkutaklrti, Sahadeva begot $ruta Karm& and Nakula begot ^atanlka.

Thus Draupadi begot those five sons to the PSgcJavas, and they are known

as Drauapadeyas. The five Pan<Javas also begot another half a dozen

sons, in addition to those five born of Draupadi. They are known as

Pancjaveyas to distinguish them from Draupadeyas. Thus, Bhlma begot

from the Asura girl Hi(Jamb6, a son, called Ghatdtkacha and Sarvaga

from Kfidl ; Sahadeva begot Suhotra from his wife Madri ; and Nakula from

Karenumati begot Niramitra. Arjuna begot from Subhadrfi, Abhimanyu,

and Yudbietfiira begot a son, named Yaudheya, from Devakl.—51-56.

Pariksit, the conqueror of enemies' towns, was the 6on of Abhi-

manyu, and he became the father of Janamejaya, the Pious. When
Janamejaya favored Risi Yajnavalkya, whom he appointed as his Brahma

priest at the Sacrifice, then the sage Vaiaampfiyana cursed him to

the effect :
" The innovations introduced by you 0 man of perverted

intelligence, will not be respected. They will be honored only so long as

thou wilt remain on earth.'
1—57-59.

Thus all the subjects, seeing the Victory of Keatriyas over the

Br&hmau&s, flocked round the King Janamejaya. From that day's curse

the priests officiating at sacrifices performed by Keatriyas began to decline

and refused to attend on occasions of their sacrifices.—60-61.

When, after finishing the sacrifice of Prajapati, on a full-moon day,

Janamejaya was entering the hall of Sacrifice, he was prevented from

doing so, by Vaisampayana, but the former did not heed him. On the

contrary, Janamejaya, the son of Pariksit, after performing two Asva-

medha sacrifices, became a great Vajasaneyaka, and went to the forest

on account of his being cursed for entering into hostility with the

Br&hmanas.—62-64.

Satanika, the son of Janamejaya, was very valiant; and he was

anointed and proclaimed king by Janamejaya ; S^at&nika begot the most

illustrious Adhisoma Kri§na,* by performing asVamedha sacrifice.—65-66.

Suta said : —Ri§is ! This Adhisoma Krisna is reigning now ; and it

is in his reign that you have engaged in this big sacrificial session, of

which three years have passed in Puekara and two years in Kuruksetra

and Drirfadvati.—67.

The IJisis said :—SfUa ! all this is past history now. We wish to hear

something about the future kings. Pray tell us about the kings who will

• Mr. Pargiter, in his Dynasties of the Kali age, p. 4, note 10, says that the correct

is " Adhisima Krisaa"

ft)
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be the rulers of the land. Be pleased to tell us their names and duration

of their reigns; please also tell us the extent of Satya, Tretft, Dv&-

para and Kaliyugas, and also explain to us about the prosperity, adversity

and vices of those ages."—68-71.

S&ta said :—tlisjs ! listen, while I narrate all which have not yet

come to pass, as told to me by Vyasa, of untiring energy, both with

regard to the future Kaliyuga and the Manvantaras. After that, I shall

tfcll you of the future kings.—72-73.

I shall narrate the kings who are to be in the families of Aila and

Iksvaku, as well as in the family of Paurava, among whom, the auspicious

stock of the Aila and Iksvaku families was established. All that I shall

declare, as mentioned in the Bhavi$ya [Purfina].—74.

Besides these, other kings will also arise, belonging to the castes of

Ksattras, Parasavas, and fcSudras as well as those who are outside these

[foreigners]; namely, Andhras, l^akds, Pulindas, Chulik&s, Yavan&s,

Kaivartas, Abhlras and &ibaras, and those having a Mlechchha origin, t

shall declare those kings, according to their succession and by name.

—75-76.

Note:—According to Mr. Pargifcor, these lines follow after the words " Mleohoha

origin
M

viz., Panravas, Vibihotras, Valdlsas, Ave (PanchaUs?) Kosalas, Mekalas, Koa'alas,

Paandras and Srasphrakas, Snnidharmas, Sakas, Nipas."

Adhisoma Kj-isna is the first king, and I shall first relate to you

his dynasty, as told in the Bhavisya [Purftna].—77.

Adhisoma Krisna shall have Vivak^u* for his son, and after Hastin fi-

pura is washed away by the Ganges, the latter shall make Kausarabi his

capital, and he shall be the father of eight powerful sons.—78-79.

Bhthi will be the eldest and shall beget Chitraratha, the father of

l^uchidrava, who shall beget Vrisniman, the father of King Susena, who

shall beget Sunitha, (the father of Rueho, who will be) the father of

Nrichak$u,t who shall beget Sukhlbala, the father of Pavisnava, who will

beget Sutapa, the father of Medh>ivi ; and Puranjaya will be the son of

the latter, and the father of Urva, who- shall beget Tigmatma, the father of

Brihadratha, who shall beget Vasudama.— 80-85.

Vasudam& will be the father of Satanlka, who will beget Udayana,

the father of the brave Vahinara.—86.

Dandaptoi will be the son of Vahinara and the father of Niramitra,

who shall beget K^emaka. The following eftoka has been sung by the

* Another reading is Nichakau.

\ Another reading Is Ufoa. Another reading is Snohidratha.
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ancient prophets " The source of Brahma-Ksatra stock the family

honored by Devarsis, will come to conclusion in the Kali age, when it

reaches King Ksemaka."—87-88.

Suta said :—{ligis ! I have narrated to you this dynasty of Pauravas

who descended from Arjuna, the son of Pancju.—89.

Here ends the fiftieth chapter describing the dynasty of the

Pauravas up to Ksemaka.

CHAPTER LI.

The (iisis.—0! Suta! Pray tell us about those Agnis or Fires

which are honored amongst the twice-born, and narrate the history of the

descendents of that dynasty in detail.— 1.

Suta.—Risis ! In Svayambhuva Manvantara, Agni AbhimanI (the

presiding spirit of Fire), was born from the mind of Brahma, and SvahA

was his wife- She gave birth to Pavaka (Subterranean), Pavamana

(Terrestrial) and Suchi (Celestial) Fires. Pavamana or Terrestrial Fire is

produced by friction, and Pavaka (Subterranean) Fire produces the mag-

netic fire, called Vidyuta.—2-3.

($uchi is also called Saura (Solar or Celestial Fire). These fires

are known as Stb&varas or Fixed Fires. Havyavaha is the son of

Pavamana.—4.

Pavaki, Saharak§a and Havyavahamukha are sons of Pavaka,

Pavamana and £5uchi respectively. The Havyavahamukha Agni is

sacred to the Devas, and the first-born of Brahma (Pavam&na) is the Fire

sacred to men. —5.

Saharaksa is the Agni sacred to the Asuras. These three Fires

belong to the three classes. Their sons and grandsons number forty.—6.

They are now described and named separately. Parana (Pavamdna),

the Fire of human beings (Laukika), is the first-begotten of BrahmA, and

Brahmanandana known also as Bharata, was the son of Pavam&na. Havya-

vfiha is also known as VaitfVanara Agni. He died while carrying Havya

offerings to the Gods. He being dead, the son of Atharvan (Angirasa) pro-

duced the Fire Puskarodadhi (produced by the churning the cloud), which

is known as Atharva Alaukika Agni and also as Dakstaa Agni, by non-

rubbing.—-7-9.

Atharvan was begotten from Bhrigu, and Angiras was the 6on of

Atharvan, who begot the above-mentioned Alaukika Daksina Agni.—10,
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Pavamana is called Nirmatbya Agni, also produced by (rubbing fire

—

sticks or) any friction, and the same is known as Gdrhapatya Agni or

Household Fire, the first fire amongst the Brahmanas.— 11.

He produced, from Samsati, two sons, named Sabhya and Avasathya,

then Havyavahana was enamoured of sixteen rivers. The-twice born call

this Agni Abhimfinl Ahavaniya Fire also.—-12.

The sixteen above-mentioned rivers are :

—

Kaveri, Krisnaven!, Narmada, Yamuna, Godavari, Vitasta, Chandra-

bbaga, lravati, Vipasa, Kauthki, S^atadru, Sarayti, Sitd, Manasvini, Hradini

and Pavani.

After dividing his body into sixteen different parts, he dallied with

these sixteen river-goddesses, when he was attracted towards Dhisnyas.*

Produced from these Dbi§nyas was the progeny known as Dhi§nus.

Since they were the sons of Dhisnyas, they are called Dhi§nus.— 13-16.

All the sons of the rivers made friends with these Dhisnyas. Listen

now about the Viharanlyas (those which are removable from the altar; and

Upastheyas (those which are fixed in their places and worshipped there),

amongst them. Vibhu, Pravabana and Agnidhra are fixed in their altars,

while the remaining Dhisnus are shifting and moving, and taken from

their places when some auspicious occasions arise. Hear the names of

Anirdesya and Anvarya Agnis, in order.—17-18.

Vfisava and Krietenu are both the Agnis of Dvitiya and Uttarct vedt

(altars). Samrat was the son of Agni, and the Brahmanas worship these

eight Fires.—19.

Parjanya and Pavamana are also Agnis and are seen on the Dvitiya

altar. Pavakosna and Samuhya are the Agnis found in the North or

uttara altar.—20.

Havyasfida and Asararijya are both known as ^amitra. ^atadhama

and Sudh&jyoti are described as Raudraisvarya agnis. Brahmajyoti and

Vasudhama are said to be BrahmasthSnfya. The Upastheya Agni by

Ajekapfidais known to be ^al&mukha.— 21-22.

Anirdesya and Ahirbudhnya are carried to the south. The Br&h-

manas say that these Upastheya Agnis should be worshipped by all.—23.

* Dhiyiya.—A sort of subordinate or side altar, generally a heap of earth, covered

with sand, on which the fire is placed, and of which 8 are enumerated, vi«., besides the

Agnidhriya [in the Agnidhra], those in the Sadas belonging to the Botri, the Maitra-

varuna or Pra-ia*trU the Brdlimandchchansin, the Potri, Netfri, and Achchd-vdka and the

M&rjdUya, (Mbnier-WilUams' 8anskrit-Bnglish flictionary.)
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Now I shall describe the Viharantyas and their eight sons. Barbiaa

Agni, the carrier of sacrifice, was the son of Hotriya.—24.

Pracheta Agni is the son of Prasarfisya. He is the second

Agni. SamsabAyaka VisVeveda is the son of Agni, called Br&hman&

chains!—25.

Sv&mbha Agni is described having its origin in the waters. His

name is Setu. These Dhisnya Aharana (shifting) Agnis are worshipped

along with the Soma in the Soma sacrifice by Brfihmanas.—26.

The good call Pavaka Agni to be Yoga, and that Agni is worshipped

along with Varuna at the time of purificatory bath.—27.

Agni, the son of Hridaya, that digests the food, is known as Man-

yuman, Jajharagni, and Vidhagni.—28.

The Agni that is produced spontaneously by friction and consumes

all beings, is the son of the Agni Manyuman, called Ghorasamvartaka.—29.

This Agni dwells in the ocean, drinking water, in the mouth of

Vadava (? oceanic volcano), and the son of Samudravasi (oceanic fire) is

Saharaksa.—30.

Saharaksa Agni resides in the houses of the people, and fulfils their

desires. Kravyada Agni, the son of Saharaksa. devours the dead (i.e., the

funeral fire).—31.

These are the sons of Pavaka Agni, as related by the Brahmanas.

Their sous, through Sauvlrya, were stolen by the Gandharvas and the

Asuras.—32.

The Agni obtained by the rubbing of Arani went to dwell in the

sacrificial fuel. This fire is called Lord Ayu, in which sacrificial victims

are immolated.—33.

Ayu begot Mahimana, the father of Dahana. This Dahana is the

presiding Fire in Pakayajna domestic sacrifices, and eats the fire oblations

made into it ; and it eats also offerings made to the Devas and the pitris.

His son is Sahita Adbhuta, who is very celebrated.—34-35.

He eats the offerings, &c, made at Prayaschitta (atonement). He
(Adbhuta) is the father of a portion of the heroic Devamaa, known as

the Great.—36.

Vividh&gni was born of the Vira Dev&msa, who begot Mah&kavi.

Arka, the second son of Vividhftgni, begot eight 6ons.—37.

He who is known as Rak§oh&yatikrit is the presiding deity in all

&£mya sacrifices. The second son is Surabhi 'the fifth); Rukmavan (the
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sixth); Vasumlin (the third), Aunada (the fourth), HaryasVa (the fifth),

Pravargya 'the seventh), and lastly Ksemavana (the eighth), and including

the progeny of Suchi Agni, these are fourteen.—38-39.

Thus have been described the Fires, which were employed in sacrifices

in previous world periods by the Devas, along with the Y&rafis (a class

of gods).—40.

These Agnis were the presiding deities of sacrifices in Sv&ymbhuva

Manvantara. Now, these are subsidiary fires, shifting from one altar to

another and roaming among animate and inanimate beings.—41.

They were the presiding deities of altars and were known as

Agnidhra Fires in ancient times, and were then carriers of sacrificial

offerings, and were employed in those days, and may be employed in

present days in voluntary (Kamya) and occasional (naimittika) rites.

—

42.

They were worshipped in the first Manvantara by l^ukras, Yam$s

and Devas.-—43.

Thus have been described the altars and the sources of the various

Fires ;
they should be known as existing in the seven Manvantaras, begin-

ning with Svarochis and ending with Savarua.—44.

Thus have been described the Agnis of the past Manvantaras. Now
will be described the characteristic marks of the Fires to be worshipped

in the present and the future Manvantaras.—45.

In all Manvantaras, these Fires, along with Y&m&s and Devas, make

their appearance in various forms and for diverse objects.—46.

These Fires live along with future Devas ; and thus I have described

the Past Agnis ; what more do you wish to hear now, 0 Risis.—47.

Here ends the fifty-first chapter describing the dynasty of Agni.

CHAPTER L1I.

The Risis said :
—

" Sfita ! Be good enough to relate to us the

difference between Virtue (Dharma) and Vice (Adharma) in detail, as

explained by the Lord Visnu, at the respectful enquiries of the King

Vaivasvata Manu."— 1.

Sdta.
—

" Ridifl! Lord Janardaua, in the form of Fish, has explained

at length Karma Yoga and Sankhya Yoga to Manu, the most illustrious

son of the Sun, at the time when the world was a vast sheet of water.
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He explained them at length the first creation and the destruction of the

world."—2-3.

A'ote.—Karma Yoga=Performance of wordly and religions rites. 84nkhya here meant

itkm Toga, as opposed to Karma Toga.

Hearing those words of the sage, the Risis cried out :—"Suta ! We
are also most eager to understand the characteristics of Karma Toga,

because, Oh Pious Suta, there is nothing concealed from you in this world,

and you are the knower of all."—4.

Suta :—Ris*is ! I repeat the Karma Yoga, as taught by Visnu.

Karma Yoga is superior to a thousand Jnana Yogas, because Jnana Yoga

is produced by Karma Yoga, and from Jnana Yoga, one attains the final

emancipation. The divine knowledge of Brahma springs from Karma
Yoga and Jnana combined. Jnana Yoga in its turn does not arise without

Karma Yoga.—5-6.

A'ote.—Jfiina Yoga=contemplation. Akarma J3iiuu=Renunciation.

Consequently a person devoted to Karma Yoga attains to eternal

Truth. The entire Veda is the fountain-head of all Dharma ; so also the

conduct of those good men who know the Vedas is also a root from which

Dharma arises.— 7.

The eight spiritual qualities must exist in pre-eminence, in order to

produce Dharma:—They are,—(I) Clemency to all living beings, (2)

forbearance, (3) protection of him who seeks aid in distress, (4) freedom

from envy in the world, (5) external and internal purification, (6) to calmly

meet sudden emergencies in all works, (7) not to exercise niggardli-

ness in the case of the distressed and with regard to one's earnings, (8) not

to hanker after the riches or the wives of others.—8-10.

The above eight spiritual qualifications of the soul are enumerated

by those learned in the Puranas, and the possession of these qualities is

essential which is, for Kriyfi Yoga, the means to the attainment of Jnana

Yoga.—11.

None in this world attains Jnana without Karma Yoga
; consequently,

the duties enjoined by the £$ruti and Smriti ought to be closely followed

with diligence.—12.

Every day one ought to perform the five sacrifices, ns., (1)

worshipping the Devas, (2) the Pitris, (3) feeding men (4) and the lower

creatures, (5) and honouring the Risis.—13.

The learned, according to the prescribed rites, ought to (1) adore the

Devae by performing sacrifices to the fire, (2) worship the ftisis by the
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recitation of the Vedas, (3) the Pitris by Sraddha offering, (4) the men by

showing hospitality to guests, (5) honour all lower living creatures

by scattering food for them on the ground, as described in Balikarma —
14.

To ward off the five sins by which the animal life is accidentally

destroyed by a house-holder, viz., (1) the threshing of the grain, (2) grind-

ing of condiments and grain, (3) lighting the fire-place, (4) fetching water,

by the water-pot, (5) sweeping by the broom ; the above five sacrifices

have been laid down.— 15.

By the above-mentioned five deeds the householder commits the five

sins that are known as panchaguna ; and he does not go to heaven without

freeing himself from the sins, which are wiped out by the performance of

the five sacrifices mentioned above.—16.

The twenty-two as well as the eight Samsk&ras laid down in the

law-books, put together, do not lead to emancipation if the man does not

possess the eight spiritual qualifications mentioned above.— 17.

Consequently, a man possessing these qualifications ought to perform

the rites laid down in the Vedas and should support the cow and the

Brahmanas with his wealth, and always do good to others and should be

well-conducted.—18.

One ought to worship Siva (Vasudeva) containing within Him
Brahma, Visnu, the Sun, Rudra, and the Vasus, by means of cows, land,

gold, cloth, incense, flower-garland and water.— 19.

One should devoutly, free from jealousy, worship Siva (Vftsudeva),

according to the prescribed rites, and observe fasts and vows. Siva (Vfisu-

deva) is supersensuous, peaceful, unman ifest, subtle, all-pervading, eternal.

And the whole universe is His form. All the following Devas are

his manifestations :—viz., Vasudeva, Lord of the universe. Brahma,

Visnu, the adorable Sun, Siva, the eight Vasus, the eleven lords of hosts

(eleven Rudras), the Lord of the Lokap&las, Pitris, and the Matriganas.

—

20-21.

These above-mentioned Devas are said to be the powers of God.

These powers include all moveable and immoveable objects and belong to

that Supreme Spirit who is the root of Brahm&, Visou, Siva and the Sun
;

and who is said to be the overlord of the Unmanifested (Prakriti).—22.

He who has adored all the four (Brahma, Sfirya, Visnu and Siva)

without observing any difference among them, has worshipped, in fact,

the whole universe, including the moveable and the immoveable.—23.
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He who is the supreme abode of Brahma and the rest, in whom

all the three (Vedas) reside, He is Pu?am, the personification of Vedas

,

and consequently he should be worshipped with great diligence.—24.

These Deities, Brahmfi, Ac, should be worshipped by feeding the

fire and the Brfihmanas. Moreover, they should be adored by utterance

of mantras, sacrifices, gifts, penances, fasts, silent recitation of the sacred

name, and by fire oblation.—25.

For those who are devoted to the above-described Kriya Yoga* and

who love the Vedanta, the Sraritie and the Sastras and who are afarid

of sinful deeds there is nothing in this world as well as in the next

which is beyond their reach, such people attain everything.—26.

Here ends the Fifty-second Chapter describing the Kriyd Yoga.

CHAPTER L1IL

The Rials.—Sfita ! Be pleased to describe to us the number and

bulk of all the Puranas in due order and in detail and also about the

giving of gifts and charity (Dana Dharma).—1.

Sfita.—I shall tell you exactly what the Universal Soul, the ancient

Male Lord, said to the King Vaivasvata Manu.— 2.

Lord said to Manu ! Brahma remembered in the beginning first the

Puranas among all the fJastras. So Puranas are the first among the

Sastras. Afterwards, Brahma uttered out the four Vedas from His four

mouths.—3.

There was only one Pur&na in the beginning of the Kalpa. It was

alone the means of the accomplishment of the three ends of roan (Dharma,

Artha and Kama\ And it was the only holy book consisting of thousand

millions of stanzas.—4.

When all the regions perished by fire at the Great Dissolution,

then I recited the four Vedas, with their six Angas as well as the Puranas,

the manifold Nyayas, the Mlin&msas and the Dharma&stra. In the begin-

ning of the new age, I immersed myself in the furious waters, at the time of

dissolution of the* universe and explained them fully to Brahma, Who in

His turn revealed them to the Devas and the sages, after which they spread

all over the world. Therefore, the Puranas became the source of all other

Sastras. Later on, seeing the neglect of the Purana under the changed

circumstances, I repromulgated them in every yuga, through my partial

incarnation of Vyasa. In every Dw&para yuga I compiled the Pur&nas to
St
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the extent of 4 lacs of alokas, and spread them in the world after dividing

them into eighteen. Even now the bulk of the Pur&na extends to a hun-

dred crore verses in the Deva Loka. On the universe, however, its bulk is

abridged only to 4 lacs of slokas, and is divided into eighteen Puranaa

—

5-11.

Suta.—Hear, 0 Risis ! the names of the different eighteen Pur&nas.

I shall enumerate them to you, as they were described to Marichi by

Brahma.—12.

(1) The Brahma Purdna.—Brahma Pur&na contains 13,000 slokas.

One who writes and gives it away in charity, along with a cow and water,

in the month of Vaisakha, on the full-moon day, passes his days in

Brahraaloka, in happiness.—-13.

(2) The Padma Purdw*—At the time when this universe came out

of the cosmic waters, in the beginning of the Lotus Kalpa, and in the form

of a golden lotus, then the Padma Purana was revealed, describing that

creation, and it is called Padma Purana by the wise. And it consists of

55,000 slokas.— 14.

One who gives away Padma Purana in charity, along with a golden

lotus and sesamum, in the month of Jyai§(ha, gets the benefit of perform-

ing an asVamedha sacrifice.—15.

(3) The Viwu Purctyta.—Similarly, the rules of virtue laid down by

Par&rfara, for the period when there was the Varaha incarnation of Visnu,

in the beginning of Var&ha Kalpa, form the Visnu Purana.—16.

That Purana contains 23,000 slokas, and one who gives it away in

charity, along with a cow and clarified butter, in the month of Arfa(Jha, on

the full-moon day, is purified of all sin and goes and rests in peace in the

region of Varuna.— 17.

(4) The V&yu Pur&va.—The rules of virtue laid down by Vfiyu, along

with the glory of Rudra, in the ^veta-kalpa, is known as Vayavtya Purana.

It contains 24,000 slokas.—18.

One who gives it away in charity, along with a cow, sugar and an

ox, to a Brahmana, whose family is large, on the day when R&kht thread

is tied on the wrist, in the month of ^ravana, goes and resides for a Kalpa

in the region of Siva.—19.

(5) The Bh&gavata Purdw.—The Purana which begins with the

description of the sacred Gayatri worship, and goes on to mention various

Dharmas and which contains a narration of the destruction of the demon
Vritrasura as well as an account of the famous men who flourished in the

Sarasvata Kalpa, is known as Bh$gavata.—20-21.
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One who writes Bhdgavata and gives it away in charity, along with

a golden lion, on the full-moon day, in the month of Bhddrapada, attains

final emancipation. It contains 18,000 slokas.—22.

(6) The bidradiya Purdna.—The Ndradtya Purdpa, containing 25,000

slokas is that in which NArada has described the Brihatakalpa and the

dbarmas of the Brihatkalpa.—23.

One who gives away this Purdna in charity, on the full-moon day of

Asvin, along with a cow, attains bliss, and is liberated from the cycles of

birth.—24.

(7) The M&rkaytdeya Purdna.—The Purdna which begins with the

story of the birds solving the difficulty of Dharma and Adbarma, and

which the pious sages explain in an answer to the question of the sage

(Jaimini), which has been described at great length by the sage Markan(}eya,

at the request of the (tirfis, and which contains 9,000 couplets, is known as

Mdrkancjeya Purdna.—25-26.

One who writes this Purdoa, and gives it away in charity, along with

a golden elephant, on the full-moon day, in the month of Kdrtika, attains

the benefit of performing Puncjarika sacrifice.—27.

8. The Agni Purdna.—The Purdna which commences with the

description of the Wana Kalpa, and which was a path of virtue revealed to

Agni by Vaslstha, is known as the Agneya Purdna, and contains 16,000

slokas.—28.

One who writes this Purdna and gives it away in charity, along

with a golden lotus, a cow and sesamum, on the full-moon day, in Mdr-

gaslrd, attains the benefit of performing 16,000 sacrifices.—29.

9. The Bhavitya Purdna.—The Purdna in which Brahma has des-

cribed the history of Aghorakalpa, the glory of the Sun, the existence

of the Universe, the characteristics of the aggregate multitude to Manu,

is known as the Bhavisya Purdna, and contains 14,500 Slokas.—30-31.

One who gives away this Purdna in charity, free from the feeling

of jealousy, on the full-moon day of Pau$a, along with a pitcher of raw

sugar, attains the benefit of performing the Agnis(oma sacrifice.—32.

10. The Brahmavaivarta Purdna.—The Purdna which commences

with the description of Rathdntara Ealpa, and in which S&varni Manu has

described to Ndrada the glory of Krisna and the history of the Rathdn-

tara Kalpa, and in which there is also a constant allusion to Brahmavardha,

is known as Brahmavaivarta Purdna, and contains 18,000 slokas.—33-34.

One who gives away this Brahmavaiyarta Purdna in charity to a.
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Brahmana, on an auspicious day, in the month of Mtgha, on the full-

moon day, goes and enjoys in the region of Brahma.—35.

11. The Lifiga Purdna.—The Purina in which &va explained the

virtues of Agni and the four Vargas, viz., Oharma, Artha, Kama and

Moksa, by manifesting Himself through the pillar of fire, which commen-

ces with the description of Agneya Kalpa, and which was uttered by

Brahma Himself, is styled Linga Purina, and it contains 11,000 slokas.

One who gives away this Purana, along with sesamum and cow in charity,

on the full-moon day, in the month of Phalguna, attains the form of and

similarity with Siva.—36-37.

12. The Vardha Purdna.—The Purina in which Visnu has described

the glories of the Great Boar to the goddess Earth, and which was recited

in connection with the Minava Kalpa, is known as the Variha Purina,

and contains 24,000 stanzas. —38-39.

One who gives away this Purina in charity, along with a golden

eagle (Grauda), cow and sesamum, on the full-moon day, in the month of

Chaitra, to a Brahmana with a large family, reaches the region of Visnu

by the favour of Varaha.—40.

13. Th« Skanda Purdna.—The Purana in which the six-faced Kir-

tika has expressed the virtues of High-class men and also about the worship

of Mahideva, is known as Skanda Purina. It commences with the des-

cription of the Mahesvara Dharmas, as found in the Satpurusa Kalpa,

and contains 81,100 ilokas, in this mortal region—41-42.

One who gives away this Purina, along with a golden trident, after

writing it out at the time of the Sun being in the 12th sign of the Zodiac

(Pisces), goes to the region of £}iva.— 43.

14. The V&mana Purdw.—The Purina in which the four-faced

Brahmi has related the glories of Trivikrama, and which describes the

three Vargas also to the Devas, after declaring the glory of Viraana, is

known as the V&mana Purina, and contains 10,000 rflokas. It describes

the Kalpa, and is auspicious. Following Kfirma Kalpa, one who gives it

away in charity, after writing it out neatly in the autumnal equinox, goes

to the region of Visnu.-—44-45.

15. The KHrma Purdna —The Purana in which Visnu has dwelt on

the glories of the four Vargas (Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa), in the

form of a Kfirma, in the Rasntala regions, before the sages, in connection

with the story of Indradyumna, where Indra was also present, through

his companion Indradyumna, is known as Kflrma-Purina, and is related

to Laksmi Kalpa. It contains 18,000 slokas.—46-47.
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One who gives it away in charity, along with a golden turtle, at

the time of the equinox, gets the benefit of giving away thousands of

cows.— 48.

16. The Matsya Purana.—The Pur&na in which the Lord has related

the glory of Nrisirnha to Vaivasvata Manu, at the beginning of the Kalpa,

with a view to propagate the Gratis, in the form of a fish, and in which

the Lord has also described about the seven Kalpas, is known, 0 sages, as

the Matsya Purana. It contains 14,000 ilokas. -49-50.

One who gives this Purana away in charity, along with a golden

fish and a cow, at the time of the summer solstice, acquires the benefit of

giving in gift the entire earth.—51.

17. The Garwfa Pur&na.—The Purana in which Krisna has described

the birth of Garuda out of the cosmic egg, in the Garu<)a Kalpa, is

known as Garuda Purana, and contains 18,000 rflokas.—52.

One who gives away this Purana in charity, along with a golden

flamingo, attains a place iu the region of fJiva, endowed with highest

perfection.—53.

(18) The Brahmdytda Pur&wa.—The Pur&na commencing with the

glory of the cosmic egg, and in which Brahm& has described the future

Kalpas as well as the history of the Universe to the Devas, is known as the

Brahmiuda Purana, and contains 12,200 dlokas.—54-55.

One who gives away this PurSna in charity, along with a yellow

woolen garment, and a golden cow at the time of Vyatip&ta, attains the

benefit of a thousand RajasQya sacrifices.—56.

Suta said :—Vy&sa, of wonderful activity, explained these eighteen

Puranas, to the extent of 4 lacs of slokas, to my father, and the latter

told me about it ; and I, O Risis ! have described the same to you.—57.

The venerable sage has abridged the Puranas for the sake of the

good of this world
;
otherwise, the entire Purana existing in the Deva Loka,

contains a hundred crore slokas.—58.

Upapurdvas—(1) Nrisirnha. shall now tell you about the

difference between the Puranas that exist in the universe and the secondary

Puranas. There is a mention of Nrisiinha in the Padma Purana, and the

18,000 ilokas (dealing with the history of Narasiinha) forms the N&reimha

Purana (which is one of the secondary Puranas).—59.

(2 y Nandt upapurdrja.—Where Swamikartika has described the

glory of the great goddess Nanda (the portion dealing with that), is known

as the Nandt Purana. —60.
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(3) 8&mba upapurdtja.—That Purftna in which Lord {Siva, taking

His most noble consort, Gaurl, as his audience, has related about the

future, as found in the Bhavisya PurSna and also is styled by the sages

as Samba Purana.--61.

(4) Aditya upapwdva.—The learned who know, say that the recitation

of the list of the Puranas dealing with the ancient Kalpa, is conducive to

glory, fame and long life. This is the order of the Pur&oas, as described

above. Similarly, the Aditya Upapur^na is also mentioned therein.— 62.

0 Risis ! the secondary Puranas have been deduced from the original

eighteen Puranas.—63.

The following are the five characteristics of the Pur&nas :—They

describe (1) the creation of the universe, (2) its genealogy and dissolution,

(3) the dynasties, (4) the Manvantaras, (5) the dynastic chronicles.—64.

The Puranas, with these five characteristics, sing the glory of Brahmfi,

Visnu, the Sun and Rudra, as well as they describe also the creation and

dissolution of the Earth.—65.

The four Vargas (Dharma, Artha, K&ma and Moksa) have also been

described in all the Puranas, along with evil consequences following

from sin.—66.

In the Satvika Puranas, there is largely a mention of Hari's glory.

In the Rfijas PurSnas there is the greater mention of Brahm&'s glory.

In the Tamasika Puranas, there is a mention of &va and Agni's glory.

In all kinds of Puranas, of all the three attributes, the glory of Sarasvatl

and the pitris have been described.— 67-68.

The great sage Vyasa, after compiling the 18 Pur&nas, indulged in

the composition of the story of Mah&bh&rata, in order to magnify their

bulk, which was an addition to the Puranas, by another lac of slokas. And

in which he has condensed the sense of the Vedas.—69.

The glorious story of R&ni&yana, sung by the sage Valmiki, at the

instance of Brahma, also extends to a hundred crore of slokas.—70.

Brahma narrated the original Ramayana to Ndrada ; the latter reveal-

ed it to Valmiki, who gave it to the world, and which is a means of giving

Dharma, K&ma and Artha. And in which way the famous epic exists in

the world, and contains 5,25,000 ilokas.—71.

The learned know of the Pur&nas of the ancient Kalpa. The recitation

of this list of the Puranas is conducive to prosperity, fame and long life.

He who reads or listens to it, gets wealth, reputation, long life and emanci-

pation.—72.
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This list is the most sacred. It is the giver of fame and the des-

troyer of sins. It is very dear to the pi Iris, and is prized by the Devas

as a nectar. It is external and destroyer of sin of all men.—73.

Here ends Fifty-third, OJiapter giving the list of Purdnas.and

Upapur&nas, and is known as the Anukrmanikd of the Purdnas.

Note.—It is a remarkable fact that this Parana does not mention the eighteen Upa-

puraoas, as they now exist. It gives the names of five such Upapnranas only, showing that

when this Parana was composed the other Upapnranas did not exist.

Sfita said :—Risis ! 1 shall now relate to you in full about the gifts

(Dana Dharma), vows (Vrata) and fasts, as explained by the Lord in the

form of fish. This narration is in the form of a dialogue between the

great Lord Siva and wise N&rada and also a mention of trivarga. (Dharma,

Kama and Artha). I shall relate exactly as the dialogue took place.—1-2.

In ancient times, N&rada questioned the Lord &va, who resides on

the summit of Kailfisa, has three eyes, and is the enemy and destroyer of

Cupid.— 3.

The Sage N&rada said :
—

" 0 Adorable God of gods ! 0 Ruler of

Brahmfi, Visnu and Indra ! pray tell me how one may become your devotee

or a devotee of Vi$nu and so attain wealth, life, health, beauty, luck, and

prosperity? Pray also tell me which Vrata is the giver of gradual

emancipation to married women or widows, possessing all good and

auspicious qualities."-1- 4-5.

Lord Siva said :—N&rada ! You have put a very useful question

for the benefit of all. Hear about the vow which is beneficial to widows.

There is a religious observance (Vrata) which is known as naksatrapurusa

Vrata, which should be devoutly kept. It (nakstrapurusa Vrata) is worship

of N&r&yana in the figure which should be made according to rule, having

feet, etc., and the names of Visnu should be recited.—6-7.

Note.—Nakstrapurusa—A figure of a man, on the limbs of which various asterisms are

marked.

The devotee should get an image of the Lord V&sudeva made accord-

ing to the instructions of the Brdhmana, and should then commence to

worship it from the month of Chaitra, at the time when the moon is in

the Mula\ etc.—8.

He should recite the following mantras on the various limbs, begin-

ning from the feet and ending with the hair of the figure :

—

(1) jfr RfWW Namo YisVadharaya—on the two feet, sacred to Mali asterism.

CHAPTER LIV.
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(J) i^r mn*m Namo anantAya—on the two ankles of the leg, sacred to Rohinf

asterism.

(S) ^ Namo Varadaya -on the two shanks, from the ankle to the knee, as well

as the two knees, sacred to the AsVini asterism.

(4) WT. ftm Namah SivAya—on the two thighs, sacred to the Pftrva AsAdha and

Uttara Asadha.

(5) n: Namah PafichasarAya-on the organ of generation, saored to Porva-

phAlguni and UttaraphAlguni.

(6) ii: *f Namah ftArngadharAya—on the waist, where Visnu should be wor-

shipped, saored to KrittikA asterism.

(7) H: WRj^iW Namah KesinisQdanAya—on the two sides of the ribs, saored to

Parvabhadrapada and UttarabhAdrapada.

(8) H: qftiqpm Namah DAmodarAya—on the two arm-pits, sacred to Revatf asterism.

-(•) H: TOfflV Namah Mfidhavaya—on the chest, saored to Annradha asterism.

(10) n: w<Nft«WWWW Namab AghaughavidhvamsakarAya—on the back, saored to

Dhanisthft asterism.

(11) n: jtqqvmfawm Namah 6riaankhachakrAsigadAdharAya--on the four arms,

sacred to Visakha asterism.

(1J) 11: 13|f*W Namah Madhusddanaya,— on the hands, saored to Hasta asterism.

(18)wvMm Namah SAmnAmadhisAya-on the tips of the finger, sacred to

Punarvasu.

(14) ii: l?«w Namah MatsyAya. Then the nails] of the Pish (Matsya) should be

worshipped, sacred to AslesA asterism. No mantra in the original.

(15) n: J*iN vfo mnft Namah Earmaya Kormasya Padan Saranam vrajami—

on the throat, and the feet of the Tortoise (Karma), saored to JyesthA.

(16) n: Namah VarAhAya—on the two ears, sacred to s'ravana asterism and

the Boar (Yaraha).

(17) n: ^NfR ^nwjrm Namah Nrisimhaya Danavasftdanaya-on the month, saored

to PusyA asterism—Man-Lion.

(18> n: mmmH Namah KArauavAmanAya - on the fore of the teeth, saored to

Sratl asterism and Vamana (Dwarf) avatara.

(10; m: Namah BhArgavanandanAya-on the gullet of the mouth, sacred to

Satabhisa asterism and Parasu Rama.

(JO)W TO* Namah RAmAya—in the nose, sacred to Magna asterism and Raghunan-

dana Rama.

(Jl) wr. ^nm i^n«n Namah Ramaya VighnrnitAksaya-in the eyes, saored to

M rigasira asterism and Bala RAma.

(M)H:3iW **W1 Namah BuddbAya SAntAya-on the forehead, sacred to ChitrA

asterism and Buddha.

(23) 11: Mtarcvfariftf Namah Visvesvara Kalkirapine -on the head, saored to

Bharaoi asterism and Kalki.

(24) n: Namah Haraye—on the hair, saored to ArdrA asterism and Purusottama.

—•-It.

On the day of the fast worthy Br&hmanas should be honored.-r-20.

On the completion of the Vrata, the devotee should give away a

beautiful and big golden mace, studded with pearls and other jewels, cows,
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garments, bedstead, Ac, to a pious Brahmana, versed in- the Samaveda.

The mace should be placed in a pitcher of water.—21-52.

Besides all that, the devotee should give away other things worthy of

being offered to a Brahmana, after which he should devoutly pray to the

Lord to fulfil his desires in the words :

u Manoratham nab Saphalikurusva

hiranya garbhachyutarudrartipin" 0 thou having the form of Brahma,

Visnu and &va, fulfill all ray cherished desires.—.23.

The image of Visnu along with that of Laksmt, should be given

away to the Brahmana and his wife, with a peaceful mind. So also should

be given a bedstead, made of wood, without any joints.—24

The devotee should recite the following :
—

" As the worshippers of

Visnu never get any sufferings or sin, so let me get beauty and health as

well as highest devotion towards Keiava ; as the house of the Lord is

never devoid of Laksmt, so my house, may never be bereaft of my consort

in all my life ; 0 Krisna."—25-26.

After that, the Brahmana versed in astronomy, should be dismissed

by giving away the image of the nak^atra purusa, along with clothes,

garland, sandal paste, Ac. The worshipper should abstain from salt and oily

food during all the twenty-seven days of his observance of the Vrata, and

should feed others according to his means, without giving way to miserli-

ness.—27-28.

The worshipper of the naksatra purusa attains all his desires, and

at the end passes his days in the region of Vi$nu with happiness. He
washes off all his sins as well as all the sins of his deceased ancestors

committed in»his present and past lives.—29-30.

The married woman or the man who reads or hears the story of this

observance with devotion, will free herself or himself from all the sins by

hearing and reading it. This observance confers many blessings on the

worshippers.—31.

Here ends the fifty-fourth chapter dealing with the observance called

nakfatrapuruqavrata.

Note.— The twenty seven Naksatras which are to be worshipped In the ceremonial In

the month of Chaitra commencing with the Moon when she is in the asterism, Mala, and

on successive twenty-six days, when she passes through different other astorisms are

shown in the Table opposite to this page which has been reproduced from Oolebrooke's

Bessys. The asterism, Abhijit, is no longer, counted amongst asterisms.
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CHAPTER LV.

Hearing all that N&rada said:
—"Lord! What should one, who,

owing to delicate health or otherwise, is not in a position to go through the

ordinauce of fasting just explained by you, do?"—1.

The Lord said :—One who is not in a position to keep up the fast

should take his meals in the night which will also give him everlasting

benefit.—2.

Hear about the Vrata, called Aditya Sayana Sankararchana ob-

servance, as described by the learned in the Pur&oas, as well as the

method of worshipping SJankara, on the conjunction of the moon with

particular asterism. That day is most auspicious which falls on a Sunday,

when there is Sankranti and the 7th -day of the dark fortnight and when

the moon is in the asterism Hasta. Ou that day, the images of Um& and

MahesVara should be worshipped, the former after reciting the names

of the God, Sun, and the latter along with the invisible form of &va.

—3-5.

There is absolutely no difference between &va and the Sun, and

consequently, the devotee, when worshipping the &va, uses the mantras

addressed to the Sun. They are as follows :—
With (l) jwfaim: Suryaya namah, let him adore the feet of the image, along with

Haeta asterism

;

With (2) in: Arkaya namah, the ankles, with Chitra asterism

;

With (3) Mffainnw Purufottamaya namah, the bhanks, along with Svati asterism

;

With (4) miF W Dhatre namah, the region of the knees, along with Vtfakha

asterism

;

With (5) qfwft ft: Sahasra Bhanave namah, the two thighs should be worshipped

along with Anuradha asterism

;

With (6) «*fgra «m: Anangaya namah, the generative organ, along with Jyes^hft

asterism

;

With v7) f*%n %rcw Indraya Somaya namah, the waist, along with Mnla asterism

;

With (8) twb£ wtmi*mm W Tvastre 8aptaturamgamaya namah, the navel, along

with Parva and Uttara Asadha asterism ;

With (9j Tiksiianisave namah, the arm-pits, along with Sravaoa asterism

;

With (10) fatal Vikartanaya namah, on the back, with the asterism Dhanis{ha;

With (11) wnfawira m: Ohvantavinaaanaya namah, in the eyes, with the Satabhisa

asterism

;

With (12) wmia *m: Chandakraya namah, on the arms, along with Pnrva and Utta-

rabhadrapada asterisms

;

With (18) qimwfaw Samnamadhisaya namah, the two hands, along with Revatf

asterism

;

With (14) icwm^TOl «m: Saptvasvadhorandharaya namah, the nails, along with

Asvlnt asterism

;
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With (15) m: Kafchoradhamne namah, on the throat, along with Bharani

aaterism;

With (16) «w: Divakaraya naomh, on the neck, with the Krittikfi aaterism ;

With (17) wribnq to Ambnjeaaya namah, on the lips, with the Rohiiii aateriam

;

With (18) to: Haraye namah, on the teeth, with Mplgaaira aateriam ;

With (19) tfkn to: 8avitre namah, the tongue, along with Ardra aaterism

;

With (20) TOrm to: SaipkarAya namah, in the nose, alocg with Panarraan aateriam

;

With (*D VHNwjpni m: Ambhoravallabhaya naroah, on the forehead, along with

PnayA aaterism

;

With (22) frroQwrffr to: Vedasarfradharipe namah, on the crown of the head, along

with the aaterism Asles ft

;

With (28) ftrofam Vibndhapriyaya namah, the ears, along with MaghA aaterism

;

With (24) friaitwspqun «w: Gobrahmanavandanaya namah, the eyea, along with

POrvaphfllgnni aaterism

;

With (25) fafawn to: Visvesvaraya namah, the eye-brows, along with the Uttara

phalgnni aaterism.—5-15.

Afterwards the devotee should pray to Siva :
" 0, Lord ! armed with

a noose, a hook, a trident, a lotas, a human skull ; and the wearer* of

the snake and the moon and the bow, I salute Thee. 0 Lord! the des-

tructor of Gaja, Demons, Cupid and Pura and Andhaka, etc., I salute

Thee."- 16.

The worshipper should also worship the different weapons (mentioned

above), and should salute the Lord by bowing down his head, with the

mantra VisVetfvaraya namah, and every day abstain from oil, flesh, green

vegetables and salt, and eat moderately.— 17.

After thus taking his meals in the night, the devotee, on the Punarvasu

asterism day, should put some rice, along with so'me ghee, in a vessel made

of fig-leaves. And should then give it away to the Brahmana, after putting

some gold in it. Then, on the seventh day of the fast, he should give to

the Brahmana a couple of raiments.—18-19.

On the day of the fourteenth repast after the fast, the worshipper

should feed the Brahmanas with raw-sugar, milk and clarified butter.—20.

And after that, he should get a golden lotus, eight fingers in length,

made with eight leaves and studded with gems, and bedecking it with

nice cloth, should give it away to a Brahmana, along with bedsheet,

pillow, utensils, shoes, chimara, a piece of mattress, looking-glasd, gar-

ments, fruit*, incense, bedstead, a cow with its horns covered with

gold and hoofs with silver, along with her calf and a vessel of bell-metal

for milching the cow. The cow must necessarily be given away on that

occasion.—21-25.

Then the devotee should pray to the Sun :
" God ! as Your house is
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172 THE MAT8YA PURAVAli:

not bereft of lustre, fortune and prosperity, similarly let mine be also in the

enjoyment of same blessings."—26.

" Lord ! who else is there, excepting Thyself, to grant me prosperity

;

onsequently, be pleased to safely and comfortably see me through this

mundane sea of trials and troubles."—-27.

After that prayer, the devtee should circumambulate and salute'the

Deity, and then dismiss the Br&hmana and send to his house ail the things

given in charity. None of them should be kept in the house of the

worshipper.—28.

Nothing should be said about this sacred observance to a blasphemer,

to a person of evil conduct, to a hypocrite, or to a false reasoner, for they

are liable to profane it. Doing so, would lead to sin.—29.

The self-controlled and the devout are worthy of being told about

the mystery of this observance. Those learned in the Vedas assert that it is

the destroyer of all sins and giver of all peace and happiness to men.—30.

Those women and men who observe this ordinance with devotion,

are never bereft of their sons and other dear ones. They attain the Divine

felicity, «nd are free from the curse of disease, grief and suffering.—31.

This ordinance was at first observed by Vasistha, Arjuna, Kuvera

and Indra. The mere recitation of this liberates one from all sins.—-32.

One who reads or hears about this Ravi Havana observance, endears

himself to Indra and helps his deceased manes to go to heaven from

hell.—33.

Here ends the fifty-fifth chapter describing the observance,

called Adityasayana Vrata.

CHAPTER LVI.

The adorable fJiva said:—I shall now explain to you about the

Kri$u&8taml Vrata (ordinance) which is the destroyer of all evils. This

fast gives victory, peace and emancipation to mon.

^ankara should be worshipped on the eighth day of the dark

fortnight in the month of Marga^irsa, ^ambhu, on the corresponding

day of-Pauaa, MaheaVara in Magna, Mab&deva in Phaiguna, Sthfinu

in Chaitra, Siva in Vairfakha, Parfupati in Jyaistha, Ugra in Asao^ha,

fJarva in Srfivana, Trayambaka in Bhadra, Hara in the month of Arfvina,

Irf&na in K&rtika. These puj&s should be performed every month, on all

the 8th days of the dark fortnight, 'the devotee should worship the
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Branmanas, and should observe a fast after giving away cow, land,

gold and cloth to thera, especially to the devotees of &va. In the

night time, Siva should be worshipped with Panchagavya and with

urine of the cow, clarified-butter, cow's milk, sesamum, barley, Kusa
grass, water, the water of the wasliing of the cows' horns, the leaves ~oi

Sirisa, arka (Calatropis gigantea), leaves of Bilva (aegle marmelos) and

curds.—1-6.

.Note.-—Pafichagavaya—Five products of the oow, taken collectively ; (.e., milk,

curds, clarified butter, urine and cowdung.

The worshipper should feast the learned and the pious, from M&rgtfi-

r§a after an interval of two -months, under the following trees :—asVatha

(the holy fig tree), vata (the banyan tree), udumbara (Ficus glomerata),

plaksa (the rose-apple), pal&sa (butea frondosa), jambu (eugenia jambo-

lana) ; and he should use the tooth-brush made of these trees to cleanse his

teeth on those days. An offering of arghya water and black cloth and

black cow should be made to the Deity, and at the conclusion of the fast,

curds, grain, canopy, flags and ch&mara, <$*>., should be given away in

charity.—7-9.

Br&hmanas should be given the five gems, along with a vase of water

and a black cow, gold and different kinds of cloths. If the worshipper

be not a position to give away all that, he should give a cow at all events.

CIose-fi6tedness should not be exercised in charity, for it leads to sin.

One who observes the Krisna$tami fa8t according to the rules laid down,

enjoys happiness after being venerated by the Devas, for 307 kalpas, in

the region of &va.— 10-11.

Here ends the fifty-sixth chapter dealing with the KfisvAstamivrata

to be observed on the eighth day of the dark fortnight of every month.

CHAPTER LVIL

Narada said :
—

" 0 Lord ! with moon as thy crest-jewel, pray tell

me all about the ordinance, the observance of which begets long lifej

health, fecundity of the race, kingdom, in several successive lives."— 1.

The Lord Siva said Narada ! I have already explained to you

about the ordinance that confers everlasting blessing on the devotee, and

I shall now also explain to you more clearly about it, as described by those

learned in the Pur&nas.—2.

Robinichandra sayanavrata is most sacred. The devotee should

worship the image of N&r&yana, after reciting the names of the moon ifl

observing it.—3,
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When the full moon day falls on Monday, or when the Rohini asterism

falls on the full moon day ; the learned should bathe with panchagavya

and mustard, and, after that, should recite " Apy&sva" Mantra for a

hundred and eight times.—4-5.

Note.—Apyasva—A Vedic Mantra.

The $udra also may observe this Vrata with extreme devotion, free-

ing himself from the company of all unbelievers, and should devoutly

salute the Gods, Moon and Vi$nu, with the following mantra, instead of

the Vedic one :—Somaya Varaday&tha Visnave cha namo namah.— 6.

After finishing his bath and the recitation (japa^ of the mantra, he

should return to his house and worship Madhusfidana, by offering fruits

and flowers and singing the names of Moon ($6ma), as given below.—7.

After reciting (1) %nm unmra to: Somaya Santaya namah, should be worshipped the

feet (of the Divine image), and after reciting (2; qn*im»»l to: Anantadhamne namah, should

be worshipped the shanks and knees, after reciting (8) oftn^raira: Jalodaraya namah, the two

thighs, and after reciting (4) iMwnsjffr to: Anantabahve namah, the organ of generation.— 8.

After reciting (5) vnrogQuqra to: Kamaya sukhapradaya namah, the waist of the moon

should be worshipped. After reciting (6j vyfogOT TO: Amritodaraya namah the stomach,

after re iting (7) TOgd TO: Sa^ankaya namah, the navel should be worshipped.— 9.

After reciting (8) to: Chandraya namah, the mouth should be worshipped, after

reciting (9) Ig*ufam« to: Dwijadhipaya namah, the teeth, after reciting (10) to:

Chandramase namah, the face (hasyam), after reciting (11) qflymrofiwra to: Kumudvantavana

priy4ya namah, the lips.— 10.

After reciting (12) TOPrRptnp* to: Vanausadhinasaya namah, the nose, after reciting

(1$) im^yw to: Anandabhutaya namah, the brows, after reciting (14) to:

IndivaraayAmakaraya namah, the eyes like lotus.— 11.

After reciting ( 15) TOW^wfi^iW to: Samastadhvaravanditaya namah and jnfiyiH to:

Daityanisudanaya namah, the two ears, after reciting (18) to: Udadhipriyaya

namah, the forehead,, and after reciting (17) jjwmSn?^ to: Susumnadhipataye namah, the

hair. -11.

After reciting (18) mgra to: Sasamkaya namah, the head of Murlri, after reciting (19)

fa^ivai to: Viaeavaraya namah, the coronet (of the Divine image). Rohini should also be

worshipped. The devotee, by praying :
44 O, Rohini, the beloved of the Lord, also known

under the name of Laksmi, O blessed one," should, offer sweet-smelling flowers, incense and

eatables, etc., and sleep on the floor in course of the night on getting up early in the

morning, and after taking his bath, he should offer a vase of water, gold and eatables

to the Brahman a, with the mantra in; qrafawn*: and then hear the recitation of some

sacred book (ltihasa),;for a couple of muhurtas (98 minutes), after taking twentyeight morse

Is of food with clarified butter, milk and urine of the cow, but devoid of flesh and salt.—

I 8-16.

Then he should worship the Moon- and Vi$nu with Kadainba, blue-

lotus, Ketaki, jasmine, lotus, sevatl, kuvaja, white kannair an^d champaka.

-16,
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Hari should be worshiped with all the various kinds of flowers that

bloom in various months, from the beginning of the month of Sravana.—17.

In this way, the devotee should go on with the worship, according

to the prescribed rites till the end of the year, after which he should give

away a bedstead, along with a mirror and other things in charity.—18.

Then he should make an image of Rohini and the Moon in gold.

The image of the latter should be six fingers in length and that of the

former four fingers. And he should give them away to a good Brahmana,

along with eight white pearls, white cloths, milk, some utensil of bell,

metal, rice, raw sugar, sugar-cane and fruits.—19-20.

He should also give away after that, a white cow, with its horns

plaited with gold and hoofs covered with silver and its back covered with

a cloth, along with utensils arid a couch.—21.

Afterwards, the worshipper should bedeck the Brahmana along with

his consort with fine clothes, &c, and should look upon him as the moon

in company of Rohini.— 22.

And he should then pray, " 0 Lord ! as Rohini shines in Thy bouse,

so. let my house, too, be full of lustre.—23.

0 Lord Moon ! as you bring happiness and emancipation to all, be

merciful enough to shower the same blessings on me ; and let my devo-

tion in you always remain firm."—24.

" 0 Lord Moon, grant me health and prosperity. I am afraid of

this world, and desire bliss at your hands."—25.

This ordinance is very dear to the Pitris, and the observer of it

attains the region of the moon, after being the lord of the three worlds for

307 Kalpas, and then gets final rest.—26.

The women folk, observing this fast, beget the same fruits, and are

liberated from the cycle of births.—27.

One who reads or listens to this form of ordinance, gets pure intellect

and goes to heaven where he is venerated by the Devas.—28.

Here ends the fifty-seventh ehapter describing the worship of

Bohinicha ndrasayanavrata.

CHAPTER LVHI.

Suta said :—The King Vaivasvata Manu asked the Lord, who was

lying in the water in the form of fish, to explain to him when should

the sacrifice be performed and what feasts should be employed therein,
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and what kind of altar should be made for the occasion to consecrate

a newly built tank, well and pool, grove and temple.— 1-2.

He also asked the Lord to explain what fees to the officiating priest,

and Sacred offerings to the Deity should then be made. What are the

proper time and place for this observance, and what preceptor should be

appointed.—3.

The Lord Fish said :—Hear, 0 Mighty-armed, the rules about

tanks, etc., as laid down in the Itihlsa and the Pur&nas, by knowers of the

Veda^. At the end of the summer solstice, the man performing the [cere-

mony should get the preparatory rites to the observance performed in an

auspicious bright fortnight, after consulting a Br&hmana.—4-5.

After that, he should get a nice Vedi (square altar), measuring four-

hands in length, with four openings made, near the tank, etc., to be

consecrated, in the north-eastern direction.—6.

A pandal (mancjapa), measuring sixteen hands, with four openings

should also be made, and then around the altar should be made pits

(gartas), five, seven or nine, but not more in number, one cubit deep and

three circles round them. The receptacle (yoni) of the altar should be

one span long and six or seven fingers broad.—7-8.

Note—Vitasti=A measure of length equal to 12 fingers (being the distance between
the extended thumb and the little finger.)

The gartas or pits should be seven in number, and the circles

should be three inches (parvas digits) in height. Flags and buntings

of the same colour should be on all sides.—9.

In all the four directions of the pandal, arches of the twigs of the

Advatha, Uolumbara, Plaksa and Va£a trees, should be made.—10.

Then eight Br&hmanas, versed in the Vedas, should be employed as

sacrificial priests (hot&), eight as warders and another eight as J&pakas.

—11.

Note—Jdpaka=One who muCters prayers.

The Br&hamana who has all the virtues in him, who is able to

restrain his passions and knows the mantras, is calm and belongs to a

good family, should be chosen to perform the functions of the priest

(Purohita).—12.

Water-pot and materials of sacrifice should be placed at each of the

gaitas (pits), after which a fan and a white ch&mara should be placed

on a big plate of copper.—13.

Afterwards, the family guru (Ach&rya) should scatter on the ground
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the different kinds of boiled rice and barley for presentation to the Gods,

after reciting the Vedic text.— 14.

The sacrificial posts should be made of the glomerous fig, measuring

three cubits, with closed fist, in length, of the hand of the sacrifices It

is also auspicious to get them made of the size of the worshipper.— 15.

Twenty-five Ritvijas (the eight Hotas, eight Dvarap&las, eight

Japnkas and one Purohita), arrayed in ornaments nf gold, should be

presented with golden ear-rings, armlets, rings and different kinds of

cloths, without making any difference between them. But the family

(Ach&rya^ should be worshipped with double the number of things offered

to the Ritvijas. After that, the worshipper should give away iu charity

the things liked by him the best, along with a bedstead.—16-17.

The turtle and the crocodile should be made of gold, the fish and

the unvenomous water-snake should be of silver, the frog and the crab of

copper, and the SitM.inS.ra (porpoise) fish of iron. AIL these things should

be prepared from before, 0 Lord of men.— 18.

Then the worshipper (yajam&na), bathed in the water of different

herbs, according to the Vedic injunctions, by those Veda- knowing priests,

should enter the sacred pavilion, wearing a garland of white flowers, white

garments and smeared with white sandal paste, through the western

arch, in company of his consort, sons and grandsons, etc.—19-20.

Then the learned should draw up a ring with powders of five colors

by uttering auspicious sound, while the music of drums is playing.—21.

Then a circle should be made, with sixteen spokes in it, and in

the centre a figure of a beautiful lotus of four leaves should be made.—22.

Afterwards, images of the planets and the regents of the world Bhould

be established in the proper directions on the different altars, after reciting

the Vedic hymns (prescrbed for the occasion).—23.

Then, images of the turtle and other water animals should be estab-

lished in the middle, after reciting the hymns of Varuna (the God of

waters\ and afterwards images'of the Deities, Brahma\, f>iva and Visnu,

should be established.—24.

After establishing the images of Ganeda, Laksmi and Ambik&, and

for the peace of the Universe, the images of the group of the Btiutas should

be established.—-25.

A/ote—Bhtita= Elements, demons.

Then the pitchers full of water should be covered with clothes, in-

censed with the odour of flowers and fruits.—26*

1*
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After garlanding the warders and putting sandal paste on them, the

Acharya priest should ask the warders (the Dv&rapala priests) by say-

ing " palhadhvam" to chant the Veda.—27.

In the east should be seated the Vahavrichas (the two priests versed

in the Iligveda), in the south the two Dvarapalas (learned in the Yajur-

veda), in the west the two Dvarapalas (learned in the Samveda), and in the

north, similarly, the two Dvarapalas (learned in the Athaiva-Veda).—28.

The worshipper should seat himself on the south side, facing the

north and the Acharya should ask the eight (Hot&) priests " Yajadhvam"

to commence the sacrifice ; and to the skilful J&pakas he should say

" tisfchadvam" (to sit down). Thus directing them, the Acharya, versed in

the sacred text, should sprinkle water silently round the fire without utter

ing any ritual formula.—29-30.

Sacrificial fuel and clarified butter should he offered to the Fire,

after reciting the hymns of Varuna, and the sacrificing priests should also

be made to do the same all round.—31.

Afterwards, according to the prescribed rites, offerings should be

made to the planets, Indra, IsVara, Maruts, Lokapa-lasand VisVakarm&.—32.

Then the knowers of the Rigveda, seated in the east, should

separately mutter the formulae of Ratrisflkta, Rudra3&kta, the auspicious

P&vam&nasukta, and Purusasukta; in the same way the Dvarapalas,

learned in the Yajurveda, seated in the south, should separately mutter

the formulae of Indra, Rudra, Soma, Kusm&nda, Fire (Jataveclas), and

the Sun.—33-34.

Similarly, the Dvarapalas, the chanters of the Samveda, seated in the

west, should chant the hymns of Vairajya, Paurusasukta, Suvarna, Rudra

Samhita,, &aisava, Panchanidbana, Gayatrisukta, Jyestha Sama, Vama-

devya, Brihatasama, Raurava, Rathantara, Kanva, Gavam Vratam, Rak-

soghna and Vayas. — 35-36.

Afterwards, the learned (Dvarapalas) in the Atharva Veda, seated

in the north, meditating on Varuna, should devoutly mutter the formulae

of the Santikas and the Pausfcikas.—37.

After performing the above-mentioned ceremonies on the first day,

adhiv&sana should be done, and then the earth of the following places,

viz., Elephant ward, stable, well, lane, pool, cattle-shed, ant-hill, the

place where four streets meet, should be put into the pitchers full of water

(placed in the pandal).—38.

jVofc—Adhivasana=Sconting with perfumes. (?) Preliminary consecration of an image,

its invocation and worship by suitable mantras, before the commencement of a sacrifice,

(8) Making a divinity assume its abode in an image.
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Then the worshipper should bathe in the water, incensed with the

following things:—the yellow pigment white mustard, sandal paste and

resin together with panchagavya (five products of the cow).—39.

Having thus finished the preliminary rites performed with the utter-

ance of great mantras, with regard to each ceremony, the worshipper

should pass the night in sleep. In the morning, the worshipper should

give away cows to the Brahmana, i.e.
t
100 cows or 68 or 50 or 30 or 25.

—40-41.

Later on, on some auspicious day and hour, as calculated by the

astrologer (Siiravatsara\ the worshipper should give away after making

her pass through the water of the pond, etc., to be consecrated, a cow

decked with gold, to the Brahmana versed in the S&maveda, after chant-

ing the text of the Vedas accompanied with music—42-43.

Afterwards, the worshipper should put, five different kinds of gems

on a plate of gold, and give away to the Brahmana, and should place the

alligator, fish, &c, in a pond. Then he should worship the above-

mentioned cow standing in water, held by the Brahmanas versed in all

the four Vedas, with the Ganges water, curd and rice, and should after-

wards make it swim in the water facing towards the north. —44-45.

The cow should then be bathed by reciting the text of the Atharva

Veda, such as punarameti, etc., as well as apohisfM, etc., and then the

worshipper should return to the circle of priests. Then the tank should

be worshipped and bali offerings should be made on four sides of it.

Afterwards, homa sacrifice should be performed for four days.— 40-47.

At the end of these ceremonies the Chaturthi-Karnia should be

performed, when the worshipper should give daksintl to the Brahmanas,

according to his means, and should mutter mantras of Varuna.— 48.

'Then the entire materials employed in the performance of the

sacrifice, including the panda], should be equally distributed to the

Ritvijas, and the golden bedstead should be conferred on the chief

priest. —49.

Afterwards, the worshipper should feast either 1,000, 800, 50 or 20

Brahmanas, according to his means, which is the way of consecrating the

tank, as described in the Pur&nas.—50.

And, similarly, it has been laid down for the consecreation of wells,

pools, small tanks, &c.—51.

As to the consecration of palaces, groves, lands and buildings, the

ritual formulae are somewhat different from the consecration of tanks.
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Lord Brahmft has prescribed these rites for the wealthy. Forty people,

in less favourable circumstances, should follow the Ekagni rites, without

giving way to miserliness.—52.

The consecration of tanks in the rainy seasons and autumn begets

the fruit of Agn interna sacrifice, and of the Vajapeya and Atir&tra sacrifice

in the seasons of Hemantaand Sisira.— 53.

Kote. -Agnistoma^a protracted ceremony, extending over several days in spring.

V4japeya=a particular sacrifice. Hemauta=wiuter season. . &idira-=sprlng season.

The consecration in the vernal season (Vasanta^ begets the benefit of

Aivamedba sacrifice, and of the Rajsuya in the summer season.—54

The Lord has said that one who perforins the ceremonies mentioned

above, with the mind purified by scriptures and with full faith in them,

goes to the region of rfiva and resides in heaven for many ages. —55.

Afterwards, that man goes and enjoys in higher regions, and re-

maining there for the full life of Brah mi, to the extent of two Parardhas,

gets emancipation and enters into the highest stage with Visnu. And

all this he gets through the merit acquired by the performance of this

ceremony.— 56.

Here ends the fifty-eighth chapter dealing with the consecration

of tank

8

,
reservoirs, etc.

CHAPTER LIX.

The Risis.—Suta ! Tell us in detail the rites which the wise should

observe in dedicating and consecrating a tree, and also the region in which

he^would go after his death.— 1-2.

Suta.— 1 shall explain to you, 0 Lord of the world, the rites of

dedicating as well as those prescribed fov the laying out groves. One

should follow the rites, as dictated for the consecration of a tank, and

should then plant the trees ; the Ritvijas, the pavilion and the AclWryas

should be arranged in the samo way, and the Brahmanas should be adored

with sandal paste, &c.— 3-4.

Afterwards, the trees should be bathed with the water, mingled with

all the prescribed medicinal herbs, and then, garlanding them, they

should be wrapped with cloth.— 5.

Then with a needle of gold, the Karnavedha ceremony should be

performed on the tree and, similarly, with the same golden stick the eyes

of the tree bhould be pa.nted with black pigment.— 6.

Note.—Karoavedna—The piercing of the ear with needle to pot on earring.

After that, seven or eight fruits made of gold should be placed on

the altars.—7.
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The incense of tlie resin (giiggula) is considered best on such an

occasion. Copper pilcliers, full of water, should be placed and worshipped

with cloth and incense, <ftc, after placing corn on them.—8.

Then the pitchers containing gold, &o., inside them, shonld be

placed close to the trees and sacrifice should be made after which offerings

should be made to Indra, Vanaspati, Lokapalas, Ac, according to the

rites prescribed.—9-10.

After that a milch cow, covered with a piece of white cloth and

wearing gold ornaments and having, her horns covered with gold, should

be let loose between the trees planted, wiih her face turned towards the

north. A milking vessel of bell-metal should also be included among

other things to be given away with the cow.— 11.

Then the trees should be. watered with (the water contained in) the

copper pitchers, after reciting the Mantras of the Rik, Yiiju, and Sam a,

addressed to Varuna, accompanied by music and jsontf.— 12.

Afterwards the worshipper should bathe with water, taken from the

.above pitchers, and wear white garments, and then with a peaceful

mind should confer on the officiating priestes the cows, the. riches,

bedsteads, sacred threads, bracelets, rings of gold, clothes, sandals, along

with other things, and feed tl.em on milk for four clays.— 13-14.

Libations consisting of mustard, barley and black sesamnm and

wood of butea-frondosa, should be offered in the Fire, and on the fourth

day, festivities should be observed and Daksina should be given to the

Brahmanas, according to the means of the worshipper.— 15.

The worshipper should also give away with an easy mind other

things which he likes, and should salute and dismiss the chief priest

(AclOrya), after giving him twice as much as he gave to other officiating

priests.— 16.

The wise who observes these rites in dedicating the plantation of

trees, obtains all his desires and attains to endless felicity.

One who plants even one tree, 0 King ! according to the prescribed

rites, resides in heaven for 30,0^0 years of Indra. The planter of trees,

according to the prescribed rites, liberates the same number of his past

and future manes and attains the highest perfection, and is never re-born

on earth. One who hears or relates to others these prescribed ceremonies

goes to the region of BrahmA. and is venerated by the Devas.—17-20.

Here ends the fifty-ninth chapter describing the rites of

dedicating trees and planting groves.
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CHAPTER LX.

The Lord Fish said :—I shall now relate to you the Sanbhiigya

dayana Vrata (ordinance), the giver of all bliss which is known to the

Paur£nikas.—1.
•

When the regions Bhfih, Bhuvab, Svar and Maha, Ac, were consumed,

then the good fortune of all creatures went and centred itself in the heart

of the Lord Visnu, in Vaikuntha heaven. Again, long time after, with

the object of creating the world, 0 King! the plastic material, consisting

of PradhAna (root matter), and conscious souls called Purusas, was envelop-

ed with self consciousness (ahankara), when there arose a rivalry between

Brahma and Krisna, regarding the fashioning of the future world. Then

(from their clashing wills), a terrifying flame of fire arose in the form of

a linga (pillar), by the warmth of which the good luck of the world

resting in the heart of Hari came out (in the form of perspiration).—2-4.

That good fortune emerging from the heart of Visnu, passed through

the Intermediate plane (antarik^a) before it could reach the earth in

liquid form, and Daksa the wise son of Brahma, drank up this giver of

beauty and lovelines.—5-6.

Thence Daksa got mighty power and great lusture, and the remain-

der of (the good luck) which reached the Earth was divided into eight

parts. From them were produced the seven givers of prosperity to all

men, namely (1) sugarcanes, the Kings of all juices Rasar&jam (2> Nispava,

coriander seed (?), (3) the cuminseed (Kalajira), (4) the claiified butter

(ghrita), (5) cow's milk (K^ira), (6) saffron (Kusumbha), (7) safflower

(Kumkuma). So also the common salt was produced as the eighth, and

these are called saubhagya ,A$(aka, the eight blessings.—7-9.

That which was drunk by Daksa, the son of Brahma, the knower of

Yoga, became his daughter, known as Sati (Parvati). Parvati, owing to

Her matchless beauty, came to be known as Lalita ; and that paragon of

beauty was afterwards married by the Lord Siva. The very Sati is called

the Goddess who gives bliss (Saubhagyamayi), and also prosperity and

emancipation. Those men and women who worship Her with devotion

may obtain everything.—10-12.

Manu said 0 Lord ! explain to me the ways of worshipping that

sublime Goddess, the upholder of the Universe, and tell me completely the

ritual of Her worship.—13.

The Lord Fish said :—The devotee should bathe himself with sesa-

mum in the forenoon, on the third day of the lunar fortnight, in the month

of Chaitra, during the vernal season ; for, on that day, the Goddess was
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united to &va, tlie soul of the Universe, with marital rites. On that flay,

&va, along with His consort, P&rvati, should be worshipped with flowers,

fruits, incense, lamps, and offerings of foods, &c ; and the image (of Gaurt)
should be bathed with Panchagavya and scented waters, after which
Gauri and {Jankara should be worshipped as follows : —14-17.

By pronouncing (l) TO i'Atalayai namah, the feet of the Devi should be wor-
shipped, and those of Uva should bo worshipped with the mantra fiww TO givAyanamah ;

Their ankles should be worshipped after pronouncing (2) fiww TO bivayanamah and

TO Jayajainamah ; after saluting Rudra with (8) f«3*W TO TrigunAyanamah and the

Goddess,, with 1^ W BhavAnyai natnah, their shanks should be worshipped. After

saluting Gauri with (5) ijwfl TO RudresvarAyal namah, fi'iva and with finwfl to VijayAya

namah, their knees should be worshipped. After saluting Siva with (6) ffHhmr TO
Harikcs'Ayauamah and Gauri with 4*3 TO Varade namah (the giver of boons), the thighs

should be worshipped.— 18-19.

Their waist should je worshipped, after saluting the goddess with (7) flfl TO

Is'Ayai namah I salute the goddess, IhA. He should salnte fc-ankara with WW TO

feafikaraya namah. The abdomen should be worshipped by saying (8) %S«t TO Kotavai

namah, 1 salute the goddess Kotavi, and by fftft TO buline namah, I salute the wielder of

the trident."- 20.

The stomach of the Goddess, after saying (9) *Jf*i* TOJ«# MaugalAyai namss»nbhyatn,

"I salute MangalA " (the giver of bliss) ; the stomach of fciva, after pronouncing fare TO

SivAya namah "I salute Mva;" the breasts of the Goddess, after saying (10) tw*t to

Is'Anyai namah, " I salute ia'Ani ;" and of the God by saying wWl TO 8arvAtmane namah,

I salute the All-Soul.—21.

The throat of the Lord, after saying (11) ^iwft TO VedAtmane namah, •« I salute the

soul of the Vedas ;" the throat of the Goddess, after saying if: RudrAnyei namah, *• I

salute RudrAni," their hands, after pronouncing (12) fa$*m TO Tripuragbnaya namah,

" I salute the god, the destroyer of the demon Tripura, and the goddess with wrt TO

AnantAyai namah, *' I salute the Infinite."—22

Their arms, after pronouncing (18) Wnw TO TrilochanAya namah " I salute the

three-eyed, Hara ; and the goddess byW^MW KalAnalapriyAyai namah, " I salute the

beloved of the Lord," the ornaments, after saying (14) fcuPWOT TO " SaubbAgyabhavanAya

namah," their mouths, after reciting (15) W^rwft TO •* SvahAsvadhAyai namah, for the

goddess and ivwi TO IsvarAya namah, for the god."—28.

The lips of the Goddess, the giver of prosperity, should be worshipped by recit-

ing (16) wita*ro*tt%^ TO Mokamadhuvfisinyai namah and of the godbyfowTO felvAya

namah. The cheeks of the Lord should be worshipped by saying (17) TO SthAnave

namah and of tho goddess by saying V^fanS to ChandramukhapriyAyai namah.—24.

The nose of the Lord should be worshipped by reciting (18) Wifan TO ArdhanArisAya

namah and of the goddess by vnmffi TO Asit^ugyai namah. The eye-brows of the Lord

of the world should be worshipped by reciting (19) TO TOW Namah UgrAya, and of the

goddess by wsnfl TO LalitAyai namah.—25.

The tresses of b'iva, after reciting (20) vfam s'arvAya namah, " I salute s'arva," the
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destructor of Para, the tresses of the hair of the Goddess, after anying W% *w Vfisavyai

namah," I salute VAsavi, th« hair of the god, after reciting (21)W namah fcnkan-

tha nathaya and of the goddess with the same mantra. The head of the goddess, after pro-

nouncing (22) *fWl Hhimograsamarupinye, "I salute Bhimograsamarflpini" and of

the God by *PI! SarvAtmane namah. -20.

After thus worshipping Uva, the devotee should place before Him the Sanbhagya

Aatnlca, the eight blessings consisting of the following eight things : clarified butter (ghee)

nispfiva saffron, cow s milk, enminsoed, sugarcane rasaraja\ salt and coriander seed.

All those eight things are considered as boons, and therefore their mixture is called

Saubhngya A*takn.—27 28.

Note.- The enumeration here is slightly different from that of Sloka 0.

After offering these tilings to Siva ami Parvatt, the devotee should

wash the horns of the cow in the night and drink the same and sleep on

the floor.—29.

Getting up in the morning, the devotee should bathe, and after

turning his rosary, should offer clothes, garlands, ornaments, &c, to the

Brahmana and to his Consort.— 30.

The devotee should get a pair of golden feet made and give^them

away, along with the eight blessings to the Brahmana, after invoking bless-

ing of the Goddess Lalita, saying " pjyaiam atra Lalita."—31.

Similarly, for a year, the worship should he performed according to

the prescribed rites, on each third day of the moon, by those who desire

all blessings. - 32,

The following special articles of diet and mantra of gift Dana) should

be observed : hear them from me. The devotee should drink the washing

of the cow's horns in the month of Chaitra, eat cowdung in the month

of ViiisMkha. The flower of Mnndara tree in the month of Jyai^ha, the

leaves of the woodapple (Vilvapatra) in the month of Asidlm, curds in

the month of £>ra\vana, the water sprinkled with the Ktitfa grass in the

month of Bhadra. Milk in AsVma, clarified butter, mixed with curd,

in Kartika, the cow's urine in Marga4ira, clarified butter in Pausa.

Black sesamum in Magi) a, Panchagavya in Phalguna. At the time of

giving away the gifts, the devotee should recite the following mantra:
" L:ilit&, Vijaya,, BhadrA, Bhawini, Kumudfc, SivA, VAsudevi, Gauri, MangalA,

Kamalft, Sati, Um.l, be pleased." In other words, the devotee should in

each month invoke the pleasure of the Goddess by reciting a fresh name

out of the twelve names mentioned, oh., in Chaitra he should say,
41

Lalitft

be pleased," in Vaisakha, " Vijaya\ be pleased," and so on.—33-37.

He should offer the following varieties of flowers (one each month),

at the time of worship :—Mallik&, Asoka, Lotus, Kadainba, Utpala, JU&lat!,
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Kubjaka, Karablra, Banam, Amlana, Kunkuma and Sindhnvara ; or any

of the following flowers, as procurable, should be offered, eu.—Jasmine,

SafBower, Mllatt, Lotus and Karablra.— 38-40.

Harried woman or maid, after devoutly worshipping diva, at the end

of the ordinance, sbould give away a bedstead, along with all the necessary

requisites.—41.

At the time of giving away the bedstead, the following things should

also be placed on it and given away along with it :—The golden images

of diva and Parvatt, the golden figures of ox and cow.—42.

Besides this, according to his means, the devotee should give to the

Brahmanas and their wives, clothes, grain, ornaments, cows, cash, and

should not give way to niggardliness or doubt—43.

One who observes this ordinance—Saubhagya-sayana—achieves all

his ends and emancipation. This ordinance had better be observed

without any object of bearing fruits.—44.

One who observes this ordinance every month, begets good fortune,

health, beauty, longevity, clothes, ornaments, etc., which last him for

9000000300 years. One who observes this ordinance for 12 years, 8 years,

or 7 years, goes and enjoys in the region of diva, for three Kal pas. —45-46.

The married woman or the maid who keeps up this ordinance also

attains the same beneGts through the grace of the Goddess Lai ita.—47.

One who hears or advises others to listen to the account of this

ordinance, passes his days in heaven for a long time in the form of

Vidyadhara.—48.

Cupid was the first to observe this ordinance, and Sahasrab&hu, the

son of KSrtavirya, was the second to observe it ; and afterwards it was kept

up by Varuna and Nandi, and consequently this is considered so sacred

in this world.—49.

Here ends the sixtieth chapter dealing with the observance called

Saubh&gyaiayanavrata.

CHAPTER LXI.

Narada said:—diva ! There are named the following seven regions

of the Devas, viz.—Bhuh, Bhuvah, Svafc, Mabah, Janab, TapakSatyam.— 1.

How may mastery be obtained in succession over these lokas, and

how one may obtaiu in this earth prosperity, beauty, long lift* and Mensing.

Please also explain to me bow they become blessed with fortune, beauty

and wealth.—2.
14
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fiiva said.—Formerly, a fearful firs was ablase on this earth

pained with a strong wind. The friction oansed by the wind produced

the fire for the destruction of the demons, at the command o! Puruhuta

(Indra).—3.

That terrific fire reduced many demons to ashes, when T&rak&sura,

Kamal&ksa, K&ladan9tra, Par&vasu, and Virdchana fled from their war*

fare with the Devas,—I.

They all plunged themselves into the waters of the s*a and took up

their abode there, where fire with the help of air could not consume

them.—5.

Afterwards, the demons began to come out of the waters and persecute

the Devas, men, sages and other living beings, and disappear again into

the sea.—-6.

In that way, the demons asserted their boldness for twelve thousand

years and continued their campaign of persecuting the three worlds, for a

period of five or seven years at a time, by taking shelter in the fortress

of the ocean.—7.

Later on, Indra directed the fire and the wind to dry up the occean

in the following words:—Dry up this receptacle of water quickly.—8.

" Because it shelters my foes. They have taken their refuge in

the home of Varuna. It should therefore be dried up as quick as

possible."—9.

Hearing that mandate of Indra, both fire and wind said to Him,

the destroyer of Sambara:—"It would be a great sin to destroy the

ocean. Because innumerable beings had made it their borne, and the

destruction of the ocean meant their annihilation along with it, there*

fore, we, 0 Purandara, cannot do it Lacs and lacs of beings inhabit the

ocean, within the space of every yojana. It was not meet for us to annihilate

them. What fault have they done to be destroyed, 0 chief of the Devas."

—10-12.

Hearing the speech of the fire and the wind, Indra became full of

wrath. His eyes turned crimson red, and it appeared as if He was

going to eat up both fire and wind. In his rage, he said :— 13.

" There is no question of Dharma or adbarma where Immortals are

concerned, and your fclory is still more high. 0 Agni and V&yu!

Since you have < violated my injunction and have adopted the duties of

the Munis not to injure any being, and since you have leaned towards

the enemies who are devoid of religion and politics, losing sight of duty
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andfkstra; therefore Too, 0 fire, will now be born by assuming one

body along with Marota, among the mortals, in the form of a sage.

In that form of the sage Agastya, you will dry np the ocean, after

which you will again come back to your Divine form."—14-17.

After thus being cursed by India, both of them fell on the earth,

where they were jointly born out of the pitcher by the seeds of Mitrft

Varuni and came to be known as Agastya—the younger brother of

Vaiistha, and one of the most renowned ascetics,—18-19.

Narada asked diva how Agastya became the brother of Vatfistba,

and how Mitrfi Varuna became his father, and how the sage Agastya

was born out of the pitober.-r-20.

diva said that, once upon a time Lord Visnu, the son of Dharma,

began to practise rigid asceticism on the summit of the Gandhamftdana

mountain. Indra being afraid of His austerities, sent a group of nymphs in

company of the Vernal-season and Cupid to distract film from His penan-

ces and deetory His austerities.—21-22.

The Lord Hari was not in any way moved by the songs and music,

gestures and tones of the Cupid and the spring, nor was his mind attract-

ed to external objects.—-23.

Finding the Lord remaining firm, the agents of Indra began to

shiver with fear, when the Lord, in order to further bewilder them,

produced from His thigh a damsel of exquisite beauty, fascinating the

dwellers of the three worlds.—24.

Seeing whom, all the Devas, along with Cupid and spring, became

enamoured of her, when the Lord said to them, in the presence of the

Apsaras :—25.

" This is the nymph Urvait, 0 Devas ! and I have created her to

become the head of all Apsaras."—26.

Then the God Mitra called her, and asked her to enjoy with Him,

which she accepted.—27.

Afterwards, the lotus-eyed Urvait, while moving in the sky slowly,

was caught by Varuna, who slowly pulled her by her cloth, at which she

told Him :
" Tour action is not proper. Because I have accepted Mitra

first, and consequently I cannot be your wife, O Varuna." Varuna told her,

" Keep me at least in your favor and then go elsewhere."—28-29. •

She replied " All right" When Mitra heard this, he cursed her

:

" Tou go down to the world of the mortals and be married to the son of

moon, Budha, because you have followed the ways of a courtesan," Saying
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that, both V»irupa and Mitra threw Their seed in a pitcher of water, out of

which two Rages Agastya and V lai^lia) carae out.—r30-3l.

Once upon a time King Nimi was playing with women the game of

dice, where Vani^ha, the bod of Brabma, chanced to go. At that time

the king did not show his respect to the sage, at which the latter got

annoyed and cursed him to become bodyless, and the king also pronounced

another cur*»e on the sage.—32-33.

They both became bereft of reason, as it were, through the Curse of

each other, and went to Brahma, the Lord of the Universe, to remedy the

effects of the curses. —34.

With the orders of Brahma, Nimi entered the eyes of the mankind,

and this causes them to open their eyes ; but when Nimi takes rest, they

close their eyes ; and hence this shutting and closing of the eyes is called

winking or nime^a. Vasi$(ha, similarly, entered that pitcher of water and

w&* born out of if, and after him the sage Agastya was born, of the same

pitcher, of white colour, with four hands, sacred thread, kamancjalu, and

garland.—35-36.

The sage Agastya went to the Malaya mountain, along with his

better-half, and began to practise rigid austerities, surrounded with a

number of other sages, according to the rules of forest-dwellers, her-

mits.— 37.

A Long time after, the sage Agastya, seeing the world oppressed by

the demon TarakAsura, drank the ocean.—38.

When Brahma, Visnu and $iva went to grant him a boon and asked

him to seek any boon he wished, Agastya said :
—

" I wish to have the pri-

vilege of moving about in the VimAnas on the Daksinachala mount, till a

thousand Brahmas come and go in turn for 25 crores of times; and those

who worship me at the time of the appearance of my Vim&na, should be

the monarch* of all the seven realms, till the time of the re-establishment

of fresh sovereignty in the seven climes."—39-41.

Lord Siva said :
—

" It will be so ;
" and afterwards all the Devas went

back to their respective regions. It is therefore proper for every sensible

man to give a libation of water (arghya) to the sage Agastya.—42.

Nnrada.— " How should a libation of water be offered to the sage

Agastya ; be pleased to explain to me the ways of worshipping him."—43.

7 he Lord said :—The learned should get up early in the morning,

with the rising of Agastya, and bathe in water mixed with white sesamum
and should wear garland of white flowers and white clothes.—44.
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And then a good pitcher, free from perforations, should be placed,

after decorating t with fljwers, cloths, and filled in with Paucharatna, and

having a pot, full of clarified butter, put on top of it.— 45.

Note.— Ptficharatna, Lit. fire gems. They fire variously enumerated, vim.

(^) nwf c» umt&H 1 1 n<fwuwntp^ u

Afterwards, a golden image, of the size of a thumb, with extensive

arms and four heads, should be made and placed on top of the. pitcher;

and then, after filling it in with sapta-dhanya and decorating with

cloth.—46.

#ote.~Sapta-dh«ny» seven grains.

It should be given away to a Brahmana, along with a vessel of bell

metal, rice, shell, and then the image of gold should be given away in

charity, with the devotee's face turned towards the south.—47.

The devotee, if he can afford it, should give away a milch cow, along

with her calf, after getting her hoofs covered with silver, and horns covered

with gold, and wearing a bell round her neck, to a Br&hmana.—48.

The devotee should observe this rite for seven days from the rising

of Agastya. Some say that it should be observed for seveteen years.—49.
" 0 Thou, as white as Karfa flower, 0 Thou born of Agni and Marut,

0 Thou son of Mitra and Varuoa, t salute Thee, born of a pitcher." The

devotee worshipping like this with fruits and flowers, never gets aggriev-

ed.—50.

Afterwards, boma sacrifice should be performed, without any desire of

obtaining any fruits. The devotee should thus offer libation of water.—5L
The devotee offering a libation of water once, according to the rites

prescribed, gets beauty and health ; the one offering it twice gets a

place in Bhuvara region, the one performing it thrice goes to heaven.

In the same way, one who performs it seven tiroes goes and enjoys in

all the seven realms, one after the other ; and the one who offers it during

the whole of his lifetime, becomes united with Brahma.—52-53.

One who hears, reads or relates to others this ordinance, goes

to the clime of Visnu, and is respected by the Devas there.—54.

Here ends the vixty-first chapter dealing with the birth of Agastya

&nd the method of giving arghya to him.
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CHAPTER LXIL

King Vaivasvata Manu said:—Lord ! pray tell me about a vrata (ordi-

nance) that may be the giver of good lack, health, prosperity, emancipation,

and everlasting fruit in the next world.— 1.

Lord Matsya said I shall relate to you what £$iva, the destroyer

of Pura, said to Parvatt, in answer to a question put by her, while

he was sitting on the beautiful peak of the Kailosa. I shall explain

to you now the ordinance which gives prosperity and emancipation,

as enunciated by Him, in the course of a conversation on religious and

pleasant subjects in which they were engaged.—2-3.

£$iva said : —Hear, 0 lady, attentively, the vow which gives endless

merit ; the best of vows, worthy of being followed by men and women.

The devotee should put the tilaka mark on his forehead made with a paste

of gordchana, fresh urine of the cow, cowdung and sandal, mixing them

with curds ; after bathing well and rubbing white mustard on his body,

in the month of Bhadra, Vaisakha or the holy M&rgastrsa (Agrahayan and),

on the third day of the bright fortnight. This is giver of suspiciousness

and health, and is very much appreciated by the goddess LalitS.—4-6.

On every third day of the bright and the dark fortnights, the male

devotees, with their minds controlled, should wear yellow garments, the

married women red garments ; the widows should put on ochre-coloured

garments, aud maidens should be clad in white. Afterwards, the devotee

should bathe the goddess with panchagavya and milk, then with

honey and then with water aromated with flowers and sandal. Then

white flowers, various kinds of fruits, salt, raw-sugar, milk, clarified

butter, white rice, sesamum, coriander and cuminseed should be offered

to the goddess, and a libation of water should be made on the third days

of the bright and dark fortinghts with the following mantras.—7-10.

The feet should be worshipped after reciting : ( 1) " Varadayat namab,"

(£ salute the giver of boons), the ankles after reciting (2) " drlyai namab,"

(I salute you Laksmt, the goddess of wealth), the legs after reciting

(3) " Asokfiyai namab," the knees, after reciting (4) " P&rvatyai namab,"

the hips, after reciting (5) " Mangala Karinyai namab," "I satute the giver

of happiness," the waist, after reciting (6) " Vamadevyai namab," the

stomach, after reciting (7) " Padmodarfiyai namab," the breast, after

reciting (8) " K&masriyai namab," the hands after reciting v9) " Saubhag-

yadayinyai namab," the arms and the mouth, after reciting (10)
%t
driyai

namab," the face after reciting (11) "Darpana visinyai namab," the

cheeks after reciting (12; " Smaradayai namab," the nose .after reciting
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(13) " Gauryai namafe," the eyes after reciting (14) "UtpaMyai namab,"

the forehead and the tresses, after reciting i 15) "Tu*tyai namah," the

head after reciting, (16)
M Kfityayanyai namah."— 11-14.

The Goddesses Gaurt, Ac, should be worshipped also after pro-

nouncing the mantra : «i^r ft& *rih «m: *mt f*A I wfaxA m

mqj&h *$mmn " Salutations to Gaurt, Dhisna, Kami, Sri, Rambhft, Lalita,

and V&sudevi." Then the devotee, having thus worshipped, according to

rule, should draw In front of the goddess, the figure of a lotus with

twelve petals, with the pericarp made of saflron.—15-16.

The Goddess Gauri should be fixed on the Eastern petal, Arpana on the

South-Eastern petal, Bhav&ni on the Southern petal, Hudrani on the South-

western petal, Saumy& on the Western petal, Madanav£slnl on the North-

western petal ; and after that Uma on the Northern petal ; followed by the

terrible Pa{ala on the North-Eastern petal ; in the Centre, in due order,

should be placed, 1. Mamsanga, 2. MaLgalfi, 3. Kumuda, 4. Satl ;and the

Lord Rudra in the midst of all these goddesses, the goddess Lalita on the

pericarp of the lotus flower, the goddesses should be located with flowers,

rice, and water by tittering the salutation, namah.—17-19.

Afterwards, auspicious 6ongs should be sung, conches blown, and

the goddesses, adorned with red sandal, red cloth, red flowers, should be

worshipped and the devotee should put red pigment and bathing powder

on them after bathing them, for, red sindura and saffron are extremely

aggreeable to them.—20.

The teacher (guru) should also be adored, with prescribed rites,

because where the guru is left unadored, all the rites prove fruitless.

—21.

The Goddess Gauri should be worshipped with blue lotus, during

the month of Bbadrapada ; with red Bandbujtva flower in the month of

Asvina ; with white lotus (datapatra) during the month of Kartika ; with

jasmine flowers in the month of Margaiiraa (Agrah&yana) ; with the

yellow amaranth flower in the month of Pausa ; with the white jasmine

or safflower in the month of Magha ; and with the white jasmine or

Sindhuvfira flowers in the month of Pbalguna ; with the Champaka and
the Asoka flowers in the month of Chaitra ; with Patala flowers in the

month of Vaiaakha ; with lotus flowers in the month of Jye^ba ; with fresh

lotus during Aaacjha, witli Kadamba and Malat! flowers during Sravana.

—

23-24.

The devotee should take the^ following things, one after the other,

from the month of Bhfidrapada :—Cow's urine, cowdung, cow's milk,
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curds, clarified batter, the water of Kuia grass, the leaves of the wood-

apple (bilva), the flowers of Calotropia-gigantea (arka), barley <ya«a), the

washing of the cow's horns, Panchagavya and Bael fruit ; and offer these

to the Goddess as Prasana. They should be taken one by one, viz., on the

third day of Bh&drapada cow's urine, in the month of JUvina cowdung,

and so on.—25-26.

In the same way, on every third day of the bright and dark fortnights,

the devotee should, after adoring the God <&va) with his consort,* offer them

cloths, garlands, flowers, sandal, etc. To a male God, a yellow garment

should be offered and to a female goddess, saffron-colored dress—27.

The following things should also be given away to the Goddess:—

Nispava, cuininaeed, salt, sugarcane, raw sugar, flowers, fruits, a lotus of

gold, with these words :

14
Goddess ! as &va does not go any where

forsaking you, so you should save this devotee of yours through this

mundane sea of troubles."— 28-29.

The Goddesses Kumuda, Vimala, Anantd, Bhavanl, Sudh&, £$iva,

Lalita, Kamala, Gaurt, Satt, Rambha, Parvati should also be worshipped.

The devotee should invoke the pleasure of the Goddess by reciting each

of the names mentioned above, one by one, from Bhadrapada, viz.—
"Kumuda Priyatara," Kumuda be pleased and satisfied, and so on.

On the completion of the ordinance, a bedstead, along with a golden

lotus, should be given away to the Brahmana.—30-31.

Every month, 24, 10, 8, 6 or 2 Brahmanas, with their wives, should

be adored by the devotee and by his consort.— 32.

After first giving Dak$in& to the guru, it should be given to other

Brahmanas. This is what has been laid down for the observance of this

ordinance—the giver of infinite benefit.—33.

It is the destroyer of all sins, and the giver of good luck and health.

It should not be missed through miserliness, for the man or the woman

who exercises miserliness goes to the lower regions.—34.

Women who are in the family way, maids, those in confinement due

to delivery, and those who are ailing, should take their food at night 'not

keeping the full fast). If one is in her menses, and so cannot observe it

through impurity, she should get it observed by others, according to the

prescribed rites. She herself should observe continence.—35.

One who observes this TritSya, giver of endless fruit, with devotion,

remains in the realm of Siva for a hundred crore of Ka1pas.— 36.

• This offering may be made alio to a Brihmaoa and his wife.
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Even the poor who observes it with devotion for three years, accord-

ing to the prescribed rites, using flowers alone for worship, gets the same

benefit— 37.

The maid, the married woman or the widow observing it, also gets

the same benefits through the grace of the Goddress Gauri.—38.

One who reads or hears the relation of this Gauri Vrata or advises

others to follow it, is honored by celestial beings and by the Devas and

their consorts and the Kinnaras.—39.

Here ends the sixty-second chapter dealing with AnantOr-trtityft-vrata.

Not*.—'AH the above Goddesses are really manifestations of the same deity. The
words Knmnda, etc, may be taken also as different names of one and .'the same Goddess for

the purposes of worship in different months and tithis.

CHAPTER LXIII.

The Lord Siva said :— I shall now describe to you another TritlyA

ordinance that washes off all the sins and is known as " Rasakaly&oini

tritiy& " by knowers of ancient rituals. In observing it the devotee should

bathe in cow's milk and sesamum on the third day of the bright fortnight

in the month of M&gha. The Goddess should be bathed with honey and

the juice of sugarcane. The right hand side of the Goddess should be

worshipped first and the left hand side afterwards, with the following

mantras :—1-3.

The feet and the ankle should be worshipped, after reciting (1) rifeiA TO M I salute

the Goddess Lalita," the legs and the knees, after pronouncing (2) TO S&ntyai nama{i

the thighs, after reciting (8) fift TO " Sriyai namah."—4.

The waist, after reciting (4) ^nrt TO " Madalasayai namah," the stomach, after

reciting (5) ***** TO " Amalayai namah," the breasts, after reciting (6) TO Mad-

avasinyai namah," the shoulders, after reciting (7) 5f*^ TC Kumudayal namah.—5.

The arms and the hands, after reciting (8) " Msdhavyai namajb" the month and

tkefeQe, after reciting (9) wn^TO "Kamalayai nama^," the brows and the forehead,

Utter reciting (10) ^9°^ " Rudranyai nama&" the locks of hair, after reciting (11) TO
M SankarAyai narna^i."—«.

The Coronet, after saying (12) ftwilM TO " Visvavisinyai nama^," the head, after

reciting (18) TO " Kantyai namah," the left forehead, after reciting (14) TO
44 MadanAyai namah," the brows, after reciting (15) %npn^ TO " Mohanayai nama^."—

7

The eyes, after reciting (IS) vjpWW TO " Ghandrardhadharinyai namaji," the

mouth, after reciting (17) TO " Tus$yal namali," the throat, after reciting (18)

« Utkapthinyai namab" the breasts, after reciting (19) to Amritayai nama^"—8.

The left abdomen by reciting (90) TO « RambhAyai namafr," the waist, after re-

ctting <W) *****TO « Ytfokayai namaju" the heart, after reciting (99) n**fa«& to** Man-

mathadhisayai namali," the stomach, after reciting fmA.m: " Fatalayai nama^-rSl

95
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The waist, after reciting (34) yawft* *R: "Suratrasinyai nama^," the thighs, after re-

citing (16) ** Ohampakapriyayai namah," the knees and the legs, after reciting (*•)

%Hmi "Qauryai nama^/' the ankles, after reciting (17) TO 44 Oayatryai nema^'*—

The feet, after reciting (98) wwlw "Dharadharsyai namaK' the head, after re-

citing NwflrTO " Ylsvakaryai nama|uM

NamobharAniyai, KAmloyai. Ksmadevyai, JagatapriyAiyai, should also be said.—11.

The Goddess should be worshipped like this, and then the Br&hmana

and his wife should also be honoured and feasted with sweet food and

drink.—12.

A pitcher, full of water and decorated with a pair of white cloths,

along with a golden lotus and flower-garlands and sandal, should be given

away in charity to the Br&hmana.—13.

Afterwards, the devotee should say, OKumuda Goddess ! be pleased

and accept this lavaoavrata. In this way, the Goddess should be wor-

shipped each month. The Goddess Kumuda becomes pleased with the

devotee by the observance of this ordinance.— 14.

In the month of M&gha, salt should not be taken, raw sugar should

be avoided in Phalguna, oil and mustard should be discarded in Ghaitra,

and honey and sweets should be avoided in Vaisakha.—15.

In the month of Jais(ha puddings should be avoided, cumin-seed

should be discarded in Af&dha, milk in &r&vana, curds in Bhfidrapada.

—

16.

Clarified butter in AsVina, honey in Karttika, coriander in M&rg-

rfirsa, sugar in Pau?a.—17.

On the completion of the ordinance, a Kamapdalu, full of water, &e.,

along with a full vessel, should be given away in charity, each month, in

the afternoon,—18.

(1) White balls of sweet (Ladcju), (2) mohanbhdga, pudding, (3) cake

(purl), (4) gharika cake, (5) sweet cake, (6) sweet cake mixed with spices,

(7) mantfaka, (8) milk, (9) vegetable, (10) curd rice, (11) incjarl imartl, (12) and

avokavartika Gojh&, should be given, one by one, after putting them on the

top of the Kamancjalu in each month, i.e., in Magha, white balls of sweet

should be given, in the next month mohanbhdga, and so on.—19-20.

Kumuda, Mftdhavl, Gaurt, Rambha, BhadrA, Jaya, diva, UmA, Rati,

Sati, Mangaia, RatiiaiasA should be invoked, turn, by turn each month,

beginning with Magha, and say
1

priyatfim.' The devotee should offer to

the goddess the pr&4ana with panchagavya, and should observe a fast on

each of the prescribed days ; if he cannot keep the full fast, he might eat

something in the night—21-22.
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Again in the month of M&gba, sugar should be placed on the

Kamaodalu, and, after saying, " Goddess be pleased/' should be given away

to a Br&hmana in charity:—the golden image of P&rvatl, of the size of an

inch, after decorating it with the five gems, rosary, sacred thread,

Kamandalu, the figure of the moon with four arms, white eyes and white

clothes ; a pair of white cows, decorated with gold and covered with white

cloth, along with a milking vessel.—23-25.

One who observes this Rasa Ealyanlnt TritiyA ordinance, becomes

instantly liberated from sins and never remains grieved for 9000001000

years. One who gives away an image of Parvatl, with a golden lotus,

each month, gets the benefit of performing a thousand agnistoma sacrifices.

—26-27.

The married woman, or the maid, or the widow who observes this

ordinance, derives the same benefit and gets good luck and health, and

goes to the realm of P&rvatt.—28.

One who reads or hears this, is liberated from the sins of the Kali

Age and goes to the region of P&rvati. One who relates this to others

or induces others to observe this vrata, also becomes like the Lord of the

Devas and moves about in aerial chariots.—29*

Here ends the sixty-third chapter describing Rdsahcdydninitritiy^ vrata.

CHAPTER LX1V.

{feva said :—N&rada \ I shall now explain to you about the ordinance

known as Ardr&nandakart tritlya, which is the destroyer of all sins.—1.

On the third day of the bright fortnight, whenever the moon is in

the mansion of any one of the following asterisms, Purv&sfi<)h6 (or

Uttar&s&dhA), Rohinl, MrigarfirS, Hasta or Mula, the devotee should bathe

in water mingled with kusa and incense.—2.

Afterwards, he should wear a garland of white flowers, white raiments,

and use white sandal paste, and then worship goddess Bhav&nt, along with

Her consort, Mah&deva, with white flowers and incense, and then seat them

in their proper places, and recite the following mantras.—3.

P&rvati's feet should be worshipped, after reciting " V&sudevyai

namab," an(* diva's feet should be worshipped, after reciting " £ankar&ya

namaV' and their legs, after reciting " SJokavin&smyai namafr and

Anand&ya namaV' respectively.—4.

Their hips, after reciting " Rambhfiyayi namaJ^ " for the goddess, and
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" divSya namab" for the God diva. The waist of the goddess, after reciting

" Adityai namab," and of the God by reciting " dulapanaye namaV—5.

The navel of the Goddess, after reciting " Madhavyai namah," and of

the God dambhu, by reciting "Bhavaya namah." The breast of the

Goddess, after reciting " Anandakarinyai namah," and of dankara by

IndudhSrine namah."—6.

The throat of the Goddess, after reciting " Utkanthinyai namab," and

of the God Hara by " Nllakanth&ya namah." The hands of the Goddess,

after reciting " Utpaladharinyai namah," and of the Lord of the world by
" Rudraya namah." The arms of the Goddess, after reciting " Parirambhin-

yai namab," and of Hara by " Triiulaya namah."—7.

The mouth of the Goddess, after reciting " Vilasinyai namab," and

the mouth of diva, after reciting " Vrise^ya namah." The cheek of

the Goddess, after reciting " Sasmeralllayai namab," and of the God by
" VisVavaktraya namah."—8.

The eyes of the Goddess, by reciting " Madanav&sinyai namah," and

of the God Trirf&lin by " VisVadh&mne namah." The brows of the Goddess,

after reciting " Nrityapriyayai namah," and of the Lord by ' Tandavedaya

namab." The forehead of the goddess, after reciting " Indrfinyai namab,"

and of the God by " Havyavahfiya namah." The coronet of the Goddess,

after reciting " Sv&h&yai namah," and of the God "Gangadhar&ya namah.
11

—9-10.

Then the following prayer should be said to them :—Rwnrt ftwjto

fauwqjfti Wli i mMtatfjafo ii I salute Parvati and Paramettvara, the

whole universe is whose body, mouth, haud and feet, the auspicious ones

with gracious countenance.—11.

Having worshipped in this way, he should make, according to rules,

in front of the image of Siva and Parvati, pictures of lotus, etc., with

various coloured powders. He should also make pictures of conch, quoit,

flags, tridents (svastika, goad) and chamara. As many grains of the

coloured powder as fall on the ground, the devotee remains for the same

number of thousands of years in the realm of diva.—12-13.

For four months, in the dark as well as in the bright fortnight, the

devotee should give away to the Brahmanas four kamandalus full of water,

grain and gold, and having a vessel of clarified butter and gold ont op

of them.—14.

Then, for another four months, the 4 kamancjalus should be given away,

after placing 4 pots of barley meal (Saktu), along with a vessel, full of

sesamum on top of them, and after that, for another four months, 4 pots fo
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sesamum should be placed on top of the kamandalus and for one year from

the month of Margatfira on the trittyft tithi the devotee should offer the

following eatables to the deities, one in each month (1) Incense : with

water <2) flower, (3) sandal and water, (4) saffron and water, (5) curd,

6) unboiled milk (7) washing of the cow's horns, (8) water and flour,

(9) water mixed with powdered kurftha (a kind of plant, called Costus

speciosus), (10) Andropogan Muricatus, (11) water mixed with powdered

barley, (12) cuminseed, sesamum and water.—15-18.

In the worship of this Goddess, white flowers are said to be the best

;

and at the time of giving away dana (presents to the Br&hmanas) the

following mantra should be uttered.— 19.

" 0 Goddess Gaurt, be pleased, 0 Goddess Mangala, the giver of

happiness, liberate me from sins, 0 Goddess Lalita, promote my good

luck, 0 Bhavani, fulfil all my desires. "-20.

After a year, the devotee should give away to the Br&hmana and his

wife, after saying, " 0 Gaurl, be pleased with me," the following things

:

pitchers, full of salt and raw sin-ar, natron, sandal, cloth (netra patta),

lotus, along with gold, the images of £$iva and Parvatl made in gold, sugar-

cane, cotton and bedstead, along with mattress and pillows.— 21-22.

One who observes this ordinance, called Ardranandakaritritlya, goes

to the region of J$iva and attains healthy longevity, wealth and happiness

in this world, and never gets grief or woe.—23-24.

Married women, or maidens, or widows also, through the grace of

the Goddess, attain the same benefits.—25.

The person, acquainted with the rites, duly observing this ordinance,

goes to the realm of the Goddess Parvatl—26.

One, who hears or relates this ordinance to others, goes to the region

of Indra, and is venerated by the Gandharvas for three ages.—27,

The woman, whose husband is alive, and the widow, who observes

this ordinance, attain unbounded happiness in their houses, and in the end

goes to the region of P&rvati, along with her husband, and the widow

rejoins her husband there.—29.

Here ends the sixty-fourth chapter dealing with Ardrdnandakarir

tritiydvrata.

CHAPTER LXV.

Siva said I shall now explain to you about the AksayatrittyA

(giver of all desires) vrata, on which day the performance of charity,

sacrifice or Japa gives inexhaustible benefit to the devotee.—

l

t
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One who keeps a fast on the third day of bright fortnight,

in the month of Vai&kha, derives inexhaustible fruit of all his good

deeds.—2.

If the asterism Krittik& happens to fall on that day, it becomes

still more sacred, and charity, sacrifice or yapa performed then, begets

inexhaustible benefits.—3.

The progeny of the devotee will be unlimited and her good deeds

will have no end, since Visnu* is worshipped on that day with Aksata,

it is called Aksaya tritiy&. On that day, the devotee should bathe in water

mixed with unhusked rice (Aksata). He should also offer unhusked rice

to Visnu and to the Br&hmanas, or well-made barley meal (fiaktu) should

be offered to the Br&hraauas as well as taken by the devotee himself. The

devotee who does this gets everlasting benefit.—4-5.

One who keeps up, according to rules, this tritlyfi, ordinance even

once, begets the benefit of having observed all the tritiyas, and one who

keeps a complete fast on this tritiy& and worships Jan&rdana, gets the

benefit of having performed a R&jasfiya sacrifice, and attains bliss.—6-7.

Here ends the sixty-fifth chapter, describing Aksaya Tritiyd.

Vaivasvata Manu asked :—Lord ! By what vrata does one get sweet

speech, worldly prosperity, intelligence, skill in all arts and sciences,

inseparable conjugal union, fast friendship and longevity. Pray explain

all this to me.— 1-2.

The Lord answered :— King ! you have put a very useful question

to me. Now listen attentively to the description of S&rasvata ordinance,

the mere recitation of which gives so much pleasure to the Goddess

Sarasvati.—3.

The devotee should begin this vrata by adoring the Br&hmanas

on the morning of the day which is most proper for the worship of the

Goddess he usually worships.—4.

Or, the fast should be observed on a Sunday and the Br&hmaoas

fed with rice, cooked in milk and sugar, after consulting the stars and

determining an auspicious hour for the feast.—5.

According to his means, the devotee should give away gold and

cloth in charity, and should then worship G&yatri with garlands of white

flowers, and with white sandal, &c.—6.

And then pray, " 0 Goddess ! as BrahmA, the father of the universe,

CHAPTER LXVI.
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never lives in the Brahmaloka separate from you ; in the same way be

pleased to give me boons.—7.

" Goddess ! the sacred Vedas, the ^astras, the songs and the dances,

Ac., are not apart from you ; let by your grace success attend me.—8.

" 0 Goddess Sarasvatt ! protect me with your eightfold body, viz.,

Laksmi, Medha, Dhara, Pusfi, Gaurt, Tus(i
f
Prabha and Mati.—9.

G&yatri with a Vina* (a kind of harp), a rosary of Aksa, a Kamancjulu

and a book in each hand, should be worshipped with devotion, with white

flowers and unhusked rice, &c. The pious devotee should, then in silence,

take his meals, morning and evening, without speaking a word at the time.

He should worship the Brahmavaslni (G&yatrl), on the fifth day of both

the fortnights. He should also offer her a quantity of (Prastha) measure of

rice, placed in a vessel and full of clarified butter and milk and gold, by

invoking her in the following words :— "Gayatri, be pleased with

these."— 10-11:

The devotee, following this rite, should observe the vow of silence

in the evening, and should have in the daytime no meal, till 13 months

are over.—12.

On the completion of the ordinance (vrata), the devotee should take

white rice, and, before doing so, should feed a Brahmana and give him a

couple of clothes.—13.

Then he should give away, in honour of the Goddess, the flags, bells,

a silver—eyed milch cow, sandal, a pair of-clothes, and a crest jewel.

Afterwards, the preceptor should be worshipped with devotion, with

garlands, cloths and sandal paste, without giving way to miserliness.

—14-15.

One who worships Sarasvatl in this way, becomes learned, wealthy

and gets a melodious voice. Besides this, he goes to the region of Brahma

through the grace of the Goddess. The women folk, observing this

ordinance, too, get the same benefit. Such devotees reside in the Brahma-

loka for three Ayuta Ealpas.—16-17.

One who reads or hears this, goes and enjoys in the region of

Vidyadhara, for three Ealpas.—18.

Here ends the sixty-sixth chapter describing the Sdrdsvata Vrata.

CHAPTER LXVII.

Manu said :—Lord ! Knower of the rites, the mantras and of the

things to be given away in charity at the time of solar and lunar eclipses,

I wish to hear from you the method of bathing at those times.—1.
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The Jjord said :—When the eclipse takes- place, at the time when
the sun or the moon is in that particular sign of the zodiac under which

a person is born, it is necessary that he should bathe in water mixed with

herbs, according to the prescribed rituals, as mentioned below. When
there is a lunar eclipse, the devotee should get blessings invoked by

Brahmanas and worship four of them with white flowers and sandal

paste, and place four flawless pitchers, full of water and herbs, before the

commencement of the eclipse, and consider these pitchers as representing

oceans.—2-4.

Then the Devas should be invoked, after putting the following things

in the pitchers :—The earth of the elephant ward, of the stable, of the

chariot-house (or, road), of the anthill, of the tank, of the confluence of

two rivers, of the cattle-yard and of the king's gateway, as well as paficha-

gavya, good and genuine pearls, gorochanfi, lotus, conch-shell, pancharatna

(five jewels), quartz (crystal), white sandal, Ganges water, mustard,

andropogan muricatus, Kumudini (lotus), Rajadanta (ivory), and resin

(guggul).—5-7.

The Devas should be invoked with the following mantras :

—
" All

the sacred places, seas, rivers, tanks, rivulets, come here to wash off the

sins of the devotee.—May the God Indra, the wielder of the thunderbolt,

known aa sovereign of the Adityas, and having thousand eyes, come and

remove my suffering caused by the (inauspicious) planet.—May Agni, the

mouth of the Devas, having seven flames, of immeasurable brightness,

come and remove my suffering caused by the lunar eclipse.—May Yama,

the rider of the buffalo, representative of justice (Dharma), the witness of

the deeds of all men, come and soothe my pain caused by the lunar

eclipse.—May the living god Varuna, the ruler of all waters, the rider of

the alligator, and wielder of the noose, consisting of sea serpents, come and

remove my suffering caused by the lunar eclipse.—May Vayu, who nou-

rishes all creatures in the shape of vital breath, who loves black antelope,

come and remove my suffering caused by the lunar eclipse.—May Kuvera,

the giver of wealth and master of riches, and armed with sword, trident,

club, &c. t
come and drive away my sin caused by the lunar eclipse.

—

May fJankara, the rider of the bull and the wearer of the crescent and

armed with the bow, called pinaka, come and destroy the pain arising

out of the lunar eclipse.—May Brahma, Vignu and Arka as well as all

mobile and immobile beings existing in the three worlds, come and burn

lip my sin."—&>16.

After thus invoking all Devas and other beings, the devotee should

sprinkle upon, himself the water of those medicated pitehera which are
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adorned with white garlands and sandal paste, and then worship the

BrAhmanas and the family Deity by reciting the mantras laid down in

the Rig, SAraa and Yajuv Vedas, and then give away a cow, along with

cloth to the Br&hmanae.— 17.

The mantras mentioned above, (in the verses 8-16,) should be written

on a piece of cloth or on a lotos leaf, and, placed in an earthen dish with

five jewels (gold, diamond sapphire, ruby and pearl, or gold, silver,

coral, pearl and r&gapatta). The Br&hmanas should place on the head

of the devotee, the said dish and await the time of passing away of

the eclipse. At the time of the eclipse, the devotee should turn his

face towards the east and worship his family God. On the cessation of the

eclipse, cows should be given away in charity, and then after a bath,

the cloth, on which the above mantras are written, should be given away

to the Brfihmana. —18-20.

Ono who bathes according to these rites, after an eclipse, never gets

any trouble through unlucky stars, and his family and kinsmen will also

prosper.—21.

The person following the above rites with devotion, attains highest

bliss, free from re-birth.

At the time of a solar eclipse, the mantras mentioned above should

be recited by substituting the word $urya (the Sun) in the place of

Chandra or Moon. The additional gift in the case of solar eclipse must

consist of rubies. A beautiful cow should be given away at the time of

any eclipse (either solar or lunar), in honour of the moon.—22-23.

One who hears or causes others to hear about this ritual goes to the

realm of Indra, after being liberated from all sins, and is glorified there.

—24.

Here ends the sixty-seventh chapter dealing with the ritual of bathing,

at the time of solar or lunar eclipse, by a person in whose zodiacal house of

birth the eclipse takes place.

CHAPTER LXVIII.

N&rada said :—Lord! What should be done to restore the equili-

brium of mind in times of distress ? How is poverty to be got over ? What
should be done at the time of the ablution of a woman whose offspring

do not survive ?•—.

Lord said :—The sins of the past fructify in one's present life.

Disease, misery, loss of dear ones, are only the results of past sins.— 2,

16
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I shall now describe to you the rituals of bathing on the seventh

day -of a bright fortnight, that washes off all the sins, which causes,

prosperity, and destroys all human troubles. I shall also describe to you the'

rituals of the ablution of a woman, whose offsprings do not survive, as well

as for the lougevity of old and diseased men as well as of young men. This

ablution which is done according to special rites, drives away the

uneasiness of the mind.—3-5.

In a future Var&ha Kalpa, O King, there will be a Vaivasvata Mann

also.—6.

Then in the 25th Satyayuga, of that Vaivasvata Manvantara, an

illustrious and powerful king, Kritavlrya, the promoter of the Haya-

Haya dynasty will be born and thrive.—7.

That king will rule the world, consisting of seven continents for

seventy thousand years, 0 NArada, with great statesmanship.—8.

He will have one hundred sons who will all die as soon as born,

owing to the curse of the sage Chyavana.—9.

Sometime after that the King Kritavlrya will be blessed with a

renowned son, named Sahasrabfthu (thousand-armed). He will have beau-

tiful eyes like elephant, will be lucky and possess all the auspicious marks

of a king.— 10.

His father, Kritavlrya will worship the thousand-rayed Sun according

to the Vedic hymns with fasts and vows, in order to ward off the sage's

curse, so that the son may not die in infancy. He will then come to

know of the rituals of this particular ablution from the God Sun, who

will relate to the king the ways of the ordinance that would wash off all

sins and allay all misfortunes — 11-12.

The God-Sun will, say :
" King Kritavlrya ! I am very much pleased

with your devotion and penances: there is no further need of them. I

bless you that this son of yours will be long-lived."— 13.

I shall now explain to you about the rituals of ablution on the

seventh day of a lunar fortnight, in order that all men may be benefited

by it. The woman, whose offspring does not survive, ought to bathe on

the seventh day of the lunar fortnight, or on the seventh month after the

birth of the child.—14.

The worshipper should consult Braumanas about his lucky stars and

then fix some auspicious day for the rituals, avoiding the birth asterism of

the child. This ritual applies to old men and to others suffering from

illness, etc.—15.
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According to the rites of the Ekagni fire ceremony, the devotee

should locate the Fire on an altar, plastered over with cowdung, and cook

on that fire pudding (charu), with red rice and cow's milk, and offer it to

S&rya and Rudra by reciting the mantras of Rudra and the God Sun.— 16.

An offering of clarified butter should also be poured into the fire,

after reciting the seven Rik mantras of the Sun, and, similarly, he should

offer to Rudra with hymn sacred to Rudra.—17.

In this sacrifice, the fuel of Calotropis gigantea and Butea frondosa

should be used. An offering of barley and black sesamum should be

made 108 times in this homa.

In the same way, another 108 offerings of clarified butter should

be made, after reciting Vy&hriti mantras. Afterwards, the worshipper

should bathe.—18-19.

Four pitchers should be placed in four corners by a Brahtuana versed

in the Vedas, with a Kusa grass in his hand, and a fifth one should be

placed in the centre, after filling it in with curds, uncooked rice, etc.,

reciting the seven Rik verses, and then Agni should be invoked.—20-21.

The central pitcher, which must have no flaw in it, should also be

filled in with the sacred water of the Surya-tirtha. All kinds of gems,

and different kinds of herbs, panchagavya, panchratna, fruits and flowers,

should be placed in the corner pitchers. Afterwards, the pitchers should

be covered with cloth, and then located at their respective places.—22.

The earth of the following places should also be put into those

pitchers, along with the things mentioned above : -stable, elephant yard,

chariot house, anthill, confluence of two rivers, tank, cattle-fold, royal

palace gate.—23.

The Brahmana touching the central pitcher, which is surrounded by

four other pitchers, each containing precious stones within them, should

recite the Vedic mantras relating to the God Sun.—24.

Seven Br&hmana ladies, along with their husbands, should be wor-

shipped with garlands, cloths, ornaments, etc., according to the means of

the devotee. These women should have no bodily defect. Afterwards,

the BrShmana women should perform the ablution ceremony of the woman

whose children do not survive, and recite the following words :

—

'* May this child be long-lived, may this progeny of this woman be

long-lived. 0 Sun, Moon, planets, Stars, India, Devas, LokapSlas, Brahmft,

Vi&nu, $iva and other groups of Devas, always protect this child. 0
Mitra, 0 Saturn, 0 other Devas, 0 Agni, 0 B&lagraha, be pleased and

never injure the child and his parents."— 25-28.

Note*—mmn «* A demon or any planetary influence that injures the child.
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After this, the seven Br&hmana women with their husbands and

children and wearing white raiments, should be honoured along with the

preceptor.—29.

Then the image of Dharmar&ja, made in gold and placed on a

copper vessel should be given away to the preceptor.—30.

Afterwards with his mind free from jealousy and miserliness, gold,

cloth, gems, clarified butter, milk, &c., should be given to the Brith-

raanaa—31.

The Br&bmanas should be fed fiirst and then the devotee should take

his meals. After meals, the preceptor should pronounce his blessings

in the following words :
—

" This child may live for a century and may

always remain prosperous.—32.

"All his sins be instantly consumed in the submarine fire. 0
lirabmft, Visnu, &va, Vasu, Sv&mik&rtika, Indra, Agni, protect this

child from all calamities and bless him." The preceptor pronouncing

the above, blessings should be worshipped.—33-34.

Then a milch cow should be given away in charity to the preceptor

who should then be dismissed with proper honors. Then the woman
holding her child should 'salute the Sun and Sankara and eat the remain-

der of the charu (&&kalya), and then pronounce " Aditydya namah." This

is the way which should be followed to restore the peace of mind caused

by evil dreams or calamities, &c.—35-36.

Note, pw = The thing which is offered fts a libation in the Fire at the time

of sacrifice, if^nm: = 1 salute the sun.

One who observes these rituals on a seventh day of a bright fortnight,

avoiding his birth-day and asterism, never comes to grief.—37.

The King Kritavlrya, most renowned, got long life and ruled the

world for a period of ten thousand years, owing to his having observed

the above-mentioned rituals repeatedly.—38.

The deity Sftrya, having described this ablution called Saptamt-

sn&na, and which is sacred, sanctifying and giver of long life, vanished

then and there.—39.

This Saptamisn&na, which has been thus described, is most sacred

and dispeller of all evils. Tt is the giver of great benefit to child-

ren.—40.

Health ought to be sought from the Sun, wealth from Agni,

knowledge from favara, and emancipation from Jan&rdana.—41.

This ritual is the destroyer of great sins and giver of happiness to
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the children, and the Munis say that one who hears about it attains

success.—42.

Here ends the sixty-eighth chapter describing the Saptamtorata for the

longevity of infante.

CHAPTER LXIX.

The Lord said :—in the past, during the Rathantara Kalpa, Brahmft

asked Siva on the summit of the Mandar&chala Mountain.— 1.

BrahmA said, " How one may with the performance of slight austeri-

ties get unending prosperity and health, 0 Lord of immortals ? How may
men attain emancipation by practising brief austerities ?—2.

0, Mah&deva, nothing is unknown to thee. Through thy grace one

knows everything. Pray, be pleased to explain to me how, by practising

small austerities, one may get large^reward."—3.

The Lord Matoya said :—On thus being asked by Brahm&, &va, the

lord of Um4, the Soul of the universe, the creator of all worlds, began

to explain the ordinance, so pleasant to the mind.—4.

Siva said:—After this 23rd Rathantara Kalpa, will again follow

Var&ba Kalpa. In that Kalpa, also, there will be 14 manvantaras. The
seventh of these will be Vaivaswata manvantara. In the 28th Dv&para

yuga of the Vaivasvata manvantara will be born the great God, Vasudeva-

Jan&rdana. By the end of the same (28th Dw&para^ age, Lord Visnu will

manifest Himself in three different ways, to relieve the world of its

burden.—5-7.

He will manifest Himself as (1) Dvaip&yana Vy&sa, (2) Baladeva, (3)

^rikrisna, and will bring relief to the world by crushing the pride of the

wretches like Kamsa, etc.—8.

The purl Dw&ravati, which is now known as Kusasthall, will be-

come Dw&rik£*aud will be planned for the residence of Krisna by VisVa-

karm&, according to my instructions.—9.

In the noble assemblage which will be attended in that sacred city,

in company of their beautiful ladies, by Vri§ni, Y&dava and the Kauravas,

the Pandava Bhimsena, the most illustrious of ail assembled there, will,

at the close of the paur&nic discourses, ask Lord Krisni, attended by

the Devas and the Gandharvas, and He will them explain about the ordi-

nance just now asked by you.—10-12.

0 BrahmA ! after that Bhtmasena will follow the rituals dictated by

Lord Kri§na and will promulgate it in the world.— 13.
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Bhiinasena is called Vrikodara, on account of his having Vrika or

wolf-like fire given by me in his stomach. His hanger will never be

appeased.—14%

Note.—" Vrikodara—A wolf in the stomach."

Bhima will be most wise, charitable, wealthy, handsome like Cupid,

and will have the power of ten-thousand elephants.—15.

The pious who are unable to suppress their hunger and keep

up a full fast, should observe this ordinance, which is the best of all for

them.—16.

For the benefit of the pious, unable to suppress their hunger, I>ord

V&sudeva, the Jagadguru, the soul of the universe, will explain the rituals

relating to this ordinance, which will be the giver of the benefits of all

the sacrifices, the destroyer of all sins and calamities, the giver of the

highest prosperity, the most ancient of all the forms of ordinances and

venerated by the Devas."—17-18.

Note.—Now follows the explanation of the rituals by Lord V&sudeva, whioh is another

epithet of Krisna.

V&sudeva said : —The devotee who may not be able to fast on the

eighth, fourteenth and twelveth day of a bright fortnight, or on any other

prescribed day, attains unification with Visnu, by keeping a fast on this

sacred day only.—19-20.

On the tenth day of the bright fortnight, in the month of Ma*gha,

the devotee should bathe in water mixed with sesamum, after anointing

his body with clarified butter.—21.

He should then worship Visnu with the words, " Nainah N&rayan&ya."

The feet of the Lord should be worshipped with " Krisnaya namah," the

head with " Sarv&tmaue namah," the throat with " Vaikunfchaya namah,"

the breast with
44
£$rivatsadharaya namah," the four arms with

44
Chakriue

namah,"
44 Gadaine namah," " Varadfiya namal?,"

44 ^ankhine namah," the

stomach with
44
DATmodaraya nama ," the region of Cupid with

44
Pancha-r

sar&ya namah," the thighs with
44
Saubhasyanath&ya namah," the knees

with
44 Bhuvadh&rine naraaV the shanks with

44
Nilakanth&ya namah," the

feet with
44

Vidvasrije namah." Then the Goddess Laksmi) should be

worshipped with
44
Devyai nainah,"

44
iS&ntyai namah," " Lak^myai namah,"

44
Srly&yai namah," "Pustyai namah," * 4

Tu$(yai namah," 4

*Dhri§tyai namah,"

"Hristyai namah." Afterwards, Garucja, the king of birds, swift like the

wind, the destroyer of serpents, should always be saluted.— 22-26.

Having thus worshipped Govinda, &va and Ganeta should be

worshipped with sandal, incense, flowers, and various kinds of victuals.
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Then the devotee should take, in silence, with ghee, the porridge

made of nice sesamum and grain, cooked with cow's milk, sugar, and

walk a hundred steps.—27-28.

Afterwards, the devotee should brush his teeth with a stick of banyan

or khadir and then rinse his mouth, facing the east or the north, and holding

a ku^a in his hand. After sunset he should perform his sandhyA and

then utter:
<4 Om nanion&r&yan&ya namah, twamaham sarnangatafc.

I salute N&rayana, I throw myself under your protection." On the

Ekadatft day, I shall keep a fast and worship N&r&yana and keep a vigil

at night; have a bath early in the morning (i.e., on the Dv&dasi) and

make an oblation of clarified butter to Fire. Pun()arik&k§a, I shall, with

mind controlled, eat rice, cooked with milk, with a few good Brahmans.

May that be fulfilled by Thy grace, without any obstruction.'

With these words, he should sleep on the bare earth. Then, on day-

break, he should hear recitations from the Ttih&sa, and go and bathe in

a river, after rubbing earth on his body. At this lime, he should avoid the

company of wicked persons.—29-34.

After that, he should perform his wandhya prayers and offer libations

of water to the manes of his deceased ancestors, and then salute Hrislkesa,

the sole sovereign of the seven worlds. Then he should erect a pandal

measuring ten or eleven hands, in front of his house.— 35-36.

Note.—Sandhyft-The morning, noon and the evening prayer, performed by a twice-

born.

An altar, measuring four hand**, should be made in the pandal, and

a portal of the same measurement should be made.—37.

He should place there a pitcher of water and worship the Guardians

of the quarters (Dikp£la). There the devotee should sit on a black deer

skin and over his-head place the pitcher of water, after making a hole in

its centre. He should allow the water to trickle, drop by drop on his head,

and, in the same way, should allow a stream of milk to fall on the head of

the symbol of Visnu.—38-39.

There should be made a sacrificial pond, one hand deep, of the shape

of a conical triangle and surrounded by three circles, and after that the

Brahmanas should be asked to .make an offering of milk, clarified butter

and sesamum to Lord Visnu, after the rituals of Ek&gni, with mantras

sacred to Visnu, after which a stream of clarified butter, of half the size of

a winnowing .basket (Nispava), should be poured into the fire as well as

the charu, mixed with cow's milk. Thirteen pitchers, full of water, should

be placed. The mouths.of these pitchers should be covered-with plates of
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fig leaves containing different kinds of eatables and five jewels and covered

with white cloths. Four Rigvedi Brahmanas should offer sacrifices to Fire,

facing north.—40-43.

Four Brahmanas, well up in the Yajurveda, should recite the mantra

sacred to Rudra. Another group of four Brahmanas, versed in the Samaveda,

should be asked to chant the hymns of the Samaveda, sacred to Visnu,

along with Arista hymns.—44.

The twelve Brahmanas thus employed should be honoured with

garlands of flowers, sandal paste, bed sheets, gold rings, gold sacred

threads, gold bangles, and different kinds of cloths. Miserliness should

not be exercised in this respect. That night should thus be passed in

rejoicings, accompanied with singing and music— 45-46.

Double of all these Daksinas should be given to the preceptor, and,

0 Bhimasena," on the following morning thirteen quiet and good milch

cows, with their horns covered with gold, hoofs with silver, covered with

cloth and painted with sandal, should be given away in charity, along with

milking pots of bell metal to Brahmanas well fed with nice eatables.—47-49.

Then the devotee should take his meal, without acid and salt

Afterwards, the Brahmanas should be dismissed, after being satisfied with

dainty dishes.-—50.

The devotee should follow the Brahmanas for eight steps in company
of his son, wife, etc., and ehould say :

" Kesava ! the destroyer of all

evils, be pleased. &va is enthroned in the heart of Visnu and the Vignu

in the heart of &va. As I do not see any difference between the two, so

there may be loug life and prosperity to me."—51-52.

With these words, the devotee should send the pitchers, the cowb,

the bedding, the clothes, &c, to the house of the Brahmanas.—53.

If many beddings cannot be given, then only one should be given

away, with all necessary requisites.—54.

One who wishes to acquire vast wealth should read the Puranas that

day.— 55.

" 0 Bhtmasena ! You should also keep up this ordinance (vrata),

without pride and with purity of heart. I have dictated all this out

of affection for thee. Bhima ! This ordinance observed by you will be

known after your name." The ordinance (vrata) of Bhimasena dw&datft

is the dispeller of all ills, and was known as Kalyaninl in the past

Ealpas. 0 Valiant one ! You will be the first to observe this ordinance

(vrata) during this Varaha Kalpa, having remembered all about it, you
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will be liberated from all sins and attain the rank of the Lord oLDsfas

(TridaeW. The public women of other Kalpaa having observed thia vreta,

have become oeleatial nymphs (Apearae). One dairy maid, of a previous

Kalpa 'Avira Kenya), having obeerred this vreta oat of curicaity alone,

has now become Urvwli.in the heaven of Indra. The daughter of a

Vatyya became the daughter of Pnlama and the queen of Indra, by virtue

of this ordinance ; and, similarly, SatyabbAmA, the maid of that girl, has

become My beloved."—56-60.

The Sun also on account of huviug bathed in a thousand torrents on

the Kalyanadwfcdasl, got His shining body, surrounded by halos, and has

become the thousand-rayed Vivasvau.—61.

In former times, the same ordinance was observed by Mahendra and

other gods, by the Vasus and by Asuras. No one, even with a thousand

tongues, can adequately describe its effect.—62.

Krisna, the King of Yadavas, will describe this tithi which, when

observed, dispels all the ains of the iron (Kali) age, and liberates all his

manes from the region of Yama, (Naraka).—63.

One who devontly hears about it or reads it for the good of others,

gets whatever he desires and even becomes unified with Brahma.—64.

What was in the former Kalpa, kuown as KalyAnt-dwftdael of the

month of Magna, will come to be known as Blitmadwadarft, when obeerred

hy Bhtmasena, the son of PAncJu.—65.

Here ends the rixty-ninth chapter, describing the BhtmadoddaHvrata.

CHAPTER LXX.

Brahma said :—diva ! 1 have heard of the efficacy of Varna Asrema as

well as of good conduct, as prescribed by the Dhsrma J&straa. I am now
desirous of hearing the practice and conduct of public women.—1.

{Jiva said :—There will be 16,000 wives of Krisna in the Yuga men-
tioned before. When once, in the spring time, those ladies, having decorated

themselves with ornaments, would be drinking together on the banks of a

pond studded with full-budded lotus flowers, dancing with the wind and
resounding with the melodious notes of the cuckoo and musical tunes of

the big black bee, they will see Lord ddmba, beautiful like Cupid, having

eyes handsome like those of a gazelle, and wearing the garlands of mAlati,

passing by. They will cast on him amorous glances, their hearts being

fired with lustful feelings an 1 they being targets of the arrows of

Cupid.—2 0.

17
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Lord Krisoa will come to know all that with his mental vision, and

will curse thorn M follows: 'Because you cherished the desire of

amorous pastime daring my absence, all of yon will be taken away by

bandita'-7.

Then those ladies, overcome with grief on account of such a curse,

will please Krisoa (by their prayers), when the Lord will Kay :
' Daibhya

ftisi of eternal soul, the favourite of the Br&hmanas, will teach you a vista,

which will be the means of your liberation from the bondage and which

will actually free you all. This vrata will be of great benefit to futurity.

With these words, the Lord of Dv&r&vatf left them.—8-10

Then, ages after, there will be a great slaughter, owing to the

muaala affair ; and Lord Kri$na, after relieving the universe of its great

burden, will go to heaven. The Yadavas will have ceased to exist ; and

the ladies of Krisoa will be seized by robbers, a warrior, like Arjuna.

being defeated (and unable to protect them). These robbers will take

them to the- seashore and enjoy with them there. When these ladies

will bemoan their hard lot, the sage Dalbhya, will appear before them.

Those ladies will worship the sage by offering him arghya and salute

him again and again. They will then, with tearful eyes, remember
their past enjoyments, use of garlands and sandal paste, and think of

their Lord, the unconquerable master of the universe, as well as of flowers

and the beautiful city of DwfirikA, glittering with its riches and gems, and
of their respective abodes therein, the Divine forms of their sons dwelling

in that sacred city. Then they will put the following qnestiou to the

sage, standing before him :—11-16.

"Sage! We have all been forcibly defiled by the«e robbers
Now we have lost our Dhanna and place ourselves at your mercy.

0, Seer
!

Pray explain, why we have been degraded to the status of
ooncubines, we, who have been united with God. You have been
ordained by the wise Krisoa to be our guide. Praj explain to us the
duties of concubines." Thus questioned, the sage will say.—17-19.

Ettlbhya said " Ladies ! in the days gone by, all of you were
sporting in the Mansarovara lake, when Narada chanced to go there.

Than you were the daughters of Agni, in the form of nymphs. You
did not salute the sage, but asked him how N&rayaoa, the Lord of the
universe, would be your husband. Narada blessed you with the boon
asked for, but also cursed you for not saluting him. He said that, by
giving away two beddings, according to prescribed rites, on the twelfth
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day of the bright fortnight, in the months of Chaitra And VaislAkha, yoo

would get Kriyua at your husband in the next life."—20-23.

And cursed you as follows :«—" Because in your conceit of beauty

end prosperity you hare omitted to salute
%
me before putting me this

question, you will also be separated from ftrifna and will be lowered to

the rank of public women, after being forcibly carried away by thieves.

In consequence of the curses of NArada and Krifna you gate way to

lustful feelings and have become prostitutes. Now listen to what I

say.- 24-25.

Once upon a time thousands snd thousands of the demons (DAnavae,

Asuras, Daityas and RaksAaas; were killed in the war between the Devas

and the demons. Indra told their numberless widows and those

women who were forcibly seized and enjoyed, to lead the life of proatitutee

snd remain devoted to the kings and the Devas.—26-28.

Indra continued,
4 You should look upon, with equal eye, the kings

your masters and on Sudra. All of you will attain prosperity, sccording to

your fate. You should satisfy those who would come to you with adequate

sum of money t~ enjoy your company, even if they be poor. But you

should not give pleasure to proud men. You should give away cow, land,

grain and gold, according to your means, in charity on the sacred day of

worshipping the De\as or the ancestors. You should act as the Brahmanas

will say. In addition to this, I shall also tell you an ordinance (or vxata),

which all of you should blindly practise.*—20-32.

This ordinance has been held to l>e the best means of crossing unscathed

the «*ea of the evils of life, by those learned in the Vedas. The women

folk should bathe in the water mixed with several herbs, on a Sunday, when

there falls Hasta, Pusya or Pnnarvasu nsterism. They should then approach

the Ood of Love and worship PtiudarikAk*a, by reciting the names of Cupid,

su.—The feet of Visjiu, the God of the gods, should he worshipped with

the word*, " KAniAya namah," the legs with " MobakAnne natnaV the

region of Cupid with "Kandarpanidhaye namah/' tho waist with "Prlti mate

namab," the navel with " SankhyasamudrAya namah," the stomach with

" RAmAya namah," the heart with " HrictayeiAya namab," the breasts with

" AhlAdakArine namah," the throat with " Utkan|hAya namah," the mouth

with AnaodakArlue, namah," the left limbs with Pu?padhanvAya namah/'

the right limbs with PuspabanAya namah, the head with M
MAnasAys

namah," the hair of flie head with " VilolAya namah," and all the body

with "SarvAtmaue uamah."— 33-38.
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They should then salute the respective Gods and Oodesses with

the following mantras, *' Nairn* Sivaye, namafc dents?*," " Namah

PMenku*adharAye,M tl
Namafc Gadine," Namah Pltavastraya (yellow-robed

one) " " Namah ^nkhachakra-dharaya/'
44 Namah N&rayanaya," " Name*

Kamatmane," "Namafc Sarvarfantyai," "Namah Prftyai," "Namafe

Ratyai," " Namafe grlyai,"
M Namah Pu*|yai,"

14 Namah Tuetyai,"
M
Namafe

Sarvartha eampade."—39-40.

The women folk should then worship the l/>rd, whose body is cnpid

himself, by offering Him incense, flowers, sandal and eatables.—41.

Afterwards, the Brahmana, well versed in the Vedant*. who must I*

virtuous snd free from bodily deformity, should be honoured with the

offerings of incense, flowers, sandal.— 42.

And a quantity (of the measure Prasths) of uncooked rice, along with

a pot, full of clarified butter, should be given away to the same Brahmana,

after saying,
4 Lord Madhava, be pleased.'—43.

Thst Btahmana should be well fed and be devoutly look' I upon as

cupid, for the sake of sexual enjoyment.—44.

Bach and every desire of that Brahmana should be satisfied by the

woman devotee. She should, with all heart and soul and with a amile on

her face, yield herself up to him.—45.

This rite should be observed on every Sunday ; and the devotee should

give away the above-mentioned quantity of uncooked rice for a period

of thirteen months ; at the expiry of which, th» same Brahmana should

be given a full bedding, with all its requisites, sic.—pillows, good sheets,

dtps (lamp), a pair of shoes, umbrella, sandnU, a small piece of mattre*a to

sit upon.—46-48.

Next, that Brahmana, with his w :
fe, should be honoured with gold

threads, gold rings, fine cloth, bangles, and with ruconse, garlands of

flowers and sandal paste.—49.

The images of Oupid and Rati, seated on a plate of copper, placed

on a vessel full of molasses, their eyes being of gold and they being well

dressed, should be given away, along with a fine milch cow, a vessel of

bell metal and a piece of sugar cane, by reciting the mantra of the

following signification.—50-51.

' Aa I do not make any difference between Visnu and Cupid, so

0 Lord Visnu, be pleased to always fulfil my desires.'— 52.
1 0 Keeava ! as the Goddess Laksrat never remains apart from you,

in the same way make my body Tour dwelling place.'—53.
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After that, the BrAhmana, accepting the image of Cupid, should

pronounce the following Vedic mantra.
4 Ka Idam KasraAt, Ac.'—54.

Then the Br&hmaoa ahould be diamia^ed, after being circumambu-

lated, and beddings and other thinge should be sent to the house of the

Rr&hmana.—55.

Henceforth, any Br&hmana coining to them for the bake of sexual

enjoyment on a Sunday, ahould be respected and honoured.—56.

In this way, the good Br&hmanaa ahould be kept aatisfied for a

period of thirteen months ; but if they go abroad, their course of action

will be different.—57.

If, with the consent of that RrAhmana, another handsome person

come t > them, these women should, with love and affection and to the best

of their ability, perforin all the fiftyeight kitids of observances of Love,

favourite of man and gods, which would lead to pregnancy and which ia

not harmful to their soul's welfare.—58-59.

I have described to you litis vrata in detail, which, when always

performed, never leads ?'ie prostitutes to sin.—60.

I have fully related to you what Indra said to the women of the

IVmavaa (demons) in ancient days.—61.

0, Women of beauty ! This vrata is the dispeller of all sins and
giver of innumerable benefits. T wish well of you : hence yon should do.

a* T told you.—62.

She (the well-favoured), who follows this ordinance strictly, goes
to the region of Madhava, and is honoured by the Devas. and in the end
obtains a place in the Vi§nu-loka.— 68.

The Lord said :—" The sage I >alabhya, having thus taught those

women how to observe thin ordinance, will go to his own place ; and
those women of divine origin will practise the vrata, as directed."—64.

Here ends the seventieth chapter descrihing Annfincdhurrata^Oift of eiipid).

the observance of which there may be no separation between husband

and wife, nor should there be any grief, disaster or pain."— 1.

Lord said.—Kerfava always reposes in company with Lak^mt, in the

ocean of milk, on the second day of the dark fortnight, in the month

CHAPTER LXXI.

of Sr&vana.—2.
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By worshipping Govinda on that clay all the desires are fulfilled

;

and by giving awny cows, land, gold. Ao., the devotee goes and resides

in the region of Vispu for a period of 700 Kalpae.—3.

The ordinance is known nnder the name of Atfftnyatfayanidvittyi,

on which day Vis?u should be worshipped, according to the rituab and

mantras mentioned hereafter.—4.

The devotee should pray :—" 0, Srivatsadh&ri, drtkAnta, &HdliAmana,

drtpati, AvinSsI, let thia house-holder's life of mine which is the giver of

trivarga (dliarma, artha and k&ma) may never be destroyed.—5.

0 Purusottama ! let there be no destruction of my Agni or Pitfis,

nor let there be any separation between husband and wife.—6.

Deva, as yon never remain apart from your consort, lak$mt, similar-

ly, let there be no aloofness between me and my wife.— 7.

Mudhus&dana ! as your household is never bereft of the goddesa

Laksml, similarly, let not mine be devoid of my wife".—8.

After this prayer, the hymns of Visgtu should be sung in accom-

paniment of various kinds of musical instruments ; if that may not bo feasi-

ble, then the mere ringing of the bell is sufficient, for a bell is an embodi-

ment of all musical instruments.—

9

After thus worshipping Govinda, the devotee should have hia meals

at night, avoiding oil and salt and acids.—10.

In the morning, the image of Laksml jind Visnu, candle, food grain,

cloth, utensils, aud bedstead should be given away.—11.

A pair of sandles, shoes* umbrella, chamara, mattress, white sheet

should also be given away with the bedstead.— 12.

Pillows, bedding, fruits, ornaments, should also be given away, along

with the bedstead, according to the means of the worshipper, without

exercising jealousy and miserliness, to a Br&limana. who may be versed

in the Vedas and be a devotee of Vi$ou, having a large family and having

no bodily defects.— 13-14.

At the time of giving away the bedstead, the Brnhmana, along with

hia wife, should be seated on it, and the former should be given a vessel,

full of nice eatables —15.

The image of Visnu should be given away to the BrAhmaoa after

placing it on a pitcher full of water.— 16.

A woman with a husband, or a widow, who keapa up this ordinance

according to the prescrilied rites, without niggardliness, goes to and resides

in heaven. They, being always dutiful and free from sorrow and blessed

with sons, cattle and wealth, always remain iu company of their husband,
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without being separated so long as the sun, moon and stars remain in

heaven.—17-18.

Their sons, cattle and wealth are never destroyed, and the devotee

goes to the region of Vi$nu where he resides for 77,000 kalpas.— 19.

Here ends the seventy-first chapter describing the AsunyaSayanavrata.

CHAPTER LXX1I.

diva said.
—

" Brahm& ! Now listen to the ordinance that will be the

giver of wealth, and will come in vogue at the end of future Dw&para.

It is in the form of a conversation between Yudhi^hira and the sages,

Pippalada, etc."— 1.

" Yudhisjhira, the pious, will go to Naimig&ranya before the sage

PippaUda, and put this question to him."—2.

Yudhi^thira said:—"0 sage! How health, prosperity and firm

faith in religion can be maintained, and how can unflinching devotion be

centred in diva and Vi^nu, and how may one be free from all bodily

defects."—3.

diva said :

—

14 Brahma ! I shall now tell you the reply of the sage

PippaUda to the queries of Yudhi§thira."—4.

Pippal&da said :—" King ! you have put a most useful question.

I shall now tell you something about it." So saying, he will describe the

Ang&ravrata. About this, there is the following ancient story :—5.

There took place a dialogue between Virdchana and Bh&rgava.—6.

Once upon a time, the mighty sage, dukra, seeing Virdchana, the

handsome, sixteen-years-old son of Prahl&da, laughed, and saying, S&dhu,

84dhu, addressed him, " 0 mighty armed Virochana ! 0 prince ! 0 may you

be always prosperous." Then Virdchana, the enemy of the Devas, wonder-

ing at the laughing of the sage, inquired :— 7-8.

* 0 Br&hmana ! tell me the reason of your laughter without any

apparent cause and why did you again say, Sadhu, S&dhu, to me.— 9.'

dukra said :— " I laughed on the sudden remembrance of the glory

of the Vrata (which you had the good luck of witnessing in your past

life and which gave you this handsome form).— 10.

In ancient times, a drop of prespiration trickled down the forehead of

of diva at the time of His getting into rage to annihilate Dak§a.—11.

That drop penetrated into all the seven lower regions and dried

up all the seven oceans. Afterwards, out of the same drop, Vtrabhadra,
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with many a mouth and eyes emitting flashes of fire from them, was

born. He was endowed with myriads of hands and feet, and destroyed

the sacrifice of Daksa. This Earth-born Virabhadra destroyed the sacrifice

of Daksa and then attempted to burn up the three worlds. Whereupon,

£&va intervened, when He saw Virabhadra was going to consume the

universe, and made him abstain from his campaign of destruction—1 2-13.

&va said :
—

" Virabhadra ! You have destroyed the sacrifice of Daksa,

and now you should not consume the universe. Be calm. You will be

prime in the mansion of auspicious planets, and people will worship you

through my favour. —14-15.

" You will be known as Angaraka (the planet Mars), the son of

the Earth, and your form in the Divine region will be a pearless one in

beauty.—16.

" On the fourth day of a bright fortnight, when it falls on a Tuesday,

the people worshipping you will get everlasting beauty and prosperity

and health."—17.

Hearing such words of Siva, that son of the Earth, instantly became

placid and afterwards turned into a planet.—18.

" Some $udra was worshipping that planet Mars, and you saw the

ceremony, on account of which you are so handsome and renowned, 0 you

son of Prahlftda. You are known as Virdchana by the. Devas and the

Asuras, because you possess various (vi) far-reaching intelligence (Rochi),

and hence you are called Vir6chana (far-reaching light). I was astonished

to see the great beauty possessed by you simply by your looking at the

ceremony of Angarakavrata, and consequently I greeted you with the words

Sadhu, Sadhu, thinking of the great mahatmya of that vrata. When, by

merely looking at that ceremony, one gets beauty and lordliness as yours,

I do not know what would be the case if a man were to observe this ordi-

nance."-!^.
" 0 Prince ! You looked with faith at the ceremony of giving away

the cows, &c , in charity, at the conclusion of the vrata performed in honour

of Mars, the son of Earth, by a low-born despicable £5udra, and consequently

you have been given such a'handsome form and are born in the royal

family of Daityas."—23.

fjiva said On hearing those words of £$ukra, Vir6chana was very

much astonished and asked him."—24.

Vir6chana said.—" 0 sage ! I am eager to hear about the ordinance

as well as about the charities witnessed by me in my previous life."—25.
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" Pray explain to me the glory and the rituals connected with that

ordinance." Hearing those words of Vir6chana, tJukra, began to explain

it in detail.—26.

Sukrasaid.—0 D&nava ! if the 4th day of the bright fortnight

fall on a Tuesday, the devotee should bathe after rubbing earth over his

body, and then wear rubies.—27.

He should mutter the mantras, ** AgnimfirdhA diva," by turning

his face towards the north. If the devotee be a Sudra^ he should silently,

without uttering any mantra, meditate over the form of Bhauma (Mars).

The company of women should be avoided that day.—28.

At dusk, the court-yard of the house should be plastered with cow

dung and adorned with floral wreaths, and uncooked rice should be placed

all round.— 29.

Thereafter, worshipping Bhauma, a lotus of eight petals should be

drawn in saffron. If saffron is not available, then it should be drawn by

red-sandal.—30.

Four pitchers, full of eatables, should be placed, and uncooked rice

and rubies should be placed in them.—31.

The pitchers should be located in the four corners, and fruits, flowers,

incense, etc., should be placed over them.—32.

Then a milch cow, with her horns covered with gold, and hoofs with

silver, should be given away to a Bnihmana in charity, along with a milking

vessel of bell metal, and her calf. So also should be given an ox, and the

seven kinds of grains tied in seven different pieces of cloths.—33.

An image of the size of a thumb should be made in gold. Its four

arms should be extensive. The image should be placed on a vessel of gold,

and the vessel should be placed on raw sugar and clarified butter —34.

Afterwards, all that should be given away in charity to a Br&hmana,

who is versed in the sacrificial rites, is able to restrain his passions, is

calm and modest, is well-born and has large family. It should never

be given to a Br&hmana, who is a hypocrite. Then the devotee should

recite the following mantras, with his hands folded.—35.
1

0, Son of Earth, 0 blessed one, you have been born of the sweat

drop of lord J$iva, I pray you for beauty and have taken shelter under you.

Be pleased to accept this arghya, I salute you. Pray accept this libation

of water.'—36.

Note :—(The mantra in the original is this :—

iJTfPJT «*4i«<iM rAqta* Imto(5 I

muff wt snratar TOwn*5 % 11

18
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The libation of water (argbya), mingled with red sandal, should be

made by reciting the above mantras, and the Brfihmana should be wor-

shipped with red sandal, red flowers, and red cloths, etc.—37.

By uttering the same mantra, a cow, with an ox, should be given

away in charity in honour of Mars, and a bedstead, well-arranged with all

its requisites, should also be given away.—38.

AH the nice things available or the things appreciated by the devotee

wishing to acquire • everlasting benefits, should be given away in charity

to the Br&hniana.— 39.

After this, the Brahmana should be circumambulated and dismissed,

and the devotee should take his evening meal with clarified butter,

avoiding salt and acid.— 40.

I shall now describe to you the benefits that accrue to the devotee

by observing this Angaraka vrata for eight times or even four times with

devotion.—41.

He gets handsomeness, luck, and devotion to Siva and Visnu in all

his lives, and becomes the king of the seven realms.—42.

He lives for seven Kalpas in the clime of $iva after death, and,

0 Prince of the Daityas ! You should also therefore perform this

Vrata"—43.

PippaMda said.—After thus describing the rituals, the sage &ukra

went away and Virochana, the Prince of the Daityas, afterwards kept

this observance, according to the prescribed rites, and 0 King Yudhis$hira

!

You should also keep it. For the knowers of Veda say that its fruit is

inexhausti ble.—44.

Siva said.—Hearing all this from the sage Pippal&da, the King

Yudhisfchira, of the wonderful deeds and prowess, said :

—
" Let it be so."

He then performed this Vrata. One who hears about it, after pondering

over the words of Pippalada with attention, also gets the same benefit by

the grace of the lord Mars. - 45.

Here ends the seventysecond chapter describing the Ang&rakavrata.

CHAPTER LXXIII.

Pippalada said.
—

" King ! now listen to the rituals pertaining to the

pacification of the malignant aspect of the planet Sukra (Venus). On the

beginning of a journey or its end, or on the occasions of the appearance

and the disappearance of £$ukra, a vessel of silver, gold or bell metal
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should be made and filled in with white flowers, white cloth and uncooked

rice.—1-2.

A silver image of $ukra should be made Bnd given away to a Br4h-

mana versed in the S&raaveda, after decorating it with pearls and placing

it on the top of the vessel.*—3.

At the time of giving away the image, the follwing mantra should

be uttered :

—
* 0, master of all realms, 0, Bhrigunandana, 0 Kavi, saluta-

tions to you. Accept this arghya for the fulfilment of my desires'. The

arghya mantra is.—-4.

The person who thus gives away all the things, mentioned above, in

charity, according to the aforementioned rites, when undertaking a

journey, etc, at the time of the appearance of $ukra, goes to the region

of Visnu, after getting all his desires fulfilled.— 5.

The devotee should not take his meals until he has finished his

worship of $ukra by offering Him white flowers, fried cakes and cakes of

urad pulse and things made of wheat and • gram. Tbe person who does

so attains trivarga (religious merit, wealth and enjoyments).-6.

Yudhisfchira ! the worship of Brihaspati (Jupiter) has been described

in the same way, to which now listen. An image of Brihaspati should be

made in gold and placed in a golden vessel, after being dressed in yellow

cloth. The devotee then should bathe in water mixed with sesamum, or

with water mixed with the juice of butea-frondosa or Panchagavya.—7-8.

He should then put on yellow raiments and paint his head with

sandal mixed with saffron, and then pour libations of clarified butter in

the fire. Then, after saluting Brihaspati, the image should be given away

to a Br&hmana, along with a cow.— 9.

Brihaspati should thus be saluted :

—
* Salutations to Brihaspati, the

giver of solace to those falling under the influence of evil stars."

—

IO.0

0, son of Kunti ! One who thus worships Brihaspati on a Sankv&nta

or on undertaking a journey or on other auspicious occasions, attains all

his wishes.—11.

Here ends seventy-third chapter describing the Pdjd of Jupiter and
Venus.

* Note,—The pranama mantra of Brihaspati is as follows :—

firersFjpraT toi 'otto ^ i

<AftaMIJH4<1l<J •rti II
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CHAPTER LXXIV.

}$rahm& said :—Lord &va ! you are the One, who sees all beings

safely through the ocean of the world, pray therefore describe some such

ordinance, as may lead people to cross the sea of the world in safety,

and attain health, heaven and happiness.—1.

$iva said : —Brahma ! I shall describe to you the Saura dharma,

consisting of the following vrata3 : (i) Kalyana saptami (ii; Visokasaptami.

So also (Hi) Phala Saptami, the destroyer of sins and giver of great merit.

Similarly, (io) the sacred $arkara Saptami (i?) Kamala Saptami {vi) Manrlara

Saptami, (vii) Subha Saptami, the giver of auspiciousness. These are the

givers of endless merit. All these have been respected by the Devas and

the Ri$is, and I shall describe their rituals to you, one by one, in due

order.—3-4.

When a Sunday falls on the 7th day of a bright fortnight, it is known

as Kalyaruni or Vijaya Saptami. On that day the devotee should bathe in

cow's milk, in the morning, and put on white clothes, and then sit

facing the east and draw the picture of an eight-petalled lotus flower,

made of uncooked rice powder. He should, then, draw a circle round

that lotus, and in the centre of it draw its pericarp, with the same material.

Then, on all sides of it, he should draw eight pictures of the Sun with

flowers and rice. The devotee should put a pinch of uncooked rice on each

petal of the lotus, after reciting the following mantras '— " Tapan&ya

namah, Martandaya namah, Divakarf.ya namah, Vidhatre namah, Vaiund-

ya namah, Bh&skartiya namah Vikartanaya namah, and Ravaye namah, res-

pectively, beginning with the picture of the Sun on the Eastern petal, and

then on those on the South-Eastern, Southern, South-Western, Western,

North-Western, Northern, and, lastly, on the North-Eastern petals.— 5-9.

Note,—A pinch of uncooked rice should be placed on each petal after reciting one

name each time, until it is placed on each eight petals, viz.—On the petal in the eastern

direction by reciting Tapanftya namah, and so on.

At the commencement, as well as at the end, and so also in the

middle, of placing rice, he should recite the Mantra Param4t-mane namah

Then at the end, the God-Sun should be saluted.—10.

The Sun should be worshipped on the altar by being offered white

cloth, fruits, incense, flowers, sandal paste, eatables and raw sugar, along

with salt, all of which should be given away in charity to Brahmanas.—11.

Afterwards, good Brahmanas should be devoutly worshipped with

raw sugar, clarified butter and milk, and then they should be given gold,

placed on a dish, containing sesamum.— 12.
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Then the Brahmanas should be dismissed with fees, after reciting

the
4

vy&hriti
1

mantras. The devotee should then go to sleep and then,

after getting up in the morning, he should bathe and finish his japa

(prayers) and take rice cooked in clarified butter and sugar in company

of the Brahmanas.—13.
•

After meals, the devotee should give away to the Br&hmanas, who

may be free from hypocrisy, a pot, full of clarified butter, and a piece of

gold, along with a pitcher, full of water.—14.

At that time the devotee should say :
" 0, Adorable Sun, the Supreme

Self, be pleased." The worship of the ^un should thus be followed for a

year, on the bright Saptami of every month, and in the 13th mouth, 13 cows,

with their mouths covered with gold and bodies adorned with clothes and

ornaments, should be given away.—15-16.

If one cannot afford 13 cows, he may give only one. The observer

of this ordinance should not exercise miserliness and jealousy. Those

who do so, go to hell. — 17.

One who thus observes the Kalyana Saptami ordinance, goes to

the region of the Sun, after being liberated from all sins, and obtains

long life, health and prosperity on this earth.—18.

This Saptami, which is the destroyer of all sins and venerated by

the Devas, is known as Kalyana Saptami, the remover of all evils.—19,

One who reads or hears about this kalyana Saptamf, the giver of

endless merits, is freed from all sins on this earth.—20.

Here ends the seoenty-fourth chapter describing the Kalydna

Saptami vrata.

CHAPTER LXXV.

&va said : —0 sage ! I shall now tell you about the Visoka Saptami

(the Sorrow-Destroying fast) the observance of which fast frees the devotee

from all grief.— 1.

Note :—Visoka=Free from grief.

On the sixth day of the bright fortinght, in the month of Magha,

the devotee, after brushing his teeth in the morning and rubbing the body

with black sesamura, and bathing, should fast the whole day ; and at

night, again brushing his teeth, he should take krisara pudding (consist-

ing of rice, sesamum and a pulse cooked in milk and eaten with ghee

and without salt). Then go to bed as a Brahmachari.—2.
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On the following morning, after bathing and finising his daily-

prayer and so being pure, he should have a lotus made of gold, and

worship it by pronouncing ' Arkaya namafc/—3.

Note :—A*ak4ya namah=Salutations to the San.

The lotus should be worshipped with red kanera flowers and a

piece of red cloth. The devotee should pray to the Sun in these words :

—

* 0 Aditya ! as this world becomes free from all grief at Thy rising, in the

sajne way, let me also be free from sorrow, in all my lives, and may I have

always firm faith in Thee.'—4.

Thus, having performed Pfija on the sixth day of the bright fort-

night, the Brahmanas should be worshipped with devotion. The

worshipper, after taking cow's urine, should go to bed.* Then, on the

following morning, rising from his bed, bathing and finishing his daily

prayers, he should offer food to the Brahmanas, in a vessel containing raw

sugar. Then the golden lotus should be given away to a Brahmana, along

with a pair of red clothes mentioned above.— 5-6.

On the Saptami (seventh) day, oil and salt should be avoided, and the

devotee should observe a vow of silence and listen to some Purana. —7.

The ordinance should then be continued on the seventh day of each

fortnight, till the next month of Magha.— 8.

On the conclusion of the ordinance, a pitcher of water, along with

a golden lotus, should be given away, and a bedstead, with all its

requisites and a milch cow, should also be given away.—9.

One who keeps up the Viioka Saptami ordinance, according to the

rites mentioned above, without giving way to miserliness, attains bliss, and

never gets any sorrow for a period of ten padmas, and is also free from

disease. He also attains his wishes, and if he observes it without any

desires, he becomes unified with Brahina\—10-12.

One who reads, listens to, or relates this vrata of Viioka Saptami,

goes to the realm of Indra and never gets any sorrow.—13.

Here ends the seventy-fifth chapter dealing with yisoka saptami vrata

or the Sorrow-Destroying fast.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

&va said :—" 1 shall now describe to you the Phala Saptami, (fruit-

gift fast) the observance of which liberates the devotee from sins and leads

him to heaven.—1.

* This ceremony relates to the sa«$hi day.
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In the month of M&rgniira, on the seventh day of the bright fort-

night, the devotee, after fasting, should give away a lotus of gold, along

with sugar, to some Bmhmana with a large family. A golden image of the

Sun, weighing one pala in measure, should also be given away to a

Br&htnana in the afternoon, when the devotee should say, ' 0 Sun ; be

pleased on me.
1—2-3.

On the following day, that is, on A^aml, the Brahmauas should be

worshipped with devotion and fed with milk and fruits
;
during that

period of the day, so long as there is any portion of the Krisna Saptami

remaining, and on every seventh day of the dark fortnight, fruits should

be given away in charity.—4.

In the same way, any fruit made of gold, and a lotus, along with

sugar, utensils, cloths and flowers should be given away on each seventh

day of the dark and the bright fortnights in the month, for a full

year.— 5-6.

The following names should be recited, one after the other, each

month :—Bhfcnu, Arka, Ravi, Brahma, Sfirya, Sukra, Hari, $iva, Srimtln*

VibhAvasu, Tva§t&, and Varuna.—7.

Out of the names mentioned above, one name, turn by turn, should

be recited monthly, on the seventh day of the dark or bright fortnight.

The desire of obtaining any fruit or merit, by the observance of this vrata,

should be renounced by the devotee.— 8.

At the end of the ordinance, a BrShmana and his wife should be

adored, and then cloth as well as a pitcher, full of sugar, along with a lotus

of gold, should be given, and the following prayer should be offered :

—

' O'Ravi ! as the wishes of your devotees never prove fruitless, so the

attainment of endless fruits be mine, throughout my future seven

lives.'—10.

One who observes this Phala Saptami, the giver of endless fruits,

being liberated from all his sins, goes to the realm of the sun. He is

freed from the sins arising out of drinks, &c.
?
whether committed in this

or the next world. All that is destroyed, who observes this Phala Saptami

fast. He who observes this Phala Saptami, becomes free from all diseases

and liberates his past ancestors as well as his successors, for 21 generations

from bondage. One who reads, hears or relates this to others, gets also

prosperity.— 11-14.

Here ends the seventy-sixth chapter relating to Phala Saptami

or the fast followed by the gift of fruits.
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CHAPTER LXXVII.

diva said.
—

" I shall now explain to you something about the

Sarkara iSaptaini, (gift of sugar) the destroyer of sin, by the observance of

which one gets longevity, prosperity and health.— 1.

In the month of Vaisakha, on the seventh day of the bright fort-

night, the devotee should bathe in water, mixed with white sesamum, and

then put on white sandal paste and a garland of white flowers.—2.

A lotus with its petals and pericarp, should be drawn on an altar,

with saffron, and flowers and incense should be put on it, after reciting

* S&vitre namah *—3.

Afterwards, a pitcher of water, with a vessel of sugar, should be

placed on it. The pitcher should be covered with a piece of white cloth

and white flowers, sandal paste, and gold should be put on it. Then the

puj& should be made with the following mantra :—4.

1 0 Pitcher, You are the Vedamaya, and, consequently, you are

praised as knower of all the Vedas. You are like nectar to all, bring

peace unto me.'— 5.

Note—Vedaraaya=Full of all Vedas, Vedavfidi=The knower of the Vedas.

Afterwards, the devotee should drink pafichagavya and sleep on the

floor, by the side of the pitchers, and should recite the Vedic mantras

relating to the Sun, and listen to the Puranas.— 6.

After the lapse of a day and night, on the 8th day of the fortnight,

the devotee should give away all the things to the Bra*hmanas after per-

forming his daily prayers.—-7.

He should feed the Brahmanas, according to his means, with sugar,

clarified butter and rice cooked in milk and sugar, but should avoid oil

and, salt. He himself should take his meals in silence. The same rule

should be observed each month for a year, after which a pitcher of water,

with a vessel of sugar, a bedstead, with all its requisites, and a milch cow,

and if means permit, then a house containing all the- necessities of a

householder's life as well as eatables, should be given away. Miserliness

should not be exercised, for it leads to sin. The devotee should, in

addition to the things mentioned above, give away a horse of gold worth

1,000 Niskas, 100 Ni§kas, or 10 Niskas, or of even 5 Niskas, according to

his means, by reciting the mantras pertaining to the Sun.—8-12.
Note.—One Niska is equivalent to Rs. 4.

The nectar fell from the mouth of the Sun, whilst He was quaffing it,

out of which (Sali) rice, munga pulse and sugarcane were produced.
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Sugarcane is the best of all these three, because out of it sugar is pre-

pared. Its juice is just like nectar
;
consequently, an offering of sugar

to Devas and Pitris is dear to the Sun also.—13-14.

This Sarkara Saptami is said to give the same benefit as AsVamedha

sacrifice. It removes all diseases and makes the sons and the grandsons

thrive. One who observes this fast with unflinching devotion, gets bliss.

He passes his days for one Kalpa in heaven, and then attains emancipa-

tion. One who hears, listens, or reads about this, goes to the region of

the Sun. One who advises others to observe this ordinance, is also vener-

ated by Devas and Heavenly damsels, and passes his days in heaven.

—15-17.

Here ends the seoentyseventh chapter describing the Sarkard Saptami

or the fast followed by gift of sugar.

CHAPTER LXXVIII.

$iva said :—T shall now describe to you that Kamala Saptami vrata,

by the mere mention of which the God Sun becomes pleased.—1.

In the spring, on the 7th day of a bright fortnight, the devotee

should bathe in water mixed with white mustard and should then make
a golden lotus and place it in a golden vessel, full of sesamum.— 2.

The lotus should be covered with a pair of cloths, and then the Lord

Sun should be worshipped with incense, flowers, &c. The following man-

tras should be recited at the time of worship. 'Kamalahast&ya namah,

VisVadhdrine namah, 'Div&karnya namah', Trabhakaraya namah ;* aud he

should then give away the golden lotus in the evening, along with the

pitcher of water adorniug it, with ornaments, cloths and garlands, and

then give it to a Brahmana. So, also, according to his means, he may
give away a milch cow after adorning her well. —3-5.

On the following day i.e., on the a§tami the Br&hmanas should be fed

according to the means of the devotee, but he himself should not take

flesh and oil.— 6.

In this way, the devotee, without giving way to miserliness, should

observe the same rituals, on the 7th day of a bright fortnight each

month.—7.

On the conclusion of the ordinance, a bedstead along with the golden

lotus, should be given away, and a cow with its horns plaited with gold as

well as utensil.* alalia (seats) and candle sticks should also be given away,
29
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along with other necessary articles. One, who observes this ordinance,

according to the prescribed rites, becomes possessed of inexhaustible

wealth and goes to the kingdom of the Sun.—8-9.

He also goes to all the seven lokas, in each kalpa, where he enjoys in

the company of the nymphs and gets bliss. One who hears, sees, relates

or observes this ordinance also becomes wealthy and goes to heaven, where

he enjoys the company of Gandharvas and Vidy&dharas.—10-11.

Here ends the seventy-eighth chapter dealing with Kamala Saptami Vrata.

CHAPTER LXXIX.

diva said :—I now relate to you about the Mand&ra Saptami, the

giver of all desires, the most excellent, anil the destroyer of all sins.—1.

The devotee should take some light food on the fifth day of the bright

fortnight in the month of M&gha, and, having aiisen from his bed in the

morning and brushing his teeth and bathing, should keep fast on that day

viz., on the Sa§thi day.—2.

That day he should honor a few Br&huianas and feed them with

delicious food at night. Mand&ra* pratJana should be offerred to the Deva.

On the following morning, that is, the saptami day, he should feed the

Br&hmanas again, according to his means, after his morning ablutions. Then

procure eight Mand&ra flowers and prepare a golden image of the Sun

carrying a lotus in his hand and place it in a copper-vessel containing

sesamum, and prepare also an eight-petalled lotus and invoke the God

Sun, thus. He should offer one mand&ra flower on each petal.—3-5.

He should then salute the Sun and put some flowers and uncooked

rice on the lotus leaf, in the Eastern direction by saying * Bhaskar&ya-

namah' in the South-East by saying ' Suryaya namah ' iu the South, by

saying * Arkaya uamah. ' in the South-West, by saying " Aryainne namai,"

in the West by saying :
—

" Veda dhflmne namah," in the North-West

direction by saying " Chancja Bhanave namah,"/ in the North by saying

"Pu§ne namah," in the North-East by saying * Anand&ya namah.'— 6-7.

The devotee should place the image of the Male Purusa on the peri-

carp of the lotus, and after saying
1

Sarvfitmane namah,' white cloth should

be put on the image, and eatables, flowers and fruits should be offered.—8.

Then all these things should be given away to a Br&hmana versed in

the Vedas. He himself should take his meals, but then oil and salt should

• Mand&ra is the name given to several species of plants, viz., Oalotropts gigantea,

Erythrina indica, and thorn-apple.
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be avoided. He should observe the vow of silence while eating, and take

his meals facing the East.—9.

This ordinance should be observed, according to the prescribed rites

for a year, on the seventh day of a fortnight, each month, without giving

way to miserliness.— 10.

On the conclusion of the ordinance, the lotus of goli should be given

away after being placed on a pitcher of
m
water. One wishing to acquire

prosperity, should give away a cow in addition to it.—11.

The following prayer should then be offered ' I salute Mand&ran&tha

and Mand&rabhavana, 0 Lord Sun ! see me through this wordly ocean of

troubles.
1—12.

One who observes this Mandura Saptaml fast in this way is freed

from all sins and goes to heaven where be resides for a kalpa. This

ordinance is like a torch that dispels all the sins like pitched darkness.

One who keeps it up gets his desires fulfilled. One who reads or listens

about this ordinance becomes freed from all sins.— 13-15.

Here ends the seventy-ninth chapter dealing ivith Manddra Saptami

vrata.

CHAPTER LXXX.

Sri Bhagav&n said :—I shall now explain to you about the excellent

$ubha saptami fasting, which frees the devotee from all diseases, sorrows

and troubles.— 1.

The devotee should observe this ordinance on the seventh day of

the bright fortnight, in the month of AsVina, after ablutions and morning

prayers, when the Br&hmanas have done the svastiv&chana.—2.

A milch cow should be worshipped with incense, flowers and sandal

paste and the devotee should say, ' 0, One who has been born of the Sun

and one who resides in the various climes, whose body is goodness itself,

I salute Thee for the fulfilment of my desires.'—3.

After this, a quantity (of the Prastha measure) of sesamum put in

a vessel of copper, an ox of gold with incense, garland, molasses, various

kinds of fruits, eatables and dishes made of milk and clarified butter,

should be given away in the evening by reciting the mantra, " AryamA

PriyatAm."—4-5.

The devotee should offer Panchagavya as Pr&iana. He should be

free from all pride and sleep on the floor. On the following morning, he
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should get up and worship the Brahinanas with devotion. Thus men
should give away each month a couple of cloths, a golden ox and a golden

cow, and, at the end of the year, sugarcane, molasses, bedding, pillows,

utensils, and mattresses.— 6-8.

Afterwards, a quantity (of the Prastha measure) of sesamum placed in

a vessel of copper and a golden ox, should be given to a Br&hmana versed

in the Vedas, with the words, " Visvatraa Priyatam."—9.

One who keeps up this ordinance in this way becomes wealthy and

renowned in each birth.— 10.

He is also honoured by the nymphs (i.e., Apsaras and Gandharvas),

and resides in heaven as the Lord of Hosts (i.e., Ganas) till the end of

the kalpa, after which he is born as a king.— 11.

Thousands of the sins accruing by the killing of Brahmanas and

by wilful abortion, are expiated by the reading of this sacred vrata of

of Saptami.—12.

One who reads this or hears it, even for a moment, or sees the vrata

performed and things given away, is freed from all sins and becomes the

Lord of the Vidy&dharas.— 13.

One who keeps up this Saptami vrata (ordinance), of sevenfold

prescription, for a period of seven years, becomes the Lord of seven regions,

turn by turn, after which he goes to the region of Visou and attains bliss

there.— 14.

Here ends the eightieth chapter describing the Subha Saptami vrata.

CHAPTER LXXXI.

Manu asked :—Lord ! which is that ordinauce, by the observance of

which, separation from the dear ones ceases to be painful and which confers

prosperity on the devotee and which saves men from the evils of this

life.— 1.

The Lord said :—The question put by you, 0 Manu ! is beneficial

to the world, and, owing to the sublimity of the subject-matter, is beyond

the reach of heaven even ;
and, though kept secret from Suras and Asuras,

now, I shall relate it to you on account of your intense devotion.— 2.

The Vitfokadvadaii ordinance falls in the month of Aivina. On the

tenth day of the fortnight, the devotee should take some light food and

commence the ordinance by observing the prescribed rites,—3.
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On the Ekadaal day, he should brush his teeth by turning his face

towards the north or the east. Then he should worship the Lord Kesava

and the Goddess Lak$mi, and fast the day. " I shall take my meal

consisting of many dishes next day." With this thought, he should go

to sleep, and, on getting up in the morning, he should bathe in Pancha-

gavya water, mixed with various medicines, and put on white clothes and

garlands of white flowers. Afterwards, the worship of Laksmi and

N&rayaaa should be commenced with white lotus flowers.—4-5.

The feet should be worshipped, after reciting
4

Vis*ok&ya namah,' the

legs after reciting
4 Varadaya namah/ the knees after reciting

4

J$ris*&ya

namah/ the thighs after reciting
4

tialat&yine namah/ the private parts

after reciting * Kaudarp&ya namah,' the waist after reciting *M&dhavaya.

namah/ the stomach after recitiug * D&modaraya namah/ the ribs after

reciting * Vipulaya namah/ the navel after reciting Tadmanabhaya namah/

the heart after reciting
4 Manmathnya namah/ the breasts after reciting

SJridharAya namah/ the hands after reciting ' Madhujite namah/ the left

arm after reciting
4

Chakrine namah/ the right arm after reciting
4

Gadi-

ne namah/ the throat after reciting
1

Vaikupfchaya namah/ the mouth after

reciting * Yajfiyamukhaya namah/ the nose after reciting * Aiokanidhaye

namah/ the eyes after reciting * Vasudevaya namah/ the forehead after

reciting V&manaya namah/ the eye brows after reciting *Haraye namah/

the locks of hair after reciting ' Madhavaya namah/ the crown after recit-

ing VisVarupine namah/ the head after reciting
4 Sarvatmane namah.

—

6-11.

Thus worshiping Visnu with sandal, fruits and flowers, an altar

should be made on the ground after making a circle.—12.

The altar should be a square in shape, and of the dimensions of a

cubit, and should slant towards the north. It must be smooth and soft,

surrounded by three small mud-walls.— 13.

The upper surface should be eight fingers high from the ground
;

and the mudwalls one finger high and two fingers thick.— 14.

[N.B.—One finger is a little less than one inch.]

On it should be placed an image of Laksmi, made of river sand, and

placed in a winnowing basket, and worshipped according to the rites here-

after mentioned.— 15.

Laksmi should be worshipped, after reciting the following mantras,

viz.—
iftf in* srift <sW$ «w* i

3*8^ IJftsI •rift" II
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Devya! namafo, $antyai namah, Lakemyai namab, Srtyai namah, Pus-

fyai namab, Tustyai namah Vrisfcyai namah, Hristyai namab.—16.

The devotee should also say,
c 0 Viiokfi goddess, destroy all grief,

grant some boon, give wealth, and fulfil all desires*.—17.

After this, he should wrap up the winnowing basket in a piece of

cloth, and worship Laksmt with fruits and various kinds of clothes and

with a golden lotus.—18.

The .devotee should drink the water purified by the Kurfa grass, and

carry on music and singing throughout the night
;
and, on the lapse of

three quarters of the night thus past in vigil and prayer, the devotee

should sleep in the last quarter, and then waking up, go and worship

them, along with three couples of Br&hmanas and Br&hmanis according to his

means : if not three, at least, one couple should be worshipped. He should

offer them sandal, flowers aud cloths as well as bedsteads, with the mantra,

" Namastu Jalas*ayine." The night thus passed with watching, music and

songs, the devotee, after bathing in the morning, should worship the

Brfihmana couples, as mentioned above. They should be fed according to

his means, free from niggardliness. And then, after taking his meals, he

should pass that day in listening to the Purdnas.—19-23.

The devotee should observe the same rituals every month till the

ordinance is over ; after which, he should give away a bedstead, along with

the gu4a dhenu* (sugar cow), pillows, bedding, sheets and cloths.—24.

Then he should say, * 0 Lord ! as Laksmi does not forsake you,

similarly, beauty, health, and pleasure may always be mine '.—25.

' As Laksmi does not go without Visnu, let there always be happiness

with me. Let my devotion always remain centred in Visnu.*—26.

With the above words, the devotee should give away the bedstead,

and gu4a dhenu, the image of Laksmi and the winnowing basket, to the

Brahmana.—27.

The following flowers are always desirable in this form of worship

viz.,
c

Lotus, Kanera, B&na, fresh Safron flower, Ketaki, Sindhuvara,

Jasmine, Gaudhapatala, Kadamba, Kubjaka and Champaka.—28.

Here ends the eighty-first chapter describing the Vrata called Vikoka

DvddaH,

QuQa dhenu haa been explained in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER LXXXII.

Mann asked :—0,Lord of the Universe ! pray tell me about Gwtfa-

dkenu. How should it be made, and by what mantra should it be given

away ?—1.

The Lord Matsya answered :—0 King ! I shall explain to you

the form of Qufadhenu, and the fruits of its gift, as well as the mantras,

according to which it should be given away. It is the destroyer of all

sins.— 2.

The flo%r should be plastered with cowdung, the Kusa grass should

be spread on all sides, and then over it should be placed a black antelope

skin of four hands in length with its neck towards the east. This is

meant for the cow. A smaller deerskin should be spread on the floor,

near the first, and it should be meant for her calf. The cow should be

made to face the east and the calf the north.—3-4.

The image of Qu$adhenu (Sugar cow) should be made of 4 maunds

of raw sugar, and the calf of one maund of raw sugar, which is considered

to be the first class ; the image of the cow made of two maunds and the

calf of half a maund of raw sugar is considered to be the next best. The

image of the cow made of one maund and the calf of ten seers of raw sugar

is considered to be the last best. The devotee is to choose between the

three, according to his means.—5-6.

The mouths of the images of the cow and the calf should be made

of clarified butter, and both should be covered with five silk cloths. Their

ears should be made of mother-of-pearl and legs of sugarcane and the

eyes of good pearls.—7.

The tendons, nerves, &c, of these images should be made of white

threads, white blankets to represent their dewlaps, cheeks and backs

should be made of copper, the white hair trimmed from a chdmara

(antelope hair) should represent the hair of the body.—8.

The eyebrows should be made of corals, the udders of fresh butter,

the tail of silk cloth, a vessel of bell metal should be placed to represent the

milking vessel, the horns should be made of gold, the pupils of the eyes

of sapphire, the hoofs of silver, the scented fruits in place of the nostrils.

After thus making the images of the cow and the calf, the devotee should

worship them with incense, lights, Ac, with the following prayer :—9-10.

'The Goddess, who is inherent in all beings, in the form of Laksm!

and who also resides among the Devas, let that Goddess, in the symbol of a

cow, may confer peace upon me. The Goddess who is known as Rudran!,
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the favourite of the Lord $iva, in whose form she resides, may that very

same Goddess in the symbol of the cow, dispel all my sins. The Goddess,

who reclines on the breast of Visnu, as Laksnii, who is present in the

form of Svaha in the fire, and is called the power and the energy of the

sun and the moon and Indra, the same Goddess, in the symbol of the cow

may grant me wealth. She who is the Lak§ml (wealth) of Brahma, Kuvcra,

Lokapalas may grant me boons in the symbol of the cow. She who is

Swadha, of the highest Pitris, is SvahS of the Devas, may she remove all

ray sins and bring me peace in the symbol of the cow.'—11-15.

The gucjadhenu, thus invoked by the above prayer should be given

away to the Brahmana. The same ritual is observed in giving away

all sorts of cows.—16.

0 King ! there are ten sorts of cows that are said to remove all

sins, and 1 shall enumerate them to you.— 17.

They are :—1. Cow made of raw sugar (guoja dhenu). 2. Cow made

of clarified butter (ghrita dhenu). 3. Cow made of sesamum iTila dhenu),

4. Cow made of water (jala dhenu), 5. Cow made of milk (Ksira dhenu), 6

Cow made of honey (Madhu dhenu), 7. Cow made of sugar (Sarkara dhenu),

8. Cow made of curds (dadhi dhenu), 9. Cow made of syrup (Rasa dhenu)

and 10, the real, that is, the living cow.—18-19.

The symbols of cows made of liquid should be placed in pitchers

filled to the brim, and the symbols of the cow made of other substances

should be arranged in a heap. In this matter of gift, some also like to

make a symbol of the cow of gold - 20.

Some sages have also said that the symbol of the cow made of fresh

butter and gems should be given away. The above-mentioned rituals

should be observed in giving away all sorts of cows (described above).—21.

The devotee should give away, with faith, these cows to attain

prosperity and emancipation, on occasions of different festivals, accompa-

nied with the invocation of mantras. I have already explained in connec-

tion with this gufia dhenu gift, the gift of other symbolical cows. These

gifts are destroyers of all sins, the givers of the fruits of innumerable

sacrifices, and are very auspicious.—22-23.

Of all the ordinances the one of Adokadvadarfi is the best, and the

gift of guda dhenu, as being an ingredient of that vrata, is, therefore,

praised as the best.—24.

It is most appropriate to give away the gu<ja dhenu, <&c., on the days

of equinoxes, and solstices, on the occasion of an eclipse and Vyatipata
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(i.e., when the Sun and the Moon are in opposite Ayana and have the

same declination, the sum of their longitude being equal to 180°.)—25.

This Vigokadvadarf! is most sacred and dispeller of all sins, and is

auspicious. He who fasts on this Dv&dasl goes to Vi§nu's highest seat.

He attains prosperity, longevity and health in this world, and, after death,

he goes to the city of Visou, remembering him always at that critical

moment. The virtuous devotee never gets grief or pain for a period of

nine arbuda and eighteen thousand years. A married woman, observing

this Virfokadvadaii vrata, with music and dance, obtains also the same

benefits. Consequently, one, full of faith, should always have music and

songs in honor of Hari, on the occasion of this vrata, for, thereby, he gets

prosperity.—26-30.

One who reads, listens to, or sees the worship of Lord Madhusudana

or advises others to observe this ordinance, goes to the kingdom of Indra

where he is venerated by the Devas for a period of one kalpa.—31.

Here ends the eighty-second chapter describing Akoka Duadahi and the

subsidiary gift of gufa dhenu and other symbolic images of the cow.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

N&rada said :—0 Lord of the Universe ! I wish to hear the benefits

of that best of all gifts, that may be the giver of everlasting benefits in

the next life and that may also be venerated by the Devas and Risis.—1.

diva said :—0 Sage ! I shall explain to you the ten ways of the

gift or ddna known as the Sumeruparvata gift, by virtue of which,

the devotee attains the highest of the climes and is respected by the

Devas.—2.

The blessings conferred by this form of charity cannot be attained

otherwise, not even by the reading of, or listening to, the Pur&nas, Vedas,

performing sacrifices and worshipping, or erecting temples to, the

Devas.—3.

Consequently, I shall relate to you the ways of this form of charity

serially. The following ten hills should be made and given away, viz. :—1.

the hill of grain, 2. the hill of salt, 3. the hill of raw sugar, 4. the hill of

gold, 5. the hill of sesamum, 6. the hill of cotton, 7. the hill of clarified

butter, 8. the hill of jewels, 9. the hill of silver, 10. the hill of

sugar.—4-6.

Now I shall explain to you the ways of giving away the different

hills enumerated a^ove, The hills made of grain, salt, Ac, "should be given
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away on the following occasions :—on the day of the sacred equinoctial

and solsticial sankr&ntis, at the time of Vyatipata, on the day of the

conjunction of three tithis (tryahasparia), on the third day of the bright

fortnight, on the occasion of an eclipse, on the amavasya* day, on the occa-

sion of the sacrificial rites connected with the marriage ceremonies, and

other festivals, on the 12th day of the bright fortnight, on the full moon

day, and on the day of the moon being in a sacred asterism.—7-9.

A four-cornered vsquare) pandal should be erected with devotion,

within a temple yard, in a sacred place, within the limits of a cattle-shed

or in the devotee's own courtyard. It should face the north and be

slightly slanting towards East and North, and the floor should be plastered

with cowdung and covered with Kutfa grass. In the centre should be made
the hill, surrounded by posts as props. (Four hills should be made in the

corners, with Sumeru in the centre). The hill of 1 1,000 dronas or) 1,6000

seers of grain is the first best, of 8,000 seers of grain is the second best,

and of 4,800 seers of grain the last best.—10-12.

The Sumeru hill in the centre should be made of rice (vrlhi), three

trees of gold should be in it. Pearls and diamonds should be studded in

the east side of the hill, cat's eye and topaz in the south, emerald and

sapphire in the west and lapislazuli and ruby in the north. Pieces of

sandal wood should be placed on all sides. So also a creeper of corals

should surround it, and the surface and the bottom of the rock should

be bedecked with oyster shells.— 13-14.

The images of Brahma, Visnu and Siva as well as of the Sun should

be made of gold by holy Brahmaoas, and placed on the summit of the

hill.—15.

The four peaks should be made of silver, and silver should also be

plaited at the bottom. Sugarcane should be put in place of bamboos, the

caves should be made of butter, and the streams, of clarified butter.— 16.

The clouds surrounding this hill on four sides, should be made of

cloths of four colors, viz., those on the east, of white cloth, those on the

south, of yellow, those on the west of pigeon-grey, and those on the north

of red-colored cloths.—17.

Fruits of different kinds, fine garlands of flowers and sandal should

be put on on all the sides. Fight silver Lokapalas representing 1. Indra

E., 2. Agni S. E., 3. Yama S., 4. Surya S. W., 5. Varuna W., 6. Vfiyu,

N. W., 7. Kuvera, N., and 8. Chandra N. E., should be made and located

in their ascribed places. The hill in this way should 9b decorated.—18,
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The canopy should be made of five colours, and it should be gar-

landed with white unfading flowers. The Sumeru hill should thus be

located in the centre, and its four spurs decorated with flowers, and sandal

should be located in their proper places. Then the Mandarfichala hill

should be erected with barley in the east and adorned with the row of

fruits and on the top, should be planted a tree of gold, represent-

ing the Madra Kadamba tree.—19-20.

That hill should be adorned with a golden image of Cupid, arrayed

with beautiful dresses, garlands of flowers and sandal. There should be

on one side of it a vessel, containing milk, representing the sea of milk and

on the opposite side, another vessel, representing the sea called Arunodha.

The forests of the hill should be represented by silver trees, according to

the means of the devotee.—21.

On the south, the Gandham&dana hill should be made of wheat,

putting some gold in it ; on the top of which should be placed a golden

image of Yajnapati and the lake Mdnasarovara, of clarified butter and a

garden of white cloth and silver should adorn it.—22.

On the west, the Hiranmaya hill of sesamum should be made and

adorned with sweet flowers. Silver, fig tree and swan of gold, garden

of silver-flowers, a pond of curds representing the Sitodha sarovara and

clouds represented by white cloths, should also be made.—23.

On the north, the Sup&rrfva hill, of urad pulse (Phaseolus radiatus)

should be made. A golden va(a tree and a cow of gold, should be placed

on the top of the hill. A pond of honey, representing Bhadra sarovara,

and a garden of silver trees, should also be made at the bottom of it.

The Br&hmanas, versed in the Vedas and Pur&nas, and able to control

their passions and of blameless character and sound bodies, should be

made Hot&s performing Homa. The sacrificial pond should measure

one cubit square in size and east of Sumeru hill. Sacrificial offerings

should be made of sesamum, barley, clarified butter, sacrificial fuel, and

Kusa grass. The devotee should keep himself awake during the night

and blow conches, etc., and sing. Now I shall describe to you the way

of invoking the hills.—24-26.

In invoking the Sumeru hill, the devotee should say, * 0 hill ! Thou

art the best resort of all the Devas. 0 hill of immortals ! destroy quickly

all ill-luck in our houses and confer all prosperity on us as well as the

highest peace. I have commenced worship with unalloyed devotion.

Thou art the adorable &va, Brahm&, Visnu, and the Sun. Thou art

formless, with and beyond all forms. Thou art the seed of all, protect me,

therefore, 0 Eternal One. Thou art the temple of the Lokapalas and of
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VisVamurti, the Great Omnipresent, as well as of Rudra, the Adityas and

Vasus, therefore give me peace. Since Thou art never bereft of the

Devas or Devis or by J$iva, therefore take me across the mundane ocean

of sufferings in safety/—27-30.

After thus worshipping the Sumeru hill, the Mandar&chala should also

be worshipped with the following words :— ' 0 Mandarachala ! Thou art

embellished with the forest called Chaitra-ratba, and the continent, called

Bhadrdiva, therefore, soon bring happiness unto me. 0, Gandham&dana !

Thou art the crest jewel of the continent, Jambudvipa, and art adorned with

Gandharvavana, therefore, grant me high renown. 0, Hiranmaya hill, Thou

art adorned by the Ketum&la continent as well as by the garden called

Vaibhr&ja. The golden fig tree is on your summit, let my power therefore

be everlasting. 0 SuparsVa hill, Thou standest majestic, beautified

by the northern Kuru country and the S&vitri forest, therefore, let my
prosperity be inexhaustible.' After thus invoking those hills, the devotee

should bathe in the morning and give away the best central hill, to the

guru (preceptor).—31-35.

The four corner hills should be given away, in due order, to the four

Ritvijas, and, 0 Narada ! twenty-four or ten cows should also be given

away.—36.

Nine, eight, seven, five or even one milch cow should be given away

to the preceptor (guru), according to the means of the devotee.—37.

This is the way of the worship of all the hills. The same mantras and

materials for worship should be employed in worshipping them all. The

sacrificial offerings to the different asterisms, Lokapalas, Brahma and

other Devas should also be offered by applying their respective mantras.

Diurnal fasts should be observed. In case the devotee cannot do so,

he may take his meals in the night. 0 Nfirada ! Now listen to the

Dana mantras of all hills serially.—38-40.

Hear also the rituals of their being given away. " The (Anna) grain

is Brahma and is known as the giver of life. The grain nourishes the

universe
;
consequently, it is Vignu and Lak$mt. 0, Supreme of all the

hills ! protect me in the form of a hill of grain."—41-42.

One who gives away the hill of grain in this way, resides in Devaloka

during the reign of a- hundred Manus, and traverses through the skies

seated in an aerial chariot in company of the nymphs and the Gandharvas.

On the exhaustion of his merit, he is re-born in the family of a great

king.—43-45.

Here ends the eighty-third chapter describing the gift of hills

(i.e., heaps of grain).
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CHAPTER LXXXIV.

Siva said :—I am now going to tell you about the mount of salt, the

donor of which goes to My region.—1.

The first best mount of salt is of 256 seers (of the measure of 16

drdnas), the next best is of 128 seers (eight drfinas), and the last is of

64 seers (i.e., 4 drdnas).—2.

The poor may make it of any weight rising from 16 seers (one

drona) onwards. The four corner mounts (viekambha) should be of the

quarter measurement of this main mount.—3.

And Brahra6, along with the other Devas, should be arranged in

the same way as mentioned before, and the golden Lokapalas should also

be so located.—4.

The ponds and K&madeva and others should be made as before. The

devotee should keep up all the night. 1 now explain to you the mantra

of giving it away. ' 0 Salt ! Thou hast been born of the ocean of fortune,

in consequence of which thou art styled as the best of all the flavours.

Hence this gift of the mount of salt may protect me from the evils of this

mundane world.—5-6.

'There is no flavour in anything without a pinch of salt. It is always

dear to both Siiva and £iiva (Gauri). Hence, 0 Salt ! give me peace.—7.

1 The salt that has sprung from the body of Vi§nu is the giver of health.

Therefore, 0 Salt in the shape of a mountain, carry me through the mun-

dane ocean of troubles in peace.'—8.

One who gives away the mount of salt in this way, attains bliss after

passing a Kalpa in the realm of &va and Parvatl.—9.

Here ends the eighty-fourth chapter describing the gift of the

mount of salt.

CHAPTER LXXXV.

Siva said:—I now relate to you about the gift of the mountain of

molasses, the donor of which, honoured by the Devas, remains in

heaven.— 1.

The mount of 50 maunds (10 bh&ras) of molasses is the first best, of

25 maunds (5 bh&ras) the second best, and of 15 maunds (3 bharas) the

last best. The poor may make it of 7J maunds even.—2.

The invocation, worship, the golden tree, the worship of the Devas,

the four corner mounts (viekambha), the ponds, the forest, the Devas, and

the sacrifice, the keeping up of the night and the Lokapalas and the preli-
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miliary ceremonies, all these should be done according to the rituals con-

nected with the mount of grain, and the following mantras should be

pronooBced :—34.
' As Visnu is supreme among the Devas, the Samaveda among the

Vedas, Lord Mahadeva among the yogis, the sacred Om among the mantras,

the Goddess Parvati among the ladies ; similarly, the sugarcane juice is

superior to all/—5-6.

' Therefore, O mountain of molasses, give me unbounded wealth

;

you are the brother of the Goddess Parvatl (the giver) of goodluck, and the

abode of Parvati ; therefore grant me peace.'—7.'

One who gives away the mount of molasses in this way, goes to the

region of P&rvati and is honoured by the Gandharvas.—8.

After seven Kalpas, he becomes the sovereign of the seven Dvtpas.

He remains also always healthy and never gets defeat from his enemies.—9,

Here ends the eighty-fifth chapter dealing with the description of the

gift of the mount of molasses.

CHAPTER LXXXVI.

I am now describing to you the ways of giving away the mountain

of gold, which drives away all sins, and takes the devotee to the region of

Brahma.—1.

The mount of 4.000 tolas (1,000 palas) of gold is the first best, of 2,000

tolas (500 palas) is the second best, and of 1,000 tolas (250 palas) is the last.

The poor may make, leaving pride aside, one of less weight, but greater

than one pala, according to his means.—2.

The rituals prescribed for the mount of grain should be observed.

The four corner mounts (viskambha) should be given away to the sacrificing

priests, as before, with the following words :
' I salute you, 0 mount of gold,

you are the seed, the womb of Brahma, you are the giver of unbounded

fruits. The gold is most sacred on account of its being born of Fire ; there-

fore, 0 N&gottama ! protect me.' One who gives away the mount of gold,

according to these rites, goes to the blissful realm of Brahma* where he

resides for a period of one kalpa, after which he attains emancipation.

—

3-7.

Here ends the eighty-sixth chapter describing the gift of the

mount of gold.
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CHAPTER LXXXVIL

Now I proceed to explain to you about the giving away of the mount

of sesamum, by the virtue of which the devotee goes to the realm of

Visnu.— 1.

The sesamum mount of 160 seers (10 drdnas) is the first best, of 80

seers (5 dronas) second best, and of 48 seers (3 dr6nas) is the last.—2.

The four corner mounts (viskambha) should be located as before, and

I am now telling you the mantra to be recited at the time of offering, 0
Narada.—3.

* Sesamum, kuia and masa were produced from the sweat of Vi§nu, at

the time of His killing the demon, Madhu; therefore, 0 mount of sesamum

grant me happiness. In Havya and Kavya, (in the Deva as well as in

Pitri worship), sesamum is considered to be the best, therefore, 0 mount

of sesamum, I salute you.'—4-5.

One who thus gives away the mount of sesamum, attains similarity

with Vignu, aud is never born in this world.—6.

He gets long life, children and grand children and goes to heaven,

where he is honoured by the Devas, Pitris, Gandharvas, &c. —7.

Here ends the eighty-seventh chapter describing the mount of sesamum.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII.

The Lord Siva said :—I shall now fully relate the method of the

gift of the cotton-hill. By this gift, one attains the highest state.—1.

It is best to make the mount of cotton for 100 maunds (20 bh&ras),

of 50 maunds (10 bh&ras) is the next best, of 25 maunds (5 bharas) is the

last best. The devotee, if in straitened circumstances, may make one of

5 maunds (one bh&ra) even, without exercising miserliness.—2.

O Narada ! the rites prescribed for the giving .away of the hill of

grain should be observed in this also. On the lapse of the night of prayers,

Ac, the devotee should recite the following mantra in giving away the

hill of cotton :—3.

' O Hill of cotton ! you cover everyone in the shape of cloth, I salute

you, kindly dispel my sins.'—4.

One who gives away the cotton hill, according to these rites, goes to

the region of diva where he resides for one Kalpa, after which he is born

as a king.—5.

Here ends the eighty-eighth chapter dealing with the gift of Cotton-Mass,
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CHAPTER LXXXIX.

Now I shall describe to you about the gift of the mount of

clarified butter. It is like nectar, and its charity is the destroyer of all

ills.—1.

The mount of clarified butter, consisting of 20 pitchers, full of it, is

the first best, of ten pitchers is the second best, and of five pitchers is the

last best—2.

People with limited resources may make it of two pitchers even.

The corner spurs should be duly located in the four sides, like the

previous ones.—3.

Vessels of uncooked rice should be neatly placed on the mouth

of the pitchers, touching each other, and rising up into the form of a peak

like a pyramid, and should be adorned, according to rules.— 4.

They should be surrounded with sugarcane, fruit and cloth, etc.

The rest of the rituals are the same as those described for the hill of

grain.—5.

The devotee should keep himself awake during the night, perform

Homa offerings and worship the Deities, and give away everything to the

preceptor (guru) in the morning.—6.

The spurs of the hillock (viskambha corner mounts) should be given

away to the Ritvika priests, as before, after which the devotee should say

with a peaceful mind :
' The clarified butter has been produced by the

confluence of the fire and nectar, therefore, 0 ^ankara, the Lord of the

universe, be pleased. Brilliancy is Brahma* which is present in the clarified

butter, therefore, let there always be my protection, by virtue of this charity

of the clarified butter hill.' One who gives away the first best hill of

clarified butter, decidedly goes to the kingdom of $iva, in spite of his

being a great sinner, and resides in heaven till the dissolution of the world

where he roams about in an aerial chariot decorated with cranes, birds,

small bells, perforated work and portholes in the company of ApsarAs,

Siddhas, Vidyadharas and the pitris— 7-10.

Here ends the eighty-ninth chapter describing the gift of the mount of Ghee,

CHAPTER XC.

I am now going to explain to you about the mount of gems. The

mount of one thousand pearls is the first best ; of 500 pearls the second

best, and of 300 pearls the last best. The spurs (viskambha) in the
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corners should be made and located in their proper places, the quantity

consisting of one-fourth of the main mount—-1-2.

The eastern spurs of the mount, should be made with diamonds and

cat's eyes. The southern spur (Gandham&dana mount) should be made

of sapphires and topazes.—3.

The western spur, called the Vimal&chala, should be made with

corals and lapis lazulis, the northern spur to be made with topazes and

gold. The rest of the rituals should be observed as laid down for the hill

of grain. The trees and the images of gold should be made and invoked

in the same way and worshipped with incense and flowers. After

the night is passed, the devotee should give everything away to the

preceptor (Guru), priests, &c, by uttering the following mantras :—4-6.

' When all the Devas are dominant in the jewels, and you are the

mountain of gems, you are of immortal stability. I salute you.—7.

' Lord Hari is pleased by the gift of precious stones, therefore protect

me, 0 Lord ! by virtue of this gift of gems/—8.

One who gives away the hill of gems, according to these rites, goes

to the region of Visnu and is venerated by the Devas like Tndra, Sec ; where

after passing his blissful days for a very long time, he is re-born as an

emperor on Earth, endowed with beauty, health and all good qualities.

—

9-10.

His sins of killing a Br&hmana are destroyed as the thunderbolt

destroys the mountains.— 11.

Here ends the ninetieth chapter describing the gift of pearls and gems.

CHAPTER XCI.

Now 1 shall explain to you about the mount of silver, by the gift

of which the devotee goes to the realm of the Moon.—1.

The first best silver mount is of 40,000 tolas (10,000 palfis) of silver,

the second best of 20,000 tolfts (5,000 palfo), and the last best of 10,000

tolas (2,500 pal&s).—2.

The devotee, in less favourable circumstances, should make a mount

from 80 tolas (20 palfis) of silver and upwards, as much as he can afford,

and, as before, the four corner spurs should be one-fourth in dimension of

the main central mount.—3.

According to the rites mentioned before, the mounts should be made
of silver and the Lokapdlas of gold.—4.

81
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Separate images of Brahma, Vi$nu and the Sua (Arka) should be made

and placed at the bottom of the hill ; whatever has been ordained to be

made of silver in other places, should be made of gold here. - 5.

The rest of the rituals, like Homa, vigil, Ac, should be observed, as

before. The devotee should keep himself awake during the night and give

away the silver mount to the preceptor (guru), aud the corner mounts,

after being decorated with cloths, Ac, and worshipped, should be given

away to the priests ({titvijas). Afterwards, the devotee, holding a blade of

kusa grass in his hand, should recite the following mantra, with a peaceful

mind :—6-7.

' The silver is pleasing to the Pitris, and so it is to Vi$nu, Indra and

Siva, therefore, 0 mount of silver ! protect me from the ocean of sorrows

of this world.'—8.

One who thus gives away the mount of silver, attains the benefit of

having given away ten* thousaud cows, and goes to the region of the

Moon, after being venerated by hosts of Gandharvas, Kinnaras and Nymphs,

and resides there till the dissolution of the world.—9-10.

Here ends the ninety-first chapter describing the gift of the mount of silver.

CHAPTER XCII.

I now relate to you the ways of giving away the mountain of sugar

in gift, by the virtue of which Vienu, $iva, and the Sun always remain,

pleased.— 1.

The first best mount of sugar is of 20 maunds \8 bharas) of sugar,

the second best of 10 maunds '4 bh&ras and the last best of 5 maunds

(2 bharas).—2.

People of limited circumstances may make it from 2£ to 1J maunds

(one to one-half bhara), and the four corner spurs should be made one-

fourth of the central mount.—3.

The rituals connected with the mount of grain should be observed

here as well. The hills should be made with the images of Gods settled

on them, and, as before, the three golden trees of Mandara, Parijata and

Kalpadruma, should be located on the Siimeru peak. These three trees

should always be located on the gift of every kind of hill.— 4-5.

Harichandana and Santana trees should be located on the east and

the west, respectively. This should be done in the case of the gift of

every hill, and particularly in the instance of the one made of sugar.—6.
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The image of Cupid should
r
be located on the Manadarachala peak

facing the west, that of Kuvera facing the north, on the top of the Gandba-

in&dana, on Vipulfichala, the incarnation of the Veda, in the form of the

Swan, facing the east
;

facing the south, the (Surabhi) cow of gold on the

Supfirsva hill.—7-8.

The invocation, Ac., should be done, as before, in the case of the mount

of grain, after which the central bill should be given away to the Preceptor

(guru), and the corner spurs should be given away to the priests (Ritvijas),

whilst reciting the following mantras :—9.

' This hill of sugar is known as the essence of prosperity and
nectar; therefore, let thou be the source of everlasting bliss to me,

0 Lord of hills. 0, mount of sugar ! the drops of nectar that fell from

the Devas when they were quaffing it, produced thee, 0 sugar, therefore,

protect me. The sugar has also been generated from the floral arrows

of Cupid, thou art the mount of the very same sugar
; therefore, save me

from this sea of troubles in the world.'—10-12.

One who gives away the hill of sugar, according to these rites, is

liberated from all sins, and attains bliss.—13.

By the grace of Visnu, the devotee traverses through the sky seated

in an serial chariot, shedding lustre like the moon and the stars, after

which he becomes the lord of the seven dvlpas at the end of a hundred

Kalpfis, and enjoys health and wealth for three arvuda of lives.— 14-15.

In observing the rites of giving away these different hills, the

devotee should feed as many Br&hinanas as he can, according to his

means ; and, then, with their permission, should take his meals without

salt and acid. He should send away the materials of the hills to the

houses of the Brahmanas.—16.

Ava said :—In ancient times (Brihat Ealpa), there was a king

named Dharmamurti, the friend of Indra, who killed thousands of

Daityas.—17.

He eclipsed even the sun and the moon by his lustre, and he destroyed

hundreds of enemies, and was ever victorious. In spite of his being a

mortal, he had access to every region
;
and, roaming about hither and

thither, he subjugated many of his foes.— 18.

His queen, Bhfinumati, was the most beautiful of all the ladies in

the three regions. She was matchless, like the Goodess Lakemi, and

excelled all the beautiful ladies of her time. She was dearer than life to

the king. She shone like Laksmi, even in a group of 10,000 ladies.— 19-20.
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Thousands, aye, millions of Rajas, could not be compared to him.

On one occasion, that remarkable sovereign, whilst seated on his throne,

asked his Purohita, the sage Vasi^ha, with mind full of bewilderment.—21.

The King said :—0 Sage ! be pleased to tell me, on account of

what good deeds in my, past lives, I have become so illustrious and

wealthy in my present life ?—22.

Vasisfcha said :
—

' Some time in the past, there was a public woman,

named Lil&vati, who was devoted to Siva. She gave to her preceptor

(guru), a mount of salt, along with the trees of gold, &c., as prescribed in

the rituals, on the fourteenth day of the bright fortnight.—23.

In the house of Lilavati used to live a Sudra servant, named Saunda,

goldsmith by profession, who was very clever. He had made beautiful

golden trees and images of Devas, with faith, and with marked skill, and

did not charge anything for his labour. He never charged any wages. He
thought that these were all meant for religious purposes.— 24-25.

The wife of that goldsmith, 0 King ! fixed those trees artistically

on that mount, after polishing them well.—26.

Lilavati, along with those two, whilst worshipping the mount with

faith, showed great devotion to their preceptor (guru). After a long time,

Lilavati died, and by virtue of her charity, she was liberated from her

sins and went to the kingdom of Siva.—27-28.

The poor, but high-minded, goldsmith, who was in the house of

Lilavati, and who did not charge auything for manufacturing those trees

of gold and images, has been born in your person.—29.

By the same virtue, you are so illustrious and have your sway over

the seven continents. Your wife of the past life had polished up the trees

and had fixed them up on the mount, in consequence of which she has

now been born as your queen Bhanumati.—30.

She is of matchless (polished) beauty, on account of her polishing

those trees, and both of you had devotedly served in the gift of the mount

of salt
;

consequently, you have obtained health, wealth and king-

dom.—31.

You should give away in your present life the ten kinds of hills,

according to the prescribed rites.' Acting on that advice of the sage

Vasi$(ha, the king performed the gift of ten hills, beginning with Dh&nyS-

chala, and went to the realm of Vifinu.—32.

One, who himself cannot perform, but merely touches, hears or

even advises others to give these gifts, is liberated from sins and
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goes to the region of Vi§nu. So, also, one who is poor, but who, full of

faith, sees this Puja performed by others.—33.

By reading this, evil dreams do not come, and their effects are

removed. One who gives the gifts with devotion, undoubtedly consumes

all worldly fears.—34-35.

Here ends the ninety-second chapter describing the glory of gifts

of sugar hill in general*

CHAPTER XCIII.

Suta said :—In the days gone by, iiWnaka asked Vaisampayana, who

was seated at his leisure, to explain to him the ways of the acquirement of

all desires by the performance of Isanti and Pu§(i rites.— 1.

Note :—The past Karmas of a man tend to produce either some bad or some good

results. These Karmik tendencies are indicated by the aspects of the planets, at the

time of one's birth. The influences, which tend to the production of sorrow, are malignant,

and those which tend to the production of happiness, are beneficial. The effects of

Karmas being the results of actions performed in past lives, can naturally be modified by

appropriate actions done in this life. Hence, the necessity of S&ntika and Paustika rites.

Those which pacify or neutralize the malignant influences are called Santika rites, and

those which strengthen and augment the beneficent tendencies, are called Paustika rites.

As karmas by themselves are inert, but work through the agencies of the Lords of Karmas

designated by the names of planets, hence the worship of the planets, or, their propitia-

tion.

Vaisampayana said :—I shall now relate to you, listen to it attentive-

ly what should be done by persons desirous of acquiring wealth, peace,

longevity, and of freeing themselves from malignant influences and

how the offerings to the planets should be made by a person desirous of

$finti and Pusti.—2.

I shall explain to you, in brief, on the basis of all l&tatras, the ways

of propitiating the planets.— 3.

On an auspicious day as pointed out by almanacs and Br&hmanas,

and after inviting the Brahmanas, the different planets and their rulers

should be located in their proper places, through a Br&hmana, and bdma

sacrifice should be performed.—4.

The knowers of the PurSnas and Srutis have described the planetary

offerings as being of three kinds, viz.—1. of the thousand homas (fire obla-

tions) ; 2. of a lac or a hundred thousand homas ; 3. of ten millions of homas,

that fulfil all desires. Hear the ways of performing the homa with

a thousand offerings, as told in the Pur&nas. This is called Navagraha

yajna, or the sacrifice to the Nine Planets. An altar, measuring two
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vitasti wide, within the sacrificial pond, should be made in the direction of

north-east of the fire pit.—5-7.

The vedt (altar) should be one vitasti in height and square, facing

the north. It should have two buttresses on which the Devas should be

located. Afterwards fire should be lighted in the fire pit and the thirty-

two Devas should be invoked in that fire.—8-9.

The following are the nine planets, viz,:—The Sun, the Moon, the

Mars, the Mercury, the Jupiter, the Venus, the Saturn, the Rahu and the

K6tu. They always bring good to all creatures (to call some of them

malignant, is a mere mode of speech).

(1) The Sun should be located in the centre, (2) the Mars in the south,

(3) the Mercury in the north-east, (4) the Jupiter in the north, (5) the Venus

in the east, (6) the Moon in the south-east, (7) the Saturn in the west, (8) the

R&hu in the south-west and (9) the K6tu in north-west. All the planets

should be drawn with uncooked rice powder.—-11-12.

(10) Siva is the Presiding Deity (adhidevat&Jof the Sun, (11) the God-

dess Parvatt of the Moon, (12) Skanda (Kartika) of the Mars, and (13) Hari

of the Mercury, (14) Brahm& of the Jupiter, (15) Indra of the Venus, (16)

Yama (Dharmaraja) of the Saturn, (17) Kala of the Rahu, and (18) Ohitra-

gupta of the KStu, (19) Agni, ^20) Water, (21) Earth, (22) Vis*u, (23)

Indra (24) Aindri (wife of Indra), (25) Prajapati, (26) Sarpa, (27) BrahmA,

(28) Ganesa, (29) DurgS, (30) V&yu and (31) Ak&fta are the secondary

presiding Deities (Pratyadhidevata). All these make up 31, to which

number adding the Twin Asvinlkum&ras, the group becomes of 32. All

of them should be invoked in the sacrificial fire by Vy&hritis.—14-16.

Note Vyahriti means utterance. A mystic word, vfcr. the Syllables, iBhuvab Svafr,

Mahafc, Janah, tapah. Satyam, and Om.

The colours of these planets should be as follows :—The Sun should

be drawn in red, the Moon in white, the Mars in red, the Mercury and the

Jupiter in yellow, the Venus in white, the Saturn and the Rfihu in black

and the K6tu in smoke colour.— 17.

Their forms are of the same colour as indicated above. They should

be dressed in the same colour of cloth and offered the same colour

of flowers. Incense, highly fragrant, should be offered to them, and a nice

canopy should be placed over the altar, which must be well decorated, by

hanging flowers and fruits.—18.

Rice, cooked in coarse sugar, should be offered to the Sun, clari-

fied butter and rice cooked in milk and sugar to the Moon, mohanabhoga

(pudding) to the Mars, milk and rice to the Mercury, rice and curds to the
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Jupiter, coarse sugar and rice to the Venus, rice, sesamum and pulses, cook-

ed in milk to the Saturn, mutton to the R&hu, and coloured rice to the

Ketu.— 19-20.

To the north-east of that altar, a flawless pitcher of water painted with

rice and curds (five powders) and decorated with pancha-ratna (five gems),

the leaves of the mango tree, fruit and cloth, should be placed, and

Varuna should be located on it—21-22.

The earth of the elephant ward, stable, chariot-house, ant-hill, tank,

cattle-shed should be mixed with water, along with the different herbs and

Ganges water, and the devotee should bathe in it, after reciting the following

mantras : ' All the rivers, seas, tanks and rivulets, come to wipe out the\

sins of the devotee.'—23-25.

0, sages ! the Deities should be, similarly, invoked, and afterwards

Homa offerings of clarified butter, barley, uncooked rice, and sesamum

should be made to the fire.—26.

The wood of Arka (Calotropis-gigantea), Palarfa (Buteafrondoea),

Khadira (Catechu), Ap&m&rga (Achyranthes-spera), Arfwatha (the holy fig

tree), UJambara (the fig tree), SJami (Prosopis spicigera), Kusa and Durva

grasses are to be used for lighting the sacrifical fire. The Homa offerings,

consisting of honey, ghee and curds of milk, should be made either 101

times or only 28 times to each planet.

The sacrificial twigs (of the plants named above), in all homas, should

each measure a span in length (pr&deia), and should not contain roq$s,

branches and leaves. Such a kind of fuel should be used by the wise

in all sacrificial offerings.—29.

Note.--Prtdeaamttra A span measured from the tip of the thumb to that of the
forefinger.

Particular kind of sacrifiicial fuel should be used for the particular

Deity (named above), and offerings should be made, after uttering the

particular mantras in low voice, with the name of the Deity for whom it

Is intended.—30.

The sacrificial twigs should be soaked in clarified butter and then

thrown into the fire. Afterwards, the eatables, like charu, etc., should also

be put into the fire. Ten offerings should be made at first to one's own
particular mantra. The completion of the sacrifice should be performed

by the vy&hriti mantras.— 31.

The learned Br&hmanas should be placed, either facing the North or

the East, and the cooked rice, eharu (pudding), should be placed in front

of each DevatA, with recitation of the proper mantras.—32.
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After the Homa of cooked rice (charu), the remaining offerings

should be made with the twigs (samidhs), in honor of the planets, tns.,

offering (1) to the Sun should be made after reciting * Akri^uai,' etc., (2)

to the Moon after reciting 'Apy&sva,' (3) to the Mars after reciting

* Agnirmurdhfidivah,' (4) to the Mercury after reciting ' Agnevivasv*-

dudase, ' (5) to the Jupiter after reciting 'Brihaspate paridly&rathena

(6) to the Venus after reciting * fJukran te anyat,' (7) to the Saturn after

reciting * jJannodevirabhista,' (8) to the R6bu after reciting 'KaySnad-

chitr&bhuvat (9) to the Ketu after reciting * Ketunkrinvan/ (10) to

Rudra after reciting ' Avor&jfi,' (11) to Umfl after reciting 'Apohi§|&,

(12) to K&rtika after reciting ' Syonftprithvi,' (13) to Visnu after reciting

''Idam Visnu/ (14) to BrahmA after reciting 'Tamisana,' (15) Indra should

be invoked by reciting ' Indramiddevat£ya,' (16) to Yama by reciting

' Ayangau,' (17) to Kfila by reciting 'Brahmajajn&nam,' offering should be

made (18) to Chitragupta after reciting 'Ajn&tame,' ^19) to Fire after reciting
<Agnimdutamvrroimahe.

,

'Uduttamam Varunam * is the mantra for (20) Va-

runa, ' Prithivyantariksain * for (21) the Earth, ' SahasraiirsapurufrtT for (22)

Vienu.
<

IDdr&yendoraarutvata
,

for (23) Indra,
,

Dtt4naparnesubhage
,

for(24)

the Goddess (Indrftni), 'PrajApati' for (25) Prajfipati, 'Namostu Sarpebhyah'

for (26) Serpents, ' Efabrahm&yaritvigbhyah ' for (27) Brahm&, 'AnOnam* for

(28) Vinfiyaka (Ganeifa), ' J&tavedasesunav&ma' for (29) DurgA, 'Adit-

pratnasyaretasa' for (30) the Akada, ' Kr£n&Aidur mahin&ncha' for (31) the

V&yu, 'Esousa apurvyA' for (32) the Twin Advinikumaras. Murdh&namdivah

is the mantra for offering the last libation, called the PurnShuti, to com-

plete the sacrifice.— 33-48.

Afterwards, the devotee, facing the east or the north, should get him-

self sprinkled with the water of the pitcher, by the prescribed mantras

accompanied with music, blowing of conch and songs.—49.

Four BrAhmanas, free from natural deformity and wearing garlands

and golden ornaments, should bathe the devotee.— 50.

At that time they should utter the following mantras: "Brahm&,

Visnu, Maheda, all the three Gods may sprinkle you with the holy waters,

and may V&sudeva, Jaggann&tha, Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha

lead you to victory.—51.

" Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirriti, Varuna, V&yu, Kuvera, Siva, Brahm&,

Seeanfiga and Dikp&las may protect you.—52.

" Kirti, Laksmi, Dhriti, Medhft, Pu§ti, SraddhA, KriyS, Mati, Buddhi,

Lajj&, Vapu, fcknti, Tustf, Kfinti, who are called the Mothers, and are

Dharmapatnts may come and sprinkle you with holy waters.—53.
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Note.—Ktrti, Renown ; Likgml, wealth, Goddess of wealth; Dhfiti, Firmness,

fortitude, satisfaction, joy ; Medha, Power, Intellect ; Lajja, Bashfalness. modesty, serene-

ness ; Pas(i, nourishment ; Srsddht, Devotion ; Kriya Accomplishment ; Msti, Sense

;

Baddhi, Talent ; Vspu, Body; Santi, Peace ; Tas^i, Contentment; Kanti, Lustre.

The Sun, the Moon, the Mars, the Mercury, the Jupiter, the Venus,

the Saturn, the R&hu and the Ketu may also sprinkle you with holy

waters, after being satisfied.—54.

The Devas, the D&navas, the Qandharvas, the Yaksas, the R&ksasas,

the Serpents, the Seers and Sages, the Cows, the Divine Mothers, the

trees, the nymphs, the Nagas, the Daityas, the weapons, the arms, the

kings, the king's vehicles, the herbs, the gems, the various parts of Time,

the rivers, the oceans, the mountains, the sacred places, the clouds and

the rivulets, may also sprinkle you with holy waters, for the fulfilment

of all your desires."—55-57.

Afterwards, the devotee should get himself sprinkled by the Brah-

manas, with the water mixed with different herbs and incense and then

put on white clothes, and white sandal paste.—58.

Then the devotee should fasten his garments with those of his wife

and worship the priests with devotion, and offer them appropriate fees,

with full faith.—59.

A milch cow should be given away in the name of the Sun, a conch in

the name of the Moon, a red ox in the name of the Mars, gold in the name

of the Mercury, a pair of yellow garments in the name of the Jupiter, a

white horse in the name of the Venus, a black cow in the name of the Saturn,

iron in the name of the R&hu, goat in the name of the Ketu. The fee in

each case must be a piece of gold, called suvarna (a golden coin), or cows

adorned with gold, in the case of every one of these planets, or a suvarna

coin in the case of each planet. If he cannot do that, then, he may
give whatever may appeal to the fancy of the preceptor (guru). Everything

should be given away, after reciting the prescribed mantras with fees, as

noted below.— 60-63.

" 0 Cow ! Thou art worshipped by all the Devas, Thou art Rohinf,

Thou art the sacred pilgrimage, containing all the Devas, let there be

rf&nti to me. 0 Conch ! thou art sacred amongst all, thou art auspicious

amongst all auspicious things ; thou art held by the Lord Visnu,

therefore let there be santi to me. 0, Ox ! thou art the symbol of justice,

source of the world's happiness, the conveyance of the Lord diva

possessing eight forms, therefore grant me rf&nti. 0 Gold ! thou art the

womb of the Golden Child (born of the golden egg of the Lord), and art

82
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also the seed of the San and the giver of everlasting rewards of good deeds,

therefore grant me tf&nti. Since yellow raimants are beloved to Thee,

0 V&sudeva (Kpsna), hence, be pleased with me by their gifts, 0 Vi?nu,

and grant me rffinti.

" 0 Vi$nu, Thou, in the form of the horse, rose out of the ocean of nec-

tar, and Thou art the eternal carrier of the Sun and the Moon, therefore,

grant me rf&nti. Cow ! Thou art the symbol of the Earth and Thou art

the beloved of Kerfava, destroyer of all sins, so grant me rf&nti. 0 Iron !

since all difficult works are under thy control, thou helpest in the forging

of the plough and arms, Ac., therefore grant me rf&nti. 0 Gold, thou art

an ingredient of all sacrifices, thou art the eternal vehicle of the sun, there-

fore grant me &nti. 0 Cow ! Fourteen regions are present in thy body,

therefore give me wealth in this world, as well as happiness in the next.

As the bed of Visnu is never devoid of Laksmt, therefore, my bed may

never remain unoccupied by my wife, by the virtue of ray giving away this

bed in charity. As there is always the presence of the Devas in all

gems, so may the Devas grant me all jewels, by virtue of my giving

away precious stones in charity. All the forms of charity do not come

up to even /eth of the gift of land, therefore, let there be rf&nti to me by

virtue of gift of this land 64-76.

With devotion, devoid of miserliness, worship should be performed

with jewels, gold, cloth, incense, flowers, and sandal.— 77.

One who worships the planets in this way, attains all his wishes and

goes to heaven after death.—78.

The particular unlucky planet should be worshipped with great

care, according to the prescribed full rites. Other planets should, then,

be worshipped with abridged rites. This is for a man of limited means

;

otherwise all planets should be worshipped with full rites.—79.

The planets, cows, King and. Br&hroanas, especially, are worthy of

being worshipped. Those, who worship them, are nourished by then}, and

those, who insult them, are destroyed.—80.

As the armour shields the warrior from the blows of arrows, similar-

ly, the propitiation ceremony (rf&nti) protects them from the effects of the

bad destiny.—81.

The person desirous of acquiring prosperity should not perform

any sacrifice without giving away the fees (DakfinS), since by the giving

of handsome fees, even the Deva is propitiated.—82.

I. The ten thousand Homos.

Soma sacrifice with ten thousand offerings is prescribed, in the
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ceremony of the propitiation of the Nine Planets. The same number of

Homa offerings should be made in connection with the nuptial, festive,

yajna ceremonies as well as with the ceremonies of the installation of

sacred images.—83.

0 Sage ! the ways of performing the sacrifice of ten thousand

offerings to ward off obstacles, Ac., caused by one's past karmas, as

well as the dangers arising from evil spirits, have been described. Now
1 shall explain to you the ways of performing the Homa sacrifice of a

hundred thousands of offerings.—84.

II. The hundred thousand Homos.

The learned have said that a sacrifice of a lac of offerings should be

peformed for the fulfilment of all desires. It is very pleasing to the

Pitrts, and is the giver of prosperity and emancipation.—85.

The devotee should get the blessings invoked by Brahmanas, after

selecting an auspicious day, according to the benign influences of planets

and stars, and then make a pandal to the north-east of the house,

or a square pandal, measuring 10 or 8 hands, should be made to the north-

east of a temple of diva.—86-87.

The altar should have a slant towards north-east, and it should be

made with great care. The same north-east corner of the pandal, should

be selected for the purpose of digging the fire pit. This pit should be a

square, beautiful and according to rules. The pit should have girdles

round it and of the form of the mouth of a yoni.—88-89.

The girdle should be 4 fingers in breadth and of the same height,

slanting from east to north. It should be even in other directions.—90.

The sacrifice for the propitiation of the nine planets has been laid

down for the peace of all. It is dangerous to make the sacrificial pond of

more or less dimensions than prescribed. Therefore, it should be made

carefully, as described above.—91.

Brahma has said that the sacrificial pit in the ceremony of a hundred

thousands of Homa, should be ten times the demensions given above. The
daksinfi to the priests should be ten times that given in the ordinary ten

thousand homas.—92.

To perform the sacrifice of a lac of offerings, a sacrificial pond of 4

hands in length and 2 in breadth should be made. Its mouth should be

made of the shape of a conical-triangle. Three girdles should also be

ma4e to surround the pit.—93.
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To the north-east of the panda), after leaving a space of three vitastas,

the sacrificial pond should be dug. On the land selected for it, a square

altar slantiug north-east should be erected.—94.

Viivakarma has said that the buttress of the altar should be 1J

vitasti, that is, half of the above measurement, and should have three

girdles. The Deities should be located on this buttress.—95.

The first girdles should be 2 fingers high and the remaining two

should be only one finger high.—96.

The breadth of all the three girdles should be three fiugera, and

the wall round the altar should be ten fingers high. The Devas should be

invoked on it, with flowers and uncooked rice.—97.

0 Sage ! the presiding (Adhi-devatas) and the minor (Pratyadhi

devat&s) Deities should all face the east, and not the north or the west.—98.

Persons, desirous of acquiring wealth, should worship Garutfa also,

in addition, by reciting the following mantra :

—

* the chanting of the

Samaveda, is Thy body ; Thou art the vehicle of. Visnu and the destroyer

pf poison and sins, therefore grant me s^nti.'— 99.

In the former manner, the pitcher of water should be placed, and then

the homa should be performed. The sacrifice of a lac of offerings being

finished, if there remain some more sacrificial fuels, then these should

be thrown into the fire, with the pouring of ghee on the pitcher, in the

form of a continuous stream as a VasudhSra.— 100.

The sacrificial ladle should be made of the fig tree. It should be of

fresh, sappy wood, and straight, and free from rot. It should be one hand in

length. This ladle should be placed on two supports, and clarified butter

should be poured through it in a continuous stream into the fire.—101.

The hymns of the Agneya-sfikta, Vaisnava-sukta, Raudra-sukta,

Chandra-sukta, Mah&vaisvanara sukta, S&ma and Jyestha Sfima should be

recited, whilst so pouring.— 102.

The bathing of the devotee with the holy waters and the Svastiva-

chana should be done as before, and the devotee should also give DaksinA

separately, as before.—103.

The Daksina to the sacrificial priests should be given free from
anger and bias, and with a calm mind. There should be four Brahmanas,

well-versed in the Vedas, to officiate on the occasion of the sacrifice of the

Nine Planets, or only two such Br&hmanas, of peaceful disposition and
yersed in the Vedas

?
should be made officiating priests. This is in case cf
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the sacrifice of ten thousand Homa offerings. The number of Brahmanas

need not be greater than those mentioned above.—104-105.

In the sacrifice of a lac of offerings, there may be eight or ten priests,

or even four, according to one's means.— 106.

The sacrificial material should be ten times more for the sacrifice

of a lac of offerings, than what it is in the sacrifice in connection with

the worship of Nine Planets. Eatables, ornaments, bedsteads, necklaces,

sacred threads, rings, etc., should be given away, according to the means

of the devotee —107-108.

Dak?ina should be given according to the means of the devotee.

It should not be reduced through miserliness. If he does not 'give any

dakfcina, through avarice or delusion, his family becomes extinct.—109.

The devotee, anxious for prosperity, should give away also grain in

charity, according to his means, because the ceremony without the gift

of grain brings famine on the sacrificer and his country.—110.

There is no greater enemy of mankind than an ill-conducted

sacrifice ; for the priests, if not versed in the rituals, are destroyed, and the

devotee is destroyed by not giving DaksinS, and the country is destroyed

where food grain is not given in charity.—111.

A man in narrow circumstances should never perform a sacrifice

of a lac of offerings, for the spending of even a small fortune in that case

leads to disease and distress.— 112.

The sacrificer, with devotion, according to prescribed rites, should

engage even one, two, or three Brahmanas, and the man in straitened cir-

cumstances may employ only one Br&hmana, well versed in the Vedas

whom he should properly honor and give full DaksinA.— 113.

The sacrifice of a lac of offerings should be performed only by

that man who possesses a large fortune; for the man performing such

a sacrifice accurately, according to the prescribed rites, attains all his

desires.—114.

The man who does so, is venerated by Vasu, Aditya, Marutgana, in

the realm of f&va, and attains emancipation after 800 kalpas.— 115.

The man who performs this sacrifice of a lac of homas, with any

object in view, attains his desire and goes to heaven, where he gets bliss.

-116.

The man desirous of sons, obtains sons, one desirous of riches, gets

riches, the devotee, eager for a wife, gets a beautiful wife, and if a maiden

performs this sacrifice, she gets a good husband by virtue of it.—117*
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Farther more, by the virtue of this sacrifice, a dethroned sovereign

gets back his realm, the man hankering after prosperity gets prosperity,

in fact, the devotee, desirous of anything, gets that thing. But the

one, who performs it without any object iu view, attains the Supreme

Brahman.—118.

///. The 10 millions Homos.

Lord Brahm& has described the sacrifice of ten millions of nomas, a

hundred times more efficacious than the sacrifice of a lac of offerings.

The money given away in DaksinA, and the effect and the result are a

hundred times more than the last.—119.

In performing this bigger sacrifice, invocation and dismissal of

Devas should be done as before. The same mantras are to be used in

ablutions, offering libations and giving charity. 1 shall now describe the

special mode of preparing sacrificial pond, altar and pandal
; pay attention

to my words.—120.

In the sacrifice of a crore of offerings, the receptacle should measure

four hands and should be made of a conical shape, on a square base, and

surrounded by three girdles ; while the pond should have two openings.

—121.

A wise man should make the first girdle two fingers high, the second

three fingers, and the height as well as the thickness of the third one, should

be four fingers. The thickness of the first and the second girdles should

also be two fingers.—122-123.

The receptacle should be one vitasti (half a cubit, or 12 fingers) in

extent, but the height should be of 6 or 7 fingers. It should be raised in

the centre as the back of a tortoise, and one finger high on the sides.— 124.

It should resemble the lips of an elephant in extent and in having a

hole. Such will be the receptacle as regards all kinds of sacrificial ponds.

—125.

Over the girdles everywhere, an altar of 4 vitasti in measurement

(i.e., 2 cubits or I yard) and of the shape of a peepal leaf, should be made.

This is in the case of the sacrifice of a crore of offerings.—126.

In this form of sacrifice the altar should be made square, measuring

four vitasti and having three girdles. Their height and extent should be

as indicated before.— 127.

The pandal should be made of sixteen cubits in extent and shook}
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have 4 doorways. On the eastern gate, a Br&hmana, proficient in the

Qigveda, should be located. —128.

A Brahmana, versed in the Yajurveda, should be located in the

south, one versed in the Samaveda in the west, one knowing the Atharva

Veda in the north.—129.

Eight more Br&hmanas, well up in the Vedas and Vedangas, should

be made to officiate as Homa-offering priests. These twelve Brahmanas

should be sincerely honoured with cloths, sandal, garlands, and ornaments,

as before.—130.

In the east, hymns from the Ratri-sukta, Raudra and Pavamana, and

Sumangala mantras, for the peace of the universe, should be chanted by

the Brahmana versed in the Qigveda and facing north.— 131.

The Yajurvedl Brahmana, seated in the south, should recite the

mantras relating to fJanti, God Iudra, Saumya, Kusm&nda, Ac.—132.

The Samavedi Brahmana, sitting in the west, should sing the hymns
of ouparna Vairaja, Agneya, Rudrasainhita, Jyesthas&ma, and peace chant

-133.

The Atharvavedi Brahmana, seated in the north, should read the

following mantras 6anti Sukta, Saura, S&kunaka, Paurffika, Maharajya.

—134.

Five or seven Brahmanas should perform the homa sacrifice as before,

(the remaining Homakas helping them). The mantras relating to bath

and the gift are the same as before.—135.

The Vasudhara or the way of letting the stream of clarified butter

fall in the fire from a vase is the only peculiar rite of the sacrifice of a

lac of offerings (as mentioned before. That should be done here also).

One who performs this sacrifice of a crore of offerings, according to the

prescribed rites, attains all his wishes and obtains the rank of Vi§nu—136.

He who reads or hears this description of these three sacrifices of the

Orahas (Planets), becomes purified of all sins and attains the rank of

Indra. —137.

The benefits of this sacrifice are similar to those derived by the per*

formance of 18,000 AsVamedha sacrifices.—138.

&va has said that the sin of killing a crore of Brahmanas and of

making io crores of abortions, is washed off by the performance of this

saorifice.—139.
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Magic and Sorcery.

The sacrifice relating to the worship of the nine planets should be

performed before the performance of the rites of Abhich&ra (sorcery),

Uchch&tana and Vasya Karma, &c.—140.

[Note. Uchchstana^A magical incantation that causes a man to go away oat of dis-

gust. Va<ya Karma=A magical spell that fascinates and subdues a foe.]

Otherwise, no rite has the desired effect ; so this sacrifice of ten

thousand offerings to the planets should necessarily be performed as a

preliminary.—141.

In the sacrifice connected with Vadikarana and Uchchatana, the sacri-

ficial pond should be made of the measure of a handful (ell) ; it should be

surrounded with three girdles, be circular in shape, and have one mouth,

and the offering of the wood of Butea frondosa, sprinkled with honey, cam-

phor, g6r6chana and agara, dissolved in water, mixed with saffron, should

be made.—142-143.

An offering of woodapple (Bael) and lotuses, mixed with honey and

clarified butter, should be made. Brahma has said that ten thousand

offerings should be made in such sacrifices.—144.

In a sacrifice for Vatfikarana, the offerings of woodapple (Bael) and

lotuscfe should be made, and the ^umitriyana Apa osadha mantra should be

recited in offering Homa.—145.

No sprinkling with holy waters or location of a pitcher of water should

be made in these forms of sacrifices. A householder should bathe in the

water mixed with herbs, dress in white, put on white flowers, worship the

Br&hmanas with gold threads. They should also be given fine costumes

and Daksma of gold. A white cow should also be given.—146-147.

This sacrifice subdues the worst of enemies, endears those who have

no love, and dispels ills.—148.

The sacrificial pond for the performance of the sacrifice intended for

Abhich&ra and Vidvesana, should be traingular in shape, measuring one

hand,, surrounded by two girdles, and having openings towards the

vertices.—149.

[Note—Vidvesana=A spell that causes friction.]

Then the Brabmanas wearing red garland, red sandal, red sacred

thread, red turban, and red raiments, should perform the sacrifice.—150.

With three vessels containing the blood of the young crows before

them, bones of the hawks in their left hand and sacrificial fuel in. the

other, and their hair loose, the Brabmanas should perform the sacrifice,
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all the while thinking ill of the enemies at the time of making these

offerings.—151.

With the rfyenamantra, ' durmitriy&stasmai santu bum pha(a,' the

razor should be sanctified ; with this the image of the enemy should be

cut piecemeal and offered to the fire.—152-153.

Having performed the sacrifice of the Grahas, the proper Avich&ra

sacrifice should be performed. Such is the rule for " Vidvesana " sacrifice

as well.—154.

Such deeds only bear fruit in the present life and do not beget good

results in the next, so a man, desirous of ultimate good, should npt indulge

in such deeds.—155.

One who performs the worship of the stars, along with the prescribed

sacrifices, without any object in view, goes to the clime of Vi§nu, whence

he never returns to this world.—156.

One who hears or relates this to others, never suffers from any

pain, owing to the evil influence of the planets or to the destruction of

friends.—157.

The children of the house in which these sacrifices are written down,

never suffer from any ill, mental or physical, or any other calamity.—158.

The sages are of opinion that this sacrifice of a crore of offerings begets

fruits of many a sacrifice and dispels all ills ; it is the giver of worldly

prosperity and final emancipation. The sacrifice of a lac of offerings gives

the benefit of the atlvaraedha sacrifice. The sacrifice performed in course

of a twelve days and the sacrifice connected with the worship of stars, give

equal benefits.—159-160.

Thus I have told the mode of the sacrifices of the Nine Grahas and

the Abhi§eka in divine sacrifices (the sprinkling of the devotee with the

holy waters.) These are to "be done to dispel all ills and hindrances to

ceremonies of rejoicings. These purge all sins. One who reads or listens

to it subdues all his foes and gets longevity and health.—161.

Here ends the ninety-third chapter describing the mode of Navagraha

homa i&nti.

CHAPTER XCIV.

diva said :—The image of the God Sun who causes the lotus to bud-

should be made as seated on a lotus (Padm&sana), with color like that of

a lotus, with two bands, with a lotus in one hand and the other hand raised
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in the posture of giving blessings, and having seven horses in His chariot,

drawn by seven reins.—1.

Note,- Padm&8ana=A lotos-seat. An epithet of Son. A particular posture in reli-

gions meditation. (See Sacred Books of the Hindus, Vol. XV.—The Yoga Sistra.)

The image of the Moon, the giver of boons, should be made in white

color, dressed in white robes, seated on a white chariot, having a white

horse for His conveyance, having two hands, one holding a club and the

other raised, in the posture of giving blessings.—2.

The image of the Mars should be made, having white hair, four

hands, armed with a spear, a lance and club, with the fourth hand raised

in the posture of giving blessings, wearing red robes and garland.—3.

The image of the Mercury should be made yellow, dressed in yellow

robes and wearing a yellow garland, with four hands armed with a sword,

shield and club, and the fourth hand raised in the posture of giving bles-

sings, and having a lion for his conveyance.—4.

The Venus and the Jupiter should be made in white and yellow

respectively. They should have four hands, holding staff, rosary, and

kamandalu, and the fourth hand raised in the posture of giving bles-

sings.—5.

The Saturn should be of the colour and the lustre of an emerald,

having a vulture for His conveyance and four hands armed with a lance,

bow and arrow, and the fourth hand raised in the posture of giving

blessings.— 6.

The image of Riihu should be made, having a terrible mouth or

appearance, seated on a blue-colored lion, having four hands, armed with

a sword, a leather shield, a spear, and the fourth hand raised in the

posture of giving blessings. The image of K$tu should be made of

smoky color, with a vulture for His conveyance and having two hands-

one hand holding a mace and the other raised in the posture of giving

blessings, and having a distorted face.— 7-8.

All the planets should be made with a crown on their head, and the

images should be two fingers high (or, of the height of one's own finger).

The mantras relating to the planets should be recited on the rosary

108 times each. (It may also mean that the size of the planets should be

108 fingers or digits in height. If the anguli be one inch in length, the

images will be nine feet high ; if the measure of the anguli be $th of an

inch, then the height will be 6J feet. The sense is obscure).— 9.

Here ends the ninety-fourth chapter describing the iconography

of the Planets,
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CHAPTER XCV.

Narada said :—0 Lord, presiding over the Past and the Future

!

pray tell me about some other ordinance that may be the giver of happiness

and emancipation.—1.

Hearing the above words of theaage, Lord &va, the knower of all

things, understood the inclination of Narada, and said :
" N&rada ! this

sacred bull, who is my principal attendant and who has become unified

with me on account of his asceticism and knowledge of the Aiuti and

the Puranas, will explain to you the rituals connected with my ordinance

(MaheaVara Dharraa)."—2-3.

Lord Matsya said :—Having said so, that Lord of the God of gods,

vanished then and there. NSrada also, being anxious to hear, asked

NandikeaVara thus:— 0 Nandikesvara, thou hast been ordered by l&va,

therefore, tell me the MahesVara vrata.—4.

NandikeaVara said :—Hear with attention, 0 Brfihmana ! I shall

tell you the MahesVara vrata. It is well-known in all the three worlds

by the name of Siva Cbaturdas'i.—5.

In the month of Margaslra, on the thirteenth day of the bright fort-

night, the devotee should take his meals once and pray to &va with this

Sankalpa mantra, " 0 Lord of all the Deities ! I take refuge in Thee.

To-morrow, the Chaturdadi day, I shall observe a complete fast, without

eating anything, and worship Siva. 1 shall also give away a bull, made

of gold, and then take my meals the next day."—6-7.

Having made this Sankalpa, the devotee should go to bed and then

rise early on the next morning and worship Siva along with His Consort

(Umaj, with white lotus flowers, sandal, etc.—8.

(1) The feet should be worshipped, after reciting fat* TO ' Siv&ya namah/ (2)

the head, after reciting qqfoft TO 'Sarvfttoiane namah. (8) the eyes, after reciting

fifan H : 'Trinetr&ya namah.' (4) the forehead, after reciting t^n: « Haraye nama£/

(5) the mouth, after reciting VJgW* TO ' Indnninkhaya namah.' (6) the throat after reciting

4taP3N TO ' 8rikan$h&ya namah.' (7) the ears, after reciting ^jNw TO « SadyojatAya

namah/ (8) the arms, after reciting *r>$m to * Vamadevaya namah.' (8) the heart, after

reciting vfojROT TO • Aghorahridayaya namah/ (10) the breasts, after reciting

iltgTO* TO *Tatpurusaya namah.' (11) the stomach, after reciting \mw* 1* 'Isftnaya namaV

(13) the ribs, after reciting wro^N TO < Anantadharmaya namaji/ (18) the waist, after

reciting IW^WW ' Jfidnabhutaya namah.' (14) the thighs, after reciting wwflwWf

M

TO « Ananta Vairagyasinh&ya namah.' (15) the knees should be worshipped, after reciting

TO ' Anantaiavaryanathaya namah/ (18) the legs, after reciting WW TO
' PradhanAya namati/ (17) the ankles, after reciting •Miw^ TO « VyomAtmane namaji.

(18) the hair, after reciting ^wlwwi TO « VyomakesfttmarQpiya namaji/ (18) the

back, after reciting >Pu«$yai namali/ (20) 21^ 1 Tnetyayi namaji/-9-18.
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Then the devotee should give to the Br&hmanas : a golden bull,

along with a pitcher, full of water, white garments, Pancharatna, various

kinds of eatables.—14.

Really good Brahmanas should be invited and well-fed, after which

curd mixed with clarified batter, saved from the sacrificial offerings, should

be taken by the devotee, who should sleep on the ground, with his head

towards the north. On the full moon-day, he should feed the Brahmanas

and then take his own meals in silence. Similarly, he should do on the

fourteenth day of the dark fortnight.—15-16^

The worship should be performed in the same way all the four-

teenth days of each fortnight of every month. Now the especial mantras to

be recited in each month will be explained.—17.

Commencing with the month of Margaslra, the mantras hereafter

mentioned should be pronounced one by one :—(1) Sankaraya namah,

(2) Karavlrakaya namah, (3) Tryamvakaya namah, (4; MaheeVaraya namah,

(5) Mahadevaya namah, (6) Sthanave namah, (7) Pasupataye namah, (8)

Nathaya namah, (9) Sambhave namah, (10) Namaste Paramananda, (11)

Namah Somardhadh&rine, (12) Bhlmaya namah. 1 am at Thy Mercy.

These names should be recited one by one, each month, from M&rgarfira.

The devotee should offer as Prasana : (1) cow's urine, (2) cow-dung, (3)

milk, (4) curds, (5) clarified butter, (6) water mixed with kuda-grass, (7)

panchagavya, (8) woodapple (bael), (9) camphor, (10) agaru, (11) barley,

(12) blacktsesamum, on the Chaturdasi of each month.—18-22.

Note.—The mantras to be recited in twelve months, beginning with AgrahAyaua, are

given below:—

(1) n*«s*3 tvi«t hi: " Salutation to Samkara. I take refuge in Thee."

This should be pronounced in the month of MArgasira.

(2) wKlW ushsij ni\ mi TO m: " Salutation to Karaviraka. I take refuge in

Thee." This should be pronounced in the month of Pause.

(8) mmn n*«*3 f*t\ «f TO m: "To Tryambaka; in MAgha."

(4) m«*g m\ mi TO m: "To Mahesvara ; in PhAlguna."

(J5) ^fi^m i«K*s*5 «j TO Hi: " To MahAdeva ; in Chaitra."

(C) Htf»*g wn* mi TO m: "To SthAnu ; in Vai^»akha.
,,

(7) ijwft n*l*g mi to hi: " To Paaupati ; in Jyais^ha."

(8) H1W m«l*gm\ mi iroi m: "To Natha ; in AsAda.*'

(9) wfc n«n«3 m\ mi TO in: " To Sambhu ; in Srsvana."

(10) Million *i TO hi: " To ParamAnanda ; in BhAdra."

(11) %iii<iiRiwn«3 TO hi: " ToSomArdhadbArin ; in Asvina."

(II) ton nx\ mi to hi: " To fihlma ; in Kartiku."

The worship of &va should be conducted from the month of Marga-

6ira onward, by offering the following flowers? turn by turn, via. :—(1)
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Mandara, (2) jasmine, '(3) Dbatura, (4) Sambbalu (Sindulvara), (5) Asoka,

(6) Mallika, (7) Pfttala, (8) Arka flower, (9) Kadamba, (10) lotus (&tapatr!),

(11) Kamalini (Utpala).- 23-24.

Again, when the month of Kdrtika arrives, the Brahmanas should be

fed with various kinds of eatables and offered garments, ornaments and

garlands.—(25).

Afterwards, the devotee should let loose a black bull, in conjunction

with the Vedic rites. A golden image of Siva and ParvatI should be made

and given away to a Brahmana, along with a bull and a cow. A bedstead,

with the following things, should also be given away i Eight white pearls,

sheets, pillows, and a vase, full of water.—26-27.

The images of $iva and Parvati should be placed in a copper vessel,

full of rice, and then located on top of the pitcher of water, after which

they should be given away to a Brahmana versed in the Vedas, observing

ordinances and having a calm disposition.—28.

It is best to give it to one acquainted with Samaveda : it should never

and on no account be given to a hypocrite. Only one versed in the Vedas,

knowing the Vedic principles, is fit to receive such an offering.—29.

A Brahmana, free from deformity and of simple habits, should be

worshipped, along with his wife, with garments, garlands and ornaments.

These things might be given, to the preceptor (Guru), if there be one

;

otherwise, to a really good Brahmana, free from all feeling of miserliness

;

for such a feeling leads one to the lower region.—30-31.

One who observes the &va Chaturdaii ordinance, according to these

rites, gets the benefit of a thousand AsVamedha sacrifices.—32.

And the sins of killing a Brahmana and also against the parents,

committed in this or in the previous life, are destroyed in a moment.—33.

The devotee gets long life, health, domestic prosperity, and promo-

tion in his husbandry. He then eventually goes near the Lord of four

hands, whose chief attendant he becomes ; and then after, passing crores

of kalpas in the heaven, he becomes unified with &va.—34.

Even the sage Brihaspati, the Devas, like the mighty Indra, and
Brahma, cannot adequately describe the glories of this ordinance. Even
I cannot do so with a crore of tongues.—35.

One who reads, hears or thinks about this ordinance becomes liber-

ated from all his sins. The Divine Consorts also venerate it
; therefore, a

devotee should always observe it, free from all feelings of despise.—36.

The woman who observes this ordinance with the permission of her

husband, son or the preceptor also attains bliss by the glory of &va.—37.
Here ends the ninety-fifth ehapter describing the fiim OhaturdaH Vrato.
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CHAPTER XOVI.

Nandikerfvara said :—0 Narada ! also hear the benefits that accrue to

the devotee in his next life, by his relinquishing the fruits of this ordi-

nance.—1.

0 Sage ! the ordinance (vrata) should be commenced on any one of

the following days, in the month of M&rgatfir : the third, the twelfth, the

«igfet or the fourteenth day of the bright fortnight, after invoking the

fh&hmanas.— 2.

0 Narada ! In other auspicious months also, the devotee should, to

the best of his ability, feed the Brahmanas with rice cooked in milk and

mixed with sugar, and then satisfy them with Daksina.—3.

The prohibited grains of eighteen kinds and fruits and roots should be

.avoided for a period of one year ; but there is no harm in taking anything

in the form of a medicine. A golden image of £$iva and a bull should be

made. The image of Dhavmaraja should be made similarly.—4.

The following sixteen kinds of fruits should be made in gold, accord-

ing to the means of the devotee, viz :—pumpkins, citrons, egg-plants,

bread-fruits, mangoes, hog-plums, woodapples, Indra grains, cucumbers,

cocoanuts, the holy figs, the jujubes, the lemons, the plantains, saffron,

aud pomegranates.—5-6.

The following should be made of silver, according to the means of

the devotee, viz:—Muti (a kind of root vegetable), Emblica officinalis

rose apple, tamarind, Karaunda, Kankolaberry, cardamom, cotton, bamboo,

Kutaja, $ami, Uojumbara. cocoanut, grapes, two kinds of egg-plants. —7-8.

The fruits of the following should be made of copper, according to the

means of the devotee :—Palms, Agasti grandiflora, Kayaphala, G&mbh&ri,

esculent root, the red esculent root, a bulbous root, svarnakhhiri, cucumber,

chitravalti, Saiinali, mango, liquorice, kidney-bean, fig tree, patola

(a species of cucumber).—9-11.

Two pitchers of water, covered with cloth, should be placed on grain,

and a bed should also be arranged and covered with cloth.—12.

On some sacred day, the devotee should give away all these things

as well as three food plates, the images of Dharmar&ja, &va, with that of

the sacred bull and a cow, to a peaceful Brahraana couple who may have

a big family, having first worshipped them.— 13.

" As the numberless Devas dwell in all kinds of fruits, so let my
devotion he to ffava, as a consequence of my performing this vrata of

relinquishing the fruit* of my action*."--14.
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" Siva and Dbarmar&ja are known to be the great Givers of boons

;

let Them therefore confer boons on me for giving away tbese likeness**,

together with tbese appropriate fruits in charity."—15.

" An in tbe devotees of diva are always (to be found) endless fruits, so

let me also have fruits endless, in life after life."— 16.

" I do not make any (invidious) .distinction between diva, Vifpi,

Sun, Brahm& ; let the Lord diva, the soul of tbe universe, bless me with

eternal happiness."—17.

The articles (to be given away) should be given to the Br&hmana,

having first decorated him. The devotee may also give a bedding, with

all its requisites, if he had the means to do so, otherwise he may only

give away the fruits mentioned before. The golden images of diva and

Dharraar&ja being given to the Br&hmana, with the pitchers of water, be

should feed himself on food devoid of oil, by observing the vow of silence,

and should also feed the Br&hmanas, according to his means.—20.

This is the way of a devotee of Visnu, Sun or a Yogt or a Bhagwat

to relinquish the fruits of their actions, as laid down by the Br&hmanas

versed in the Vedas.— 21.

" 0 Sage N&rada ! this ordinance should be observed, to the best

of their ability, by the womenfolk, too. There is no ordinance like this

that can give such everlasting boons in this world, as well as in the next.

-22.
" 0 Sage ! the devotee remains in the region of diva for as many

thousand Yugas as there are atoms of gold, silver and copper, in this

world, when these latter are ground to a powder.—23.

This ordinance washes off all tbe lifelong sins of the devotee. He
never has the pain of losing his son, and he attains tbe region inhabited

by Gods.—24.
The poor man who hears or reads this, either in some sacred place

(place of a God), or in the house of a pious man, goes to the region of

diva where he gets into the place of Deities and enjoys, after being liberated

from all his sins.—25.

Here ends the ninety-sixth chapter describing the Vrata of Relinquishment

of all results (of one*s actions).

CHAPTER XCV1I.

N&rada said :—NandikeaVara ! Pray describe to me the ordinance

that may be the giver of peace, health and everlasting benefits, to the

people,—

l

f
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NandikesVara said :—That which is the eternal abode of the soul

of the universe, is known as the Sun, the Fire and the Moon, in this world

;

by the worship of these a man attains happiness The devotee observing

it should always take his meals at night time inly on Sundays.—2-3.

In the case of the asterism Hasti falling on Sunday, the devotee should

iake his meals only once on Saturday, purging his heart of all vanity.—4.

On Sunday night, the devotee, after feeding good Brahmanas, should

draw a lotus of twelve petals with red sandal. To the east of it he

should place, after salutations, the Sun (8urya\ to the south-east Div&kara,

to the south Vivasv&na, to the south-west Bhaga, to the west Varuna, to

the north-west Mahendra, to the north Aditya, to the north-east £$anta.

In the forepart of the lotus, the horses of the Sun should be inscribed,

in the south the Aryatna* Devas, in the west Martancja, and on the northern

petal Ravi Bhaskara on the pericarp of the lotus.—5-9.

Afterwards, red flowers, red sandal, sesaraum, mixed with water,

should be poured on the lotus, and the following mantra should be recited

at the time :—10.

" 0 Divakara (the giver of day) ! You are the soul of time, creation

and the Vedas. You have your face turned to each direction. You are

of the form of Indra and Agni : therefore shelter me."—11.

"Agnimlle namastubharaisetvdrje cha bhaskara." "Agna fiyahi

varada na aste jydtisam pate." With this mantra Arghya should be

offered, and the Deity dismissed. He should take his meals at night free

from oil. When a year has elapsed in this way, he should make a lotus of

gold and an image with two hands.— 12-13.

He should then give away in charity a milch cow, with her horns

covered with gold, the hoofs with silver, along with her calf, and a milking

vessel of bell metal, while the lotus and image should be-placed in a pot of

copper completely full of molasses.— 14.

The devotee, after worshipping the Brahmana with red cloth, sandal,

garland, incense, etc., should bestow his gifts, viz.—the lotU3 and the

image, etc., on him, he having a large family, and being free from deformity

and pride, and able to restrain his passions and the object of charity in

many other vratas.—15.

At that time, the devotee should utter the following words

" Namd namah papavinadanfiya,

" Visvatmane saptatarangamaya,

" Samargyajurdhamidhe Vidhatre,

«' JJbavabdhipataya jagatsavitre
t

"
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" 0 Dispeller of sins, the Soul of the universe, your chariot drawn by

seven horses, the vase of Rika, Yaju and Sama Vedas, the boat of the ocean

of universe, I salute Thee oft and often."— 16.

One who observes these rituals and keeps up this vrata for a year, is

freed from all sins and goes to the solar region fanned by chainara.—17.

On the consumption of his store of piety he becomes the sovereign of

the seven Dvipas, and never gets pain, suffering or disease. He becomes

most powerful and virtuous.—18.

0 Narada ! the woman who is devoted to her husband, God and

preceptor, and observes this ordinance, and eats at night only on Sundays,

undoubtedly reaches the solar region, which is honoured by the Devas.

—19.

The person who reads or hears, or approves of the reading of this

ordinance, also goes to the region of Indra where he is served by the Devas,

and remains there for innumerable kalpas.—20.

Here ends the ninety-seventh chapter describing the Sunday

ordinance (Vrata.)

CHAPTER XCVIII.

NandikesVara said :—NSrada ! I shall now describe to you the way

how the ordinance of Sankranti, which in the next world gives everlasting

boons of all kinds, is to be brought to a close.— 1.

The Sankranti ordinance should be observed on the day of equinoxes

or solstices. The day, prior to Sankr&nti, the devotee should have his

meals only once
;
and, on the following day, he should bathe in water

mixed with sesamum, after brushing his teeth.—2.

On the day of the Sankr&nti, the devotee should draw on the earth

a lotus of eight petals with sandal, in the centre of which pericarps

should be made, where tne presence of the Sun should be invoked.—3.

The Sun should be located in the pericrap, Aditya in the east, and

salutations should be made in the south, after reciting ' Ognarchise namah,

Ringmamjalaya namah' " Savitre namah " in the south-west, " Tapanaya

namah " in the west, Bhaga in the north-west should be located and

worshipped constantly. Martanda should be located in the north and

Visnu in the north-east. These should be adored with incense, flowers,

fruits and eatables, on an altar.—4-6.

A golden vessel of clarified butter, with a pitcher of water, should
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be given away to the Brdhmana ; and the lotus should also be made of gold,

according to the means of the devotee, and given away to the Br&hmana.

-7.

Afterwards, the Arghya, consisting of water, sandal and flowers,

should be placed on the floor as an oblation to the Sun, by reciting the

following mantra :
" VisVaya VisVarup&ya VisVadhamne Svayambhube

Namananta namo dhatre Riks&m Yajusainpati." This ritual should be

observed each month, or at the end of the year. All the twelve vratas

should be done at the same time.—8-9.

Then libations of rice, cooked in milk and sugar, should be poured

into the fire and Brahmanas should be satisfied with eatables. On that

occasion, 12 pitchers of water, with a few gems, 12 golden lotus flowers

and 12 milch cows of gentle disposition, or only 8, 7 or 4 such cows fin

the last case, the cows being dressed and garlanded), according to the

means of the devotee, should be given to a poor and deserving Br&hmana,

after their horns being covered with gold, their hoofs with silver, along

with milking pots of bell metal. In case, the devotee be a very poor man,

he may give only one milch cow.—10-11.

Afterwards, an image of earth, along with that of the serpent oesa,

should be made in gold, silver, copper or even of kneaded flour, accord-

ing to the means of the devotee, and given away to the Br&hmana, along

with a golden image of the Sun. As far as possible, no miserliness should

be exercised in this ritual ; for the man doing so, in spite of having riches

undoubtedly goes to hell.—12.

Narada ! One who observes this ordinance, enjoys in heaven the

honour and respect by all the Gandharvas, for as long as Indra and other

gods, earth and the seven oceans, the Himalayas and other mountains

survive.—13.

His piety being consumed, the devotee is born, in the beginning of

creation, a sovereign of good family, endowed with all kingly virtues and

blessed with handsome form (devoid of deformity) and many a child, wife,

friend and relation.— 14.

One who reads about this Surya Sankr&nti with devotion, or hears

or advises others to read it, is honoured by the Devas in the realm of

Indra.—15.

Here ends the niiiety-eigth chapter describing the mode of bringing

the Sarikrdnti vrata to a close.
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CHAPTER XCIX.

NandikesVara said :—NArada ! I shall now relate to yon Visnu vrata,

known as the Vibhtiti-Dvadatfi vrata, which is held in veneration by all

the Devfis."~L

On the tenth day of the bright fortnight, in the month of K&rtika,

Chaitra, Vai&kha, Margaslrsa, Phalguna or Asatjha, the devotee should

have a light meal ; and in the day time, after performing his evening

prayers, make the following resolution :—2.

" Oh God, on the eleventh day I shall keep a rigid fast and worship

Jan£rdana. I shall break the fast on the twelfth day, in company of the

Br&hmanas.—3.
•

" 0 Kes'ava ! let there be no hindrance in the observance of my fast."

He should utter " Om narao Nar&yanaya namah " (Om, Salutations be to

Narayana), before retiring to bed.—

1

On getting up in the morning, he should recite Gayatri 108 times,

and then worship Lord Visnu with white sandal and flowers. —5.

The feet should be worshipped after reciting " Vibhtitaye namah,"

the knees after reciting " Asok&ya namah," the thighs after reciting
44
8iv£ya namah," the waist after reciting " Viivamtirtaye namah," the

male organ of generation after reciting " Kandarpaya namah," the hands

after reciting " Adity&ya namah," the stomach after reciting " Damoda-

rfiya namah," the breasts after reciting " Vasudevfiya namah," the chest

after reciting " M&dhav6ya namah," the neck after reciting " Utkanthine

namah," the mouth after reciting " ^rldharAya namah," and the hair after

reciting " Kerfavaya namah," the back after reciting " £$araiigadharaya

namah," the ears after reciting " Varad&ya namah," the head after reciting

"Sarvatmane namah," with His other names, wz.
%
"£$ankapfinye namah,"

" Chakrap&nye namah," " Asip&naye namah," '* Gad^panaye namah," and

"Padmapfinaye namah."—6-9.

A golden fish should be made and also a lotus of gold, according to

the means and wishes of the devotee ; and a pitcher, full of water, should

be placed in front of it.—10.

Afterwards, a vessel, full of molasses and covered with a white cloth,

together with some sesamum, should be placed. The devotee should

keep up the night with the recitation of Ttih&sas.— 11.

On the following morning the golden fish and lotus, along with the

pitcher of water, should be given away to some good Br&hmana with a

large family.—12.
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At that time, the devotee should pray :
" As Thou, O Lord Visnu, art

never devoid of any prosperity (Vibhfiti), so pleaae extricate me from the

meshes and manifold calamities of this world."— 13.

The devotee should give away one in each month of the year the

golden images of the ten incarnations (of the supremt God) as well as of

Datt&treya and VedavySsa, along with a lotus of gold. During this period

the devotee should avoid the company of rogues and the wicked.—14.

After observing the fast like this for twelve months, on each Dvfidasl,

the devotee at the conclusion of the year, should give away to his precep-

tor a bedding, a mount of salt and a cow.— 15.

A man of means may also give away a village or a house and honor

his preceptor with diverse raiments and ornaments.— 16.

Other Br&hmanas should be feasted, according to the means of the

devotee and satisfied by being given clothes, jewels, money, ornaments

cows, &c. A man with limited means should give only as much as he can

afford.— 17.

A very poor man, but having sincere devotion to Lord M&dhava,

may worship Lord Vi^nu for a couple of years with flowers alone.—18.

One who observes the VibhCiti-dvadaeft ordinance like this, liberates

himself from all sins and also frees hundreds of his ancestors. He is not

oppressed with grief, disease or poverty during thousands of births. He

is always born as a devotee of Vi$nu or Siva, and, after spending 108 thou-

sand yugas in heaven, is born as a king.—19-21.

Here ends the ninety-ninth chapter describing the Visnu vrata.

CHAPTER C.

Nandiketfvara said :—In the days gone by, during the Rathantara

Ealpa, there lived a mighty king, as illustrious as the Sun, who was known

by the name of Pu§pav£hana.—1.

0 Na\rada ! Brahm&, being pleased wfth his asceticism, presented

him with a lotus of gold that could move about at will.— 2.

(With its help) the king began to wander about at his pleasure in

the seven dvipas as well as in the abode of the gods, in company of his

citizens.—3.

At the Beginning of the kalpa, the kingdom of this king, who lived

in the lotus, was the seventh dvSpa:—on account of the great praise and

honour given to it by the people, it came to be known as Puskara.—4.
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The King was called Puspavabana by the Devas and the Dftnavas on

account of his having received the lotus for his conveyance.—5.

Owing to his powers, acquired by the practice of penances, no place

in the three worlds was inaccessible to him, seated on his lotus given by

Lord Brahtnft. His queen, L&vanyavati, was worthy to be honoured by

thousands of ladies. In beauty and womanly virtues, she had no equal.

She was like the Goddess PSrvatf, the noble Consort of the Lord Siva.—6.

The king became the father of ten thousand virtuous princes, who
all were renowned in archery. The king began to wonder at his in-

comparable prosperity. One day, seeing the great sage Pracheta, appro-

aching, he addressed him thus :—7.

" 0 Sage ! how is it that there is such an abundance of prosperity

in my house ? How have I got a queen who is venerated even by the

Devas, and who has no equal even among the goddesses? Why has

Brahmft become so much pleased with my little asceticism as to present

me with such a lotus, (vast wonderful), that when myriads of kings, with

ministers, elephants, people, and chariots entered into it, they appear

small indeed, like so many galaxies of twinkling stars with the moon

herself in the immeasureable expanse of the firmament.— 8-9.

" Hence, 0 Lord, what is the use of being born in the separate womb
of the mother? To obtain endless (good) results, 1 have performed many

a religious rite. Now please tell us what is of ultimate good to me, my
wife and sons."— 10.

Hearing the above words of the king, the sage, after meditation,

spoke the following words, about the wonderful former lives of the king :

—

" King ! Previously you wore born in the house of a hunter, and you led

a life of sin from day to day.—11.

" Your body was hard, rough and also offensively stinking. Snakes

coiled all over it. You had no friend, nor sons ; neither kinsmen, nor

sisters, nor parents. All were abused and cursed by you. This beloved

consort of yours was also against you.—12.

" Then the land was visited by a terrible drought, when you were

over-whelmed with hunger, but could not get grain, fruits, flesh or any kind

of eatables to quench it, though you searched for them everywhere.—13.

" On that occasion you came to a tank, full of muddy banks, but

which was abundantly full of lotus flowers. You culled a heap of lotuses

out of that tank and carried them home to Vaidisa 'the city in which

you lived.)—14.
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" You wandered about the whole city to sell those lotuses, but could

not find a purchaser. Eventually you were overpowered with hunger and

fatigue. —15.

" And you went and sat with your wife in the courtyard of some one

whence in the night you heard some nice and auspicious sound.-— 16.

" You went to the spot whence the sound was heard with your wife.

There you saw the worship of Lord Visnu conducted in a pandal.— 17.

"The worship in question was the concluding chapter of Vibhuti-

dvadatfi ordinance, in the month of Magha, which was kept up by a courte-

zan, named Anamgavati. At that time, she was giving away the mount of

salt, the bedstead along with other things, the decorated image of the

merciful Lord Vi§nu and the golden Ealpa tree, to her preceptor. On

seeing all that, you said to yourself, * What would I now do with these

lotus flowers, I should better offer them to Visnu.'—18-20.

" 0 King ! thus devotion came to the hearts of both of you ; and

you worshipped the Lord as well as the mount of salt, the bedding, and

even the earth with your lotus flowers.— 21.

" The courtezan was very much pleased with your devotion and

offered you 300 gold coins which both of you did not accept, as you

were both then filled with sattvaguna (i.e., your hearts became pure,) at

which the courtezan became still more pleased with you, had four kinds

of delicious foods brought and asked you to eat. You again declined to

partake of her hospitality, and said, * We shall have food at some other

time. We are exceedingly glad to-day with your acquaintance and the

keeping fast. Hitherto we- have been carrying a vicious life and have

been sinners all along.' By her contact you had then acquired some

virtue. - 22-25.

" In that way, you kept up all the night with that courtezan and, on

the following morning, she gave the mount of salt and the bedding

as well as villages to her preceptor and to a dozen Brahmanas, garments,

ornaments, kamarujalu and cows.—26-27.

" After that, she fed her friends, poor men, blind men, misers, com-

peers and kinsmen, and at the same time she also honoured in the same

way and dismissed you both.—28.

" King ! owing to this worship of Keiava by lotus flower, the same

Hunter and his wife have been now born in the persons of yourself

and your consort. You have been freed of all your sins by the virtue

of your little self-denial and purity of heart. Hence this wonderful lotus
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moving at will. This has been given to you by Janardana, the Lord

of creation in the person of fourfaced BrahmA, because he was pleased

with you. -29-31.

" That courtezan is now the rival of Rati, the wife of Cupid, and is

known as Prtti. She is the giver of happiness to the woraanfolk, and is

venerated by the Devas.—32.

" King ! Even now abandon this PutJkara-dvipa and observe the

vibhuti-dvAdasl fast on the banks of the Ganges, so that you may attain

Nirvana."—33.

Nandikerfvara said :— " Narada ! That sage vanished then and there,

after telling all that to the king, and the latter observed the ordinance,

as dictated.— 34.

" Narada ! the devotee, observing this ordinance, should keep up

the penauce and perform the rites with molasses of any kind whatsoever,

as prescribed, for 12 months, and give alms to the Br&hmanas, without any

feeling of miserliness. Kesava is pleased with devotion alone.—35-36.

" One who reads, listens to or produces in others a desire to observe

this ordinance, which dispels all sins, remains in the heaven for a hundred

crores of years."—37.

Here ends the hundredth chapter describing the Vibhutirdvddaii-vratarn.

CHAPTER 01.

Nandikerfvara said :—N&rada ! Hear, I am now going to tell you

about the sixty ordinances, as explained by the Lord Siva and which dispel

great sins.— 1.

The ordinance, known as, (1) Deoa-Vrata, is the dispeller of all sins.

The observer of it should have his meal only in the night for a year, after

which he should give away one cow, quoit and trident, all made of gold,

along with a pair of clothes, to a Brfihraana having a large family. One
who does so becomes unified with Siva and lives in His region.—2-3.

The devotee keeping up the (2) Rudra-Vrata should, for a year, have

only one meal a day, after which he should give away one bull of gold and
a cow of sesamum. This observance is also the destroyer of ills and helps

the devotee to go to the region of Siva, and raises him to the rank of

Siva.—4.

One who gives away a bull and a blue lotus, made of gold, as well as

a vessel full of sugar, and lives on nightly meal only for a year, eating in
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a secluded place, obtains the rank of Visnu. This is known as (3) LUd-
Vrata.—$.

He, giving up of all unguents and giving away of nice and clean

cooking utensils, in the four months, beginning with A*adha leads the

devotee to the realm of Visnu. This observance i.=? known as (4) Priti-

Vrata, because it pleases everybody.— 6.

One who observes the (5) Qauri-Vrata, in the month of Chaitra, by
invoking the pleasure of the goddess, with the words, "Gauri me privatum,"

and by giving up honey, milk, curds, clarified butter, molasses, and
similar articles, gives fine cloths, and the vessels full of sugarcane juice,

&c., and worships the Br&hmana with his wife, goes to the realm of

Parvati.—7-8.

The (6) Kdma-Vrata, the destroyer of all woes should be observed on
the thirteenth day of Pausa. The devotee should take his meal at night and
give away to a Brahmana, a golden tree of Afoka, ten fingers in height

after covering it with a cloth and pieces of sugarcane. He should invoice

the pleasure of Pradyumna, with the words :
" Pradyuranah priyatam" at

the time of giving it away. By doing so, the devotee resides without

care and anxiety in the region of Visnu, till the end of the kalpa.—9-10.

(7) Siva-Vrata should be observed during the four months of Asacjha,

&c. in course of which the devotee should not get his nails, &c, trimmed.

He should avoid the use of brinjals and give away to a Br&hmana a

pitcher full of honey, clarified butter and golden brinjal in the month of

K&rtika. By doing so, he goes to the realm of Rudra.—11-12.
One who abstains from flowers during winter (i.e., the seasons of

Hemanta and l&iira) and in the month of Phalguna, and gets three flowers

of gold made according to his means and gives them away in charity at

dusk, after invoking the pleasure of £$iva and Visnu, with the words
"Privatum &va-Resavam," attains final beatitude. This is known as

(8) Saumya-Vrata.—13-14.

(9) Saubhdgya-Vrata should be kept up by avoiding, on the third day
of every month, beginning from Phalguna, the use of salt for a year. At
the conclusion of the ordinance, Jie should give to a Br&hmana couple a
properly equipped bedstead, a house with all its necessary appurtenances,

after showing due honour to them, and should invoke the pleasure of the

goddess, with the words, " Bhav&ni priyatam." By doing so, he resides for

a hundred kalpas in the realm of Parvati.—15-16.

The devotee who maintains the vow of silence in the evenings for

a year and at the end of it gives a jar of clarified butter, a pair of clothes,
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sesamum, and a bell to a Brahmana, goes to tbe domain of Sarasvati—the

Goddess of letters—and is liberated from the cycle of birth. This is

known as (10/ Sdrasvata ordinauce—the giver of beauty and learning.

—

17-18.

One who worships Lak§mt—the Goddess of wealth—and keeps the

fast on the fifth day of a month, for a year, and at the end of it gives away

a cow, along with a lotus of gold, goes to the kingdom of Vi$nu and is

always born in good circumstances. This is called the \11) Sampada-Vrata

and is the destroyer of all ills.— 19-20.

One who washes the floor in front of Vi ?nu or Siva for a full year

and then gives away a cow with a pitcher of water, is born a king on this

earth, ten thousand times, and at the end goes to the realm of Siva. This

is known as (12) Ayur-Vrata, and is the giver of all desires.— 21-22.

One who takes his meal once a day, in silence, bereft of vice for a

full year and salutes the peepu I tree, the sun and the Ganges together,

and at the end of the ordinance adores the Brahmana with his consort,

having given them a golden tree with three cows, attains the benefit of

AsVamedha sacrifice. This is called the (13) Kirti-Vrata^the giver of every

fame and prosperity.— 23-24.

The observer of the (14) Sdma-Vrata should make an altar of cow-

dung bathe Siva or Vignu with clarified butter, worship them with uncook-

ed rice and flowers, for a year. At the end of the year, the devotee should

give away a lotus of gold, eight fingers in height, with a cow of sesamum

to a Brahmana versed in the Sama-Veda. As a result, the devotee is

respected in Siva loka.— 25-26.

One who takes only one meal a day on the 9th day of a month and

then gives to a virgin, after feasting her, according to his means, a pair of

clothes embroidered with gold and raiments of silk, and a lion of gold to a

Brahmana, gets a handsome form and he is never defeated by his foes and

lives for a considerable time in the realm of Siva. This is known as

(15) Vira-Vrata—the giver of all prosperity to women kind.- 27-28.

One who takes milk only on each full moon day, for a year, and at

its conclusion, after performing Sr&ddha, gives away five milch cows,

along with pitchers of water and cloths of tawny colour, goes to the domain

of Visnu, where he saves hundreds of his ancestors and becomes the

Ring of Rings at the end of a kalpa. This is called (16/ Pitri-Vrata.—
2fr-30.

One who voluntarily gives drinking water to the needy, from the

beginning of Chaitra for four months, and after it gives away a big water
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jar (Manika), with grain, cloths, gold and a pot containing sesamum, goes
to the region of Brahmft and becomes a king at the end of a kalpa. This
is called the (17) Ananda-Vrata.—31-32.

One who bathes in Panchamrita for a year, and then gives away a
conch, Panch&mrita and a cow to a Brahmana, goes to the realm of $iva

and becomes a king at the end of a kalpa. This is called the (18) Dhriti-

Vrata.—33-34.

Atotc—^iYi^Consisting of five ingredients viz .,
3*» * *W ^ i,e., milk,

sugar, clarified batter, Card and Honey.

One who gives up meat for a year and at the end gives away a

cow or a deer of gold gets the benefit of AsVamedba sacrifice, and, after

reaping the fruits of his virtue for one full kalpa, is born as a king.

This is Ahirfisa-Vrata.So.

One who, in the month of Magha, bathes in the small hours of the

morning and then worship* a Brainnana and his wife with garlands,

ornaments and clothes and then feeds them to their satisfaction, resides

in the region of the Sun for a kalpa. This is (20) SJtrya-Vrata.—36.

One who bathes early in the morning and feeds the Brihmanas for

a period of four months from Asadba, and gives away a cow in the month

of Kartika, goes to the realm of Visnu. This is (2i) Viwu-Vrata.—37.

One who abstains from flowers and clarified butter from one solstice

to another and at the end of that period gives garlands, clarified butter,

and cows to a Brahmana, and feeds them on clarified butter, rice cooked

in milk and sugar, goes to the region of &va. This is (22) Sila-Vrata,

the giver of modesty and good health.—38-39.

One who voluntarily provides light (to the needy) every evening for

a year and abstains from oil and then gives a lamp, a quoit and a

trident of gold, along with a pair of cloths to a Brahmana, is born as

a man of greatness and power in this world and ultimately goes to the

domain of diva. This is (23) Dipti-Vrata.—40-41.

One who takes for a year barley soaked in the cow's urine at

night, on the third day of the month of Kartika, etc., and then gives away

a cow, resides in the realm of the Goddess P&rvati, and is afterwards

born as a king on this land. This is (24) Rudra-Vrata, the giver of everlast-

ing happiness-1-42-43.

One who does not use sandal, incense, etc., in the month of Chaitra

and gives away mother-of-pearl, full of scent, along with a pair of white

cloths, goes to the region of Varuna. This is (25) Drujha-Vra&a.—44.
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One who gives up flowers and salt during Vais&kba, and gives

away a cow, goes to the kingdom of Visnu where he resides for a: kalpa,

and then is born a king. This is (26) K&nti-Vrata, the giver of lustre and

fame.—45.

One who makes a golden globe of the universe weighing more than

12 tolas, (3 palas), according to his means, places it on a mound of sesa-

mum, and offers the latter to the Brahuianas for three days, and libation

to fire, honours the Brahmana couple with clothes, garlands, ornaments,

etc., after reciting, ' 0 Lord of the Universe, be pleased ' (VisVatmst priya-

tfim), liberates himself from the cycle of birth and becomes unified with

Brahma. This is (27) Brahma-Vrata, the giver of Nirvana.—46-48.

One who lives on milk in course of the day, and gives away a two-

faced (fibhaimukhi) cow (i.e., half delivered of her calf) made of a big

lump of gold, attains the highest bliss. This is (28) Dhenu-Vrata, which

makes re-birth almost impossible.—49.

One who lives on milk for three days and then gets a kalpa tree of

gold made, weighing more than 4 tolas (one pala), according to his means,

and then gives it away with a heap of rice, becomes unified with Brahma.

This is (29) Kalpa-Vrata.—50.

One who fasts for a month, gives away a beautiful cow to a Bra\h-

mana, goes to the realm of Visnu. This is (30) BhAmi-Vrata.—51.

One who, after living on milk on the day, gives away an image of

earth made of gold; weighing more than 20 palas, resides respected in the

domain of &va for 700 kalpas. This is (31) Dkara-Vrata.—52.

One who gives away a cow, made of molasses, on the third day of

Magna or Chaitra, having observed the Guda-Vrata on that day, goes to

the realm of Gauri. This is (32) Maha-Vrata.—53.

One who gives a pair of tawny colour cows (kapilft) to a Br&hmana,

after fasting for a fortnight, goes to the Brahmaloka honoured by Devas

and Asuras, and at the end of the kalpa becomes the monarch of kings.

This is (33) Prat>h&-VraM.—54.

One who lives upon only one meal a day for a year, and then gives

away a pitcher of water, along with various kinds of eatables, resides in- the

dominion of Siva for a kalpa. This is (34) Pr&pti-Vrata.—55.

One who has only one meal in the evening, on the 8th day of a

month, for one year, and then gives away cows in charity, goes to the

region of Indra. This is (35) 8ugati"Vrata.—56.

One who gives fuel to the Brahmanas during the rainy season and
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at the end of the year gives away a cow of clarified butter, becomes
unified with the supreme Brahma. This is (36) Vaisodnara-Vrata—the

destroyer of all ills.—57.

The devotee who, on the 11th day of each month, has his meal in the

night and then gives to the Vaisnava a quoit made of gold, goes and

resides in the realm of Visnu for one kalpa, at the end of which he is born

a great king. This is (37) Kriwa-Vrat*.— 58.

One who gives away a pair of cows after living on milk for a year,

goes to the kingdon of Laksmi. This is (38) Deci-Vrata.—59.

One who gives away a milch cow at the end of a year, after living

only on milk, on the night of every seventh day of each month, goes to the

domain of the Sun. This is (39- Bhdnit-Vrat*.— 60.

One who has his meals at night of the 4th day of each month, and
at the end of the year gives away an elephant, made of gold, goes to the

realm of Siva. This is (40) Va ihdyak*-Vrata.— 61.

One who abstains from larger fruits (MahH-phala' during the Chatur-

m&sa, and gives away the same fruits made of gold, along with a pair of

cows to a Br&hmana, goes to the realm of Vivnu. This is 141) Phala-Vmta.

—62.
[Note.—Chatnrmasa—A period of four months reckoned from the eleventh day in the

bright half of A?&dha to the Uth day in the bright half of KftrtikaJ

One who keeps a (total fast on the seventh day of each month for

a year, and then gives away a lotus of gold, a golden vase, full of grain,

and cows, according to his means, goes to the domain of the Sun. This

is (42) SArya-Vrata.— 63.

One who keeps a (total) fast on the 12th day of each month, and then

at the end of the year gives away to the Brahmanas, according to his means

cows, cloths and gold, attains beatitude. This is (43) Viym-Vrata." 64.

One who, after performing Vrisotsarga in the month of Kartika, lives

on only one meal a day and that at night, for a full year, goes to the realm

of Siva. This is (44) Vdr$a-Vrata.— 65.

[.Vote—Vris6tsarga=8etting free a bull on the occasion of a funeral rite, or as

a religions act generally.]

One who, on the conclusion of Ch&ndrayana (or Krichhra) observance

gives away a cow and feeds the Br&hmanas, according to his means goes

to the realm of Siva. This is 45) Prajapatya-Vrata.— 66.

Ono who lives only on the nightly meal, on the 14lh day of each

month, for a year, and then gives away cows, goes to the region of Siva.

This is (46) Trayambaka-Vrata.- 67.
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Ono who keeps a con tinous fast for seven nights, and then gives a

pot of clarified butter to a Br&hmana, goes to the region of Brahma.

This is (47) Qhrita-Vrata. -68.

Ono who sleeps in AkAsa during the rainy season, and then gives

away a milch cow, goes to the region of Indra. This is (48) lndra-Vrata.

—69.

[iVote.—Ak Ida.=Rther, Vacuity, Place in general, Light* Hole, in the air, etc.]

One who takes the uncooked eatables on the third day of each month,

and then gives away cows, goes to the realm of $iva, after being liberated

from the cycle of birth. This is (49; Kaly&ya (or Sreyd) Vrata, the, giver

of happiness.— 70.

One who gives away a chariot with the horses made of gold weigh-

ing more than 8 tolas (2 palas), after fasting in course of the day, resides

in the heaven for a hundred kalpas, and then becomes the King of Kings.

This is (50) Atea-Vrata.—ll.

And one who, similarly, observes the fast and gives away a chairot,

with a pair of elephants made of gold, resides in the Satyaloka for a

thousand kalpas, and is then born as a King. This is (51) Haeti-Vrata.—

12.

One who gives away a cow at the end of his yearly fast, becomes the

Lord of Yaksas. This is (52) Sukha-Vrata. -73.

One who gives away a cow in the morning, after passing the night

in water, goes to the realm of Varuna. This is (53) Varuyta-Vrata.—74.

One whe gives away a moon of gold at the end of the ChSndr&yana

ordinance, goes to therealm of the moon. This is (54) Ghandra-Vrata.— 75.

One who gives away cows in the evening, after warming himself

with five fires (panchatapa), on the 8th and the 14th day in the month of

Jyai$$ha, goes to heaven. This is Rudra-Vrata.-- 76.

Note.—A modification Vrata No, 2.

One who makes a canopy, in a temple of Siva, on the third day of a

month and gives away a cow at the end of the year, goes to the region of

Siva. This is (55) Bhav&ni-Vrata.- 77.

In the month of MSgha, one who wears wet garments in the night

and on the seventh day of the month gives away cows, goes and resides in

the heaven for a kalpa, after which he is born as a King. This is (56)

Pavana-Vrata.—78.

One who maintains a fast for three nights and gives away a good
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house in the month of Phalguna, goes to the domain of the Sun. This is

(57) Dh&ma-Vrata.—79.

One who adores the Br&hmana and his wife with ornaments and

gives away cows along with grain, on three evenings, after observing a

fast in the day, attains beatitude. This is (58) Indra-Vrata.—80.

One who gives away a vessel of salt in the name of the moon, on

the second day of the bright fortnight, and at the end of the year gives cows

to the Br&hmanas, goes to the realm of &va, and at the end of the kalpa

becomes the King of Kings. This is (59; 86ma~Vrata- -81.

One who has only one meal a day on each Pratipada (first day of

a fortnight), and at the end of the year gives away a tawny coloured

cow (kapilfc), goes to the domain of Agni. This is called Sioa-Vmta.—82.

One who has only one meal a day on the tenth day of the month, and

after a year gives away ten cows, along with the images of ten directions

made of gold, becomes the lord of the universe. This is called the (60)

Visva-Vrata, the destroyer of all ills.— 83.

One who reads, or relates about these sixty ordinances, remains the

lord of Gandharvas, for a period of one hundred Manvantaras.—84.

N&rada ! I have related to you about the sixty ordinances ; now let

me know what more you desire to hear, which is for the benefit of the

world. I shall tell you all. What may I not say to my favoured ones ?

Here ends the one hundred and first chapter describing the 60 Vmtas

and their results.

CHAPTER Oil.

Nandiketfvara said:—Nftrada! There cannot be purity of body

and mind without bathing, therefore to keep the mind refreshed it is

essential to bathe first of all.—1.

" Om Namo N&r&yanAya " is the principal mantra, by the recitation

of which the tlrtha should be conceived in the water in which bath is to

be taken, whether that water is taken out from the main source (e.g., river),

or well, tank, etc.— 2.

[Note.— (a) Tirtha.—A holy place. A place of water.

(b) Namo Narayaiiaya.—Salutations to Narayaua.

(c) This means that a person bathiog at a well or elsewhere—other than in

the sacred waters, viz.— the Ganges, the Narmadft, &<\—if one recites the above formula

with devotion and philosophically conceives and invokes the presence of some sacred tlrtha

in his bathing water, his fervent devotion fulfils his object. A good bath in a pure and

running stream is essential to refresh the mind thoroughly, the Ganges, the Narmadl,
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Ac., aro undoubtedly the best of the rivers for the pnrpose from many points of view, and

consequently so much sanctity is attached to such invigorating streams. A trne Aryan

is expected to bathe daily in snob streams, but every ono is not so situated as to have

the benefit of snch a bath daily. Those, therefore, who are not so placed, may bathe as

stated above which wonld fulfil their dnty of bathing unavoidably in a place other than $

tSrtha, for under tho influence of a fervent devotion they will feel as if they were bathing

in some sacred-waters ; and the feeliug of sttnctity that attaches in the mind of an Aryan
to invigorating streams would be kept evergreen which would take him oftener to snch

tirthas.

Briefly speaking, therefore, a man should bathe daily to refresh his miud. He should

bathe in a pure and fresh stream, as far as possible, barring which he should work up his

devotion to help him in not breaking the rule and in keeping his mind refreshed and his

desire fixed on some sacred stream.]

He should put on the rings of kurfa grass and rinse his mouth with

a little water—according to the prescribed form—and then with a calm

mind he should conceive within a square, measuring four hands, the sacred

Ganges and invoke Her there thus :

— " 0 Ganges ! Thou art born from

the foot of Vi$nu, thou art a Visnu force, and loved by Visnu, Thou art

Visnu-devatA ; ward my sins off from the time of my birth to death. The

3J crores of tirthas of heaven, earth and sky are absorbed in Thee, as stated

by V£yu.—3-5.

0 Ganges ! the Devas call Thee Nandini, Nalini, DakshA, Prithwt,

VihagA, Visvak&yA, Amritfi, Siv*i, Vidy&dhari, Suprad&nta, VisVa-prasAdini,

Ksem&, Jahnavt, fckntA, Santipradayan!
;

'these, too, are thy epithets ; and

one who recites these sacred names with true devotion, at the time of his

bath, finds Tripathag&mini 'going three ways) Ganga there."--6-8.

[Note.—Nandini.— Lit. gladdening. An epithet of the Ganges, for Her waters are

so refreshing and Hor flow so pleasing.

Nalini.—Lit. a lotus plant. A place abounding in lotuses. The intoxicating juice

of the cocoanut. The Ganges, for Her waters are so invigorating.

Daksa.—Lit. one who moves or acts quickly. The Ganges, because Her stream

is so rapid and Her waters infuse freshness and vigour so quickly.

Prithivi.— Lit. Earth, one of the five elements. The Ganges, because She is so

invigorating. There can be no life without five elements, and the life cannot be sustained

without there being some vigour.

Vihagft.—Lit. a bird. An arrow. The Ganges, because she flows so swiftly.

Vi*va-Kayfi.—This is a compound word made up of VWva -universe and Kftyft

=Oapital, abode, Principal, Body. The expression Vu*va-kaya =Capital, abode, body

or; principal (tirtha) of the universe, and is an epithet of the Gauges ; for she is tho

Capital of all the Aryan tirthas. She is the abode of pious Aryans, who in their lifetime

pass their days in contemplation on Hor banks and their remains ultimately And an abode

in the sacred waters. She is the principal tirtha of the universe. She is the body of the

universe, in the sense that water is one of the 5 elements in the body
:
and the water, as

such an element, means purest water. The Ganges water being so best can be compared

with the purest water as one of the elements.
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ViavakAya, at one word, may also mean produced from the body of Siva ; A for Viava

is and epithet of Siva also. It is said that the Ganges fell on the head of Siva from the

heaven, and theooe she moved on to the world below, which is a simple fact, for the clouds

hang about in the \eavens and discharge themsolves in form of snows on the lofty pe *ka

of mountains. The £ailasa peak in the Himalayas is the region of perpetual snows, where
the snow being crashed by its own weight flows downward*, and reaching a certain level

is converted into water which in its tarn flows onwards in form of a river. Now, KailAsa,

is the abode of Siva, and the Ganges has its source in the Himalyas near it. The snows of

KailAsa being the chief feeder of the river.

Ainrita,— Lit. imperishable, beautiful, agreeable, final beitltude, nectar of im-

mortality, beverage of the Gods, sweet An epithet of the Ganges, because she is imperish-

able, beautiful, agreeable in the sense of refreshing. She is considered by the Aryans to

be the giver of final boatitude. Her water is sweet and is often compared with the

Nectar and the beverage of the gods.

Siva.—Lit, final beatitude. Born of &iva

Vidyadharl.—Lit a class of derai-gods. The Ganges, on account of her purine

properties, is regarded as snch.

8upraaAntA—The giver of tranquility. Serene.

Vlsva PrasAdlni.—The purifier of the universe.

KsemA.—The giver of happiness and comfort.

JAhnavi.—The Ganges, when brought down from heaven by the austerities of

BhAgiratha, was forced to flow over earth to follow him to the lower' regions. In its

course it Inundated the sacrificial ground of the King Jahnu who got very much vexed

and swallowed the stream ; but his wrath was appeased by the prayers of the Gods,

sages and BhAgiratha, and he discharged the current from his ears. The Ganges is

therefore regarded as his daughter and is called JAhnvi.

S'Anti-pradAyini=The giver of peace.

SftntA=The peaceful.

One should hold water in both the hands, and after 7 times reciting

the mantras mentioned above, sprinkle it on his head 3, 4, 5 and 7 times

and then bathe, after rubbing some earth on his body with proper invoka-

tion thus : —9.

" 0 Earth! trodden by the horse (Atfvakr&nti) and the chariot

(Rathakr&nti) and belonging to the base of the temple of Visnu (Visnu-

kr&nti) dispel my sins stored from generations."—10.

" 0 Earth ! Kri$na hast dug Thee out by assuming the form of

the wild boar with a hundred hands. Thou art the element employed
when empowered by the mantra of K&tfyapa in the creation of all beings,

by Brahma. By your contact (as you encircle my body) purify my body
of all sins.— 11.

" 0 Earth, in Thee are all things. Thou givest us nourishment.

Thou art the source of all lokas (worlds). I salute Thee."— 12.

After thus taking his bath, one should again rinse his mouth and
change his clothes, putting on white garments and present libations of

water as follows :— 13.
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" Devas, Yaksas, Nftgas, Gandharvas, Apjarns, Asuras, ferocious

serpents, suparnas (a class of bird like beings of a semi-Divine character),

trees, jackals Ac, the beings living in the air, the beings living in water,

the beings traversing in the sky, the beings without any one to offer

them libations, the pious ones, 1 offer you all these libations." Libations

to the Devas should be made with the sacred thread on the right

shoulder.-r 13-15.

Then libations should be offered with devotion to the manes, sons

of BrahmS and the Risls. " Sanaka, Sananda, SanStana, Kapila, BqcUiu,

Panchatfikha, receive and be gratified with the libations I offer you."—

-

16-17.

Afterwards, Marichi, Atri, Anginl, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Prachetn,

Vaiistha, Bhrigu, Niirada, Devarsis and Brahmarsis should be offered

libations with uncooked rice and water.—18.

Then, with the sacred thread on the left shoulder and reclining on

the left knee the Pitris, Agnisv&ta, Saumya, Havismanta, Usmapa,

Suka\lina, Barhisada, and Ajyapa, should be offered libations with water,

sesamum and sandal, &c— 19-20.

After reciting the names which are synonyms of Yama, viz., Dharma-

nfcja, Mpityu, Antaka, Vaivaswata, Kala, Sarvabhutaksaya, Au<Jumbara,

Dadhna, Nila, Paramecin, Vrikodara, Chitra and Chitragupta libations

should be offered to him ; and then after holding the Kuda in hand as

prescribed, libatious to the manes should be offered by the wise.—21-22.

After reciting the names and the gotras of fathers and maternal

grandfathers, libations should be offered to them, after which the following

mantra should be uttered with devotion : —23.

u Those who may be my kith and kin, those, who may have been my
kith and kin in some other previous birth, may feel gratified by the libations

that 1 offer them."—24.

After this, the devotee should again rinse his mouth and draw the

figure of a lotus in front of him on which libations of water (arghya),

mixed with uncooked rice, flowers and red sandal should be offered

to the Sun, after which His (Sun's) names should be recited.—25.

" I salute Thee, 0 Sun ! Thou art Visnu. Thou art the mouth of

Visnu. Thou hast thousands of rays. Thou art full of lustre and

potency."—26.

" 0 &va ! 0 Lord of all, 0 Father of all ! I salute Thee. 0 Lord

of the universe, whose body is painted with sandal, I salute Thee."—27.

86
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" 0 Thou, seated on a lotus, salutations be to Thee, adorned with

ear-rings and bracelets, tfle Lordjof all the worlds ! Thou bringest light to

the worlds ! I salute Thee.'—28.

" Thou seest good and bad deeds of every one, always. Thou
pervadest all. O Satya Deva ! salutations be to Thee, Thou, 0 Bhftskara !

be propitious to me.—29.

"0 day-maker! I salute Thee." After thus saluting the Sun, the

devotee should circumambulate three times, and then, after touching a

BrAhmana, cow and gold, should go to the temple of Visnu.—30.

Here ends the one hundred and second chapter describing the method

of bathing.

CHAPTER CUT.

NandikesVara said :—N&rada ! I shall now relate to you what the

sage Markan4eya narrated to Yudhistfiira about Prayaga, in the days

gone by.—1.

Yudhi^hira, the son of Kunti became the Lord of the world after the

great Mahabharata war. He was very much depressed by the grief of the

death of his kinsmen. He said to himself : King Duryodhana, the

master of armies of eleven ak$auhini8, and the other kings who were

his allies, are slain, causing me much pain and anguish ; and we, five

brothers, sons of P&ndu, are alive under the shelter of Lord Krisna.— 2-4.

" I have killed Bhisma, Drona, the mighty Karna, the King Duryo-

dhana, our kinsmen and other kings, who considered themselves brave

soldiers and heroes. " 0 Govinda ! what is now the good of my life, and

how and why should I rule the empire?— 5-6.

" Fie to me !
" Thus oppressed with his thoughts, the mighty King

Yudhi$(hira became very much despondent, and his head bending down-

wards he fainted. When he came back to his senses, he fell into thought,

" Which could be the best religious act that would wash off all my sins, and

which could be the sacred place of pilgrimage that would purify me
and enable me to go and reside in the world of Visnu.—8-0.

" How possibly can I make enquiries on such points from $ri Krisna,

because he has been so much instrumental in the great war. How can

I ask Dhritar&stra about these things. I have slain all his sons to the

number of one hundred."— 10.

Being thus overpowered with grief, Yudhisthira began to weep bitterly
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and the good men that were there also fell down on the ground, along

with Draupadl and KuntS, and began to weep.—11-12.

At that time, the great sage Markan4eya was in K&sl and he knew

how much the king was upset with grief. He therefore instantly went to

Hastinapura and appeared at the gate of the palace of Yudhisthira.—13-14.

The gate-keeper, on seeing the great sage M&rkan(}eya, immediately

reported his arrival to the king, who, without the least delay, repaired to

the door to accord him a fitting reception, and said " 0 Sage ! you are

most welcome. By your having so kindly graced me with your presence,

I feel that the mission of my life has been fulfilled and that my family has

been liberated from all sins. 0 Sage ! the manes of my deceased ancestors

have also become gratified by your presence, and I feel myself purified

in your presence."—15.

Nandikeivara said 0 N&rada ! After thus according him a

welcome, the king washed his feet and seating him on his throne,

he worshipped the great sage.—18.

M&rkandeya said :—King ! what ails your mind so much. Pray tell

me at once without the least reserve the cause of your mental agony.—19.

Yudhisthira said :
—

" 0 great sage ! my thoughts over my doings

for the gaining of this kingdom haunt me and choke me with intense

grief."-20.

Markandeya said :

—" King ! hear the duties of an ideal Ksatriya.

It is no sin for a wise man to fight ; and for a king there is absolutely

no sin to wage war to acquire his kingdom. Do not therefore allow

yourself to be carried away by any such feeling that you have committed

a sin."—21-22.

Ou hearing these words of the sage M&rkancjeya, Yudhisthira fell

prostrate at his feet and begged him to tell something that would wash

off all his sins.—23-24.

M&rkancjeya said :—King ! 1 tell you the way how to destroy all

your sins. Hear it with attention. It is very great merit for pious

people to go to Pray&ga.—25.

Here ends the hundred and third chapter describing the greatness of Praydga.

CHAPTER CIV.

Yudhisthira said Brahmana ! I am desirous of hearing what Lord

Brahma had said in the days gone by.— 1.

How should people go to 4he sacred place of Pray&ga ? Pray also

tell me what benefits do they reap who die, bathe and live there ?—2.
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M&rkancjeya said :—Son ! 1 shall tell you the chief benefits from a

pilgrimage to Prayaga, as I have heard them from the good sages in the

past.—3.

From the site of the sacred Prayaga, in the town of Pratidthana up

to the deep pool of V&suki, the Kambala, AsVatara and Bahu Mulaka,

consecrated to the Nagas, form the Prajapati-ksetra, which is renowned in

the three worlds.—4.

People who bathe there go to heaven. People who die there are

liberated from the cycle of birth. Those who live there are guarded by

the Devas, Brahma, &c. 0 King ! there are several other sacred tirthas

that drive away sins which I would not be able to enumerate even in

the course of centuries
;
consequently, [ shall briefly confine myself to the

narration of the virtues of Prayaga.—5-6.

The Ganges is guarded by 60,000 bows, the Yamuna (Jumna) by the

Sun drawn by his seven horses, the sacred place Prayaga by lndra, and the

circumference of it by Lord Visnu, along with other Devas.—7-8.

The Akeayavata tree is guarded by Siva, and the Devas protect the

sacred places that dispel sins.—9.

0 King ! the sinners cannot go to that sacred place. All

minor sins are washed off merely by the remembrance of that sacred

place.—10.

All the sins of a man disappear by the sight, remembrance, or the

rubbing on the body of the clay of that place.—11.

O King ! there are five deep channels in Prayaga. The Ganges

flows in the middle of them. The sins disappear the moment one enters

the boundary of Prayaga.—12.

The mere remembrance of the Ganges, from the distance of a thousand

yojanas, melts away all the sins. The doers of the evil deeds even attain

emancipation by the mere mention of the sacred name of the Ganges.—13.

The sins disappear by the utterance of the name of the Ganges,

the sight of Her leads to prosperity, and the bathing in and drinking of

Her sacred waters purifies one's soul along with those of his ancestors, for

7 generations.—14.

Those who speak the truth, keep themselves free from anger and

the vice of killing or causing pain to living beings, are wise and learned,

are the lovers of the cow and Brahmana are liberated from their sins and

attain the fruits of their desire by bathing at the confluence of the Ganges

and the Yamuna.— 15-16.

Those who maintain their sexual purity for a month in that sacred
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place, protected by the Devas, and offer libations of water to the manes of

the deceased ancestors and to the Gods, always attain what they desire,

wherever they are born.—17.

The Goddess Yamun&—the daughter of the Sun, renowned in all the

three worlds—is present in Prayaga, and the place where she meets is the

abode of diva.—18.

The merit of a pilgrimage to the Ganges at the sacred place of

Prayaga, does not fall to the lot of every one, 0 King ! The Devas, the

Danavas, the Risis, the Siddhas and the ChAranas—they all go to heaven

by bathing at Prayaga.—19.

Here ends the one hundred and fourth chapter describing the greatness

of Prayaga.

CHAPTER CV.

Markancjeya said :—King ! Besides this, 1 shall now tell you about

the great virtues of Prayaga
;
by the mere hearing of it one is rescued

from all sins.—1.

The sacred place of Prayaga is highly benelicial to the distressed,

the poor whose faith is firmly fixed. No one should raise any controversy

about it.—2.

The good sages say that the diseased, the meek and the old who
give up their lives at the confluence of the Ganges and the Yamuna go

in a vimana, of the lustre of the gold, or that of the Sun surrounded by

the celestial nymphs, and all his desires are fulfilled. The departed

spirit till it thinks of re-birth, is honored in the heaven wearing pre-

cious stones and seated in a vimana, streaming with myriads of buntings

and flags, surrounded by the celestial nymphs singing beautiful songs

melodiously.—3-6.

On consuming his store of virtue he is re-born in the house of a

wealthy man where, too, he recollects the greatness of Prayaga and goes

there.—7.

One who thinks of Prayaga in his own country, in the forests, in

some foreign land, or even in his own house, on the point of one's death,

goes \o the world of Brahma. This is the saying of the good sages.—8.

He goes to such regions where the earth is full of gold, where he

would obtain all the fruits of his desire, where reside the Ri§ls and the

sages. There, in their company, he enjoys on the banks of the Ganges,

surrounded by thousands of beautiful women, sages, pilgrims and the

Gandharvas. Leaving the heaven, he is born as a King of Jambudvlpa.

-9-11.
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Then, constantly thinking of good deeds, he undoubtedly becomes

wise and wealthy. —12.

One who is devoted to virtue with all his mind, speech and deeds,

and makes gifts of cows at the confluence of the Ganges and the Yamuna,

and makes gifts of gold and jewels, &c, in course of Deva or Pitri worship,

attains great merit and virtue.—13-14.

A Br&hmana should, however, avoid, as far as possible, the accepting

of any gift at sacred places. He should be on his guard, that is, should

not yield to temptation.—15.

One who gives away a pale-red milch cow, after getting her horns

plaited with gold, her hoofs with silver, along with a milking pot of bell

metal, cloth and jewels, to a virtuous and dispassionate Brahmana, well-

versed in the Vedas, at the confluence of the Granges and the Yamuna,

goes to and resides in the heaven for as many years as there are hairs on

the body of that cow.—16-19.

At the time of his re-birth, the very same cow saves him from hell.

Ho is born in Uttara-Kuru, and enjoys a long life. One who makes a gift of

only one milch cow of his many thousands, that same cow helps the donor,

his son, wife and kinsmen, to cross the sea of troubles with ease.—21.

For this reason the gift of a cow is said to be the best of all charities,

because a single cow protects the donor from all great sins. A cow should

be given to a good Brahmana— 22.

Here ends the hundred and fifth chapter dealing uritfi the merit

resulting from the gift of the cow (gdddna) at Praydga.

CHAPTER CVI.

Yudhisthira said :•—Sage ! I feel I am gradually being freed from

my sins by the virtues of Prayaga that you have been pleased to relate

to me. 0, blessed saint, now be pleased to explain to me how one should

go to Prayaga.—1-2.

Markandeya saiii :—King ! I shall now relate to you what you wish

to hear, exactly as I have heard from the sages and have seen them
doing on such an occasion.— 3.

One who drives to Prayaga on a conveyance, drawn by bullocks,

makes himself liable to a fearful hell, and his libations are not accepted

by the manes of his ancestors.—4-5.

The bathing of his children there and then drinking the sacred

water, does not do them any good.— 6.
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One who gives alms to the Br&hmanas, with any feeling of conceit,

does not derive any benefit. It is not therefore wise to visit a sacred place

on any conveyance.— 7.

One who gives away his daughter (in marriage), according to the

prescribed rites, between the Ganges and the Yamun&, according to his

means, never goes to the fearful hell. He is born in the Uttara-Kuru and

gets a good wife and dutiful sons, and enjoys long life.—8-9.

0 king ! on account of these things, the giving away of charity at

sacred places, according to one's means, enhances his merits and makes

him entitled to live in heaven till the dissolution of the world.— 10.

One who departs from his body, near the Aksayavata in Pray&ga, goes

straight to the region of &va.—11.

It is the very same Aksayavata which does not perish, in spite of

the combined fury of all the suns that reduce the rest of the world to

ashes.— 12.

The Lord Visnu is present there, and worships constantly near the

Aksayavata, even when the world becomes extinct.—13.

0 King ! The sacred place lying between the Ganges and the

Yamuna is venerated even by the Devas, Asuras, Sages, {lists, Gandharvas.

One should therefore go there with devotion, for Brahmft, Devas, Risjs,

Sages, Lokapalas, S&dhya Devas, Pitrls, Sanatkum&ra, etc., the greatest

of the sages Arogira, etc. Brahma Risis, serpents, suparaas, oceans, rivers,

mountains, vidyadharas, Lord Visnu Himself, along with Brahma, are

present there.— 14-18.

It is said that the site of the confluence of the Ganges and the

Yamuna forms the middle or the waist of the earth. This Pray&gA, tirtba

is known throughout the three worlds.—19.

The remembrance of this sacred place or the hearing the name of

it or the touch of its'soil/.liberates one from his sins ; so also from bathing

there. One who sprinkles the water of that place, has the benefit of

performing AsVamedba and Rfijasuya sacrifices.—20-21.

You should not be dissuaded from going to Prayaga, my son !

even by the preachings of the Devas.—22.

At the sacred Prayaga, there are sixty crores and ten thousand holy

places, all gathered there.—23.

The man dying at Prayaga- derives the same benefits as one does

by truly devoting himself to ydga.—-24.

Those who do not go to Prayaga are like the living dead, 0
YudbisthiraJ—25.
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Those who go to Prayaga, in accordance with the rules laid down, are

freed from their sins as the Moon liberates Himself from R&hu.—26.

He who bathes in and drinks the water of the Yamuna\ at the high

banks presided by the Nagas, Kambala and Aivatara, is freed of all his

sins.—27.

The man by going to the shrine where resides Lord Siva, liberates

from bondage his ancestors and posterity for ten generations.—28.

By the sprinkling of the^ holy waters over his body on that spot,

lie gets the merits of an AsVamedha sacrifice, and resides in the heaven till

the end of the world cycle.—29.

On the eastern bank of the Ganges, there is a well, by the name of

Samudra-Kupa, and the place Pratisthana (modern Jhusi) which is

renowned in the three worlds. If one resides there for three nights,

observing sexual purity and keeping himself dispassionate, he is freed

from all his sins and gets the merit of the performance of AsVamedha

sacrifice.—30-31.

Note—The mention of tiamudra-Kapa in modern Jhusi fixes the date of this portion

of the Parana. The well called Samudra-Kapa was sunk by Samndra-Gnpta, and so this

Mahttmya must have been written after the Gupta.

The Hamsaprapatana tirtha (the shrine where swans alight), that hets

on the north of Pratisthana and on the east bank of the Ganges, is

renowned in all the three worlds. By bathing there the devotee gets the

benefit of AsVamedha sacrifice and resides in heaven, as long as the the

sun and the moon shine in the firmament.—32-33.

One who dies at the sacred Urvaslrainana, whose high bank becomes

white by the swans that dwell there, goes to heaven and enjoys with the

Pitris for a period of sixty thousand and six centuries.—34-35.

And 0 King ! he is always in company of that famous celestial

nymph, Urvasl, and is venerated by the Risls, Gandharvas, and the Kin-

naras, &c.—36.

After consuming his store of virtue, he becomes the lord of ten

thousand towns and of hundreds of maids, like Urvaii, in whose midst he

revels as their husband.—37-38.

He wakes from his bed by the music of the sweet jingling of the

waist chains and anklets of the ladies, and, after enjoying fully all his

luxuries retires to that shrine again. —39.

One who wears white raiments an& has his meals only once a day

and preserves his sexual purity, becomes a king and gets hundreds of

beautiful wives, adorned with fine ornaments. He rules over a vast terri-

tory, whose boundary reaches to the seas.—40-41.
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And, after enjoying the result of bis wealth and of the practising of

his charities, he again, retires to that spot.—42.

One who, preserving his sexual purity, observes a fast till the even-

ing, at the Sandhya\ Vafca , attains Brahnialdka.—43.

One who dies at Koti-tfrtha, remains in Svarga for crores of years.

—

44.

And, on coming back to the world after exhausting his virtues, is

born a very handsome person in a most wealthy family. — 45.

One who goes and sprinkles water over him at the Dad&svamedha

tirtha in the Bhogavatl pud, to the north of the abode of V&sukf, attains

the benefit of x\sVamedha sacrifice, and, in his next birth, is born as a very

rich, pious, handsome, wise and generous man.—46-47.

The merits accruing from truth speaking and abstention from inflict-

ing injury to another, are obtained by a pilgrimage to Prayaga—48.

The place where the Ganges alone flows, is as sacred as Kurukhetra,

and the place where she flows touching the Vindhya range, is tenfold

more sacred.—49.

The spot where the Ganges flows touching many tirthas is un-

doubtedly a most holy place.—50.

The Ganges exercises Her elevating influence over mankind on earth,

over the serpents in the lower regions, and over the Devas in Svarga

;

consequently, she is also known as Tripathagarnini.—51.

Those whose bones are deposited in the Ganges, remain in Svarga

for as many thousand years as there are bones deposited.—52.

The Ganges is the most sacred of all the Tirthas, the best of all the

rivers, and is the giver of emancipation to the vilest sinners.—53.

The Ganges is easily accessible everywhere, excepting at Ganga-

dv&ra, Prayaga and Ganga\ Sagara. Those who bathe at the above men-

tioned 3 places, go to heaven and are never re-born.—54.

There is no other source of bliss to the sinner as the Ganges.— 55.

The Ganges has fallen from the head of Lord £$iva, who is the sacred

of the most sacred and propitious of the most propitious.—56.

Here ends the one hundred and sixth chapter dealing with the greatness

of Pray&ga.

CHAPTER CVII.

Mfirkandeya said : 0 King ! I shall now relate to you further the

greatness of the holy Prayaga by listening to wfcich a man undoubtedly

gets liberated from all sins.—1.

•7
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On the banks of the Ganges, towards the west, lies the sacred Manasa-

ttrtha, where by keeping up a three days' fast, the man gets freed from sins

and attains all his desires.—2.

The merits acquired by the giving away of cows, land and gold are

attained by the mere remembrance of this tirtha.—3.

One who resides on the banks of the Ganges, with or without any

object in view, and dies there, goes to heaven and remains far away out of

the sight of hell—4.

Such a man sits in a vimana, adorned by decent birds., like swans and

flamingoes, where celestial nymphs sing lovely songs. Thus he enjoys

long life in heaven.—5.

On coming back from heaven, he is born in the house of a very

wealthy man.—6.

During the month of Magna, sixtythousand tirthas and sixty crores

of 6acred streams are to be found at the confluence of the Ganges and tha

Yamuna.— 7.

The merits of giving away a lac of cows are attained by bathing at

Prayaga for 3 days. - 8.

One who, at the confluence of the Ganges and the Yamun6, lights

cowdung fires all round and sits in the midst of them, enjoys healthy

body, with all his limbs in the best condition.—9.

He remains in heaven for as many years as there are hair on his

body.—10.

And when lie is re-incarnated on earth, he becomes the emperor of

the world. After enjoying these, .he again remembers the very same

tirtha.—11.

One who immerses into the sacred waters at the junction of the

Ganges and the Yamuna, during the time of the lunar eclipse, goes to the

world of the Moon where he enjoys in His (Moon's) company and remains

in heaven for sixtythousand years, and is freed from all his sins.—12-13.

At the end, he leaves the world of Indru where he was venerated by

the Pisis and Gandharvas, etc., and is born in a rich family. —14.

One who uplifts his legs and balances himself on his head, swings

over the flames of fire, resides in heaven for a hundredthousand years.—15.

And, on being born again, he becomes Agnihotri when, after various

enjoyments, attains the same tirtha again.— 16.

One who cuts and offers his flesh to the birds, goes and resides in

the domain of Chandra (Moon), and, on being born again, becomes a very

pious king,--17-18.
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Full of wisdom, knowledge, beauty and sweetness of speech. After

enjoying life, he again goes to that 'firtba. —19.

On the northern bank of the Yamuna, to the south of Prayaga, there

is the most sacred Rinamochana ttrtha,—2.

Where, by residing for a night and by bathing there, one remains no

more liable to pay any debt9, and goes to heaven and never runs into

debts.— 21.

Here ends the one hundred and seventh chapter dealing with the

greatness of the Prayaga tirtha.

CHAPTER CV1II.

Yudhisfhira sai»l : Bhagavan ! my mind haa Income purified by

hearing the greatness of Prayaga narrated by you.— 1.

0, Rist ! now be good enough to tell me that great virtue that

may lead one to some higher world and be the source of everlasting bliss

after washing off all his sins.— 2.

Markanc)eya said :—King ! Now hear how one cau attain ever-

lasting bliss by going to Prayaga.— 3.

Ho enjoys the full bloom of his health and attains the benefit of

AsVatneda sacrifice at every 9tep in bis pilgrimage to Prayaga.— 4.

Such a man gets emancipation from bondage for his manes and

posterity for ten generations.—5.

Yudhisthira said : —The way of getting everlasting happiness just

explained by you, is very simple. It is the source of so many blessings.—6.

" The merits of an AsVamedha sacrifice are acquired with very great

difficulties. How can one attain similar merits in such a simple way?

Pray remove my doubts, 0 blessed one.—7.

Markandeya said:—King! 1 have heard what Bramha first said to

the sages.—8.

The circumference of Prayaga is five yojanas in extent, and by the

treading on its ground one acquires the merits of AsVamedha sacrifice at

every step.—9.

One who passes away at Prayaga, liberates seven generations of

his ancestoi-s and fourteen of his coming generations from bondage.—10.

King! Knowing this greatness of Prayaga, you should devote

yourself unflinchingly to that sacred Tirtha, because those devoid of

devotion and leading a life of sin cannot attain the benefits of this

holy tirtha which is guarded by the Devas."--11.
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Yudhisthira.—" 0 Sire ! liow do they get the benefits of the sacred

tirtha who yield to tlieir desires, whether such be feelings of affection or

greed of worldly objects.— 12.

And what is the fate of the man who not knowing the difference

between proper and improper, carries on a trade ? Pray explain all this to

me. —13.

Markandeya said :—King ! hear the rare greatness of the holy place.

The man who has restrained all his passions, attains emancipation by

bathing for a month at Prayaga.—14

Hear what Prayaga does to a man who treacherously kills another.

He undoubtedy frees himself from his sins by living on alms and bathing

3 times a day, for a period of three months.— 15.

One who repairs to a holy place unintentionally, goes to heaven, and,

after spending all his store of virtue there, is born in a well-to-do family.

-16.

One who goes to a sacred place intentionally, always remains happy

and rescues all his ancestors from hell.—17.

0 incarnation of Dharma and knower of all, in compliance with

your repeated enquiries, I have unfolded to you the ancient virtue for your

benefit.— 18.

Yudhistbira said :—0 Sage ! I was not born in vain, my family has

been redeemed, T have become delighted by meeting you. Indeed, you

have shown me very great kindness.—19.

0 Pious one ! I have been liberated from my sins by meeting

you ; and T now feel myself sinless.— 20.

Markandeya said:—By your own destiny your soul has become

elevated, and your family has been redeemed. By the narration of the

greatness of Prayaga one's store of virtue is increased, and his sins are

decreased by listening to it. —21.

Yudhistbira said :—0, Great Sage ! Pray tell me, as seen or heard

by you, the greatness of the Yamuna.—22.

Markandeya said :—The Yamuna, the daughter of the Sun, renowned

in all the three worlds is known as the great river of that name.—23.

The YamunA has come from the same source as the Ganges, and She

also dispels all sins by the mere utterance of Her name, from a distance of

1,000 yojanas.—24.

The virtue is attained by bathing in, drinking the waters and relat-

ing the greatness of the Yamuna. The sight of Her gives happiness.— 25.
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His seven generations are purified by once plunging into and sipping

the holy waters ; and emancipation is obtained by dying there.— 26.

On the south of the Yamuna lies the Agni tlrtha and Dharmaraja

tirtha. Naraka is situate on Her western bank.—27.

One goes to heaven by bathing there
;
by dying there he is not born

again. Similarly, there are thousands of tirthas on the southern bank of

the Yamuna. I am now describing the Tlrtha on the northern bank

known as the Niranjana tlrtha of Aditya, where the Devas, along with

Indra, perforin sandhya three times a day and worship the tlrtha ; other-

wise men do the same.—28-30.

You should also get yourself devoutfully sprinkled with its holy

water There are many other tirthas, by bathing into which a man goes to

heaven. Those who die there are not re-born. The YamunA, too, has been

described to be sacred like the Ganges, but the latter is held more in

veneration as the older of the two, by all classes everywhere.—31-32.

Yudhisthira! you should sprinkle yourself with the holy waters

of each tlrtha, by doing which all the sins of life will be consumed.—33.

One who reads or hears this MahAtmya, in the morning, is freed from

all his sins and goes to heaven. —34.

Here end the one hundred and eighth chapter describing the

greatness of Pray&ga tMha.

Markandeya said :—The thousands of tirthas that I have heard

described in the Brahma Puraua by Brahma, are sacred, purifying and

givers of emancipation. There is one »Somatlrtha which is the most

sacred and the dispeller of all sins, where by mere bathing one gets the

deliverance of hundreds of his ancestors ; one should, therefore, unavoid-

ably bathe in it.—1-2.

Yudhisfchira said :—Naimisaranya tirtha on earth, Puskara in Akasa,

and Kuruksetra in the three worlds are the most famous. How do you

then extol the greatness of Prayaga only and leave the rest. I feel it diffi-

cult to put my faith in your words, which seem to me to be not good with-

out any proof. How does one attain emancipation, virtues and various

kinds of happiness by residing there for a few days only? Pray do re-

move my doubts, from what you have seen and heard.—3-5.

Markandeya said :—Anything in which faith cannot be put, should

not be uttered, even if it is based on the direct perception of a person

without faith and whose mind is vitiated by sin.—6.

CHAPTER CIX.
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Those who are faithless, unchaste, evil minded and wicked, are

great pinners. (You must have some sin) that is why you have said so.

Now hear the greatness of Prayaga, which I shall tell you as I have heard

and seen it directly or indirectly. Whatever else is seen, heard or not

seen should be clear to you, if you meditate on them with concentration,

taking the Sastras as your ground of evidence.—7-9.

Therefore, a man inclined to doubt gets pain and not Yoga. The
latter is attained in thousands of lives.— 10.

A man attains (true) Yoga after performing thousands of Yogas, and
not by giving away thousands of gems to the Brahmans, but one dying at

Prayaga undoubtedly gets all the benefits.—11-12.

King ! Now hear this main reason in good faith. Though Brahma
is omnipresent in every being, He is deemed to be particularly present in

Br&hmana, other things being called abrahma. He is, however, worshipped

in all the beings.—13-14.

Therefore, 0, Yudhi§&hira ! the learned aplore the holy Prayaga

among all other ttrthas. This Prayaga is indeed to be worshipped as the

King of all tlrthas.— 15.

Because Brahma also thinks of the same holy place everyday,

that is why wise men after attaining the sacred Prayaga do not feel

inclined for anything else. —16.

0, Yudhifthira ! whoever wishes to be classed among the mortals

after becoming one with the Devas? You will surely understand by

these examples why I have described Prayaga to you as the most sacred

and a ready dispeller of sins among the various tirthas.—17.

YudhisJhira said I have heard the greatness of Prayaga and am
wondering, by what virtue the holy tlrtha is obtained and how one goes

to reside in heaven ?—18.

1 venture to enquire from you the means by which the giver of

charity enjoys the world, with a store of happiness, by constantly being

born in it—19.

Markarujeya said :—King! Brahma has said that* the wicked who

despise the earth, the cow, the fire, the Brahmana, the Sastras, the gold,

the water, the women, the mother and the father, do not reach to the

higher regions. - 20-21

.

Similarly the attainment of Yoga has been said to be very difficult.

Those who follow a sinful life go to the worst region in hell.—22.
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The one who steals elephants, horses, cows, bullocks, jewels, pearl

and gold, and then gives thein in charity, never goes to heaven where the

giver in good faith enjoys himself. They become addicted to many a

(sinful; act and go to hell.—23-24.

Similarly I am telling you about Yoga, Dharma, chief traits of a

donor, the truth and the untruth and good and evil fruits ; as enunciated

by the Lord Sun in ancient times.—25.

Here end$ the one hundred and ninth chapter describing the greatness

of the Praydga Hriha.

CHAPTER CX.

Markandeya said :—King ! Hear from me something further about

the greatness of Prayaga. The sages have said that Naimisa, Puskara,

Gotirtha, Sindhusagara, Gaya, Ohaitrakatirtba, Gangasagara and other

sacred hills Ac, along with 30 crores of other tlrthas are present there.—

1-3.

In their midst are the three Agnikumjas and the Ganges runs in

the middle of thein. The daughter of the Sun, the Yamuna—venerated

by all the ttrthas, has appeared in Prayaga and meets the Ganges at the

confluence.—4-5.

The middle of the waist of the earth is said to be between the

Ganges and the Yamuna and no other tlrthas are even equal to tfeth of its

greatness. It is said by Vayu (or in Vayu purana ?) that the 3£ crores of

tirthas of Heaven, Akftsa and the earth are to be found in the Ganges.

—

6-7.

Prayaga is the place where both Kambala and Asvatara reside.

This place of enjoyment is described as the altar of Prajapati.—8.

There the incarnate Vedas and yajnas (sacrifices), 0, Yudhisthira
!,

adore Brahma, as do ascetics, the sages. The Devas, and the kings adore

Prayaga by performing sacriflces. There is nothing more sacred than

Prayaga in all the three worlds.— 9-10.

The tlrtha of Prayaga is by its own virtue sacred of all the tirthas.

The place having the Ganges along with 3 crores and lUflOO tirthas is

the holiest of all. The whole of Prayaga is sacred owing to its being

situated on the banks of the Ganges.—11-12.

Know this to be the truth. The good should din it into the ears of

their friends, pupils and the servants, that Prayaga is blessed, is the giver
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of heaven, is the very personification of bliss and troth ; is sacred, and is

the giver of Dharma, the dispeller of all sins, and is not (fully) known even

to the great sages. The twice born by reading this Mahatyma become

purified and go to heaven.—13-15.

One who, with a pure heart, listens everyday to the greatness of this

tirtha, remembers his past lives* aud enjoys heaven.—16.

The good only attain this tirtha, therefore, 0,. Yudhisthira, you

should also bathe in these tirthas after discarding all misgiving. 0, King !

I havo explained all this as asked by you, you have saved your ancestors

by putting all these questions to me.— 17-18.

0, Yudhisthira ! The tirthas enumerated before do not reach even

Ath the Sanctity of Prayaga.—19-20.

Here ends the one hundred and tenth chapter describing the

greatness of Prayaga tirtha.

CHAPTER CXI.

Yudhisthira said :—" 0' Sage ! How is it that you have been telling

me only all about Prayaga ? Pray explain it to me so that my family may
get salvation.—1.

Markancjeya said . —King ! You should bear in mind what has just

been told you about Prayaga, for Brahma, Visnu and Siva, the Lord of

Devas are eternal.—2.

Brahma creates the universe, Visnu fosters it and at the end of the

kalpa, Siva destroys it. At the time of the destruction of the universe,

Prayaga is saved. One who looks upon the sacred Prayaga as the Lord

of all creatures, becomes omniscient and blessed.

Yudhisthira said : —Seer ! Pray tell me why is it that Brahma,

Visnu and Siva are present in Prayaga ?— 6.

Markan<}eya said :—Yudhisthira ! I shall tell you the reason of

Brahma, Visnu and Siva's residing there."—7.

The circumference of Prayaga is five yoyanas
; owing to the absence

of sin, BrahmS resides towards the northern portion of the tirtha to guard

it, Visnu stands personified in Venimadhava, and Siva has fixed Himself

in the form of the sacred banyan tree. Besides them, the Devas, the

Gandharvas, the ascetics and the seers guard the boundary of the holy

place after driving away sin from there. It is the place where a man
after getting rid of his sins does not see hell at all.—8-11.
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Brahma, Visnu, &va, the seven Dvipas, the ocean and the mountains,

safely there dwell, and besides them other Devas also dwell there till the

end of the world.—12-13.

King ! Brahma and other Devas have created the universe by

placing themselves under the protection of Prayaga. Prajapati Indra-

ksetra is known as Prayaga.— 14.

0 Yudhi8(hira ! this Prayaga is most sacred. Now you should rule

over your empire, along with your brothers, after being cleansed of all

your sins.—15.

Here ends the one hundred arid eleventh chapter describing the great-

ness of Pray&ga.

CHAPTER CXll.

Nand ikes'vara said :— Narada ! Having placed full belief in the

words of the Sage Markandeya, Yudhis^hira along with the other Pandavas

went to Prayaga where after saluting the Brahmanas they offered libations

of water to the Pitris and the Devas &c.— 1.

There in a few moments, ^rikrisna also turned up, when He and other

Pandavas annointed Yudhisthira and proclaimed him Emperor.—2-3.

At the same hour, the Sage Markandeya also appeared there, and

returned to his hermitage after pouring his blessings on Yudhisthira.

After that the virtuous Yudhisthira, with an easy mind, began to rule over

his empire after bestowng great charity.—4-5.

One who reads this Mahatmya in the morning, and remembers

Prayaga every day, attains bliss and goes to the world of $iva, after being

free from his sins.— 6.

V&sudeva said : —0, King ! hear what 1 say. You will undoubtedly

rise to heaven, if you will remember Prayaga every day.—7-8.

One who goes to, or reisdes in, Prayaga goes to the world of Rudra,

after being freed from all his sins.— 9.

The Brahmana who is contented and does not accept gifts, and is

chaste and devoid of conceit, attains the merits of a pilgrimage to this

tirtba.—10.

One who is free from the feeling of anger, is truthful and regards all

the beings like himself, also attains the merits of a pilgrimage to this

tirtha.— 11.

88
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• 0, King ! The Yajiias, defined by the Seers and the Devas, cannot

be performed by a man of limited means. Consequently the benefits

accruing from such sacrifices are attainable only to the well-to-do and

not to the poor.—12-13.

Therefore, 0, Yudhisfchira ! also hear from me the means by which

the poor attain the benefits of such sacrifices.—14.

The sages have said that it is highly beneficial to go to the sacred

places.— 15.

0, King ! ten thousand tirthas and three crores of rivers go and

dwell in the Ganges during the month of Magha.—16.

0, King ! you will also repeat visiting Prayaga, after performing

sacrifices and ruling over your dominions with a balanced disposition.— 17.

NandikesVara said :—After having described the glory of Prayaga,

that great Seer Markamjeya disappeared then and there ; then the King

Yudhisfchira attained great happiness by going to, and bathing at, Prayaga

along with his retinue following the prescribed rules.—18-19.

0, Narada ! you are also in Prayaga. Sanctify yourself by sprink-

ling the holy waters.—20.

Suta said :—0 Risis ! After thus narrating the whole thing to

Narada, Nandiketfvara vanished at the spot, and the former instantly

went to Prayaga.—21.

Thereafter, bathing and giving alms to the Brahmans, he returned

to his abode.—22.

Here ends the hundred and twelfth chapter describing the greatness

of Prdy&ga.

NOTE.

There is no better account of Prayaga in the English language

than the handbook, named, Praydg or Allahabad, published by the

Modern Review office of Calcutta, in 1910. It is indispensable to visitors

to that holy city. The followiug passages are reproduced from that

brochure bearing on the antiquity of Prayaga.

The name by which modern Allahabad was known in ancient

Prayftg : Ite otymo- Hindu writings and which is usually in use among
logical meaning. present day Pandits and pilgrims is Prayag. It was

so called because the god Brahma of the Hindu Trinity had performed

many sacrifices {yogs) here.
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Pray&g bears the title of Ttrtha-r&j—the holiest of holy places.

Why Prayag Is called It acquired this title because, according to a legend,
Tirtharaj. when all the holy shrines were placed on one scale

of the balance and Praylg on the other, the former kicked the beam.

The confluence of the Ganges and the Jumna finds appreciative

Prayag mentioned in mention in the Rig-Veda—the earliest sacred record

ancient"wwks^f Sent' of the Aryan race. In the It3in£yana and the
krit literature. Mahabbarata, the two great epics of the Hindus.

Prayag has attained au established sauctity in the eyes of the saints and

heroes whose deeds have been celebrated in those national encyclopaedic

chronicles.

Several of the PnrAnas —especially the Matsya and Padma Pur&n&s,

speak eulogistically of the merits of a pilgrimage to Pray6g.

The Prayftg M&h&tmya —" the greatness of PrayAg"—a popular

The Prayag Mahat- work which wholly dwells on the merits that the

my*- pilgrim gains by his pilgrimage to Prayfig, is a

portion of the Matsya Pur&na. It is in twelve chapters. Another and

bigger work, bearing the same name, claims its origin to the Padma

Purfina. It is in one hundred chapters. But the genuineness of this

latter compilation is doubted.

The PrayAg M&h&tmya of the Matsya Pur&na, on the other hand, is

accepted as authentic. It is the scriptural hand-book of the pious pilgrim

to Pray&g. It is his guide on the occasion of his visit to PrayAg. If he

can not read it himself in the original Sanskrit, it is read to hiin and

explained in the vernacular, by a professional Pandit, who has daily

audiences of groups of men and women who listen to his Kathds—recita-

tions with expositions—that he delivers from his platform. Most of the

religious observances practised by the pilgrims have their authority in

that book. And so long as the Pray&g Mahatmya will hold sway over the

Hindu pilgrims, Prayag will continue to be their Tirtha-r&j.

The following from the Pray&g M&h&tmya is a favourite verse

descriptive of the paraphernalia that attends that august sovereign of the

holy shrines :

—

ftftirftft 1* TOP

nn mm* i

8 ffrfal^T Sftffl* II
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M Shines in his glory the King of shrines. Two noble-born maids—Gang* and

Yamuna—daughters of the ascetic Jahnn and of the Sun—wave their white and blue

ckauri* (the woolly tail of the yak). The imperishable holy banyan tree serves as the

azure-coloured royal umbrella over Prayaga's head."

To understand this conceit of the Pauranik bard, one has to bear in

mind, that in the winter and summer months, the two streams are clearly

distinguishable by their colours— the fair stream of the Ganges mingling

with the blue waves of the Jumna.

In some fine stanzas (Canto XIII, stanzas 54-57) of the Raghuvamsa,

the poet Kaiidasa dwells on this phenomenon. These stanzas may be

translated as follows

:

[Rama addressing his spouse Sita says:] Lo ! My darling of faultless limbs, how the

Gangft mingled in current with the waves of the Yamuna looks ! At one place it looks

like a string of pearls interspersed with sapphires besmearing neighboring things with

their blue lustre ; while at another place, it looks like a garland of white lotoses, the

interstices of which are studded with bine ones. At one place it looks liae a flight of the

white swans, fond of the Minasa lake, in company with the China geese of dark colours;

while at another place it looks like a painting of the earth ornamented with white sandal-

paste wherein the ornamenal leaves of the fringes are made of black aloes. At one place,

like the moonbeam variegated by darkness attached to shade, at another place like a

white streak of autumnal clonds, with parts of the blue sky slightly visible throng i the

chinks ; and at yet another, like the body of the Qod &va anointed with cosmetics of ashes

and adorned with the ornament of black snakes.

The antiquity of the religious practices observed at Prayftg, enjoined

The Chinese traveller
in tbe Prav&£ Mdhatmya, has been testified to by

Hiouen^Tsang's^rra- a foreign chronicler of a different faith. The

Prayig in the 7th Cen- Buddhistic Chinese traveller Hiouen Tsang, who has
tn*7, °* left a record of his travels in India, visited Pray&g

in the middle of the seventh century of the Christian are. His observations

confirm the fact of the existence of the Aksayavata (Imperishable

Banyan Tree) that was still standing and from the branches of which some

pilgrims leaped down to die, it being the privilege of Pray&g to impart

impunity from the sin of suicide. The victims of self-slaughter cherished

the belief, that they would attain in their next mundane exsitence, the

object they desired at the time of their voluntary ending of their lives.

The bathing at the confluence of the rivers- and the alms-giving to

Brahroanas were noted by him, thirteen hundred years ago, as it is by the

modern tourist.
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CHAPTER OXIII.

The ttisis said :—Sir, How many spheres (dvlpas) are there of the

world, as well as how many oceans and mountains are there ? How
many zones (varsas) are there, and what are the rivers mentioned as flowing

in them ?— 1.

What is the extent of the Great Earth and of the Lokaloka moun-

tains ? What are the circumference and size of the moon and the sun,

and what is their course ?—2.

Pray be good enough, 0 knower of truth, to explain all this to us

at full length, because we are always anxious to hear all this from you.—3.

Sftta said :—The Dvipas are several thousands in number, and

out#of them seven are important ones. To describe them all, in this place,

in their entirety is not possible.— 4.

1 shall explain to you something about the moon, the sun, the

planets, along with the seven only of the important Dvlpas, giving their

dimensions as established by human calculation —5.

The things which are " inconceivable " should be established by

reasoning. The definition of " inconceivable " is this, viz., " a thing not

understood by common people (by their common sense)".— 6.

I shall now proceed to tell you something about the seven varsas

(zones) and about Jambudvtpa. Now listen to the entire extent of Jam-

bud vlpa in terms of Yojanas.—7.

Its breadth (diameter) is 100,000 yojanas, and many countries and

beautiful cities are to be found in it.—8.

It is full of Siddhas and Charanas, and is adorned by mountains,

full of ores of all metals streaming out (as lava) from the different sides

of rocks.—9.

Besides these, it is beautifully embellished by various rivers flowing

from the mountains. There are these six ranges of mountains, running

from east to west, demarcating the six varsas.—10.

Stretching to the sea on both sides, east and west stand (1) the

Himalaya, full of snow (hima) and (2) Hemakuta full of gold (hema).— 11.

Then comes the great (3) Nisadha mountain, which is beautiful to

look at on all sides. Then there is the golden mountain (4) Meru, with its

four colours on its four sides, said to be bleak and barren. Its extent is

24,000 yojanas on four sides.—12.

It has a circular form, divided iuto four quadrants. Its sides
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(quadrants) are of various uniform colours, with properties conferred upon

it by Brahml (the Lord of creatures).— 13.

On its navel peduncle (east quadrant) sprung from the self-born

unmanifested) Brahml, there is white colour. Consequently, it is said to

have Brahmanical properties.—14.

On its southern quadrant, there is yellow colour, on account of which

it is said to have the properties of the Vaisya caste. On its western

quadrant, there is the colour of the wing of a black bee, owing to which

it is said to possess the properties of iSfldras.—15.

Its northern quadrant is naturally of red colour, therefore it has

the properties of Ksatriyas. Thus the four colours and castes have been

enumerated.—16.

The mountain N&la is studded with lapis-lazuli. The mountain

$veta is yellow and full of gold. The mountain ^ringin is made of gold

(satakumbha\ and has the colour of the tail of a peacock.—17.

These mountains are the kings among their kind, and are the abode

of Siddhas and Ch&ranas. Their inner diameter is 9,000 yojanas.— 18.

The var$ha Ilavrata stands in the middle and encircles the MahA-

Meru on all sides. Its expanse is 24,000 yojanas.— 19.*

In the centre of this fll&vrata) stands the Great Meru, shining in its

majestic glory, like the fireblaze, devoid of smoke. Its southern portion

is called the Daksina Meru and the northern the Uttara Meru.—20.

Each of these seven varsas (zones) has a boundary mountain of its

own, ^which from north to south extends to 2,000 yojanas, and the

southern ones are 2,000 yojanas in circumference.—21.

The sum of the breadths of these varsas and mountain ranges is

breadth of the Jambudvlpa, as mentioned above. Of these Nila, Nisadha

are the longest, and those that come after them diminish in length.—22.

So are $veta, Hema Kfita, Himavan and ^ringavan. Ri§abba (Meru>

is said to have the same extent as Jambudvipa.—23.

Hetna-K&ta is shorter (than Meru) by 12^000 yojanas, and Himavan

is shorter (than Meru) by 20,000 yojanas. The great Hema-Kuta is 88,000

yojanas.— 24.

The Mount Hima-van is 80,000 yoyanas, from east to west. The

dvipa (Jainbfidvtpa) being spherical, this difference in extent of the

mountains has sprung up.—25.

* It should bo 84,000 instead of 24,000 or ohatrostrimtat, instead of ohatarrimsat.
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As there is a distribution of the mountains, so there is a distribution

of the Varsas (along with them) one after auother. Many peopled districts

are in them. These varsas are seven in number.— 26.

They (th? varsas) are surrounded by precipitous and insurmount-

able mountains. All the seven are mutually inaccessible by different

rivers.—27.

In those regions, various species of animals are found everywhere.

This varsa of the Himavat is known as Bharata.- -28.

Beyond that, up to Hema-Ku(a, is the land (varsa) of the

Kimpurusas, and from the borders of Uema K&ta up to Nisadha is the

Harivarsa.—29.

Not«.—Kiqjpurufa—Low man. A mythical being, with a Iranian head and the form

of a horse.

Nifadha—Hard. Name of a mountain. Name of a conntry governed by Naia.

Harirarsa—One of the nine divisions of Jambndvfpa.

The other limit of Han-varsa is Meru, and further on is llavrata,

beyond which extends Ramyaka to the Nlla mountain.—30.

Next to Ramyaka stands the $veta mountain in whose region is

Hiranyaka (varsa) and next to it, is $ringat&ka, which is also known
as Kuru.—31.

On the north and south there are two bow-shaped continents, extend-

ing over 400 yojauas, and llavrata stands in the middle of them.—32.

Half of it is Dak^ina llavrita and the rest of it is Uttara Uavrita. .—33.

Between them is Meru in IlSvrita, to the south of Nila mountain

and to the north of Nisadha.—34.

The Mount Mfilyavan, stretching north to south, which is 32,000

yojanas in length enters the sea on the west.—35.

Malyavan is a thousand yojanas from Nila to Nisadha and Gandha

M&dana, is 32 yojanas.—36.

Within their circumferences is the square and lofty golden Sumeru
mountain, which is of fourfold colour, like the four castes.—37.

There are different colours on its sides : on the east it is white,

on the south, it is yellow, on the west, it is like the 'wing of the black-bees,

on the north, it is red. These are the different colours..—38.

Note.—Bhringi—A poisonous plant, a fig tree,

The Mount Meru shines out like the rising sun or the blaze of fire

without smoke, in the heart of those Mountains, like a divine king.—39.
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That Sumeru is 84,000 yojanas high, 16,000 yojanas deep under-

ground and 28,000 yojanas broad.—40.

Its circumference is double its breadth. It is a great divine

mountain, abounding in celestial medicines.—45.

It is surrounded on all sides by lands of golden effulgence. On this

king of mountains, the Devas, the Gaudharvas and the Raksasas enjoy

and carry on their pastimes in the company of Apsaras.— 42.

That Sumeru is adorned by the Bhuta and Bhavana worlds, and

has four realms on its sides, viz.—Bhadrasva (in the east), Bharata (iu

the south) and Ketumala in the west and the sacred Kuru on the

north.—43-44.

The subjacent hills are :

—

Mandara, Gandhamadana, Vipula, and Suparsva, all full of precious

stones.—45.

And on these mountains there are four lakes and forests known as

Arunoda, Mauasa, Sitoda and Bhadra —46.

And there are big trees of turmeric, rose—apple, AsVattha on the

Gandhamadana and banyan on the Vipula.—47.

Amaragandaka is west of Gandhamadana which is 32,000 yojanas,

equally on all sides.—48.

There reside the well-known Ketumalas, the doers of blessed

deeds :—there everybody is like the destructive Fire of high spirit and

great strength.-—49.

The ladies of that place are beautiful like the Ibtus and lovely. On

that mountain there is a divine jackfruit tree, looking effulgent through

its leaves.—50.

The people of that region live up to 10,000 years by drinking the

juice of those fruits. To the east of Malyavan flows the river Gandaki

which is 32,000 yojanas in length.—51.

The inhabitants of BbadrSsVa (khanda) always remain happy and

the Bhadramala forest lies in the same clime, where there is a huge and

black mango tree.- 52.

The people of that place are white in complexion and very sturdy

and strong. The womenfolk are the most beautiful, like white lily, and

very agreeable to look at.—53.

They possess the radiance and colour of the moon, their faces are

like the full moon, and their body cool, as the moon, smells like lotus.—54.
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They live up to 10,000 years in good health. By drinkipg the kala-

raango juice, they always remain in full bloom of youth.—55.

Sflta said :—Risis! Brahmft has thus described the nature of the

continents to the $1918, and the same Brahma who had previously favoured

me (with describing the same). Now, what am I to narrate to you

next ?—56.

All the self-restrained seers, hearing these words of Sfita, became

curious, and said with great joy :—57.

" Sage ! Be pleased to say all about the two countries, eastern and

western, which have been already mentioned by you and of the northern

varsas and mountains, besides which, we are also desirous of hearing the

account of the men living on those mountains." On being thus urged by

the seers, Sflta again resumed the string of his narration.—58-59.

Sfita said : —Listen to (the account of) the varsas which have been

already referred to by me to the south of the Nila and to the north of

Nisadha.—60.

That is Ramanaka (varsa), and the inhabitants of that place are very

handsome and given to amicable delights, and of pure birth.—61.

There, too, is a huge banyan tree, and the people of that place, live by

drinking the juice of the fruits of it—62.

These best of men of great parts live happy.—63.

To the north of $veta Mountain and to the south of (3ringa (dringin)

is the Hiranyavat continent (varsa) where flows the river Hiranvati—64.

The people of Hiranyavat are very strong and of high spirit.

They are of pure and noble birth and are a good-looking and happy
lot.—65.

These first class men live up to the age of 11 thousand and 1,500

years.— 66.

In that continent, there is a great bread-fruit tree of nice foliage, by
drinking the juice of the fruits of which men live on.—67.

The Mount firinga (Sringin) has three lofty peaks. One of them is

full of precious stones, the other one is studded with gold and the third

one, full of all gems, is adorned with the worlds.—68.

The country situated to the north of this Sringa, to the south of the
sea, is the renowned Kuru varsa where the saints (siddhas) have fixed their

abode.—69.

It also has trees producing sweet fruits, and the water of the rivers
88
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is like divine nectar. Those beautiful trees produce raiments and ornaments

by their fruits.—70.

Some of those beautiful trees are the givers of all the fruits of one's

desires, and the others are called Ksirina, always beautiful to look at,

produce milk (juice) with the six tastes and sweet as panchamrita (the five

best products of cow's milk), productive of nectarlike milk.—71.

The whole land of that place is full of gems and is inlaid with

fine gold dust. There, the wind is most pleasant and salubrious and noise-

less.—72.

The people falling down from Devaioka are born there. Thoy
are of pure and noble descent, having permanent youth.—73.

There, the daughter and the son are born as twins, and husband

and wife like the manifestations of Gandharva and Apsarfi. There, they

drink nectarlike milk of trees overflowing with them.—74,

The twins am born in a day. They grow together and are possessed

of like beauty and character. They die together.—75.

They are attached to each other with the fondness of the ruddy

geese. They are healthy, without bereavment, and happy.—76.

These great souls live for 11,000 years, and are ever devoted to their

own wives.—77.

Sfita said :—O ftisis ! The nature of these continents of the Bhfirata-

varsa has been brought to your notice O greatly pious ones ! what more do

you wish to hear now ?—78.

The (lisis, being thus asked by the enlightened son of Suta again

questioned him, being desirous of bearing something more in answer.—79.

Here ends the one hundred and thirteenth chapter dealing with Jambudoipa

and its mountains and var^as.

CHAPTER OXIV.

The sages said :—We wish to hear from you an account of this

Bbaratavarsa, which was peopled by Sv&yambhuva and the rest of the

fourteen Manus. O Blessed one ! do tell us about their creation.—1-2.

On hearing these words of the seers, Sfita of the Puranas and son of

Ldmaharsana after a deep consideration, began to answer the queries of the

seers of thoughtful mind.—3-4.

Suta said :—I shall tell you about the people of Bharatavarsa. Manu
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came to be known as Bh&rata by his creation and protection of the people

(of Bharata).— 5.

According to Nirukta, that place is Bharatavarsa where human beings

can obtain heaven, emancipation and a middle course of the two.—6.

There is no field of action for mankind without Bharatavarsa.

Bharatavarsa has nine divisions ; Viz.—Indradvipa, Kasera, T&mraparni,

Gabhastim&na, Nagadvtpa, Saumya, Gandharva, V&,runa ; and the ninth

is this place, surrounded oh all sides by the ocean. The whole of the

dvipa is a thousand yojanas in extent, from north to south. It is gradually

broader from Kumarl (Cape Comorin) to the mouth of the Ganges,

whence it has risen to a height, of ten thousand yojanas in an oblique

direction.- 7-10.

The Mlechhas live on its outskirts. The Kiratas and the Yavanas

inhabit the east and the west of it.— 11.

Note.—Kirata=A degraded mountain tribe.

Yavana=Foreigner, especially the Greeks.

The Brahmanas, the Ksatriyas, the Vaisyas, and the ^udras inhabit

in its centre and carry on (i.e., inside this boundary) their occupations of

rituals (sacrifice, &c.) trade, commerce, &c— 12.

They all pursue their respective duties by adhering to the varna-

dharma, Arthaand KaMna.— 13.

Here exist the Arfr&mas in their due order in which the five fold de-

sires of men are fulfilled (viz., niskamadharma as well as the four ordinary

desires, consisting of dharma, artha, ltdma and moksa). Here, men engage

in activities for the sake of obtaining Heaven and emancipation.—14.

The Manavadvtpa is also called Tiryag-yama (i.e., obliquely situate).

One who conquers it entirely, is called Samra(a.— 15.

This 16ka is known as the conqueror of Antariksa which in its turn

is known as Svarat. I shall explain this at full length.— 16.

There are seven principal mountains in this continent, viz., Mahen-

dra, Malaya, Sahya, fjaktim&n, Riksavan, Vindhya and Pariyatra ; and

there are thousands of smaller ones adjacent to each of these.—17-18.

Some of these are known to have fine peaks and tablelands, covered

with many kinds of trees, &c. The smaller ones are less productive, and

are distinguished from the bigger ones by contrast.— 19.

The Mlechhas and the Aryan reside there mingling with each other

without distinction, and they drink the waters of many rivers, such as
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the Ganges, the Sindhu, the Sarasvatf, the Sutlej, the Chandrabh&gft,

the Yamuna, the Sarayu, the Airavati, the Vitatsa, the Devika, the Kuhu,

the Gomatl, the Dhautapapa, the Vahuda, the Drisadvati, the Kautfiki, the

Trittya, the Nischala, the Gandaki, the Iksu, the Lauhita (all these having

their source in the snow-clad mountains of the Rim&layas).

The Vedasmriti, the Vetravati, the Vritraghnl, the Sindhu, the

Parnate, the Narmada, the Kaverl, the Mahi, the Para, the Dhanvatt, the

Rupa, the Vidusa, the Venumati, the Sipra, the Avanti, the Kunti (all

these rivers having their source in the Pdriydtra mountain).

The Mandakint, the Darfarna, the Chitrakuta, the Tamasa, the

Pippali, the $yeni, the Chitrotpala, the Vimala, the Chanchala, the

Dhutavahini, the ^aktimantl, the Suni, the Lajja, the Mukuta, the HradikA

(these having their source in the Ri$yavAn mountain).

The Tapi, the Paydsni, the Nirvindhya, the Kshipra, the Risabhfi,

the Vena, the Vaitarani, the Visvamala, the Kumudvati, the ToyS, the

Mahagauri, the Durgama, the £$ila (these rivers of cool water having their

source in the Vindhya mountains).

The Godavari, the Bhimarathi, the Krisnaveni, the Banjula, the

Tungabhadra, the SupraySga, the Vahy£, the Kaverl (these rivers in the

south having their source in the Sahya mountains).

The Kritamala, the Tamraparni, the Puspaja, the Utpalavatt (these

rivers of the cool water having their source in the Malayachala mountain).

The Tribh&ga, the Risikulya, the IksudS, the Tridiva, the Chala-

tamraparni, the Muli, the ^arvfi, the Vimala (these having come from the

Mahendra mountain), the Kasika, the Sukumari, the Madanga, the

Mandavahinl, the Kripa, the Pacini (these having come from &akti-

manta).—20-32.

All the rivers named above are sacred, and fall into the sea, and

their waters are pure and sacred ; and every one drinks from them.

They are the mothers of the universe and purge the sin of the world.—33.

From these rivers thousands of rivers are branched off, and into them

thousands of tributaries fall.

On their banks are situated the following (janapadas) places:

Panch&la, Kuru, ^alva, Jangala, Surasena, Bhadrakasa, Vahya, Paftachara,

Matsya, Kirata, Kulya, Kuntala, Kfirfi, Kosala, Avanti, Kalinga, Muka and

Andhaka. Thus I have described almost all the countries of Madhyadesa.

Note.—Madhyadesa the central region, Jbhe country lying between the Himalaya

and toe Yindhya, Tbe Gangetic doab. Surasena=Name of country about Mathura.
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Matsya=Another name for Virata—the country lying to the west of Dholpur. Kuntala=

8. W. portion of Hyderabad, Deccan. Avanta Country to the N. of Narmada. Kalinga=

Northern 8iroars. Andhaka-=Telangana.

Now the following are between the Sahya mountain and the God&

varl, most charming lands in the whole world, where there are (the

mountains^ Gobardhana, Mandara and Gandhani&dana as well as the

celestial trees and herbs, for Rama's benefit.—37-38.

These were brought down by Bharadvaja Muni, for R&ma's good,

and by him was created a pleasant country decorated with flowers.—39.

B&hlika, V&tadh&na, Abhira, Kalatoyaka, Purandhra Sudra, Pallava,

Atta Khanijika, Gftndhara, Yavanas, Sindhu, Sauvira, Madraka, £$aka,

Druhya, Pulinda, P&rada, H&rmurtika, Rfima(ha, Kantakara, Kaikeya,

Darfan&maka, Prasthala, Daseraka, Lampaka, Talag&na, Sainika, Jangala,

and other places peopled by the Bh&radv&ja Br&hmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas,

and Sfidras :—These places (janapadas) are on the north. Now hear of

those on the east.—40-43.

Note.—Bahlika=Balkha, 8indhn=The country of the Upper Indus. &ka=The
countries on the N.-W. Frontier. Kaikeya=Bordering on the Sindhu Desa.

Abhlra :—South of 8ri Konkana and on the Western bank of the Tapti is the land of

the Abhiras on the Vindhya hills.

Anga, Vanga, Madguraka, Antaragiri, Vahirgiri, PIavanga, M&tanga,

Yamaka, Mallavarnaka, Suhma, Uttara Pravijaya, Mfirga, Vageya, Malava,

Prfigjyotisa, Pucjdra, Videha, Tamraliptaka, £klva, Magadha and

Gonardla.—44-45.

Note.—Anga=Near Bhagalpur. Vanga=Also oalled Samatala; Eastern Bengal.

Vidlha=Country lying to the N.=E. of Magadha. Magadha=Bihar.

Those lying to the south (or in the Daksin&patha) are :--Pfindya,

Kerala, Chola, Kulya, Setuka, Sutika, Kupatha, V&jiv&sika, Navarastra,

Mahieika, Kalinga, K&rusa, Aieika, Atavya, $avara, Pulinda, Vindhya,

Pusika, Vidarbha, Dandaka, Kuliya, SirSla, Rupasa, Tapasa, Taitirika,

K&raskara, Vfisika and the countries on the banks of the Narmada.

Note—Kerala=Modern Malabar. The strip of land between Western Ghauts and
the sea north of the KAyeri. Chola=Tanjore. PAndya=Tinnevelly. Vidarbhaa Berar.

A district in the Deooan between the Narmadl and the Godavarf.

The following countries lie on the west :—Bh&rukachha, Samaheya,

Sarasvata, KSchika, Saur&stra, Anarta and Arbuda.—46-51 f

Note.—Saora$tra or Anarta=Kathiawar. Arbuda=Abu.
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The following countries are on the western extremity of the Vindhya-

chala :—Malava, Karu§a, Mekala, Utkala, Aunxjra, Maaa, Da&rna, Bhoja,

Kiskindhaka, Torfala, Koeala, Traipura, Vaidisa, Tumura, Tumvara

Padgama, Naisadha, Arupa, £$aundikera, Vitihotra, Avanti.—52-55.

Note. - Malava=Malwa. Utkala=Orissa. Kiskindhi=A city in the Deeean. Das&nu£=
The oonntry through which the Dasan flows. Kosala=The country along the banks of the

Sara>n. Tripara=Tevur. Avanti=Country to the north of the NarmadA.

The following countries are situated on the mountains :—Nirahara,

Sarvaga, Kupatha, Apath a, Kuthupr&varana, Urna, Darva, Samudgaka,

Trigarta, Man^ala, Kirata and Araara.— 56.

There are four ages of the world, viz.—Satya, Tretfi, Dwapara and

Ealiyuga. I am now going to give you an account of each.

—

57.

Note.—The duration of each age respectively is 1,728,000 ; 1,206,000, 804,000 and

482,000 years of men , the four together comprising 4,820,000 years which is equal to

a Mahayuga. The regularly descending length of the Yugas represents a corresponding

physical and moral deterioration in the people living in each age, the present age

being Ealiyuga—the Iron Age.

The Lord said:—King ! Hearing this, the sages, desirous of hearing

the narration, began to enquire from Suta, the son of Lfimaharsana.—58.

The seers said :—Suta! You have told us about Bh&ratavarsa, now

be pleased to tell us something about Kimpurusa Varsa and Hari Var§a

;

besides this, be good enough to tell us about the Jambudvipa, &c, as

well as about their people and the trees that grow there.—59-60.

Thus exhorted by the Br&hmanas, S&ta began to relate to them what

was in accordance with the Puranas and approved by the Risis.—61.

S&ta said :—Ri?is ! As you desire to hear these things, listen to me

attentively. The Kimpurusa of Jambudvipa is as great in magnitude as

the Nandana-Vana.—62.

A'ote.—Nandana-Vana=The garden of Indra.

KiTjipum$a

:

—The people of Kimpurusa-Khanda have a complexion

like that of heated gold, and they live up to 10,000 years.— 63.

A stream of honey flows from a Plaksa tree, in that sacred Khancja,

which the Kinnaras residing there drink.— 64.

On account of which they remain so healthy, without any grief and

happy, and cheerful in their minds. The people have a yellow complexion

like shining gold, and the womenfolk are known as Apsaras.— 65.

Hari Var$a :—Beyond Kimpurusa is Harivarea, the inhabitants of

which are silvery white in complexion. They are the fallen people of

Pevaloka. They all drink the juice of the sugarcane.—6$-67t
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Tbey do not get old, and consequently they live for a verylong time.

Their average age is 11,000 years.—68.

Il&vrita-Khanda is in the middle, where there is no strong sunshine

and of which men have little knowledge—69.

The sun, the moon, as well as the stars are seldom seen in Havrita.

The people of that place are handsome like the lotus and their eyes are

like the same, and their body, too, emits a scent like that of the lotus.

They seldom get excited and drink the juice of the roseapple,
(jambupbala).

They, too, are the fallen people of Svarga and wear silvery white

garments, and live up to 13,000 years.—70-73.

To the south of Mem and north of Nisadha stands the roseapple tree

(jambuvriksa , which is called Sudaraana. It is a huge tree, and always

abounds in flowers and fruits, and is frequented by the Siddhas and Cba-

ran&s.—74.

JambfldvJpa is so called after this huge tree. It rises to a height of

thousands of yojanas.— 75.

The tree is so high and big that it seems to cover all the heavens,

and the juice of its fruits flows in the form of a river.—76.

It flows round Sumeru, and then waters the root of the tree, and

people of Havrita drink it with great pleasure.—77.

By drinking it, they neither get infirm, nor do they ever feel hungry,

tired or miserable.— 78.

There is to be found a kind of gold, called the Jambunada, which is

the ornament of the Devas It is red like the Indragopa (insect). The

fruits of this tree produce the best juice of all the fruits of trees of other

Var§as. This tree exudes a gummy sap, like gold, which is also the

ornament of the Devas.—79-80.

By the grace of God, the soil of that place swallows the excreta

of the people and the dead-—81.

The Raksasas, and the Piaachas live (in the dales) of Himavata.

The Gandharvas and the Apsaras are the inhabitants of Hemakufa.—82.

&esa, Vasuki, Tak$akas and the N£gas, all haunt the Ni^adha moun-

tain, and the 33 blessed Yajnyias (Devas) sport on Mahameru. On the

Ntla mountain, where sapphires abound, live the Siddhas, Maharsis and

Danavas. The ^veta range is said to be the resort of Daityas.—83-84.

£$ringav£n, the best of the mountains, is the haunt of the Pitris.

These are the nine continents in the world. The changeable (plains) and
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the fixed (mountains) are inhabited by various creatures. Men and Devas

see numerous increase in them. They cannot be counted, but should

be taken on trust, by one who wishes his own good.—85-86.

Here ends the one hundred and fourteenth chapter in Bhuvanako^a

describing the Kosa Varsas.

CHAPTER CXV.

Manu said :—Jan&rdana ! I have heard the doings of the son of

Budha and have also heard the ways of performing sacred l3r&ddha that

dispels all sins. I have heard the benefits of giving away a milch cow,

a black deer skin, and the ways of letting loose a bull (at the end of funeral

rites) ; but 0 Kesava ! my curiosity is awakened on hearing about the

beauty of the son of Budha. Pray now tell me what I ask. By virtue

of what acts did he become so handsome and prosperous? How is it that

Urvarfi became so much attached to him in preference to all the Devas

of the three worlds as well as the beautiful.Gandharvas ?—1-5.

Hearing those words of Manu, the Lord said:—King! Hear the

actions, in virtue of which the King Pururav& became so handsome and

happy. In his previous life, the King Pururav& was the lord of Madra,

known as Pururava.—6-7.

At the close of the Ch&ksusa Manvantara, the king was in the

Ch&ksusa dynasty, endowed with all the royal qualities, except beauty

alone.—8.

The Ijtisis asked Suta how the Madra King, Pururav&, became Lord

of the Earth, and what act of his deprived him of his beauty.—9.

Suta said.—Seers ! In the village of Dvija, on the bank of a river,

there was a Br&hmana named Pururava*, who in his after life became the

King of Madra, named Pururavd. ; because in his former life of a Br&-

hmana, he always observed the Dwadasl fast and worshipped Jan&rdana,

with the desire of getting a kingdom. But though he kept the fast, he

bathed, with his body rubbed with oil.—10-12.

He obtained the kingdom of Madra by the virtue of his fast, but

became, ugly on account of his rubbing his body with oil, before bathing

on fast days.—-13.

Hence, one, who observes a fast, should not rub his body with oil

on that day before bathing, and if he bathes after rubbing his body with

unguent, he becomes ugly in his next life.—14.
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This is about tbe previous life of the King Purftravfi of Madra.

Now I shall tell you something about him, after he became the lord of

Madra.—15.

In spite of his royal qualities, he was not loved by his subjects,

on account of his ugliness.—16.

He then decided to go and practise penances for the attainment of

personal beauty, in the Himalayas, after making over charge of his realm

to his ministers.— 17.

That far-famed king, with his own enterprising spirit as the only

companion, went on foot to that home of all the tirthas (i.e., Himalayas),

and at the end saw the renowned and beautiful river Airavati.—18.

The king, whose fame was like that vast icy region, saw that river

of the mighty Himalayan torrent, whose waters are cold like the rays of the

moon and white like snow.—19.

Here ends the one hundred and fifteenth chapter describing the

Hermitage (TapSoana).

CHAPTER CXVI.

Suta said :—0 Risis ! The King saw the glorious, blessed and

sacred river of Haimavat! where the Gandharvas abound and which Indra

worshipped.— 1.

The King Pururavti was greatly charmed to see that beautiful river,

the waters of which were intermingled with the rut of the celestial

elephants, the middle of which was shaped like the bow of Indra.

It was the home of many ascetics, was worshipped by a multitude of

Br&hmans, and was of golden colours. Its surface is covered with a row

of snow-white flamingoes, and seemed to be fanned by k£j V- jhfimara.

Many a pious one sprinkled its water on his head. It appeared to the king

to be beautiful, and subject to waxing and waning like the moon, and the

giver of great joy.—2-5.

The rapid running stream of cold water, the best of daughters of the

Himalayas, full of ripples and tasteful like nectar, full of birds, honoured

by the T&pasas and Br&hmaoas, the sacred river destroys all sins and

raises men to heaven.—6-7.

She is the senior consort of the ocean, adored by the seers, the

producer of ardent zeal in all, the most beautiful, the giver of universal

happiness and relief, the guide to heaven, the waters of which flow up
40
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to Gokula, most pleasing, devoid of moes and reeds, and decorated with

lotoses, the geese and the cranes throwing out their melodious notes at

rapid succession, having deep whirlpools as her navelpit, having little

islands hither and thither looking as her thighs, the blue lotus flowers

looking like her eyes, the blooming lotuses supplying her mouth, the

crystal waters her dress, the cranes her beautiful lips, the train of Bal&kSs

(cranes) her row of teeth, the restive shoals of fish her eyebrows, the

elephants of her waters (water spouts) her breasts, and adorned with the

singing geese and the lotus flowers that looked her jingling anklets

and bracelets respectively.—8-12.

Charmed with the beauty, the Gandharvas sport every noon in her

with their Apsaras. Her waters are highly perfumed by the mixing of

the sandal and other scents (kunkunia), used by the Apsaras, and also with

the various aroma of the trees on its bank, they are so constantly rippled

with the wind that the reflection of the sun is difficult to be seen ; while

her banks are broken here and there as the elephants of the Devas strike

them with their tusks —13-15.

Such a magnificent stream, in which flows the ichor of the Air&vata,

the elephant of Indra, and the sandal perfume of the consorts of the Devas,

is swarmed by a train of sweetly buzzing bees.—16.

The ascetics, the seers and the Devas, in company of the Apsaras,

derive happiness on her banks, where the humming bees were attracted

by the aroma of sweet flowers of the trees on her banks and where the

intoxicated deer gratify their passions.— 17-18.

The celestial women, with their face like the lotus, and the moon,
become sanctified by a bath in her water and are honoured by the

Devas.—19.

The water of this river is not disturbed by the Devas, Pulindas,

(kings) and tigers, Ac, is decked with lotus flowers, illumined by the

reflection of the moon and stars. The king continued his journey while

seeing this river, which satisfies the desire of the sages. On her banks,

the groups of Devas and Br&hmanas were sitting under the branches of

trees, whose k&sa flowers look like the rays of the moon.—20-22.

The king, who is famous like the moon, saw that the river was
inundated with many rivulets and was the dispeller of sins of the
devotees and worshipped by many sages, which gives nourishment to

the people, as a mother does to her sons, and which is surrounded

by the Devas, and by other people, seeking their own benefit, which
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is sported by the lions and the elephants, whose waters are fall of

Parij&ta trees, and which is never increased or decreased by the heat of

the sun. —25.

Here ends the one hundred and sixteenth chaptei' describing

the celestial river Airdvati.

CHAPTER CXVII.

Suta said :—Risi$ ! when the king's fatigue was removed at the sight

of the holy water of that river and by the contact of its wind, he trudged

along, and sometime after had a view of the majestic Himalayas.—1.

That mountain touching the skies with many of its gray (white ?)

peaks was accesible to the sages, although not accesible to birds.—2.

Besides this the Himalayas resounded with the thundering sound of

the rivers falling down in cascades and which rendered all other sounds

inaudible. They, the Himalayas, looked charming with their reservoirs of

cold water.—3.

The blue forests of Devadaru trees looked like its lower garment,

clouds formed its upper garment, the white cloud the turban ; while the

moon and the sun the diadem. Its body was covered with snow, (which serv-

ed the purpose of an unguent), while the presence of minerals here and

there seemed to paint it with sandal. It gave out coolness even during the

hot weather. It was decorated with massive rocks, at places imprinted

red with the foot-prints of the nymphs (Apsaras), with places lit up by the

sun, enveloped in darkness at others, drinking water somewhere through

its deep chasms, adorned elsewhere by the multitude of playful Vidya-

dharas, and the chief Kinnaras at places looking beautiful with the flowers

of Heaven (Santana, Ac.) fallen from the Gandharvas and the nymphs

(Apsaras), while they were busy in drinking, and elsewhere covered with

the beds of flowers pressed down by the Gandharvas rising from their

slumber, and thus looked beautiful. —4-10.

At places it was covered with blue grass, without a breath of wind,

and spots abounded with pretty flowers. This mountain is the refuge of

the ascetics and most inaccessible to lovers. Herds of deer graze at the

foot of rocks, whose trees are broken down by the tusks of elephants who,

bewildered by the roars of the lion, were making noisy uproar, and could

not be seen to be at rest.—11-13.

In whose valleys and bowers were enshrined meditating seers, and

precious stones from whose stores adorn the three worlds.— 14,
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It is the refuge of the great, and always served by the great The

great see this mountain great in jewels and precious stones.—15.

The hermits accomplish their course of asceticism in short duration.

All the sins vanish merely by the sight of this mountain. The wind

makes the landscape pleasant by blowing the sprays of water of its water-

falls.—16-17.

(It is) decorated somewhere with summits bristling with waterfalls

;

at other places, with peaks, which, owing to hot sun shining are inaccessi-

ble, except by the wind.— 18.

At places it looked beautiful, with clusters of the great overshadow^

ing Devad&rus which, owing to their thickness, looked like clusters of

bamboos. At other places were huge icicles, hundreds of thundering

waterfalls and fduntains, as well as caves, with their mouths sealed with

snow.—19-20.

The great King of Madra roamed about, seeing that beautiful valley,

and (after a time) sat down for a time at a certain place. —21.

Here ends the one hundred and seventeenth chapter dealing with ike

description of the Himalayas in Bhuvana Kosa.

CHAPTER CXVIT1.

Silta said :—Sages! King Purfiravft suddenly came to one of the

beautiful places^ that mountain inaccessible to ordinary human beings.

—1.

The country where the Air&vati river has its source, is also sombre

in appearance, like the clouds, on account of its plentiful trees and
thickets.—2.

iLabounds with the following varieties of trees, flowers, grass, creepers

and plants :

—

&la, T&la, Tarafila, Karnik&ra, &raala, Nyagrodha, Atfvattha, {JirMa,

Sinrfapa, Slegm&taka, Amalaka, Haritaka, Bibhitaka, Bhfirja, Munjaka,

B&na, Saptachchada, Mahfinimba, Nimba, Nb-gundt, Hari, Devad&ru,

K&leyaka, Kadmaka, Ohandana, Vilva, Kapittha, Raktachandana, M&ta,

Amra, Aritfa, Akgota, Abdaka, Arjuna, Hastikarna, 8umanasa, Kovid&ra,

Pr&chin&mlaka, Dhanaka, Samar&taka, Kharjura, N&rikela, Priy&la, Amr&-
taka, Inguda, Tantuin&la, Dhava, Bbavya, Kfismiraparni, J&tlphal, Pfiga-

phala, Katphala, Lavaitphala, Mand&ra, Kimrfuka, Kusumfimrfuka, Yavfisa,

$amiparofisa, Vetapa, Ambuvetasa, N&rangi (of deep red color), Hingu,
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Priyangu, Asoka, and (Bed-flowered) Asoka, Akalla, AvichAraka, Muchu-

kunda, Kunda, Ataruea, Parusaka, KirAta, Kinkirata, Ketaka, Svetaketaka,

SobhAnjana, Anjana, Sukalitiga, Nikotaka, Asana, SahakAra, YuthikA

(yellow and white), JAti, ChampakajAti, Tumbara, Atumbara (?), Mocha,

Locha, Lakucha, Tila, Kuieiaya, Chavyaka, Bakula, PAribhadra, Harid-

raka, DhAra-Kadamba, Kutaja, Kadamba, Adityamustaka, Kumbha,

Kumkuma, Katphala, Badara, Nlpa, Palivata, Da<jiraa, Champaka, Ban-

dhuka, Subandhuka, Kunjakajati, PAtalA, Mallika, Karavira, Kurabaka,'

Jambu, Nripajambu, Bijapftra, Karpura, Aguru, Bimba, Pratibimba,

SantAnaka, VitAnaka, Gugguia, HintAla, Iksu (of white color), Karavira

(without thorns), Chakramarda (relieving pain
,
Ptlu, Dbataki, Chiribilva,

Tintidlka, Lodha, Vicjanga, K§irikA, Arfmantaka, Jambira, ovetaka, Bhal-

lAtaka, Indrayava, Valguja, NAgakesara, Karamarda, KAsamarda, Arisfaka,

Varistaka, RudrAkaa, Putrajlvaka (having seven synonyms), Kamkolaka,

Lavanga, ParijAtaka, Pippali, NAgavalli, Maricha, NavamallikA, MridvikA,

Atimuktaka, Trapusa, NartikapratAna (Creepers^ Kusmancja, AlAbn,

Chirbhi(a, PatolikAra, Karkotaki, VArtaka, Brihati, Kantaka, Mulaka, and

various kinds of edible roots. KallAras, VidAri, Ruruja, (having tasteful

thorns), BhAncJira, ViddsAra, RAjajambuka, Baluka, Suvarchala, Sarsapa,

KAtkoli, KsirakAkoli, Chhattra, Atichhatra, KAsamardi, KeiraJaka, Kfila-

saka, Simbldhanya and various other kinds of grain, and medicinal herbs

whjch prolong life, procure fame, give strength, and remove the fear of

old age, death and hunger ; and give every kind of happiness. There are

also VenulatA, Ktchaka Venu, KAaa, $Ara clusters, KuJa, lksu, KArpAsa of

various species, Kadali groves, as well as grassy plots (lawns) known as

Marakata. There are also flowers of IrA, Kumkuma, Tagara, Ativisa,

MAmsagrantbi, Suragada, Suvarna, Bhflraipuspa. There are also Jambtra,

Bhustrina and Saiuka, Sringavera, Ajamoda, Kuveraka, PriyAiaka, as well

as sweet smelling lotuses of various colors.—3-39.

Some of the blooming lotuses looked like the rising sun, some like

the moon and the sun. Some looked like bright gold, and some resembled

the San [hemp, or Orotalaria juncea] flower.—40.

The place was full of growing lotuses, of which some looked like the

leaf of a Sirisa (Suka), some having five colours, others many.—41.

There were Kumuda flowers, too, pleasing to the sight of the

observer and looking like the moon lotuses, resembling the glow of fire,

and like mouth of an elephant were there also.—42.

The species of blue lotus, KahlAras, the GunjAtaka berry, Kaseru,

$ringAtakA, MrinAla (a species of lotus), RAjotpala (a kind of lotos),
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various kinds of fruits, flowers and roots thriving in water as well as on
land, various species of rice fit for the use of the (lists, abounded on
that mountain.—43-44.

King ! There is no such grain, grass, pot-herb, fruit, berry, and
herb that did not thrive on that mountain.—45.

The varieties of berries and fruits, grown in the world of the

serpents, in the world of men, and the products of water and of forest,

all flourished on that mountain.—46.

The King of Madra, Pururava, by virtue of his asceticism, thus saw

all those fruits and flowers of the season there.—47.

He also saw the following birds and animals living there :—The
peacock, the wood-pecker, the sparrow, the cuckoo, the goose, the swan, the

lapwing, the wagtail, the osprey, the Kalak&ta, the civet cat, thegoksa-

vaidaka, the kumbha, the parrot, the crane, the Dhatuka, the ruddy-goose,

the Katuka, the Titibba, the Bhata, the Putra-priya, the heron, the

Gocharma, the Girivartaka, the pigeon, the Kamala, the S&rikfi, tho

Ghikora, the quail, the duck, the Raktavartma, the Prabhadraka, the cock,

the blue jay, the fowl, the Kumkumchuraka, the large bee, the porpoise,

the Bhulinga, the Dindima, the crow, the gallinule, the Datyuha, the sky

lark, the bees, and several other birds, etc.—48-54.

The king also beheld the following wild beasts :—The dog, the

deer, the leopard, the lion, the tiger, the elephant, the rhinoceros,, the

wolf, the bear, the ape, the monkey, the rabbit, the agile cat, the buffalo,

the cow, the bull, the Chamara, the Sriwara (a species of deer), the

white mule, the Urabhra, the ram, the antelope, the blue ox, the doe, the

tf&mbara, the wild boar, the horse, the ass, the donkey. Besides them, he

also saw the beasts, which are naturally hostile to one another, living in

mutual friendship. He was very much amazed to see this. Sometime ago,

the sage Atri had his hermitage there.—55-61.

On account of the glory of that sage, the place was full of plants,

and animals which, though naturally hostile, did not exercise hostility to

one another—men and Raksasas.—62.

There all carnivorous beasts lived on fruits and milk. In such ways

their character was built up by the influence of the Great sage Atri.—63.

King PfiruravA himself passed several days on the slopes of those

mountains, where cow-buffaloes and she-goats gave out milk, and where

even the thorns had the flavour of ambrosia. Everywhere, 0 king,

the rooks are full of streams of milk and curds*—64-65,
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The King PururavA was charmed to see that mountain. There

also he saw. the beautiful rivers and streams.—66.

There were hot and cold water springs and cosy caves at every turn,

worth being made use of.—67.

Snow did not fall within a radius of ifive yojanas), and valleys were

-not visible near the peaks, for the thick clouds incessantly pour forth

perpetual snows there.—68-69.

Close to it, on a different peak,, thick clouds pour out diurnal

showers of rain. Its rocks are extremely beautiful. The land of this

enchanting hermitage (of Atri), was the giver of all desires and the trees of

which place bore fruits successfully, for they were worthy of being eaten

by the Devas.—70-71.

That mount is, indeed, the dispeller of all sins, and is adorned by the

Dev&ngands and the buzzing bees.— 72.

The spot shines white, like the rays of the moon, on account of heaps

of ungathered ice
;

while, here and there, the frolicsome herd of the white

monkey8 played about.—73.

The hermitage of Atri is almost impassable to a human being, owing

to the pile of snows and inaccessible mountains surrounding it.— 74.

The King PururavA, by virtue of bis devotion and by the grace of

Ood, reached the sacred hermitage.— 75.

That Lord of Madra saw that exquisitely enchanting, blessed

hermitage, which is beautified with hundreds of flowers, and which

removes all fatigue, and which was built by Maharsi Atri himself.—76.

Here ends the one hundred and eighteenth chapter describing the

Hermitage (of Atri).

CHAPTER CXIX.

dfita said :—There were two great snowclad peaks, shining with

variegated colours, and in their midst was a huge summit, covered with

perpetual snows, never warmed (by the sun's rays) and where there is no
cloud. Below on the west are trees also.—1-2.

The king entered the hermitage, his curiosity awakened on seeing a
picturesque cave encircled by creepers.— 3.

About 400 cubits (palva) of that cave was enveloped in darkness, and
further off, it was full of light of its own, where there was a dome-like

round place, very high and sombre. The sun and the moon did not

shine there.—4-5.
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It was bright like the day time, all night and day (probably owing

to the presence of radium there) and there was a beautiful lake, more than

2 miles in length.—6.

On all the four sides of the lake, there were charming rock beds, full

of trees of gold and silver and coral (colour).—7.

The flowers and leaves were glowing gems, and it was full of lotuses

whose petals were of ruby, whose anthers were diamond, and endowed

with sweet scents, whose leaves were of emeralds, sapphires and lapis-

lazuli, and whose pericarps were of gold. Not only was the bed of the

lake of diamond, but it was full of various gems. There were to be found

shells (cowries, oysters and conches), terrible crocodiles, fishes and tortoises.

There were to be found pieces of emarald slabs, thousands of diamonds,

rubies, sapphires, topazes, karkotakas, pieces of Tuthaka stone (copper

sulphate), pieces of ivory, diamonds of the first water as well as of inferior

kind, yellow stone, Sfiryakantimani, Chandrakantimani, Syamantaka,

SurOra golaksha, crystal, Qomeda, Dhuliinarakata, Pittaka, lapis lazuli,

Saugandhika (a kind of ruby), R&jamani, Brahmamani, Mukbyamani,

and starry pearls of various kinds.—8-18.

Its water is also lukewarm, and removes all feelings of cold. The

site of the lake, in the midst of lapis lazuli stone (Vaiduryamani), looked

beautiful indeed.—19.

It is a beautiful square piece ofland, measuring 800 cubits (200

Dhava\ and has been formed by the asceticism of the sage Atri.—20.

King ! The entire locality was full of gold (or looked like gold),

as the entrance cave was. There was a certain place in that beautiful

region, where, below the rock, flows a lovely pond of cool water adorned

with lotus flowers.—21-22.

This pond, 0 King, was in shape a beautiful square and resembling

the sky in clearness, the water of which is most delicious, cold and

perfumed.—23.

Without injuring the throat and without overfilling the stomach

(or belly), it gives pleasure to mind and body.—24.

In the centre of the pond, the sage Atri, by virtue of his austerities,

has built a palace, which can be reached by a golden bridge, studded

with precious stones.—25.

The palace was of silver, white like the rays of the moon ; its stain

are of beautiful Vaiduryamani (lapis lazuli) ; its pillars of the coral and

sapphire, its altars (or quadrangles) are studded with emeralds Markatamani.

The reflection of the diamonds made it very beautiful and pleasant to

the sight. In this (enchanting) palace, the Lord of all, the serene
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Jan&rdana, decorated with every ornament, reposed in the midst, all

the luxuries of the luxurious, with one of his knees drawn up and the

foot placed on the- King of Serpents, the other (foot) resting on the

lap of Laksmt (the Goddess of wealth). While thus sleeping on the coils

of Sesa, the Lord had one of His hands, adorned with bracelets, on the

hood of the Snake, another, stretched out, supported His sacred head

(laid) on the back of his fingers, the third one resting on the knee-cap of

the half raised leg, touched his navel. Now hear how the fourth hand

was placed. It held a celestial (sant&na) flower and was raising to the

nose.—26-33.

(The graceful Deity of happiness—) Laksmi—is devotedly shampoo-

ing Her Lord of the Universe in His Serene repose with Her lotus hands.

He was adorned with the garland of santana (kalpa) flowers, and with

necklace, bracelets, rings, &c. (H&ra, Keyura, Angada, Angulaka) ; while

His head, glittering with the decorations of precious stones, rested on the

hood of &>sa.—34-35.

King PururavA went in front of the God, and made his salutation

to the One, who was of mysterious character, consecrated there by Atrt,

worshipped by the seers, adored by the ascetics, always offered the Kalpa

sant&na flowers, covered with divine sandals, offered the incense, his right

side covered with the best sappy fruits, offered by the anchorites (Siddhas)

and having a bed of lotus flowers for His pillow.—36-38.

The king saluted the Sacred One with his knees and head touching

the ground, and pleased the Lord by his recitations of the hymns in His

praises, containing his thousand names, and repeatedly circumambulated

Him. He rested a little in that hermitage. Then, taking his residence

in a beautiful cavern, outside the entrance to the cave, commeneed his

austerities and worship of Madhusfidana.—39-41.

The king, in process of time, gave up every kind of food, engaging

himself only in the worship of Fire to whom he offered various kinds of

fruits, flowers, incense, roots and cow's milk, after bathing thrice a day

and sustaining himself on the water of the pond.—42-43.

Hefelept, without any bedding, on the bare floor in the cavern, and

lived only on water, having discarded all the eatables.—44.

The king did not experience any ailment in course of that period

of life and most marvellously carried on his devotion of Visnu by residing

in that hermitage for sometime.—45.

Here ends the One hundred and nineteenth chapter describing the

Himdiayan cave (Ayatana.)

41
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CHAPTER CXX.

Suta said :—Then that king, giving up all food and tbe use of

raiments, saw the pastimes of the Gandharvas and the nymphs (apsaras).—1.

Be, after offering the garlands made of various flowers to Visnu,

presented them to the Gandharvas ; and he saw, but did not take any

notice of the pastimes of, the nymphs (apsaras), while gathering flowers

in the gladness of the heart.—3-4,

Some of the nymphs, while gathering flowers, became entangled in

the creepers and were forsaken and left behind by their companions

and lords.—4.

Some of them, exhaling lotus-scent, had their faces surrounded by

the buzzing black bees and were freed of them by their lovers ; while

others had their eyes moistened with the juice of flowers which was

removed by the breath of their lords.—5-6.

Some offered the heap of flowers collected by them to their husbands,

snd some decorated their hair with the garlands of flowers woven by

their lords.—7.

Some apsaras (the very sight of whom produces love in men) collected

the flowers and wove garlands of them, and then by their lords had their

tresses of hair decorated with them ; and considered themselves very

fortunate.—8.

Some were called away by their lords to dabble into amorous

pastimes with them, to a solitary bower, full of beautiful flowers.— 9.

Some culled the flowers out.of the branch bent by their lords and

looked upon themselves exceedingly fortunate and happy.—10.

Some, while enjoying the company of their lords, undisturbed in

the grove of lotuses, cast sidelong glances towards the King Pururava.—11.

Some of the nymphs overpowered their lords by sprinkling water

on them, and then became pleased when they, in their turn, were overcome

by their lords.— 12.

When the maidens ran down, their lords became sad, and it was

seen that as they heaved sighs, their breasts rose and fell.—13.

Some looked as handsome as the lotus surrounded by black bees, as

their tresses of long hair streamed on their faces after being loosened by

their lords in course of the pastime.— 14.

Some of them became concealed in the lotus groves that resembled

their eyes, and were found out by their lords after a long search.—15.

Some kept their lords in a close embrace for a long time, on the

pretext of feeling cold after their bath.—16.
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Some, of an enchanting smile, thrilled the observer (lordJ with,

amorous feeling by wearing the finest wet garment on her pereon.—17.

Some apsara was laughing at her lord, who fell down into the

water as the garland was torn which he was pulling.— 1&

With their knees having been scratched by their companions, some

bent low and modestly took shelter for a long time in the company of

their lords.—19.

Some began to dry her wet hair by turning her back on the sun

and was seen from a rock by her lord with eyes full of love and

desire.*—2(X

At that time the lake with its water full of garlands of the

nymphs fallen in it and mixed with the saffron washed out of their breasts,

looked beautiful like a maiden after amorous enjoyment with her

lover.—21.

Pururav& saw the group of Devas, Qandharvas and the consorts of

the Devas worshipping Visnu after their bath.—22.

He also saw some of the nymphs sitting in the bowers of the creepers

and dressing and decorating themselves, their minds being engrossed

with (the thoughts of) their lords.—23.

Some while looking at the mirror heard the news of their lords

through their maids with rapt attention.—24.

Some at the hint of the maid began to put on their ornaments

hurriedly without being conscious that they put them wrongly, their mind

was so engrossed with passionate desire.—25.

Pururavfi also saw some of the nymphs sitting on the blue grass

amidst nicely smelling flowers and drinking wine there ; some of these

beautiful nymphs made their lovers drink from their own hands, while

others drank the wine offered by their lords.—26-27.

Some whilst drinking water saw the reflection of her lotus eyes in it

and afterwards began to enquire from her lord where her two lotuses

disappeared, and on being told by him that they were undoubtedly drunk

by herself became bashful as she realised with pleasure his meaning.

—

Some of them (with beautiful eyebrows) drank with great relish

the desire producing wine offered by their lords after they had drank of

them.—30.

The king also heard in that drinking place the songs of the nymphs

with stringed accompaniments.—31.

Those nymphs, 0 King, dance on music before Lord Visnu in the

evenings.—32.

28-29.
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And as the night advanced they coming out of that cave began to

retire into their beautiful caverns where they pass the night in the

pleasant company of their husbands, reclining on the plushy mattresses

strewn with various kinds of sweet flowers and decorated with lovely sweet

scented creepers.—33-34.

King Pururava thus saw all the pastimes of those nymphs on that

-mountain, went on with his devotion, his mind firmly fixed on Visnu.—35.

The train of the Gandharvas in company of their consorts went to

the king, and said :
—"King ! You have come to this region resembling

the heaven, we shall grant you the boons of your desire after which it

would be left to your pleasure either to stay here or to go back to your

country."—36-37.

The King PururavA said :
—

" All of you have superhuman powers,

your presence is never in vain. I therefore beseech you to give me the

boon that I may please Visnu."—38.

They all unanimously gave the desired boon and the king stayed

there for another month, worshipping Janardana in a happy mind.—39.

He became a great favourite of the Gandharvas and their consorts,

who were pleased with his firm devotion (to Visnu).—40.

After a month, that king entered a lovely hermitage, decorated with

innumerable gems, where he lived on water alone till the end of the

bright fortnight in the month of Phalguna, when he heard the following

words of Visnu in a dream :
—

" At the close of the night you will find the

Sage Attri, in whose company you will get your desire."—41-43.

That king, powerful as Indra, having thus dreamt, got up early in

the morning and with his senses under control, had his bath, and having

performed daily duties worshipped Janardana, after which he came across

the great sage Attri.— 44-45.

He then told him of his dream and heard the following words of the

Devas.—46.

" King ! It is just what it should be ; there is not the least doubt

about it." Thus getting the boons of his desire fiom Lord Visnu, he

worshipped the lx>rd and poured his oblations in the Fire and attained

his object.—47-48.

Here ends the One hundred and twentieth chapter dealing with the

description of Aila hermitage.
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CHAPTER CXXL

Stita said :—To the north of that hermitage, on the hack of the

Himalaya, in the centre, stands the Mount Kail&s the residence of Siva

which is full of Kalpa trees and the peaks of which are studded with

gems. Kuvera also resides there with his Guhyakas.—1-2.

Note —Guhyaka—A class of demigods who are the attendants of Kavera and the

guardians of his untold treasures*

Kuvera the Lord of AlakApuri enjoys the company of the nymphs

there. Here is a lake shining like the Devas and is covered with the

aroma of Mandara flowers, and watered by the cold and sweet springs of

Kailasa. From this source runs the sacred Mand&kini. On it stands the

picturesque Nandana forest of vast dimensions. To the N. E. of Kailasa

is the Chandraprabha Mountain shining like gems and full of metal ores

and thickets of sweet smelling flowers.—3-6.

The famous Achhoda lake is situated near it from which flows the

sacred river Achchhoda on whose banks is the Oiaitraratha forest. Mani-

bhadra resides on that mountain with his attendants.— 7-8.

Manibhadra is the formidable general of the army of the Yaksas

and is always followed by his retinue of Qubyakas. The sacred

Mand&kin! as well as the Achchhoda flowing through the earthly plains

enters the sea. Towards the S. E. of the Kail&sa is the Sarvausadhi

(full of every kind of herbs) Mount of red arsenic (manaMla) facing the

Chandraprabha Mountain. The Mountain Hemasringa (near it) shines

red like the sun, below which there is a large lake of red water out of

which comes a big river called the Lauhitya on the banks of which is the

great heavenly forest known as Visoka. Manidhara Yaksa resides

there.—9-13.

Note.—Lauhitya =» The Brahmaputra.

He remains with his well-behaved and pious attendants. To the

N. W. of Kailasa is the Mount Kakudman where the herbs are plentiful

(so called) because of the birth of the great bull of Rudra there.

In front of this Trikakuda Mount is the mount of Anjana of three

peaks.— 14-15.

There is the Mount Vaidyuta, full of all kinds of ores, below which is

the most lovely M&nasarovara lake which is resorted to by the siddhas.

The sacred Sarayft runs from that lake and purifies the people. On its

bank is the VaibhrSja forest.—16-17.

In that forest resides the most valiant demon (Raksas), Brahma-

dh&ta, the attendant of Kuvera and the son of Prehita.— 18.
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The Aruna Mountain to the West of Kailfisa is the most important

one. It is full of efficacious herbs and gold and shines red.—19.

Mount driman, of golden colour, is the favourite of Siva and is

covered with lines of gold quartz.—20.

Next comes the great inaccessible Sringavfin (full of peaks) Mount.

Hundreds of its lofty golden peaks touch the sky. It is the abode

of Dhdmralochana lord of the mountain and below it is the lake

dailoda.—21-22.

Out of which flows the sacred river Sailodakfi which is also known

as Ghak§ust and flowing between these two mountains falls into the

Western Sea.—23.

To the North of Kailasa is the blessed Mount Sarvausadha near

which is a majestic snow clad mountain full of yellow orpiment

(Haritala).— 24.

There is a mountain with golden peaks teeming with herbs below

which is the lake of golden (coloured) sand and known as beautiful

Vindu lake. Here King Bhagtratha remained for a long time for the

advent of the Ganges.—25-26.

He said :
—

" May my ancestors attain heaven, their bones being

drenched with the Ganges water." The Ganges which goes three ways

made her first appearance on that very spot.—27.

The Gauges coming out of Somapada divid.ed Herself into seven

streams. There are sacrificial posts (yfipa) of precious stones and

vimanas (heavenly cars) of gold.—28.

Indra attained bliss by performing sacrifices on that spot along with

the Devas. Here is the milky way of heaven, the centre of the starry

nebulas. The Ganges appears to shed splendid lustre there at night.

She has descended on the earth, having purified the Heaven and sky

(Antariksa).—29-30.

She first descended on the head of the mighty Lord &va, Who
curbed Her force by His glory. Her waters falling on the Earth, owing to

diva's anger, formed the Bindu lake. When she was thus suddenly

stopped by &va, she became angry as she understood his unkind

motive and made an attempt to force Herself into the lower regions, having

engulfed &va in her tumultous current.—31-33.

Realising this proud attitude of the Ganges, the Lord thought of

absorbing Her within Himself.—34.

But, at the same moment, He perceived King Bhagtratha standing in

front of Him. He appeared lean, his veins becoming visible, troubled and

hungry.—35.
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Tlie Lord then remembered that the king had first pleased Him by

his austerities to get the sacred river—Ganges—which boon He had already

granted to him. He therefore suppressed His wrath.—36.

Moreover, as He was absorbing the sacred stream, He heard the

entreaties of Brahma. He, therefore, freed the current from His hold. —37,

Being pleased with the devotion of Bhagiratha, the Lord, for his

sake, let the river loose into seven branches, three of which went to the East,

three to the West (and one near Himself), thus the three-wayed Ganges

become flowed in seven streams.—38-39.

Nalinl, Hladini and Pavani flow in the East, Slta, Sindhu and

Chaksu in the. West, and the seventh followed the King Bhagiratha to

the South. Hence the name Bh&girathi which falls into the Dak^ina

Samudra (southern waters) washing the Himavarsa. Seven holy rivers trace

tbeir origin from the Bindu Sarovara.—40-42.

Those seven rivers having pierced through the Himalayas fall into

the Daksina Samudra (southern waters) after flowing through the Mlecchha

countries of the mountains, roz., Kukur, Etandhra, Barbara, Yavana, Khasa

Puiika, Kulattha and Angalokya.—43-44.

Note.—Kukar=DarsAha.
Khaaa or Ehaaa=A. mountainous country in the North of India.

The Chaksu stream of the Ganges before entering the sea waters the

following countries:—VIra (China?), Maru, Kalika, Puiika, (Chulaka?), Tu-

sara, Barbara, Pahlava, Parada, and daka, while Darada, Urja, Guda, Gan-

dhfira, Aurasa, Kuhfi, 5?ivapaura, Indramaru, Vasati, Samtaija, Sindha,

Urvaia, Barva, Kulatha, Bhtmaramaka, Sunfimukba, and Urdhamaru form

the basin of the Sindhu stream. The abodes of the Gandharvas, Kinnaras,

Yak§a8, the R&ksasas, Vidyadharas, Sarpas, the countries of Kimpurusa

Naras, KirStas, and Pulindas, Kuru, (Bharaba), Panchalas, Kautfikas,

Matsya, Magadha, Anga, Brahmottara, Banga (Bengal) and T&inralipta,

these Aryan janapadas are watered by the sacred Ganges, which striking

against the Vindya Hills falls in the Southern Waters.—45-51.

The Hladini Ganges runs eastward into the sea after passing through

the following countries :—the countries of Upaka, Nisadha* Dhtvara,

&i§ika, Nllamukha, Kekara, Ekakarna, Kirata, Kfilanjara, Vikarna, Kuiika

and Svargabhaumaka.—52r54.

The Nalint stream, too, runs to the east to the sea through the

following countries : —Kupatha, Indradyumna Sarovara, Kharpatha, Ketra

Saukupatha, Ujj&naka,. Maru, Kutha, Pravarana.—55-57.

The swift running Pdvani Ganges passes eastward through Tomara,

Hansamarga, Samuhaka, various mountains and other eastern countries

;
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and then through Kama, Prav&rana, AsVamukha, Sumeru Mountain, the

land of the VydyAdhaAs ; whence the mighty stream has entered the

fcJaimiraandala Kosfcha a big lake.—-58-59.

Thousands of tributaries and rivulets spring from the main streams.

The God of rain—Indra—draws out His store of rainwater from there.—60.

The Surabhi forest stands on the banks of the river VansankasarA.

There resides Hiranyatfringa the most powerful and learned follower of

Kuvera who has been forbidden to take any part in the sacrifices. Sur-

rounded by the learned (progeny of Attri) and the Br&hmaraksasas, the

four attendants of Kuvera reside there. The residents of the hills and

the mountains attain double powers (by practice, as compared to other

folks.—6-164.

At the back of the Hemakuta is the lake of the snakes (sarpa) out of

which flow the two rivers, Sarasinatt and Jyotiamatt failing to the eastern

and western seas respectively.—65.

A little further on is the lake Visnupada on the Nisadha Mount. Both

these lakes (N&ya and Visnupada) are the favourite resorts of the Gandhar-

vas.—66.

The lake Chandraprabha and the sacred Jarabu river,—the bed of

Jamvanada gold, have their source in the Sumeru Mount. The two blue

water lakes, the Paydda. and the sacred Pundarlka, are the mothers of two

sister lakes one of which is called the Uttara Manasa from which the rivers

Mrigya and Mrigakanta trace their origin. In the Kuru country there are

twelve lakes under the name of Vaijaya that are full of lotus beds and fish,

&c. They are all like the ocean (in extent (?). The rivers &&nt! and

Madhvi spring from them. There is no rainfall in the eight lakes

Kimpurusa, &c. They are full of water and (aquatic) vegetables.—67-72.

Tbe Mounts Valahaka, (tisabha, Chakra, Main&ka pervading in all

directions merge into the sea.—73.

The Mounts Cbandrakanta, Drona and Sumah&n are spreading in

the North till they have merged into the Great Northern ocean.—74.

The Mounts Chakra, Vadhiraka and Narada spread in the West till

they have also merged into the Great Western Ocean.—75.

The Mounts Jimuta, Dravana, Mainaka and Chandra are spreading

towards the South till they have submerged in the Dakshina Samudra.—76.

Between the Mounts Chakra and Mainaka in the southern portion of

the heaven is the Samvartaka Agni (volcanic mountain) which drinks tbe

water of the seas. Tbe Agni (volcanic) mountains Aurva, Barava* mukba
too are submerged into the Lavana Samudra. These four mountains merged

into the ocean (for safety) when Indra began to destroy their wings
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(by His thunderbolt) and they are still visible on particular days in

the bright and dark fortnights.—77-79.

The divisions of the Bharathavarsa are thus described. Those

named within the limits of Bharathavarsa are visible there and the rest

are described elsewhere.—80.

The more northern (one of those mountains) the region, the better it

is. The people residing there are healthy, pious, longlived and possessed

of the sterling qualities (Dharma, Arths, Kama, &c). Various classes of

people live in those khancjas. The universe thus holding the various

regions on her is known as Prithvl or Jagat (Earth).—81-82.

Here ends the one hundred and ttoenty-first chapter describing

the JambAdoipa.

CHAPTER CXXTI.

Suta Said.— Now hear from me, 0, holy twice born ! the description of

dakadvfpa. Its width is twice that of the Jambudvipa, while its perimeter

is thrice its breadth. The Ks£ra Samudra is surrounded by this Dvlpa.

It has many sacred janapadas and the people live for a long number of

years. The people are full of power and forbearance. How can there be

any famine then. There are seven white mountains full of precious stones;

Other three Dvipas have each seven mountains. These Ratnakara mounts

are broad, extend in all directions and have most lofty peaks. All

the mountains maintain a sort of uniform length in each direction.

Hkkadvlpa has Ksara Samudra and Khira Samudra on its either sides

respectively. Now I shall tell you something about the seven mountains

of dakadvipa.—1-7.

The first of them is the Mount Meru inhabited by the Devarsis and

the Gandharvas. It stretches out long in the East and has a mine of gold

and is called the Udaya Mountain there. Clouds gather there to give rain

and then disappear. Parallel to it stands the Mount Jaladhara which is

described like the moon and is full of various kinds of herb and the God
of rain draws out his store of rain from it in plenty.—8-10.

Further to it is the inaccessible Narada Mountain where were in

ancient times the two hills of Narada and Parvata.—11.

Beyond it is the Mount ^yama the inhabitants of which were dark in

complexion.— 12.

(Not far from it) is the Dundubhi Mountain similar to Syama
Mountain and here the Devas first placed a Dundubhi (drum), whose

sound brought about death.—13.

42
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The mighty Mount $ahnala is full of precious stones and near it is the

big mountain of silver which is known as Somaka, on account of the Devas

first drinking the draught of ambrosia there. It was there where Garucja

stole the nectar for his mother. - 14-15.

Adjacent to it stands the Mount Ambikeya, also known as Sumand,

where the demon Hiraoy&ksa was killed by the Lord Varfiha. Near it

stands the Crystal Mountain, Vibhraja, which is full of herbs and gems;

It is a volcano, that is why it is called Vibhraja (fire agitator) ; it is also

called Keaava. The wind there is very strong.—16-18.

I shall now name the mountains with the divisions, 0, holy twice

boms ! and hear it attentively.—19.

Those khan(Jas have double names like the mountains. The moun-

tain as well as Varsa of Udaya is known as Udaya and Jaladh&ra.—20.

Udayakharuja is called the Gatabhayakhantfa and the Jaladhara

khan(Ja is known as the Sukumara.—21.

That is called the (^aitftra) Sitala khantfa, and Kaumarakhancja is

in the Narada Mountain which is also known as Sukhodaya.—22.

Anichaka is the name of the khan(ja on which is the Syama Mountain

which has also been called the Anandaka by the sages.—23.

Eusumotakara is the khan<}a on which lies the Somaka Mountain

which is also known as Astta.—24.

Mainaka is the khancja of the Mount Ambikeya. It is also called

Ksemaka. The khanda of the Vibhr&ja Mountain is called Dhruva

as well as Vibhraja.—25.

Of the same dimensions as Jambudvipa is the huge $aka tree in

the centre of the Dvipa itself, frequented by the people. Those regions

were frequented by the Devas, the Gandharvas, the Bards (charanas),

And the Siddhas (anchorites), who freely enjoy the beauty of the place.

It contains many janapadas peopled by the four varn^s.—26-28.

There are seven rivers in each one of these mountains which fall

into the sea and each one has a duplicate name ; of which the Ganges is

an exception, being sevenfold.—29.

First one is the Sukumari Ganges whose waters are clear and blessed.

It is also called the Munitap ta.—30.

The second one is called the Sukumdri-Tapsidhfi and Sati, the third

one is the Nanda which is also known as Pavan!—31.

The fourth one is called the &bika and Dvividha, the fifth one is

known as Ik$u and Kuhfi.—32,

The sixth one is known as Venuka and Amrit& and the seventh one

is called the Sukrita and Gabhasti.—33.
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Of the above-mentioned seven rivers one flows in each sub-division

of the dakadvlpa, and they all purify the people of those regions with

their sacred waters.—34.

There are myriads of other rivers, and rivulets as well as lakes,

formed by copious supply of rain water let fall by V&saba (Indra)

into these.—35.

It is very difficult to enumerate and give proper measurements of

all those rivers and rivulets. They are all sacred. The people of the

janapadas who drink their waters get happiness. &&ntabhaya, Pramada,

diva, Ananda, Sukha, Ksemaka, and Nava ; such are the seven janapadas

situated there, where all the rules and customs (Achfira) of Varna and

Asrama are observed.—36-38.

The people are healthy, robust, and free from the clutches of death ;

neither are they prone to growth and decay. There the four ages do not

prevail in succession. The age of Treta is eternal there.—39-40.

Almost similar is the condition of age in the other five Dvipas,

regard being had to the superiority and otherwise of the khancjas. There

is no confusion in the varnas there, and the people of that place are happy,

as they seldom deviate from the path of virtue. There are no such things

as fraud, greed, jealousy, fear and malicious fault finding. The country

is free from vices and is truly natural. There is none to inflict punish-

ment there, nor on whom punishment should be inflicted. The people

being virtuous, get mutual protection from their own virtuous deeds.

—

41-44.

Kuka Doipa.

The Kusodvlpa is very great in circumference. It is full of rivers,

lakes, and snowclad mountains, in which are to be fonnd various kinds of

minerals, gems, trees and countries (janapadas).—45-46.

The flowers, fruits, various varieties of trees, grains and wealth are

in plenty there. The trees are always full of flowers and fruits : gems of

every kind are there.—47.

It is also full of domestic and wild animals. Now, hear, by degrees,

a brief description of the Kusa Dvfpa. I am going to give you an
entire description of the third Varsa,—Kusa Dvipa. It is surrounded on
all sides by the Kslrasamudra.—49.

It is double, in its dimensions, of ^akadvipa and there are seven

mountains containing various kinds of precious stones.—50.

The number of rivers—the home of innumerable gems,—is also seven

and the mountains have double names as in Sakadvlpa, m.—51.
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The first is the Mount Kumuda, shining like the San and is also

called the Vidrumochchaya.—52.

The second mountain, containing all the metals and rocky peaks, is

known as the Unnata or Hema and is covered with the yellow orpiment.

The third is the Valahaka or the Dyutiman, full of black pigment or

antimony. —53-55.

The fourth is the Drona Mountain, also known as the PuspavSn, on

the summit of which there are medicinal herbs efficacious in curing

the wounds caused by the arrows * Visalyakavani), as well as the herbs

that give new life (Mritasanjivani). The fifth one is the Kanka or the

Kusaisaya Mountain. It is also full oi choice herbs, fruits, flowers and

creepers.—56-58.

The sixth one is the Mahisa or the Hari. It is black like the clouds

;

and Mahisa Agni (volcano?) begotten from the water (rising from the

sea?) lives there (in the form of fire). And the seventh one is the

Kukudmana also known as the Mandara. It is full of all kinds of

minerals and precious stones, guarded by Indra Himself. The root

' manda' means water and since it scatters water, it is called Mandara, in

company of Brahma, for the good of the people. The internal dimen-

sions of these mountains are double.—60-63.

These are the seven mountains of Kusadvipa and now their sub-

divisions will be enumerated.— 64.

Svetadvipa is the name of the region where lies the Kumuda Mountain.

It is also known as Unnata. The second one is the Lohitakbanda also

called the Venumandala, where lies the Unnata Mountain. Jimuta or

Svairathakara is the khanda of the Valahvaka Mountain. Harika or Lavana

is the khancja of the Drona Mountain. Kakuda or Dbritimat is the khanda

of the Kanka Mountain.-—65-67.

Manila or Prabhakara is the khanda of the Mahisa Mountain and Kar

kudmana or Kapila is the khancja of the Mountain Kakudman.—68.

Thus in every dvipa there are seven khadnas with an equal number

of rivers and mountains.—69.

There are seven rivers in each khanda. Their waters are pure

and sacred and each one has a duplicate name. The first one is Dhfitapapa*

which is also known as Yoni. Slta* or Nitfa is tbe second. The third one

is Pavitra also called Vitri$n&. The fourth one is Hladini or Chandramfc.

The fifth one is Vidyuta or l^ukld, the sixth one is Pundra or Vibhavasi.

The seventh one is Mahatt also called Dhriti. There are thousands of

jjheir branches that run where Indra pours down rains. Thus I have

described the Kusa Dvipa. Its measurement has been described while
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describing the measurement of fckkadvlpa. It is surrounded by the

Gbrita Manda Samudra.—70-76.

This huge dvipa, tbus surrounded, looks like the moon and id

twice as great as the Kstra Samudra in its magnitude.— 77.

Krauncha Dcipa.

Now I shall speak of the Kraufichadvipa which is double the size

of Kusadvlpa.— 78.

It surrounds the Ghritoda sea like the tyre of a wheel.—79.

The people of this Dvipa are of a superior class. Devana is the

first mountain beyond which stands the Govinda.—80.

Further on, from Govinda* is the beautiful Krauncha Mountain, after

which is the P&vanaka and beyond it is the Andhakftraka.— 81.

Next to Andhak&raka is the Devavrita Mountain, after which comes the

mighty Puadartka. All these seven mountains of the Krauncha Dvipa

are full of gems, each being twice the size of that preceding it.—82-83.

The sub-divisions of that dvtpa are, . viz.—Knsala, Manonuga

V&mana, Usna, P&vanaka, Andhakaraka, Munidesa and Dundubhisvana.

—84-86.

Dundubhisvana Khanda is full of fair complezioned men, and peopled

by holy persons, and siddhas and charanas. There is a sacred river in

each khanda.— 87.

They are :—Gaurl, Kumudvati, SandhyA, Ratri, Manojav&, Khyfitf,

Pundarika. They are known as the seven Ganges.—88.

Thousands of rivers arising out of them flow close by. All of them

are very deep. Nobody, even in course of centuries, would be able to

describe fully all the countries through which these rivers pass, with the

rise, growth and decay of the people inhabiting them.—89-90.

I shall now describe to you the S&lmaladvipa, which is double the

size of Krauncha, and is surrounded by the Dadhi Ocean.— 91-92.

&almala Dvipa*

The people residing in the sacred janapadas of that region are very

long-lived. There are no visitations of famine there, and the inhabitants

of that place are very forbearing, merciful, and illustrious.—93.

The following are the mountains of that region : — The Suman&,

shining like the sun, and of yellow colour. Kumbhamaya, the central one is

also called Sarvasukha. It is full of herbs. The third is the great Rohita,

pf red hue (like that of Bhringa patra) and full of gold. The Kusala is the

VarsA of the Sumana Mountain, while Sukhddoya is that of Kumbhamaya
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and Rdhina of the Rdhita Mountain, the precious stones of which are
under the direct watch and ward of Indra, who, with Prajapati, gladly

performs his duty there. Clouds do not rain there, there is neither summer
nor winter. There is no prevalence of the Varna or AsYama in those regions.

No stars, planets or the moon shine there, nor is there any such thing as

jealousy, hatred or fear.—93-99.

There are fountains in the mountains, other sources of water, as

well as the vegetable world. The people of this region obtain the best

victuals of all the six flavours, without making any efforts on their part.

—

100.

The people there are all of equal rank, neither high nor low ; they are

not greedy ; nor do they store things. They are all healthy, powerful and
happy, attaining all siddhis of the mind, for a period of 30,000 years. The
next three Dvipas enjoy the same happiness, life, beauty, virtue and pros-

perity. Thus I have described all the sacred Dvipas up to Sialraala

fivel The dalmaladvlpa is encircled by the Sura Ocean, which is twice

its size.—101-104.

Here ends the one hundred and twenty second chapter describing the

Dvipas (of 8&ka, Kusa, Krauncha and &&lmala.)

CHAPTER CXXm.

Qomeda Doipa.

Suta said :—Rieis ! Now hear about the sixth dvipa, known as the

Qomeda. It surrounds the Surodaka Ocean. Its size is double that of the

^almaladvtpa. It has two beautiful mountains.— 1-2.

The first one is Samana, full of antimony (Anjana\ and the second

one is the Kamada, full of all kinds of herbs. It is very lofty and

full of gold. The Oomedadvipa is surrounded by the sixth ocean,

Iksurasoda, which is double the size of the Suroda Ocean. The Moun-

tains Dhatak! (or SuraanS) and Kumuda are the sons of Havya. They

are of vast dimensions. The first sub-division is Saumana, also known as

Dhataki Khan4a, after Dh&takt, the first mountain. Qomeda Khancja is

also called Sarvasukha. The Khancja of the Kumuda Mountain is called

under the same name—Kumuda.—3-7.

Both the mountains are round in shape, spreading from one end to

the other, and are very lofty. To the east of the dvtpa, stands the Mount
Sumanfi, while Mount Kumuda is on the west ; both extending to the sea

by means of offshoots, stretching from the east to the west — 8-SJ.
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That region is divided into two parts by the feet of these mountains.

Half of the southern portion is known as the Dh&takt Khancja, while

the northern half is called the Kumuda Khancja. Both these countries

(janapadas) belong to the Gomedadvipa, and they are of gigantic dimen-

sion*—10-11.
Pujkara Dotpa.

I shall now speak of the seventh dvipa, the Great Pupkara, which,

surrounds the Ik§urasoda Sea, which is double of Gomeda. It is itself

surrounded by the Pu$karas (lakes or lotuses ?>. Ghitras&nu is the chief

mountain, and it is full of lotuses and adorned with the rocks of won-

derful gems. The Mount Chitras&nu stands on the eastern half. Its

circumference is 27,0 X) ydjanas, and height is 24,000 ydjanaa. The

western half is covered by the M&nasa Mountain, which looks like, a full

moon rising near the sea coast Its height is 5,500 yojanas. The
Mount Mah&vtta is its son which guards the western portion of this region.

The half of the region lying east of this mountain is divided into two

parts. The Pu?karadvtpa is surrounded by the sea, the water of which is

tasteful. Its dimensions are doable of the Gomedadvipa. The people of

this dvtpa live up to 30,000 years. There are no exceptional changes there

to this natural rule and the people are healthy, happy and have attained

perfection in all the qualities of the mind. The people of the three

superior dvtpas are all equal in happiness, life, beauty and bravery.

There is no air of superiority or inferiority in them. Besides this,

there is none to kill or be killed there, and there is a total absence of

hatred, envy, fear, greed, pride, hypocrisy, enmity, Ac. They are

free from the differentiation of truth and untruth, virtue and vice.

The order of Varna and Arframa, the practice of rearing up domestic

animals, trade, husbandry are also not in existence there.—12-23

The three kinds of knowledge, criminal laws and punishments are also

not known there. It does not rain there, neither there are rivers in that

region. The climate is also not influenced by beat or cold. The water

supply and plant life of the country depends on the bill waterfalls. The

seasons are the same as in Uttara Kuru. Happiness pervades all round.

The troubles of old age are also unknown there. Such is the life in the

DhAtaki and Mahfivtta Khan(Jas.—24-26.

Thus the seven dvtpas are surrounded by the seven oceans. The

dimensions of a dvipa tally with the dimensions of the sea preceding it

(i.e., surrounded by it). Both the dvtpas and the oceans have thus

gradually grown in magnitude, a vast store of waters being called

the ocean.—27-28.
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The root ' Risi ' means to wander about in happiness ; hence in these

Varsas all the four classes of people live happily.—29.

The Tides.

When the moon rises in the East, the sea begins to swell. The sea

becomes less when the moon wanes. When the sea swells, it does so with

its own waters (and not with additional water), and when it subsides, its

swelling is lost in its own water (and does not actually lose any water).

On the rising of the moon, the sea increases as if its waters have really

increased. During the bright and dark fortnights, the sea heaves at the

waxing of the moon and becomes placid at the wane of it, but the store

of the water remains the same. The sea rises and falls, according to the

phases of the moon, and 150 angulis (three-forths of inches, or 1 12} inches)

is the measure of its rise and fall, on the two parva days (i.e., full moon
and new moon days respectively). The place between two seas is called a

dvipa. The sea is called Udadhi, on account of its containing water.

—30-34.

The mountains are called Giri because they swallow (t.e., hide every-

thing Nigirna) ; and because they nil up (space), therefore they are called

Parvata.—35.

The Mount i&ika is in Sakadvipa, and is named as such.—36.

Thus is Kutfastamba in the midst of the janapada in Kurfadvipa.

The Mount Krauncha stands in Kraunchadvtpa, and is named after

it.—37.

A gigantic Salmali tree stands in ^Slmalidvlpa and there is the

Mount Gomeda in the dvipa of that name —38.

There is a banyan tree in the shape of a lotus in Puskaradvipa. The
banyan tree has sprung up from the potency of Brahma, and is adored by

all the Devas ; but really its origin is hidden in mystery. Prajapati

Brahm4 resides in Pufkaradvipa in company of the Sadhyas. He is adored

by the 33 Devas, along with the Brahmarsis.—39-40.

Thus all the great Ri?is and the Devas worship Brahma there. Various

kinds of jewels are produced in Jambudvipa, and circulated therefrom

to other dvipas. The people of these dvipas, in order of their precedence,

excel, one another twofold in simplicity, chastity, truthfulness, self-

control, health, and long life. In all the sub-divisions of those dvipas

the inhabitants are protected by their own natural learning. They all

get their food without any care to obtain it.—41-44.

They eat the wholesome food, of the six flavours. Beyond Puskara-

dvipa is the sea of sweet water surrounding it, behind which is the
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Mount Lok&loka, both dark and bright, and at some part it is lighted up,

while the other part beyond it is full of darkness. It takes up the outer

half of the populated land and is surrounded on all sides by the sea.

—45-48.

The water is ten times land and it protects the earth from all direc-

tions. The fire is ten times water which is upheld by the former every-

where.—49.

The air is ten times fire which it holds. It spreads itself at an angle

in the space where it encircles and holds the beings.—50.

The AkSsa which is ten times the air, holds all beings ; and ten times

greater is Bhutadi fAhankara) which surrounds the Ak&ia, and ten times

the Bhut&di is Mah&kasa which stands holding them in turn, while it is

itself held by the Unmanifested eternal. The mahatattva, <&c, are called

ikara and vik&ri (producer of change and that in which the change is

produced) in turn in relation to the support each gives and takes from the

other.—51-53.

The Vikaras, such as earth, &c, are circumscribed and limited, and

each is greater than one preceding it which it permeates : each is

produced from the other and is upheld by it. They are held together by

their mutual attraction. They are really separate (molecules), but by

mutual contact look welded into one homogenous whole.—54-55.

Of these, the elements, earth, water, fire and air, are well defined

and limited. The higher elements are only seen as lights.—56

These lights, i.e., Akasa and other elements, too, are well defined.

But, like smaller leaves which, though separate are not separately seen,

being concealed in a larger vessel, these higher light-like elements, though

separate and each supporting the other, are not visualized as such. They

too excel each other, in the order of their precedence. The creation of the

universe depends on their existence. T le origin of life is in these Tattvas
;

hence without them there can be no life and action.—57-60.

Thus we understand that these elements, Mahat, Ac., partake of two-

fold characters, viz., cause and effect—61.

The position of the Earth and its circumference, with seven Dvipas

and their extent, circumference and other measurements have thus been

described. Such is the situation of only one part of the universal Pradhana

Tattva, 0 King ! this much is to be heard of the position, &c, of the

Earth. I shall next tell you about the movements of the Sun and the

Moon.—62-65.

Here ends the one hundred and twenty third chapter dealing with the

position of the seven Dvipas in Bhuvanako§a.
48
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CHAPTER CXXTV.

Suta said :—I shall now tell you, 0 Risis ! something about the

movements of the sun and the moon and the area illumined by these two

moving bodies, viz. (the sun and the moon). This includes the space

occupied by the seven dvipas and the seven oceans, comprising (at a time)

the half of the Earth, as well as many parts of the universe outside the.

Earth.—1-2.

The sun and the moon shed their lights on the circumference of the

Earth. The learned believe the heaven to have a similar circumference.

The sun ordinarily lits up the three worlds in a moment He is

called Ravi, for giving instantaneous (t~at once) light and thereby

protecting (ft= protect) the creation.—3-4»

1 shall again and again impress on you the vast magnitude of the

sun and the moon. On account of the vastness of their magnitude, the

expression mahat (Great) has been used in their connection. The circum-

ference of the sun is equal to the diameter of the Bharatavarga (?). It is

9,000 yojnas in diameter and three times as much in circumference.—5-7.

The moon is twice as much bigger in circumference and diameter

than the sun (?). I shall now repeat the measurements in ydjanas of the

terrestrial globe, comprising the seven dvipas and the seven oceans, as

enumerated in the Pur&nas. I shall now speak of the Sampratas and the

Abhimani8 (?) The abhimanl Devas of past ages are equal (in number ?)

to the Sampratas, in form and name. Therefore i shall describe the surface

of the Earth and die Samprata (present ?) Devas.—8-11.

The Divyas are similar to the Sampratas in their entire distribution*

The complete magnitude of the earth is 50 crore (ydjanas).—12.

The half of the terrestrial globe lies north of the Mount Meru, while

inside the Meru every direction extends to a crore of ydjanas. The extent

of the half terrestrial orb is 89,50,000 'ydjanas ?) The extent of the

world is 3,79,00,000 ydjanas. This is the length of the seven dvipas and

the seven oceans.—13-16.

The magnitude of the interior orb is thrice of its whole extent, and is

11 crores and 37 lacs (ydjanas?). This is the internal magnitude.—17-18*

The spaoe in the firmament studded with the stars is equal in circum-

ference to the magnitude of the entire earth below. In other words, the

Earth has the same measurement as the Heaven. To the east of Meru, on

the Manasottara Mountain, is Sfistveka-S&ra, the city of Mahendra. It is full

of gold. To the south of Meru is the city of Dharmaraja, called the Samya-

mana, on the back of the Manasa Mountain. Vaivasvata Dharmaraja
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resides there. To the west of Sumeru, on the top of the Manasa Mountain,

is the fair city of Varuna named Suea. North of the Mem, on the top of the

M&nasa Mountain, is the Vibhavari city of Moon (Slrnea). It is like the city

of Mahendra. To the north of the Manasa Mountain, are the Lokapalas in

the four directions, for the propagation of virtue and the protection of the

universe. At the time of the Daksinfiyana, the sun travels over the

Lokapalas. Now hear about it. This sun, with the Jyotiscbakra (circle

of light?) travels south-wards, at the speed of a swift arrow let loose

from the bow.—19-26.

Not*.—Dak^inAyana=Th« sun's progress south of the equator.

When He reaches the centre of Amaravati then He is seen to be

rising in the Dharmar&ja's Samyammapuri, to be setting in Vibhabarl,

That is the midnight time in Susapuri—27-28.

When it is midday in Dharmara'j&s city of Samyftmin&, it is dawn in

the Susapuri of Varuna. When there is midnight in Vibhabari, it id

sunset in the city of Indra. When it is midday in the Susapuri of Varuna,

the sun rises in Vibh&bari. When the sun rises in the Amaravati of Indra,

it is midnight in the Samyamana of Dharmar&ja and sunset in the city of

Varuna. Thus, like a fiery wheel, the sun moves with great rapidity and
even visits the pleiades (the Great Bear). He thus goes round the (Manas)

on four sides.—29-33.

The sun goes regularly to his two abodes, XTdaya (rising) and

Astamaya (setting), and his rays fall on three cities of the Devas, in the

morning, at noon, and in the afternoon respectively. The rays of the rising

Bun grow stronger and stronger until at noon they reach their greatest

intensity. After noon time He trudges along with subdued rays until He
sets down. The sunrise and the sunset create east and west respect-

ively.—34-36.

The sun gives out heat equally in all directions, in the front, sideways

and backward. He is said to rise at a place where He is first seen and set

where He (finally) disappears. The Mount Meru is northernmost place*

though south of the Lokaloka Mountain. He is at a vast distance from

the Earth and His rays too in their passage here (are obstructed by) go

to other things ; consequently, He is not visible at night.—37-39.

The sun appears high (on the horizon) when He reaches the centre

of Puskaradvipa. He travels over the g^th of the world in one muhurta

(a period of 48 minutes). That is to say, the speed of the sun in one muhurta

(48 minutes^ is 31,50,000 y6janas (

£

Q of 9,45,00,000). Thus gradually Hte

marches to the south. In His southward course (Dak§inayana), He
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travels in the space between Manas6ttara and Meru thrice as much as in

the centre of Puskara. Now hear of his southward course. He covers the

whole circumference of the earth, 9,45,00,000 yojanas, in course of a day

and night. After finishing his southward course when he comes at the

equator (Visava rekha), he travels over flights up) the north of the Keira-

sagara, as well as the Vieuvamancjala, whose extent all of you now hear.

It is 3,21,00,000 ydjanas. In the month of Sr&vana the sun in his northern

course travels over Puskaradvlpa, which is beyond the G6raedadvfpa.

The extent of the northern, southern and the middle of this journey should

be noted as below. Jaradgava is in the middle, Air&vata in the north and

Vaisv&nara in the south. Nagavlthl is the Uttaravithi (i.e., northern course

begins with Nagavlthl?). Ajavlthl is the Dakein&vitbi, with Ajavlthi

begins the southward course ? The asterisms P. Asa<}ha and U. Asadha,

as well as the Mula, Asvinl, Bharani, and Krittika form the Nagavlthl.

Rohinl, Ardra and Mrigaiftra are also Nagavlthl (or Gajavithl).

In the text quoted by Mr. Wilson, this should read Gajavithl instead of Nigavithi.

The two Asatjhas and the Mui& (constituting the vithi called

VaisVanara, along with the two vlthis west of it, namely,) beginning with

Ajavlthi (that is, Ajavlthi and Mrigavlthi) or the two vithis, East of

Abhijit and ending with Svati are the three vlthis north of the N&gavlthi.

Note.—In other words, the three vithis of which Abhijit is the Bast, namely, Ajavfthi,

Mrigavithi and Vaisvanaravithi form the southern course. While the three yithis begin-

ning with Nagavlthl iform the Northern course. This is repeated later on. The present

erses 58 and 54a are evidently corrupt readings. The translation of the above two

verses is tentative only.

And when the sun passes on to the asterisms Pusya, Atfles& and

Punarvasu, then He is said to be on the Airavatlvitbl. These three Vithis

comprise the Uttaramarga (northern course). When the sun is in Purva

and Uttaraph£lguna and MagbS, the Vitbi is called Arsabhl. Purva and

Uttarapr6§thapada and Revati are, the Govithl ; while Havana, Dhanisthft

and V&runS are the Jaradgavavltbi. These three Vlthis form the middle

course of the sun. Hasta, Svati and Chitr£ are the Ajavlthi
; Jyesflia,

Visakha* and Maitra are the Mrigavlthi ; Mula, Purva and Uttara As&Jha

are the VaisVSnaravithi. These three Vithis form the southern route of the

sun ; now the (chordal) distance between the extreme points of these

(Vlthis), each should be noted.—40-60.

This is 31 ,03,300 ydjanas. Now hear of this distance along the course,

south and north of the equator. Such distance between the ecliptics and

the equators in the centre is 1,025 y6janas (i.e., between the solstices and

the equator). The sun travelling north and south of the (equatorial) line
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has a course of 8,000 mancjalas during tJttar&yana ; but its southern course,

called also the outerward course, is similarly traversed by the sun.—61-66.

Now hear of the magnitude of these maudalas. Each mapcjala is

18,058 ydjanas in extent, being obliquely inclined to the equator.—67-68.

In the nave (or centre) of the mandala, the sun completes one rota-

tion in a day, like the potter's wheel ; such is the case with the moon
also.—69.

In His DaksinSyana march, the sun travels very fast, like a wheel,

and that is why he traverses over a vast area within such a short dura-

tion.—70.

In other words, the sun in his southward course rapidly goes over

thirteen and a half asterisms in 12 muhtirtas (in day time and in 18

muhurtas at night, in travelling comparatively at a slower speed, like

the lump of clay in the centre of the potter's wheel.—71-72.

In His Uttar&yana course, the sun moves on slowly, and consequently,

He is only able to cover a short distance during a long time.—73.

Then He goes over only 13 (and a half ?) asterisms in 18 muhurtas
in day time, and at night He goes over the same number of asterisms in

12 muhurtas. —74.
Note.—In other words, the total length of the day and night being 80 muhurtas, a

muhorta is equal to I "of an hour. The longest day, i.e., 21st Jane, Is said to be of 18

muhortas, or 14 hoars, 24 minates, when the shortest night will be of 12 muhortas, or, 9

hoars, and 86 minutes. The longest night will be 14 hoars, 24 minutes on 21st December,

and when the day will be the shortest, i.e., of 9 hours and 86 minutes. This is true for the

latitude of 85°N. Looking to the map of India, it is, somewhere in Kaemir. This portion,

or the original from which this was copied, mast have been composed near the region of

modern Gilgit or Ohitral, where the longest day and night is of 18 muhurtas.

Like the mound of clay on potter's wheel, the pole star moves more

slowly than either of them.—75.

The pole star completes one day and night of 30 muhtirtas in

revolving on the orbit between the two extremes.—76.

When the sun is on His Uttar&yana course, His movement in the day

is slower and in the night it is faster.—77.

And in His D&ksm&yana course, His movement in the day is faster

and in the night it is slower.—78.

With this different speed, the sun creates day and night (of different

length) in Ajavithi in the south and on the north the Lok&loka moun-

tain.—79.

Outside the VaisVSnara path (the Solstice of Cancer), the light comes

on the world from the Loka mountain. It is day time when the light of

the sun spreads from the Puskara.—80.
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The Mount Lokaloka is 10,000 ydjanas high and extends sideways

and ontwards. The Mountain is partly illumined and partly dark, and is

round in shape ; the inner portions of the Lokaloka Mountain are illumined

by the sun, the moon and the stars. This is the Aloka Mountain, and the

Mount Niraloka is beyond it.—81-83.

The verb
(jh*) 16ka means to see ; aldka is opposite of Idka.

The sun in his journey creates this ldka (light) and aldka (darkness)

;

hence this time is called sandhyft (joining light and darkness), i.e., twilight

Uaa is the night and Vyfistf is th* day according to the wise.—84-85.

One muhfirta consists of 30 kal&s, and a day has 15 muhtirtas. The
day increases or decreases as the twilight muhfirtas increase or decrease,

owing to difference of three muhfirtas in the course of sun's journey

through the line (equatorial), etc. (The day is divided into five parts, each

of three muh&rtas). The first three muhfirtas is Pratah (morning), the

next three muhfirtas, is known as Samgava. Three muhfirtas after that

is called the Madhyahna (noon) and a similar number of muhurtas after it

bring about the afternoon called apar& by the sages ; this is followed by

evening (Sayara) of the last three muhurtas. The day is of fifteen

muhfirtas on the equator.—84-91.

The days vary in duration when the sun is travelling south or north

of the equator. When the days are long the nights are short (i.e., in

Daksinayana), and when the nights are long the days are short (in Uttarfi-

yana).—92.

The equinoxes (Visuva) come in the autumn and spring, i.e., the

days and nights are of equal duration at the autumn and venial

equinoxes. Beyond darkness is light, and beyond light is darkness.— 93.

The Lokap&las are located in th* centre of the Lokaloka Mountain.

Of these Mahatmas, four are there till the annihilation of the world.—94.

The first is Vairaja Sudh&mft ; the second one is the Praj&pati Karda-

ma ; the third one is the Hiaranyardma Parjanya, the fourth one is Rajasa

-KetumAna. These four are free from the feeling of oppoeites (e.g., pleasure

and pain, etc.), of conceit, sloth, of grasping. Each one of the four quarters

is occupied by each of them on the Mount Lokaloka.—95-96.

The Northern peak of the Agastya Mountain which is inhabited by

the Devarsis and which lies outside the VaisV&nara path, is the way of the

Pitris.—97.

On this pitriyana reside the Agnihotri^ftisis, desirous of progeny and

Jprocreators of the people of the universe.—98.

O King, these Ui$is, who originate progeny, begin the works of

creation and uplift humanity. They move about in Daksinapatha.^99.
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They establish the order of duty in each yuga (Dharma), when it is

disturbed, with their learning, piety and asceticism.—100.

The previous Lokap&laa are born in the house of their late compeers.

In their absence, the latter take their place in this way ; by mutual succes-

sion they continue till the destruction of the world. 88000 of these fti$is,

who live the life of a householder, remain on the Daksina (south) path of

the sun till the end of the world. I have thus enumerated those ftisis

whose funeral ceremonies have been performed. According to the

usages of the world (to stand as examples) these Risis (Siddhas) have

pasted through the experience of birth, feelings of like and dislike,

lustful passions, sexual and other worldly enjoyment, and death.

—101-105.

The seven Rieis desiring progeny took birth in the age of Dw&para

and conquered death, as they despised the work of propagating children.

88000 J^i^is have gone into the path of those seven Rieis by becora*

ing tJrdhareta (perpetual celebates). They will live till the destruction

of the world on the northern path of the sun. They became immortal

as by their example they taught the people the sacrifice of lust, passion,

likes and dislikes, abstaining from procreation, and other worldly enjoy*

ment, by showing their worthlessness. Those who remain till the end of

the universe are called immortals. They exist so long as the three worlds

exist Not so the mortals who follow the path of the M&ra, such as

lust, great sins like the slaying of embryonic cells and great virtues like

the performance of AsVamedha yajna (Horse sacrifice). The immortals

or the Crdharetas go into unconciousness at the time of the dissolution of

the universe, and not before.—106-110.

Note.—The three lights of the world are flr$t, the light of the Father* (Pitris),

second, the light of the ftrdharetas (solitaries) and third, the light of Vison or the Bhaktaa,

who perform duties for the sake of doty.

Dhruva (pole-star) is north of, or, above the region of the seven

Qisis. It is the illustrious foot of Visnu. It is third Lightgiver of the

world.—111.

Those who reach that highest seat of Visnu, transcend all sorrows,

so, all those who desire to reach the world of Dhruva, remain in die path

of virtue.—112.

Here ends the one hundred and twenty fourth chapter dealing with

extension of sun, moon and the world in Bhuvanakosa.
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NOTE.

The following extracts from Colebrooke's essays will show that the

Hindus knew the true dimensions, etc., of the earth and so the description

in the above chapter must be taken in..allegorical sense in several places.

It appears also from a passage of Brahmagupta's refutation of the supposed errors of

that author, and from his commentator's quotation of Aryabhatta's text, that this ancient

astronomer maintained the doctrine of the earth's diurnal revolution round its axis.

' The sphere of the stars/ he affirms, 4 is stationary ; and the earth, making a revolution,

produces the daily rising and setting of stars and planets.' 1 Brahmagupta answers, ' If

the earth move a minute in a prana, then whence and what route does it proceed ? If

it revolve, why do not lofty objects fall ?'* But his commentator, Prithudaka-swamf,

replies, ' Aryabhatta's opinion appears nevertheless satisfactory ; since planets can-

not have two motions at once : and the objection, that lofty things would fall, is con-

tradicted; for, every way, the under part of the earth is also the upper ; since, wherever

the spectator stands on the earth's surface, even that spot is the uppermost point.'

We here find both an ancient astronomer and a later commentator1 maintaining,

against the sense of their countrymen, the rational doctrine which Heraclides of Pontus,

the Pythagorean Bcphantus, and a few others amo^g the Greeks, had affirmed of old, but

which was abandoned by the astronomers both of the east and of the west, until revived

and demonstrated in comparatively modern times.*

Brahmagnpta is more fortunate in his reasoning where he refutes another theory of

the alternation of day and night imagined by the Jainas, who account for the diurnal

change by the passage of two suns, and as many moons, and a double set of stars and

minor planets, round a pyramidical mountain, at the foot of which is this habitable earth.

His confutation of that absurdity is copied by Bhaskara, who has added to it from

Pfithudaka's gloss on a different passage of Brahmagupta, a refutation of another notion

ascribed by him to the same sect, respecting the translation of the earth in space.

This idea has no other origin than the notion, that the earth, being heavy and

without support, must perpetually descend : and has, therefore, no relation whatever to

the modern opinion of a proper motion of the sun and stars.

Part of the passage of Bhaskara has been quoted in a former essay.4 What
regards the further subject now noticed is here subjoined.

4 The earth stands firm, by its own power, without other support in space.
1 If there be a material support to the earth, and another upholder of that, and again

another of this, and so on, there is no limit. If finally self-support must be assumed, why
not assume it in the first instance ? Why not recognize it in this multiform earth ?

1 Aryabhatta cited by Prithudaka.

flqsarc* ftsrd ^Nt^tt^w snftit^fe^ 4q*insw4l #n^jfti

gprqr? FJ^ETR^ I
Brahma-sphuta-siddhanta.

• The commentator wrote at least seven centuries ago ; for he is quoted by

Bhaskara in the text and notes of the Siromani.
4 For an outline of Aryabhatta's system of astronomy, see a note at the close of

this Essay,
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'As heat is in the son and fire, coldness in the moon, fluidity in water, hardness

in iron ; so mobility is in air ; and Immobility in the earth, by nature, tfow wonderful are

the implanted faoulties

!

4 The earth, possessing an attractive force,1 draws towards itself any heavy substance

situated in the surrounding atmosphere, and that substance appears as if it fell. But

whither can the earth fall in ethereal space which is equal and alike on every side ?

4 Observing the revolution of the stars, the Bauddhas* acknowledge, that the earth

has no support ; but as nothing heavy is seen to remain in the atmosphere, they thence

conclude that it falls in ethereal space.

• Whence dost thou deduce, O Bauddha, this idle notion, that, because any heavy

substance thrown into the air, falls to the earth, therefore the earth itself descends ?
'
•

He adds this further explanation In his notes :
1 For, if the earth were falling,

an arrow shot into the air would not return to it when the projectile force was expended,

since both would descend. Non, can it be said thatjt moves slower, and is overtaken

by the arrow ; for heaviest bodies fall quickest, and the earth is heaviest.'

From the quotations of writers on astronomy, and particularly of Brahmagupta, who,

in many instances, cites Aryabha^ta to controvert his positions (and is in general

contradicted in his censure by his own scholiast Prithudaka, either correcting his

quotations, or vindicating the doctrine of the earlier author), it appears that Aryabhat^a

affirmed the diurnal revolution of the earth on its axis, and that he accounted for it by

a wind or current of aerial fluid, the extent of which, according to the orbit assigned to it

by him, corresponds to an elevation of little more than a hundred miles from the surface of

the earth : that he possessed the true theory of the causes of lunar and solar eclipses, and
disregarded the imaginary dark planets of the mythologists and astrologers, affirming

the moon' and primary planets (and even the stars) to be essentially dark, and only

illumined by the sun: that be noticed the motion of the solstitial and equinoctial

points, but restricted it to a regular oscillation, of which be assigned the limit and
the period: that he ascribed to the epicycles, by which the motion of a planet is

represented,-* form varying from the circle and nearly elliptic: that he recognized

a motion of the nodes and apsides of all the primary planets, as well as of the moon

;

though in this instance, as in some others, his censurer imputes to him variance of doctrine.

The magnitude of the earth, and extent of the encompassing wind, is among
the instances wherein he is reproached by Brahmagupta with versatility, as not having

adhered to the same position throughout his writings; but he is vindicated on this,

as on most occasions, by the scholiast of his censurer. Particulars of this question,

leading to rather curious matter, deserve notice.

Aryabhatta's text specifies the earth's diameter, 1050 yojams; and the orbit or

circumference of the earth's wind [spiritas vector] 8893 yojanas ; which, as the scholiast

rightly argues, is no discrepancy. The diameter of this orbit, according to the remark of

Brahmagupta, is 1080.

a As. Res., vol. ix. p. 823.

* Like the attraction of the loadstone for iron. Msrichi on Bhaskara.

• Meaning the Jainas j as appears from the author's own annotation on this passage.

4 Siromani, Goladhyaya, c. i. v. 2, 4, 7 and 9.

a
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CHAPTER CXXV.

The Risis after hearing such an interesting narration about the sun,

moon and the planets asked the Sage Suta. How do the planets move about

in the Solar system ?. Are they connected with one another or do they move

about independently ?. What causes them to move on ?. If they move

about by themselves, how do they do so ?. We wish to hear all about

these things. Pray explain these to us.—1-3.

Suta said:—I shall tell you about these deceptive things. People

are deceived about them even when they see them with their own

eyes.—4.

Among the fourteen stars is the planetary porpoise (Sirfum&ra).

The son of Utt&map&da has taken this shape of a sacrificial post

(Medhi) in the sky and is known as Dhruva. It revolves and causes

the sun, moon and planets to revolve also. The stars, too, follow it in

its wheel— like motion. These luminaries revolve owing to the will force

of Dhruva being tied to it by the aerial chord. Their separation and

union period
;

rising and setting ; disturbances
;
journey southwards,

northward, and in the central region; and eclipse, are directed by

Dhruva.—5-9.

The clouds Jimuta beget life. Those clouds remain suspended

on the air Abahana. They change shape {i.e. condensed), and on going

up a Yojana from there form into rain hence they are called the

source of rain. The clouds Puskar&bartaka have been born from the

wings (of the mountains). These wings are named Puskara and hold a

huge volume of water hence these clouds are known as Puskaravarta.

The valiant Indra cut down the wings of the mountains that used to

fly at their will and cause ruin and destruction to the rising generation

(of the universe). These clouds assume various forms, give out thun-

dering noise, produce deluge of rains at the end of the kalpa and quench

the destructive blaze of fire at the same time. They support the air,

are full of immortality and causes the end of the Kalpa. The burst-

ing of the Brahma's egg out of which came forth the four headed

Brahma* Himself, produced other clouds ; they are the outer crust of

egg, and, are called Megha (clouds). Without distinction their chief

source of nourishment is smoke. The most important of them is Par-

janya.— 10-17.

There are four elephants too, (Diggajg). There are two divisions

of elephants (Hasti), mountains (Parvata), clouds (Megha), and serpents
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(Bhogi). They originally sprang from the same common stock. Their

origin lies in water. The Parjanya clouds and Hasti wax during

Hemauta season and pour out showers of snow born of cold, to promote

the growth of grain.—18-19.

The sixth air Parivaha is their chief support. The same air holds

the Akasa Ganges, whose waters are holy, nectarlike and pass in three

directions. The elephants hold down (Diggajas) her sacred waters in their

bulky trunks and throw them diffused by the airand the same is styled dew.

The Mount Hemakuta is in the south (of Meru?) ; to the north and south of

the snow clad Mounts (Himavata) is the Pundra cloud which greatly in-

creases the stock of rain. All the rain formed there converts itself into the

snow. The wind on the Himavata draws by its own force these snow flakes

and pours them on the great mountains. Beyond the Him&vata there is

little rain. -r20 25.

Next to it is another cloud named Iv& that helps the growth of

beings. These two clouds enhance the amount of rains.—26.

Thus 1 have described to you the clouds and how they are fed. The

Sun is said to be producer of rain.—27.

Rain, heat and cold
;
night, evening and day ; prosperity and adver-

sity, all originate from Dhruva.—28.

The sun from his position draws water of Dhruva in molecular form,

remains in the bodies of various beings, and goes out in every direction in

the form of smoke when they burn the Sth&vara (immoveables) and the

Jangamas (moveables).—29-30.

This (smoke) forms itself into clouds. The sun is the centre of

clouds. He absorbs the water by His bright rays. His rays with the

help of air draw out water from the ocean. But by means of white rays

he obtains rain from the clouds in due seasons. The waters from the

(vapours) of the clouds when brought into contact of the wind fall in the

shape of rain. Such rain falls for six months for the good of the creation.

Wind roars and electricity is produced. Fire is said to be the source

of lightning.—31-34.

Meghas are called so on account of their sprinkling the land-

scape (with water.) This expression is formed from the root Miha (to

sprinkle.) That which does not throw down water is called Abhra. Hence

Abhra is stationary. The sun established by Dhruva is the creator of

rain.—35.

The air from Dhruva drives away the rain. The circle of stars

comes out of the sun and the planets and moves away from them ; in
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the end, it re-enters the sun established in Dhruva. H$nce the chariot

of the sun is seen near.—36-37.

It rests on a wheel with five spokes and three naves (or triple nave.)

It has eight wheels under the same eircumference. They have a common
axle dotted with the particles of gold. The sun moves in such a glorious

chariot. It extends to a lac of yojanas. The pole (Is&danda) of the chariot

is double in its longitude*.—38-39.

That chariot of the sun has been created by BrahmS for necessity.

It is made of gold, pure and unmixed drawn by most handsome horses

that run with the speed of wind. The vedic metres are the steed to whom
the wheel is attached. The chariot resembles the vehicle of Varuna

in all details.—40-41.

The sun moves about in the heaven every day on that chariot Now
the various parts of the sun as well as of his chariot denote the various

parts of the year.—42.

Day is one of the naves of His chariot's wheel. Tears are the spokes

of the wheels. The six seasons are its peripheries.—43.

Night is its fender ; Dharma is the high banner ; the yogas of the

axle and pins, the kal&s (parts) which carry the artas (?) [This line seems

to be a corrupt reading]. Kusth&s are the nostrils of the horses ; moments

(ksanSs) are their row of teeth ; Nimesa is the (anukarsa) floor ; Kala, the

pole Artba and Kama are the pins of the yoke and axle. The vedic

xnetres are the seven horses that like the air swiftly glide with the

chariot. Gayatri, Tris(upa, Jagati, Anastupa, Pankti, Vrihati, Usoik

the seventh—44-47.

The wheel is attached to the axle and the axle to Dhruva. The

axle revolves with the wheel and Dhruva revolves with the axle. The

* We are to understand, here, both in the axle and yoke, two levers, one horizontal,

the other, perpendicular. The horizontal arm of the axle has a wheel at one end;

the other extremity is connected with the perpendicular arm. To the horizontal arm of

the yoke are harnessed the horses ; and its loner or right extremity is secured to the

perpendicular. The upper ends of both perpendiculars are supposed to be attached to

Dhruva, the polestar, by two aerial cords, which are lengthened in the sun's southern

course, and shortened in his northern ; and, retained by which to Dhruva, as to a pivot,

the wheel of the car traverses the summit of the Manasottara mountain, on frishkara-

dwipa, which runs, like a ring, round the several continents and oceans. The contrivance

Us commonly compared to an oil-mill, and was, probably, suggested by that machine,

as constructed in India. As the Manasottara mountain is but 50.000 leagues high, and

Meru, 84.000, whilst Dhruva is 1.500.000, both levers are inclined at obtuse angles to the

nave of the wheel and each other In images of the sun, two equal and semi-circular axles

connect a central wheel with the sides of the ear. Wilson's Visnu Purina. Vol. II. p. 289

(fed Edition).
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axle moves along with the wheel propelled by Dhruva. The chariot

has been thus designed owing to some special reason.—48-19.

The success of the sun's chariot is due to the conjunction (with

Dhruva.) Thus this divine solar chariot moves about in the heaven. The

pins of the yoke and axle are on its south. The pair of reins of the yoke

and the wheel of this aerial chariot revolve round and round in all direc-

tions like the potter's wheel. The pins of the yoke and the axle traversing

about the four quarters revolve round Dhruva by the force of the wind.

The reins of that travelling chariot shorten on the Northern orbit

and lengthened on the Southern. The pair of reins are fastened to the

pins of the yoke and axle and are held by Dhruva, who thus attracts

the sun. When the reins are drawn in by Dhruva the sun covers on

either side of the line (diameter) 8000 yojanas. When the reins are

released by Dhruva the sun begins to move on most swiftly the outer orbits.

—50-58.

Here ends the one hundred and twenty fifth chapter describing the motion

of the sun and moon in Bhuvanahosa.

CHAPTER CXXVI.

Suta said:—The chariot of the Sun is occupied by the several (1) Devas

month after month, by turns, in regular succession
; they carry Him on

in His path together with a host of (2) Ri§is, (3) Gandharbhas, (4)

Apsar&s, (5) NAgas, serpents, (6> charioteers and (7) Raksasas. These

ljti§is, etc., dwell there in the solar orb for a couple of months, turn by

turn, and then make room for others.— 1-2.

During the months of Chaitra and Vait&kha, Brahma and Aryama,

the two Devas ;
Puiastya and Pulaha, the two Prajapatis ; Vasuki and

Sankirna, the two Nagas ; the chief singers—Tumvaru and Narada,—the

two Gandharvas ; Kritasthala and Punjikasthali, the two nymphs ; the

two charioteers, Rathakrit and Rathauja ; the two demons, Heti and Praheti,

resort to the solar region. During the two months Jyai^ha and Asadhar
in the summer, Mitra and Varuna, the two Devas, go to live there.—3-6.

Besides them, the following others also go there during the two

months in the summer :—Atri and Vasi§(ha, the two Risis
;
Takeaka,

Rambhaka, the two Nagas ; Menaka and Sabadhanya, the two Apsaras

;

H&ha and Huhfi, the two singers ; Rathantara and Rathakrit, the two

charioteers ; Purusada and Vadha, the two Demons, Then the other Devas

come in. During, the months of Sravna and Bhadrapada, the following
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live there :—The Devas Indra, Vivasv&n ; the Risis AngirS, Bhrigu ; the

Nagas El&pattra, Sankhapala ; the Gandbarvas, Visv&rasu, Susena ; the

charioteers Prata and Ratha ; the nymphs Pramlocha, NimlochA and

the demons Heti and Vyaghra.—7-12.

The Devas Parjanya and Pusa ; the sages Bharadv&ja and Gautama

reside there for two months in autumn. The Gandharvas Chitrasena and

Suruchi ; the beautiful nymphs Visvavachi and Ghritachi ; the serpents

Airavata and Dhananjaya ; the two charioteers Senajit and Su?ena ; the de-

mons Ch&ra and Vata reside in the sun during the months of AsVina and

Kartika. For the two months of the dewy season, Agrahdyana and Pausa,

the Devas An>sa and Bhaga ; the Risis Kasyapa and Kratu, reside there.

As well, the serpents Mah&padma and Karkofcaka; the Gandharvas

Chitrasena and Purnayu; the nymphs Pdrvachitti and Urvatft, the

charioteers Taksa and Aris(anemi ; and the terrible demons Vidyut and

Surya. During the two winter months of Magha and Phalguna, the Devas

Tasafca and Visnu; the Risis Yamadagni and ViaV&mitra ; the two sons of the

serpent Kadru, viz., Kamvala and Aivatara ; the Gandharvas Dhritar&s(ra

and Sdryavarcha ; the nymphs Tilottamfi, and Rarabba ; the charioteers

Ritajita and Satyajita ; the demons Brahmopeta and Yajnopeta live there.

In this way the Devas, etc., inhabit the solar realm for the two months

in their respective turn.—13-24.

The groups of the seven couples (1) Devas, (2) Risis, (3) Gandharvas,

(4) Apsarda, (5) Nagas, '6; charioteers and (7) Rakshasas, that reside there

for two months in their turn, are called the Sth&nabhiin&nis (the occupants

of the place for the time). Of these, the twelve Devas (six couples for

six seasons) lend their fiery lustre to the Sun. The Risis adore Him by

reciting pleasant hymns of praise ; the Gandharvas and the Apsarae show
their devotion by their singing and dancing.—25-26.

The charioteers hold the reins of the horses ; the serpents move

to and fro ; and the demons follow Him in His track.—27.

Besides these, the Valakhillya Risis salute the Sun and accompany

Him from His rise till He sets. The Sun shines and sheds heat and

lustre with increased brilliancy with the powerful blaze of the gigantic

bonfire of the potency, asceticism, Yoga, Dharma, knowledge, power and

valour of these Devas.—28-29.

Note.—The VAlakhillyas are a class of divine personages of the size of a thumb and
produced from the Creator's body and said to precede the Sun's chariot (their number is

aid to be sixty thousand).

The Sun drives away all the troubles of the beings by His radiance.

The sins of men are reduced to ashes by His fire. He also takes away the
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sins of those whose conduct is good ; and they roam about in the heavens

along with Him. Those Devas out of mercy, protect all the beings in their

every walk of life, and make them perform asceticism, mutter japams and

fill their hearts with joy. During the several manvantaras, the seats of

the Abhimani Devas are thus changed. This order is always the same ;

whether in the future, or in the past, or at present—30-33.

Thus the seven sets of two dwell respectively in the fourteen man-

vantaras respectively. They all are fourteen in number and change their

places thus in course of 14 manvantaras.—34.

The Sun in His diurnal course as He moves on, sheds His strong

heating rays during the summer, causes cold during ihe winter and rains

during the monsoon. He brings about night and day and spreads His

rays far and wide as He travels. Thus by His rays, He brings in peace and

satisfaction to all, the Devas, Pritis, and human beings alike. The days

and nights, as they revolve, cause the bright and dark fortnights. The
Sun stores up nectar every month in His rays. This nectar, pure and

agreeable, the Devas drink in their appropriate fortnightly seasons. The
Devas, the Pitris, the Saumyas and the K&vyas, after having drunk this

nectar in the shape of the Sun's rays, and replenished themselves, cause

thereby good rain on this earth and make the plants, ordinary and medi-

cinal, grow and satisfy the hunger of all beings.—35-37.

The Devas are satisfied with ambrosia by the sacrificial oblations

once offered into the Fire every fortnight and poured after the recitation

of the prescribed formulae suffixed by sv&ha. The Pitris are satisfied by

the libations of water offered to them once every month (*. e., monthly

oblations are offered and they get satisfied for one month.) The men
live day and night on these grains and herbs. The Sun is the snstainer of

all beings and He nourishes them by His rays.—38.

Thus the Sun moves on in His one-wheeled chariot swiftly drawn by

His horses and at the end of a day returns to His abode. He always has

(tawny) greenish yellow horses yoked to His chariot. He drinks water

through thousands of His rays and ceases to draw it when it passes the point

of saturation. Then He discharges them again in the form of rain.—39-40.

The Sun in course of one single day and night goes swiftly over

the world consisting of the seven oceans and the seven islands, seated in

His one-wheeled chariot and drawn by seven horses. The seven horses

yoked to the Sun's chariot are no other than the seven chhandas (metres)

;

they can assume forms at their will
;
they go as they like ; their speed is

swift as wind ; their colour is tawny ; and being once yoked they go on
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incessantly
; they never get tired a bit. They are the gods declaring

the glory of Brahma. Ascending on such a chariot the Sun travels the

earth in course of one day (24 hours.) The horses were yoked at the

beginning of Kalpa and cany on the Sun till the end of the Great Disso-

lution (Maha Pralaya). Thus He goes on round and round, day and night,

surrounded by the Valakhillya Munis. The great Rishis recite praises to

Him in the chosen words composed by them ; the Gandarbhas and Apsaras

sing and dance round Him. Thus the Sun is carried on by the horses

flying like birds. Similarly, the Moon moves on in the several asterisms

that are divided into several vlthts.— 41-46.

The Moon has also been described to wax and wane according to His

positions with respect to the Sun. There are three wheels in the chariot

of the Moon and the horses are yoked at both the ends.—47.

The Moon has been born from waters along with His chariot, horses

and the charioteer. That chariot is decorated with fine garlands and

yoked with excellent white horses, rests on three wheels.—48.

The swift running divine horses yoked to the Moon's chariot are ten in

number ; they run as swift as wind and they are without any attachment

;

once yoked, they carry the car till the end of the Great Dissolution.—40.

The fair ChaksusravS is the charioteer ; and the horses looking white

like shells and of one colour, draw the chariot.—50.

Aja, Tripatha, Vriea, Vajt, Nara, Haya, Ainsumana, Saptadhatu,

Hamsa, and Vyomamriga are the names of the ten horses attached to the

chariot of the Moon. Thus He goes on surrounded by the Devas and

the Pitris.—51-52.

In the bright fortnight the Moon gets ahead of the Sun and whatever

of Him waned during the dark fortnight becomes filled up again, digit by
digit, by the Solar ray, day after day. Thus He becomes nourished by
the one seed-ray of the Sun named Su§umna when He becomes full and
circular on the full-moon night. Similarly in the dark fortnight, the Moon
wanes daily from the second day till the Chaturdarfi tithi (the fourteenth day
after the full-Moon) when the Devas drink up the soft and excellent nectar

of the Moon, sweet like honey and consisting of the essence of the watery

juice. For half the month the nectar becomes stored up in the Moon
by the Sun's ray, so that the Devas would be able to drink it ; and
the quantity of this nectar becomes maximum on the full-moon night when
the Devas adore the Moon for another supply of the same, gathered from
the Sun's radiance in course of a fortnight.—53-60.

Note,—SnfumnA=A principal ray of the Sim.
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For one night tbe Devas, the Pitris and the Rieis worship the Moon.

From the beginning of the dark fortnight the Moon turns back, wanes

and becomes dull ; His digits decline owing to His nectar being drank up

day by day. 33330 Devas drink the lunar ambrosia. The Moon thus

declines during the dark fortnight and waxes until He becomes complete in

the bright fortnight. Thus, drinking the nectar, the Devas, at the end of

the fortnight, go away elsewhere on the Amavasya (dark) night when

the Pitris come to Him. When the still small portion of the 15th part of

the Moon is left, they drink that in the afternoon on the next day for

a brief period of two kalas and go away after the completion of this dark

fortnight. The Saumyas, Vahrisadas, Agnisv&tt£s and K&vyas, are the

Pitris. Those who preside over the year are known also as K&vyas. So

also the Dvijas performing good works can become K&vyas. The Saumya-

pitras are rigid ascetics. Vahrisada, Saumya and Agnisvfitas are the well-

known threefold Pitri creation who are recognised as twice-born (Brah-

manas).—61-70.

The 15th portion of the nectar of the moon is drunk by the Pitris.

The sixteenth part of the Moon is recognised as the junction of the two

(dark and bright) fortnights, when the final waning takes place and

fresh waxing begins. Thus the waxing and waning of the Moon under

the influence of the Sun have been described.—71-72.

Note :—It is highly probable that the oar festival of Sri Sri Jagannath in Pari, Orion,

might have its origin on the movements of the chariot of the Sun which are again the

reflections of the Soul residing in the body.

Here ends the one hundred and twenty-sixth chapter on Hie courses of

the Sun and the Moon.

CHAPTER CXXVH.

Suta said :—1 shall now relate to you about the chariots of the

stars and planets and R&hu (the ascending node). The chariot of Budha

(Mercniy, the son of Moon) is brilliant and white.—1.

It is drawn by ten horses as swift as wind. The horses are of

the following colours, respectively, viz.—White, reddish brown, spotted,

dark blue, black, purple, white, greenish, dark, and of variegated colours.

The horses are noble and execellent and born of wind.—2-3.

The huge chariot of Mars is made of gold. It is eight wheeled.

It is drawn by eight red horses born of fire, with flags and banners.—4.

Young Mars moves on in this car ; his motions are direct, and retro-

grade and very retrograde. Vrihaspati (Jupiter), the sen of AngirS and the

46
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learned preceptor of the Devas, moves in a golden chariot with flags

on it The chariot is drawn by 8 fair coloured horses born of fire.

Jupiter remains for one year in each of the twelve signs of the

zodiac ; thus He moves on in his chariot and goes to his destination. The
chariot of Venus ($ukra) is brilliant like fire and decorated with flags

;

He goes on in this swift-going chariot. Next comes Saturn. His chariot

is made of iron. Ascending on this chariot drawn by horses as swift

as wind, Saturn moves on.—5-8.

The dark coloured chariot of R&hu is drawn by 8 swift horses of

smoke-colour. The horses move as swift as wind, and they are well

covered. He dwells close to the Sun, but He travels on in the dark

fortnight towards the Moon ; and returns to the Sun after that fort-

night The 8 horses of Ketu (the descending node) are slender and

thin, of the colour of smoke ; but they are hideous, very fiery and as

swift as wind.—9-11.

Thus I have described to you about the chariots and horses of the

planets. These are. all attached to the Pole by ropes of wind (air). These

cords are invisible and made of air. These moving duly make the

several chariots move.*—12-13.

All these stars are tied to Dhruva ; and they move on propelled by

the wind. The Moon and the Sun move on in the celestial firmament,

prompted by currents of strong wind. They glide on tied to the

Dhruva. Their motions round the pole are brought about by these ropes

made of wind.—14.

These stars and luminous spheres, studded in the firmament, are the

abodes of the Devas (Devagrihas): they float in the celestial atmosphere

as boats float in rivers.—15.

The rays of the Pole star extend to the farthest limit where the

stars are visible and they all move on tied to the Pole and thus cause

others to move on.—16.

The stars and planets tied to the Dhruva (Pole) revolve and make

others revolve as oil mill while revolving itself makes others revolve.

The air that causes them to move and makes them look like a fiery

circle (made by a fire-brand being waved round in the air) is known

as Pravaha. In this way the stars move on, attached to the Pole. These

stars are situated on the body of &tfum&ra, who lies (sleeps as it were) on

the celestial firmament.— 17-19.

N.B.-~tiiaum&ra is known as the zodiac personified and is no other than the child

Visnn.
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The sins committed in the day are swept away by the sight of this

disuraara chakra in the night. The man who sees the stars fixed on the

&Sumara chakra lives for as many number of years more than his proper

life period as the stars he sees ; and one should know therefore the

form and the location of the different limbs of this 8isumfira chakra

fully.—20-21.

Thus is His form :—Uttana-pada is the chin of ffesumfira, Sacrifice is

the lower lip, Dharma is the forehead. N&r&yana and the S&dhyas are

enshrined in the heart ; the Asvins form the two feet on the eastern

side (the right fdot>. Varuna and Aryaraa form the two legs towards the

west (the left foot).—22-23.

The Devas, Sam-varsa and Mitra, form respectively the fore and hind

private parts ; and Agni, Indra, Marichi, Kasyapa, and Dhruva form His

tail. There is no rising nor setting of these stars. They remain fixed at

one place. The Moon, the Sun, and other stars and planets are situated

in the form of a circle facing this &s*umara chakra in the firmament. All

the stars are presided over by Dhruva and circumbulate Him. This Pole

star is the support and sacrificial pillar of these stars. The Dhruva is

the best amongst the Agntdhras and Kasyapas. He moves singly above

the summit of Sumeru with His head downwards round the summit of

Sumeru, as if looking at it, dragging at the same time along with Him the

zodiac and the cluster of stars.—24-29.

Here ends the one hundred and twenty-seventh chapter on the praises

of the Pole star.

CHAPTER OXXVin.

The Risis said :—We have heard what you have explained, 0, Suta I

But what are those abodes of the Devas ? Kindly explain more at length

on the luminous spheres (the stars, etc.)— 1.

Suta spoke :—I shall now tell you about them ; about the

motions of the Sun and Moon, about the abodes of the Devas, the

Sun and the Moon. In the beginning of the Kalpa, there was

neither day nor night in this Universe; it was all covered over

by darkness. Brahma, born from Avyakta, the Unman ifested, did not,

till then, manifest any elements. Four elements were left ; and Brahm&

presided over them. Then Bliagav&n Svayambhu desired to create the

different Lokas (worlds) and assumed Himself the form of a fire-fly and

wandered about. He then thought within himself and came to know
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that Agni (fire) had hidden hiinaelf, in the beginning of Kalpa, in

waters and in the earth.—2-5.

He collected water and earth in the hope of getting fire out of them ;

and He ultimately obtained three kinds of fires of equal amount, viz. —the
P&chak&gni, employed in cooking things, was begotten from the earth ; the

Bncha Agni, or the heat dominant in the sun ; and the Jathar&gni or fire of

the belly, in the shape of beautiful electricity and not produced by the com-

bustion of any fuel, Ac. Some electrical fire is increased by fire residing in

itself ; whereas some others kindle even without any fuel. The fire pro-

duced by rubbing two pieces of wood together, is called Nirmathya Agni
and is quenched by water.—6-8.

The electrical fire in the belly is resplendent, with no flames, and
beautiful ; this is the light in the white disc of the sun ; it is devoid of heat

and not manifest. When the sun sets, one-fourth of his lustre enters into

fire. Therefore fire looks so bright in the night.—9-10.

When the sun rises, one-fourth of the heat of fire enters into Him

;

therefore He imparts heat in the day. The mutual infusion of the heat

and lustre of the Fire and Sun into each other causes the days and

nights to have their above mentioned properties.—11-12.

When the sun rises on the northern half and south of the world, the

night merges into the waters; therefore water looks of a copper

colour during the day.—13.

When the sun sets, the day merges in the waters ; hence the waters

look bright in the night ; in this way owing to the rising and setting of the

sun, the night and day merge in the waters respectively. The fire in the

Sun is like a red-coloured jar and it has thousand legs. When the sun

shines, He draws water by the rays of this fire. It is this fire that draws

in waters of the rivers, wells, oceans, tanks, lakes, etc. through His thousand

rays.—14-18.

These thousand rays cause heat, rains and cold ; of these, four hundred

rays look like n&dis (tubular veins and arteries) and are of variegated

forms ; these cause rain. Chandana, MedhyH, Ketanfi, ChetanA, Amritaand

Jivan& are all rain-producing rays. Three hundred rays produce cold

;

and they are drunk (absorbed) by the moon* stars and planets. These

are the middle rays.—1 9-20.

The other rays are all white and gladden the hearts of beings. They

cause heat. They are three hundred in number and known by the names

Kukubh, Go, Visvasrit, Sukla and others. They sustain and protect the

Devas, Petrie, and human beings.—21-22.
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The sun always satisfies men by producing herbs, the Pitris

through the libations of water svadh& and the Devas through the sacrificial

offerings svaha.—23.

Daring spring and hot weather the sun imparts heat by his three

hundred rays
; during the rainy season and autumn causes rain by hie

four hundred rays
; during the dewy and winter season imparts cold by

his three hundred rays.—24-25.

He imparts strength in the herbs and plants, bestows nectar to

svadha, and imbues immortality in the nectars of the Devas. Thus He bene-

fits the three worlds by His this three-fold action. His thousand rays thus

perform different functions in the different seasons, causing good to half

the Lokas.—26.

Such is the white shining solar orb known in the worlds. From Him
emanate the stars, planets and the moon, and they are preserved by Him.

27-28.

It is by the $usumna ray of the Sun that the Moon waxes again, day

by day. The stars are born from the eastern ray of the Sun, named Hari-

keda.—29.

The Viivakarma ray of the sun is in the south ; He is the sustainer

of the planet Mercury. The VisVavasu ray of the Sun is in the west ; and

He is the originator of the planet Venus.—30.

The Samvardhan ray is the originator of Mangala (Mars) ; the AsVabhfi

ray, the sixth one, is the producer of Jupitar.- -31.

The Surata ray nourishes Saturn. Because these never fade, there-

fore they are called Naksatras (stars).—32.

These are the fields, the regions of the sun ; their rays fall incessantly

unto Him ; and the Sun accepts them also as His ; hence they are named

Nakshattras. (The Sun pervades all these by His rays).—33.

Those persons who perform good and meritorious works in this

world, go to these planets and stars (the Naksattras) after they leave

their mortal coils and these are saved ; hence these Naksattras are called

Tarakas. And a? they are white in colour, they are named Sukli-

kas.—34.

The Sun is called Aditya on account of His having the lustre of

the fire and asceticism of the holy kings of this earth as well as those of

Heaven. The root
1 Srav

1

means " to pour out, to ooze " and the Sun is

called " SavitS " because he sheds, pours out tejas, fire.—35-36.
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The root 'chand' has various meanings ; it connotes whiteness, nectar,

cold and pleasure. The word Chandraina (the moon) has come out of this

root.—37.

The shining mandalas of the sun and the moon in the divine firma-

ment are luminous, white, full of water and fire. They look handsome

like white pitchers.—38.

All those Rishis who attained Devahood by their karmas in the

several Manvantaras have become the above luminous spheres. Their

abodes in the firmament are termed " Devagrihas." The Sun has got his

abode as the Sun ; so the Moon has got his " Saumya " abode ; the planet

Venus has got his Saukra abode. This Saukra abode is shining and has

sixteen spokes vl6 petalled lotus.) Jupiter has attained his " Vrihat

"

(big) abode. Mars has got his red abode.— 39-41.

Saturn enters into the "Saturn" mandala ; the Budha into the

Budha and the R&hu (ascending node) into the solar abodes. All the stars

enter into their mandalas respectively ; so these luminous spheres in the

firmament are known as Devagrihas of those persons who performed

highly meritorious works in this world.—42-43,

The Devagrihas, mentioned before, exist in every Manvantara till the

time of dissolution.—44.

The Devas occupy these Devagrihas again and again by their

"Abhim&na " (presiding) capacities ; the past Devas occupied their places

along with others with their past presiding capacities ; the present

ones with their present presiding capacities ; the future ones will reign

with their future presiding capacities. (But all of them preserve

their respective characteristic features of their different abodes). VivasvSn

the Sun, is the eighth son of Aditi.— 44-46.

The luminous Moon is known as Vasu ; He is qualified with Dharma*

Sukra or Bh&rgava is the priest of the demons. —47.

Vrihaspati, of great fiery asceticism, is the priest of the Devas and is

the son of Angira ; the handsome Budha is the son of the Moon.—48.

The ugly Saturu was born of the womb of Samgyft by the Sun.

Mangala was born of the womb of Vikesi by Fire.—49.

All these stars are born from the womb (of the firmament; and are

the progeny of Daksha. Rahu, the destroyer of beings, is the demon born

of Simhika.-50.

These are the Abhimani Devas (the MasterB ; the presiding Deities)
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in the spheres of the moon, the sun, the stars and the planets. Thus the

above abodes of the Devas are described.—51.

The abode of the thousand-rayed Sun is divine, fiery and of white

colour. The abode of the Moon is thousand-rayed, bright, energetic, and

full of waters.—52.

Budha (Mercury) lives with the Sun. The abode of £$ukra 1Venus) is

sixteen-rayed and watery.—53.

The abode of Mangala (Mars) consists of nine rays and is red in

appearance ; water is also there. Vrihaspati (Jupiter) has 12 rays and the

colour is turmeric yellow ; His abode is big.—54.

The abode of Saturn is eight-rayed, black, and is made of iron.

R&dhu's abode is also made of iron and He cau&p pain to all beings.—55.

All the asterisms are the refuge of the virtuous. Their rays are

silvery and as they are the redeemers of all the beings, they are

called T&rak&s ; also called Suklik&s on account of their white colour.—56.

The diameter of the Sun is nine thousand yojanas and its circum-

ference is three times that (27000 yojanas).—57.

N. B.—According to Surya Biddhanta the diameter of the Son is 6500 yojanas and
the diameter of the Moon is 480 yojanas.

The diameter of the Moon is twice the diameter of the Sun ; its

circumference is thrice its diameter.—58.

The stars are situated above all and their diameter is one-half

yojana.—59.

The size of R*hu is the same with the stars ; He travels below them.

His place is made up of the shadow of the earth by Brabm& ; it is full of

Tamas (darkness.) Rfihus enters into the Sun in the bright fortnight

;

in the dark fortnight it emerges from the Sun and enters into the Moon.

It is named Svar-bh&nu, because He urges forward by His own rays.—60-62.

The diameter and the circumference of Venus are one-sixteenth

of those of the Moon in yojanas (63).

Sukra is the 16th part of the Moon. The diameters and circumfer-

ences are measured all in Yojanas.— 63.

The diameter and the circumference of Jupiter are one-fourth less

than those of Venus ; Mars and Ketu are one-fourth less than those of

Jupiter. R&hu and Mercury's dimensions are one-fourth less than those of

Mars and Ketu (the descending node). - 64-65.

The diameter and circumference of each of the stars are the same

as those of Mercury. Some stars also have dimensions of five hundred,
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four hundred, three hundred, two hundred, one hundred yojanas ; there

are some also having dimensions of one-half yojanas. No stars exist less

than these. Now I will describe those melefic and benefic planets that are

situated above them.—66-68.

Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars are slow-going planets (superior planets.)

Below them the Moon, Sun, Mercury, and Venus are the quick-moving

planets (inferior planets.) There are as many crores of Tarakas as there

ftiksas (asterisms).—69-70.

The Sun moves lowest down of all the planets. Above Him the Moon
travels.—71.

The stars travel above the Moon; above Moon, travels Mercury;

above Mercury, travels Venus ; above Venus, travels Mars ; above Mars,

travels Jupiter; above Jupiter, travels Saturn.—72-73.

The Saptarsis (the great Bear) exi«t above Saturn ; and above the great

Bear exists the Pole (Dhruva.) The three worlds are tied on to this

Dhruva.—74.

The stars in the firmament are two lakh (200,000) yojsnas apart

from each other. The planets above them are also placed similarly apart

The Sun, Moon, and the planets run towards the stars and get merged in

them. They remain in their Uchcha and Nicha houses (aphelion and

perihelion) ; and while entering into or coming out of them, they' look on

the beings. So these are situated with regard to each other.—75-78.

The learned should know exactly their various conjunctions. Thus

have been described all about this earth, Dvipas, oceans, mountains, years,

rivers, and the inhabitants thereof.— 79-80.

The several locations of the luminous spheres of the firmament are

brought on by the influence of the Sun. In its central part, there exists

the wind termed Avarta. This pervades, in the form of a circle all the

Nakshattra mandalae. This has been so ordained by the Almighty Qod for

the use of His several beings.—81-82.

The stars, the earth, etc., were located thus by Brahma in their proper

places at the beginning of the Kalpa.—83.

All these locations are assigned by the Supreme Being ; no one can

exactly describe the vastness of the infinite nature of this Universe. No
human being with his fleshy eyes can know exactly its true nature.—84.

Here ends the one-hundred and twenty eighty chapter on the description

of the Devagriha8 (the bright spheres of the firmament.)
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APPENDIX I

THE CHARACTER AND THE ORIGIN OF THE PURANAS

*

The word 4 Purana ' means ' old ' in all the Sanskritic languages of

India* In its use as a noun this word means the branch of religious

literature which records, or rather once recorded, the deeds of gods and

men of very olden days. The name * Purana ' as a special branch of the

sacred literature, occurs in the Atharva-veda. The very Riks in which we
meet with the word ' Purana,' should be discussed to get a clear concep*

tion of the character of the Purana-literature of the Vedic times. In tran-

slation, the 24th Rik of the 7th Sukta of the XI Kanda of the Atharva*

veda stauds as follows :
" From the residuum (uchchhis^a) of the Riks, the

Samas, the Yajus and the Purana (the ancient), the gods and the pitris

were born." I have followed here the remarks of Prof. Deussen in adopt*

ing the translation of it by Prof. Lanman. Prof. Deussen rightly remarks

that ' uchchhista ' does not mean 'remnant of the offering ' ; but it means

such a residuum or remainder that one may think that one can get after

subtracting from the universe all the forms of the world of phenomena.

The learned editor of the Harvard Oriental Series is not correct, when he

translates the word Purana by the phrase
4

the ancient \ The use of this

word here being in conjunction with the three Vedas, it must mean

a specific branch of the sacred literature. The 4th Rik of the 6th Paryaya

of the XV Kanda of the Atharva-veda may be referred to to clear up the

misconception. The Rik says

:

" He (the PrajApati) moved out, etc., After him moved ont both the Itihtsa (the

narrative) * * * and the Paripa (the story of eld) and the Gathas (songs) and the Narasansis

(eulogies). Verily both of the Itihasa and of the Parana and of the Gathas and of the

Narasansis doth he become the desr abode who knoweth thus."

I give here also the translation of Prof. Lanman. The learned pro-

fessor has translated the word ' Purana ' by ' story of the eld ' though in

the previous Rik referred to he has translated it by the vague phrase * the

ancient.' That this ' story of eld ' had a sacred character in the eyes of the

Bard of the Sukta, has not been noticed by the great American scholar.

But we shall presently see that the Pur&na, as a branch of the Vedic liter-

ature, is as old and as sacred as the Vedic mantras themselves are, in their

Samhita form.

•"We reproduce this article on tho Parihas which was written as an introduction

to the proposed translation of the Vsya Parana by Mr. B. G. Mazomdar of Sambalpnr.—
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If we refer those post-Vedic treatises such as the Brahmanas, which

were composed with the distinct object of explaining the spiritual

significance and utility of the Vedic ritual, we get many practical direc-

tions as to how the sacrificial rites should be performed in order to secure

the highest spiritual benefit. Generally speaking, the Sama-Veda, the

Rigveda and the Atharvaveda Satnhit&s contained only the mantras which

have to be recited at the Yajnas. The Yajur-veda Samhita takes partly

the character of Biahraana, in that, the directions regarding the sacrificial

ceremonial have been given in it in some detail. But the post-Vedic

literature devoted mainly to furnish explanations and to point out the

religious importance of the Vedic mantras gives us clearer ideas as to

how and for what object the Yajnas should be performed. It has been

elaborately given in the Brihaddevata as well as in other works of similar

nature, that in order to perform a Yajna, the sacriBcer must know (1)

which devatd is to be invoked on what occasion, (2) what mantra has to

be uttered to suit the occasion, (3) the name of the Risi who saw or dis-

covered the mantra, (4) the circumstances under which the mantras having

been uttered, a special object was secured and (5) the ritualistic method or

form in which the mantras have to be uttered (See Brihaddevata. Prof,

MacdonelTs edition). The collection of the mantras in the Samhita* form

is of no use even to the learned priests, if they do not know (1) the proper

god (2) the proper mantra and (3) the proper ritual suiting each particular

occasion. 1 am inclined to suppose that the BrAhmana priests were called

* Trayi,' or ' Tebijja
1

(Pali form,) because they had to learn the three things

mentioned above, to be able to perform the priestly functions.4 There

were details under each head of the above knowledge, and there were

many practical directions or Vidhi regarding the forms of sacrificial

ceremonial.

Leaving many details out, I can state on the authority of such works

as the Brahmanas and the Brihaddevata* that on every ceremonial occasion

it had to be narrated by a special priest, that the particular mantra, which
was being chanted by another priest to invoke a god, once proved efficaci-

ous, when in olden times a certain Risi uttered the self-same mantra. It

was absolutely necessary for a priest to know the history of the origin of

mantra, and the success which the mantra once attained in obviating

worldly damages and difficulties. As to the fitting occasions of the man-

• It la not the place where 1 can discuss the question that the appellation * Trayi

'

bad originally no reference to the three collections of the Vedic mantrap but referred

wholly to the three vidya* the Brahmanas bad to acquire, to perform a Yajna, be it accord-
ing to Sana or Rik or Yajnh or Atbarrana rites.
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tra$9 there are detailed directions in the Brahmanas. The readers may
refer to the excellent edition of the Atharva~veda Samhit& by Professor

Lanman wherein the special purpose for which a Sukta is to be chanted,

has been prefixed to each and every Sukta. As to the practical utility or

phalasruti, a particular successful case of olden times had to be cited and

sung. The Bribaddevatt abounds with these examples. I cite here only

one example : How Dirghatama was born blind, has been stated in a

story form in the 4th Chapter (verses 11—15). It has then been stated

(verse 16) that some hymns or mantras (viz., Rigveda I, 140—56) were

revealed to Dirghatama, and he got back the use of his eyes. Thus it is

very clear that at the time of the performance of the yajnas, recitation

of the history of the mantras was an inseparable part of the ceremony.

The stories that had to be cited in connection with the Rig-veda mantras,

have all been related in the Brihaddevat&. This story-literature, abso-

lutely necessary for the performance of the yajnas, was designated as

Purina or Pur&netih&sa.*

We get it even in the introductory chapter of the MahabhSrata that

the custom of reciting Pur&na to the priests, who were initiated and ready

to perform a holy sacrifice, was not forgotten ; for, the Paur&nika Ugrasrava

asks the Risis in the following words to ascertain whether they were in *
fit state to listen to the narration :

—

" Krit&bhigek&h rfuchayah kritajapyft hutagnayah.

Bhavantah asane svasthfi bravime kimaham dvijah ? (15).

As to the fact that the Vedas have to be explained by the Itih&ss

and the Pur&na, a line occurs in the very introductory chapter of the

Mah&bh&rata, namely, " Itihasapuranabhy&m Vedam samupabrimhayet "

(267).

We can thus see that the Pur&na literature is as old as the collection

of the mantras themselves. The orthodox tradition is, that Vy&sa divided

the Veda in the early years of the Kali yuga, and became the progenitor

of the Pur&na literature. We need not concern ourselves here with the

question as to when and under what circumstances the different Vedic

Samhitas were compiled. But there can be no doubt that once it became

necessary to divide the Veda, or more properly to classify the Vedic

mantras and rites from the ritualistic standpoint of view. When this

division or classification had to be made, Pur&netih&sa could not but form

• The custom of the present day, that at the time of the 8raddhq or other ceremonies

aPawaoika has to sit apart and recite some Pauranika text, is after the oldest tradition of

the Vedic ritual. Now the Pnranns are not read to explain or glorify the mantras* totfc

Merely because it is a loug standing custom to do so.
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a separate branch under the Vedas. The account we get by tradition is

therefore not wrong that the Purftna as a literature arose out of the work

of classification or division of the Vedas, no matter whether the author of

that work of classification or division be called Vyftsa or not. Since the

word * vyas ' means in Sanskrit (to divide into parts Or to arrange), the

sage of the olden times who was principally instrumental in bringing about

the aforesaid distribution and arrangement, can be safely said to be the

progenitor of the PurAna as a special branch of the sacred literature.

That the Purftna as a sacred literature was both taught and learnt

by the Brfthmanas along with the Vedic mantra* and the other correlated

sciences, is distinctly mentioned in the Satapatha Brfthmana (XL V. 7. 1
;

XIV. V. 4. 10). There is similar mention also in the Taittiriya Aranyaka

(IF. 9-10). The Upanisads have referred to Ttihftsa Purfinam as a subject

studied by the orthodox Vedic scholars. The old Chftndogya Upanisad

of the S&ma-veda school states that the Itihasa- Purs'nam is the Fifth, Veda

in the division of the Vedas :
" Rig-veda Tajurvedah Sftmaveda Athar-

anschaturtba Itihftsa Purftnah panchamo vedftnftm vedah ", Ch. VII. 1. 4.

From the remarks made before regarding the Purftna-Kterature, it

is clear beyond any doubt that the Purftna-literature was bound to be

recognised as the fifth Veda, when the Atharvana collection was recog-

nised as the fourth division of the Veda. When the Mah&bbftrata was

compiled as a Sambitft with the nucleus of the Bhfiratt-kathfi, all the

stories that existed at the time of the compilation in the name of Purftne-

tibftsa were included in, or intertwined with, the Kum Pan<java story-

It is for that reason that Mahftbhftrata Samhitft claimed for itself the title

4
the Panchama Veda and that the people considered that title to be quite

legitimate.

We have noticed that the Purftna has been in association with the

Ttihftsa from a remote past There are many instances in the Mahftbhftrata,

where the Purftna has been spoken of as a depository of Vedic Sruti

(Nftnfirfrutisamftyuktain). We meet also with such passages in the Mabft-

bhftrata where in narrating some legends or * Vamrfftnucaritam ' it has

been stated by way of an introductory remark, that " Mayft JSJrutam idam

pdrvam Purftne purusargabha," or
44 Atrftpyudftharantimam Itihftsaih

purfttanani," or
41
oruyatehi Pur&ne'pi Jatila-nftma Gautami," etc. TheBO

instances show that the Purftna handed down the
4
Vainsanucharitam * and

other historical accounts from generation to generation and its character

as the history not only of the gods, but also of men, was established even

in the days of the later Atharvana Suktas. Being the history of the gods

and the Risis, the Purftna-literature had to deal with the original or
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primary creation, the secondary creation or the creation of the world men
were living in and the Manvantara revolutions. Again, as associated

with Itih&sa, it had to narrate the stories of the ideal epoch-making rulers

and to maintain the records of many Raj families of note. In this com-

bined character, the Pur&na of the olden times did not much differ from

the modern Pur&nas ; since, for the definition of the Pur&na we get it in

almost all the PutAnas that the subjects referred to above must be

delineated in a Purana. I quote the definition here of the Vayu Purana

which has a special significance in this introduction :

—

Kirtanam

Svargascha pratisvargarsca vamso manvantaranicha

Vamsanucharitam cheti Puranam pancha laksanara.

—(Ch. IV. 10-1 1>.

Though I could not cite any proof from the oldest Vedic literature

in support of the statement that Purana, as associated with Itih&sa, had
the character of a history, as we now understand it, I think the evidence

of the Mah&bh&rata goes to some extent to establish my view. That the

history of the mighty kings from the remotest antiquity was maintained

in the very work in which the history of the creation was preserved, is

pretty clear from the accounts of Megasthenes. We get it recorded in the

fragments of the accounts of Megasthenes that when he came to India,

the Indians narrated to him their previous history as well as the history of

the creation of the world. Arrian records in his Indiea that Megasthenes

reported that the Hindus reckoned 6,042 years from the earliest day to

the time of Chandra Gupta. It must also be noticed that Arrian has

remarked in his Indiea that it was a matter of wonder with him how
Megasthenes could give an accurate account of 118 'tribes and 58 rivers

of India without visiting most parts of that country. This points to the

fact, as has been noticed by Mr. A. M. T. Jackson in his instructive essay

—The Epic and the Puranic Notes [J. R. A. S. (Bom.) Estra 1005 and

p : 67], that Megasthenes must have got before him a regular catalogue

of rivers and tribes. Non-mention of the character of the Pur&na and

Itihasa in the oldest literature, does not prove that the Pur&na did not

assume the character of a history. It is curious to note that though

Pur&na is found mentioned in the Atharva-veda and in the Satapatha

Br&hmana, this word does not occur in any Sutra of Panini. It may
however be mentioned that the V&rtika and the Mah&bhfisya mention it

in association with the Itih&sa. The readers can easily see how unsafe it

is to establish any proposition on the evidence of PSnini's mentioning or

not mentioning any word in his work.
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In what form and state the Pur&netihasa of olden times continued

to exist till its complete absorption by the Mahabh&rata Samhita, cannot

be definitely stated. It appears to me highly probable that as for each

Veda there are Br&hmanaa, Anukrainanis and Upanisads, the Parana (the

story cum history of eld) for each Vedic school was also separately

organised. Tbe Puranas given in the Brihaddevata fail to explain mauy
allusions of the Atbarva-veda. As such, a separate book of allusions for

the Atbarva-veda must be presumed to have existed. I adduce one fact

in support of my supposition.

We get it in the Satapatha and the Aiteraya Brahmanas that the

Rig-veda proceeded from Agni, the S&ma-veda from Sfirya and the Yajur-

veda from Vayu, when the Prajapati performed tapas to get the Vedas

(Sat. Br5. XI. 5—8, 1 ; Ait. Bra. V. 32—34). The Chandogya Dpanisad

also gives us the same story :

—

Prajapatih lokan abhyatapat, tesam tapyamananam rasau prabrihat

agnim prithivya vayum antariksat adityam divah (1) Sa etastisro devata

abhya-tapat ; tasam tapyamananam rasan prabrihat agneh rico, vayoh

yajfimsi, samfini Adityat (2; [Ch. IV. li. 1-2].

The names Vayu, Agni and Sfirya for the three extant Purftnas seem

to have their origin from the Vedas to which their once existing originals

belonged. The use of the word ' Pur&oa ' in singular form in the

Atharva-veda does not show that originally there wus but one collection

of the story-literature. The use iu the singular points to the reference to

a class of literature considered collectively. Similarly the plural form
' Itih&sapuranani ' in the TaittirSya Aranyaka does not also support tbe

-view that there were many treatises on the subject ; this use in the plural

is intended to signify many stories that might have been collected in a

single work.

It is quite true that the extant Puranas did not exist previous

to the time of tbe collection of the Puranas in the Mahabh&rata Samhita ;

for, the present Puranas differ in many cases from tbe Pauranika

stories given in the Mahabh&rata. I have thrown out this suggestion

that the pre-Mababh&rata Puranas might have existed with the names
Vayu, Surya and Agni Puranas to signify the Vedas to which they

were attached. It is true that references to the Puranas in Chapter

191 of the Vana Parva and in Chapters 5 and 6 of the last Parva of

the Mah&bhfirata are to the Puranas now extant. But that these chapters

are very late additions, can be detected by even a superficial reader.

The Mahabharata Samhita postdates itself, when it refers to the poli-

tical condition of India of a time when the name of the Satnhita became
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widely known (vide Vana Parva, Chapter 188, 35-36). Again it may
be observed that though Yudhisthira had the fullest advantage of

bearing from Markandeya what would happen in the Kali Yuga, he

asked MArkandeya over again the same question regarding the future

events of the Kali Yuga at the commencement of Chapter 190 of

the Vana Parva. The facts stated in Chapter 190 are mere repititions of

old facts with additions of things which make the chapter bad from a

chronological point of view. The ' RArfi-chakra ' or the Zodiac unknown

to the whole of the Mah&bh&rata-literature, is mentioned in verse 91.

Chapter 191 is only a continuation of Chapter 190. In this chapter

occurs the following verse :

—

Btat te saraunakhyataro atitanagatam maya
Vayuproktam anusmritya puraium risisamstutam.

It may be that this reference is to an old PurAna of the Yajur-veda

school. But as the Mai jabb6rata Samhitfi absorbed all the PurAnas and

assumed the title of the Fifth Veda, it is not likely that consistently with

its character it would cite the authority of any other book. In the next

place tlie quotations made from the VAyu PurAna show that a careless

man inserted some new chapters at a very late date, to speak with some

vehemence of the evil effects of the time he lived ii For, on the

authority of the VAyu Puraua it has been stated in the 49th verse that the

girls will bear children at the age of 5 or 6, while in reality it has been

stated in the Vayu PurAna (Chapter 58, verse 58; that in the evil days

of Kali the girls will bear children before attaining the sixteenth year.

There are two different readings of this sloka, and I quote it with both

the readings :

—

Pranasta chetanAh pumso muktakes!stu chfilik&h.

Unasodasa varsAscha prajAyante yugaksaye.

In the second reading of the sloka we get " dharsayisyanti

m&navftn " for the words " prajAyante yugaksaye."

The second reading appears to me to be correct, as the last words

of this reading are quite in keeping with the meaning of the first portion

of the sloka, where capturing men by female charms has been spoken

of. But practically both the readings indicate the same thing that the

girls were not married before they became 16 years old by those who
adhered to the ideal rules of the BrAhmanas. That this was the custom

in olden times can also be known from a passage in Suaruta which could

never recommend any rule which was not in accordance with the

orthodox Srariti rules. The sloka runs thus :

—

Unasodasa varsAy&mapr&ptah panchavimsatim-Yada dhatte pumAn
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garbham kuksistha sa vipadyate Jatova na chiram jivet, jivedva, durvar

lendriya.

Tasm&t atyanta balayfim garbhadh&nam na karayet. (X. 13).

The mention of the 18 Puranas in the last two chapters of the very

last Parva is quite singular
; for, the Mahabharata Samhita does not

disclose this knowledge elsewhere, even where there has been special

enumeration of different branches of knowledge and of different Sastrik

treatises. The last or the sixth chapter may be easily disregarded, as the

Mahabharata is said to have ended with the fifth chapter. The fifth

chapter also seems to be a late addition ; for, in the first place the

" svargarohana " concluded with the fourth chapter, and in the second

place the fifth chapter has been improved by quotations from other

previous chapters of the book. For example, the slokas 68 and 69 are

the same as 395 and 396 of Chapter 11 of the Adi Parva. From the very

fact that many Pur&nas, including the Vayu, name the Mahabharata

Samhit6, it is proved conclusively that neither the group of the 18 modern

Puranasnor the Vayu Pur&na could exist at the time of the compilation

of the Mahabharata.

I have shown that (1) the Purana as a branch of sacred literature

did exist in the Vedic days bearing exactly that character which is

attributed to it in the extant Puranas, and (2) that till the time of the

compilation of the Mahabharata as the Fifth Veda SamhitS, the extant

Puranas were not in existence at least in their present shape and form.

Again on reference to the mythology of the Hindus as it was by about

140 B. C, it can be stated that the modern Par&nas with their pantheon

of new gods could not come into existence in the second century B. C*

Gods like Durg&, Ganesa and the Pauranika Siva were not known to

Mah&bh&sya of 140 B. C, or to modern Manusamhita which has not got a

greater antiquity. Of my essays on Siva-pujfi, Ganesa and Durga, 1 may

refer the readers only to the last essay (J. R. A. S., 1906, p. 365) and my
paper on ' Phallus worship in the Mahabharata ' (J. R. A. S., 1907, p. 337).

The other essays having been published in Bengali magazines, 1 could

not refer the readers to them.

Besides setting up the above highest limit, no definite chronology

can be fixed, in respect of the extant 18 Maha-Puranas. On comparing

with the Pauranika stories of the Vedic days, it may be asserted without

any fear of contradiction that many stories in the modern Purfinaa,

though based on Vedic basis, have not only been changed, but have been

given quite new and inconsistent forms. New stories unknown to the

Vedic literature are often met with. The scope and the character of the
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Purina or the Pur&nas made it inevitable that new lists of kings should be

introduced with the progress of time. As the Pur&nas had to be recited

to the people throughout all ages to communicate to them the glory of the

gods and the noble deeds of the ideal sages and kings, the language of

the PurSna of one age could not but change at a subsequent time. With

the expansion of Aryan influence in India, the new geogaphical names of

countries, rivers and mountains were required to be introduced. When
we notice such changes wrought at a particular time, we cannot say that

such and such a book bearing evidence of such a time was really com-

posed at such a late date.

Since the modern Puranas radically differ from the Vedic Puranas,

both in mythology and in the narration of the stories, they may be said

to be altogether new in their origin and compiled long after the second

century B. C. But the modern Puranas having once been compiled, do

not seem to have much changed in essential matters, in subsequent times.

The additions or accretions of subsequent ages are to be regarded merely

as additions and accretions. The old lists of kings handed down from

the Vedic times must have been preserved in the new Puranas. When
giving a genealogy of the Iksaku Rajas, the Matsya Piirana states :

—

Atranu vamsa eflokoyam viprairgitah puratanaih

Iks&kunamayam vamiah Sumitranto bhavisyati.

Similar statements occur in all the Puranas, wherein old genealogies

have been given. That the Paurauika lists of kings of very olden times
«

are not fanciful, and that old chronology can be rougbly established with

their help have been very ably shown by Mr. F. E. Pargiter (Retired

Puisne Judge of the Calcutta High Court) in his masterly paper on the

" Ancient Indian Genealogies and Chronology " (J. R. A. S., 1910, pp.

1—56). I cannot resist the temptation of quoting the remark of

Mr. Pargiter that " these old genealogies, with their incidental stories,

are not to be looked upon as legends or fables, devoid of basis or

substance, but contain genuine historical tradition, and may well be

considered and dealt with from a common-sense point of view."

Those who are in favour of the opinion that the principal modern

Pur&nas were compiled during the time of the Imperial Guptas because

of the fact that the Royal genealogies do not go far beyond the limit of

their time, ignore the fact that when after the Huna invasion the Gupta

Empire was practically dissolved towards the end of the fifth century

A. D., the bards or chroniclers could not get any particular Royal House

which could be designated as Imperial. The downfall of Hindu India

commences from this date. Petty kingdoms commenced to grow all

B
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over India like mushrooms. In olden days when the Indian Empire was

not established under one overlord, the kingdoms and principalites of

Northern India had such interrelation amongst themselves that dynastical

genealogies and ballads of Royal exploits could be inserted in the time-

honoured Puranetihasa.

But when after the fall of the Imperial Guptas, a considerably large

number of small kingdoms were established, no unity could be preserved,

and no interrelation could exist. I cannot deal with this political

question elaborately here beyond mentioning what actually took place.

Every Raja had his own bard, and he never failed to keep a fairly

accurate Royal genealogical list of his master's house, as is known to all

scholars who deal with the epigraphic literature.

In this dark period of Hindu India, the Pur&nas, nay even the

Mahabharata SamhitA, received interpolations to record the glory of the

new tribal gods and the new local tirthaa. At different centres of impor-

tance several Puranas received additional books of considerable bulk.

Thus it was that the Brahma Pur; na swelled in bulk in Orissa, the Agni

Pur&na obtained some new chapters at Gaya and the Padma Purana

besides singing the glory of Puskara followed the poet Xalidasa of his

own country in narrating the stories of Sakuntala* and of Raghu's

progeny.

Beyond noticing these local additions or changes necessitated by

the change of time, we cannot say, unless proved otherwise, that the

Puranas have not retained their general form and character since their

compilation. This time must be, as I have already stated, long after the

second or even first century B. C.

I have stated it above that the Puranas originated when the Vedas

were classified or divided to secure ritualistic convenience. This does

not imply that Vyfisa was the author of the Puranetihasa-literature. The
Mahabharata also does not assert it. It has been only stated in the

Mahabharata that Vyasa taught the Pur&ua to some disciples of his,

and in the hands of those disciples the Puranas were developed. But if

we separate the Bharati-kathA from the Puranas, we find that the

Mahabharata favours this opinion that the Puranas owed their origin to

Romaharsana (XII, 319. 21), while the Bharati-katha was promulgated

by the other disciples of Vyasa (I 1 et seq.). The name 'Romaharsana'

is extremely interesting. A very good derivation of this name has been

given in the VSyu Purana itself (I. 16) :

—

Lomani harsayam chakre srotrinam yat subbneltal

Karmaua pratbitastena loke'amin Lomaharsauah.
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This shows clearly that it was not a particular person to whom the

authorship of the Pur&nas is to be attributed. Lomaharsana is a class

name to represent those persons, who, by reciting some wonderful and

exciting stories to the people, made the hair to stand on the bodies of

the audience. That the 18 Pur&nas were composed at different times by

different sages, has been clearly stated in many Puranas. The order in

which the Pur&nas were compiled is also given generally in the Pur&nas.

This order is as follows : (1) Brahma, (2) Padma, (3) Vi$nu, (4) V&yu or

diva, (5) Bh&gavata, (6) N&radiya, (7) M&rkandeya, (8) Agni, (9; Bhavisya,

(10) Brahmavaivarta, (11) Linga, (12; Var&ha, (13) Skanda, (14) VAmana,

(15) Karma, (16) Matsya, (17) Garcia, (18) BrahmAnqJa. That this list

was inserted after the compilation of the Pur&nas is apparent on the

face of it ; for, all the Pur&nas could not manage to copy one another.

The narrators of the Pur&nas have been designated generally by

the class-name
1

Sftta.' The Sutas and Magadhas are held to be of low

origin in the modern Smritis. In the V&yu Pur&na also (I. 32 et $eq.) a

Suta is said to have, no right or ' adhai&ra ' to study the Vedas. Some
passages of the Mah&bh&rata Samhit& also support this view. It is how-

ever to be noted that the solemn introduction of
1

Sauti 'in the ' Nai-

mis&ranya
9

as described in the introduction of the Mah&bh&rata, shows

that the narrator of the Pur&netih&sa, was not a member of any degraded

caste, but was one who could be honoured by the Br&hmanas. Many
Pur&nas also show that venerable

4 Munis 9

like M&rkandeva and N&rada

were the narrators of the Pur&nas. That in the Vedic times very respect-

able Br&hmanas recited the Pur&nas, cannot be doubted. It may be

owing to the fact that the Paur&nikas commenced to earn money by

singing the ballads to the common people that they lowered themselves

in the estimation of others. Another reason for this degradation may be

supposed. It may be that when the kings of Magadha became supreme

in India, men other than Brahmanas were employed as chroniclers and

ballad-singers, and as such the Paur&nikas were regarded to belong to a

non-priestly class, though in reality they discharged some functions of

the priests on ceremonial occasions.0

It is not difficult to understand how once long after the Vedic times

and previous to the time of the compilation of the Mah&bh&rata and the

modern Pur&nas, the Pur&na literature became non-Brahmanical in the

* Now-a-days there are many degraded Brahmanas who have to discharge woe im-

portant functions In connection with the Hraddha ceremony of the high clans Hindus; It

must be mentioned, however, that very respectable Brahmanas now-a-days recite Puranas

in India on ceremonial occasions, and no one is degraded because of this profession of his.
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strict sense of the word. When the true Vedic priests extolled the Rajas,

they chose only the ideal kings from the priestly point of view. For this

reason many Rajas of real note were not included in the old Brahmanical

lists of the kings, and many otherwise insignificant rulers were lauded in

the Brahmanas. Many instances of it will be pointed out in my notes on

the genealogical sections of the Vayu Pur&na. This is what led the

powerful kings to employ their own bards to sing their glorious exploits,

and to record their family history. This Ksatriya-Pur&netihasa was
bound to be incorporated in the modern Brahmanic Pur&nas when the

Br&hmanas had to depend upon the favour of the Royal houses. In his

paper referred to above, Mr. Pargiter has made the following remark

touching this point :

—

** This K«abriya literature grew op in virtual independence of Brahmanical literature,

and only when it had developed into an imposing mass and had attained great popular

appreciation was it taken over by the Brahmanas as a not unworthy branch of knowledge.

It was then that it was arranged and augmented with stories and discourses fashioned

after Brahmanical ideas."

B. C MlZUMDAB,
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THE DATE OF THE MAHABHA.RATA WAR.

(Various Views.)

I. The most important question, in Indian Pauranic Chronology is,

as to the period of the Great Bh&rata War, for, if that period is fixed, the

chronology of other kings who reigned before and after that war, can be

easily determined from the materials to be found in this PurAna and to which

alone, we shall confine our attention at present. The reign of Chandra

Gupta Maurya has been the great landmark in Indian History. He has

been identified with the Sandracottus of the Greeks. " His accession to the

throne of Magadha may be dated with practical certainty in 322 B.C.,"

says Mr. V. Smith " The fixed point from which to reckon backwards is

the year 322 B.C. the date for the accession of Chandra Gupta Maurya,

which is certainly correct, with the possible error not exceeding three

years." (Early History of Indian 3rd Ed., 44),

There are two fixed points from either of which chronological

calculations in ancient Indian History may be made. Both of these

methods have been employed in the Puranas.

I. Nanda's Installation.

The first starting point taken in all the Puranas is the date of the

installation of Mahapadma Nanda. This date is fixed at 422 B.C. And
the interval from that point backwards to the birth of Parik§it, who was

born in the year of the Great War, and forward upto the modern times is

calculated. This may be called the Nanda Era.

II. The Cycle of 2700 years or Saptarsi Era.

The second method of calculation, or rather of checking the first

method by the second, is the cycle of 2700 years in which period the Great

Bear is supposed to make one complete circle. One complete cycle of

2700 years elapsed between the time of King Pratipa in the Paurava

line, (No. 88 App., Table of Mr. Pargiter) and the end of the

Andhra dynasty. This may be called the cyclic era or Saptarsi era.

From Mahapadma Nanda to the last Andhra King Pulomavi the interval

which elapsed was 836 years according to the Puranas. From Mahapadn

ma Nanda to the birth of Pariksit in the year of the Great War was 1015
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years (or rather 1050 according to the printed text of the Matsya): 836

together with 1050 when taken from 2700 give us 836. Pratipa, the

Paurava King, reigned therefore 814 years before the Mah&bharata War.

If we take 1015 as the years elapsed between Nanda and Pariksit, then

Pratipa reigned 849 years before the birth of Pariksit.

This period is calculated than :—" The Great Bear was situated equally with regard
to the lunar constellation Pusya while Pratipa was king. At the end of the Andhras,
who will be in the 27th century afterwards, the cycle repeats itself. In the circle of the
lnnsr constellations, where in the Great Bear revolve*, and which contains 27 constella-

tions in its circumference, the Great Bear remains 100 years in ({.«., conjoined with) each
in turn. This is the cycle of the Great Bear, and is remembered as being, according to

divine reckoning, A divine months and 7 divine years. According to those constellations

divine time proceeds by means of the Great Bear. The two front stars of the Great Bear,

which are seen when risen at night, the lunar constellation which is seen situated equally

between them In the sky, the Great Bear is to be known as conjoined with that constel-

lation 100 years in the Sky. This is the exposition of the conjunction of the lunar oontel-

lations and the Great Bear. The Great Bear was conjoined with the Magha's in Pariksit's

time 100 years. It will be in (ie., conjoined with) the 24th constellations 100 years at

the termination of the Andhras. " (Pargiter.)

An Bxtaret from " King* of Magadha " by Col. Wilford in the A»iatic Rctearche*

Vol. 0, (1806 A.D.)

The Hindus have thought proper to connect their chronology with an astronomical

period of a most strange nature. It is that of the seven Risis, or seven stars of the wain,

which are supposed to go through the Zodiac, in a retrograde (?) motion in the space of

2700 years. They are at present in the Lunar mansion of Swatika, according to the most

famous astrologers of Benares, who cautioned me against the erroneous opinion of othei

astronomers, in various parts of India, who insist that they are now in Anuradha.

I requested an able astronomer to give me, in writing an account of this wonderful

revolution. This period, says he, is not obvious to the sight, but it does, however, really

exist, being mentioned in old Sastras, and by holy Munis ; and certainly the seven Ri«is

preside in every Lunar mansion, for a hundred years, and their presence, or rather

influence, over it is sufficiently obvious : and according to Sakalya Muni, their yearly

motion is of eight liptas, or minutes.

In the Varahi-Samhita, the Visnu-Purana, and also in the Bhagavata, I believe it is

declared, that, at the birth of Parlkfit, the seven Risis had been in Magna for four

years, or 4905 years ago, and they were in Purvassra in the time of Nanda.

But in the Brahma-Siddhanta, it is declared, that they were then in s'ravana, which

makes a difference of fifteen Lunar mansions, or 1500 years : so that, according to that

author, the Kaliyuga began 2405 years ago, or 1000 years B O., supposing the seven Risis

to be now in Swatika, in which they are to remain ten years more, but, if they are in

Anuradha, the Kaliyuga began 1400 years B.C. The author of the Gargi-Samhf«a,

according to Bhattotpala in his commentary, seems to be of that opinion, when he says,

that the seven Risis were in Magna, in the twilight between the Dvlpara and the

Kaliyuga. In the Lalloktad'hi-vridd'hi, it is delared, that they were then in Abhijit, Or

in the first of Sravana.

The names of the seven Risis, shining in the wain, are Pulaha, Kratu, Atri,

Pnlastya, Angiras, Vasiatha, and, close to it is a small star, represeting Arundhati his

wife, the seventh is Marichi, My friends insist that their motion is perceptible,
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and they shewed them plainly to me in Swatika. Of this they wanted to convince

me, by drawing a line, from that mansion through the stars B and A of the Great

Bear. When they are in Magna then the line passes through this asterlsm and the stars

D and A. By these means they coold see them in every part of the starry heavens.

When Nanda was born, they were then in Purvasadha, or about 400 years BO., and he

died 827 before the Christian era. Astrologers watch carefully their motion, because

their Influence is variously modified through every mansion : and whatever new married

couple see them in a fortunate moment, they are sure to live happy together for a hundred

years. Hence, says the ingenious Mr. Bailly, we may safely conclude, that nobody ever

saw them in that propitious moment.

The period of the seven Ritis begins to be neglected in the more northern parts

of India, because they are not always to be seen at the lucky moment, and, in their stead,

use Dhruva, or the polar star : This star is often mentioned in the sacred books of the
Hindus, and it is connected with their mythology, but has not long been near enough
to the pole, to be thus denominated after it : and for a long series of years, before, there

was no Dhruva or immoveable star. Be this as it may, Dhruva with his relations, shines

in the Lesser Bear. In the Yantra-ratna-valyam, this constellation is called the fish of

Dhruva-Brahmanad'hlkara. It consists of thirteen stars : Dhruva is in the mouth, and
Uttanapada his father in the tail. The mouth is turned towards Bharani, and its

revolution is the same.

The method of calculation, adopted by the Puranas, however, is to take

Nanda as the starting point. The last of the Sidunaga was Mahanundin,

who had a son by a dfidra woman. He was known as Mahfipadma or the

famous Nanda, whose eight sons succeeded him. This Nanda family was

brought to an end by the Indian Machiavelli, Kaufilya or Chanakya.

Chandra Gupta was placed on the throne of the Nandas by this king-maker

Chanakya. About this event Mr. V. Smith says :

—

" Mahfinandin, the last of the dynasty, is said to have had, by a

^udra or low caste woman, a son, named Mahapadma Nanda who usurped

the throne, and so established the Nanda family or dynasty. This event

may be dated in or about 372 B.C. * * *

" The Greek or Roman historians * * * ranking as contemporary

witnesses throw a light on real history. When Alexander was stopped

in his advance at the Hyphasis, in 326 B.C. he was informed * * * that

the king of the Prachhei Ac. * * * was Xandrames or Agramis.
"

The reference to this king is evidently to one of the Nandas.

The date of the accession of Nanda is calculated from that of

Chandra Gupta Maurya, who ascended the throne in 322 B C. The Nanda

dynasty, according to Mr. Vincent Smith, lasted for 50 years, when it was

replaced by the Maurya. So adding 50 to 322, the above figure 372 B.C.

is arrived at by Mr. V. Smith as the date of the accession of Mab&padma

Nanda. But all the Puranas are unanimous in stating that the nine Nan-

das reigned for 100 years, and we have taken that in our calculations.
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The date of accession of Mahapadma Nanda would, therefore, be 422 B.C.

instead of 372 B.C.

Thi* 422 B.C. i* the starting point backward* and forward* in Purdnie

calculation*.

Chandra Gupta Maurya displaced the Nanda family. The nine

Nandas reigned for 100 years. Before that, there was the Sisun&ga

dynasty, and before which was the Pradyota dynasty, and before that the

Bfihadrathas. The following table shows the periods of the reigns of

these dynasties :
—

(1) Chandra Gupta's accessions 812 B.C.

(1) Nanda dynasty ... 100

(S) 8isnnaga ... ... 800

(4) Pradyotas ... ... 152

(5) Barhadrathas from the

time of Chaidyanpari-

ohara ... ... 1000

Total ... 1012

Deduct from Ghaldya to Sa-

hadeva ... ... 171

Balance ... 1441, and
adding ... 822 •

= 1788 B.C., the year of the Great War.

The MahSbharata war took place when Sahadeva of Barhadratha family

was king. From Vasu Chaidya Uparichar npto Sahadeva there were 13 kings

namely, (1) Vasu Chaidyauparichara, (2) Brihadratha, (3) Kusagra, (4) Vri-

sabha, (5) Punyavan or, Puspavan, (6) Punya or Pnsya, (7) Satyadhriti, '8)

Dhanusa, (9; Sarva, (10) Sambhava, (11) Brihadratha, (12 Jarisandha, (13)

Sahadeva. After Sahadeva there were 19 or 32 kings (or 22 according

to Mr. Pargiter) upto Ripunjaya, the last The Great War, therefore, took

place, on the above assumption, one thousand four hundred and forty-one

year* before the accession of Chandra Qupta in 322 B.C. or in other words
that the Great War took place in or about 1763 B.C.

II. But says a Western writer :—" Duncker in his History of

Antiquity (Vol. iv, pp. 74-7) gives four calculations for the beginning of the

Kali age, that is, approximately for the date of the great battle, viz., 1300,

1175, 1200, and 1418 B.C." (as quoted by Mr. Pargiter in J. R.A.8.

for January 1910.)

Our figure does not correspond with the figures of Duncker. Bat

the last figure of Duncker corresponds with the following verse of the
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Matsya Parana (Chapter 273, verae 36) as we find it in ordinary printed

text :
—

"Now from Mahapadma's inauguration to Pariksit's birth, this

interval is known as 1050 years."

Now Mahapadma, called also Nanda, the founder of the Nanda
dynasty was crowned one hundred years before Chandra Gupta, according to

the reading of ail the Puranas. Consequently, the coronation of Mahapadma
took place in 422 B C. or 100 years before the accession of Chandra Gupta

Maurya in 322 B.C. Adding this figure 422 to 1050 we get 1472. That

was the time when Pariksit was born (during the Mahabharata war) as

the posthumous son of Abhimanyu who was killed in that war, if we take

the above verse as correct, which it is not as will be proved later on.

According to this calculation the Great War took place 1472 years hefore

Christ. Our previous calculation gave us 1763 B.C. as the year of the

Great War, while this gives us 1472 B.C. as the year of that war. Thus
there is a difference of 291 years.

III. But in the Visnu P. also occurs a similar verse (Book IV.

ch. 24 v. 32).

" From the birth of Pariksit up to the inauguration of Nanda the

interval is 1015 years." Adding 1015 to 422 we get 1437, which is

similar to the figure just obtained. The Great War took place in 1437 B.C.

Shall we, therefore, take 1437 B.C. as the year of the Great war, in

preference to 1763 B.C. a figure arrived at by adding the periods of

reigns from Somadhi up to Chandra Gupta's 322 B.C. ? This is the ques-

tion that we have to consider next

IV. The next question that naturally arises is what kings reigned after

this Great War. Some of the Puranas contain list of kings that reigned in.
•

various parts of India, at the time of the Mahabharata war. Three such

dynasties are important, though only one of them is useful, as fixing the date

of the Great War. The first dynasty is that of the Pauravas, whose capital

was Indraprastha, subsequently removed to Kaui&mbi, on the banks of the

Yamuna, thirty miles to the west of Allahabad. The second dynasty i»

that of the Iksvakus, whose capital was Ajodhya and in later times Kkk
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was also included in its sphere. The third dynasty is that of the B&rhadra-

thas of Magadha, and their successors the Pradyotas and &a*un&gas. This

last is the dynasty, the historical existence of which is put beyond all

reasonable doubt, by the rise of Buddhism, at a time when Bimbis&ra

a &rfun&ga king was reigning in Magadha.

The Matsya Pur&na gives a somewhat complete list of these kings

of Magadha in chapter 271. Thus, it says :

—

" When the Bh&rata's battle took place and Sahadeva, the king of

Magadha, was slain, his heir, Som&dhi, became king in Girivraja."

He and his successors are named below together with their periods

of reign.

Name. Period of reign.

1. Somldhi ... M *•*

3. ^CTttasrftrafl

S. Ayutayna or Apratipf

4. Niramitra ...

5. Sokfatra (or Pnrakfa) ...

6. Brih&tkarmA ... ... ...

7. SenAjit •*. *•* •••

...

...

•••

...

64

96

40

66

38

18

w

99

99

•t

It

99

100 years

The V&yu PurAna then adds to the above list " SenAjit S&mpratam

ch&pi, et& vai bhok?yate samfih " Sen&jit is now enjoying the earth the

same number of years." It was thus in the reign of this 8enajit, that the

Great sacrificial session took place in Naimis&ranya. At that time,

Adhislma Kri§na of the Paurava dynasty was reigning in Indraprastha.

About him, the Matsya Pur&na in chapter 50 says :

—

" Adhislma Kri§na dharm&tm& Sdmpratam yo mah&yasafe " that is

Adhislma Kri§na was the reigning king, when this original of the Matsya

Pur&na was recited by Suta.

Thus this Adhislma Krisna of the Paurava dynasty, and Sen&jit of

B&rahadratha dynasty, were contemporaries, and they flourished several

years after the Great War.

Next arises the question :—When these two kings were reigning

in Indraprastha and Girivraja (Magadha,) respectively, who was their

contemporary in Ayodhya ? The answer is that Div&kara of the Iksw&ku

family was the contemporary of Sen&jit and Adhistma Krisna. About

his Div&kara, the Matsya Pur&na, in chapter 271 says :—
" Tasyaisa Madhyadefctu.

Ayodyhfi nagari Subh&.

DiY&karasya sahit&".
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and Vfiyu Purftna makes it clearer, by saying :

—

" Yascha admpratam adhyaste.

Ayodhfim nagarim nripab".

Thus these three kings, Adhishna Krifma in HastinApur of the

Paurava dynasty, Divtkara at AyodhyA, of the IksvAku dynasty, and Senfijit

in Girivraja of the BArhadratha dynasty were contemporaries.

The list of the successors of Senfijit with the periods of their reign

as given in the Matsya Pur&na, chapter 271 may now be resumed, ots :

—

40 years of reign.

... ••• 18 „
• •• ... 68

1. ^rntanjay*

1 Yibhu

8. s'uehi

i, Kfema
6. Barret* ...

6. Banetra ...

7. Nlrrritl ...

S. Trinetra ...

10. Mahinetra ...

11. Snchala ...

IS. Bnnetra •••

It. Satyajit ...

14. Visrajit ...

15. Ripdfijaya ...

•••

...

ss

64

96

68

18

48

98

n

ft

n

t»

t»

t»

n

•t

ft

ft

n

n

n

n
w

ft

»t

ft

...

... ... ... 4<K

... ... ... 89 V Not in our text

... *M ... 16'

... »•• 60

960 or 601 excluding

• the three not men-

tioned In ear text.

The Matsya PurAna according to one text, then adds that these six-

teen kings including SenAjit are to be known as the furture Brihadrathas
9

sixteen others had preceded him and their kingdom will last 723 years.

But there is another reading which says that these 32 kings reigned for

1000 years. That reading is in harmony with the text of the Visnu

PurAna.

In the Matsya PurAna chapter 271, verses 29 and 30 say that these 32

kings will be the future Brihadrathas and they will reign for full 1000

years. The list given, however, enumerates only 22 kings. The word
" DvAtrimrfat " is perhaps a mistake for " Dvavirorfat " which appears to

be the correct reading as given in the Brahmfin4a PurAna. Both readings

are given below .*—

" And thes* 32 kings will be the future Brihadrathas. Their king-

dom will last full 1000 years.
"
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But the Brahmfin(ja Purana reading is :

—

" These 22 kings are the future Brihadrathas. Their kingdom will

last for full 1000 years.
"

This latter reading appears correct, because it corresponds with the

reading of the Visnu Purana and the total of the reigns of these 22 kings

comes up very nearly to 1000 years. Or the fact may be that there were

really 32 kings who ruled for 1000 years, though only 22 have been enu-

merated by name, the names of other ten forgotten as being insignificant.

The Vienu text is :

—

OTtg GWijpn^p, mvh ft*dJw*, otto ^pprorenqft fmril, aaw
d*tfal, toiw *rIt fan, to i jt: gftnmn *jRiwiRr i arcnft

3*ro> toi ^pft^lT viftrcn i otiSr^, *j9iftNh ftwiQiq^ ftj^ro

" Jar&sandhli's son was Sahadeva, his son was (1) Somapi, his son will

be (2) ^rutavat* his son will be (3) Ayutayus, his son will be (4) Niramitra,

his son will be (5) Suksattra, his son will be (6) Brihatkarman, his son

will be (7) Senajit, his son will be (8) £$rutanjaya, his son will be (9)

Vipra, his son will be (10) Suchi, his son will be (11) Ksemya, his son will

be (12) Suvrata, his son will be (13) Dharma, his son will be (14) Susrama,

his son will be (15) Dricjhasena, his son will be (16) Suinati, his son will be

(17) Subala, his son will be (18; Sunita, his son will be (19) Satyajit, his

son will be 120) VisVajit, his son will be (21) Ripunjaya. These are the

Barahadrathas, who will reign for a thousand years."

Note :—The opinion of Mr. Pargitter that from the accession of

Senajit to the end of this dynasty there were 16 kings who ruled for 723

years does not seem to be borne out by our text. If thirty-two kings ruled

for 1000 years, then 16 kings before Senajit ruled for 1000-723 or 277

years. This would give an^average reign of 17 years, a very much shorter

period than the average of forty-five years per reign according to the

previous reading. The total figures of the reigns of the 16 kings from

Senajit to Ripunjaya does amount, however, to full 700 years. The verse
" trayo-vims-adhikam teeam rajyam cha sata-saptakam " may be - a
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wrong reading. The Barhadratha dynasty was founded by the father of

king Brihadratha.
" This dynasty wu foundedby Brihadratha, ion of Vasra Chaidyopariohara, and ho and

•his nine successors reigned down to the great battle. From the battle to Senajit 6 kings

are named, excluding Senajit who is spoken of as the then reigning king, and from and

including him to the end 10 kings are mentioned. There were thus 82 kings altogether,

10 before the battle and twenty-two after, or from the standpoint of Senajit's reign 10

past and 10 future. Lines "Sodas-alto nripa jneya &o." of Matsya Purina take the

stand-point of his reign and speak of him and his successors as the 10 future kings, and

say primd facie their total duration was 718 years.

Lines Davatrimsao oha Ac, of Matsya Purina whioh are not In some mannsorlpts of

Matsya Purina reckon (in a way) from the beginning and speak of all the thirty-two kings

as future since most of them were posterior to the Battle, and thus they say the whole

dynasty lasted 1000 years. These two statements are not contradictory but are hardly

compatible, because taken together they assign 728 years to the last 10 kings and only 177

to the first 10. The total of 1000 years for 82 kings is excessive, and that of 728 years for

10 kings Is absurd. But if we can read lines **8odas-aite nripa jneya Ac, as two Independent

sentences, and treat tesam as applying, not merely to those 10 future kings but to the

Brihadrathas generally, their purport stands thus :—" These 10 kings are to be known as

the futture Brihadrathas :—and their kingdom lthat is, the kingdom of the Brihadrathas)

lasts 728 years. " The total duration, then 728 years, would be within possibility, for the

average reign would be about 2§ years. This rendering would of course discredit lines

Dvatrimsaoh oha nripa Ac, If we read Viyu according to another manuscript of

Matsya Purina with that construction, the total period would be 700 years and would

give an average reign of just under 22 years, which would be vims-adhikam. "

This opinion of Mr. Pargiter is however not borne out by our text of

the Matsya Parana AnandSiram series. In chapter 50 of that Purana we

find the dynasty of Brihadrathas given in verses 26-33 namely, (1) Vasu

Chaidyauparichara, (2) Btnhadratha (3) Kuilagra, (4) Vrisabha, (5) Punya-

van or Pu?pavan, (6) Punya or Pusya, (7) Satyadhriti,

Note.—According to some manuscript there was no king like Punya or Pusya.

(8) Dhanusa, (9) Sarva, (10) Sambhava, (11) Brihadratha, (12) Jara-

sandha, (13) Sahadeva.

Note.—This was the king who was killed in the great war mentioned In this chapter.

(14) Somadhi, (15) Srutasarvas, (16) Ayutayus or Apratipi, (17) Nira-

xnitra, (18) Suksatra or Puraksa, (19) Brihatkarma, (20) Senajit, (21) Sru-

tanjaya,. (22) Vibhu, (23) Suchi, (24) Ksema, (25) Suvrata, (26) Sunetra,

(27) Nirvriti, (28; Trinetra, (29) Dridasena, (30) Mahinetra, (31) Suchala,

(32) Ripunjaya.

Thus from Senajit up to Ripunjaya there are only 19 kings, (and not

16 as held by Mr. Pargiter), while from Vasu Chaidya Uparichara there are

19 kings up to Senfijit, and not sixteen kings as mentioned by Mr. Pargiter.

This arose very likely from an oversight of the learned author. Excluding

the three kings (Sunetra 40 years, Satyajit 83 years, and Visvajit 25 years

or altogether 148 years), we find that Senajit to Ripunjaya there ruled 16
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kings for 502 years, while from Ohaidya Uparichara to Brihatkarma the

predeoessor of Sen&jit, there ruled 19 kings for the remaining period of

1000 years, namely, for 498 years. We, however, think that the text

giving 1000 years to 32 Brihadratha kings, from Somadhi to Ripunyaya

is preferable as consistent with chapter 50 of this Parana. Though it

gives the average period of 31 years for each reign, yet that period is not

excessive, remembering that men were longer-lived then than now or that

the names of some insignificant kings have dropped out, though, the total

regnal period 1000 years has been correctly remembered and repeated.

Pulika—a minister of Ripunjaya assassinated his master and

installed his son as king, which gave rise to the Pradyota family. There

were five kings in this family, vis :

—

1. Pradyota 28 yean of reign.

2. Palaka ••• •»» ••• •••

8. Via'akhayvpa ... ••• ... ••• 88 „
4. Ajaka (or Suryaka) 21

8. Nandivardhana ... 80

182

This dynasty, however, lasted 152 years, according to other texts.

The Pradyotas were followed by the Sirfunaga family. tiirfunfiga

put an end to the last Pradyota king and was succeeded by nine kings

mentioned below :

—

40 years of reign.

2. KSkavarma ... ... ... ... ... 26 „

8. Ksemadharman ... ... 88 M M
4. Kaatrafijas or Ksemajit ... ... ... ... 24 „ „
6. Vimbisara or Vindhyaaena ... ... ... 28 w „
5a. Kanvtyina ... ... ... ... ... 0 „ „
6b. Bhnmitra ... ... ... ... ... 14 „ ,,

8. Ajata satin ... ... ... ... ... 27 „ M
7. Daraaka (or Vanaaka) ... ... ... ... 24 „ »
8. Udasin ... ... ... ... ... 88 tt

9. Nandivardhan... ... ... ... ... 40 „ „
10. Mahanandin ... ... ... ... ... 48 ,, „

844 ff „

Our Purana, however, gives the total period as 360 years. If how*

ever we take the above reigns, as given by Mr/ Pargiter, and other Purl-

nas, w*. as 40+36+36+40+28+27+ 25+33+42+43 the total comes

to 350, still a deficiency of ten years. The Matsya wrongly inserts

two Kanv&yana kings, tna., K&nvayana 9 years and Bhumimitra 14 yean

in the above list, between Vindhyaaena and Ajatasatru. Even then the

figures of the Matsya will come up to 344 +23^367 years and not 360.
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THE DATE OF THE MAHABEARATA WAB. x*iu

With these kings we come upon solid historical names. It was

in the reigns of Vimbisara, the fifth king in the above list and of his son,

Ajataiatrn, that the great Founder of Buddhism flourished. From the

date of Buddha's preaching in Magadha, in the court of Vimbisara and

Ajatasatru up to the Great War, the period that elapsed can be easily

calculated from the figures above given.

Namely from SomadM up to SenAjit ... ... ... 817 yean.

Srutanjaya up to Ripanjay* ... ... ... ... 60S „

Pradyot* family ... ... ... ... ... 132 „

This however does not tally with the statement that 1050 or 1015

years elapsed between Nanda and the Great War. There is a difference

of more than two hundred years.

If, however, we take the figures from Mr. Pargiter's dynasties of

the Kali age, as given below, we find that from Somadi to Ripunjaya,

there were 22 kings who reigned for 920 years. The Pradyotas after

Ripunjaya were 5 kings who reigned for 138 years. The Sisunagas who
came after the Pradyotas were 10 kings and reigned for 330 years, the

text however says that the reign of the Sirfunagas was for 360 years.

Adding up the above-mentioned three figures, viz., 920 plus 138 plus 330,

(or 360) we get the sum 1388 years or 1418. Thus, 1388 or 1418 years was

the interval between the installation of Mahapadma Nanda and the birth of

Pariksit or the Great War. Adding 422 B.C. the year of the installation

of Mah&padma Nanda, ice come to the figures 1810 or 1840 B.C. as

the date of the Mahdbhdrata War. Thus there is difference between

1810 B.C. or 1840 and 1472 B.C. of 388 years or 418.

Whether we take Mr. Pargiter's figures which gives a difference of

388 years, or the figures based on the Matsya Pnr&na, which gives the

date of the war as 1736 B.C. and according to which, the difference is

291, it is, no doubt, a large one. How are we to reconcile this ? The
printed text of all the Pur&nas gives the interval between the inauguration

of Mah&padma Nanda and the birth of Pariksit as 1050 years (with the

variants 1015 or 1115), while the total of the reigns given in detail makes

this figure, 1741 in our case, and, 1388 in that of Mr. Pargiter. What
figure are we to take ? Is there any mode of reconciling the difference of

about 300 years? What is the more reasonable alternative to take ? Is

it the aggregate arrived at, by adding the reigns of different kings or the

total given in the printed texts of the Pur&nas ? Or, does this verse of

Sisunaga Ml

1282
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the Puranas refer to some other Pariksit than Parikeit, the son of Abhi-

manyu? Or, is Pariksit a misreading for some other king who reigned

about 300 years after the Great War ? It is a curious fact worth noting,

that when the Purana was recited in the Naimisaranya by the Suta,

Senajit was the reigning king in the Barhadratha family and from

Somadi to Senajit, six kings reigned for a period of 267 years, or, accord-

ing to our figures 277 years. If, instead of calculating from the period

of the birth of Pariksit, the Puranas calculated from the time of Seu&jit,

or, his contemporary Adhisima Krisna, in whose reign the Purana was

composed, then the above figure of 1050 years becomes reasonable, but

this is merely conjectural, and there is no authority as yet discovered

by us, for holding that the Pariksit of the above verse is not the Pariksit,

son of Abhimanyu, or that Pariksit is a misreading for Senajit or Adhi-

sima Krisna.

V. Varaha Mihira, quoting Qarga, fixes the date of the Great War
at 2526 before $aka era, which commenced in 78 A.D. According to him

the date of the Great War is 2448 B.C. (Brihat Sainhita, Ch. XUL, v. 3).

But he or rather Garga gives no clue how this figure was arrived at.

VI. It may also be noted here that though the Visnu Pur&na repeats

the traditional verse that 1050 years was the interval between the inaugu-

ration of Nanda and the birth of Pariksit yet, the total given by it, are

approximately, the same as those given by the Matsya Pur&na. It says

the Barhadrathas reigned for 1000 years from Somadi (our figure is 920

years from Somadi to Ripunjaya). It then gives the reign of Pradyotas

as 138 years which coincides with our figure. The Sisunagas reigned for

362 years, according to the Visnu Purana. Thus the total of these three

figures, is (1000 plus 138 plus 362) 1500 years. This would give the

year of the Mahabharata war as 1922 B.C. Thus whether we take 1922

B.C. of the Visnu Pur&na or 1763 B.C. according to one calculation, or

1810 B.C., according to Mr. Pargiter, we can fairly say, that the figure

1477 B.C., given in the datum of the above verse, is untenable. There-

fore, we repeat that for the present, we take 1922 B.C., as the year of the

Great War.

Another method of reconciling the discrepancy is, that, instead of

reading the verse as given in printed text, if we read it as <Nti$rer then it

would mean; that the interval between Nanda and Pariksit was, in

round numbers, 1500 years, instead of 1050 or 1015 years. This appears

a more reasonable reading, and in this view, the figure of Mr. Pargiter,

namely, 1388 (the interval between Nanda and Pariksit) is nearer tlie

figure of the Visnu PurAna, with a difference of 112 years. As a
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matte* of strange ooinciclette*, tbtfre is such a raiding, at fe trident

from Mr. Pargitet'a footaot* given on page 58 of hk Dynaetii* of th«

Kali Age. Ha say* on versa *f *t*f* 8 9V qfWJ^' iff bis note, No. 21

on the word pan^fcaifadutearani. "So Matsya generally, VAyu, Brah*

manck, Matsya, marked d, e, and j, tbe reading h prfnchaifatoitarffftt,

In M*& marked 1 and to of Matsya and b and 1 of Vi^ntt, the reading itf

panohadatotiartim."

This fast reading removes all difficulties. According to it, the

reading would be, "qtf ( or ^#

) 3*'«*fP3 qy^wwy ' and the verse

would then mean " Now* from Mahapadma's inauguration to Pariksit's

birth, this interval is, indeed, known as 1500 years."

We shall take therefore, this reading of the verse and in all that

we have said above, this is to be understood. Thus according to it, the

date of the Great War would be 1600 plus 422 equal to

1922 B.C.
Here, in passing, we may mention a point noted by Mr. Pargiter,

regarding the two readings of the Matsya Chapter 271 verse 30. That

verse according to one text is :

—

" That, 22, Birhadratha kings in future will enjoy the kingdom for

full one thousand years." The other reading is that " sixteen Brihadratha

kings in future will enjoy the kingdom for 723 years."

In the face of it, these two versions appear to be inconsistent, but,

there is really no such inconsistency. The first verse takes its standpoint

from the reign of king Pariksit, who was contemporary of king Som&di

and counts the future kings from that point, as the Vi^nu Purana has

done. From Som&di upto Ripunjaya, the aggregate of the reigns is

1,000 years and the number of kings is 22 (or rather 32) though ten names

have dropped, three of whom however have been supplied by Mr. Pargitef,

and others may be found if further search be made. The second verse takes

its standpoint from Senajit's reign, consistently with its assertion, that th6

Purana was recited towards the end of the reign of Senajit, or, to use its

own words " Senajit, had just passed away," and the total number of kings

is really, sixteen, from that date and their aggregate period of reign is

723 years. Thus both the figures 1000 and 723 years are correct, the

starting points of counting being different.

VII. The Siddhanta view, therefore, is that Ike Great War took place

in 1920 B.C. In this we are supported not only by Srldhara Svami the

learned commentator on the Visnu Bh&gavata Purana but we are corro-

borated by the Saptarsi Era also. All the Puranas (as a rule,) say that

the Saptarsis were in Magna at the time of the birth of Pariksit ; some
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of them say that they will be in the Krittikft or the twenty fourth

from MaghJL at the end of the Andhra dynasty, see V&yu, Vol. II.,

(Bibliotheca Indica) Adhy 37, v. 417, and Matsya Ch. 273, v. 44.

That dynasty lasted for 460 years. So deducting from 2400

(one hundred for each asterism) we get 2400—460*= 1940. That is to say,

that there were 1900 years roughly between the birth of Pariksit and

the rise of the Andraa in 28 B.C. As the Saptarfi calculation is in

centuries, this gives also 19 centuries B.C., for the year of the

Great War.

$bis Chandra Vidtabnava.
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[tfota.—Here we giro the translation of three chapters, namely of 371-278 of the

ICatsya Parana, which give an account of the Dynasties of the Kali Age after the War, in

order, to complete the chronology of the Indian kings and to elucidate the points dis-

cussed in Appendix II.]

CHAPTER COLXXT.

Risis said :—0 Suta, you have described to as the dynasty of Puru,

along with the future kings in that dynasty. Now tell us about those

kings who will be in the Solar (Surya) dynasty. So also tell us here about

those illustrious kings in that Yadava family, who will exist in the Kali-

yuga. And when those dynasties (Surya and Yfidava) will come to an end,

then, tell us briefly about those pious kings who were kinsmen of these

families and who will obtain the kingdom after them, in due order as

far ae possible.—1-3.

Note.—The future Kings of Paurava dynasty hare been described in Chapter 60.

See p. 15ft.

Suta said:—Now, after this, I shall tell you, of the highsouled

Iksvakus.

Post Mah&bh&rata Aiksv&kus or Solar Dynasty.

(1) Brihadbalas heir [was (2) Brikatksaya, his heir] was the heroic king

(3) Uruksaya. The son of Uruksaya was the famous (4) Vatsadroha

(Vatsavyuha).—4.

[According to Mr. Pargiter, the verse ought to be :
" Brihadbala's

heir was the warrior king Brihatksaya his son was Uruksaya.]

(5) Prativyoma was after Vatsadroba. His son is (6) Divdkara

to whom in the Madhyadesa, belongs the beautiful city of Ayodhya.—5.

flotc—According to Vayu. the reading is " who now rules the city of Ayodhyl in

Madhyaderfa," showing that Dirskara was the ruling prince, when this Purina was recited,

Div&kara's (successor) will be the illustrious (7) Sahadeva, whose

(successor) will be (8) Dhruv&sva, the high-minded.—6.

His (successor) will be the most lucky (9) Bh&vya (Bhanuratha or

Bhavyaratha). And his son will be (10) PraUp&foa. The son of Prnti-

pasVa will be even, (11) Supratipa.—7.

(12) Marudevd will be his (Supratipa's) son, after whom was (13)

8unaksatra. After Sunaksatra will be (14) Kivnar&kva, the harass** of

his foes.—8.
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After Kinnarfisva will be the high-minded (15) Antnriksa. After

Antariksa will be (16) Susena, and (17) Sumitra, the conqueror of his

enemies (Amitrajit.—9.

Note.- According to another reading, Snsena was the eon of Antariksa, whose eon

was Sumitra-Amitrajit. Or, after, Antariksa will be ftnparna (Snsena), and after nisi

ejltrajlt.

(18) Brihadr&ja will be the son of Sumitra. Brihadraja's (son) will

be (19) Vtryav&n (I>> armav&n). Again (20) Kritanjgya, by name, (will

be) the virtuous (Dhftrmika^ son of Viryav&n.—10.

The son of Kritanjaya, will be the wise (21) Ranejaya, (22) Sanjaya,

the warrior king will come after Ranejaya.— 11.

[Safijaya's son will be (23) &kya. After &ky* will be the king (24)

&udhaudans. The son of Sud bandana will be (25 Siddbirtba, the eminent

<26) Pu&ala or Rthnla will be the son of Siddbfirtba] —12.

After him will be i27) Prastnajit. After him will be ^28) Ksudrakn.

After Ksudraka will be (29) KuUho. After Kulaka is remembered (30)

From Suratha was bom (31) Sumitra. He will be the last king.

These AiksvAkus have been declared, who will exist in the Kaliywga.— 14.

These will be in the line of Brihadbala, they will be the glory of

their family. Here the following geneological verse is sting by ancient

poets.— 15.

" This dynasty of the Jksv&kus will end with Sumitra. On reaching

King Sumitra it will come to its close in the Kaliynga."—16.

This is thus the dynasty of Mann, even as declared before. Hereafter

I will relate the Bfirhadratha (dynasty of Magadha.—17.

Post Mah&hhirata Bdrhadrathas.

Listen about the kings, those past, those present, and those to come
in future, from (the stock of) Jarasandha (and) in the line of Sahadeva.

—

After (V Sahadem was killed, when the great war of Bh&rata took

place, (2) Som&dhi succeeded him as his heir, and became king in Giri-

vajra.—19.

He reigned for fifty-eight years : and then (3) &ruUtsratA in his line

reigned for sixty-four years.—20.

'4) Apratipi reigned for thirty-six years and (5) Kiramitra after

reigning for forty»years went to heaven.—21.

Afterwards (6) Sttraksa got the earth for fifty-six years and (7)

Brihatharmd reigned for twenty-three years.—22.
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(8) Sen&jit has just pasted away after enjoying the earth for fifty years.

Note.—Another reading according to the Vtyu Parana is " Sensjit is now enjoying

the earth, the same number (K) of year*.*'

He will be succeeded by (9) &rutanjaya who will be for forty years.

Afterwards (JO) Vihhu will obtain the earth and will reign for twenty-eight

years, and then tiuchi will rule the kingdom for fifty-eight plus six

years (i.e. 61).—23-24.

The king (12) Ksema will enjoy the earth for twenty-eight years.

After whom the powerful (13) Anuorata will reign for sixty-four years.

—

25.

U4) Sunetra will enjoy the earth for twenty-five (another reading

thirty-lire) years. (15) Nirvriti will enjoy it for fifty-eight years. —26.

After that (16, Trinetra will enjoy the kingdom for twenty-eight

years. (17) Dyumatsena Dricjhasena) will be for forty-eight years.— 27.

(18) Mahinttra will be resplendent for thirty-three years (19) Achala

or (SuchalaJ will be king for thirty-two years— 28.

(20) Ripunjnyi will obtain the earth for fifty-years, and these 32

kings will he the future Brihadrathas.—29.

Note.—The following three lines are omitted in our text of the Matsya Purina, baa
supplied by Mr. Pargiter.

" Chatvarira sat sama raja Sunetro bhoksyate tatah

Satyajit pritbivtot raja try asitim bhoksyate samah

Prapyaemsro Via'vajichcbapi panoha-vimsad bhavieyati."

King 8anetra will next onjoy the kingdom for forty years. King Satyajit will enjoy

the earth for eighty-three years, (eighty years). And Visvsajit will obtain this earth and
be king for twenty- fire yours.—2ftA.

Note. -Oar reading is dvatrimaattu nripa hyeta, Another reading is "Qodss-aite

nrtpajoeya bhavitftro Brihadrathah." And then the verse will mean " these sixteen

kings are to be known as the future Brlhadrathas." Then there is farther this line in the

same manuscript :—11 Trayo-vims-adhikam tesam rajyam oha s'ata-saptakam." And it

means " and their kingdom will last seven-hundred twenty-three years." According to

this reading the sixteen future Barhadrathas will reign for 738 years. Of course this

includes Sentjit also.

Their kingdom will last full 1000 years indeed. Then Balaka (son

of) Pulaka will be the conqueror of Ksatriyas.—30.

Notb.—The translation is according to the reading

srfaf tot difr At TOC*n* •
^e 6

U» 3 *w to Mfawfa ii

But the kings enumerated are 22 only. The reading of the Brahmanda Purina is

fifaf njn if " These 22 Kings." This is more accurate.

Here ends chapter 271 dealing icith the geneologies of future

lksn&lius and Bvihadrathas.
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CHAPTER COLXXII.

Pradyota or Bdlaka Dynasty.

Sftta said :—When Brihadrathas and "VHihotras and Avantis hare

passed away, Pulaka, after killing his master will instal his son (Pradyota

or Balaka) as king.—1.

He will instal, Bdlaka, born of Pulaka, in the very sight of the

Ksatriyas (by assasinating his master, Ripunjaya). That son of Pulaka will

subjugate the neighbouring kings by force and not by right, and will be

devoid of royal policy.—-2.

That {Pulaka^ the best of men will reign for 23 years, (2) Pfilaka or

Balaka will be king for 28 years (or 24 according to the Vfiyu).—3.

(3) King VMkhayApa will reign for 53 years (50 according to Vayn)

(4) and SAryaka will be king for 21 years*. (5) Nandioardhana, his son, will

be king for 30 years (20 years another reading). These five kings, after

enjoying the earth, for 52 years (evidently a mistake for 155 or 152)

will perish.—4-5.

Note.—The Visnu m well as the Bhsgavata Purina gives the aggregate as 188

yean.

oUun&ka Dynasty.

Then 6isAndha destroying all their glory will place his son in

Benares and himself go to Girivraja. The King £$is*un&ka will reign for

40 years.—6.

His son Kdkavarna will obtain the earth for 26 years, Ksemadharma

will be king for 36 years.— 7.

Ksemajit will obtain the earth for 24 years, Vindhyasena will be

king for 28 years.—8.

K&nv&yana will be king for 9 years, his son, BhUmimitra will be

king for 14 years.— 9.

Note.—This verse 9 is evidently misplaced here. Its proper plaee Is in the Kanva

line.

AjAta&atru will be king for 27 years, Vamkaka will be king for 24

years.—10.

His son Ud&st will be king for 33 years, Nandivardhana will be king

for 40 years.— 11.

Mahdnandt will be king for 43 years. These will be the kings m
the &sun£ka dynasty.— 12.

The Sirfun&kas will be kings for full 360 years, and the kings will

be low born Ksatriyas (Ksatrabandhu).— 13.

Note.—Acoording to the Visnn and Vayn the aggregate is 88S years. But adding the

above figures we get 821 only.
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Early Contemporary Dynasties.

Contemporaneous with all these kings will flourish in Kaliyuga

other kings also, and they will endure an equal time. There will be 24

lksv&ku kings, 27 Panch&las, 24 kings of Ktii and 28 Haihayas kings.

—14-15.

Then there will be 32 Kalinga kings, 25 Asmaka, 36 Kurava, 28

Maithila, 23 Surasenas, and 20 Vitahotra kings. All these kings will

endure the same time and will be contemporaries.

The Nandae. 422 B.C.—B22 B.C.

Then, as an incarnation of Kali, will be born MahApadma, a son of

MahAnandi from a £udra woman and he will be the exterminator of the

Ksatriya kings.—16-18.

Afterwards all the kings will be of the $udra origin. That Mahftpadma

will be sole monarch and a universal Emperor. He will reign for 88
years on this earth. He will uproot all Ksatriyas, through his ambition.

His eight sons, beginning with Sukaipa will be kings for 12 years. They

will be kings in succession to Mah&padma one after another. Kaufilya will

uproot all these sons, during the course of 12 years. Then the empire will

pass on to the Mauryas, after being enjoyed by (Kautilya ?) for a hundred

years (or then Kaufilya, after enjoying the earth for hundred yean, will go.

to heaven).—19-22.

The Mauryas.

His son ^atadhanva will be the king for 6 years. His son Brihadratha

will reign for 70 years.—23.

For 36 years Asaka will be king. His grandson will then be king

for 70 years.—24.

His son Dasaratha will be king for 8 years. His son Saptati will

reign for 9 years (or his son will be for 79 years).—25.

These are the ten Mauryas who will enjoy the earth for full 137 years,

from whom she (the Earth) will pass to the Sungas.

Nora.— The text tays that there are ten Maury* kings, bat its enumeration is short

of that number. The following note from Mr. Parglter Is appropriate This dynasty

is given by all five Pursues, but the aooount of It has suffered more than that of any other

dynasty. Three versions exist here, the earliest in the Matsya, the second in e Ysyu, and

the third In the Vayu generally and the Brahmanda. They agree in general purport, but

have many differences. The second forms a stage of recension intermediate between the

first and the third, and is the only copy that has preserved the names of aU the kings.

The Matsya version in all copies is incomplete and has one of its verses misplaced, thus

only 5 MSB mention Ohandragupte* the second king always omitted, and.the aooount
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generally begins with that vers* 28* patting the two hinge first* end then mentions only

foar kings, Asoka and hie three successors."

[Though the Matsya mentions only seven kings, and that also in a

confused manner, the full list of tan kings is given in the Visnu Purana

(Book IV. Chap. 24. verses 7 8).

The years of accession noted against their names are taken from Mr. V.A.

Smith's History page 197.

Date of dBceniion.

(1) Chandra Oopta

(J) Bindos&ra Amitragbsta ...

(8) Asoka

Asoka died

(4) 8nya*es

(5) Dataratha

(6) Sangata

(7) 8slieuke

(t> Soniasarnan ...

(9) SaUdhauva ...

(10) Bribadratha ...

STttf.C

ss8 ac.

278 B.a

282B.CL

18SB.G*

224 8.0.

21*&C
108 B.C.

1S1-185 B.a

Sungas,

Pusyamitra the commander-in-chief wiU uproot Bribadratha and

will ride the kingdom as king 36 years.—27.

After him Vasnjyestha will be king for seven1 years. After hit*

Vasumitra will be for ten years.—2&
Note.—Oar text omits Agnimitra who was the immediate successor of PtffjvatfO* .*•»'

who reigned for 8 years, as in the Vayu P.

Then his son Antaka will be (reign) for 2 years. Then Pulindaka will

be (reign) for 3 years.—29.

Then Vajramitra will be king for 9 years. Then Samabhaga will

reign for 32 years. Then after him his son Devabhumi will reign for 10

years. These ten petty kings will enjoy this earth for full 112 years* And

then the earth will go to the Kanvas.—30-32.

Note.—The Parana enumerates only 8 kings while there ought to be tea This

omission is supplied by the name* of Agnimitra and (Jhosavasa as given in the Visnu

In*ten kings, therefore, are the following

(1) Pufyamitr*
(2) Agnimitra
(8) Sujyeetha or Vasnjyestha
(4) Vasumitra
til) Antaka
(0) Pulindaka
(7) Gho$avasu
(8) Vajramitra

a
9) Bhagavata or Samabhaga
0)

~
"

BevabhQti or Devabhami

... 185 B*0. (88 years).
... 149 B.O. (8 years).-
... Iff B.CX. (7 years?.

... 184 B.a (WStearsfc

... l^aa rlyeareV

... I2i B.C. (S years).
... li9,

ft(T. (s yearsy.

... W6B*a p years).

... 107 BiG. (82 years).

... 7BB.0. (10 years).

Assasfnated? iu 08 B.C.

Total 1*0
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[The aggeregate of the reigns is, however, 120 years and not 112,

but all the PurSnas agree in giving 112 years as the duration of Sunga

dynasty. This discrepancy might be explained by omitting Agnimitra

from the list He perhaps never reigned as a king apart from his father

Pusyamitra, who though defacto king always styled himsef Senfipati

or Commander-in-chief and so Agnimitra's name is not mentioned by the

Matsya Pur&na. There is much uncertainty about his reign as pointed

out by Mr. Pargiter. Or may it be that Agnimitra was practically a king

during the life-time of his father on certain parts of the vast empire. And
the verse " tat-suto * gnimitr-a§tau bhavi§yati sani& nirph " may be read as

"tat-euto' ganimitrastu bhavisyati sam& nripah." According to this

calculation Sunga dynasty would appear to have come to an end not

in 65 B. C. but in 73 The Matsya Parana verse 32 is rather inaccurate.

It says :

—

vscnut^i JHHwft^t 1 srcr ^jff i ^ aw* y^wilii-

to i

" These ten Ksudra kings will enjoy this earth full 100 and 200 (total

300) years. Then it will go to the Sungas." This is evidently a mistake.

The earth could not have gone to the Sungas after the Sungas. Nor did

the Sungas reign for 300 years. Instead of tatah Sung&n gamisyati,

another reading is tatah svargam gamisyati, which may refer to the last king

namely, Devabhumi who will go to heaven. This reading is more appro-

priate than Sung&n gamisyati. Moreover who are these petty kings

Ksudrar&janah which the text mentions. It only mentions 8 kings and not

10 for it does not mention Agnimitra and Ghosavabu. We have therefore

adopted Mr. Pargiter* reading :—Dasaite Sunga-r&j&no bhoksyant-im&m

vasundharam fcJatam purnam dasa dve cha tatah Kanv&n gamisyati." This

is in accordance with Visnu pur&na also which in IV. 24. 11 says.

to 3HF WTOtart ?ftwff Jhwfai • to* *toi£Nc

The Kanvdyancu.

The minister Vasudeva forcibly overthrowing the dissolute king

Debhabumi will become king among the Sungas. He the Kanvfiyanay

will be king for 9 years.—33.

His son Bhumitra will reign 14 years. His son Narfiyana will be for

12 years.—34.
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Susanna, bis son, will be for 10 years only. These are recorded as

Sungabhrityas, or Kanv&yana kings.**- 35.

These 40 (four) Kanvas are Brahmanas and they will enjoy the earth

for 45 years.—36*.

They will have the neighbouring kings respect them and will be

virtuous. At the time of their period of reign coming to an end the earth

will go to the Andhras.—37.
Mote.—The four Ktnviyana kings are shown In the following tabularform

(1) Yasndeya Kanva ... (9 years) 78 B.C.

(2) Bhftmimitra ... (14 years) 59 B.O.

(8) Nar&yana ... (13 years). 47 B C.

(4) Susanna ... (10 years) 87 B.O.

Total ... 45 years.

[The last king Susanna was slain by the king &isuka about 27 or

28 B.C.]

Here ends chapter 272 describing the Pradyota, 8isundga
t
the Nanda%

the Maurya, the Sungas and the Kdnodyana dynasties*

CHAPTER OOLXXIIL

Andhras.

The Andhra Simuka (&s*uka) with his fellow tribesmen, the servants

of Susarman, will assail the K&nvayanas and him (Susarman,) and destroy

the remains of the Sungas* power and will obtain this earth.—1-2.

Note :—The above translation is according to Mr. Parglter's text, eoording to

our text the reading is :—

"w^wwiwal ^nt gqrafa: sremr ami

This would mean " Then Eanyayana nobles of Susanna having assailed her (Barth)

and putting to an end what remained of the Sungas will become powerful." This shows
that ihe chieftains of the last Kanva King, Susarman, revolted against hint and pot an end
to the Sunga power.

Their tribesman (a kinsman of these Kanvayana chieftains (bhftp&g)

who had revolted against Susarman) called (1) &8uka Andhra will get

this earth. For 23 years &«fuka will be the king.—2.

His younger brother (2) Krisna will be 18 years. His son (3) $rl-

mallakarni ($ri Ufetakarni) will be 10 years. Then (4) Purnotsanga will be
king 18 years. —3.

Not*—Mr. Pargiter inserts (5)
41 Skandhastambhi will be king 18 years" after

purnotsangat
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(6) &&takami will be 56 years. Bis son (7) Lambodara 18

years.—

1

His son (8) Apitaka(Apilaka) wUl be 12 years* Then (9) Meghasv&ti

will be 18 years.—5.

Then (10; Sv&ti will be king 18 years. (11) Skandhasv&ti will then

be king 7 years.—6.

Then (12) Mrigendra Svfitikarna will be 3 years. Then (13) Kuntala

Sv&tikarna will be king 8 years. Then (14) Sv&tivaroa will be king for

one year.—7-8.

Then (16) Ariktavarna will be 25 years. After him (17) Hala will

be king for 5 years.—9.

M»te.~Before this Terse and as part of Terse 8 Mr. Pargiter inserts " sa^trimsadeTa

Yarsani Pulomavi bhaTifjatl,* which means then (15) Pulom&vi will reign 86 years.

Insteadof ArlktaTarna another reading is Arif{akarna.

Then (18) Mandulaka will be king 5 years (another reading Manta*

laka.) Then (19; Purindrasena (Purikasena) will be king* After him <20)

Saumya will be king.—10.

Kote.—The number of years of the reigns of Pnrfndrasena and Saumya are not gfren

In our edition. MoreoTer, it is doubtful whether, Sanmym is the name of a king. Mr.
Pargiter says :—" Saumya cannot well be a king, though the line says so on its face,

because In this dynasty two kings are neTer put together in a single line without any
mention of their reigns. 4 Saumyo bhaTifyati ' is probably a corruption. Mr. Pargiter also

points out that instead of the aboTe the following Terse is in the Vayu :—" Panoha
Pattalako rsja bhaTifyati mahabalah. ** Bhftvyfth Purikasenas tu sassah so'py eka-

Timsattm." Thus according to this reading Purikasena will reign 21 years.

Then (21) Sundara &Lntikarna (£$atakarni) will reign 1 year. Then
(22) Ohakora Sv&tikarna tfJatakarni) will reign for 6 months.— 11.

Then (23) J&vasvAti will be 28 years. Then (24) King Gautamt-

putra will be king next 21 years.—12.

His son (25) Pulomfi will be king 28 years.

(Then (26) g&takarni will be king 29 yearsJ
This is a Tory doubtful line as pointed out by Mr. Pargiter and it is not in our text.

After Pnloma (27) £$ivatfri-Pnlom& will be king 7 years.— 13.

Then (28; 6iva skandha after Santikarna will be king as his son
forf?) years.

Note :—Our text is ffew*: mfimtifttmnm: frcr: i Bnt Mr. Pargiter would amend

it thus :— ?n*ra rt^r: qm: i

Note.— No number is given. Mr. Pargiter would read it :—«• Bhavitasmst trayo
" and then the Terse would mean " fttraskandhasAntikarna will be king 8 years."

Then (29) Yajnairi S&ntikarnika will be 29 years.—14.
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Then after him (30) Vijayawill be king 6 years. Then (31) Chan<Jasrt

&antikarna, his son will be 10 years.— 15.

Then (32) Puloma, another of them, (viz., Puloma II) will reign 7

years.—(16a.)

These 19 Andhras will enjoy the earth for 460 years. On the king-

dom of the Andhras coming to an end, there will be kings belonging to

the lineage of their servants.—16-17.

Note,—The Purina mentions at the end that the number of kings will be 10, but as a

matter of fact, it enumerates 80 kings, and the number would rise to 83 if the kings

Inserted by Mr. Pargiter be taken into account.

[We give in a tabular form the list of the names of the kings with

their reigns :

—

(1) &suka Andhra ... 38 years.

(3) Erisna ... 18 if

(8) &fmallakarni ... 10 n

(4) Purnotsanga ... 18 »»

[(5) gkandhastambhi ... 18 „]

(0) 6'itakarni ... 60 n

(7) Lambodara ... 18 99

(8) Apitaka ... 13 if

(9) Meghasvati ... 18 n

(10) ftTttt ... 18 if

(11) SkandhasTtti ... 7 it

(13) Mrigendra ... 8 n

(18) Kuntala ... 8 99

(14) 8ritivarna ... 1 99

[(16) Pulomtri ... 80 991

(10) Ariktavarna ... 36 99

(17) Htla

(18) Mandulaka

(19) Purfndresena

(30) Saumya (a wrong name
with no years).

(31) Sundara ...

(33) Ohakora

(38) s'iyasrtti

(34) Oautamfputra

(36) Pulomt

[(30) 6*Ukarni

(37) Sivaart

(38) tfiyaskandha

(39) Yajfiasrl

(80) Vijaya

(81) Ohandan'rf

(83) Puloman

6 years.

* 99

81 M

1 99

0 months*

... 31 „
••• 38 „
... 39 (doubtful).]

... 7

... 8

... 39

... 0

... 10

n

n

n

n

•t

99}

Various Local Dynasties.

On the kingdom of the Andhras coming to an end, there will be

kings in the lineage of their servants who would be called Srip&rvatiya

Andhras.—17.

There will be 7 (kings in the line of the servants of) Atiflhr*^

10 Abhtra kings, also 7 Gardabhilas and 18 SJakas.—18.

There will be 8 Yavana kings, and 14 Tusara kings and 13 Gurun<Ja

kings and 19 (or 11 Manna) Huna kings.—19.

The 8 Yavana kings will reign for 87 years. The 7 Gardhabhilas

will enjoy this earth again (no years given. 72 according to V&yu.)—20
The earth is recorded to have belonged to the Tusaras for 7000

years. And 18 kings for 183 years as well [printed text corrupt. Ought

to be :—" Eighteen £akas for 183 years."]—21.
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For half four hundred years there will reign the 13 Gurun^aa

of Mlechchha origin along with £$udra kings. (Or, the 13 future

Guruncjas along with low caste men, all of Mlechchha origin, will enjoy

it half four hundred years, i.e., 200 years.—22.

For 103 years the 11 kings will enjoy the earth (no name). (The

word Huna should be supplied to complete the verse, and it would then

mean " the 11 Hunas will enjoy the earth for 103 years"). The (seven)

drip&rvatiya Andhras will endure 52 years.—23.

The 10 Abhira kings will be for 67 years. When they are over-

thrown by time, then there will be Eilakila kings.—24.

Note—These local dynasties, with their periods of reign, may be thus shown in a

tabular form :—

Dytuutiet Period* of Reign. No. of Kings*

(1) Andhra-Bhrityas (8ri-p4rvati- 52 years or twioe 60 or 100 years... 7

yas).

(2) Abhfras ... ... 67 years ... ... ... 10

(8) Gardabhilas *•• ... 72 years (as in Vayu) ... 7

(4) Sskas ... ... 188 years ... ... • a. 18

(5) Yavanas •M ... 87 years ... ... ... 8

(6) Tnssras • •« ... 7000 years (107?) ... ... 14

(7) Gurundas ... ... 200 years ... ... ... 18

(8) Honas' ... ... 108 years ... ... ... 11 or 10

(9) Eilakilas ... ...

Note.—The account of these dynasties consists of three parts, the first of which sum-

marizes the number of kings in each dynasty, and the second states its duration, while

the third adds certain subsequent kings. In the first part, the Matsya, Vayu, and

Brahminda agree generally, bat in the second, the Matsya has one version and the two

others another. Here the dynastic matter in the Matsya ends.

u These local dynasties are all classed together as more or less contemporaneous.

The number of years assigned to them must be considered according to the remarks in

Introduction Sec. 42 ft*., and with reference to the middle of the 8rd century AJ). When
the account was first compiled as preserved In the Mt, for the revised versions in Va
and Bd did not revise the periods. If those remarks be sound, the Srlpirvatiya

Andhrabhrityas had at that time reigned 52 years, or (if we read dvipanehaaatam)

possibly 100 roundly, according to Mt, while the Va. and Bd reading is do doubt corrupt

and should .perhaps be 112 or 102 years. The AbMraa had then reigned 07 years, the

Gardabhilas 72 years, the Sakas 188 years, the Yavanas 87 or 82 years, and the Tusaras

7,000 or 600 according to the proper construction of the sentences but perhaps 107 or 106

is really meant. The 18 Gurundas or Murundas had then reigned half of the quadruple

of 100 years, that is 200, according to Mt, or 860 according to Va and Bd, but the latter is

probably a corruption of the former reading, for Vs and Bh say precisely 190 years.

The 11 Hones or Mannas had then lasted 108 years.

" Mention of these races is found in the inscriptions, thus Abhfras in Luders' List of

Brahmi Inscriptions, Nob. 068, 1187 (Bpig. Ind. x, Appendix) and Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions,

p, 14, Sakas, Luder s list, Nos. 1128, 1186, 1187, 1148, 1140, 1102, and perhaps 1001-2, and
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FGl p. 14, YaYanas. Lode** list, Nob. CM, 888, WW, Itt, U40, 11*4, MM, Motndu in

SOI, p. 14. m«d Marundadevi, Id* pp. 118. 183, 188 Henes. SOI. pp. 68, 148, 280, X Yakatakn,

prince Vindhyasakti is mentioned in Kielhorn's Inscriptions of Northern Indie, No. 633

(Bplg. Ind. v, Appendix)." (Pergiter's Keli Dynasty p. 44.)

THE EVILS OF KALI AGE.

There will be Yavanaa here for the sake of religious feeling (pilgrim-

age or propaganda) or pleasure or profit The Aryas and the Mlechchhaa

(will dwell) mixed up in all provinces (janapadas).—25.

The people will steadily deteriorate by adopting a contrary course

of life, so also the kings will be greedy and speakers of untruth.—26.

AJl will be overpowered (killed) everywhere by Kalki whether they

be Aryas or Mlechchhaa. They will be irreligious, avaricious, and hereti-

cal and cruel hypocrites everywhere.—27.

When the royal family will be destroyed, and the close of the Kali

Age will come and righteousness will perish, there will remain few

good people not given to ooveteousnesB.—28.

The people will be unholy, unrighteous and oppressed with disease

and sorrow ; and goaded by failure of rain they will be eager to destroy

each other.—29.

Unprotected by anyone, always living in terror, surrounded by

deep difficulties, the entire population will begin to live on (the top of)

mountains and on the banks of rivers.—SO.

When the royal families will be destroyed, the people, will desert

their homes ; and devoid of affection they will abandon their bcothea

and friends, and will have no one to protect them.— 31.

They will not observe the rules of caste and order of life, and be
addicted to unrighteousness. They will subsist on fruits, roots and
leaves of trees, and will be olothed in tattered garments, barks and skins,

mud thus they will wander over the earth in search nf livelihood.—32.

Thus the people having suffered {innumerable) miseries during

tbe dose of the Kali Age wiU become totally extinct, along with the

extinction of the Kali Age.—33.

When the Kali Age will be exhausted, after having been on earth

for full 1000 divine years together with the Sandhi periods, then on its

end, the Krita Age wiU come.—34.

Chronological Particulars.

Thus have I declared in due order the entire serieB of genealogy

—
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the kings who have passed away, and those who exist now and those who
have not yet come to existence.—35.

Now from Mahlpadna*! Inauguration nn till the birth of Parfltfit, this interval

la indeed known as 1060 years (1015 according to Vi$nu, and 1506 according to our

reading.)—80.

Note.—In manuscripts of Mateya Purftna marked c, e, J the reading Is &at-ottaram.

Similarly in Mas. 1, n of Matsya and V, 1, of Visnu the reading is Paneha-sat-ottaraa^

meaning 1500. This period of 1500 is the true interval obtained by adding np the

periods of reigns of the B&rhadrathas, Pradyotas and ^isnnagas as given in the Vifnn
Forina and other Pnranas. Thus :—

Bsrhadrathas from Somdpi to RIpnfijaya ... ... 1000 years.

Pradyotas ... ... ... ••• ... ••• IBS M
^i^'nnsgas ••• ••• ••• ••• *•• 801 *

we „

Therefbre the Mss. of the Matsya referred to by Mr. Pargiter are more correct than

the printed text. This verse, therefore, should read

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^a^^^^^SaflB^B^B^M ^^SMHkHHHBBBflBBt SBMSHBlSBsklsaBHSA fl^BSSSt SBBBBSB)kaBJBBBBBHBBe) BBSS BM SBBBBBBBkBB^BBBBS^^B^^BBB

Thin is the reading we prefer to adopt as being In harmony with the text of

Tiffin Purina. Mahapadma Ifanda was anointed in 4*1 RQ Therefore, ParikeN wan
bora in 1011 B.C. which was the year of the Great War.

Now from Mah&padma's inauguration to Pariksit's birth, this interval

is indeed known as 1500 years.—36.

Moreover in the interval which elapsed from the last Andhra King

Pulom&vi to Mahapadma—that interval was 836 years.—37.

The Cycle of 2700 years or 8aptarsi or Laukika Bra.

The same future interval of time, beginning from Pariksit till

the end of the Andhras, is thus expressed in the Bhavisya (Purana) regard*

ing those (kings) enumerated by the &utarsis who know the ancient

stories (in these terms).—38.

" When again (there will be end) of 27 future Andhras, (the Great

Bear) will be in a line with the towering brilliant Agni (the presiding deitj
of Krittika asterisK*)."—39.

An equal epaee of time is still future, subsequent king* beginning from

tfce end of the Andhras (Ml Pariksit) are declared therein. They have been

enumerated in the Bhavisya Purdna by Srutarsis who knew (he ancient

stories.—88. (Pargiter. ;

Note.—The reading In the Aaandearama edition of the verse 89 is:—

It is evidently corrupt according to Mr. Pargiter. Pradiptena in the above he would
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amend into Pratipena and samth should become samam. The Terse therefore should

read :—

M given by the editor of Visnu Parana in Bk. IV, Oh. 14, p. 285.

The Seven Bisis were then (at the time of the birth of Pariksit) oft

a line with the towering brilliant Agni (the presiding deity of Krittikd.)

At the end of the future twenty-seven Andhras the cycle repeats itself.

(Pargiter.)

Note.—This Saptarshi or Lauklka Bra appears to be a contrivance of historians and

is still in use in Kasmir as first pointed ont by the late Dr. Bonier, as will appear from the

following extracts from the Encyclopedia Britannica—Article—"Hindu Chronology/' and

Dr. Bfihler's Kasmir Reports pp. 50 et seq.

" The Saptarshi reckoning is used in Kashmir, and in the Kangra district and some of

The Saptarshi reckon- the Hill states on the south-east of Kashmir; some nine

ing. centuries ago it was also in use in the Punjab, and apparently

in Bind. In addition to being cited by such expressions as b'aptarshi-samvat, "the year

(so-and-so) of the 8aptarshis," and Sftstra-samvatsara, "the year (so-and-so) of the scrip-

tures," it is found mentioned as Lokakala, " the time or era of the people,** and by other

terms which mark it as a vulgar reckoning. And it appears that modern popular names

for it are Pahari-samvat and Kaohcha-samvat, which we may render by " the Hill era/*

and M the crude era.
1
* The years of this reckoning are lunar, Ohaitradi ; and the months

are purnimdnta (ending with the full-moon). As matters stand now, the reckoning has a
theoretical initial point in 8077 B.O. ; and .'the year 4070, more usually oalled simply 70,

b<>gan in a.d. 1000 ; but there are some indications that the initial point was originally

placed one year earlier.

The idea at the botton of this reckoning is a belief that the Saptarshis, " the Seven
Rlshis or Saints," Marfohi and others, were translated to heaven, and became the stars of

the constellation Ursa Major, in 8070 bjo. (or 8077); and that these stars possess an inde-

pendent movement of their own, which, referredtto the ecliptic, carries them round at the

rate of K0 years for each nakshatra or twenty-seventh division of the circle. Theoreti-

cally, therefore, the 8aptarshi reckoning consists of cycles of 2700 years: and the numbering
of the years should run from 1 to 2700, and then commence afresh. In practice, however,
it has been treated quite differently. According to the general custom, which has-

distinctly prevailed in Kashmir from the earliest use of the reckoning for chronological

purposes, and is illustrated by Kalhana in his history of Kasmir the Rd'atarathgi^
written in A.D. 1148—1160, the numeration of the years has been centinnial ; whenever
a century has been completed, the numbering has not run on 101, 102, 108, Ac., but has
begun again with 1, 2, 3, Ac Almanacs, indeed show both rhe figures of thecentury and the
lull figures of the entire reckoning,which is treated as running from 8070 not from 876

B.O. as the commencement of a new cycle, the second ;|thus, an almanac for the year begin-

ning in a.d. 1708 describes that year as '-the year4809 according to the course of theSeven
Rishis, and similarly the year 00." And elsewhere sometimes the full figures are . found,

sometimes the abbreviated ones ; thus, while a manuscript written in a.d. 1048 is dated in

"the year 24" (for 4724), another, written in a.d. 1224 is dated in "the year 4800.*' But,

Another reading is:—
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as in the Rdjataraihgini, so also in inscriptions, which range from A.D. 1204 onwards, only

the abbreviated figures hare hitherto been found. Essentially, therefore, the Saptarshi

reckoning is a centennial reckoning, by suppressed or omitted hundreds, with its earlier

centuries commencing in 8076, 2976 B.C., and so on, and its later centuries commencing in

A.D. 26, 126, 22T, Ac., ; on precisely the same lines with those according to which we may
use, e,g. 08 to mean a.d. 1790, and 57 to mean a.i». 1857, and 9 to mean a.d. 1909. And the

practical difficulties attending the use of such a system for chronological purposes are

obvious ; isolated dates recorded in such a fashion cannot be allocated without some
explicit clue to the centuries to which they belong. Fortunately, however, as regards

Kashmir, we have the necessary guide in the facts that Kalhana recorded his own date

in the Saka era as well as in this reckoning, and gave full historical details which enable

us to determine uumistakeably the equivalent of the first date in this reckoning cited by

him, and to arrange with certainty the chronology presented by him from that time.

The belief underying this reckoning according to the course of the 8even Rishis is

traced back in India, as an astrological detail, to at least 0th century a.d. But the

reckoning was first adopted for chronological purposes in Kasmir apd at sometimes about

a.d. 800 ; the first recorded date in it is one of " the year 89," meaning 8889,=a.d. 818—814,

given by Kalhana. It was introduced into India between A.D. 925 and 1025. (Encyclopedia

Britanirica, Eleventh Edition, Vol. 18, pp. 490-500).

" The beginning of the Saptarshi era is placed by the Kan'mfrians on Onaitra sudi

1 of the twenty-fifth year of the Kaliynga, and the twenty-fourth year, in which Ealhana
wrote, is consequently the Saptarshi year 4224. For

The distance between Kali 25 and tho beginning of the £$aka era is ... 8,154

The distance between Saka samvat 1 and Kalhana time ... ... 1,070

Hence results a total of Saptarshi years ... ... ... ... 4,224

My authorities for placing the beginning of the Saptarshi era in Kali 25 are the

following. First, P. Daytrim Jotsi gave me the subjoined verse, the origin of which
he did not know :

—

Kaler gatai^ sayakanetravarshai^ saptarshivaryss tridivam praystah.

Lokehi samvatsarapattrikayftm saptarshimanam pravadanti santab.

" When the years of the Kaliynga marked by the ' arrows and the eyes ' (i. e. the

five and the two, or, as Indian dates have to be read backwards, 25) had elapsed,, the most
excellent Seven Rishis ascended to heaven. For in the calendar (used) in the world4" the

virtuous declare the computation of the Saptarshi, (years to begin from that point)."

Pandit Damodar explained the verse as I have done in the above translation, and
added that each Saptarshi year began on Ohaitra sudi 1, and that its length was regulated

by the customary mixing of the Chandra and saura manas.

The correctness of his statement is confirmed by a passage in P. Sshebrflm's

Rajataranginisamgraha (No. 176), where the author says that the Saka year 1786 (A.D.

1804), in which he writes, corresponds to Kali 4905 and to Saptarshi or Laukika samvat

4940.| One of the copyists, too, who copied the Dhvanyatoka (No. 255) for me in Septem-

ber 1876, gives in the colophon, as the date of his copy, the 8aptarshi year 4951. These

facts are sufficient to prove that P. Damodar's statement regarding tho beginning of the

* The word loke, * in the world,' alludes to the appellation Lokakala, Laukika

samvatsara.

f Rajataranginisamgraha, fol. 4b, 1. 7 : tatradya sake 1786 kaligate 4965 saptar-

ahioharanumatena samvat 4940.

F
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flaptanhi era is not an invention of his own, but based on the general tradition of the

oountry. I do not doubt for a moment that the calculation which throws the beginning

of the Saptarshi era baok to 8070 B. (X is worth no more than that which axes the begin-

ning of the Kaliyuga in 8101 B. G, But it seems to roe certain that it is mnoh older than

Kalhanato time, because hi* equation 44=1078 agrees with it.| It may therefore be safely

used for reducing with exactness the flaptanhi years, months, and days mentioned in his

work to years of the Christian era. The results which will be thus obtained will always

closely agree with those gained by General Cunningham, who did use the right key."

Dr. Buhler's Easmir Report pp.
l50 and 60.

Note.—Mr. Pargiter, reads "saptarsayas tadaPufye Pratipe rajfii vai samam *' and
he translates it thus :—The Great Bear was situated equally with regard to the lunar

constellation Pusya while Pratipawas king. At the end of the Andhras, who will be in

the 27th century afterwards, the cycle repeats itself."

" In the circle of the lunar constellations, wherein the Great Bear

revolves, and which contains 27 constellations in its circumference, the

Great Bear remains 100 years in (conjoined with) each in turn." (40), (accor-

ding to Pargiter.)

This is the cycle of the Great Bear, and is remembered as being,

according to divine reckoning, 6 divine months and 7 divine years.

According to those constellations divine time proceeds by means of the

Great Bear. (41a). {Pargiter.)

The two front stars of the Great Bear, which are seen when risen

at night, the lunar constellation which is seen situated equally between

them in the sky, the Great Bear is to be known as conjoined with that

constellation 100 years in the sky.—42-43. (Pargiter).

This is the exposition of the conjunction of the lunar constellations

and the Great Bear. The Great Bear was conjoined with the Maghas in

Parik§it's time 100 years.—44. (Pargiter).

The Brahmanas (the Seven Seers) will be in the 24th constellation

100 years (when) at the termination of the Andhras Pargiter.—45.

Note.—The 24th constellation from Maghs counting retrograde is Ohitri.

According to this calculation the interval between Prikgit and the termination of Andhras;

is 2400 years. Subtracting 880, we get 1504, o* the interval between Nanda and Parikait.

Or in round number the Great War took place 1500 years before Nanda's time.

If, however, the 24th No. In the order of reckoning the naksatras be taken, then the

Une of the Saptaritis'will be in s'atabhisa or 1,400 years. Deducting 880 we get 504 the

Interval between Nanda and Pariksit—evidently incorrect. But 880 is the interval

between Nanda and the termination of the Andhras. If however we read Andhcainfo

instead of Andhr&nte, and this is the reading of Brahmanda then it will mean, "at the

commencement of the Andhras." The Andhra dynasty lasted for 400 years or the interval

% The use of the Saptarshi era in Kaarolr and the adjacent hiU states, which continues

even in the present day, has first been pointed out by General Cunningham,
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between Nanda and the commencement of the Andhras was 8W—400=870 yeattt. Deduc-

ting 376 (instead of 886) from 1,400 we get 1,024 years, the interval between Pariksit and

Nanda. This figure is approximately correct, according to some texts.

The Eoils of the Kali Age (Resumed.)

Thenceforward all this world will {all upon very bad times. Men
will be liars, greedy, and destitute of righteousness, affection and wealth.

The religion of £$rutis and Sinritis will become very lax, and so also will

be destroyed the orders and castes.—46.

The people will be of mixed origin, weak in body and Will be led

astray and deluded. Br&hmanas will sacrifice for ^udras (or will

study under £$Qdras) and SQdras will take to teaching Mantras.—47.

Those Brahmanas will adore suoh $udras anxious to acquire wealth

from them (or anxious to get the meaning of the Mantras from them).

And gradually there will be seen all the causes which go towards the

removing a man from his own caste.—48.

Thus towards the end of the age, the few weaklings that will remain

on earth will also go to extinction.—49a.

The duration of Kali.

On that very day and in that very moment when Krisna went to

heaven, the Kali Yuga arrived on earth. Now listen to its duration

from me. The wise say that its duration is 400,000 years—50.

Together with four times eight (32) thousand years according to

human calculation (i.e. 9 400,000+32,000=432,000;. Or in other words

its duration is 1000 divine years together with the twilights (t.c,

1000+200=1200 divine years= 1200 x 360=432,000).—51.

When the Kali Yuga comes to an end the Krita Yuga will again

come.—52a.

The Aila and the Iksv&ku dynasties have been described along with

their branches. The dynasty of the Iksvakus (the Suryavamsa) is remem-

bered to have come to an end with Sumitra when Iksv&ku Ksatriyas will

eease. The Aila Ksatriyas (Chandra-vamsa) were contemporary with

these (or the last of the Aila Ksatriyas was Ksemdka.—Vayu,) so the knowere

of the Somavamsa understand it.—53.

Note :—The text in verse 51 b is

:

It apparently gives no meaning.. The translation follows the reading of the Vayu
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All these are declared to be the glorious descendants of Vivasvat

those who are passed, those who exist now and those who will be in the

future.—54.

The Br&hmatias, the Ksatriyas, the Vaitfyas and the SJddras are

remembered to exist in this Vaivasvata manvantara i.e., all are sons

of Vaivasvata Manu). Thus ends the genealogy of dynasties.—55.

A Prophecy.

Dev&pi the taurava king, and Maru, a king of Iksv&ku dynasty,

are both existing in the village, Kal&pa, through the force of their great

Yoga.—56.

In the 29th Mah&yuga these two will be the leaders of Ksatriyas and

will restore Ksatriyahood. Suvarchas the son of Manu (Mara?) will be the

founder of the (future) Aiksvaku line.—57.

In the 29th Mahayuga he will be the first founder of that dynasty.

Similarly Satya, the son of Devapi, will be the (first) king land the foun-

der) of the Aila dynasty.—58.

These two (Devapi and Maru) will be the restorers of Ksatriya

chivalry, in the beginning of that Mahayuga. Thus should be understood

the characteristics of the dynasties in ail the Yugas.— 59.

Even after the close of the Kali Yuga, the Seven Sages who continue

to exist along with these two throughout the Krita Yuga, then will

incarnate in the middle of the (future) Treta Yuga. They will take birth

in order to be the seeds of Brahmanas and Ksatriyas (of Brahmanic

parentage) again. Thus at the end of the Pusya asterism (when the

Great Bear is in a line with that asterism) the Seven Sages, along with

those kings (take birth on earth) for the sake of procreating children in

every Yuga. Thus the BrShmanas know the close relationship of the

Ksatriyas with the Brahmanas (and how several Ksatriya dynasties had

Br&hman paternity).— C2.

Thus at the close of each Manvantara, these (two) immortal Ksatri-

yas and (seven) BrShmanas, who cross over from one Yuga to another (in

their full consciousness), are called SanUnas in the £5ruti or founders of

future human races. They become the origins of (the future) Brahmanas

and Ksatriyas.—63.

The Seven Sages know thus the rise, and fall, and the longevity of

these founders of dynasties, as well as the decline and rise of the dynas-

ties.—64.
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Thus in their due order the Aild and the Iksvaku kings take their

birth in the Treta and come to an end in the Kali age.—65.

Note -.—Thus in the Krita or Satya Yuga and npto the middle of Treta there exists

no four fold caste, or only one oaste that of the lighters or warriors (Ksatriyas who are

the pioneers of emigration and open np new lands. It takes 4,000+1.500=5,500 years to

settle fully and oompletly for a new race. After that the four-fold division takes plaee.

These kings will follow in due succession (through Treta and

Dv&para and Kali according to the characteristics of the age till the

Manvantara comes to an end.)—60a.

When Pararfurama, the son of Jamadagni, annihilated the Ksatriyas,

then the whole world became destitute of Ksatriya-born world-rulers.

They all belonged to mixed dynasties (Brahman and Ksatriyas or Ua-and

—Iksvaku kings.) All the kings owed their origin to double paternity,

Brahmanas and Ksatriyas. I shall declare that now the cause of double

dynastic paternity. Hear it from me.—67.

The dynasties of Aila and Aiksvaku are said to be the origin of all

kings who belonged to a certain class (who ruled in dynastic succession),

as well as other Ksatriyas on earth who were not rulers.—68.

The descendants of the Aila family were numerous, not so however

the kings of the Aiksvaku dynasty. They gave rise to full 100 famous

dynasties.—69.

Similarly the extent of the Bhoja dynasty was double that of the

above, and double of the Bhojas were the other Ksatriya dynasties, who
spread on all quarters, and the Bhoja clan became divided into four

branches.—70.

Now those who are past and those who were their contemporaries

together with their names I shall declare. Listen to me.—71a.

There will be 100 kings of the dynasty of Prativindhyas, 100 Nagas,

100 Hayas, 101 Dhartarastras and 80 Janamejayas. 100 in the family of

Brahmadattas and 100 hero kings in the Kaurava family (or 100 Siri and

Viri kings or Siri and Kama kings).—72.

Then 100 were Panchala kings, 100 K6rfi-kusa kings, then 2000 Nipas

and {Sasavindus.—73.

All these were performers of sacrifices and all of them were givers of

myriads of gold coins in feasts to the Brahmanas. Thus hundreds and

thousands of royal Risi kings have passed away. They belonged to

the family of Lord Vaivasvata Manu and they exist in the present day also.

Their births and deaths are for the sake of the maintenance of the

world. -74-75.
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Even in one hundred years I cannot finish the recital of the descend-

• ants of these kings and the mutual co-relationship to each other.—76.

In the Vaivasvata Manvantara 27 Mahayugas have passed away and

the current one is the 28th Mah&vuga. Those Sistas (the Holy Seeds)

along with the Devas who are their companions are now to be declared.

Listen to that—77.

In the remaining portion of the Mahayuga of the Vaivasvataman-

vantara there will be (or there are existing) 43 Mah&tm&s.—78.

Thus have I declared to you fully and briefly the whole history and

I cannot repeat it in its entirety on account of its being too large.—79-

I have declared all the Rajargis who have passed away along with

the passing away of the Yugas. as well as the kings belonging to the

dynasty of Yay&ti and those belonging to the dynasties of the Lord of

the Visas.—80.

All these illustrious ones have been declared to you. He who hears

the recital of this history obtains all the five worldly-blessings, so difficult

of attainment here.—81.

He gets long life* fame, wealth, heaven and progeny. By hearing

and committing to memory this genealogy of kings, one verily goes to

the highest heaven.—82.

Here ends Chapter 273 dealing with ike chronology of future kings.

NOTE.

Brahmanda III.—74, Verses 225, et seq.

When tike noon and the sua and the (constellation) Tlsya and Brihaspatl shall come

together in the same zodaioal sign, then may the Krita age be.—22fc

This Is the entire series of dynasties which has been declared to yon In due order—

the dynasties which have passed away, and those which exist now, and those which are

in future—226.

From the birth of Parfkstt opto the end of the inauguration of Mahsnanda—this

period is to be known as 1050 years.—227.

Similarly to speak of the duration which (elapsed) after Mabapadma, eight hundred

and thirty six years are remembered to be the interval.—228.

This future interval of time is declared to be the year beginning with the end of

the Andhras, and enumerated in the Bhavisya, by the 6rutarsi (versed in the Vedas)

knowers of the Purines. -229.

Note.—886 years is therefore the interval beginning from the end of the Andhras

to Mah&padma reckoning backward.

(At the time of the birth) of Pariksit the Seven Rlsis had obtained (entered) them

(Into the beginning of) the hundred years In the constellation sacred to the Pitrfs {i.en

Magna). (And after finishing their cycle) by 2700 years with the end of the Andhras,
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they (the Seven Bids) commence again their future revolution.—280.

In the entire circle consisting of the17 lunar constellations, the Seven Seen remain

lor 100 years in each in turn.—SSI.

This is the Cycle of the Seven Seers (consisting of 2700 human years). And reckoned
in the terms of Divine years (800 human yearn equal to 1 Divine year), this period in equal

toO divine months together with 7 divine years (U.,2700 divided by M0 equal to U
divided by S equal to 7*).—282.

According to those (constellations) Divine time proceeds by means of the Seven
Seers.—239a.

The two front stars of the Seven Seers, which are seen in the northern region, the

lunar constellation which is seen situated equally between them in the sky, the Seven
Seers are to be known as conjoined with that constellation 100 years in the sky.—2886-284.

This is the length of the period of enjoyment of the (Seven) Seers with each lunar

constellation*—286a.

The Seven Seers then yet disunited, after enjoying for 100 years In the epoch of

Pariksit, (and moving on) they will be tor hundred years in the 24th (lunar constellation)

at the beginning of the epoch of the Andhras.—285b-2$8a.

Aote.—The Andhra epoch commenced when the line of the Great Bear was in the

24th Nakfirir* or Setabhiaa.

M From your birth (Parikait Is addressed by Suka) to the inauguration of Nanda,

1115 years will elapse.

Of the Seven Rials two are first perceived rising in the sky, and the asterism which

is observed %o be, at night, even with the middle of those two stars is that with which

the Rials ere united, and they remain so during s hundred years of men. In your time,

and at this moment* they are situated in Magna..

When the splendour of Visa*, named Krlsua departed; lor heaven* then did the Kali

age during which men. delight in sin, invade the world. 8a long as he continued to,touch

the earth with his holy feet, so long the Kali age was unable to subdue the world.

When the Seven Jtiais were in Magna, the Kali age* comprising 1200 (divine) years

(482,000 common years), began, and, when* from Magna, they shall reach Purvssedba, then

witt this Kali age attain its growth, under Nanda and his successors."

As it is said :—" When the sun and moon, and (the lunar asterism) Tisya, and the

planet Jupiter are in one mansion, the Krita age shall return."

Thus, most excellent Muni*, the kings, who axe past, who are present, and who are to

be, have seen enumerated. From the birth of Pariksit to the coronation of Nanda It is to

be known that 1015 years have elapsed. When the two first stars of the seven Rials (the

great Bear) rise in heavens, and some lunar asterism is seen at night at an equal distance

between them, then the seven Risis continue stationary, in that conjunction, for a hundred

years of men. At the birth of Parikait, they were in Magna, and the Kali age then com-

menced, which consists of 1200 (divine) years. When the portion of Visnu (that had been

born from Vasudeva) returned to heaven, then the Kali age commenced. As long as the earth

was touched by his sacred feet, the Kali age could not affect it. As soon as the incarnation

of the eternal Visnu had departed, the son of Dharma, Yudhis^hlra,—with his brethren,

Bhagavajba Purina* XII., lh% 20-82.

Visnu Parana, Book IV., Ohap. XXIV.
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abdicated the sovereignty. Observing unpropitious portents, consequent upon Krisna's

disappearance, he placed Pariksit upon the throne. When the seven {lists are in Pnr-

vayadha, then Nanda will begin to reign, and thenceforward the influence of the Kali will

augment.

The day that Krisaa shall have departed from the earth will be the first of the Kali

age, the duration of which you shall hear : it will continue for 880,000 years of mortals.

After twelve hundred divine years shall have elapsed, the Krita age shall be renewed.

Note.—Interval between the Birth of Pariksit and the Accession of Nanda.

We have mentioned above that this impotent period the interval between Pariksit

and Nanda is absolutely necessary to determine accurately the chronology of Indian

History. The Purftuas are not absolutely unanimous on this point. They, the most of them

mention that this interval was 1015 years or 1050 years, and the Visnu-Bhagavata says that

it was 1115 years. But most of these Puranas give also the aggregate periods of reigns of

the dynasties. But the sum of these aggregates does not generally coincide with the

figures given above. Thus the Visnu Parana, Bk. IV., Ch. 24., verse 32, says that from the

birth of Pariksit to the coronation of Nanda 1015 years have elapsed. Tet according to

the duration of the different intermediate dynasties as enumerated by it in Chs. 28 and

and 24 the duration comes to 1500 years, namely.

1600 years.

Similarly though the Bh&garvata in Bk. 12 Ch. 2, verse 26, says that this interval is

1115 years, yet in the dynasties given by it the total comes up to a larger figure. This

point' struck the commentator, Sridharsvami, and he says 11 Vastutas-tu Parikgiu-

Nandayor-antaram dvabhy&m nyanam varsanam sardha-sahasram bhavati. Yatah Pariksit

samakalam Magadham Marjarim-arabhya Ripunjayanta vimaati rajanah sahasrasamvatsaram

bhoksyanti-ityuktam Navamaskandhe. Te Barhadrathabhopala bhavyah sahasravatsaram-

itl. Tatah param pafioha Pradyotana as(atrimsottara 6atam. 6isunaga*-cha sas^huyttara-

sata-trayam bhyoksyanti prithivim-iti atra-eva-uktatvat."

As a matter of fact the interval between Pariksit and Nanda is 1500 years less 2 years,

that is, 1408 years. Because beginning with Marjari, king of Magadba, who was contem-

porary of Pariksit, up to the end of Ripunjaya 20 kings will enjoy the earth for 1000 years

has already been mentioned in the Jtarana in its 9th Book in the following verses :—" These

Bahradratha kings of the future will endure for 1000 years, and after them the five Pra-

dyotas will enjoy the earth for 188 years after whom the Sisunagas will enjoy it for 880

years."

Thus we have then the authority of Sridharasvamin for holding that 1500 years, or

more accurately, 1108 years is the interval between Pariksit and Nanda. The great war
therefore took place 1498 plus 422 years in all 1920 years B.C. according to Srldharasvamin

Magadha kings

Pradyota, &o.

Siaunflga, &c.

1000 years

188 years

882 years
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TABLE No. 1.

THE StTRYA VAMSJa or THE SOLAR DYNASTY.

(Pra-Mahabharata War).

1. Kasyapa=Aditi.
I

2. Sflrya (Vivasvat).

8. Vaivasvata Manu.

4. Iksvaku

5. Vikukji (Sasada).

0. Kakutsfcha.

I

7. Sayodhana (Anenas).

8. Prithu.

9. Viavaga (Asya).

10. Inda (irdra).

11. Jnvanasva I.

18. Sravasta.

18. Brihadasva.

I

14. Kuvalasra (Dhundhumara).
I

15. Dridhasva. Dan da. Eapilasva.

16. Pramoda.

17. HaryaaVa.

18. Niknmbha.

19. Samhatasva.

<

20. AKritasva Ranasva.
(Eriaasva). *

|

21. Yuvanasva II. (married Gaari of the Paurava family).

I

22. Mandhatri.

1 i i Ti
28. Purukutsa. Dharmasena- Maohukunda. Satrojit.

I

24. Vasada (Trasadasyu).

25- Sambhuti.
*

I
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86. TridhanraiL

87. TrajyArupa.

88. 8atyaTrata.

80. fttylnth* (Trtfraka).

80* HarJohandra.

81. RohltL

88. Vriki.

I

88. BAhu.

84. Bagara two wirea BhAnumatI and PrabhA (d. of Yadn T) PnbhA produced 60,«*

84. ia^ra=BhAmimati.

85. Aaamafijaa
I

86. Aqafnmat.

Dil pal.

88. Bhaglratha.

40. NalhAga.

41. Ambarfaa.
I

48. Bindhodrfpa.

48. AyutAyua.

44. Ritaparaa.

45. KalmAaapAda.
I

45. garrakarman.

46* Anaranya.

47. Nighna.

.
1

r
48. Anamltra. 48. Raffhu.

60. IMlfj)aII.

51. Aja-(ka).

68. Dir^habAhn.

58. AjaoAla.

58. Dasaratha.

54. Bi»i Rama Chandra.

mm I I

58. Kujfa. Lava.

57. Atithi

58. NJaadha.
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69. Nala.

60. Nabhas.
I

61. Pundarike.

68* DevAnlka.

64. Ahioagu.

66. Sahasraara.

66. Ohandraraloka.

67. TAripida.

69. Bhftnnschandra.

70. tfrntayn (killed in the Bharata War)*

(several generations omitted by the Matsya).
76. Brlhadbalsu

(killed in the Bharata War aooonUnf to some).
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TABLE No. H.

THE CHANDRA VAMSA or THE LUNAR DYNASTY—Mateya, Chap. 24.

(Pre Mahabharata War).

1. Dakfa

8. Kasyapa-Aditi

8. Vivasvat—Samjfia
I

4. Yaiyasvata Manu

6. IU-Budha (son of Chandra by T*ra, wife of Brihaspatl

6. PurnraTaa-TJrvaal

„ , J

1 T » i I i i i

(1) (2) (8) (4) (6) («) (7) , (8)

Ayna Dridhayos Asyayus Dhaoayus Dbritimat Vasu Snohividya Satsyus7.

8.

I

I

(i)

Nahusa Yriddhasarman

I I

(8) (4)

Raji Dambha

100 sods, became followers
otJina and latterly des-
troyed by Indra.

(4)
Yipapman

(1) <*)

Q. YatI, became Yaylti
ascetic in (Married)
youth

J) (4) (i (i) (7^
flamyati Udbhava Paohi Sarylti Meghayttl

and

(2)
8armisthfl (d. of

VrisaDarvan)

Drnhyn

I

(4)
Ana

[
I

(5) (1)

10. Pupu= 10. Yadu
KauaaJyS

I

(1)
Derayani (d« of

SnkrAoharya

Tnrrasa

11. Janamejaya=sAnants, d. of Madhu

18* Prachitvat=Anmaki of the Yadu family

18. Manasyu (Samyati^Yarangi, d. of Drisadyata),

14. Pitayndba (Yltayndha or Ahamysti)=Bhanumatf, d. of Kritayfrya).

15. Dhnndhn (8flrvabhauma)=8unandfi (of Kekaya family)

I

16. flamyati (8amorati or Jayatsena)=Sasrnva (of Yideha)

17. Rahamavarohas (Avftohina)=MarytdA (of Yideha)

18. Bhadra*va
(Married)

1
1
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Jvalana (d. of Taksaka)

19. Antinftra
(Married)

Ghrittchi

I

=Ilina (d. of
Yama)

I

20. Aiiina

I

=Mana8vini
I

I

(1)

Amartarayas

f

(2)
Trivanam

I

<Z)

Ganri, mother of
Mandhatri

a
1

,

21* Risyanta

i I

(2) (8)

Dnsyaota Pravira
(Married)

Sakuntala (d. of Visvamitra)

ci,

Anagha

hapata

Bona died throagh a curse.

(I) (i) (8) (4) (5) («) (7) (8) (0) (10)
Ancheyu Hriseya Kakseyu Saneyu Dhriteya Vineyu Saleyu Dharmeya 8amnateya Punyeyu

22. Bhapata.
I

(Adopted sod) Bhsradvaja (son of

Brihaspati, named subsequently)

28. Vitatha
I

24. Bhuvamanyu

26.

I

0)
Brihatksatra

i

(i)

27. Tryusana

I

(2)
Mah&virya
(or Abarya)

Uruksava
=Visala

I

2«.

I

(8)

Nara

Sankriti

|

Mahayasas-
Satkrit!

I

Garga
I

, fliyi

(J,

Puskari

I

(8)
Kavi

I

28. Gnrandhi
I

28. Rantidera

Hastin

J

I

(1)

27. Ajamidha (four
wKes)

I

I

(2)

Dvimfdha

I

(8)
Pnrunadha.

A,
Dhnmin!

I

Bhomini

I

(8)

Keainf

Riksa, 100
others
Samvarana

el)

Nalinf

28. Yavfnara

29. Dhritimat
I

80. Satyadhriti

Brihadann 28. Kanva 28. Nlla

I I

29. Brihanta 29. Medhstithi 29. 8us*anti

I

80. Brihan- 80. Kanviyana 80. PurujAnn
I

I
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I
| Became 81. Prithu

81. Dridhanemi 81. Bripaddhanua Brahmanaa lee page LX
'

| I

82. Sudharman 82. Brihadiau

88. Sarrabhanma 88. Jayadratha

I I

84.«Mahipaara- 84. Aarajit.

vanadana See page LX
I

85. Rnkmaratha

86. Snpareiva

87. Snmati
I

88. Bamnatimat
I

89. .^ita

I

40. TJgrayudha (Karti)

41. Kgema

42« Snnitha

48. Nripanjaya

44. Viratha.

I

A,
81. Sndhanvan

82. Suhotra

88. Ohyavana

84. Krlmi (Kriti from Bikaa)

85. Vaau (Chaidyopariohara=
Girika.

I

80. Kara, the founder of Karukeetre

L_
<*)

81. Jahna
"T"
Parikfit Prajana

(1) 3) J) (3) (IT
86. Maharatha Pratyaaravaa Knaa Harirahana Yajn

or
Brihadratha
(founder of
Magadha line)

87* £nttgra.

(The line of Jahnu.)

81. Jahnu.

82. Liratha.

88. Wuratha.

84. kirrabhaama.

86. Jatyataena,

4
Mataya

\

(7)

Kali (d.)
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46. Devapl
(patted over).

86. Ruchira.
I

87* Bhauma.

88. Tvarltayn.

I

89. Akrftdhana.

40. Devatithi.

41. Dakaa.

I

48. Bkimaaena (Bhimatejaa).

48. Dilipa.

44. Prattpa.

Sintanti.
(married)

j

Bahllka,

(a) Jthnarl. <b) Kali, d. of Data.

46. Devavrata (Bhfama) 46. Viohitrarlrya.

47. DhritarAafra 47. Knnti PandasMadri.
=aindhiri

J

Vidurel

I

48. Doryo- 99 brother* 48. Nakula. Sahadeva.

r
48. Yudhiafliira

=Dranpadi.
48. Bhima
=Draupadf.

Ar/una

TBT^ShlathlraT
1

48. Bimaaena.
1

I 1

lit toi/€ Snd ioi/0

Draupadi, No name.

49. Prativindhya. Yaudheya.

1
1 1

Dranpadi. 8rd wife. Hidimba.

Srutaeena. Sarvaya, Qha$olkacha.

J
I

wife
Dranpadi.

49. drntaMrtJ. 49. Abhi-

wife
Snbhadra.

manyu
(=TJtfiara).

60. Parikslt.

r

i

Dranpadt Sni wife.

49. rfalanika. 49. NiraLitra

Dranuadl. 2nd

49. 6'ruta- 49. 1
karman.

2nd wife,

uhotra.

BARHADRATHAS.

86. Maharatha (Brlhadratha of Magadha).

87. Koslgra.
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]x APPENDIX YJ.

88. Vrifabhm.ll

I

88. Punyavat.

40. Punya.

41. Satyadhriti.

48. Dhanoaa.
I

48* Sarva.

44. Sambhava.

45* Brlhadratha II.

46. Jaraaandha,

47. Bahadeva (killed in the Mahabharata War). 1W0 B.O.

48. 86mavit (8omadhi).

49. Srutaararas.

THE LINE OF ASVAJIT.

84. Asvajit.

85. Senajit.

(1)
I

(2)
86. Ruchirasva. 86. Kavya.

87. Samara.
I

88. Pin.

87. Prithuaena,

Dridharatha.

88. Panra.

89. Nfpa.

(lOONfpaa).

tfrimat.

I

(2)
Sampara.

~

T

(4)

Yatsa.

I

(8)

Sadaava.

89. Prithn.

40/ Sukrita.

41. Vibhraja.

48. Anuha (married Kritvi, daughter of Suka).

48. Brahmadatta.
I

44. Yogadatta or Visvakeena (Yibhraja).

45. Udakaena.

46. Bhallata.

47. Janamejaya.

THE LINE OF PRITHU.

81. Prithn.

88. Bhadraara (fire sons, founders of Panchala line).
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I

(D
88. Mndgala.

1
Jaya.

I

(S)

Brinadifu.

I

(4)

Jabinara.

I

Kapila.

Mandgalayanas,
became Brahmanas.

I

(1)

87. Divodlsa,

84. Brahmi$tha or Vasis^ha.

85. Indrasena.

86. Bindhyaava (married Menakg).

d. Ahalya=SAradvata (Gautama). Founders of
Ga

88. Mitrftyn (married Maltrayani.)

89* Maitreya (founder of
Bhargava Brahmanas).

40* Ohaidyavara.

41.
I

Sndasa.

I

[48. 8ahadeva].

48.

44.

Sdmaka.
I

Jantn.

aatama clan of Brahmanas,

Satananda (a Rial).

Satyadhriti.

Two twins (adopted by 8antu),

11.

ia.

18.

14.

15.

16.

17.

ia

19.

I T

LINE OF YlDAVAS.

10. Yadn (son of Yayati).

Sahasraji. Eros^n.

fiataji.

1

I

Nila. Antika. Laghn.

Haiha
I

ya.

Dharmanetra.
I

KnntL
I

flamhata.

Mahismat.

Dnrdama.
I

Kanaka*

J
r

81. Kritavirya.

88. Arjona.

I

Haya.

Kpitfgni.

Yeinha.

Kritavarman.
—

T

Kritanjas.

88. 6urasena. 4ora. Krosta.

!

I I

Jayadhvaja. Avanti and 95 others,
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26* Sraba.

SB. Vltihotrm*. 25. Bhojaa.

Anarta.

(Ihirjeya) Amitra Kataana.

I

95. Kupdikeran.

I

1

. Pflthtt- PpiUm-
frayas.

80. Snjajfia.

81. TJaanaa.

87.

86. Uiangu.

87. Ohltraratha.

88. SafaYindu.
1

Pritkudhar-
I

jaya.

-i r
Ppithu- Ppithamanas
kirti. and 94 others.

Titikfn.

I

88. Maratta.

84. Kamlalabaridaa.

86. RokmaLaraoba.

i r
86. Rnkmefu. Ppithurakma.

r
Jyamagha-
Ohaifira.

Parigha. Hari.

Established in Yideha
and founded the

Yideha line.

87. ' Vidarbha.

I

88. Kratha. Katflka. Lomap&da.

88. Chedi 88. Mann.
I

88. Kunti. 40. Ohaidyaa.

I

40. Dhpifta.

I

41. Nirrpiti.

48. Yldaratha.

48. Daairha.

I

44. Byoma.

46. Jfmata.

46. Vimala.

I

47. Bhfmaratha.
I

48. Navaratha.

I
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49. Dfidharatha.

60. fi'aknni.

51. Karambha.

62. Devarttha.

68. Deyakfatra.

64. Madhu.
I

55. Paravaaa.

66. Puradvat=Bhadraaeni of Vidarbha.
I

57. JantusIksYftkf.

59. Bhaji (?). Bhajamana. Davivfidha. Andhaka. VJfpi.

I

60. Babhru. Kulrara, 60. BaajmAna. SaAa. Kambala-

|

|

t«Waa.

61. Vrieni 61. Vidflratha. 6ona to continue

68. Dhriti. 68. Adhidera,

68. Kapota- 68. Bontora. Sveta-
roman. bthana.

- I I ^ I

KIJ 1 »

I 64. 8a- Deva- Nikon- Sakra. Satrnr
64. Taittirf. min. aarman. ta. JU»

65. fiamin.

66. Pratikjatra.

I

67. Bhoja.

68. Hrfdika.

68. Krita- &!ta- Devar- N&- Bhiaa- Maha- Ajl- Bana- Kan!- Karaaa-
varman. dhanvan. ha. bha. na. bala. ta. jata. yaka. bhakav

69. Kambalabarhifa.

70. AaAmanJaa.

71. Ajftta.

1

78. ScJLmgtra. Sunlbha. Krifna.

65. llala.

66. Ponarvasu.

67* JUuta=d. of Kftaya. Ahuki (d.)=Klng of Avanti

I

-I
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Devaka. 68. Ugrasena.

69. Devivat. Upaieva. Sudeva. Devarakaita Devakl. Srntadevt

70. BrlKrlana.

Mitradevf. YaaodLara. Sndevi. flatyadevt. Satapa.

69. Kamia. Nyaglodha. Sun ftman. Kanka. Saipku. Ajabhfl. Rftftrapala.

Yudhamuati. Sumu!j$ida. Eamsa. Kamsavatf. Sonanto. RAftpapAU. Eamka.
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TABLE No. III.

Post Mahabharata.

TABLE No. HI.

Post-MaMbhdrata Aik$vdku8 Matsya Pur&na (Ch. 271. v. 4-17.)

(a) Brihadbala (killed in the Great Battle in 1920 B.C.)

1. Bribatkaaya.

2. Uruksaya.

3. Vatsadroha (or Vateavyfiha).

4. Prativyoma.

5. Divakara. (contemporary of Adhisima Krifina of Pauravas, and

of Senfijit of Magadha, 1640 B.O. to 1590 B.C.)

6. Sahadeva.

7. Dhruv&dva (or Brihadfirfva).

8. Bh&nuratha.

9. Pratitftdva or Prattp&rfva.

10. Supratipa.

11. Marudeva or Sahadeva.

12. Sunaksatra.

13. Kinnar&tfva or Pu?kara.

14. Antarikaa.

15. SuBena (Suparna or Suvarna or Sutapas).

16. Sumitra (or Amitrajit).

17. Brihadr£ja (bhraja, or Bharadvaja).

18. Dharma (or Viryavfin).

19. Kritanjaya.

19a Vr&ta.

20. Ranenjaya (Dhanastraya).

21. Sanjaya.

22. &kya.

23. I^udhaudana (Kruddhodana).

24. Siddh&rtha.

25. Rahula (or R£tula, B&hula, Langala, Puakala).

26. Prasenajit (or Senajit).

27. Ksudraka.

28. Kulaka (Ksulika, Kun4aka, Kucjava, Ranaka).

29. Suratha.

30. Sumitra.

flote.—The last king apparently killed in the Great Revolution of Mahapadna
Nanda in 433 B.C. The Parana says there were 34 Aikfrakus ch. 373, (vera© 15), but it

enumerates 80.
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TABLE IV.

Pott-MdMbharata Pauravas MaUya Pur&w (Oh. 50 v. 57, 65, 66, 78-89).

(Abhimanya, son of Arjuna killed in the Great Battle ia 1920 B.C.)

Yudhirthira: 1920 B O.—1884 B.C. (36 yrs.)

1. Parikait, son of Abhimanyu 1884 B.C.—1860 B.C. (24 yrs. Died

at the age of 60).

2. Janamejaya.

3. datanlka (II).

4. AsVamedhadatta.

5. Adhisomakrisna or Asimakriena : (In whose reign the Parana

was recited. Contemporary of Senajit 1640 B.C. to 1590 B.C.

6. Nichaksu (or) Vivakgu (Va. Nirvaktra. Bh Nemichakra),

7. (Uspa or) BUuri.

8. Chitraratha.

9. f$uchidratha or
0 rava (or Bh Kaviratha).

10. Vrisnimat (or Vristimat Dhritimat).

11. Snsena.

12. Sanltha (or Suttrtha).

13. Rucha Not in Mt.

14. Nrichaksus (or Trichaksa)

15. Sukhibala (or Vs Sukhabala. Sukhinala).

16. (Pariplava or Paripluta or) Pari§nava.

17. (Sunaya or) Sutapas.

18. Medhavin.

19. (Nripanjaya) Puranjaya.

20. (Dnrva or) Urva. (Mridu. Hari).

21. Tigmatman.

22. Brihadratha.

23. (Vasudana) Vasudaman. (Sud&naka. Sudasa).

24. Satanikalll.

25. Udayana (or Udaoa. Durdamana.)

26. Vahinara (or Mahinara. Ahinara).

27. Dancjapani (or Khantfapani).

28. Niramitra (or Naramitra).

29. K§emaka.
Note.—The last king, Kaemaka, was probably killed in the great revolution of

Mahapadma Nanda in 422 B.O. The Para^as giro the number as 25 Kings, but they are

here 20.
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TABLE No. V.

Post-Mahdbh&rata Magadha King*.

I. Baphadpatha Dynasty (1920 B.C. to 920 B.C.). Sahadeva
killed in the Great Battle in 1920 B.C.

1. SomAdhi (Marjari) 58. d. 1862 B.C.

2. grutairavas 67 d. 1795.

3. Apratipin (Ayutayus) 36 d. 1759 B.C.

4. Niramitra, 40 d. 1719 B.C.

5. Surakaa (8uksattra) 56. d. 1663 B.C.

6. Brihatkarman (Brihatsena), 23. d. 1640 B.C.

Total six kings, 280 years.

7. Senajit, 50 d. 1590 B.C. In his reign the PurSna was recited.

Contemporary of Divakara and Adhisomakrisna.

8. ^rutanjaya, 40, d. 1550 B.C.

9. Vibhu (Vipra) 28, d. 1522 B. 0.

10. guchi, 58. d. 1464 B.C.

11. Ksema, 28. d. 1436 B.C.

12. Anuvrata (Snvrata), 64. d. 1372 B.C.

13. Sunetra (or, Dharmanetra 5), 35, d. 1337 B;C.

14. Nirvritti, 58. d. 1279 B.C.

15. Trinetra (or Susrama) 38, d. 1241 B.C.

16. Dynmatsena (Dritfhasena), 48, d. 1193 B.C.

17. Mahinetra (or, Sumati) 33. d. 1160 B.C.

18. Achala (Snchala), 32, d. 1 128 B.C.

19. Snnetra (Sunltha) 40. d. 1038 B.C.

20. Satyajit, 83, d. 1005 B.C.

21. Vtsvajit (or, Virajit), 35, d. 970 B.C.

22. Ripunjaya (Ariujaya or Isunjaya), 50. d. 920 B.C.
Note :-The last 10 kings ruled for 720 years. Or, the entire JJ kings, 1000 years.

The dynasty ended in 020 B O. The reading in one text of Mt. is that the reign of these
sixteen kings lasted for 720 years:—

" Vayovimrf-Adhi kam tes&m rajyam cha satarsaptakam", which
means—(These 16 kings are to be known as the future Barhadrathas)
and their kingdom will last 720 years.

We take the reading * vayo ' instead of, trayo, as suggested by Mr.
Pargiter, because the aggregate period of the reigns, from Senajit to
Ripunjaya, comes up to 720 years, and thus corroborates this reading.
Thus there is no reason to change *4r the reading given in Mss. J. to
*fc M The manuscript appears to be correct. The reign did not last 723
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years, but 720 years only. The periods of reign, where they differ from

Matsya, are taken from other Pur&nas or Mas. as in Mr. Pargiter's Book
" The Kings of Kali age."

IL Ppadyota Dynasty. Began in 920 B. 0. when Pradyota

killed Ripunjaya in that year and ended in 782 B. 0.

1. Pradyota 23. d. 897 B. 0.

2. P&laka 24 : d. 73 B. 0.

3. Vitfkhfiyupa 50 : d. 823 B. 0.

4. Ajaka (or Bh. Rajaka or Vs. Janaka. Or Mt Suryaka) 21

:

d. 802 B. 0.

5. Nandivardhana (or Va. Vartivardhana) 20 : d. 782. B. 0.

Note.—5 kings. Total reign 188 years. Boded in 782 B. 0.

QL Slsunaga Dynasty (782 B. 0.-422 B. 0).

1. girfunaga 40. d. 742 B. 0.

2. Kakavarna or V. Sakavarna 36 d. 706 B. 0.

3. Kpemadharman 36 d. 670 B. 0.

4. Kgatraujas (or Bh. Kgetrajna. Or Mt. K$emajit) 40 : d. 630

B.C.

5. Vimbisara : Bd. 38. d. 592 B. 0.

6. Aj&tasatru : Mt, 27. d. 565 B. C.

7. Darsaka (or Bd, Vs, Bh Darbhaka, or Vaibfeka). 25. d. 540

B. 0.

8. Udayin (or Vs. UdayaaVa. Or Mt, Udasin. Or Bh. Ajaya) 33.

Founder of Eusumpura : d. 507 B. 0.

9. Nandivardhana Va, 42. d. 465 B. 0.

10. Mahfinandin (Bd. Sahanandi) 43. d. 422 B. 0.

Note.—10 &snnagas 880 yean, or 861, according to Vaya and VUnu. This dynasty

ended in 422 B. 0., when Mahapadma Nanda killed Mahanandin that year.

Barhadrathas ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000

Pradyotas ... ... ... ... •*• ... 188

iftsunagas ... ... ... ... ... 880

The grand total ... 1,488

Nanda's abhiseka or inauguration took place in 1,498 or roughly

1,500 years after the birth of Parik§it.

Poat-NANDA Magddha Dynasties.

I. Nanda Dynasty commenced in 422 B. 0.

1. Mahapadma Nanda 88 (28) d. 334 B. 0.

2. Sukalpa (Sahalya or, Vs. Sumatya, or, Bh. Sumalya and 7

others) 12. d. 322 B. 0.

Note.—9 Nandas 100 years. Exterminated by Ohandragapta Manrya in 822 B. O.
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(1) Maurya Dynasty (according to Vayu).

1. Chandragupta 24. Ascended 322 B. 0. d. 298 B. 0.

2. Vindusara 25. aso. 298 B. C died 273 B. 0.

3. Asoka 36 (26). aso. 273 B. 0. died 247 B. a
4. Kun&la (or Dasaratha Vs. Suyaas) 8.

5. Bandhupalita (or Sangata) 8 (Va. B. d. 10).

6. Daiona7(10).

7. Dasaratha 8.

8. Samprati 9.

9. d&lWuka 13.

.10. Devadharman 7.

11. Satadhanvan or (e Va. Satamdhanus) Mt. 6, 8.

12. Brihadratha e Va. 87 70. (B. d. 7).

Note.—10 Manryas 187 yean. Ended in 186 B. O. Bat the regnal periods added

together are 109.

The Maupya Dynasty.
Note.- The Matsya Purina giyes a very mutilated liat of this family, as shown

below:—

1. Satadhanvan, 6.

2. Brihadratha, 7.

S. Asoka, 36.

4. His grandson, 70.

5. Daiaratha, 8.

6. Samprati or Saptati, 9.

Then it adds :
" These ten Maaryas will enjoy the earth for

137 years." It names only 6 kings, and the total of their reigns comes

to only 136.

(2) The V&yu, Bibliotheca Indica Edition, gives, however, the

following list in Ch. 37, v. 425 et seq :

—

1. Chandragupta, 24 years.

2. Bhadras&ra, 25 years.

3. Asoka, 26 years.

4. Kun&la, 8 years.

5. Bandhup&lita, 8 years.

6. Indrap&lita, 10 years.

7. DevavarmA, 7 years.

8. Satadhara, 8 years.

9. Brihadfisva, 7 years.

Then it adds " these nine kings should enjoy the earth for full 137

years,
1
' but the total comes to 123.
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Mr. Vincent Smith, in his chronological table of the Maurya4ynasty,

gives the same list, and then adds, " The names of the successors of Asoka

are taken from the Visnu Purana, omitting Suyasas, for the reasons given

in the text. Other names are given in Jain books and the Buddhist

Asokavadana. The Vfiyu, which is one of the oldest of the Pur&nas,

gives only nine names for the dynasty, as in brackets, and also states

the duration of each reign. . The approximate dates given are assigned

accordingly, on the assumption that the reign of Asoka lasted for about

forty or forty-one years. Its duration, according to the Vayu Purana,

was thirty-six, and, according to the Mahavamsa, thirty-seven, years,

both of which periods probably should be reckoned from the coronation.

The Puranas agree in assigning 137 years to the Maurya dynasty, but

the total of the lengths of reigns according to the Vayu Pur&na, is only

133. The difference of four years may be accounted for by the interval

between the accession and coronation of Asoka. For further details see

Pargiter, " Dynasties of the Kali Age." The variant readings are

numerous."

The Matsya Purana, however, is incomplete and, moreover, it has

misplaced verse 23,, which ought to come after verse 24 and not before it

Therefore the Matsya list should stand thus :

—

1. Asoka.

2. His grandson.

3. Dasaratha.

4. Samprati.

5. Satadhanva.

6. Brihadratha.

The names in the Visnu Purana are :

—

1. Chandragupta 24 years.

2. Vindusara 25. „

3. Asokavardhana 26 „

4. Suyasas (Kunala) 8 „

5. Dasaratha (Bandhupalita) 8 years.

6. Sangata (Indrapalita) 10 „
7. Palisuka 13

8. Somarfarman (Devavarman) 7 „

9. ^atadhanvan (SSatadhara) 8 „

10. Brihadratha (or Brihadasva) 7 „

The names within brackets and the regnal periods given above are

taken from the Vayu P. The Visnu Purana ends by saying " these ten
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Mauryas will reign for 137 years." It is the only Purana that gives the

correct ten names neither more nor less. The total of reigns (taken

from Vayu), comes tip to 136 years.

Comparative Table of Maurya Kings.

Visnu
•

Brahman da
Vtyu Mas.
marked e. Vayu generally

1 Chandragnpta ... Chandragnpta 14 Chandragnpta 24 Chandragnpta 24

s Bindns&ra Bhftdrasaras 25 Nandasftra 25 Bhadrasara 25

8 Arfokavardhana ... Asoka 88 Asoka 88 Asoka 28

4 Suyasas Knnala 8 Kolftla 8 Knnala 8

6 Dasaratha Bandhnpalitas 8 Dasaratha 8 Bandhnpftlita 8
of Knnala

8 Sangata Indrapalita 10 HampratSp 9 Indrapalita 10

7 tttlfsoka ••• 6'altfnka 18

8 Somasarma Devavarman 7 Devadharma 7 Devavarma 7

0 fcatadhanva Satadhanus 8 Satamdhanu 8 Satadhara 8

10 Brhadratsa Bpihadratha 7 Brihadratha 7 BrlhadasYa 7

Total 10 Kings 187 9 Kings 187
actual 188 years

9 Kings 187
actual total
146 years.

9 Kings 187
actual total 128 yrs.

The above comparative table requires a little explanation. The
Visnu Purana gives the names of ten kings, but not their separate regnal

periods. It gives the total as ten king**, who ruled for 137 years. The
Bhagavata Purana agrees with the Visnu, generally, but omits Dasaratha.

It says at the end that there were 10 kings who ruled for 137 years. As
it is exactly like Vianu it has not been shown in the above table. Brah-

man()a gives 9 kings, omitting £$alWuka. It says at the end that these 9
kings ruled for 137 years. But the aggregate of the actual regnal periods

comes up to 133 years. The Vayu e names all the 10 kings, with two more,

as given by Mr. Pargiter, but which are really misreadings. It gives the

last king Brihadratha's reign as 87 years, which is evidently a mistake for

7 years. The table is given with these emendations. It also says at the

end that these 9 kings reigned for 137 years, though the actual total comes
ud to 145 year9. The " Vayu generally" requires no explanation. The
actual total here is 123 years.

Now, all the PurSnas agree in giving 137 years as the total period
of this dynasty. They agree also in giving the same regnal periods for

the first three kings and the last three kings. It is only with regard to
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the middle three or four kings, that there is a difference of opinion among

them. To reconcile this is not very easy. One may take it, however, as

a fact that Asoka really reigned for 40 years and not 36. The difference

is due to the fact that the 4 years between his coronation and accession

have been omitted. Or, it may be explained on another ground, that

Kun&la or Suyaias, the son of Asoka, never actually reigned on account

of his blindness. If 8 years of his alleged reign be deducted from 145

years, then the text of the Vayu becomes harmonized, and then the revised

list would stand as follows :

—

1. Ohandragupta 24 years (322-298 B.C.)

2. Bindus&ra 25 years (298-273 B.C.)

3. Asoka 36 years (273-237 B.C.)

4. Daiaratha 8 years (237-229 B.C.)

(Bandhupalita)

5. Samprattpa 9 years (229-220 B.O.)

(Sangata or

Indrapalita)

6. Adisuka 13 years (220-207 B.O.)

7. Devadharma (Devavarma or Soma4arma) 7 years (207-200 B.C.)

8. datadhanva 8 years (200-192 B.O.)

9. Brihadratha 7 years (192-185 B.O.)

This last king was killed by Pusyamitra, who ascended the throne

in 185 B. 0.

Sunga Dynasty.

1. Pusyamitra 36 yrs. (Va., Bd., 60) (185 B.O.-149 B.O.)

2. (Agnimitra 8 years.)

3. Vasujyesfha (or Va. Bd., Vs., Bh., Sujyestfia) 7 years (149 B.O.-

142 B 0.)

4. Vasumitra 10 years (142 B.O.-132 B.O.)

5. Andhraka (Antaka), or Bd., Bh., Bhadraka or Vs. Ardraka) 2

years (132 BO.-130 B.C.)

6. Pulindaka 3 years (127 B.O.-124 B.O.)

7. Ghoea (or Ghosavasu, or Mt. crp Tomegha) 3 years.

8. Vajramitra 9 years (Bd., 7 years) 124 B.O.-115 B.C.)

3. Samsbhaga or Bhagavata Mt. 32 years (115 B.O.-83 B.O.)

10. Devabhumi (or Va Ksemabhumi) 10 years (83 B.C.-73 B.C.)

ft**—10 SongM fox 111 years. Ended In It
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Kanvayana (Sungabhpitya) Dynasty.
1. Vasudeva 9 years (Bd. 5) (73 B.O.-64 B.C.)

2. Bhumimitra 14 years (Va., Bd., 5 years) (64 B.C.-50 B.C.)

3. Narfiyaga 12 years (50 B.C.-38 B.C.)

4. Susarman 10 years (Bd., 5 years) (38 B.O.-28 B.C.).

Note.-*4 Kings for 45 years, from 78 B.C. to 28 B.C.

Andhras.
1. Siiuka, or Simuka, (Va, Bd Sindhuka Vs Sipraka), 23.

2. Krisnai 10 (Mt, 18).

3. ^rl-datakar^i, 10.

4. P&rQotsanga, 18.

5. Skandhastambhi, 18.

6. ^atakarni, 56.

7. Lamb6dara, 18.

8. Apilaka, 12.

9. Meghasvfiti, 18.

10. Sv£ti (or Ati), 18 (or 12).

11. Skandasvati, 7.

12. Mrigendra Svfitikar^a, 3.

13. Euntala Svatikarna, 8.

14. Sv&tivarna, 1.

15. Pulomavi, 36 (Va, Bd, 24).

16. Aristakarna, 25.

17. Hala, 5 (Va, Bd, 1).

18.. Mantalaka (or Pattalaka, Bh Talaka, Va Saptaka), 5.

19. Puriksena (Mt Purindrasena), 21.

20. Sundara Satakarni, 1.

21. Chakdra Satkararni, 6 mo.

22. &vasvati, 28.

23. King Gautamlputra, 21.

24. Puloma (Pulomavi), 28.

25. (datakarni, 29).

26. SivaSri Puloma, 7.

27. &vaskandha Satakarai, 3.

28. Tajnarfri datakarnika, 29 (Va, Bd, 19).

29. Vijaya, 6.

30. Chandairi (Satakarni (Va, Bd Dandasri), 10 (3).

31. Pulomavi, 7.

Note.—These thirty Aodhra kings will enjoy the earth 460 years (Bd, 4M). Or from
38 B.C. to 48S A.D.
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It may be mentioned here that the Parana states that &4uka

(Simuka) was the first Andhra king, who was the slayer of &isarman, the

last of the Kanvas, in 28 B.C. Bat from the evidence of coins it appears

that Simaka reigned long before that period, not of course in Magadha,

bat in Andhra. The slayer of the last Kanva was very likely one of the

three kings, nos. 11, 12, or 13 in the list of the Andhras. The reasons for

differing from the Pauranic accounts may be found in Mr. Vincent Smith's

The Early History of India, 3rd edition, pp. 206-208.

We make only this short extract from page 307—44 The Udayagiri or Hathigumpha

inscription of Kharvela, the Jain king of Kalinga, has been the subject of much discussion,

and archaeologists used to believe erroneously that it was dated in the year 165 of the

Maurya era. The latest and most authoritative account of the mutilated document is the

abstract translation published by Prof. Luders in Bp. IncL, vol. x, App., p. 160. We
loarn that Kharvela, surnamed Maha Meghavahana, the third of the Oheta dynasty of

Kalinga, was anointed as Maharaj when twenty-four years of age, having been already

Crown Prince (Tuvaraja) for nine years. In his second year be defied Satakarni, by

sending an army to the west. In his fifth year he repaired an aqueduct which had not

been used for 108 years from the time of king Nanda, and in the same year harassed the

king of Rftjagfiha i. e , of Magadha. In his twelfth year he watered his elephants in the

Ganges, and compelled the king of Magadha to bow at his feet. In his thirteenth year

he erected certain pillars.

M The reference to king Nanda gives the approximate date. The latest date for the

last Nanda king, according to my chronology, is 822 B.C. Deducting 108 we get 210 B.C.

for the fifth year of Kharvela, and consequently 228 B O. for his accession, some nine

years after the close of Asoka's reign. The Andhra king alluded to can only be Sri

Satakarni, No. 8 of the Puranio list, who is commemorated by a defaced, but happily

inscribed, relief image at Nanaghat, a pass leading from the Konkan to the ancient town
of Junnar in the Poona District, Bombay (A. 8. W. I., vol. v, p. 69).

M The synchronism of Satakarni I with Kharvela proves conclusively that the Andhra
dynasty cannot have begun with the death of the last Kanva king. The date assigned to

Satakarni I is in full accord with the script of the Nanaghat inscriptions, which include

similar records of the first and second Andhra kings, Simuks and Krisna (Luders, op. cit,

Nos. 1118, 1114,1144). The king of Magadha whom Kharvela defeated was one of the
later Mauryas, probably Salisuka (c. 228-211), in or about 212 &6."

6RI8A CHANDRA VIDYARtfAVA.
LALIT MOHAN KaVYATIRTHA, MJL, RL.
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(Pre Mahdbharata War Kings. (Extract from Mr* Pargiter*8

paper in J.R.A.8. January 1910).

1
2
8

4
5

7

8
8

10
H
IS
18
14
15
18
17
18
10
SO
21
ss
28
24
26
28
27
28
20
80
81
82
88
84
86
88
87
88
80
40
41
42
18
44
46
48
47
48
40
50

I.

Yadavas.

Mann
Da
Pururavaa

Ayas
Nahufft
Yayati*
Yadu

Kroffu

Vrijiniyat

Svahl

Rusadgu

Ohitraratha

Basavindu*
Prithayaaas
Pritbnkarman
Ppithujaya
Prithnkirtti
Prithudana
Prithnaravas
Pribhoaattama

Antara
8nyajfia
Uffanas
Sineya
Marntt«
Kambalabarhis
Rakmakavaoha
Paravrit
Jy6maQha

Vidarbha
Kratha
Kaoti
DhFi«U
Nirrritl
VidHratha
Datdrha
Vyoman
Jimuta
Ylkriti
Bhimaratha

II.

Haihayas.

Sahasrajit

Satajlt

Haihaya

Dharma

Dharmanetra

Kunti

Sahaflji

Mabiamat

Bhadraire$ya

Durduma
Kanaka
Kritavlrya
Ar;una*
Jayadhvaja
Talajangha
Yitlhotra
Yriaa
Mftdhu
Yriaai

ni.

Paurayas.

Mann
Ila

Pururavaa

Ayus
Nahasa
Yayati*
Para

Janamejaya I

Prachinvat
Pravira
Manasya
Abhayada
Sadhanvan
Bahugava
6'amyati
Ahamyati
Raudrasva
Ricboya

Matinara
Tamsa

Aillna

Dufyanta
Sharata*

Vitatha
Bhumanyu
Bfihatk^atra
Sabofcra
Haatln

Y.

Eanyaeubja.

Amavaau

Bhima

Kaflchanapra-
bha

Sohotra

Jahnu
Somania
Ajaka
BalakaaVa
Enaa
Kaaaava
Kuaika
Qadhi

Viiv&mitra

Aa$aka
Paravaau

Bharoava
BRAHMANS,

Richxka
jamadaqni

Rama
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VI.

Km lini*

liana
Hi
Parfirayaa

Ayaa
5ahaaa
Kaatrayfdha

Su(na)hotra

Kaalpa

Dlrghatapaa

Dhanya

Dhanvantari

Ketamat

Bhimaratha

XMooddaa I
(•(aratha)

(Haryaaya)

(Sndera)

Divodrfaa II
Pratardana
Vatsa
lloraa

flannatii

Snnitha

Kfema

OLAB UNI*

Mann
Ikavaka

4aiada
Kakutttha
Anenaa
Pfithn

YisVagaava
Ardra
Yayania'ya I

Sravasta
Bfihadaa'ya
Kayalaaya
Dpidbaaya
Pramoda
Haryatfva I

Nikambha
SamhataJVa
Eriaaava
Pratenajit
Yuvun&Bva II
Mandh&tf*
Purukntta
Traaadaaya
Sambhata
Anaraoya
Pfiaadaaya
Haryaaya II
Yasumanaa
Tridhanyan
TrayySraaa
Triiabku
HurUchandra
Rohita
Harita
Ohanohn
Vijaya
Rtiruka
Ypika
Baku
SaQara*
Aaamafijaa
Amanmat
Dllipa I

Bhagiratha*
Srata
Nabbaga
Ambanaa*
Sindhudvipa
Ayutayoa

Yin.

YlDBHA LDfB.

Nimi

Mitbi-Janaka

Udiyaaa

Nandiyardhana

Suketu

Deyarata

Bpihadoktha

Mahavirya

Sadhritt

Dhria$aketn

Haryaaya

Mara

Pratlndhaka

Kritiratha

Deyamidha

Vibadha

IX.

DlBTA'S LDfl.

Mann
Ma*a

Nabhaga

Bhalandana

Yataapri

Pramaa

Prajani

Ehanitra

Kaapa

Yimaa

ViyimSa

Knaninetra

Karandhama

Avikfit
Marutta*

Nariayanta
Dama

RaJyayardhana
Sodhriti

Nara
Kevala

Baadhumat
Yegayat

Badha
Tfinavindu

And's ura.

Mann
Ila

Purlrayaa

Ayna
Nahuaa
Yayatt*
Ana

Sabhanara

Kalanala

Srinjaya

Purafijaya

Janamejaya

MahaaaU

Mahamanaa

Uainara
Titikaa .

Kekaya
Raaadratbjt

Hema

Sutapaa

Bali

Anga

Dadhiylhana
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W

64
£6
66
57
58
50
CO
01
63
68
64
65
66
67
68
68
70
71
71
78
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
88
84
85
86
87

89
90
91

98
94

L

Yadayas.

Nayaratha

Daaaratha

8akuni
Karambha
Devarata
Devakaatra
Madhu
Kuravaaa
Ana
Paradvat
Purahotra
Amta

atvat
Satvata

Andhaka

Knknra

V«nl

Dhrti

Kapotaroman

Viloman

TittiH
Taittiri

Nal*

Abhijlt

Punarvaau

Ahuka

Ugratenu
Kafiua
Km*

It

DVIMIOHAS.

Drimidha

Yavinara

Dhritimat

afcyadhriti

Drfdhaneml

Sudhanvan

Sarvabhauma

Mahat Panrava

Rakmaratha

Saparava

Samati

Sannati

Kfita

Vgtayudha
Kaeroya
Suvlra
Nripafiiaya
Bahnratha

m.

PADRAYA8.

YUran^hana ?

Ajamidha

Bariivarana

Kuru
Parikfit I

Janamejaya II
Saratba
Yidoratha
Sarvabhauma
Jayataena
Aradfai
Mahaaattva
Ayntayna
A krod hana
DoTatithl
Hlkfa III

Bhimaaena
Dilipa
Pratipa

(Hia^iaena)
8antanu
[fiHifma]
vichitravirya
Dh ritaratfra
Panfava*
Abhinsanyu

THE

Parikfit II

Janamejaya III

etc.

IV.

N. Panqala.

Nila
Santi
Suaantl
Purujati
Arka
Bfarimyaara
Mudgala
Brahmif^ha
Yadhryasva
Divodawa
Mitrayu
(Devavata)
8fi«ay»

Ohyavana
Somadatta
(Pijavana)
8ud&$a
Sabadera
Somaka
Jantu

V.

8. Panoala.

Nxpu (Nila)

Pfiasta

Drupada

Dhfiitaket*

BATTLE BE

Bflhadifu

Brihadvaan

Bfihaddhanna

••• *

Bpihatkarmao

Jayadratha

Viavajlt

Senajit

Rnohiraira

Prithnaeaa

Para I

Nlpa

Samara

Para II

PriUm

Sukritt

Vibhraja

Annba
Brahmadatta
Viavakaena
Udaksena
Bhallata
Janamejaya

TWBBN TBI
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VI.

Kasi link.

Ketumat

Suketa

Dharmaketn

Batyaketn

Vibhn

Snvibha

Suknmara

Dhristaketa
Veoutiotra
Bharga

Magadha UNI

Xum
Sudhanvan
Buhotra
Chyavana

Krita
Vasu Ohaidya

Bfihadratha

Knsagra
Riaabha

Pnspavat
•atyahita

Urja
Jahnn

Bambhara
Jarasandha

Buhadeva

PATOVA8 AND

Bomadhi

tfrutaaravas

etc

VII.

Solas lot.

Rituparya

Sarvakama

Sodasa
Ealmasapada
Aamaka
Mulaka
Sataratha
VpiddhaBarman
Viavasaha I
Dilipa II*
Dirghabaha
Kagha
Aja
Daiaratha
Rama*

Ku&a
Atithi
Nieadha
Nala
Nabhas
Pundarika
Ksemadhanvan
Devanika
Ahlnagu
Paripatra
Dala
Bala
Uktha
Vajranabha
Sankhana
Vynfitasva
Viavasaha II

Hirayyanabha
Pu§ya
Dhruvasandhi
Sndaraana
Agnivarna
£>ighra
Mara
Prasusruta
Sosandhi
Amarsa
Mahaavat
Via^atavat
Brhadbala

KAURAVAA.

Bphatksana

Urnkfepa

etc.

VIII.

VlDBHA LIMB.

Mahadhpti

Eptirata

Maharoman

Svarnaroman

Hrasvaroman

Siradhvaja
Hhanumat
£atadyumna
Snohi
Urjavaha
Ranadvaja
Euni
Afijana
Kalajit
Ariftaneml
^rutayns
onparsva
Safijaya
Kfemari
Arenas
Samaratha
Satyaratha
Satyarathi
Upagnra
Upagupta
Svagata
Bvanara
Snvarchas
Snbhasa
Bosrata
Jaya
Vijaya
Hita
ganaya
Vitaharya
Dhpiti
BahalaaVa
Kplti

IX.

DlSTA'S LINE.

Viaala

Hemaohandra

Snohandra
DhumrasVa

Spifijaya
Sahadeya

Kpisarfva
Somadatta

Janaroejaya
Pramati

X.

Anu's lot.

Anapana

Diviratha

Chitiaratha

Lomapdda

Ohatturanga

Ppithulaksa

Champa

Haryanga

Bhadraratha

Bpihatkarman

Bpihadratha

Bpihadbhanu

Bpihanmanas

Jayadratha

Vijaya

Dhpiti

Dhpitavrata

Satyakarman
Adhiratha

Kama
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PAURANIK CHRONOLOGY.

It is said that Indians have no history, and that they do not posses*

any historical instinct. This erroneous opinion about the Hindus, owes its

origin to the fact, that the first literature to which the West came in

contact was either the poetical or sacerdotal literature of India, in which

one would not naturally expect much of historical knowledge. Though the

Purfinas were also before the public, yet, owing to their popular character*

they never attracted much attention to the historical treasures buried in

them. The literature of the Br&hmanas was always supplemented front

the earliest times by the literature of the K^atriya Kings or the Court

literature. Every prince, worth the name, had his court bard or Suta or

M&gadha, to commemorate the events of his reign and of his ancestors,

These were compiled in Vam&balis, which were popular with the public*

though not of much interest to the sacerdotal class. The existence of

these Vamrf&balis or chronicles is proved, beyond doubt, by Kalhana in

his Introduction to R&jatarangini, wherein he says that he drew his

materials from the Vamtfabalis of K&tftniriau Kings extending over a

period of 3,000 years. Now, where historic periods were of such

great lengths as thousands of years, it was necessary to fix an epoch

in which calculation would proceed not by years or decades, but

by centuries. One such fixed epoch was already in existence in the

astronomical era, called the beginning of the Kali age, which was fixed

on astronomical grounds at a point 3,100 years B. C. It was, however, not

convenient for historical purposes, as it was used mostly by astronomers

and by sacerdotal classes. Moreover, it was not an historical era, because

its starting point was not any memorable historical event. Its epoch

depended on an event which took place in the heaven, in the conjunction of

certain planets observable only by the initiates in astronomy. It was,

therefore, necessary to fix the popular epoch in some historical event,

which was well-known to the public and even to the ignorant masses, and

which was preserved in legends and traditions of all Hindu nations through-

out India. That memorable event was the battle of MahabhSrata, between

the Kauravas and Pancjavas which lasted for eighteen days. After the

end of this battle, which was short but sharp, Yudhisthira was annoint-

ed as King. And, it was during this battle, that, Uttarft, the wife of

Abhimanyu, son of Arjuna, gave birth to a still-born child after six months'
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gestation, owing to the shock she received on hearing the sad news of her

husband's death who had been killed by foal means, by the combination of

seven chiefs against him. This tragic death of Abhimanyu was the subject

of popular legend with the Hindus. Thus, these two important events—the

still-born birth of Pariksh—who was resusciated by the divine powers of

£$rt Krisna, and the coronation of Yudhisthira, were naturally most appro-

priate for fixing the starting point of the historical epoch. This epoch,

is, therefore, called the Laukika or the secular epoch, to distinguish it

from the religious or astronomical epoch. This starting point is, indiffer-

ently, called the epoch of the birth of Pariksit, or the epoch of the corona-

tion of Yudhisthira.

When was this epoch really started, it is not easy to determine ; and

Varahamihira, who flourished in the sixth century, A. D., in his Brihat

Samhita says, that this Saptarsi or Laukika era was noted by an astronomer

before him, called Garga. This conventional era supposed that Saptarsis

were in the Magha asterism, on the date of the coronation of Yudhisthira

which coincided with the birth of Pariksit The theory is that the

Saptarsis slowly move through the asterisms at the rate of 8 minutes of the

arc of a circle in one year, thus completing one asterism in a century, or,

the total circle of the 27 asterisms in 2,700 years. Thus, in this conven-

tional method, was started a convenient mode of indicating large times.

The asterisms being 27 in number—each 27th part of a circle represented

a century. Thus, or, degrees, or, ^ x 60 minutes=800 minutes.

An asterism being equal to a hundred years, thus, a part of a circle

measuring 8 minutes becomes equal to one year. This was a brief

and convenient method of indicating years in an abbreviated way;

Each hundredth part of an asterism, called an amsa, or a part, rep^

resented a year. So, if one said, 24th amsa of Purva Ph&lguni, it

would mean that the full asterism of Magha was passed, and 24th

year in Purva Ph&lguni was the time indicated ; or, in other words,

124 S. E. (Saptarsi or secular era). Similarly, 24th amsa of Revatt, will

mean 1,724 secular era. This Saptarsi era is the historical era of the

Hindus. The commentator of Var&hamihira, named, Bhattotpala, quoting

Garga, gives the following rule for converting any $&ka era into Saptarsi

era. He says :

—

" Add 2,526 to the $aka era, and divide it by 100, the quotient

will represent the number of asterisms fully crossed by the Saptarsis;

and the remainder will be the number of years spent in the asterism in

that century. This remainder, deducting from 100, will represent the

number of years still remaining up to the end of the century/'
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A want of knowledge of this role led to curious interpretation

of the following verae of the Vfiyu Purana

n*wtt fi ^frt Pa n8f hr II

(Bibliotheca Indica Series Vol. II, Ch. 37 V. 417.)

One such curious explanation is, that it means that in the 24th

year of the century, in the commencement of which the Andhra dynasty

was found reigning, that dynasty will come to an end, and, after finishing

that century, a new cycle of 2,700 years will commence. Remem-
bering that the Saptar^i cycle begins with the first point or Amsa of

AsVini and ends with the last point or Amsa of Revati, which is the

last of the 27th asterisms, for Abhijit is never counted, it means that

the Andhra dynasty came to an end when the line of the Saptarsis

was in the 24th Amsa of Revatt. Therefore, from the date of the

coronation of Yudhisfira or the birth of Pariksjt, both referring to the

same epoch or time, upto the end of the Andhra reign, the Saptarsis

travelled through the following asterisms in their due order. Magha,

Purva Phalguni, Gttara Phaiguni, &c, up to Revati, 24 points or

Amiss, or 1,724 years, after the birth of Pariksit, which we have

previously fixed at 1,920 B. 0. This Saptarsi calculation, therefore, is a

check on that calculation, for, according to it, 1,724 years elapsed after

Pariksit's birth. According to our calculation, the Andhra dynasty came

to an end in 414 A. D. or 1920+414^=2,334 years after Pariksit's birth.

The difference, between these two calculations, is, therefore, a very large

one. How is this to be reconciled ?

This can be done by applying the rule given above. The Andhra

dynasty came to an end in 414 A. D., corresponding to 414—78=336
fkka Era. Add to this 2,526, and we get 2,862, which means that one

complete circle of 27 asterisms was made, and the first asterism, namely,

AsVini, was also crossed, and the Saptarsis were in the second asterism,

where they had passed 62 years already ; for 2,862 means one full revo-

lution of 2,700 years, and 162 years over and above it. The correct

interpretation of this verse, therefore, is that at the time of the end of the

Andhra dynasty, the line of the Saptarsis was in the 24th asterism calcu-

culated from Magha. In other words, that 24 centuries had elapsed

between the birth of Pariksit aad the end of the Andhras in 414 A. D.

This would thus give the date of the birth of Pariksit as 19 centuries

before Christ.
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Kaatriya*, the progenitors of the Br&hmanas.—Another startling state-

ment made by the Matsya Purana (Oh. 273. V. 57 et8eq.)\s that in the next

cycle (Mahayuga) the progenitors of the human race will be the two great

yogis—both Ksatriyas—named Devapi and Mara, who are still existing in

their physical bodies in the village, Kalftpa. From them will arise the

future Solar and Lunar dynasties. Throughout the Satya Yuga, all the

people of the earth will be Ksatriyas, (or fighters and warriors)* In

other words, the beginning of every new race, is with Ksatriyas who go to

a new country, colonise it, and, settling there, start a new civilization. It

is in the middle of the Treta Yuga, that the seven Risis take their birth

in these Ksatriya families, and start the Brahmana class, when, theocracy

begins. Something like this happened in the present cycle also. The

history of the Pauravas, given in this Purana, as well as in others, shows

clearly that many BrShmana clans had Ksatriya origin. This will appear

clear from the genealogical table of the Pauravas given in a separate

appendix. The Matsya Purana uses the term Brahma—Ksatriya generally

in this sense of Brahmanas having a Ksatriya origin ; and not that of

Brahmanas who have become Ksatriyas as given by Mr. V. Smith in his

history 3rd Ed., pages 419—420.

As a matter of fact, most of the Br&hmanas are the spiritual descend-

ants of Ksatriyas. They learnt the Brahma VidyS (Theosophy) from the

Ksatriyas, as the Upani^ads distinctly declare it. The daily prayer which

they recite—the noble Gayatri—owes its enunciation to the Ksatriya

prince, VisVamitra. The Matsya Purana, therefore, states a natural law

of the growth of civilization, namely, that new races begin with warriors,

and that the intellectuals, that is Brahmanas, come after the age of the

warriors, namely, in the middle of the Tret&. It is hinted in the

Mancjukya Upanisad II 1., also that the Brahmanism arose in the Tret&

Yuga.

In this connection, it should be remembered that the four Yugas,

for historical purposes, should not be confounded with the astronomical

Yugas. The four historical Yugas are :

—

1. The Ksatriya Yuga, or the Warrior age.

2. The Br&huiana Yuga, or the Intellectual age.

3 The Vaisya Yuga, or the Commercial or the Capitalist's age.

4. The Sfidra Yuga, or the age of Laborers.

These distinct ages may have definite periods during which they

flourish, but about the length of which we have found no distinct state-

ment in the PurSuas. As the astronomical ages are based upon divine
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years, one year being equal to 360 human years, so, by analogy, we may
come to the following periods :

—
1. The Labour Age, 1,200 years.

2. The Capitalist's Age 2,400 years.

3. The Intellectual Age, 3,600 years.

4. The Military Age, 4,800 years.

Total life of a race, 12,000 years.

If this surmise of ours be correct, the Aryan civilization will come
to an end after it has flourished on Earth for twelve thousand years, and
the post-Aryan civilization, the seed of which has already been sown,

will last the same number of years.

That the four ages were not always astronomical, even in our

Hindu books, will be found borne out from the statement as quoted

by Mr. Bentley in the Asiatic Researches, and as is reproduced in this

Appendix, and which shows considerably smaller number of years for

each Yuga, than the astronomical figure 4,32,000 and its multiples.

Constant Reference is made in the Puranas to Manus and Manvan*

taras. It is desirable, therefore, to have a general idea about Indian cosmic

chronology. A universe comes to an existence by the birth of a Brahma,

from the cosmic egg, called Brahman<}a. Our present universe came into

existence from our Brahma, called the Chaturmukha, or the four-faced.

There are other universes which owe their life to other Brahmas, having

larger number of faces. The life of a Brahma consists of a hundred

years. 50 such years of his life have passed. We are in the 1st day of his

fifty-first year. The year consists of 360 days or 12 months. Each month

consists of 30 days. Each day is called a Kalpa. Thus a month consists

of 30 Kalpas. A different name is given for every one of these 30 Kalpas^

or days of a month of Brahma. They are given below :

—

1. tfyeta kalpa. 18. NArasfmha.

1 Nilalohita. 17. BamAna.

S. VAmadeva. 18. Agneyab.

Manus and Manvantaras.

4. Rathantara.
5. Raurava.
6. Prana or Deva.
7. Britiat kalpa.

8. Eandarpa.
9. Badya.

10. liana.
11. Tamah or Vyana.
12. Sarasvata.
18. Udana.
14. GAruda.
15. Kaunas*

19. 86ma.
50. Mlnava.
51. PomAna.
SX Vaikun^ha.
33. Lakgmf.
84. SAvitrf.
25. Ghora.
20. Yarlh.
27. Vairaja.
28. Ganri.
20. Maheavara.
80. Pitri kalpa.
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Each Kalpa consists of 1,000 chaturyagas or MaMyugas, and each

Mahayuga consists of 4 minor yugas, called

—

1. Kjrita or 8atya yoga oonaistlng of 4n.

2. Tret*. „ » 8n.

t. Dv&para. „ ,, Sit.

4. Kali. In.

Total 10*—

where n is equal to 432,000 human years. Thus a Mahajuga

consists of the following human years :

—

1. Satya yoga

2. TretA yuga

I. Drapara ynga

4. Kali yuga

Total

•••

•••

1,728,000.

1,208,000.

844,000.

482,000.

4,820,000,

Or 482 x 100.

A kalpa has 1000 such Mahfiyugas, or 432 X 100.

A kalpa is also divided into 14 Manvantaras. Each Manvantara,

therefore, consists of 1000 divided by 14 Mahayugas. Each Manvantara

therefore has 713 Mah&yugas.

The names of these 14 Manus are :

—

1. Svayambhu.

2. Svaroohiaa.

8. Auttamiya.

4. Tamaaa.

6. Raivat

8. Ohaksnaa.

7. Vaivaavata.

We are in the 7th or Vaivaavata Manvantara. Of the 71 odd
Mah&yugas, of which each Manvantara consists, we are in the 28th

MahAyuga. We are, therefore, in the 28th Kaliyuga. When this Kaliyuga

will expire, the 29th Mahayuga of Vaivaavata Manvantara will commence.

A different system of yugas prevailed before this as mentioned by Mr.

Bentley, as given below.

a Savarnya.

9. Rauohaya.

Bhaatya*

Meruaavarnya.

Rita.

Ritadhttna.

Viavakeena.

10.

It

11

18.

14.

The Ten Avataras. See also p. 126 of the of English tranlation of

the Matsya Pur&na.

The Matsya Pur&na gives a different list of the ten Avat&ras. See

p. 138. Each Avat&ra or king is always accompanied by the Avatara

of a priest. The king and his priest are thus the two founders of
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a race and the rulers of the world. This is shown

below:—
in a tabular form

The King or the Avatdra.

f (1) Dharma.

(2) Nrisihma.

(8) Vsmana.

(4) Dattatreya.

(6) Mdndhatri.

-

2 (6) Paraau Rama,

i 0? < <7) 8rt Ram* Chandra.
4a-3

(8) Veda Vyaaa.

(9) Buddha.

U10) Kalki.

Avataras
in deva
evolution.

mi
si

e

The Priest or the Teacher.

(1) Brahma.

(2) Rudra.

(8) Dharma.

<4) Markandeya.

(6) Uttangal

(5) Visvamitra,

(7) Vasi«(ha.

(8) Jatukaroya.

(9) Dvaipayana Vyasa.

(10) Parasarya(Maitreyat).

In addition to these, there were others, as at page 126, viz., (1,)

Varaha, <2) Indra, (3; again Indra, (4) diva, (5) diva, (6) Vritrari, etc.,

We have mentioned above that a kalpa or a day of Brahma* consists

of 1,000 Mahayugas. We are in the VarAha Kalpa, which is the 26th day

of the month of Brahma. In this Varaha Kalpa, six Manvantaras have

already passed away and seven more are in future, when this Kalpa will

come to an end, and the next Kalpa called, Vairaja, will commence. In

chapter 9, verse 37 of the Matsya Pur&na we find that 994 yugas have

already elapsed.

Two ancient systems of Yugas. Asiatic Researches Vol. VIII (Bentley)

Most of the Eastern nations, and the Sindu$ in particular, appear to have employed,

from time immemorial, artificial systems, not only in astronomy, but also for chronological

purposes. Therefore, to form a just idea of the Eindu history and its antiquity, a know-
ledge of these systems, and of the various changes that have taken place from time to

time, is absolutely necessary.

Two of the most ancient Hindu systems now known, and which in early times were
applied to the purposes of chronology, are contained in an astronomical work entitled the

Oraha Munjari, This work is extremely valuable, as it enables us to fix, with precision,

the real periods of Hindu history, with their respective durations ; and to shew from

thence the alterations that have since taken place by the introduction of new systems.

The first system mentioned in this work consisted of 2400000 years, which was called

the Jftilpu.—This period was divided into Manwantaras and Yuga**, as follows :

A Satya Tuga oonsisted of ...

A Treta,

•••

A Dwapara,

A Kali,

A Mans Tuga, ...

71 Maha Yugas, ... ...

with a Satya Tuga
A Manwantara,

14 Manwantaras, ...

which, with a Satya at beginning,

Form the whole Kalpa,

960 years.

720

480

240

2400

170400

OOP

171860

2899040

980

24 it i it

> The Kalpa is also divided into 1000 Maha Togas, of 2400 years each.
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The yean expired of the above system, at the era of VikramAditya, were 1190017;

which being reduced into Manwantaras and Yogs, we shall have

A 8atya at the beginning, = 000
6 Manwantaras complete, ... 1028100
07 Maha Yngs of the 7th Manwantara, ... ... ... ... 100800
Thence to the era of Vikramsditya ... ... ... ... 707

Total years expired, ... ... ... ... ... ... 1190027

Hence it appears that the Kali Yoga, of the 07th Maha Ynga, of the 7th Manwantara

of this system, ended 707 years before the era of VikramAditya, or 704 years before

Christ—Therefore.

The Satya Ynga, or golden age, began B. 0. ... ... ... 8104
The Trets Yoga, or silver age, ... ... ... ... 2204
The Dwftpar Ynga, or brazen age, ... ... ... 1484
The Kali Ynga, or iron age, ... ... ... ... 1004
And ended, ... ... ... ... ... ... 704
Making in all 2400 years.

During the first period of 900 years, called the golden age, the Hindus have no real

history ; the whole being fabulous, except what relates to the flood, which is allegorically

represented by the flsh incarnation.

With the second period, or silver age, the Hindu empire commences, nnder the Solar

and Lunar dynasties ; and from Budha, the son of Soma, the first of the Lunar line, they

reckon about fifty reigns down to the end of the Dwipara, which make, at an average,

twenty-four years to a reign*

Towards the close of the fourth period, this system appears to have been laid aside,

as the repeating the same names over again, would, in time, cause a confusion in history.

The next system mentioned in the Oraha Munjari, consisted of 887000000 years, which

was called the term of Brahmt's life. This period is divided and subdivided in the

following manner

:

A Kalpa is called a day of Brahma, which in this system contains,... 5000 years.
And his night is of the same length, ... ... ... 5000
A day and night therefore, ... ... ... = 10000
80 of such days and nights make a month, ... ... = 800000
And 12 such months a year, ... ... ... = 8000000
And 107 such years and eight months make the full period of

Brahma's life, ... ... .ft ... = 88700000

The Kalpa, or day of Brahmi, is divided into Manwantaras and Yogas, in the follow-

ing manner: t
Years. Months.

A Satya contains,
A TretA,
A Dwapara,
A Kali,

... ... ... ... ... 2 0
... ... ... ... ... 1 6
... ... ... ... ... 1 0
... ... ... ... . .. 0 6

... • •• ... ... 5 0*

... ... ... ... ... 855 years

... ... ... ... ... 2

A Mah4 Yuga, ...

71 Maha Yugas, ...

With a Satya of, ...

Make a Manwantara of, ... ... ... ••• ... 857

• The Treta and Dwftpara together make 1200 years, which, divided by 50, give 24

years to a reign. It is somewhat remarkable, that the principal Eastern nations date the
commencement of tbeir empires from nearly the same time. Thus we find the Chinese
empire began nnder the dynasty of Hia, according to Playfair, ... ... B. C. 2207

The kingdom of Egypt, ... ... ... ... ... 2207

The kingdom of Assyria, ... ... ... ... ••• -— 2221

The empire of India under the solar and Innar lines, ... ... — 2204

t This Yuga of five years is to be met with in many books.

[Pages lxxxvii and Ixxxviii omitted in numbering]
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14 such Manwantaras, ... ... ... ... 4998

Which with a Satya at the beginning, ... ... ... 2

Make a Kalpa, or day of Brahma, ... ... ... ... 5000 years

The years expired of this system, at the beginning of the Satya, or golden age of the

former system, were, ... ... ... ... ... ... 212560000

Add thence to the Christian era ... ... ... ... 8164

Total years expired at the Christian era. ... ... ... ... 212563164

After 198799286 years had been expired of Brahma's life, he, for the first time, created

the Earth, and ordained that, at the end of every Kalpa, or 5000 years, it should be

destroyed, and again reproduced.

Therefore, from the years elapsed, ... ... ... ... 212563164

Take the years at the first creation, ... ... ... = 198799286

Remain, ... ... ... ... _ 18763878

The years from the first creation to the Christian era- which being divided by 6000,

the quotient will be the number of times the world has been destroyed and created, and
the remainder will shew the years expired since the last creation.

18763878
Thus

5000
=8752 times destroyed and created, and 8878 years from the last

creation to the Christian era.—Now since there are 857 years In eaoh Manwantara, we
have the date of the commencement of eaoh as follow

:

The first Manwantara • .

.

... ... ... ... B. C. 8878 years.

The second ... ... ... ... ... ... ii
8021 »

The third, ... ... ... ... ... ... i»
8164 ti

The fourth, ... ... ... • ... ... ... ii 2807 ii

The fifth, ... ... ... ... ... *i
2460 it

The sixth, ... ... ... ... ... ... ii 2093 tt

The seventh, M ... ... ... ... ... tt 1786 ii

The eighth, ... ... ... ... ... ... M 1879 ii

The ninth, ... ... ... ...

*

... ... »• 1022 ii

The tenth, ... ... ... ... ... ... II 666 ii

The eleventh, ... ... ... ... ... II 808 ii

The twelfth, ... ... ... ... ... ... A. O. 49 i

The thirteenth, ... ... ... ... ... ii 406 »•

The fourteenth, ... ... ... ..» ... ti 768 »

and ended, ... ... ... ... ii 1120 ii

Making in all about 5000 years, with the Suttdhi of two years.

Having thus exhibited the periods of ancient history, according to both systems, the

annexed table will now shew, at one view, ,the commencement of eaoh period, by whioh

the corresponding times in each system may be more easily seen and understood.

By this table it will appear, that the Satya, or golden age, as we may call it, of the

first system, began on the same year that the third Manwantara of the second system did

;

that is, the year before Christ 3164. And that the ninth Manwantara, of the second

system, began the year B. C. 1022, only eighteen years after the commencement of the

Kali, or iron age, of the first system.

The Saptar§i-Era {Golebrooke, As Re. t Vol. IX)

I have purposely reserved for separate consideration the seven Rifi , who give

name to seven stars in Ursa Major; not only because their positions are not stated

by Brahmagupta, Bhaskara* and the Saryasiddh&nta but also because the authors, who

give their positions, ascribe to them a particular motion, or variation of longitude,
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different from other stars, and apparently nnoonneoted with the procession of the
equinoxes.

Vartha Mihira has a chapter in the Vtrahisanhite expressly on the subject of
this supposed motion of the Risis. He begins by announcing the intention of stating

their revolution conformably with the doctrine of Vridd'ha Garga, and proceeds as
follows :

M when king Yudhi?thira ruled the earth, the Munis were in Magna, and the

period of the era of that king is 2526 years. They remain for a hundred years in each
asterism, being connected with that particular Naksatra, to which, when it rises in

the east, the line of their rising is directed.*"

The commentator, Bbattotpala, supports the text of his author by quotations from

Vridd'ha Garga and Kasyapa. M At the junction of the Kali and Dwspara " ages, says

Oarga, " the virtuous sages, who delight in protecting the people, stood at the asterism,

over which the Pitris preside." That is at Magna. " The mighty sages," says Kasyapa,

"abide during a hundred years in each asterism, attended by the virtuous Arund'hati."

The author next states the relative situation of the seven Risis, with Arund'hati

near her husband, Vasis^ha : and the remainder of the Chapter is devoted to astrology.

The revolution of the seven Risis, and its periods, are noticed in Puranas. The

following passage is from the Sri Bhagavata :f

"From your birth (Pariksit Is addressed bySuka) to the inauguration of ftanda,

1115 years will elapse.

" Of the seven Risis, two are first perceived, rising in the sky; and the asterism,

which is observed to be at night even with the middle of those stars, is that, with which

the Rishis are united, and they remain so during a hundred years of men. In your time,

and at this moment, they are situated in Magha.
"When the splendour of Visnu, named Krisna, departed for heaven, then did

the Kali age, during which men delight in sin, invade the world. Bo long as he continued

to touch the earth with his holy feet ; so long the Kali age was unable to subdue the

world.

" When the seven Risis were in Maghl, the Kali age, comprising 1200 [divine] years}:

began ; and when, from Magha, they shall reach Purvashad'ha, then will this Kali age

attain its growth under Nanda and his successors."

The commentator Srfd'hara Swami remarks, that the constellation, consisting of

seven stars, is in the form of a wheeled carriage. Marfohi, he observes, is at the

extremity ; and next to him, Vasist'ha, in the arohed part of the yoke ; and beyond

him Angiras : next to whom are four stars in a quadrangle : Atri at the northeast

corner ; south of him, Pulastya ; next to whom is Pulaha ; and Kratu is north of the last.

Such being their relative position, the two stars, which rise first, are Pulaha and Kratu ;

and whichever asterism, is in a line south from the middle of those stars, is that with which

the seven Risis are united ; and they so remain for 100 years.

hA*»Rihl su^r srcf 5rt *sTfar qraforot w

According to a different reading noticed by the commentator, the concluding
hemistich signifies "they constantly rise in the north-east

; together with Arund'hati,"

t Book 12. C.2.

X 482000 common years.
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A similar passage is found in the Yisnu Purant,* and a similar exposition of it is

given by the commentator, Ratnagarbha : bat the period, there stated to elapse between
the birth of Pariksit and the inauguration of Nanda, is 1015 years only.

The Matsya Parant contains a passage to the like effect ; bat allows 1050 years

from the birth of Pariksit to the inauguration of Mahapadma ; and the seven Rishfs are

stated as being in a line with the constellation sacred to fire (that is Krittika), 880 years

later, in the time of the Andhra kings.

In the Brahma sidd'hsnta of 8akalya, denom'nated from its reputed author, Sakalya

sanhits, the supposed motion of the seven Rials is thus noticed t :
•* At the commencement

of the yuga, Kratu was near the star sacred to Yisnu (Sravana), at the beginning of

the asterism. Three degrees east of him, was Pulaha ; and Pulastya, at ten degrees

from this ; Atri followed at three degrees from the last ; and Angiras, at eight degrees

from him ; next came Yasitt'ha, at the distance of seven degrees ; and* lastly

Marfohi at ten. Their motion is eight liptas (minutes) in a year. Their distances

from the ecliptic, north, were respectively 559,
50*, 60°, 56°, 57°, 609 and <W. For,

moving in the north into different positions, the sages employ 2700 years In revolving

through the assemblage of asterisms : and hence their positions may be easily known at

any particular time."

Thalia, cited by Muniswara in his gloss on the Siroraani, says : " If the number of

years of the Kali age, less fourteen, be divided by 100, the quotient, as the wise declare,

shows the asterisms traversed by Marfohi and other celestial sages, beginning from the

asterism of Virinchi (Brahma).

Here Lalla is generally understood to mean Rohini, which is sacred to Prajapati

(or Brahma). But Muniswara has remarked, in another place, that Lalla may intend

Abhijit which is sacred to Vid*hi or Brahma ; and consequently may mean Sravana,

of which Abhijit forms a part : and thus Lalla and Sakalya may be reconciled.

Most of the commentators on the 6nrya sidd'hsnta and Siromani are silent on the

subject of the seven Rlsis. But Nrfsinha, in his Ysrtika to theVlsana Bh&sya, or

gloss on the Siromani, quotes and expounds the Sakalya Sanhita, and rejects Yaraha's rule

of computation, as disagreeing with Puranas. Muniswara, in his commentary on the

Siromani, cites some of the passages above noticed, a >d remarks, that Bhaskara has

omitted this topic on account of contradictory opinions concerning it, and because ft

is of no great use.

The same author, in his own compilation entitled Sidd'hanta Sarvabhauma, ha*

entered more fnlly into this subject. He observes, that the seven Rifls are not*

like other stars, attached by spikes to the solid ring of the ecliptick, but revolve in

small circles round the northern pole of the ecliptic, moving by their own power in

the etherial sphere above Saturn, but below the sphere of the stars. He places the

Rfsis in the same relative positions, which Sakalya had assigned to them ; states in

other terms the same distances from the ecliptic, and the same annual motion ; and

directs their place to be computed by deducting 000 from the years of the Kali age,

doubling the remainder and dividing by fifteen : the quotient, in degrees, is divided

by 30, to reduce it into signs. Muniswara supports thi* mode of calculation on the

authority of Sakalya, against Yarahamihira and Lalla; and affirms, that it agrees with

the phenomena, as observable at the period of his compilation. It appears, however,

to be a correction of Sakalya's rule.

Eamalakara, in the Tatwaviveka, notices the opinion delivered in the Sidd'hanta Sarva-

bhauma; but observes, that no such motion of the stars is perceptible. Remarking,

* Part 4. Ch. 23. v. 82. &c.

t Prasna 2. ch. 2,
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however, that the authority of the ParAnas and Sanhitas, which affirm their revolution, la

incontrovertible, he reconciles faith and experience by saying, that the stars themselves

are fixed ; but the seven Rishis are invisible deities, who perform the stated revolution

in the period specified.

If GamaUkara's notion be adopted, no difficulty remains : yet it can hardly be

supposed, that Varahamihlra and Lalla intended to describe revolutions of invisible

beings. If then it be allowed, that they have attributed to the stars themselves an

imaginary revolution grounded on an erroneous theory, a probable inference may be

thence drawn as to the period when those authors lived, provided one position be

conceded : namely, that the rules, stated by them, gave a result not grossly wrong at

the respective periods when they wrote. Indeed, it can scarcely be supposed, that

authors, who, like the celebrated astronomers in question, were not mere compilers and

transcribers, should have exhibited rules of computation, which did not approach to

the truth, at the very period when they were proposed.

If this reasoning be admitted, it would follow, that Varahamihlra composed the Varahl

sanhita about 2800 years after the period assigned by him to the commencement of the

reign of Yud'hl§t'hira, or near the close of the third century after the expiration of

Yud'his$'hira's era, as defined by him. For the circle of declination passing between

Eratu and Pulaha (the two first of the seven Rishis), and cutting the ecliptic only 2*

short of the beginning of Magna, was the solstitial colure, when the equinox was near

the beginning of, Krittlka ; and such probably was the reason of that line being noticed

by ancient Hindu astronomers. It agrees with the solistltial colure on the sphere of

Budoxus, as described by Hipparchus.* A similar circle of declination, passing between

the same stars, intersected the ecliptic at the beginning of Magha when the solstitial

colure was at the middle of Aslesft ; and a like circle passed through the next asterism,

when the equinox corresponded with the first point of Magha. An astronomer of that

period, if he were apprized of the position assigned to the same stars by Garga reputed

to have been the priest of Krisna and the Pandus, might conclude with Varfthamihira,

that one revolution had been completed, and that the stars had passed through one

Naksatra of the second revolution. In corroboration of this inference respecting the

age of Varahamihira's astrological treatise, it may be added, that he is cited by name
in the Panchatantra, the original of the fables of Pilpay, which were translated

for Nushirvan more than 1200 years ago.f

The theory being wholly unfounded, Varshmlhlra's rule of computation soon ceased

to agree with the phenomena, and other rules have been successively introduced by

different authors, as Lalla, Sakalya and, lastly, Muniswara ; whose rule, devised less

than two hundred years ago, does not yet grossly betray its insufficiency.

This pretended revolution of the stars of Ursa Major is connected with two

remarkable epochs in Indian chronology : the commencement of the Kali yuga, or sinful,

* Hipparchus tells us, that Budoxus drew the colure of the solstices, through the

middle of the Great Bear ; and the middle of Cancer ; and the neck of Hydrus ; and tbe star

between the poop and mast of Argo; and the tail of the South Fish; and through the

middle of Capricorn, and of Sagitta ; and through the neck and right-wing of the Swan

;

and the left-hand of Cepheua : and that he drew the equinoctial colure through the left-

hand of Arctophylax ; and along the middle of his body ; and cross the middle of Chela)

;

and through the right-hand and fore-knee of the Centaur; and through the flxure of

Bridanus and head of Cetus ; and the back of Aries across, and through the head and

right hand of Perseus." Sir I. Newton's Chronology, §. £9. Hipparoh. ad Phlnom in Petavi

Uranologla, pp. 207, 208. Ballly, Ast. Anc. p. 600. Costard, p. 180.

t Preface to the Sanscrit edition of the Hitopudeta, p. xi.
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age, in the reign of Yud'hisfc'hira ; and its prevalence, on the failure of the succession of

Eshatria princes, and establishment of a different dynasty, 1015 years after the birth

of Parioshit, according to the Visnu Parana ; or 1115 years, according to the Bhagvata

;

but 1498 years, if a correction, which has been proposed by Srid'hara Swsmi and some

other commentators, be admitted. The subject has been already noticed by Oapt.

Wilford in his essay on Vikram&ditya ; and it is, therefore, unnecessary to enlarge upon

it in this place.

s'Rlfti CHANDRA VIDYiRtfAVA.
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PAURANIK geography.

Another subject, which the present part treats of, is about geography

and cosmography or Bhuvanakosa. The last few chapters of this part treat

exclusively of this subject. If the literal sense of the verses be taken, the

whole subject is open to the strictures passed upon it by unfriendly critics

of Hindu scriptures. There are certainly no seas of " milk " or of " honey "

and " wine " on this earth, as explored by the labours of the geographers.

No more are there lions and eagles, bears and porpoises, chairs and tables

in the starry firmament, as revealed by the telescope. But astronomers

are never confounded with mythologists when they speak of the constella-

tions of the ram and the bull, the crab and the goat, of the fish and the

water-jar. May not therefore the Hindu Pauraniks be credited with common-

sense, when they speak of the seas of milk and honey, of sugar and wine.

May not these be merely technical names of certain seas and oceans, like the

Red Sea and Black Sea of the modern geographers ? The latter are

certainly not flowing with blood or with ink. Taking this rational view

of the Pauranik geography, Col. Wilford tried to identify the seas and

rivers, more than a hundred years ago. No doubt some of his identifications

may appear to be fanciful, but a large mass of them were based upon

traditions preserved by the Pandits of Benares, who communicated them

to him. Some of his maps published in the volumes of the Asiatic Re-

searches are reproduced here.

It may be objected, and rightly objected, that the figures dealing

with the size of the earth are prepostrous. The Hindu astronomers cer-

tianly knew the true size of the earth, and its diurnal motion on its axis,

and on its being suspended in space by its own force and that it does not

rest on some mythological tortoise or elephants of quarters, as will appear

from the extract from Mr. Colebrooke's essays given elsewhere.

But are these figures really prepostrous ? Does the word " Earth "

really mean this earth only, or is it not a symbol for the whole solar

system, and do not the vast figures given in the Pur&nas represent the

distances between the earth and the other planets ? or, may it notbe that the

seven dvipas mentioned in the Pur&nas are, what the Modern Mystics profess

to have seen, the seven spheres which surround this earth as a nucleus ?

One such sphere we know, namely, the atmosphere. The other spheres

consist of still more rarified matters, represented by the words " milk
"
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and " honey " " sugar " and " wine," &c. The spiritualists and mystics

affirm the existence of such spheres surrounding our earth, in which

dwell beings of different orders of existence, than those on earth. These

beings are certainly not incarnate, like terrestrial beings ; but their

existence cannot now be denied, after the researches of the Psychical

Society, and the writings of scientific men like Crookes and Lodge. Man
passes a very large portion of his disincarnate life in these spheres or

dvipas, before his re-birth on earth.

Whenever the Purfinas speak of the earth in general terms, it is not

always to be taken as co-extensive with the physical earth. The latter

they always denoted by the word Bharatavarsa or the region of gravity

(" Bharata " the same word etymologically as the English word burthen

or weight). The other Varsas are spiritual and beyond the region of

Bh&rata of gravity. It is only Bharatavarsa where souls do acquire good

or bad karma, and therefore it is called karmabhumi or the land of

responsible actions. The other " lands " are not karmabhumi but

bhogabhumi or the land of enjoyment and suffering, where the soul, after

death, as a general rule, reaps the fruits of its actions done on earth, and

where it does not generate any new karmas. When the force of the

accumulated karmas is exhausted, the soul falls down from the higher

regions to gather a fresh store of karmas on earth. In this mystic view,

the svetadvipa or the White Island is the highest sphere, or the seventh

heaven, where,the Lord himself dwells, and which the purest souls only

can reach.

As regards the ordinary Bharatavarsa, it certainly means India, and

its mountains and rivers, as given in the Puranas have been ably identi-

fied, to a very large extent, in his edition of the Markaucjeya Purana, by

Mr. Pargiter to whom the Hindu community is deeply indebted for his

sympathetic treatment of the Puranas.

The attention of the readers may also be drawn to the Theory of

Great Men as expounded by the Puranas and Hindu law-books as Yajna-

valkya Smriti. The modern view is that great men and geniuses are

products of their age ; but opposed to this is the Pauranic theory that

these are the creators of their age. All great men have been divided by

the Puranas into two great classes, men of actions and men of contempla-

tion, grihainedhins and urddharetas, men who look upon their family life

as a sacred duty done for the sake of humanity, and the celibates who

devote the whole of their physical life to the uplift of humanity in different

sphere of activity. The number of these souls, whether householders or

celibates, is limited. They are 88,000 in number in each class. They
L
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ordinarily dwell in higher planes, but a stream of them, without any

break, flows down on this earth and incarnates as kings, warriors, states-

men, poets, artists, sages and saints. When the first class of soul cornea

down on earth, they act like ordinary men, with all human weaknesses

and frailities, but with extraordinary powers in some particular department

of human activity. The second class of souls, the celibate souls are born

as great spiritual teachers, the Bhaktas and the Bhagavatas. The same

idea is expressed in the verses 186 et seq of' the Yfijfiavaika, Prayaschitta

Adhyaya, with the commentary of Vijnanesvara which elucidate the

somewhat brief account of these two classes of souls, as given in the

Matsya Ch. 124.

Colonel Wilford published in ±he Asiatic Researches a series of

papers on the Sacred Isles in the West. These were illustrated with

maps which are reproduced on the plate facing this page. Regarding

the map-making of the Hindus, he wrote :

—

" Besides geographical tracts, the Hindus have also maps of the

world, both according to the system of the Pauraniks, and of the astrono-

mers : the latter are very common. They have also maps of India, and

of particular districts, in which latitudes and longitudes are entirely out

of question, and they never make use of a scale of equal parts. The sea

shores, rivers, and ranges of mountains, are represented in general by

straight lines, The best map of this sort I ever saw, was one of the

kingdom of Nepal, presented to Mr. Bastings. It was about four feet

long, and two and a half broad, of paste board, and the mountains raised

about an inch above the surface, with trees painted all round. The roads

were represented by a red line, and the rivers with a blue one. The
various ranges were very distinct, with the narrow passes through them

:

in short, it wanted but a a scale. The valley of Nepal \ as accurately

delineated : but toward the borders of the map, everyt hing was crowded,

and in confusion.

"

Colonel Wilford's explanation of the figures on the plate is repro-

duced below.

No. 1, represents the worldly Lotos, floating upon the waters of the

Ocean, which is surrounded, and its waters prevented from falling into

the vacuum by the Suvarna-bhtimi, or land of gold, and the mountains of

Ldkalohas.

* JV.B.—In these figures, the letter C should be pronounced its K.

EXPLANATION OF FIQURES 1 to 10
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No. 2, represents the globe of the Earth, according to the Hindu

astronomers. It is projected upon the plane of the equator, and the

Southern hemisphere expanded in such a manner, that the South pole,

instead of a point, becomes the largest circle of this projection. They

also represent the two hemispheres, separately upon the plane of the

equator.

No. 3, represents the same, projected upon the plane of a

meridian. These two projections are against the tenor of the context of

the Purdnas : a Southern hemisphere being then absolutely unknown.

Here I have placed the three ranges of mountains, according to the

documents of Hindu astronomers: but not according to their usual

delineations: for, accordining to these, the three ranges should be

represented by three concentric half circles, parallel to the meridians

of the projection. It is acknowledged, that these ranges are in the direc-

tion of as many parallels of latitude. In that case the outermost ranges

must be the longest : and this is the opinion of the Jainas, as I observed

before, in the sixth paragraph of the first chapter of an Essay on the

Sacred Isles in the West in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. VIII.

No. 4, exhibits the old Continent, projected upon an imaginary

circle passing through the North pole, and just grazing the equator in

the South. Instead of a circle, it should be an oval, with the longest

diameter East and West. But as the tracing of an oval would be attended

with some difficulty, the indolent Paurdniks have adopted the circle in

its room ; and seldom use the other. As such a delineation would be

useless, I have, of course, omitted it.

The chasm in the North-West, through the mountains surrounding

the world, was made by Kbisna, when he went to see his prototype

VisNU, or the great spirit, the ParamAbmd of the world, whose abode is

among waters, in the land of darkness. Several heroes have passed since

through this chasm.

No. 5, explains the true system of the known world, according

to the Pur&nas, and the Jainas, reconciled with that of the astronomers

of India,

Here the M&ru of the Paurdniks is brought back to its proper place,

whilst the Meru of the astronomers remains under the North pole. The
zones between Jambu or India, and the Miru of the astronomers, are

obviously our seven climates ; and the points where the astronomical

zones intersect the zones of the Paurdniks round their respective centres

equally called M&ru, shew the true situation of the dwtpas or countries,

from which these zones, according to the system either of the astronomers
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or of the Paurdniks, are equally denominated, whether they are reckoned

relatively to the North pole, or to a centrical point in the elevated plains

of Tartary

No. 6, is a delineation of the country of Bh&rata, in the fullest

acceptation of that denomination. Its nine divisions with Kuru
t

or

8iberia, and the Northern parts of Europe, making in all ten districts,

were all destroyed by a violent storm, and inundation, except one. Thus

the ten divisions of the Atlantis were all destroyed by a flood, except

one, called Gades, which probably included Spain.

Some also are of opinion, that, out of the seven divipas, six were

likewise overwhelmed by a flood. This circumstance is also noticed in

the third volume of the Aytnt-Akbaii. But I believe that this notion

originated with the Paur&niks, who, unable to point out these wondorful

countries, described in so extravagant a manner in their sacred books,

found that the best way was to swear, that they had disappeared.

In the figures 7, 8 and 9, the map of Jambu is represented under

three different projections. The first is according to the ideas of the Pau-

ranilt8
%
in which one half of the equator is obviously combined with

another half of the meridian, on the plain of which the map is projected.

I have marked the degrees of longitude upon the equator, and the

degrees of latitude north, upon an arch of the first meridian. No notice

is ever taken of these particulars by the Paurdniks; but a little

reflection will show the original design of this diagram, though the

projection be ever so disfigured.

The true projection of it should be in the shape of what the ancients

called the bottom part of a sling ; and this was admitted by Dionysius

Periegetes. Posidonius before him admitted of it also : but he insisted,

that the greatest length of this projection was in a north and south

direction. This sort of projection is represented in the figure 9. Number

8 represents the same portion of the globe, that is to say, the northern

part o! the old continent, as projected in the usual form, upon the plain

of the first meridian.

In the seventh and eighth numbers, the two Tri-Mtddris, or islands,

abounding with Kirwa or resplendence, are represented diametrically

opposite, with all due symmetrical arrangement in every part, to which

the Hindus will always sacrifice truth. There are, however, some general

outlines, which are strictly true. There are really three islands, or dwipas

in the south east and as many in the north west quarter of the old continent,

corresponding exactly, or nearly so, to e^ch other ; and they have also the

same names. The rest of the superstructure owes its origin to the fertile
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and inventive genius of the Hindus. The idea, however, is by no means

a modern one ; nor was it confined to India : for ancient writers in the

west acknowledged two islands, called Gerne, one in the east, and the

other in the west : the latter, called also Gyrene, was placed near the

straits of Hercules ; and was said to consist equally of three islands. The

eastern Gerne, it is true, was said to be near the eastern shores of Africa.

This mistaken notion arose, through the information of the Hindus, who
will have it that the dwtpa of Lankd really joins the shores of Sankha,

Zeng, or Africa. The Nubian geographer adopted this idea, as well as

Arabian writers in general.

In explaining the figure 10, Colonel Wilford quoted the following

from the Hari Vamsa :

—

" Visnu for the good of mankind, having assumed the shape of a

boar, rescued the earth from the waters, and secured it on all sides. Upon
it he made Meru of solid gold : towards the east he placed the Udaya
mountain, with others. He then went towards the south, and there framed

beautiful mountains of gold and silver : these are the gold and silver

peaks or islands of Lanka, Malaya, and Sumatra. In the west he made
a mountain 100 ydjams high, quite beautiful, with large and variegated

peaks, abounding with gold ; with golden caves, with trees beautiful and

resplendent like the sun (that is to say, they were of gold : ) there are the

Tri~V&dika, or the three mountains, with seats for the three gods. There,,

in the west, is Var&ha-dwipa : there Vardha, or the Boar, made 60,000

mountains, like M6ru, of gold, and dreadful to behold. Among them is

another Miru, from which flow a thousand streams. There are all sorts

of Tirthas, or holy places. This mountain, called Vardha, is 60 ySjanas,

long and high, or about 300 miles ; and it is like Var&ha himself. He
made also Vaidurya (Scotland), Rajata (England), Kdnchana (Ireland),

high and divine mountains. He then made the Ghakravdn, or Chakramdn,

a very high mountain : (this is Bukhara, or Iceland, like a ring, or quoit, as

implied by the apj Elation of Ghakra). Like a shell, and abounding with

shells, with a thousand peaks, is Rojata, or the silver peak ; hence it is

called Sankha-parvata, or the mountain of shells. The trees there are all

white : the juice of the Pdrijdta tree is like liquid gold. There is the

Ohritadhard river : its waters ar like clarified butter. Prabhu, or Visnu,

made many rivers, called Varahasarita, or the streams of the boar; and

these are most holy. Thus he made a mountain, the name of which

is omitted, but it is obviously &weta, with a thousand peaks, abounding

with jewels ; the T&mra, or Vaidurya, peak of copper ; and a mountain

of gold, Kdnchana, according to rule. Thus in the north he made the
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Saumya giri (86ma or Chandra), towering to the skies : the mountain

of gold, K&nchana, has a thousand peaks, with many places of worship.

Thus he made the Triskdram, or mountain with three peaks, and

the Ptiskara mountain, with many rivers, producing everything good and

desirable." The north quarter is again omitted, because, as my learned

friends inform me, the north pole is inaccessible, and by no means

a place of delight. The word, north, mentioned: in this legend, relates,

to the situation of Soma-giri, or the White Island, in the northern parts of

the White Sea : an expression very common in the PurHms : every legend

relating to the White Island, and adjacent parts, generally beginning thus,

Ksirode'-uttara-tirame', in the north of the White Sea, &c."

MAHISMATI.

In ancient India Mahismati was said to have been an important

town and so its identification has taxed the ingenuity of many Sans-

krit scholars and Indian antiquarians. The first European to study the

Pauranik history and geography was Colonel Wilford. According to him,

it was to be identified with Chauli MahesVara* on the Narmada (Asiatic

Researches Vol. IX p. 105 )

General Cunningham, in his Ancient Geography of India (pp.

488-489) is inclined to identify it with Mahesmatipura on the Upper

Narbada.

Mr. Pargiter (Introduction to his translation of the Mfirkandeya

Pur&na, p. IX.) writes:—

" The modern town of Mahesar, some fifty miles lower down the

river, claims to be the ancient Mahismati, but does not satisfy the allu-

sions. . Mahismati was situated on an island in the river and the palace

looked out on the rushing stream (Raghu. V. vi. 43;. This description

agrees only with M&ndh&ta."

There would have been little difficulty experienced by scholars and

antiquarians in identifying this place, had they turned their attention to

the description of Mahismati as given in the Matsya Pur&na, Chapter

XLUI. verses 26-36 (see the translation pp. 113-114). There it is stated

-fiat Kartavirya Arjuna " founded the city of Mahismati after conquering

the Naga King, son of Karkotaka. That city was laved by the waves of the

• Dr. Pifcz Edward Hall says that he M ascertained on the spot, that the place is now

Invariably called Maheswar simply." (Wilson's translation of the Visuu Pur&na, VdL

U. p. 167).
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ocean during the rains wherein the king played in the loaves, as it ebbed and

flowed in the beach. • • #

" He alone, with his thousand arms, swelled it (the river Narmadfi)

by putting the water of the sea into it and increased it, as it increases

in the monsoon ; and the ocean being thus agitated by his thousand arms

became subdued by him, and he extended his sea power, so that the

residents in Patala (antipodes) became inoffensive and quiet."

From the above description, there can be little doubt that the

ancient Mafiismatt was the modern town of Broach, where Arjuna built

dockyards and by establishing his sea-power, was enabled to subdue

Itfivana, the ruler of Lanka and made his influence felt in the Patala

(antipodes) which some consider to be Australia.

The ancient name of Broach is Bhrigu-kachchha. This may be

explained by the legend mentioned in the same Purana as Parana

Rama, the descendant of Bhrigu defeating Arjuna and capturing his

dominions. He seems to have changed the name of Mahismati to

Bhrigu-Kachchha to glorify his ancestry.

&tI$A CHANDRA V1DYARNAVA.
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THB DATS OF THR MAT8YA PURAlVA.

The Sacrificial Session.

The Great War had come to an end and the militarism of India,

too, came to a close with it. The legends say that out of the eighteen

akeauhinis or army corps, engaged in this internecine war, tQn chieftains

only survived—seven on one side and three on the other. The flower

of Indian manhood perished in this war. Though the militarism was

crushed for the time being, and the Ksatriya lay prostrate at the

feet of the Br&hniaoa, another militarism, and that not of India, but

of outsiders (bahischaras; or foreigners, soon made its appearance. India

lay open to them as an easy prey. Barbarians, like Abhiras and others,

overran the country, and the Br&hmanas who had expected, that with the

downfall of Kgatriyadom, intellectual classes would come to the front, were

disappointed, and the servile SQdras and the hated Mlechchhas were in

power on all sides ; the intellectual Br&hmanas retired from the courts of

the Rajas and started a long sacrificial session in the holy places of India*

After Yudhisthira had abdicated his throne, to which he had ascended

through the sanguinary war, Parik^it, the grandson of his brother, Arjuna,

became king. He lost his life at the hands of the barbarian invaders of the

N&ga race led by their chief, called Taksaka, and the central power of the

Pauravas at Hastinapura really passed to these Taksaka-led Nagas, and

the kings of Delhi were merely nominal sovereigns, as were the Moghul em-

perors after Shah Alam. Long before Parikgit had ascended the throne,

Yudhisthira, in his lifetime, had the mortification to see his famous

brother, Arjuna, defeated by the outsiders, Abhiras; and to witness the

delicately brought up ladies of the household of Krisna taken away in

captivity by these Abhiras. The weak son of Pariksit, Janamejaya, tried

to stem the tide of the Taksaka invasion, whose totem was a snake. He
killed many of them, but he had not the diplomacy or the wisdom to

please the Br&hmanas. He quarelled with the hereditary priest of his

family, Vaisampayana, and favoured a stranger, in the person of Yajna-

\alkya—a person who posed as a reformer and said that he had got a

revelation from the Sun, and who promulgated a new recension of the Yajur

Veda called the V&jasaney i Sam hita. Seeing Janamejaya taking sides with

this new reformer (Y&juavalkya), Vaisampayana, with other Br&hmanas,

left his court, But Janamejaya was not allowed to live in peace. Whether
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it was through the fresh inroads of the N&gas, helped by the intrigues of

the Br&hmanas, or whether Janamejaya was disgusted with his kingdom,

he, like his great grandfather, Yudhisthira, abdicated his throne in favour

of his son, Sat&nika, and went to the forest. It was in the reign of his

grandson, Adhisimakrisna, that Br&hmanas started the great sacrificial

congress, which was moving about from one seat of pilgrimage to another.

Three years of the session of this congress were passed at Puskara, near

Ujjain. Two sessions of this congress were held at Naimis&ranya, in

Sit&pur district. It was at the fifth or sixth of this session, when the

Brahmanas had finished the labours of their deliberations, in the long

drawn sacrifice, that they relaxed their starin and asked the bard, Stita,

to rehearse the stories of the past kings. It was then that the original

Pur&na was recited which expanded into 18 Puranas, amongst which the

Matsya Pur&na is not the least.

The original Pur&na.—The original Pur&na is one which exists in

the Devaloka, and contains ten millions of stanzas, as mentioned in

Chapter III. A portion of it is revealed from time to time, as necessity

arises. In other words, the real Pur&na, which would contain a full

account of the cosmogony of the universe, and a history of all the rulers of

the world, must be a very concisely written work to be finished within

the scope of ten millions of stanzas. But we have not to deal with

the history of the universe, but only of India and of Vaivasvata Manu

;

hence our Pur&nas are smaller in bulk.

What is a Pur&na 9—In the beginning, there was only one Pur&na,

which may be called the original Pur&na. It treated of five subjects, viz.

:

(i) Sarga, or Creation, or Evolution of the world, or Flux.

(ii) Pratisarga, or Destruction, or Involution of the world, or Reflux.

(iii) Vamsa, or Genealogy of Devas, patriarchs and kings.

(iv) Manvantaras, or cosmic chronology, or history of Manus.

(v) Vami&nucharita, or the chronicles of dynasties of rulers.

The Revealer of the Matsya Pur&na.—This Pur&na was revealed by the

Lord Visnu himself to Vaivaswata Manu. A great deluge was to destroy

the whole creation, and the Lord wanted to save Manu for the future race.

He assumed the form of a fish, and the story of the deluge—the original

account of which is to be found in the fcfetapatha Br&hmana given below

—

is made the opening thesis of this Pur&na.

" In the beginning, they brought to Manu water for washing, as men

are in the habit of bringing it to wash with the hands. As he was thus

washing, a fish came into bis hands (which spake to him), ' Preserve me

;
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I shall save thee.' (Mann enquired) ' From what wilt thou save ?
' (The

fish replied) ' A flood shall sweep away all these creatures ; from it will

I rescue thee.' (Mauu asked) ' How (shall) thy preservation be effected ?

'

The fish said :
' So long as we are small, we are in great peril, for fish

devours fish ; thou shalt preserve me first in a jar. When I grow

too large for the jar, then thou shalt dig a trench, and preserve me
in that. When I grow too large for the trench, then thou shalt carry

me away to the Ocean. I shall then be beyond the reach of danger.'

Straightway he became a large fish ; for he waxes to the utmost

(He said): 'Now in such and such a year, then the flood will come;

thou shalt therefore, construct a ship, and resort to me ; thou shalt

embark in the ship when the flood rises, and I shall deliver thee from

it.' Having thus preserved the fish, Manu carried him away to the sea.

Then in the same year which the fish had enjoined, he constructed a ship,

and resorted to him. When the flood rose, Manu embarked in the ship.

The fish swam towards him. He fastened the cable of the ship to the

fish's horn. By this means he passed over this northern mountain. The

fish said, ' I have delivered thee ; fasten the ship to a tree. But lest the

water should cut thee off whilst thou art on the mountain, as much as the

water subsides, so much shalt thou descend after it.' He accordingly

descended after it as much (as it subsided). Wherefore also this, viz.,

' Manu's descent ' is (the name) of the northern mountain. Now the flood

had swept away all these creatures ; so Manu alone was left here. Desir-

ous of offspring, he lived worshipping and toiling in arduous religious

rites. Among these he also sacrified with the pdka offering. He cast

clarified butter, thickened milk, whey and curds, as an oblation into the

waters. Thence in a year a woman was produced."

The Chronological Periods,—The chronology of the Puranas may
be conveniently studied under the following heads :

—

1. The period from Vaivasvata Manu up to the Mah&bharata War.

2. The period from the Mahfibharata War up to the inauguration of

Mahapadma Nanda, i.e., 422 B. 0.

3. From MahSpadma Nanda up to the end of the Andhra dynasty,

838 years.

4. The modern period, from the end of Andhra dynasty to the

present age.

The Matsya Purana does not give a list of kings after the Andhra
dynasty, and, therefore, it may be safely inferred that this Purana, in its

present form, could not have been composed after the Andhra dynasty.

In this Purana, the express statement made is that it was recited
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by Suta in Naimis&ranya, in the reign of king Adhirfimakrisna of Magadha,

who was contemporary of Divakara. That was the original Parana. The
present PurSna was composed mnch later. Very probably it was composed

in the reign of king Yajnaarfri of Andhra dynasty, in about 193 A. D. We
quote from the introduction, p. XIII of Mr. Pargiter's valuable book. " The
Dynasties of the Kali Age " :

—
" There is an apparent indication that

a compilation was begun in the latter part of the 2nd century in the Andhra

king, Yajnasri's reign, for 5 MSS of the Matsya (of which three appear to be

independent, namely, b, c, and 1) speak of him as reigning in his ninth

or tenth year." In chapter 273, verse 14, there is found the following

reading of the text, instead of the ordinary reading found in printed

books. In Mt. bceln, the line reads :— " nava vars&ni Yajnasrih kurute

$atakarnikah," which means "Yajnasri ia reigning for nine years."

While the ordinary reading is " nava-vimsati varsdni Yajnasrih j^atakarni-

kal?," which means "Yajnadri reigned for 29 years." The Andhra

kingdom fell about A. D. 236, and it may be said that the Matsya account

brings the historical narrative down to about the middle of the third

century A. D. and no further." Yajnasri's reign commenced- in 184 A. D.
9

according to Mr. V. Smith, and the first compilation of the dynastic account

was made in 193 A. D., though it was carried up to the end of the Andhra

Dynasty up to 236 A. D., or 43 years further. The Matsya makes no

mention of the Guptas.

As the chronology of the Matsya Pur&na does not go beyond the

Andhra dynasty, so, in its present form, it cannot be posterior to the

year 225 A. D., if that date be taken as the termination of the Andhra,

according to Mr. V. Smith. It would be 432 A. D., according to the

Matsya Purana. It is, therefore, one of the oldest, if not the oldest, of

the Pur&nas. The Vayu, the Visnu and other PurSnas mention the Oupta

and other dynasties, that came into existence after the Andhras, and

so they, in their present form, are later than the Matsya.

Albiruni saw a manuscript copy of the Matsya Purana in his time,

so it must have existed then.

The date of the recital.—All Pur&nas (except the Visnu) are said to

have been recited by Suta at the great sacrificial session, held by the priests

and sages in the forest of Naimisa, during the reign of Adhisimakrisna

of Magadha, who was a contemporary of Divakara and SSnajit. By cal-

culating the date of the reign of S6najit, from the figures given before, it

would appear that he flourished 277 years after the Great War.

Therefore, this Purana, in its original form,*»was recited on or about

1160 B. C. According to the Visnu Purana, it was in the reign of Pariksit
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CV1 APPENDIX X.

that the Puranas were recited, and the future kings are taken from that

date.

Regarding the Matsya Purana, Professor H. H. Wilson writes :

—

Matsya Purine. "That in which, for the take of promulgating the Veda%
Vishnu, in the beginning of a Kalpa, related to Mann the story of Narasimha and the eyents

of seren Kalpas ; that, O sages, know to be the Matsya Purina, containing twenty

thousand stanzas." 1

We might, it is to be supposed, admit the description which the Matsya gives of itself

to be correct ; and yet, as regards the number of verses, there seems to be a misstatement.

Three very good copies—one in my possession, one in the Company's library, and one in

the Radcliffe library—concur in all respects, and in containing more than between four-

teen and fifteen thousand stanzas. In this case the Bhigavata is nearer the truth,

when it assigns to it fourteen thousand.

The first subject (in the Purina) is the creation, which is that of Brahma and the

patriarchs. Some of the details are the usual ones ; others are peculiar, especially those

relating to the Pitris or progenitors. The regal dynasties are next described ; and then

follow chapters on the duties of different orders. It is in relating those of the householder,

in which the duty of making gifts to Brahmanas is comprehended, that we have the

specification of the extent and subjects of the PurAnas. It is meritorious to have copies

made of them, and to give these away on particular occasions. Thus, it is said, of the

Matsya : " Whoever gives it away at either equinox, along with a golden fish and a milch

cow, gives away the whole earth ;
" that is, he reaps a like reward, in his next migration.

Special duties of the householder—Vratas or occasional acts of piety—are then described

at considerable length, with legendary illustrations. The account of the universe is given

in the usual strain. Saiva legends ensue : as the destruction of Tripurasura ; the war of

the gods with Tftraka and the Daityas, and the consequent birth of Kirttikeya, with the

various circumstances of Umi's birth and marriage, the burning of Kimadeva, and other

events involved in that narrative ; the destruction of the Asuras Maya and Andhaka ; the

origin of the Matris, and the like ; interspersed with the Vaisoava legends of the Avatiras.

8ome Mahitmyas are also introduced ; one of which, the Narmada Mahitmya, contains

some interesting particulars. There are various chapters on law and morals, and one

which furnishes directions for building houses and making images. We then have an

account of the kings of future periods ;*and the Purana concludes with a chapter on gifts.

The Matsya Parana, it will be seen, even from this brief sketch of its contents, is a
miscellaneous compilation, but including, in its contents the elements of a genuine Purina.

At the same time, it is of too mixed a character to be considered as a genuine work of

the Paurinik class ; and, upon examining it carefully, it may be suspected that it is

indebted to various works, not only for its matter, but for its words.

Although a fiaiva work, it is not exclusively so ; and it has not such sectarial absur-

dities as the Karma and Linga. It is a composition of considerable interest ; but, If it

has extracted its materials from the Padma,—which it also quotes on one occasion, the

specification of the Upapurinas,—it is subsequent to that work, and, therefore, not very

ancient.

But modern scholars consider this Purana as one of the oldest,*

in fact, the Padma Purana seems to have borrowed from the Matsya

and not the reverse.

Srisa Chandra Vidtarkata.

Vide Vinoent Smith's Early History of India, trd Edition pp. 11, 21-26.
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